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ABSTRACT -

.

Thee Bicentennial Conference on Mathematical Programming, held in Gaithersburg on
November 29-December 1, 1476, examined the relationship between mathem)ical
programmi and the .cgniputer. The more than- 50 papers and panel disc sions
exhibited this theme in terms of the design forr4ise of, implementation of, and implica-
tions for mathematical programming software and computations. Particular emphasis
was placed on bringing out computer-oriented-subject matter not ordinarily presented
in a_ mathematical programming context. These resulting prOcteedings document this
Conference, which was jointly sponsored by SIGMAP of the ACM and by the Applied
Mathematics Divisio of Int dstiute for Basic Standards of NBS:s;n

1

Keywords: Mathematical prograinmihg; linear pro,gramming; nonlinear programming;
computer software; management-,,science;. operations research; computer . science;
algorithm evaluation; mathematical programming educa/iory,-,sof.Tare development; -.databases
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PREFACE

First I wish' to thank The Bicentennial Conference Committee and our host, The, ..
-National Bureau of Standards', for their efforts in making this conference so very

-, successful. These proceedngs record the pre ntations, but it is not 'possible to includethe many interesting discUssions that took pl mong the leading researchers as well
. as newcomers:

Special notice should be taken of subjects not previously considered in confer-. ences 'on mathematical programming. In particular, two subjects are: (1) interfaces ..with the 'comp' ting environment (hardware and software), and (2) database manage-.inent -(includin matrix generation /report writing). Bill White is to be congratulated in
' developing a pr gram that really spans the mainstreams of, mathematical programming.

Further, he did so by inviting. the leaders in these subjects and helping them to form, -
well organized sessions; 1 :.

Finally, and by no °means least, I extend special thanks t6.our plenary' speakers,
andGeorge, Dantzig and Williams Orchard-Hays. It is certainly appropriate for these

founders of the field of Mathematical Programming Systems (MPS) to haye provided
the foundation for the rest a the piogram. -

.

L.
0

a.

Harvey J.-Greenberg
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FOREWORD
34,

. The Bicentennial Conference on Mathematical Programming was held on November 29

December 1, 1976, at the NationilBureau .of standards, Gaithersburg, Maryland. This ,Conference

was jointly sponsored by, the Special Interest Group on Mathematical Programming (SIGMAP) of the

Association of Computing Machinery, and by the Applied\Mathematics Division of the Institute for

Bisic Standards, National Bureau of Standards, U. S. Department of Commerce. ,)
_

f/
The basic theme of the 'Conference was the relationship between athematical programmineand

the computer, and the presented papers and panel discussions exlf ited this theme in terms -of the

'design for, use of, implementation of, and implications for mathematical, programming software and

computations. Particular emphasis was placed "tar bringing out computer-oriented subject matters not
ordinarily presented in a mathematical programming context: Both contributed and invited papers

were presented, with the contributed papers being refereed: of 54 abstracts received,,47 full papers

were submitted, and 30 were select4d fOr presentation by the Session' Chairmen, together with the

Program Chairman, after the refereeing 'process.

The Sasion Chairmen functioned as an extended program committee, consultation with

' the Program Chairman, really assembled their respective sessions. Special, thanks are due them for

their contribution to the technical' content of the Conference. And thanks go to the referezes: G.

Bennington, J. P. Blondeau, L. Bodin, B. Buzby,'I.7. Cooper, J. Cord, R. Cottle, R. Davis,- R. Dembo.,

W. Drews, J.. Dyer, J. Eddington, F. Fiala,, Fromovitz, D. Gay, M. Gutterman,,M: Harrison, G.

Hefley, D. Himmelblau, H. Hoc, R. Jeroslow, D.1C1ingman, T. Knowles, G. Kochen6erger, J. Kowalik,

C. Krabek, M. Lenard, R. Marsten, C. MtCallum, R. Meyer, M. Minkoff, J. Avfulvey, R. O'Neill, T.._

Prabahakar, L. Pyle, A. Ravindran, H. Salkin, L. Schrage M. Smith;_.K. Spielberg, R. Stark, Al Waren,

C. White, and J. Whiton. ..

The Conference Committee did an outstanding job. Under_ the expert guidance of Harvey
.

,., ...

'Greenberg, the administrative chores were accomplished so as-to permit the technical. rogram to be

developed with a ,. Is um of impact from secondary sources. In. particular, Charles Mylander akd .
,

Larry Haverly (an 0 er ego, Joyce Draper) did yeoman's work on their respective duties. The

advice from Saul Gass w os. especially welcome, particilarly "when the Conference was in 4:formative i

stages. fi .
../

A'

The National Bureau of Standards. was a most apprOpriateiocation for this Conference, having

been a center of activity j'n computation and optimization-for over a quarter of a centuly. And, the

warm welcome 'given by B. H. Colvin,: Chief_ of the Applied Mathematics Division, and by -A. M.

: McCoubrey, DireCtor of thee Institute for sic Standards, was reflected as well in the excellent

conference facilities and logistic's provided by NBS. Thanks and appreciation go to NBS, and

especially to Bill Hall, the NBS'representative, and to Sarah. Torrence, of the NBS staff.

a

.. - Vi

-
William W. While
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REAPKS ON THE 0-C S -OrOF

2:`14

PdCENTENNIAL CONFERENCE ON MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
:

THE,EARLY ROLE. OF N.B.S.

George B. Dantzig

. r Stanford University

It's -a great pleasure to be here today.
Pm very .glad that* Dr. McCoubrey, the
Director- of the Institute'for Basic.
.Standards of the National Bureau of
Standards, in his introduCtory remarks,
_told us for whom NBS worked, namely the
consumer, industry, the scientific
Community, and educational institutions. 4-
It.is nice to learn that some parts. Of the
government truly work for us. because some
of us had come to believe that. it was the
other way around.

Dr. McConbrey mentionedthe early days
- of linear' programming and the cooperative
role played' by the Bureau with Air Force

.Project SCOOP. . I would like to make this
my theme today.

As 'some of you may recall, I was-the
mathethatical advisor to the Air Force
Comptrol.ler at the time that linear
pfogramming was.boin. Thinking back to the'.
.early days, Phave discovered eremarkable
coincidence that I would like to pass on to
.xoti between the date chosen for this
.commemorative conference, November 29,
.1976,, and the date when linear programming
began. Pteliminary flirtations with the
:idete started in the-fall of 1946. By
November 29, 1946, exactly 30 years; ago,
linear programming was conceived.

4

During the war I took part in the
- planning activities of the Air 'Force: In
' the immediatepostwar period, -I was in the
throes of; ttyins to decide .whether to stay
with vvernment, begin an academid career,
or dio.',research for industry. I couldn't

.make up my bind. There were some people in

Edited from a transcription taken at :the
Conference. -For additional background
information and more detailed references on
SCOOP and early 'mathematical programming-

. .influences and activities,, see Chapter 2 of
Dantzig, LINEAR -PROGRAMMING AND

EXTENSIONS,' Princeton University Press,
1963.

es-

the Air Force (Particularly Dal Hitchcock
and Marshall Wood) who' were Very 'keen-on
having me stay. As bait they suggested
that I try to the mechanize of the planning
proCess. This challenge intrigued me.* In
the fall Of' '46. I .toyed with. different
approaches. By November 29, 1946, the idea
came- that perhaps the Input- Output
technique of Leontief (for which he
received the Nobel Prize-r in 1573) could Vie
suitably generalized. In the., winter of
''46, my work began in earnest; by June of
'47, the linear programming model as we
know it today was well along.

bui. research from early 1947 on was
influenced by a conference arranged by
Aiken at ,Harvard. It was here that
Marshall Wood and.I became first exposed to
the idea of an electronic computer. It was-
'a wonderful conference. Although it .was
only a gleam* in the eyes of the speakers,
they talked about electronic computers as
if they- really existed 'and indeed with
capabilities very much as they have, today..
I was overwhelmed with the potential of
this new tool. To appreciate what happened
in theearly stages of linear programming.,
it's well tosremember'that we belikeved that
computers would become practical within a
year or two. We acted accordingly..

It would be interesting :to speculate how
many Important developments might never
have happened if one kner that it would
take 'almost two decades for powerful
computers to become.a practical reality.

From the beginning, i"..was-this gleam in
the eye of the designers=' that fast,
practical computers. really would soon
become available that 'motivated
computational develoPment- of linear
programming. It resulted in the Air Force
decision to mechanize the planning
process: The name-for the effort 'was Aii:
Force Project SCOOP, standing for
Scientific Computation of-Optimum Programs.
The Office of NaValResearch, particularly
pr.'Aina Reese, who is weliknown to many
of you, played-Animportant 'role: .She
introduced -us to JOhn..Curtiss .and 'his



r - -
pathemats group_ 4- the BureAu. 'Her

.

office s sidized, related research.

. Onr:':.3group was not- techhically equipped
to super*ise-or'evaluatethe'development of,
computerdi "We turned to, the Bureau, of,.
Standardi:to serve as our"tehnidal agents,:
for .keee.: us informed about computer
developments, And so it came about that S

. became one of the behind-the-scenes
spongors of the early development. of
computers. The Air Force Comptroller
transferred huge sums of money, to the NBS

. ,.,,. for this purpose. There were close :

contacts with Sam AleXander -Whose-.group at
NBS built the SEAC. Air Force money helped
NBS fiand,the buildingv.of BINAC, UNIVAC, and
also some IBM component research. I don't
"claim that SCOOP was the only sponsat
.(directly or indirectly) in this, field;
there were others, for example the Bureau
of the Cenius; nor did SCOOP sponsor the
building of.SWAC under Harry Huskey at'the-

.Aureau's -Institute of Numerical Analysis at
UCLA,

a .am particularly grateful for the
advice of Albert Cahn. who worked for
Curtiss. He two key people
.whamhe said I should consult regarding the
'relation of linear.. programming' to
economics, ' mathematics-, and numerical
analysis: the' 'first was the economist,
Tjalling Kooptans; the other,the famous
mathematician, Johnny Von Neumann. In June
of 1947, I went to-the Cowles Foundation at
the University of Chicago to:see Koopmans.
This contact initiated his 'interest and
soon'the interest of other young economists
(many now well known) in the relationship
between mathematical programming, and
economics. In 1975'Koopmans received the
Nobel Prize for his contributions to the
theory of resource allocation. In the fall
of 1947, I went With Curtiss to-Princeton
to see yon''Neumann at thkanstitute- of
Advanced Study. In the course of our
discusssions, Von _Neumann stated the
duality theorem, related -it to game theory;
and made other observations that, laid the
mathematical foundations. -(The history of
the duality concept makes,an \.riteresting

.Story in itself.)' A'.
.

In.June of 1948 John Curtiss again
introduced' me, this', time to his
brother-in-law, Al Tucker at Princeton.
-Soon. thereafter Tucker with his students
Harold Kuhn and ,David, Gale started a

. .seminar,which resulted in their,well known--?
contributions to duality theory, garnet
theory and nonlinear programming. Von
Neuman and Tucker spearheaded the interest
of mathematicians.

. While tbis academic interest was
growing, work beian in earnest within the
Air Force to mechanize the planning 1'
process. During the period '1947-52 there
were two main branches to our efforts

1-

ImPlement quickly and to solVe routinely
very; very large dymic programs required --

7for-planning. These Systems were, so large
that, even by ioday's,standards, they would

.te beyond anyone's capabi2Aty to optimize
as a.single linear prograth.. For practical
Plannin4 Marshall Wood and I invented a _.
hierarchical stepwise optimization scheme
called a "triangular model ". ,Wechelonned

. the activities .of. the. Air Force in
"parasitic" order namely.on the top rung
were the combat units ..(which took from'
everybody_but.gavenothing in,returp)4.next
below them werev-the support Writs in the
combat zone {'which took from everyboddy' -
below them but gave nothing, in return); and,
so forth down to support -units that

*recruited and trained personnel and the
units which :bought- and distributed
supplies.: Alth-ough called- a triangular .

model it could* be applied to general
matrices by first Making a triangular
approximation and then making iterative
,correctibns by adding on ,additional lower
.rungs in the hierarchical ordering. Murray ,
-Geisler's group formulated Air Force
planning problems in this manner. Sted
-Nobel and othersextended the forulation-
to sectors of the national economy. ,

The triangular model- _scheme was.'
implemented compttati.onally in the spring
of 1949 by Mike Montalbano of the National
Bureau of 'Standards. Orr, the -plane coming
to this conference I ran into Mike. We
reminisced about his achieveMent. Mike did
a very remarkable thing: he used IBM
punched card equipment, the only eqUipment
available, in a way that .no one had ever
used it before. to -iteratively carry out
the programmed steps, he processed the
cards through a sequence ofmachines:
tabulators, ,sorters, ."`reproducers,
collaters, and IBM 604's, all arrangeein'a
great big circle. Because the eqUtOkent
was unreliable, he also processed the *ds
through two pieces of similar 'equipment,
serially in order to have one machine check'
the computations of the other.

One day during the development of the
. computational system. by Montalbano,*Wassily.
Leontief visited Washington. I asked.
Wassily if he would like, to come oh(over to
the Bureau of Standards to ta)se'a look
(they had a- downtown office where tests
were being run). :It was a Sunday, and mike
was pleased to, put on a demonstration of
just how wonderful his syStem was. He
pointed out that the equipment was
'unreliable and how he had to get after IBM
regularly to make it work. He .pointed out
the features of his' system for 'checking
errors. "For example", he said, "See those
two reproducers, one following the other?
If the holes, punched by the second do not
match exactly those%punched by theifirsty,
the second reproducer will stop, turn on
red lights, and we will know that the last
'card processed is wrong.."

one practical, the other theoretiCal. ,The

goal of the practical branch was to As the cards were running through the
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secdtd. reptoducer,14ke saida"You see, at
this Roint everything is' ° working_ fine r
.4ere'are to red lights."":

But on the side to' me he said, "Isn''t.it
making a loud 'crunching'-no-ise?"

.

.

As he pulled the cards from -the output
hopper,. we saw that .the>columnswete laced
full of holes indeed 'they were nothing
but confetti. The cards. were 'clearly'
overpunched, but no red lights had turned
on.. Leontief tapped me on the shoulder and
said, with his Russian accent, ('There',
there, I understand these things. Don't
vorrli, A machine. is like a vornan, very .

temperamental." This .story is a classic.
exampleof System Antics -- tte science aft.
why complex systems work poorly if at all.
SOmething unforeseen always- happens. In
this case. someone the night' before ;had
changed .the standard positions' of the
Control brushes on. the reproducer and,..:

forgot to change them back.

Turning "now to the, theoretical branch,
namely research on the linear programming
model, here also the Air Force. timed to
the Bureat'for help.' Jack Ladetman and his
group ai'the Mathematical Table's Project in
New .York, using hand calculators, solved'
Stigler's nutrition problem using the
Simplex Method (December 1948). This-was
the first real test of the method. To do
the computations, Laderman handed out small
worksheets. These completed worksheets
were pasted together to form a huge "table
Cloth". In going through some old
correspondence recently, I found a letter
from Oskar Morgenstern wanted to come
down to Washington to see the famous table
cloth:. I wonder whgteve'r happened:to it?

I

.r

In early 1950, Montalbanowith Corky.
Diehm wroethe first Simplex-Code and made
Successflif runs with it on the' SEAC
computer.

There Were, others at the Bureau well
know7to you-who contributed in a majorway
to the early development. Alex_Orden, who
isjiere today, was with. the Bureau for a
brief period before:hejoined our Air Fotce
group. There was Ted Motzkin, Alan
Hoffman, and Leon Gainen. George Suzuki,
now with the Bureau, was_ with us at SCOOP,
.as was Joe Natrella, whose wife Mary 4,S

still at the Bureau. 'During the early
.1950', Hoffman, -Mannos, SokoloWsky and
Wiegman ran comparative', tests of the
Simplex Method with alternative algorithms:
At Motzkin, Raiffa, ThompSon, and
Thrall ,developed the Double Description
Method; MOtzkin and Shoenberg developed
the Relaxation Method; and_ C. B.-Tompkins,,
the PrOjeCtiOnMethod:

Those.were the days to' remember! I,
personallyaM .grateful to the Bureau for
(1) their pioneering the construction of
compilters.-andatheir sponsorship of others
in the field; (2) their design of the first
linear 'prograMming software; (3) their
contacts with economists and mathematicians
which brought abotkt early( interest by the
academic community; (4) their sponsorship
of symposia on mathematical programming;
(sy their research on mathematical
programming theory, algorithms, and' their.'
making comparative tests, These.
contributions played a major role in the
early rapid development of the mathethatical
programming field.
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ENERGY MDDELS AND LARGE -SCALE SYSTEMS OPTIMIZATION*

George B. DaniZfg and Shailendra C. Parikh

s Stanford University
. 4

The optimization oflarge-scaljdynaMic
systems represents a central area of research
whose successful outcome.could make important'con-
tributions to the analysis of crucial national and.
world problems, Although a greathuMber of pipers
have-been published on the theory of solving large-
scale systems, not much in-software-exists that
can successfully solve such systems. -4e believe
that there has been little progress, because there
has been little in the way of extensive eX5ertMen-
tition comparing methods under" laboratory-like con-
ditions on representative models. At Stanford's
Systems Optimization Laboratory (SOL), to bridge-
this-gap between theory and applibation, we

(1) develop experimental softWare for solving
. .,large -scale dynamic systems,

2) systematically compare proposed techniques -on
representative models,

(3) record and disseminate information regarding
experimental results.

.

PILOT Energy-Economic Model

Dynamic models that describe the inter-
actions between the energy sector and the general,
economy help in providing a focus our research
in experimenting with large-scale optimization.

. models. -14.1bdels Of this type are under development .
by a number 'of.grbUps ta=study the energy crisis r

and a probable future crisis in the area of food
(agriculture). Developers of.these models could
make effective use techniques for solving
large-scale systems, if ther were available.

Today's policy makers at industrial,
governmental and international levels are-faced
with the decisions-on prviding the. needed energy
in the years to come at acceptable social'cost.
Such decisions must take into account many com
plex interactions related to the technology of ;

Research of this paper was partially supported
by the:Office of Naval Research Contracts
/930011i-75-C-0267, 100014-75-C-0865; U.Z. Energy

.Research and Development AdmdniitratiOn.Contract
: E(04-3),7326 PA #18; the National Science Founda-
tion Grants MCS71-03341 A04; DCR75-04544; the
Electric Power Research Institute Contract
RP 652-1; and the Stanford Institute for Energy
Studies at Stanford University. .
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energy supply, environmental side effects, energy
resource conservation,: etc ,as,well as thenational

-.welfare considerations of,utemployment, inflation
and living standards.

Some of the important questions that must
be considered in detail in the formulation ofe-'the

energy.policy (or policies) are the followingi

(4)

(5)

(6)

Are we using up our cheap energy resources too
quickie.?

Are making sufficient investments now so
that neW.energytechnologies will come into
commercial operation when:needed ii fliture
years?"
Do we have sufficient. physical capacity to
build the required new plant and equipment in
the energy:and nonetergi sectors without
seriously hampering growth in consumer con-
sumption, or will some sacrifice in consump-
tion be necessary? \
What are the va.riouP energy options under .

different patterns of crude oil import price
realizations?
What will the short and long term impact be
ifOil and gas discoveries are less than pre.-
Vdicted? -
Can we find an energy policy that is robust,
i.e., one which hedges against various con-
tingencies?

It is our belief that dynamic mathematical pro-
gramming models can Vat `the very least, provide
analysis and informltion on these and Other ques-
tit= and- can-substantially improve the understand-
ing of the interactiOSs that must be considered.
Such models have been developed at IIASA, at the '

Electriaite de France and by various groups in the
United States.

' In, the Systems Optimization Laboratory at
Stanford we have under development a linear pro- .

gramming model. for assessing energyecOnomic opr-
tions in the United States, called PILOT [7]. a-
spens a wide spectrum:of activities of the economy,
from exploration and extraction.ofraw energy to
industrial production and consumer demands for all
-goods and services. The data requirements there---
fore cut across many different sources--consumer
surveys, import/export and trade balance data,
manufacturers surveys, mining data, input/output
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and cagtal-coeffiCients, energy consumptaon and
substitution data, energy technolo5y0eta from
Brookhaven National Laboratory and oil and gas
exploration and production dllta. Hence, there is
a nontrivial problem of achieving consistency and.

g of selecting a meaningful level of detail so that_
the model stands at? a whole rather than as a con-

. glomeration of parts that cooled collapse under
.

.01.refUl analysis.Webelieve that the initial ver-
sion of the-model being built meet this test.

The PILOT model is a statement in. physical
iftow.tertils,.to the extent poSs of the,bZoad....'
technological interactions w%thi .411 d .acrais the -
s'ertors of the economy, including, but in:greater ,

tail, the 'energy sector. itYpicai run of the'
mo describes what the country ould achieve in
physical terms Over .the long term, say"Leyears.

lfrpreiminary version of the model has
beencompleted and several useful scenarios have
been rUnV16:p. In 1977, improved. versions of the
model will be developed;twIth more de ;ail regard:
ing-exploration and,extractiam by reg&ons, More
detaile4 modeling of'various ccinve:sti3On processes,
better. representation'hf fOreign.trade., SUbstitui:
tion, financial flows and- the effect off' prices ot

pro-4nction. .

- ,

The initial-version of the PILOTmodel:iss
an'eight period,' 40 year model which hasapproxi7
mately 500 constraints and 2000'variibles.

The model is 'a description in input/output
terms of the industrial prodesses of the economy

_andthe demands for consumption, capaCity forma7..
tion, governMent.services and net exports-.. The7;"' ,
description of theprocesses that provide USefai
energy to the economy.constitutes the detailed
energy submodel. This consists of technological
input/output descriptions of the raw energy ex-
traction and the energy conversion processes as
Jwell as the energy. import and export activities.
Four linkages interconnect the energy sector and
the rest of the economy: energy demands of the.'
economy, bill of goods needed for energy process-
-ingandhapacity expansion, total:manpower avail-
able to all sectors .(including energy) and a trade
balanCeconstraintwhich requires the equating of
total exports to total imports when these items
are evaluated in 1967 dollars over successive
five year periods.. See Figure 1, which shoWs,the
major blocks of coefficientsin a time period,.
and.its link to the next time period show below .

and to the left of the dotted.ines.

.cis'noted earlier, the'eqUations of the
model express the baaances of various physical
flows. For the energy sector, the balances of
coal, oil, gas, etc: are each expressed in BTU
units. For the economy, the units are 1967 '

dollars, which are obtained by weightingthe
underlying-physical flows of goods and services
{assumed t6 be in fixed proportions) by 1.367 prices
per unit.

The industrial sectorshf-the economy are.
represented by-a 23order input/output 'matrix. The
sectors are grouped aS.follows:5 energy sectors,
1-agriculture, 1 nonenergy minlng,,5 energy inten-
sive manufacturing, ,4.energy nonintensive manufac-
turing, 4 services and 3 capital formation,.

0 .

Consumption is modeled in.terms.h.f the con-.
gumption vector iofthe average Consumer. This '

sector does not liave..a fixed bill'of goods oer
capita but varies as a fuAmtion of a.paraMeter-

...representing the'realeonsumption-income a:ttaine/.
per capita.. Based on an PrPlysis of ,histo-rical-
data, honsuMption of-Fuly`ltem.as-function.o.faver-.
age consumption income isNnearly linear-P:5'J.

- .

Capacities for each of the 13 honenergy
sectors and, all of theenergY processes are .differ
entiatei f.lsom one another. Fhe heterogeneous cap-

. - 1;ecuitir drtfie'nonenergy sectors is deore-
ci'ated;=whereasthe energy fgcilityrcapacities are-.
assumed instead to have undepreciated, fixed life-
times. .0onSi-ruct.ion la4.ere used-to specifytthe
time .it--takes to build newcapacity. These con-
struction lags May-be chosen individually for all
18 nonenergy sect-ors as well as for all energy `

facilities..
. 4 .

-

The. exports are treated as final demand
iems. The imports are considered in two parts,.

competitive.end noncompetitive. The noncompetitive
imports are for those goods.and services for which
no domestic Substitutes exist. They are treated ,.
as a part of the technology of the consuming.iii
dustrial sector. .0nhe other hand, competitive
impot'="-of goods and services for whichdomestic'
substktutes do. exist are treated as activities that
can augment the 'domestic production: . --':

trade balance constraint ties together the amopilts
. Of all imports and exports.` .Typically.we have r
4

assumed over a five year period that .the value of
total.exports be matched by that of imports'.

The labor force is assumed to be.exogenously
Al'so, average labor productivity is assumed

to grow at an exogenotisly-given rate. In sample.
runs,the "standard of living" attainedappears 'to
be very sensitive tothis,factor. In the base
case, 2% per year.productivit:4growth is assumed.':

-<The detailed energy,Sectoz contains thhcon2
ventIonal energy technologieS;.su4h as oilrefinery,
coalfired. plant, etc., as well as new technologies,
such-as coal synthetics, oil shale, 'plutonium.fired
reactors, etc.

The description of the energy sectolincludes..
an accounting of:reserves remaining of three ex- -

haustible energy resources oil, as and uranium.
For aii.and gas' finding-rate Tungt4on are used
to specify the L.lount of oil in place enE as re-
,

serves to.be foUnd for agiven amount of drilling
.effort. The-level of drilling effort is endoge-
nously determined.- The advanced (and expansive)
'.1echniques of secondary and tertiary recovery are
also defined in the model. Alaskan oil Production
end .the Trans-Alaskan Pipeline System (TAFS).con-7
'sFUction are assumed to.be exogenously glYen: For
natural uranium, increasing facilities andman
power are required to extract a ton 'of ore as more
and more is extracted. In-particular, .progress-
ively higher amounts of uranium mining and milling.
apadity are needed to process the poorer grade

per pound of uranium oxide. obtained. While, in
principle, generalized linear programming could be
used to model the nonlinear functions,e, inofact,
replaced the nonlinear functions by broken line
fits.

o
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The PILOT model can be used in'conjunction
.with:Any.lesired so#:14 objaCtive. ,'Consideration'
Of,,-teasonab1e-alt4d4A obje.Otives tequires ,

. further investigati4: Sate objeCV:i..res,m-/i.y re-,

quire their are4essionpartly. in the form'Of extra
- constrai-.. nas as14.ell as in the values -of the-Coefp

.ficients of the maximand. The objective'chosen
in'the base case in the initial version of the
model,iI the undiscountecrsum of the grosena-
tional consumption_ over all 40 years, subject to

a "monotonic per capita" constraint which
states that the average per capita consumption must
be nondecreasing;over time, and (2) an initial cOn7
'dition which sets a.lower limit on.first period
consumption. Experimentation with other-taximands
is possible. For example, we have exp imented
with discounted gross nationaltnonsump n.

The objective.ofPILOT is designed to per-
Mit one to determine feasible-solutiodt -to our
economy--in particular, what level of investment
'(in physical terms) both in the energy. and non-
energy sectors is necessary in order to have as
high a standard of living as possible for the grow-
ing population.

Once the physical flows are determined, it
is possible to solve a related financial- invest-
ment model. The finanCial flow model calculates
a system of prices, taxes, salaries, profit, in-
terest rates, etc. that is internally consistent .
in the sense .that all economic agents -- consumers,
producers, govetnment, etc.,=-receive sufficient
monies to pay theit expenses for the specified
physical flows. The prices generated by the model
Can badjuad to be, at the Same time, nonin-
-flationary, .4e., to have the same buying power as,
base year prices; We also are giving some"thought
to. incorporating in Vie model prqduction and demand
functions to adjust input/output coefficients as a
function of prices. In the initial version of the.
model these coefficients are fixed, however.

To illustrate some of the output of the
model, a typical base case assumes a 2% growth in
labor productivity, 20% limit on the total amount
of energy purchased overseas, certaixrlimits on
the rate of growth of coal productiOn, etc. A base
case run computes consumption income (income after
taxes-and savings): In 1975 this income per capita
(in 1975 d011ars) was. about $x:500. Based on these
assumptions, the Model states it is possible fgr 61=
the country to have.§_future consumptioninco,Me
per capita relative tOlconsumption per capita in
1975 as follows:

'-

1975 12LO

1.0

1985 .1990, 2,251

J1.7

2000 2005 2010

1.0 2_2 1.6" 1.8 2.0 '2.2

ThiS.possible future can.be compared with that ob-
tained fromanother scenario, which is the same'as
the base case but reetficts the use of nuclear
-*-power plants. This naturally results in a lower
achievable pet capita consumption income. Relative.
to 1975, the results are as follows:

1.7"5 ,1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005',2010

1.0 1.0- 1.2 1.5 1.5 1. 5 1.5 1.5-

Comparing the two scenarids at",'he.y..ear 2010, we
have 2.2 vs. 1.5, i.e., the nuclear restriction

7

-

.could reduce the "standard of living" achievable\
by"2010.by This conclusion has been ariti-
cized:because the model assumes.that consurftption7.
Patterns at people at difi4erent income leVels
remain unchanged (i.e. .thez.won',,t"dctic conser-

vstion or change their li-fe .style 'and.7that pro-

duction tethbds will be no-more efficient'.in the
use.ofenergy in the -future than-they-e!t*.tod4y.
This- criticism we feel has merit and weaie-,_ac- .

cordingli considering revisiohs in the .todelto'
include more substitution and conservation -,

bilities.

Becaus of excellent liaison with other
groups workinelin the-energy field, we anticipate
that the oropoeCI physical flow md4e1will.contri*
bate to the formulation and solutioof the more
detailed specialized models under development
elsewhere. In particular, the PILOT' Model is one
being compared with other models by.-the newly .

formed U.S. Energy Modeling Foramin:its-examiAa- .

'tion of the feedback effects from the:energy sec-
tor on the economictgrowth. rr

Solving Multi-Time-Period Models*.,
. ,

Solving energy models. by commercial linear
prOgramming software is'provinglto.be expensive.
Large-scale techniques; such as those under devel- -
opment,at the Systems Optimization;Laboratoty, -are
currently under test to see if they.-can help solve
these models more efficiently:

a

Conceptually, the decompoSiiion principle-.
[8] .has proved to be a,natural' approach to break-
in& up Zarge systems and to decentralized,degAion

making ;So far, computational experience has bee;
limited,'but it is known that several devices can.-
be effectively combined with the decomposition
principle to-accelerate the iterative process,'
Classic research along these Imes can be found in ,

the work of Rosen [17], Bea1e[5]; Gass [9], Bell
[44], Abadie Bennett [5]; as well as in the
joint work. of Wolfe and'Dantzig [8]. Areas of
SOL research include (1) inte emporal models
with staircasestructures the continuous
'simplex Method for linear cotProl problems-with
state -space - constraints, and,(3) general large -
scale dynamic nonlinear ptOblems.-

Recently, expetimehtS have been conducted
at SOL comparing the DecoMPOSition Principle ap-
proach with a special.vs4ant'of the simplex method
known as Generalized GU.B:. These tests were limited
in nature but indicatedthat'Generalized GUB is
superior. Our researchon .dynamic systems is
therefore examining vailintS-of the oimplex method
as well.es.special Methods for decoupling stair-
case and block - triangular - systems. See Figure 2.
We planto comparetheSe:epproaches with the nested
decompositionaigOritht'of James K. go and Alan S.
Menne for'stairdassystets [12].

Staircase-systemshave historically proven
to be very diffiCultusUally requiring a disoro-
portionately largennmber of simplex iterations
to solve.

This section is.-.ased on a summary prepared by
J. A.

. .
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FIGURE'2. The Staircase Structure of the PILOT Energy Model

J.A. Tomlin of SOL hLs experimented with
a partial decoUpling of time periods within a
model by relaxing the intertemporal constraint
The expectation is that such a relaxation viler
reAkt in a more easily solvable mddel,,whose
solution can beused as a starting point for the
real model,, using some."gradual" .soprOact to re-

. store the intertemporal constraints. As might be
'expected, theregillts,of this approach are cuite
problem dependent, and sensitive to the degree and

- the kind of relaxation employed. It appears that
tightly constrained economic plArring models; of
the type available to us for these experiments,-
requfre.a more sophisticated approach.' Other
typos of staircase, modalS are being acquired to
further test this idea.

. -

2Q

One of the:' more oromising methods that
have been investigated for reducing solution time
for dynamic models involves several modifications
tothe simplex method designed to take adVantage
of the special properties and behavior of such
models. The essential property of interest'is the
tendency of the same'tYpe of activity to be basic.
over several successive time periods. It there-
fore seams-desirable to 'introduce a profitable
4ripe of activity in as many time periods as possi-
blesimultaneouslY. To do this M.A. Saunders and

Tomlin have explored variants of the reduced -
gradient method (a, nonlinear progrnmnring algorithm
already implemented by Murtagh td Saunders in
=OS [14]) 'on these linear problems to change
'several.nonbasic variables simultaneously, in

"-77,-
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cont to the standard simplex-method which
Chang only one nonigasic-variable at-a time,, To
end that the correct nonbasic variables are.
.used,, a "special.pricinetethnique.is employed: '
When the problem is read in, similar.actiVIties
in different time periods are identified (frOM the -
column or variable names)and'linked by a.circular
list. Thus when an activity is priced out.and
found to h4ye a favorable gradient, the correspond-
ing vectors inother. time periods can :be easily 7

found 'and examined, and,, if satisfactory, included,
'-as candidates to be chg.nged. It is then possible
'tc7make a-ste.p whichintroduces'an activity in
-several successive time-Periods simultaneously.

'Preliminary experiodents-with the-above
approach have led to a-reduction of 20-30% in
Phase II iterations when compared tolthe standard
simplek method applied to the type of economic .

Lanni- models referred to above. It'is
that . 40k, tactical var2aiions of.the scheme need.
to be studied.-

If it is advantageous to bring in an activ-
ity simultaneously in many time periods, when,.
conversely; it Should be advantageous to be able
to also force an unprofitable activity to its

\lower bound in several time periods simultaneously.
his is rather more difficult, since one cannot

. tell whether a whole group of variables can reach
'their bounds while maintaining a feasible solution
(at least,.not without incurring a heavy computa-
tional cost). The approach we have implemented
identifies grOups of unprofitable nonbasic activ-
ities close to their bounds and forms a direction
vector scaled in sacha way that if one of these
variables' reaches its bound then all of them do.
This method has had some success in reducing the
iteration count when combined with the "special
pricing" descrfbed above. Again many variations
are possible, and very considerable further ex-
perimentation is required to refine the methodology
and expand on the promising results achieved so.
far.

While we have concentrated on means-of
improving the solution path (iteration count)
above, another mean's of improving solution tech-'
niques for staircase models is to speed up each
step of the simplex algorithm by taking advantage
of the special structure of the basis for such
problems. As early as 195+, G. S. Dantzig [6]
pointed outthat such problems exhibit an'"almost"
square block-triangular basis structure which
could'be decomposed into a product of.a true
:square block-triangular matrix and another matrix
with only a few columnediffering from the-unit
matrix. The advantage, of this procedure is that
square block-triangular matrices can themselves
be very efficiently. decomposed to .give.a.very
Sparse factorization of the basis. A version of. .

thismethod, employing modernfactorization-tech-'
niques, has been implemented at SOL by A.F.,Perold
(a graduate student) and is now being tested on
problems of significant size. Early indications
arethet this method of:handling the.basis can in-
deed be more efficient than a direct treatment
Whichdoes not take the staircase structure of
models into account. _PeroldTs code is based on
SOLTz LPM1 linear programming code,. as was the .

nested decomposition codeby Ho and A.S. Menne
(12] for the same class of problems. This should

9.

".
facilitate camzerison.between the. specialized
simplex a4 decomposition approan4esIto these.
models'. -

. .

An=alternative,to all -of the above numer-
.-

..- treatmentsf-diecrete muiti-time-period
models is to attempt...tb Stave the underlying con-.
tinuous time,problem,which can be thoUght of as a
linear control problempwith state-space constraints.
G.B. Dantzi nd R.E.d'Davis are investigating a
!&continuous situp.. 4( thod" for such problems. Al-
though progress has been made, much work remains
to be done.
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. THE CHALLENGE-LYTIC USE OF COMPUTERS
FOR GLOBAL-PROBLEMS

William Orchard-Bays.
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis

This year the United States is two
centuries old, as you may be tired of

-hearing by now. Even if one goes back to
the early Englis.h settlements, this land
is only about three and one-half centuries
old. Thetis not very long, really. In
terms. of generations, about 12 to 14. The,
small city near Vienna where I. have been
living for nearly two years goes back to.
the tenth or eleventh century. There are
many active monasteries in Austria and
some have been in continuous operation
Since the .eighth or ninth century. So:we
are a yoUng nation in some ways; yet our
political institutions are among the '17
oldest in their present form, -and in many
areas of technology and business we have
led the.rest of the world. , n.

The impact of the .1.1:S. on-the world
1____haS been tremendous. One,must live for

awhile outside North America to begin
really to understand this. Other peoples
have watched us--not necessarily their
governments--much.longer than we have
watched them, and still do to a greater
degree. We began to be a world power-
probably about th'e time of the Spanish-
American war, just over'three-quarters of
"century ago. After-World War I, U.S.
business became a dominant force.in many
areas and grew with the world. And it
has grown. I was born just'before.the
end of World War I and the population of
the world wasthen much less-than two
billion, or less than45% of what it is
today.' Approximately the same ratio
holds for the'U.S. and the effect is . .

noticeable. -
-During and after World' War II, of

course, the U.S. became the mightiest
:nation on earth--in almost any way you
want to measure except sheer population
figures. Yet it was five years after
that before computing as -we know it to=
day could be said to be in its infancy.
(Vuegraph There were, of course,
antecedents going back much further,.but
these areamainly of historical interest.
I started in the field at the RAND
Corporation in'January, 1951. It was
three yearsaater before we had a real
computer and we wece among the first. I
had'liVed' almost half a lifetime before

'S

getting into computing and still my career
has spanned virtually its entire history.
So our field is-very young indeed.

Nevertheless, the accomplishments of
the computing field during its first..
quarter century are extremely impressive.
Furthermore, with apologies to our many
foreign' friends and professional associ-,
ates,'computing. is almost exclusively an
American development. There are three
technologies in which we are still clearly
supreme:. telephone systems, commercial
aircraft, and computing. (The list is no
doubt longer but, I fear, - getting shorter
as time goes on.) One flies almost every -
where-in American aircraft, and foreign
computer manufacturers have all but given

rup--with the possible exception of Japan
and the new imitative line which the .

Eastern bloc is attempting to create.
Some very good software has come out of
France, particularly in the MP field, and a
little from England, but almost always in
.connection with American. manufacturers or
'other multi-national corporations. The
bulk of system software comes from the U.S.
and a large part of application software.
(Vuegraph 2, with extemporaneous dis=
cussion ofevOlution of. computing
technology.). -

I think no one in the 1950s really
understood the amount of effort required to
develop systems, application packages,
efficient compilers, and so on, Almost
nothing worked. right duringthe whole .
frustrating decade of the '60s. In retro-
spect, it is not surprising and we could.
all be forgiven, I think;for a little
self-praise that so.much was actually
accomplished. But those frus,,trations _
often'left a-bad taste, a deep skepticism,
a rigidity Of method and, in some cases,
bad feelings. One .canstill see the
effects of this.

.But -the '60s are behind us, and there
is no point in dwelling on the mistakes,
failures and unrealistic estimates. The
solid accomplishments far. outweigh them. -
In fact, the field has progressed so
rapidly that it is now possible forone or
twp'people to accomplish in. a'couple of
weeks what would have been considered,
Only ten years ago, a'si.Zeable project. I,
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ohaVe oompletsed several sush taskg in the
- past several months,Iand surprised even.

myself. But this doesn't happen always
and everywhere. It-is surprising how
Muchcomputingis.still,donwin old-
fashioned ways (if we.can use that-term-
for so young a field) and how slowly newer-
techniaues .spread. At one time, Ifought
operating systems--not because I didn't
understand the\problemslout, on the
contrary, I. understood them very well and
didn't trust anyone else 'to solve them in
a way satisfactory as a base for my-work.

,-Against the.advice of -knowledgeable
colleagues, E long ignored.telecommu-
niCations,-remote processing and inter-
active systems-except fora couple of
especially suitableuses--forthe.same
reason. But in all casesenough people
worked long enough to make the various
systems pperate in aSatisfactory and even
elegant and fruitful manner.

Of course, most of us are not inter-
ested in the whole computing field. In
fact, it is now so extensive that it is
almost impossible to comprehend it. How-.
ever, the math programming field is very
rich in itself and its growth hAs both
paralleled and been'a component part of
the whole experience Of the computing
field. It had its identifiable beginnings
at the same time as computers, ttlat is, in
about 1947-8. That was when Dantzig
developed the simplex method, in connection,
with planning problems for the U.S. Air
Force. As with °computers, about.five
years passed during early dpvelopments
before linear programming began to
blossom..into a practical technique. A
quarter of a century haSspassed since
then and; for most of this time, LP has

- pushed the capacity of current computers;
to the limit. LP and the simplex'method
are still the foundation stones of the
wholefield of math programMing and the
vanguard of OR techniques.

I first Started.working with George
Dantzig in December, 1952.. I got the .

idea somehow that I was supposed to build
,an.automated simplex method and that.the-.
principle Problems:were the amount%Of'.
arithmetic, maintaining sufficient:pre-1,,
,cision, and the largestorage reauired.
We started.out modeStly. I tried for 25
rows onAhe old Card- Programmed-
Calculator and upped this to 40 when we
worked out the product form of inverse.
.A year rater we were trying to do la.0
rows on the IBM 701 and, when I.solved
Alan Manne's 101-row gasoline blending
problem, I.thought we had really accom-
plished something. We went to 256 rows
on the 704, later 512 and then 1024 rows
on the IBM.7090. It.was ten years after I
.started before we had a reasonably auto-
matic system.forthat size problem, and
then not always. Furthermore, the data
processing and service routines out-
weighed the,algorithms: I didn't know
what I' was getting into 'in 1952.

But-then I suspect neither did GeOrge

_ O

Dantzig. The deJelopment of mathematical
programming in breedth,.dep0; prestige and
applications during_the-1960s was fantas-i?
tic.. -We had our .share of frustrations-- -
decomposition; in,spie of much initial
interest,-extensive software efforts, and a
later revival; has still not been per-
fected nor applied on a large-scale;. matrix
generation techniques, with perhaps even
more ifttensive efforts, still.have-no
widely accepted theoretical or practical. .

basis. This area is nowcommanding much.of.
my:own-ateention. However f, we-Have"an
internatibnal Mathematical Programming
Society with its own. Journal and which
draws a bigger attendance at its symposia
than the whole computing community .in the

-mid-50s: Professor Dantzig's-work has
-been recognized by a-Presidential award.
-All this and much more is well known:to. .

you., .

Perhaps not -so well known, is the.
institute where I am presently,working-
7-It is called the International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis or IIASA.
_This represents a further extension of the
field of Operations researchto an'inter-
national setting- It not clear what we
should call this whole field of which we
are a part. It is not easy -to define
systems analysis concisely, in.fact one
program at IIASA is to produce a set of
definitive. publications for the field.
Perhaps of more immediate interest'is-the
genesis and make-up of IIASA. It has been
in formal existence only since late 1972
but this was preceded by several years of
planning, negotiations and agreements.
Professor Howard Raiffa from Harvard-was .

its first director. In his speech at the
Council.meeting in November 1975,he said
the. following "I believed in the con-
cept of IIASA when I was first introduced
to then- idea by McGeorge Bundy back in
1968. ...,Scientific detente then as now is
critically necessary'if we are to havea_
sane world: To what extent political
detente was a driving force in the for-
mation of IIASA is not clear to me - -my
first introduction to the Institute was in
OctoBer, 1973 when Dantzig asked me to
attend one of its organizational con-
ferenceS: In any event, it truly is
international in character with particular
emphasis on shared sponsorship. nd.

. .

direction by Both East and West. The U.S.
and the U.S.S.R., each contribute equally
and in by far'the largest amounts: There
are-13 or 14 other countries. who each
contribute an equal but much'smaller.
amount. This funding 'is not done directly
as government grants but through Academies
of Science or equivalent organizations in
the various countries: Austria contri-
butes in a special way throUghproviding
facilities at very low or evelftoken rates,
which is in conformity with their policy
of becoming an international meeting
ground. The Institute is housed in the
refurbished'summerpalace--or'Schloss, as
it is called--of Maria Theresa, at



Laxenburg about- 10 miles south of Vienna.
(It is-quite_an experienceworking.in the

'midst of imperial splendor.) As to its
mission, I can do no better than. to again
quote Raiff*: "I:beIieve:IIASA has a
mission.. It mdst keep its doors open, so
that scientists whO .ha;.re a broad vision of
.tomorrow's world can.coMmunicate with each
other. We Cannot afford to let these
doors shut tightly because of some
-,.e.ptemeral; trivial problems. We must
learn today howwe can jointly grapple

41..; -with the stream of equally devastating
, .problems that will surely] shake our

societies. in the not too distant future."
Raiffa's remarkable performance in

getting the Institute under way has become
almost legendary. He was replaced a year
ago by Dr. Roger Levien from the RAND
Corporation: The chairman remains
Professor Jermen Gvishiani from the USSR
Academy. of Sdiences.

For the past fe1,4 months, I have been
working with t4e Energy Research Program,
headed by Professor Wolf Hafele from the
Federal Republic of Germany who is also
deputy director of IIASA. Hafele was one
of West. Germany'sleading experts in
nuclear:energy and is well known in the
energy field, .The Energy Program is
'currently the largest at IIASA with about
two more years to-go under present plans.
But there is not time for more details
about IIASA's organization and operations.

There.are many aspects to the Energy
Program but one is the formuration,
implementation, coordination and opera-
tion.of a set of models with emphasis on
strategies for a transition from fossil
to.nuclear fuels. At least that is the
way it started out. - Hafele and Alan
Manne, with some assistance also from
,Dantzig, produced an energy supply model
in 1974. It was a dynamicLP model and
there have been several variants and sub-
sidiary models. .It remains 'the center-
piece of the modelling system but many

. 'other areas have had to be investigated
and models are Under development for some
of them. These include energy resources,
energy demands, -long-range economic
forecasts (the last two being among the-
most difficult) and secondary investment'
requirements. Hafele asked 'tie to
coordinate - -he calls it orchestrate--the
-computerization of the entire modelling
effort. In a practical s1ense, this turns
out to involve-somewhat-mbre than merely
computer aspects. When one is trying to

,coordinate computations with a set of
Models variously formulated by Russians,
Germans, American5, Austrians,' Frenchmen
and others, one must become involved with
concepts, definitions, nomenclature,
feasibiiity of approach arid so on. ne
must also' push aside with-tome diplbmacy
certain formulations and levels of detail
which-are unsuitable for the overall, task

Many of the models are LP models.
The Russians, in particular, use LP.to an
almost unbelievable extent in their

1

. national planning and so it is under-
standable that they `take the same approach
to internationalmodels. We also hope to
have nort only many component models but -
versions for at. least a few regions Of't4e
world with a global model of some kind,on
top. Hafele has misgivings about tfie.
appropriateness of LP for some of these
-purposes, and so do.I, but there is
_clearly much LP work to do in any even...

It is clear that we will have to
solve some models.many times on an inde-
pendent basis in order to get Started.' It
is my hope that,we may learn,enough this.
way to be able to circumscribe the meaning-
ful ranges on parameters and devise.
scenario parts which can be combined for
various cases. We don't'yet know how to
handle the entire system of models in one
piece so why not cut it up and solve some
of pieces a number of tj.mes to ,get
boundary conditions for the others. Maybe
vou call this suboptimization but it. is
better than no solution. However,for this
to be meaningful, as many Of the models.as
possible must be put into a consistent
framework with respect to style, structure,
nomenclatUre, indexing conventions and so'
on

However, my main difficulty right now
is that I,don't have a suitable coMpUter
even for the pieces. I' have the software,
and there is much other useful software
available to us, but=not the computers.
Considering the nature of the plade where
I'M working, this shouldn't be so. I am_-:
now more than a little envious ,of all the
hardware I've seen in corporate head-
quarters, investment.houses--yes, and
universities--whichpeopleare really just
playing around' with. I don't want to take
it away from. them because there are
beneficial side'effects--a point I'll re7.
turn to at the end. But there is some-
thing badly wrong with a world economic
order that gives its, best tools to those
who really don't have an essential need
and denies them where they are needed for
studies with global implications;

At the Math Programming Symposium in
Budapest last August, I listened to a
Hungarian give a paper on a. state planning, -

project he had beencinvolve$ in. They
worked over-a, year and went through all

' kinds of devious methods to solve their
model. Essentially, it was a big GUB
%problem. All he needed was a few hours
with MPS-III on a,360/65 or better'and the
problem would have been solved. I spent
some hard years developing GUB in MPS-III.
Were was someone. Who really needed it but
couldn't get at it for political.-and
economic reasons.. It strikes 'me that there`
is also something wrong with developing
tools and then not making them available,
when they are iier%-led: The. money is .spent
anyway. If the Hungarians.do a-- better job
of planning with our tools, hdw can -this
possibly hurt us? Oh, I'm fully aware of
the differenceg between East and,West and'
the difficultie'S of normal economi5
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;relationships. Somehow this doesn't seem-
Very important anymore.

-Perhaps you think I'm either'off-base
or' just` I,think not. As short as

e ,t.fie history-of our field. is, it will be a .

-,shoes ter time still before enormous human,
calami ies beginto occur. I don't mean-
"' :TAr s--God forbid the world becomes

roiled in any more ,of thOse,although
----.....d.ouldpoint_out a couple of disadvan-

2tages we noW face if it did happen: But
'-calamities are already happening. Tens .

or hundreds of thousands of people have
already starved in'Bangladesh and middle
Africa, in just one season. Some people
now think India is a hopeless case..
Closer to,fibme, the-United Kingdom is a
catastrophe. Within living memory, the
British Empire Was the greatest power on
earth. It appears that England may soon
be reduced to a poor country. Even Some
Frenchmen feel'baclabout Here at
home," we have had one oill.crisis-you-
took it seriously if you were living in
Boston at"the time. -There will be more.
It appearg likely that OPEC oil prices
will --go to $15.00 per barrel this- month.-
That is not yeta Catastrophe. for the
U.S. but prices will go higher and higher
unlesS.some drastic changes are made in
cur economic policies- -that is, Project
Independence and muchmore must become a ,
reality:

Eduard Teller visitedIIAA last .

month and gave a most wonderful talk.on
alternate sources of energy. Hip said he-,
didn't know whether the really serious
problems df the world could be solved
but he was sure of one thing--they
couldn't be solved without plenty of -

.-energyavailable. Furthermore,' much of it -

has to be in a form which ia,usable in
.esmall doses in many places. For example,
it would do ntjgood to put a thousand
megawatt reactor inan undeveloped

.They simply don't havethe,.
wires to - carry tffe-electricity away or to
distribute it to-all- the places it-is .1
needed. The only form we presently have
which is usable this-way is petroleum.
But if theU.S- keeps gobbling up 45%
-of-the world's.production, the price-will
keep going up putting it out of reach of
many nations who can barely pay for.what
they use now:. 'Furthermore, we only
hasten the day and pogtpone the prepare-
--titn-for it when we will begin to run-
short ourselves. An6uless-we drasti-
tally our style of that
will bera,catastrtphe heke.

, I bring these things to your atten-
.

-4ion'to indicate the kind,of problems
the world muCat be about solving- -and _

immediately. I will add to Teller's
remark and saythe really serious problems
can't be solved without effective use of
computers on a wide scale. .Not for
keeping accounts, or printing electric

:bills and bank statements, or even for
simulating the aerodynamic qualities of a
new airfoil, ,but for systems analysis or

J.

whatever yoU wish-to call it, seriously
and-expertly applied. That may not be
sufficient but it is necessary, Further-
mere, the studies, Plannim and decisions .

musk be international in scope and that-
mearis across Eastest boundaries, among
others. 'Otherwige, either they- will be
ineffective or there will be-counterplays
which come to the same-hihg. And the
world_has run tut. of time for playing.such
games.. .

-

. i.was-talking to.asenior.French.
analyst the day after Teller's talk and We
_got to philosophizing a bit. said,I
'thought there would be such dislocations in-:
the world durinthe next quarter century

no one could predict how the gro6a1 .

economic order wouldchange. %He agreed
and even'gave.some examples from history.
I then added that 1-thoughta catastrophe

. in'one area would be bound to-have an
effect on the rest. of the world. He he
'shook-his head., No, he said, if a million
people died in India or Africa, some
people An Paris:would send a little money
to the Post Office fdi a relief-fund but
-otherwite life would go on just the same.
No one would really care. Did the-French
care when Spain was living in poverty?'
_NO, it'was.a fine place for cheap vaca-
tion's. _

'Still, t must believe that the cumu-
lative effect of a series of calamities
will be widespread, bbe-more -st'as they
_begin to be chronic ratherc'than excep-
tiofial. The aecline-of British power,.t'or,
example, is pFobably atragedy of greater
consequence than starvation in some un-
developed,country.. Why? Because, whether
the British were liked or not, -they nearly
.always left things-in a better state than
they found them. If they-carylot now_
manage their own affairs, the wdrld has, '

.-lost one forge for impiovement and'gained
still another problem. At the least, it'.
should be a.sobering:legson to us.c-

;-think.all of us, even including
knowledgeable scientists.andhigh officials
of state, have-atendency,to disbelieve
what seeffis-monstrougand:new. Ile think of
such things abstractly.-unless and until' -
they comedown to'affecting our daily -

lives. We might-do-well:to remember Ma'rke
Antoinette...and the -Romanovs. 'Optimism and,
courage are great virtues-but,they lie
very,close,to foolhardiness, is
commendable to be astute,and shrewd in

'businesa but this 'should be,Oided by,
vision.

The basic outline of approaching :

world problems. was recogniied twenty years
ago. The,late-J.D. Williams gave some
very easily underatood, dramatized papers,
unfortunately probably heard or read by
very few people. I attendeda.aeries'of
seminars at the American Management
Association in 1951 and dne lecture was a
partly humorous bUt highly cdnvincing '-

dramatization of the alarming positive
rates of change in a variety of areas.
(a regret that I have forgotten the

-
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speaker's name; he was froth Washington.)
,He'presented this regularly to a variety
of business, and government gatherings.
Perhaps he made it too easy to laugh.

History tells us over and over that
no. arrangement is .permanent. It is
foolish to believe that beCause we are
strong we can continue to consume far more
than our proportionate.share of the world's
goods. If it were only a matter.of others
attaining- the degree of affluence we enjoy;
then dt might be considered' reasonable for
the technological leader to have the most.
This has been pretty much our attitude.
Western Europe hasin fact .gone a long way
toward catching up though their per capita
-consumption.ef energy,for.example,'is
slightly less than half what ours.is, In
other areas there is a-discrepancy of an
order,of magnitude and, in some cases,
almost two orders. Some of 'these Areas
must increase energy consumption 'just in
order to provide food, But the ready
supply of easily distributed energy forms
is becbming limited. Our own strength-7..
and prosperity depend on.hihly developed
uses of these same forms. We need not
moralize but only consider being placed
in competition with people who must .have
some of what we want simply to survive.
In only another 25 years,-the.population
of:the.world will have increased another
50%, that. is, by more people than were .

living when I was born. If any substan- .

tial number of these people improve their
'living \standard by even 10% to 20%---
which is almost nothing--the'strain.on
world. capacities-will be fantastic.

Let me put it. another way. There
have been,extensive, serious and competent
studies of world problems for a number of
years.- Most of these. are based on 1967;
-occasionally 1970, figures: They talk
about 5year, 10 year or 25 year pro-
jectionS, with a feW attempts atA.ong-
term forecasts for,50 years or longer.
Bdt it is-this minute very-.close to 1977.
More than five yecars have passedsince-
1970,-nearly ten since 1567, and the
leaves of the calendar keep flipping'..-It
will soon be 11980 and then 1985. Already- ,

world population will.be at about 5
billion. When one measures this against
the time for building an'industrial Com-
plex, improving a transportation-system,
resolving-Political issues, achieving
international accord for, even modest
projects r-well it is clear that many'
babies born this very day are'doomed
already.' There- is no such thing 'as
opportunity to'improve their lot or free-
dom to.choose their career.

So what can we do? Over the past two
decades, we have developed very powerful
tools for .analysis and planning. A great
deal of,hardware and software now works
and-works well. Modelling. techniques,
though far from perfect, are well advanced.
We are now in_a position technically to
make real inroads on world problems, to
undertake the kind of work which

originally motivated the development of
large computers, and planning.and ana-
lytical techniques. But we have notet ''
learned'to coordinate their use consis-
tently on a broad scale, nor to convince
the actual decision - makers that they can
place considerable reliance on results.

We must find ways to make the dse of
our marvellous tools more. effective.
First of all, this means use of inter-
active systems-on-both large and small
computers, tied together with networks in
a consistent manner. All these thingS...
exist, piecemeal, and are in dailyi
reliable use. We have the technology but
we lack ,coordination and singleness of
purpose. In the West, this is due to
business competition-rincluding the
universities and research centers which
are nothing more or less than large .

businesses.'. In Europet the discontinu-.
ities between traditional nations and
peoples.add.further dichotomies.- Between

.-
the free marketcountries and the
planned-economy.blOc, fundamental policy
differences exist'. Comparing all these
more or less-developed countries with
underdeveloped countries, one finds that
the latter don't even understand the game.
They know something of the basic tools but
very _little about motives, incentives, and
other driving forces. 'Of course, there
are individual exceptions.

Using computers with common conventions
for analytical work can-be a very strong
unifying force. No doubt much 'of the work-

'of this kind has been of small value but- .

if it brings diverse.peopleS.together a
little, this is.in itself an accomplish-.
nent. Moreover, some of the efforts are
certainly firSt rate and fruitful. The
more widely 'they can be understood and
appreciated, the more quickly we can make
effective use of them on a scale' appro-
priate to the_gi,obal problems we areall .
facing.. In Short,.our diScipline needs"
more. standardization.

Of,course, standards mean different :
things, in different contexts. 'Some are
essentially a legalization of what is
already considered good practice, such as
state commissions and examining boards
over-a wide range from barbers to lawyers .

and doctors. For'more technically com-
plicated areas or when massive or tedious
data must be gathered, we have such in-
stitutions as the National Bureau of.
Standards and the American Standards
Association. But with apologies to our
hosts, these approaches do not apply to
the present discussion. .

De facto standards--usually due to
economic forces--are _often among the most
effective. Several years ago there was
much discussion of electronic modes of
recording on magnetic tape. Many-people
claimed IBM's methods were not very good.
I don't'know whether.ihey were or not but
they worked and, to stay in business,
other manufacturers had. to be'compatible
with them... Now one can put a tape in h's

, .
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brief-case, travel over4a-large part of
the world and have the tape read by a
computer in some remote place. This is a
-,great'advantage. I think no one would
claim today that the MPS/360 input formats
are very good, but for the same reasons,
they are an effective. standard. Aa a
result, problems cate shipped around and
Solved on various computers. Furthermore,
it only takes one word to describe the
format, another great advantage.

- 7 21 Unfortunately, economic forces can
also 'work the'other way. One sometimes
suspects that economists, operations
researchers, and'other system analysts--
not to'speak of software designers - -are
just as happy if their techniques cannot
be measured and compared too clearly and
precisely, another result of intense
competition. But competition won't.solve
today's problems; collaboration is much
more to the purpose.

In the task I'm presently engaged in,
it is necessary to devise some sort of
standards and,.one way pi another, to en -.
force their Use.* To da...-this, they must be
lOgically consistent and explainable--
mhich.is perhaps the best kind of stpnd-
ardization: I have discovered that this
is not-an easy task but, more importantly,
the attempt leads to; onsiderable clarifi-
cation of fundamental ideas. Let me
.illustrate this with the problem of-iden-'
-tifiers.

-As most or, all of you-.know, an LP
model'haS got to have uniqUe row and
column identifiers and, in a practical
sense, these are limited.tO 8-characters
with only 36 to 38 graphics available.
Since.Some formulations require'five or
six indices, one. must be extremely frugal
with'. encoding scheMes.' This forces one
to study very carefully just'what it is
that one is trying to represent and this,
In turn, leads- to some rather deep con-
siderations.. One runs into such problems-
as whet, constitute subStances, what can
be called processes, is there a funda-

:mental distinction betwedn primary and
'secondary conversions, what are capac-
ities and how are they related to-other
variableS? What is capital and what is
labor? These last two gave me Consider-
able trouble but finally I thought I had ,

them!correclyclassified. I spent most
of giSunday reading the encyclopaedia to
see. if my conclusions were correct-end
oundethat essentially they were. 2'
learned much more whichlI would never have
comprehended if I hadn't-been.trYing to.
figure out how, to automate matrix and re-
port- generation and to make"them con-
sistent over a range of models.-,Some
economists would do well to go through the
same drill to clarify their own thiiking.

Once the manipulation of the models
is conveniently automated, we can then
begin ,paying attention'to the really im-
portant questionsthe.validity of data
and its meaning, the effect-of variations,
i.e. sensitivity analysis, the effect:of'

28
... 16.

changes in hypotheses and:bw this relates.
to model structure and its projection in
'reality. It must be Possible to'sitdown.
at a'console and, during a morning, get
solutions to several variants of a mode.1,-
with human interaction with the Computer
quickly and cryptically communicated. This
means Interactive systems and,-in most
situations--certainly ours--it means
reliable telecommunication facilities.
Only then can.we begin to get some -feel-
for the possible behaVior of our compli-
cated world. - .

Thus the computer, used as an analy-.
tical tool--in fact, almoSt as a-
aolleague--will be not only a computational
engine but a unifying and standardizing .'
force. There will still be plenty of
differences of opinions but the issues will
be clearer and facts--as nearly as we can
approximate themwill stand out.

.

us
this will happen only if those

of us who are skilled in and otivated by
the effective use of computers begin to
assume leadership. The world is buried in
scientific and technical journals and there
is _no end to ever-6ultiplying.complexity-
of thought and confusion of detail. It is
almost a sickness: The need now is to take
hold of all our skills, tools,and proven.
techniques and mobilize them to the best
of our ability in order to claiify issuesi
influence meaningful decisions, promote
rational cooperation, "-and continually
sharpen our perceptions. We have nothing
to lose and we.might just discover a
world order that is workable.

cr
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IMPILEMENTATION AND .APPLICATION
vlsOF A'NESFED DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM*

. James X. Hos

Applied Mathematics Department
Bibokhaven-National Labet'atary

Upton, NY .11973

ABSTRACT

This. paper considers.a nested decomposition algorithm for multi -stage
programsiWith ttle'staircaee structure. Computational aspeCtsof the:algorithm essential
.to an etficient implementation are discussed. Experience with using experimental codes
of. the algorithm on problems arising from real applications, such as. energy models,
engineering design, and dyndmic traffic Control is presented. , It is observed that nested

-decomposition can be an efficient technique for large-scale'systems.

*work performed under the auspices of the ERDA.

1.

1. The StaircaselAloorithm

we consider the linear programming
of minimizingproblem

7 c' xt t

as follows:1

minimize

subject to

x mduXt-1 At t t t 2'

1414ex et x A' xt is xt x At is xt x at. 3t LA xt+l x AC.
. ,

!W: t 1 .T

:Theyarious terms in. the subproblems
-aredefined recursively,as follows, pre-
ceded by their dimensions. Aprime denotes
a transpose.

s

-
k*

B ) xpt t t t t

At t t t

k

,and d is at x 1 ia7dlasasions.

111 C3] and [7], the Staircase 4x0-
rithm is developed from an application of .1
nesteddecompoiition. to (1). , Using this., °

algorithm' .11eorigina.I--pro133.eut is re-'

'placed.by a sequence of smaller, indepen-
dent subproblems coordinated.by primal'
(proposals)\ald-dual-(prices)- information.

'in:the sense Of Dantzig and' Wolfe [2].."
.

.. .

A cyCle of, the.Staircase algorithm,_
indeXed. by. k, .consists. of T subproblems

denoted by `SPA, =, T, and defined..

scalar:

scalar:

p2 cl xl
k-1

k k -
I

I.
J Jic

Pt - et-1 xt-1 +
J'"

4 Pt-1 "t -I.

Pt 11 x 5c:. pt e (0, pt. Pt , .. 2 T)

( t 3...., T)-

Mt x I: Qt. 11t_1

t k: Qt " :O. Qt . at2 t. T)

(5)

(6)

.

- k-
For SP

lr
delete the terms involving X

1

also equation (4). *For SP
k

;

k
term IT

1
B
T

froM ( )2.
T-F

. -

delete the



.A.Z - ,Itk

lt
k.1,12

)
1

(t . 2 T) (7,

ks.

scalar: 6k - 1

1
1 if (xk xk

is a L

fesaible
solutiont '0 t-1, t-1 homogeneous'

(8)

- -
(t T)

1 4 k2 6
t

(1, :2 k-1
e 6t

1 *let; in the "doctor of

re - 2

dust variables for (3).

scalar: - It
k

is the dual variable for (4).

SPtIC is
.

read as subproblem t at cyci.e k.
-

SP
t

denotes subproblem t at an unspecified

cycle. The (1 + mt) x

is called,a proposal

1 vector (pt, qt)

fom SP
t-1

to SP
k

.

!me prices for SP
t

are gdiren.by.

(1rt+ 1 C t+1 )'

The three phases of the Staircase
algorithm are summarized below.

Phase 1:

Step (i) :

Step (ii):-

Set t =1.

.Start with - an artificial- basis
for SPt. Set the objective

to be the sum:of-the infeasi-
bilities in SP

t
. Use the

.

Phase 2 procedure to.solve
the subsystem ESP

1
SP

'.If the optimal value of the
objective > 6, stiv problem
is infeasible:_ .0therwise, go

Phise-..2 -

Step Generate-a- proposal for SP

Set t,=--t + Go to Step (i1).

unbounded. = /, go to
Step (v).

Step (iv): Set t = t - 1. Return to
Step (iii).

Step (v): Test for optimality:

zT = E rrt dt. If optimal,
t=1'

go to Phase 3. Otherwise,
set k = k 1 :2 go to _Step (ii).

Phase

Step

32:

(i): Set t = T, yT
= x

k
,'compute

-T-
d - A_y
T T T

Step (ii): Set t,= t - 1. solve SYt.

If t = /, stop. Otherwise
compute-dt At yt. Return

to Step (ii).

A flow diagram of th algorithm is.
given kn Figure:1:

2. Implementation

The computational'efficiency of an
implementation of the Staircase algorithm
depends essentially on-the.fallowing three
aspects: '

(i) data structure:This.pre-
scribestheamountof data
required to define a sdbprob7
lem, and-Lthe amount-pf'data
transfer required to update
a subproblems

Phase 2:

Step (i): Set k =

Step (ii): Set t = T."

Step (iii): Solve' SP If t < send a
t

r
proposallif any) to SPrt. 1 .

> a ,and subproblem is

bounded, send 'prices to s?
otherwise go to Step (ii); if
t =T'and subprLblemis un-
bounded, stop: problem is

(ii)- solving a subproblem*,
.

the. subpiobiema
be salved as-linear programs.

iii) coordinating information:
This. is how prices are. incor-
porated,and.hoW proposals -are

' .generated,in a. subproblem_

.

arePto

':.fine for t "" I 1.

minimize ctyt. pto.t

SYt:
subject to Atyt + CituLt

t t t:21-

6tut 1

Yt' "--t °

POrSfi delete terns involvingut..

3.4

;
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For our experimental cyldeiN
the guide-line of making full
vane simplex techniques:in linea
mine for solving the subproiaeTs.
[116, [14]). Efficient, designs for
(iii) compatible witp(...sucli a schede are
then identifi'ed: 'Althotigh we haveheen*:
limited by the Scope.of thisresearchrtb.
give certain considerations tiS.'convenience
of programming, thl underlying.concepts are
nonetheless general and shouldbe-appliCa-
ble to even the most eophisticated imple-
mentaticIP.

a.

The amount of basis data that needs to be
stored depends-on-the subproblem solution

*.*procelfuze. In our case, these are simply
imdex vectors identifying a basis. Class
.(iy)...!bbnsfStS'of data -for. the current bon7_
.strairt matrix, white (v) contains data
for the new columns to added to form a
new subproblem.in the fol wing cycle. %-

'The necessity to differen iate between (iv)-.
and (v) depends on the relative efficiency

- concatenating data records, which.isHin
turn determined by the data storage device
and mode.of data transfer being used.

V

3. Data 'Structure

Large scale problems are usually very
sparse.. The density of nonzero - entries in
the constraint 'matrix is typically'ress
than one percent [1]. AlthOugh the, nonzero
entries concentrate in.blocks for,ptaircase
structures,' the subproblems defined on
these blocks should still be sparse. For
example an 0.1% density in a 10- period
1,000 X 10,000 -(row by column) problem imr
plies an average density of 0,526% for the..
non-zero blocks.- Therefore, the. subproblem
data Shbuld be stored in packed form.. Many
.schemes are available for storing only the. ,,
-nonzero elements (see e.g. [El, [12]).

' Since our algorithmconiists mainly of col-
umn operations, we use a column Packing .

scheme. The non'zeros -are packed' in a vec-
tor (one-dimensional array), by column or-
der. A secondvector of.the.same length'
contains the row indiceS of the correspond-
ing entries in the first vector. A 'third
vector gives.for each column the position
of its first entry,in the other two vec7
'tors, Ill the Staircase algorithm, the sub-
problems area .modified bythe:addition.of
propOsals,-which,form-neW columns in the
constraint matrices: With the - above. scheme;."

'appe n di ng .a n ew.column.is donysimple..
-

extension of the three vectors:

In general, the data for each_sahProb-
lem can be classified as follows: .

(i) constraint type data,

(ii) right -hand -side data.

(iii) basis data,

constrain trix data,.
... .

proposal data.

The first two classes remain unchanged
frotnone'cycle to the next during:Phase .1..
and phase 2. They are modified in Phase 3.

'Subproblem data are stored out of
lcoie. Regions In out-ofcore memory are
deSignatedfor the various classes of data.
Each'region is subdivided into T subre-
'gions,.corresponding to the number of pe-
ri problem. To solve a subprob-
em, data fr6m the Oppropriate subregions
e road into the work region- (scratch

space) irCcdre. Outputs from the subprob-
lem.are written into the appropriate sub-
regions as data for liter cycles. The
datafflow for a subproblem is illustrated
in Figure 2.

'4c. Solving a Subproblem

To solve the subproblems efficiently
as linear programs, we use a product-form-.
inverse (PFI) revised simplex routine with-
an inversion subroutine /designed to.pro-'
'duce sparse representations of the basis
inverse. This routine is based on LPM1,
an in-core LF code. written by J..TOmlin,in

.:1970.[14] .

Coordinating Information .

The typical subprohIemcan be arranged-
imthe'formIshOwn in-:Figure 3 where - de-
,notes a'_non-binding row.: No pivot opera-
tion iSto:be performed on such a row.
:Apart from being consistent with the data
structure described in Section 3, this full
subproblem formulation has the.advantage
of alloWing (a)' dual prices-to be incor-
pqrated into thefObjectivefunction with-
out any change in original data and (b)
primal proposals to be inferred-from the
updatedright-hand-sides of the.ndn-binding
rows.----7.To-shov):-thiswe. use the simplifying
notation- in Table 1.

Now,. suppose we maintain a basis for
the full subproblem including the non-.
binding rows! Such a basis will have the
following form:



A
M m

1

0

0

A
C

A
B

0

0

I

(9)

where the entry 1.and the identity sub
matrix I indicate that the slacks'of the
non-binding constraints are always basic
since no pivoting is dope on such.rows.
The.basis inverse is then

non -.1
:

A_1 'A-1
M 0 A

AA-1
0 -BA

(10)

I

The objective function for SPt, as given

by (2) is (dropping the superscript k for
convenience),

.z
t

(c.t
- rt+1

which is to be minimized. In the present
notation,

We argue that it is not desirable to set
up zt explicitly. ,First, a direct multi-

plication of -rt+1 and,B would make it nec

eSsary to distinguish between data in A
and B.. This is cumbersome since the ma7
trix,dsta are paCked.COlumn- by column:-
'Secondly, to update the-objectiye,we heed
-to store the original c sepalately-Since
this is used evA'y time we compute a new -
zt. Finally,' updating rcequires the accom-

modation of new monzeroS. This cannot be
done efficiently in the data structure
being used.. All, these complications can
be circumvented as follows. Recall that
without the r

t+1
B term in the objective,

.the simplex. multiplier -rr for the basis-.144'

wodld.satisfy. -

. -

m:components

rA = (1, 0,-.., 0)

This givesa reduced cost of l to so, the

slack variablein the objective row which
is always basicsincethe objective row is
nonbinding; and zero reduced-costs to the
other basic variables.

24

Suppose we now require r to satisfy

rM (1, 0, -.TTt+1
)

mt+1

so that3

A-1
r t i ( 1 , 0 , -T7 )t+1"ft

= (1, 0, -*
t+1

) 0

0

(12)

components

AA
-c

-1
0

A-1
0

AA-IEA

A A A-1
= (1,-(c Ilt+1BYA t+1

)

Letting n
t
= (c - 7

t+1
, we have

r = (1, -rr , -TT ),and the reduced costs

are-

c = 'TM
A A

(C rt+IB)A
-I
4 -.r B

(c. r
t+ 1

B) r A

sag: that we are effectively_ using zt..

(14)'

Note that (12) implies that the re-
duced costs of the slacks variables in the
last m

t+3:
rows are.precisely - Trt+1. These

variables are always bisic,since the cor-
:responding rows-are nonbinding. lerefore,
we can interpret (12) as-the set/ting of
prices on the inputs and outputs described
by the matrix B.

_

Next, consider the updated-right-hand-
,-,. A

xside given by (15) wher giVes the valuese

of. the basic variables in the current ex-

treme point solution x of SPt. The non-

basic variables in x are, of course,.at
zero value.

3This is the backward.transformation or
BTRAN step in the revised simplex method.



8 _ Al.' s
If A. =_A A __0, _then P. isAA.,1 ... AA,

[

=.CA Cc -CX .

unbounded_from below, with
-1

as

"t_

A
x

(15)

Therefore, according to (5), (6), and (15),
.aproposal corresponding to x is given by

cx
1

[

(16)

3Lpl

. which,:apazk from the sign, is part of
'updated ri t-hand-side 8:

Pro sals corresponding to extreme

the

ray solutions of- SP
k

can be generated as
t

follows. - Suppose a column in M; say

AS.N = A7

S

is priced out to be the pivot column. Its
transformation4 with respeckto the basis

A is .

AA-.

1 ---cA

A-1 A-1= M N 0 A

AA-1
0 -BA

a

s. AA-1 S
C CA. A

1 sA .A

AA-1 s
B - BA

17)

xh (0 0, 1, 0 0. (-A ) 0
i

0)

ri -
s
t poition;jth position '

where x is

basic in i*"h
row

(19)

as a homogeneous solution on the extreme
ray .(cf. Theorem 2.1, p. 35'in [13a)..". By
definition, the extreme ray is simply
xh/(e-xh) where e = (l 1). Observe

. that by (5), .(17) and (18), the pro-
. posal correspondin to xh is

(19)

as
BA

-lis

which is part. of the transformed column N.-
The proposal.correspoilding to the extreme.
ray can, of course, be".obtained.from (19),
by scaling with 1/(ex.1). However,this4s

not necessary and we may simply send the

proposal in (19) to . SP
k+1

This. is equiya-t+1.
lent-to an implicit scaling of the corre-.

sponding X variable'in SP
t+1
k +1

by e- hence

there is no loss of generality.

Finally, to determine whether a pro-
.

posal is profitable to SP according to.

the:prices nt+1 , we hav -to test whethers

-

[As -

B t

t+1

foi extreme.point-proposars;

< 0

for extreme ray. proposals.

This second case is always satisfied since
'z
t

is unbounded from below. Hence, no

.computation is required. For thefirst
case-,we compute

SIrl the Staircase algorithm,. "proposal" and
"profitable proposal" are used synonymous-
.1y, .so that strictly speaking, the vector ,

4This is the'forward.transformation or . defined in .(16') is a proposal only if it .

FTRAN step in the revised simplex method. passes. the

5



(

t+1 +1

-L.91 - B 3 a
1 t+1 3 - t+1 '

(20)

which is essentially the evaluation of an

r--
inner product.

We have shown that as the result of /
ap 'plying the revised simplex procedure to..
the full subproblem

minimize

sUbject'to
tAB

0

:(21)

(a) the dual informationrr
t+1

is efficient-

ly. utilized as part of the prices 7
for (21);

(b) -the primal information [P] iaeffi-

ciently generated, being-a by-product
of right-hind-side updating in the
case of extreme points, and forward
transformation of a pivot column in
the case of extreme rays.

. Refinements

Within the basic framework summarized
in SeCtion 1, many refinements of the
Staircasealgorithm are possible. SUch
Modifications,are called computational
strategies. Some are designed to acceler-.
ate convergence; others to reducestorage
requirements and the amount of'data trans-
mission.. Most of them-are motivated by
heuristics and have to be validated dMpir-
ically. Moreover,'good.strategies for one
class of problems may turn out to be poor
ones fOr another. Therefore, it is im-.
portant to parametrize such refinements so
that a process of fine tuning is possible
for any given class of problems. We iden-
tify,three important strategies here, For
more detail, the reader is referred to C33

(a3 Degree of DecompoSition: .

For a given amount of core.storage,
it is often feasible to vary the number of
subproblems by grouping two or more as a
single stage.'A higher degree of decompci-
sitiOn.gives smaller subproblems which are
easier.to solve, but is-likely.to require
more interactive adjustments before

obtaining an optimal coordination among
thesUbproblems. Initial experience with
the Staircase algorithm [3] suggests that
whenever nested decomposition algorithms
are intended for routine applications on'a
particular class of problems with a fixed
amount of core storage, one should prede-
termine.empirically a good strategy for-the
degree of decomposition.

(b) Multi-proposal Generation:

By generating (when possible) more
than one proposal from each subproblem,
convergence may be accelerated. However,
if too many proposals are transmitted in a
cycle, the inferior ones, which may never
become useful, 'simply cause an unnecessary
increase in the size of a subprobleM...
Moreover, proposals that are too,sipilar
may give rite to numerical instability.
Therefore, a heuristic.procedure is re-
quired to select a rimited number of pro -
posals.--A limit of five provided good re-
sults inmost cases we encountered.

(c) Proposal Purging:

As proposals are introduced, the grow-
.ing size of a:subproblem may cause diffi-
Cultiesfor inicore storage. AS far as-the

Optimization of SP is. concerned, the.only..

propotals.that need be kept are the cur-
:rently basic ones (for feasibility) and the
latest profitable ones (for improvement). ---

All others could be dropped astheYwill
be generated again:-4 and whentihey becdme.
profitable. on later Cycles. We usei
scheme to purge as many non-basicproposals
as necessary'to keep the subproblem size'
within limits determined by core availabil-
ity. However, a modification of Phase 3

' is also required to allow for proposal
purging.

. . -

7. The Experimental Codes

..Two experimental codes,-named SC73 and
SC74 have. been written in FORTRAN.. Input
data -is in standard MPS forMat plus:a sec-7

. tion on information characterizing a:pat--
tern of'decomposition, except for the-data
handling features. The two codes are iden-
tical. .

SC73'runs on an IBM 360/91-at the
Stanford Linear Acceleration Center. It
requires approximately 200K bytes of core '

storage:When.dimensioned fdr'problemS:with
a maximum of 20 periodt, each Having up to

,500 rows (as a full subproblem) and 3000



nonzero coefficients (including proposals).
Secondary storage is on 220 tracks (one .

track ='7294 bytes) of IBM type 2314 mag-
netic disk. Data transmission is by di-
rect lccess I/O using variables length re-
cords with a block size of 7294 bytes.

SC74 runs on the CDC 6000 and 7000
series computers. It requires approxi-
mately 35K words of SCM core storage whet
dimensioned fOr problems with a maximum of
10 periods, each having up to 400 rows (as
a full subproblem) and 6000 nonzero co-
efficients (including proposa,ls). Second-
ary storage. requires 170K words of ECS
(extended core storage) or LCM (large core
memory). Block eransfer of data between
SCM and LCM is used.

For comparison with a direct simplex
approach, we used MPS/360 and LPM1 [142,
the latter being the simplex procedure
used in SC73 and SC74. Roughly the same
storage configuration is. used in each
comparative run.

T

8. Experience with Applications

This section presents computational
experience with te successful application
of the.Staircase algorithm to three classes
of multi -stage linear programs. In each
case, we describe thenature'of the pro-'
blem briefly and summarize the performance'
of the Stairtase algorithm'as compared to
a:direet simplex approach.

(al Optimal Design of Multi-stage'
Structures [4:: 5

The problem is to design multi-stage
planar. trutses'for minimal weight over:a
class tf feasible member sizes and config-
urations. The design is based on limit--
analysis-subject to a single set'of
The Variable's xt represent fortes' in mem-

bers of,stage tin the truss: The equi-
librium cond- itions for stags t are ex-
pressed' through At while Bt represents -the

coupling between-stage t and t + 1. 'The
'external loads are given in dt. Typically,

these problems have.a large number of col-
umns in proportion to the number of con-
straints.. Therefore, the efficiency of
-the Staircase algorithm could be.due part-
ly to a partial-pricing effect. See .

Table 2.

(b) Dynamic energy model [52:

These test problems are deriVed from
a staircase version, of Manne's model of
:U.S. options for a t- transition from oi_l and
gas to synthetic fuels [9]. They.seek
minimum-cost strategies to meet future
energy demands under a series oe alterna-
tive scenarios: The latter depends'"on
estimates of the remaining quantities of....
domestic oil and gat resources, andthe
technical and environmental feasibility of.,
new methods for synthetic fuelprgeducton.
The variables are production capacities-and

investmentein the energy sectors:..The
single-period constraints exert!,bounds' on
new capacity introduction rates.andrelate.
production to final demands in energy but:-
put., The dynamic'constraints relat4 rapac-
ity inventories and investment, model the
nuclear cycle, and exert bounds on, cuthula-
tive resource eXtraction..

The model hag 16 periods representing
five-year intervalt from 1970 to 2045.

' Hol,)ever;.a four-period decorriposition is
used for reasons explained in section. 6a.

new technologies are allowed in pro-'
blem 4A (see Table 3) while most of them
are suppressed in problem 2A. Theiei-
formance of the direct simplex approach
(LPM1) reflects this variation in complex-
ity. Whereas,by decomposition, such
effects are "felt" by. each subproblemi from
the start. This may explain why SC74-took'
roughly the same amount of time for. all
four problems.

(c) Dynamic Tiaffic Assignment [63:

Inthe Merchant and ,Nemhauser model
of dynamic traffic assignment [10],.a
-traffic network is represented by a di-
,rected graph. One of the nodes is desig-
:nated as the destination. The planning.
horizon is divided into a finite numbef of
discrete time periods. For each time per -
iod, external inputs are'allowed at any
node'except the destination- For each arc,.

- there is an'exit fuectionWhich relates the
amount of traffic entering and leaving the
arcduling.a,time period. Congestion.
modeled by assuming the exit, functions to'
be nondecreasing, continuous, piecewise
iinear'and concave. The problem is to find
the feasible traffic flow which minimizds . -

rite total amount Of traffic over the Plan-
'ng horizon.

Here the - unknowns
traffic in each arc. aim
They are transformed.to convex

27

axle the amount of
each time period.

combinations



N

thesgrid,i)oints for the _piecewse
tllnear exit functighs. Therefore, the
variables x

t
are the interpolation weights -

for these combinations. The single-period
constraints are the flow balance equations
for the nodes. The dynamic..constrairies
are the flow balance equations for the \..

arcs.

The Staircase algoeithm is used as
part of a hybrid algorithm [6] for this
class.of problems. See Table 4..

.9...Remarks-

It has been observed in (3] that re-:
lative to a direct simplex approach, the
Staircase algorithm tends to becomemore
efficient with increasing problem ;size.
'However, the threshold problem size dif-
fers considerably for different classes of
staircase problems.' The results presented
here, though favoring decomposition in
every case, .simply substantiate that obser-
vation. They should not be interpreted as
measures of the relative performance of
the two approaches in terms of absolute
problem size. _
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."-----. PROBLEM
,

...

STATISTICS

SCRS8

2A 3114 4A

.

-.1

PERIODS
r

RODS
COLUMNS
NONZEPOS

.% DENSITY

.

4
491
1.638 ..

4433
0.55

4..

491
1633
4460
0_56 '

'

4
491
16 49

4476
0.55

4
491
1660
4520
0.55

,

-4 . CPC SECONDS

, .

30.8 26.7 30.3 40.1

.

CPC SECONDS 20.8 19.2 ' 18.5 .19.4

Table 3. Statistics of the Dynamic Energy Modei.Problemso.

"s- PROBLEM
---..... 1STATISTICS SCSD1 SCSD2 SCSD3 _SCSD4

0

:SCSD5
:

PERIODS -3 3 20
ROWS 78 78 148 102 408

_ COLUMNS 938 838 2048 0334- 4228.
1qONZERO-5 3226 3226 8288 3112- 16604
% DENSITY 4.14 4.94 2.73 .66 0.96

o .

..a.

CPC SECONDS 6.3 8.7 '33.97 9:7 -4.120.
o
a.
=

e. CPU SECCMDS '- 4.1 4.9 . 1227 . 3.6: 41.6
co
co:

Table 2. Statistics of the Structural Design Problems

PROBLEM
STATISTICS

SCTAP1 SCIAP2

a
SCIAP3

2-
-

PERIODS
` ROWS

COLUMNS
N1 OS
%DENSITY.

10
311'
791

3683
1.50

.

10

1101
-2681
14395
0.44

.

10
1491
3971

19045
0.32

... .

S
2

CPU SECONDS
.

7.3 103.8 223.3

-
ar
o

'0 ta

.

CPU SECONDS 3.8 15.6 17.7

Table 4- Statistici ofthe Dynamic Traffic
Assignment Problems
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A Stepping-stone-Parallel-cut Method for Integer Programminfi

'.by To -Yat Cheung
Department-:of'ComputerScience

-University of OttaWa_
Ottawa-, Ontario, Canada-

:ABSTRACT

.-. This paper presents
r

a.cutting plane-method for
integeprogramming. 'Let ao.he the-optimal point
of- the associated' linear program and Ti be the.nor,.-

:.mal to the obleotivefunction hypierplane.at
On the.baIflines o'f-the'cone,,:incidentat ao, we
determine those points where the halflinekinter-
sect the coordinate planes and then project\them
'onto With the projections as stepping - stones,:

. the Objective function hyperplane .(the 'parallel
cut) is_ -, pushed into' the cone step- by step.. At
each step, a minimum number of. integer points is
generated. for feasibility.and optimality tests.
,The'.first featible integer point 'trapped' by
the Parallel cut is the optimal point of the inte-
ger!prograM4 .-

Othet.main features of-this methed!are:
(1)-..In.practice, it is notinecessary;t6,Compute :
e cut.' (2) 'In-general,:-:the,OandidateSgenen.':.

ated at'eachstep give better value to the objes:...,
tiVe.'-functiori.,than:tbe:dandidatei generated' at they,...
nektstep.'.(3)-PeoptiMitation is not required;

Keywords : .Integer programming, cuttingp/ane,-
cone,-normal, projections=

. -

sear611,17,8-,5). .Howeyer,. these approaches have
some or. all of the follOwing.disadvantages::.

1...There-exist.no criteria for the choiqq&E.
convex, regions (in the case of convexity .cuts and
enumerative'cSut) or for the choice of halflines'
(in the. case ofreut7;parch). .

. .. -

2. Extra cOmeutational Work is required to
... generate the cuts. The amount of work depends

mainly on the C`s5nvex region used.

This paper presents a cutting plane-method
-for integer programming. The cut is, always
parallel to the hyperplane of: the objective func,
tion -(called a'Parallel Cut). Let ao be the opti7
mal point of the associated linear program and ;

.-- be the normal .to the objective functionhyperplane
.at'io. On the halflines of the cone incident at
ap, we determine those points-wheiethe halflines'
intersect the coordinate planes. Theintersection.
points are projected onto n. These'projections-.
are'then'used.asstepping -stones-for moving the

.parallel cut into the cone step - by step. ,At each
step,the intersections.on..the half/ines are used
togenerate- a'set -ofinteger points for feasibility
and optimality tests. The process terminates as
Soon as a feasible integer point is 'trapped-L.-by
the parallel cut. ./

- ,

Our carallel -cut method is Closely related to
three other approaches.develooed in the last few
'years, namely.the'methods of,lconvexity cuts J1,2,:
3,8,11-4121, enumerative. cuts [4',5,6] , and cut-,

3. A cut may beeither.very.Shal/ow or .in the
wrong 'inclination', too many. bad candidates
may be generated:' ' e

- .

Li.'ReoptiMizatiOn'reqUired.

5.: Usuallyeven,after.a.feasiblinSM.W
point hasbeen 'trapped'.by'a CUt,.searcanr.a:-
better solution-stili. has. tO.'becontinue#,

.In.contrastur-paialief-Out algorithnihas
the following Main 'features:

1: NOcholce of convex regions or edges is
'required; A parallel cut is generated step by step.:.,
in a definite manner.

'2.,A parallel cut is merely a conceptual cut: .

In practice, no computation is involved in its gen-
eration.:

3; The direction of a parallel cut is steepest_
and hencemaybe regarded as-the proper 'incline -'
tion'., Together with stepsiie ocntrol, a parallel.
cut generates, at eachstep,. a.minimum number of
good candidates_

4. Repptimization is not required.-

5. Once a.feasibleinteger.point is- trapped'
by "a ?cut it i5 opti*l.andthe- processterminates.

Parallel cuts:are alsO used, conceptually, in.
Millier's bound-and-scan algorittui 1101, but in a
different manner.

2. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF.THEPARALLEL-CUT
. METHOD

In'this icctidA, we illustrate by enexample
.



the geometrical.motivation of our parallel -cut

method. For. expository purposes,-we shall use the

following-definitions.

. .
.

.
. .

Definition.- (0-plane, C(x*)-Plane) "An 0-plane is
a.hyperplane Of the form cx=d, where_cx is the
objective function and d is a constant. Xn parti-
cUlar,*.n0(pc*)-plahe has lari.foM Cx=cx*, where. .

. ,..

Xa.is a fixedpoint on the plane.

Zn Figure 1, CI,and..C2'aretwO halflines
incident at 56.and 5 is-the (negative) normal.to
the 0{)- plane, at 50. We observe that the coor-
dinate planes through an integer point inside the
cona,tfiteisects at least. one of the halflines: For
example; the coordinate planes through I3 intersect
C and C2 at lq and-H1 respectively. Hence, one of

'.the coordinates of H2. (and H1).rms.bbe-inte4ral.

Definition (H- point) An H-point is A Point bn a
balfline incident at ao-such-that-at least-One of
.its,-.coordinateSbas integral 7alue.,

. .

'Starting from ab,: let us Move-the 0 -plane ,in
the:direction of 5. -As it moves forward,- it will .

'trap' infinitelymany integer points,'some lying

outside the, cone je.g. some.lying.inside the .

.: 4.. cone but viO4ting certain.honbinding constraints:

:(e.g. The first--leasibre integer-point.
. .

(here 13) 'trapped' is obviously the optimal point_
Note that if these integer pointi-axe projected
perpendicularly onto .n," the image of the'optimal
integer point has:the shortest distance from 50

- among all feasible integer points. ,

Using the projections p0,p1p2,p1, p4;and
as steppingrstones, Table 1 shows the H-points;

...integer coordinates'and integer points:newly-,gene--
rated at each.. step: Note that, at-I3.becomesi ;
optimal, because it is the first easible integer.

point '-trapped,' ...-

integer
:pi H-points- Integer po tt

.coordinates

Po none'
H.
Hi

none none

HP1
x =2
1

none-

P2 'x
1
=1 . none .

%x
2
=1 (infeasible,.

.

1
3

(curr.-.optiMal)'
.

P n4 x1=3
.

14 (rejected, worse
than I3)

---.-.

Table 1 ...,

Information.newly generated at-eatbstmp:in:Fig. 1.

P3.

"1
i

none
.

none

on-bindingconstraint.



3.' PROBLEM..FORmULATION AND MATHEMATICAL
PRALIMINARIES-

donsider the pure integer linear-program

f

maxisilze; y air:
. Q:. subject to Axlb . - .

- (3.1)

-xiz0- ; integer, left,
...., -.

where HZ{1;2,-..,11}, c;,X are n-vectors;%Ais.
mxn matrix and,bis an m-vector.- Throughout this,-

:paper, we refer to-xi,,,ieN;-,.as the structural vari-
ables . .-. i .

.
.

The-associated linear program Q' is- obtained:
fram'the integer linea.rprogram'Q.bi drOpping the

-integrality requirement. Introducing m slack vari-
abless=col(sis2,..-,s';,); Q' can be,written'in the
standard' form . _

.

maximize x
o
=cx

Q": stbjectto Ax-i-s=b

where.

BuppOse Q". has, an optiMal solution. 'Let B.
(1:3'le the index sets of the baSic:StrUcttiii.
d basic slack variables'reipeCtively

the'coefficients of the optiMal.siMplex tab eau:
:Then the objective function value-and -each of the
..basic structural variables can be expreSsedrin -

:terms -of the nonbasic (Structhral and Slack) vari-
ables tj -as.

- (3;a
s>0 jeM3. I

[

Y1 -Y2 basic;structural variables
- Y3 sy basic slack'variables .::7,,,..

.iscbtained'from-,the optimal simplex tableau of Q";
where Yi_and Y3 correspond to the'Coltmns of the
.current optimal-point&nd the nonbasic-fslack Vari-
ables, whereas Y2 and Y

4
correspond to the columns

of the nonbasic structural veriableS. Then the :

'column vectors of (3:4) arethe columns of the
rfollowing nx(n+1 matrix

'0

r;.]: basic structural:Variables

nonbasic structural variables,

wheeI is'an identity matrix.
_,-

Furthermore, suppose-y0j, jEN, are.therela-
:tive-cost factOrs obtained from-the optimal:simplex

: :tableiu:- . _

caj=-yoj, jeN. (3.6).

--

yxonrci07E4A1'64.
J

Leths7repIace every yi in .(3.3). by another,
aftition aid, fOr leB and je101dN. Attaching, for

.teach nonbasic strUctUraariable xi.:'the 7-

relation setting xi equal to itself, a rela-%
tion-Of the form (3.3) in which31:0=0; and

i3
=0 for ij, ieN-B,.and rewriting in. vector

notatieni.we obtain the following linear prOgrem
over.a'cone s

Proof. The first part_ of the lemma follows from
the definitionofai. To derive (3.6),'we see that,
for every_..t., Oy.,-Z

3-- ,.. 03 . ieB 2. 2.3

-E. 'C a C g =-ca where S. is equal tola 1 ij i'eB
c.a..

j'
the:cost associated with t.- iftj'is a structural
Variable, and is equal' to a if tj is .a' slack

. .

r .4. 'THE 2ARALLEILCUTAiGORITHM

(3.3)

0 -00-EjENY0j!j
'

maximize x =v

ubject.4' x=i
0 JENA 77 77.

'x. 'integer, ieg.

,7(3.4)
f.

The fundamental relation between the problems
C and- Q is-as follows: Let t* be an optimal solu- -

tion to C and x.*Ei -E' itt. Then x* is an,opti-

,mal solution to Q if and only if -x* also satisfies'
thoSe constraints of QPWhiCh are not 'binding at

The jtki halfline'of thecone-(3.4) is defined:
by

c,: g.=g
°.
-g

j
t
J' j

20. (3:5)
3

The quantiti4siO,.gi and cij,.jEti, will be .used.
. in Section 4 . The ndxt-lemma: shotis that -they can

be Obtained from the optimal simplex tableau of
the 'linear program Q". -

Lemma 1. Suppose the 'following ac(ntli matrix

In this:section; we develop..the parallelcut 7
algorithm first under the aSsdmpilonitaC.the opti-
.mal solution of the associated -linear pTogramQ,*:
is unique and non-degenerate. :::Non-uniqueness and
degeneraCy will be-discussdd in Section

The parallel-cut algorithm includes th
following.operations:

1. Generate H-points on the half
2. ProAct the.H-points' onto the normal R.
3. Using the:projectionsis stepping-stones,

generate a set'of.candidates at each step fdr
feasibility and optimality tests.'

The. details" of these operations are described
in the neXtfour subsections.

4-.1 GENERATING H-POINTS ON THE.MALFLINES

The use ofH-pointsWas first developed by .

Glover 17,8q. : However, le-:used'them for generating,
cuts directly;-whereas we use them for generating
projectionsand candidates. first-restate
without proof one of his lemmas, using our nota-
tions." '

1,emma 2 (First cut-Search lemMa of Glover)

Assume x' is contained...in-the truncated cone
of points satisfying both (3.4) and

E (1/t,)t.51,' .

(4.1)
- jEN .. 3 3

where t '' >0 for all jEN. Then every hyperplane
L(x-x')20 through x':(for L a non -zero. row vector).
intersects at leaSt one. of the edgesOfthe tiun--_



-icated cone- _
x=a0-:ajtj,

. .

incident at .10 (i.e-. the line:segments

3 7

In particular, let x' be-an integer 'point in"-

site the cone. (3.4),..t5=06-for every jcN, and
where:1:isin com

ponen i=1,2...,n% 'Then, Lemma. 2 .implies that

every Coordinate plane through an integer point in

the cone intersects at least one of.its
The .H-points generated on the jth halfline are

-
Hu.: =a -a t .
j 0 3.j.

where the increasing sequence of parametric values
of t: are defined as follows:

7

t.0=minIt.lt.Y>0 and
10
-;

ij
.t

7 7
integer for some

+1
t.

11
=min{tlt.>tp and 3.i a

3 3. j 0 i

negative integer for some

is a nonnegative

t.

If there is no value of tj that can be gene-

ratedrated in this-way, the tj or tlj is ciefined to be,

equal to =. Numerically, the valUes of satis-
fying the above definition may be obtained as
follows:

0 V+1 U y
t =t.+min14.1. =

.Y7 J ) icN

where.

(1a. .t.)-3.-;..t'!>)/E.iq i3 iu 13

(13- -i.t!))/3
7

. , its distance from go along- E.

4.3- SETS OFD CANDIDATE INTEGER POINTS

In this subseCtiOn, we describe how-(4.6).is
used tok generate integer points for feasibility

and optimality tests. Every IpiSPcorresponds:to
one or several H-points, each of which 'in turn

:corresponds to bne or several integer values of

the coordinates xi's. Hence, for each pk,' n dis-

crete sets of values of the coordinate xi

(4.7)

. .

can be uniqueIy.determined; (v depends on i and

-k.) Candidate integer points are then obtained by
forming all the possible coMbinations'as fo1lows:

(xi , , x
n
) , x 1k) r

7

The following lemma shows that each of the
.dis rete,tets Xi(k) consists of consecutive inte-
ger without gaps.

Lemma The discrete set X.
in the rm

can be expressed-
.

_where Z. (k) and u.(k) are non7neg
(4:3) bound.S.

if <-0
13

if g..>0
13

otherwise;

<z> denoies-thesmallest integer greater'

than z,

an .{z}-denotes the largest intege5Amaller than
z:

. _
4.2 PROJECTING II.Mit-POINTS ONTO THE NORMAL

.Leta be the (negative)"normal, to the 0(g0)-

plane at L. The distance-Of any point xoftom the
0(E0) -plane is given by

d(x)E.c(i'0 -x)/Icti. r. (4.4)

N,L7
where. 011 denotes' the' Euclidean norm. In parti-
cular, the distance between io and the projection
of an H -point (4.2) on n is given by (seeLemma 1).

1.1 - V
d(Ci)=(caii!cl)tj=(-yoj/Dcl)q, jeN, (4.5)

-Note that the qu4ntitiesy .<0'can be obtained from

the optiMal simplex tabaeau of the Koblem Q"- If

0
is the unique optimal point,. we have y03 <0 for

every jeN.

-Let.u.S7denote these projections by,an .

'increasing sequence

{p 0 0
.

(4.6)

where p0 =0, pi4pi.1.1. When there is.no confusion,::

pi is used to denote both a projectionimage and

ive integer

'PrOof. 'Withott loss of generality, "we may assume
. -

that the elements of )(I'(k) satisfy, .

05xl.x?.-..<xc.l<X(.1+1...5x. Suppose there is a
. .

I, 3. I a. i

.... gap -of size g (Z2):hetWeen.xc.l'and xc:
+1

, i.e. '
-

q+I" q . + 1A
mo

x. =x.+g. Let x. and-x,- 'correspond to two H-"

points on .the halflines.Ci and.Crespectively..:
(the possibility that a=5 is not excluded)i:i.&::
there exist t*>0 and r'>0 such that .. % :-.

a S

' 1

- -
x:.-a. -a. ,t*

a
X0+1. . =a i -a. t''.. (4.8)

1 10. la 0 3.5

We distinguish between-two cases:" ".

- q+1
0.1x.>a +1; and (2) x.. -For the case

10 x xvu

(1),(4-8) implies that
_- o

t -t'41/a: and x..a. -a. t It loilows easily
8

,,

1_0./0.01641
''that t'>t

S
>0 and X:*

3_

7g=x.'. This
S. . .

means.that,on 5,Twe can find:a.n'H-point alrastB

(in front of the H-point a.0-iit8) which generates

,-the integer 3c?- between x5. and 01-1-7---.a contradic-
.'tion.". Similarly for,thecase (), we can find on

Ca
'an H-point which generates an integer between

xq and Z`.14-1..'
1

As a result of Lemma 3,-it is computationally
much easier to generate Candidates.,' Instead of
.(4..7).we simply-keep track of a pair of bounds
E.(30-andu..(k) for everyx., 1-EN, and 'every p k

k=0,1,2,..., using the following stipulation:

ui(-1)=[ 10]. l 7 (4.9)

(ii) Let 8:(k) be the set of integral xi



values associated with those- H-poi nti-----1. algoriihmilb5flows:
which are projected onto pk. Then

min [2.i (k-/),xi
i

)ifS(k) is not empty,.
xi cS. (k)

i
(4.10)

I (k-l) if S. (k) is empty,

max.. iu.(k-1),x.Fif
x.cS

i
Ck) 1

U:(k-1) o if S.(k)

where LzJ (or rz1)_Is the largest (or :
sMallest).integer',which is smaller (or-:.
greater) than or equal to .z.. that..
there exists: for each k,. at leastonei
suchAhat-either 1Ci(k)0.i(k-1) or
u.(k)>u.(k-1).

Hence,_ the set.of.candidates generated by .

{pn.Pi.....pk};. is of the.form.

I(k)-m4x1Ii(k)%xiSui(k), xi (4.12)

. -
Si(k) is not empty

is s

4.4 _FEASIBILITYAND OPTIMALITY: TESTS

At the projection pk, is

7s

,{Maximize . xecx
subject xcI(k4. (4:13)

A direct or algorithmic search may-be
. reqUired to determine whether(4.13) is infeasible
or has an optimal solution.. If infeasible,.we
'proceed to nextprojettion . Otherwise,.
(4.13) has an optimal solUtion.' e of the main
features of our parallel-cut aigorithmis pro-
.vided.bY'the

. .

.'Theorem 4 -SuPpose x(k) is:anitiptimal'pointofY
If:d(x(k))<pk, then x(k) Is also an

'optimal point of the integer linear prograa
. .

'Proof. We shall prove this theorem by showing the
contradiction that, if X'iS a feasible 'pointofQ
satisfying cx(k)cx'. Then-xiii(k).

Consider the halftpaae-associaied with th
0(pk) -plane

Step 0 Solve the-associated linear program Q' by
the simplex method and let in be its opti-.
mal point.-- If ao is integral', it is also
an optimal point of the integer program Q. .

Otherwiae, go to Step-1.
Step 1. (Initialization)

1.1 Formulate the cone problem C. (see
Lemma 1 of Section 3)'.

-1.2.0n eadh of thehalflines'C: jeN,.. gen-

erate a sequence. of B-poi4; by (-4.2)
and (4,3).. For each of the H-points,
,keep track f itSinteger coordinate(s).

1.3.:By(4.5)4 p oject-perpandloUlarly the.
M.-points onto the;normaI n and Arrange
the sequence of projections in increas7
ing order or magnitude":

N. 0
where-p0=0; p1 1 .

I.4PLet
Step 2 (Moving the parallel cut intothe'cone)

2.1 Let kN.loi-1

2.2 Solve (4.13Y. If (4.13) is infeasible
or has an optimal point x(k) .Such-that
d(x(k))>plei"rePeat Step 2. Otherwise,
the optimal point-x(k), for which.
d(x(k))1p,',., is also an optimal solu-
tiOn'of tfie integer program Q.

,..

In practice, the following refinements may
-be incorporated into the above formal 'description
Of the algorithm. - . -

- - - -
. ' h

Since the algorithm may terminate early in
.the' Process, it would be!a waste of timeto gen-.
'erate too.minY H7POintS and projections at the
outset. Instead,- we may specify intervals on n
acid -the haIflinesand generate .the H-points and
projections within these. intervals, one after-
another: only'when 'theyare :needed._ Supposk I:is
the size of, e interval on n, then. the corres

;111

...ponding inte al sizefor-t is -Igeliyo,.. jai.
.. . "! J.

.

--.AlsO,'Step 2 of the algorithm may be rep/aced..
'.by-the following more,. laborate one: .-

. _ .

Step: 2' (Moving-the parallel cut into the cone)
2:1' Find, the -smallest k, sarl-k°6SuCh

that:the:set {ctAx;JD; xcl(k )).has
.-, at least one feasiblepoin.e2' (If

such k does not exist, the integer
C.'prograMiQ does not have a feasible

.

solutiOn.)
2:2' Solve (4.13).with k=k°. Let x(k) be

, the optimal point.' :

2.3' If d(x(k)).1pk, then x(k) is also an,.
optimal point of. Q. Otherwise, go
tan..Step 2.4'.

2.4'.-Set kik-1-1-. Test whether the. -set

T(k)E(xIAXIb, -xcI(k)-I(k-1),
-.cx5cx(k-1))

is
.

feasible. If, not,'.define .

.f. x(k)X(k.1)'and. gO to Step 2.3".
Otherwise-go to: Step 2.5'.

.5' SolVe theproblene:max(cx1xcTIk)) by
any direct or.algorithiic searChing,

r method. Letx(k) be the optimal

(4.14)
J J.

'where jcNr. (See (445) and
.(1).) suppose there exists a feasible Dint
'x'Zi a.t' of Q such that cx(k)<cxl. 'then. by0-,304 j

we have d(xl)o(30-x9/11c11=
c(rio-X(k)11-(x(k)7x11)/liell<d(xCk))Ip

k'
and.

t!Id(x9)11c11117y
3

jcB....; This implies that x-
3 .-.

satisfies (4.14): By, Lemma 2, every coordinate
_plane through 30,,intersects a halfline C. at.
eP

3
-i.t° say, for some t°<t By definiiion ofJ

I(k), we-have x'xI(k). (Q.E.D.)

4-5 DETAILED DESCICEPTION.OF THE PARALLEL-CUT

A. detailed description of the parallel-cut



C

point. Go to Step 2.3'.

DEGENERACY, NON-UNIQUENESS AND FINITENESS

, In this subsection, we
cut algorithm works withotit
thaoptiMalsolution'of the

show that the parallel,;-,!
any modification
associated linear pro-

Jram2' is degenerate. Welalso discuss the rela-
tion between the finitenesS of the. algorithm and
the uniqueness ofthis optimal solution.

Suppose (30,E) is the optimal point of Q";
Degeneracy occurs"when some of the basic compon-
ents of a0 or E have zero value. Define the index
sets

B =filai basic and' Eio=

M0={0. basiC and E.=0}-
.

Geometrically, Int:he n-space of
ables, degeneracy implies-that
associated with the halfspaces

or x.>04-icB
o
also pass through

space, let us define

X={xIZ a x.<b,,
jeN ij 3- 1

and

the structural
the. hyperplanes
I, a

i3
:x

j '
<b. icM

o
JeN - 1
a0. In the same

iCM; x.>0,'jcN1
37

X'=(;cIE ; x.>0, jeN-B ).
jcN 13 1- i

.

Thus,.X' is obtained from X by dropping the' con-,
straints'asSociatedwith those variables (struc-
tUral or slack) which are basic but have value 0.
Obviously,' Balas [1] proves the following
lemma.

-
0

Lemma 5.a is the vertex of X'
supporting hyperplanafor X'.
edges adjacent. to a

0
,-and 'each

tains exactly:one such'edge.

and.cx--=cEn is a
X' has n distinct
haifline (3.5) con -

. _

Interpreted geometrically (see Figure 2).
this lemma Implies that.'in case of degeneracy,
some of.thebalflines (3.5) may not contain any
edge of.thescone (incident at a0) of the feasible
region X of the problem Q'. However, each half-
line (3.5) contains an edge. of another polytope
X'.

Cx=ca
0

In connection with our parallel-cut algorithm',
it-is obvious that the halflines (3.5) can also be'
used to.generage H-pointi, which inturn are used
tgenerate integer points to be testedfOr feasi-
bility with.'respect-to X. 'In other words, the
algOrithm works without any modification.

There is a close relation between the unique-
ness of the optimal scilution of the associated
linear program Q'.and the finiteness of the parallel=
cut algOriihm.

If the optimal point of,Q' is unique, the
following argument shows that:the algorithm is
finite. Let x' be an arbitrary feasible integer
point (assumed existing) of Q. then, the 0(0).;.-

- plane intersects every: halilineat a finite point
and d(x' -) is an upper bound on the projections to
be generated. Thus,-the numbers of distinct
H- points and projections are finite. ,Hence, the
number of3steps and the number of candidates to be
tested at each step are both-finite-

If some of the relative-cost factors yo. are
zero, the optimal point. of Q' is not-unique-3
Define the indexaet DE{jljeN, y. =0} and the poly-
tone

7."={xrx=.; xcX}.
a DED J J. J-

..
Geometrically, non-uniqueness implies that X"'lies
on the 0(30).-plane (see ,Figure 3) . Hence, all -the
H -points and integer points :lying in X" are projec-
ted onto.50,and.the.diScrete-Set_I(0) as defined.
in (4.12) may-nOt be'eMpty. We distinguish between!
the following two cases:

(i)-X is bounded.

For such a case, the number of H.rpoints gene-
rated on .each'of the- halflines C., 'jet) is finite_
'By similar argument as in the unlque:iess case, we
can show the parallelcut algorithm is finite if
boundedness is incorporated into the definition

(ii) X is. unbounded-

.

For suc4fa case, it.may be necessary -to gene-.
rate infinitely many H-points on, some of the' C.,'
tcD. If X" Contains an integer point, Q becomas
a problem of locating: any such integer point. -How--
ever,. it may happen that, theoretically at least,'
'X" does not contain any, integer-point but thera-
exist feasible iniegerpointS.'of Q which are arbi-
trarily close to ,t".: -(See-the remark belowj This
implies that, at the initial-projection p0 of the
lgorithm,aearch for the:best:feasible integer- '.
int over the infinite,set I.(0) never terMinates.
practice, sudh situation may be. remedied by
troducing,an artificial constraint. (the dotted,

line of Figure3). Then an approximate Solution':
is,scught"over a bounded portion ofthe unbounded
feasible re4ipn. ...,.: : -

..
. . -

.

Remark ,It seems to the author:that, theoretica2.y
. .

speaking,this situation-gives rise to trouble for -,

Most of the existing integer programmingmethOda.',. ,,'.

Figure 2 degeneracy at ap
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.Application:of. the underlying ideas of the
approach presented. in this paper can obviously be-
extended to mixed/integer programming, and probably
tAoknonlinear integer programming with-linear con7.
straints.
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Abstract

A monomial ptogramming,problem is one
of-minimizing a polynomial in several
-variables subject to monomial constraints.
A log:-transformation._ changes it into a
problem. with non - linear objectiveand
.1inear_constraints which, under Certain
condition's can.be solved by 2angwill's
COnVex.simplek method:' We show a direct
#athod,-based,on Our previous-work; of
Solving the problem using" a simplex-like
tableau.

1. --INTRODUCTION

recent series of paper'g. [3,,4,
5, 6], we havepresente&siMplex-like
algorithmS to several special kinds of
problems arising in modular design,
geometric <programming, and elsewhere.-
the present paper we-shall:specialize the
general algorithm of. [4] to the case of a
programMing problem in which the
constraints involve monomial expresSions-
For this case-a true simplex algorithmis
"-possible inthesense-that any of the

* This:reportwas prepared as part.of-the
actiVities,of-theManagement-Sciences
-12eSearchG4Otp,Carnegie-Mellon Univer-
sity,,under.Contract #H000f467-A-03.147
..0007.HR'047-048. with the .U.S* Office of
Haval Research. Reproduction. in whole
or lxrpart is permitted.forany purpose
'of the U:S.,GOvetnment;

Management-Sciences-Research .4ort #333,

Management Scienbes ReSearch Group,.
Graduate School of Industrial Adminis

_-tratiOn Carnegie-Mellon University;
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 --

-

Kingston, Ontario

standardlineai programming routines'can
.rather eaSily,be modified to solve'monomial
constrained" problems_ Also all of the-
techniques for handling large !Cala linear.
programming prOblems, ,such asithe revised_
simpleX method decomposition, lexicor-
'graphic Ordering; etc.,.. are imMediately.
.tianSferable to the new-lalgorithM- It
therefore-follows that monomially '-
constrained problemi in hundreds of
variables can beSOlved.

- _,,
In Sections 2-7. we present .a.

description 04 the new method. ..Complita..!.
tional results'are presented:in-Section
A .monoMial model -doncerning.. excess
inventories is presented and sOived,iri
Section 8.

2. ,NOTATION

Because we will be:working with
monomia expressions-and their derivatives
In sever l variables we introduce some
special'Vector anc$ matrix notation to make-
it easy to do so. we define. the, -

product Of an .n-component row vector hand
an n-component:: column vector x as:

h h
l 2 -

!n.. 2

We-ex-4end..thi.deflialtion
way, to the :ED prodtct'of
and an-n-compone t. column

h

x =-

hn

n ,

in the obvious
an mxn matrix H
vectorox as:

)x,

n



,

where is the ith row of H. As a

numerical example observe that r
3 \

(3) 0 1 3 0 1 . (4/3) 3

0 - 0 .2 4/3/ .\.(4/3)2).

tting the 0 product and the
ordinary matrix product. we can easily
write- a polynomial in several variables;
let d Joe an rn- component row vector, H'an
'mucn matrix, and x an n-oomponent column.:
vector; then:

h
(4) d(H E). x)

1x1
11 ,

.xnh ln

h.j h
-:.+ d x .x 7/ -m n

is.a polynomial, in the variables.

0.. - Werecall next the definition of the
SchUr product of vectors. Let a and b be
two E-component row Vectors; then the
Schur product' is' defined as:
(5) a*b =: (a ... a )*4b )=1 m m

'-" (a b A . . a b '):1 11 ' m m
Using this we can write the. derivatixze of

:,3 PolYnomial.d(H.o.x).. Let h(i). be the
(j) '

-itsjth column of R and let h. be

transpose; let R be the matrix H with 1,
subtracted from each. entry in the jth

dxn
column. Since the formula.7--- = nxn-1ax
works even when n =0, it follows that:

or

.---%.(6) -.. i- (d (H ax) ) = (d*h(j ) : ) (H" (j) kl) ) .

.

From this it further follows that.: .. .

(7) x.
,

(d (H 0 X) )
;x-.

(d*h(7)).61.(:)x).

As an examp4e, 6xilx22x33 74x25

can be expressed in the form of equation

(4) with d =. (6,7) and H = (41 -2
05
)

of . 2 3 3 5

1
= 6X x + 28x x and 7X

of = 6x1x2 3 4Zx- 2 3 -1 2 . lax 1-2x-3

..28x
1
X
2

can then be expressed as in

equations (6) and (7) with (1)

and R(1)
0); !

3. :;PROBLEM STATEMENT'

= (1,4)

By a monomially constrained problem
we,,shall mean a problem of. the form

Minimize' d.(C 0 x) = g

(.8) Subject to Aox > b,
cr

where d'is lxk, c is kgic, A is mxn,. x is
nxl, and b is mxl. We assume b>0.

39

. .

Note that 'by making the .trannforma-
-tion:

(9) ='e
.

- and taking logarithms we could change (8')

into the problem (using the obvious
definitions):

Minimize- (C' eY)
--

(10) _

Subject to Ay > Znb
Problem ,(1) has linegi constraints, but y
is. not constrained to be nonnegative.
Following Charnes and Kirby [1 ]_we then
say that (8) is ttansformably.lindar,

.,The following facts are' well known.

d>0 then d(C Q e. ) .is a strictly convex
function of' y

1
...,y

n . If d>0 'theh the

same function is -a- convex (but nbt.
necessarily strictly convex) function of
these variables_

If d (C Q eY) is a convex fUnction of
y we could use Zangwill's convex simplex
method [9] to solve-problem (10) and thus
(8). However in this paper we shall.
specialize our previous work [4] :on ,

simplex-like methods for solVing_nOnliniar
problems with:nonlinear' constraints- to
provide a timplex method .t.hat.'is somewhat
more general than the con- ;cx simplex
method for solving problem -.7A directly.

Let X = (X ...,xm) be an lxm vector

'of Lagrange multipliers for the,.constraints
of (8). TheTge Lagrangian 'of (8) J.'s:
(11) tp = d (C ) = X (A 0 x-b}'
whete .A Q x = b 'now is, considered to

. Include the constraints x>0. Taking-the c

partial derivatiVe o£ .L with- respect to
x. using (6), and setting. the 'result equal:

-to' zero yields:.

(12) -21= (d*O(i) ') (a(j) c) ) .

7

(j) (j) r(X*a ) (A k."..)x) = 0 .

multiplying (12) by' x. -and use (7) to

obtain:
)1- (13) (X act (A-1/4.1)x) = (d*c(j) ') (CC)x).

We now use the well-known Kuhn-Tucker
complementary slackness condition:
(14) X

i
(a

(1
x) = X .b. for all i

)

where a
(iX

is the ith row of A and define

*.

(15) pi = Xibi for all i.

Substitutirig-'(14) 'and ,(15) into (13) gives:

x
(j) (j)

f(16),,pa . = (d*c. ) (C1/4:,/ ) or all j,
We shall call. pi ' the dual variables and

,(r6) the dual equations.

At in linear. progiamming duals
-4

..associated with.canstraints, of the type
x>D'Must befzeto for basic variablei,so
that at the optimum (16) must be satisfied
fOr the original m constraints. -If we let '.
the right hand side of (16) be""qi for the



basic variables then in matrix form plis = q

and p = -qB- where B.iS-thelpasis. .-Like-
vise ignoring the nonnegatiVity con-
-straints'(16) becomes:-

(d*c.
(j)

) (CC) X). - pa(j)".< 0- for.
nonbasic
The 'left hand side of this inequality
corresponds .to the "reduced CoSt","r.,,

values in linear programming, or ,

(lab) r = (d*c ( (C- (2) *) 7q13. ?'a

I

j/ forj.
all .j nonbas

-1

where H-1 a(j) is merely the jth column of .

the present tableau.

4. RELATIONSHIP TOILLINEARROGTiAMMING.7 .

:4P _ -,z ,, , -
:

.

. . Nctethe similarity between the.
.ordinary linear programming. dual-equations
and 11.6).,..eIf-the ith constraint in (8) is
not tight p

i
=.0 and if it is tight p'i: > 0.

Hence we:can use the pi's.or equivalently
. .- .

. .

X i =
7 11i_
7.1n the same way as..,they -ue-,sedT--

f, .

in ordinary linear,programMing.-

, If we assume that One of-the monomial
constraints -in (8). is tight -and use it' to
eliminatea-variablei- say -x-from the
rest-Of the equations then Jit is not'hard
to see that .this transformation will make:
linear changes in the exponents of the_
other monomials and log-linear change in
the right hand sides.

For inst'ance, consider the polynomial
equations::

x1 2-

x2x = 9. -1 2

- xlx2 = 4.

Using the notation of the preVious seation
these can be written Aex = b, or in
detached coefficient form as:

xl ?c2

*0,
Note that we used or dinary. matrix multipliL-
cation in the A area of the tableau, bUt
araultiplication in: the. b-area. All"the
familiar rules of pivoting in linear'
programming apply.if they are appr6priately

_modified for operation on the right hand.
side. .

_ .

, - .the- ,

Most of _problemS-encountred:In
solving ordinarklinear prograMming pro=
blems such as degenerady (which can be
handled by peiturbation techniques or
leXiographic Orderings) can occur, and
some_new difficulties as well. For
instanceit is possible that one of'the
--factors of the objective.function coul4
tendtozero without a basis" change being

0: needed. To handle,.such-problems we 'can'.:
employ regularization constraints.eXthe
formACG xli>ki >6 where ki is as small

number. .Most of the other difficulties
aan"be.handlediSY'SiMilar'modifiCations of
well known linear programming techniques-.
and will nbt be discussed further here.

We next describe a'simplex method.for
solving-problems ofthe'form. (8). :To start

''it we need a Phases I procedure. To this., .

...enc314e-.adci slack variables-2. and

2'
.2 1

1 1

9

/artificial variables ui to the consiraints

of (8) to obtain, the equivalent ptoblem:
-MiniMize el(C Q x)

(17)
Subject to .

() = b.

.Z
i
,u > 1

0
f be-a colUilnector of all ones.

7- If b>f it follOws that an initial feasible
. solution is x=f, u=6, so that the initial
tableau 'for the simplex, Phase I start

rA
1

If,: -however,- some components, of b'are .<1
then'the initial feasible baSie;can be:maie-

. up of. the components of n. 'for Which h.>1,-'

and'the.compOnents
,

for:'Which

whereA is the 3x2 matrix on theleft and
b is .the 3x1,vector on the right. Ff we
now want to use the, second equatiOnto
eliidnate x

1
from the other two equations

we can multiply by the corresponding pivot
matrix (see'[2]) infront as follows:

- e

-7 0 3

9

0
2-

2

.

0 -1
4
7

b u,.

.

We now use 'a Phase 1:objective-function.
e ()- u (where e is-an m-column vector of
all ones) and pivot. until all the ui

artificialvariahIes have been elimL'ated
incomplete analogy to ordinary line
programming: S

C

.1n -the next section.we describe in
detail the simplex method for monomially
constrained problems which is baied on the-

. general met.hocl.idescribed in our paper [4].
TheMain di,Ffprences from the ordinary
linear programming simplex method are that
-the :variableS%,are not constrained to be >1

. and second_that nonbasic variables can
take on values other than 1 ot"DO. 'The:

'latter is necessary ins order that we can
find optimun.solutions'Ahat are not neces-



sarily.determined by intersections Of
constraining hyperplanes. We use this
method of describing the algorithm rather

".than the parametric Programming method of
[4]:because,it seems to be simpler in the
present context.

THE SIMPLEX ALGORITHM FOR MONOMIALLY
CONSTRAINED. PROBLEMS

.

TherdescriPtion Of the.aigorithM is s-
simliar to that for ordinary linear Pro-
Tgramming. All Of the variants of the ;-
latter can be made to the-present
algorithm without diffiCulty so we dO not
goLinto detail in their discussion here.

Phase I.. Set-up the problem, find
the4TaiT.EIETes;-A, bp c, and-d and.sub--

iStitute them.nto the initial-tableau (18)-
.

(A) Go to.theMAIN routine using the
objective function g = ulu2...um. fT the

Problem has a solution with value greater
than 1 then the original. problem.has no ,

solution;. stop. .If.the.problem has a
solution with value 1 then all the
artificial variables are nonbasic (or can..
easily be made nonbasic and eliminated
from the tableau).

Phase II. Set g = d(C0x) and go to
the MAIN program: When that program is
complete itwill provide'an.answer to the
originally stated problem, or to the -
regularized problem if. infinite solutiOns
are found.

MAIN program.

1. . Dual Solutidon Routine

.(a) For:each basic variable vi_

calculate the value of,gi at the

current solution.

(b),Fp.,eaqh nonbasic v
j
calculate

the reduced cost r , using
-

(16b) where the second term
sumation is to be taken over the
basic'variables and hence the
sum 'calculation can be done from
the current tableau.

Find Incoming Vector.

Calculate ,the sets

If S

$1 = non basic, v.
3

is tightat a. lower boUnd and
r

2. = .-(vilvj is non basic, vj

is'not tight at a lower bound
and r # 0.

U S - = 0-the current solutio4ca

'optimal,'

Go *to 7. Else, go to .3

3. .Find largest:indicator.

Find j'ai.the index that maximize's

MaxtMax 1rkf, Max IrkV;11.
keS keS

2

jdSi or jeSz and-rj50 go to 4.

If jeS2 and rj<0 go to 5.

4. Find solution with larger v..

ta) 'Find the maximum extent toto
J

which V.
3
can be:increased while

keeping feasibility. This can be--
done by using the,column of the--
curren;ttableauundern-and the'

right hand side column.
',Determine outgoing vdctor v11 ._

SolVe the auxiliary problemfor-

variable v; le vv.; t be its..
J.

optimum value.

(c) If 3 <.v? god t .

+ 4 0

y
..

(d) If v.. > v., s
3

v.=v . in the .

3 3
tableau, car late 'the modified
right hand sides and go to 1.,

.5: Find ylutionith smaller
- 3

(a); Find the maximum extent v- to

;whiCh v
j
--can be decreasedwhile

-keeping feasibility: -This'can be
done by using the column of the

.

.current tableau undei v,
J

and-the

right hand side column.
Determine the'outgoing vector v .

(b) Solve the'auxillary problem for

variable
3'

t J. be its
3

optimum valu

v. >
t3
v. go to 6.

3

If
'

v. < v. set v =Jin'the.
3 3

tableau, caloglate the modified
right hand side and go to 1.

6. Pivot exchange: .make v,
3
basic and V

h
nonbasic. Let P be the corresponding
pivot.matrix (see [2]); then use the

calculation PA(old) = A(new) for the
(

A p'art-of the t L:)
bold ?_and P =

b (new)

(b)

-

-

(c)

(&)

41.

fr the b part of.the.tableau

End of MAA-program.

o



.AUXILIARY problem' routine for nOn-
baSid variable

1. ,'Evaluate the objective function
the- current solution but assuming v.

7
is .d,..rariable. Let_g(v.) be the

- corresponding function.

Wie/asearch (or other) technique to.;
-

f' d unconstrained minimum Value

v..of g(v1 ).

EXAMPLES
.

We work two examples in-order to
illustrate the method. We state"first the.

consrints:

1 2
2x > 3

x x > 91.2 -

(19)
x
1
x2 7.

S 21ZA
The fe sible .regiOn hown in Figure 7.
Adding slack and artt icial variables
theSe-become". ;

2 -1xxz u= 31_2,-. 1:
2 -1 --

.(

"'
.x z u = 9

20.)' 1 2 2
.

x xiz lu = 4-1 2 3 3
The.COnStraints_x

,/
>1, x2->1 'will be imposed

by the method in order to keep tableaUs,"
We now use the-Fhase I.objective

function u
1 2u'u2 and do the Phase calcula-

tions in condense&tableau fOrm (Figure 1):

7 V -
iIt is easy' to show- that rr uiu2w3 for.ay..

i = 1,2,3._--The corresponding-dual
varialbe Calculations appear-on
and below thetableau. The.pivdt eiement
is circled; the new tableau with,variahle
u
1 dropped appears in Figure 2. The 0

r-opeation waluperformed on the right-hand
side. ..There is one positive indicator
(reduced cost) in column 2. -The second
and third rows indicate the relationships

x2

u2
1= _x2zi

2
z2.and . 113 = (4/3)xizi z3'so

'..when-21 is decreased u2 and u3 are

decreased. Since we don't*ant u2-to go

below 1 we pivot; the new,-tableau with
variable u2 drOpped appears in Figure,3..

that

USing- the Same reasoning as before we

pivot on the circled it - Figure 3 and -

.-obtain feasible

1

the primal tableau of.
`Figure 4. The solution xi = 9/4, x2 = 16/9,

zi = 64/27, z2 7 z3 7 1 and ui = u2 =u37==
is feasible for the constraints.(20).

Suppose now we wish to,solve the
problem:

Minimize xix2 = g(xi,x)
(21.)-

Subject to constraints 419).
The tableattof Figure 4 with dual variable
calculatioqs for this objective function is
shown in Figure'S. If -we increase z3, we

have xi = '(9/4)z3 1
and x2 = (4/3) 2

z so
.

'.
that 'ig(z3):= (9/4)

4
(4/3)

2
z3

2
so that

-iricreasing.-Z3.decieases g(z3) indefinitely.

But the limit on increases -of z
3

is the

?requirement xi>1. Therefore we-pivot On,.

the circled. 1 in Figure 5- giving the
tableau of Figure .6.

'Hence the optimum.soiUtion is xi 7 1,

x = 9, z = 27; z =A17;-.z = 9/4 which can2 1 Z 3
be seen in the graph,Of Figure 7. The
value of the objeCtive function is
g(xi,x2) '=-9. .

We. now solve a problem with the same
constraints but a different objective
function in .order to show the solution of
the, auxiliary problem.. The new problem-i.s;

Minimize x
1
x
2

4- 2x
1
1
x
2

Subject of constraints (19)

2 0

2 1 0 -1

ri = 432

-

432 -108 -108

, Figure 1

4

0 3

9

4

u2

u
3

qi
u

1
u

2
u

3
= 108

= 108



-23

T. -16/3 _4 -4/3 -4/3

Figure 2

3 x1.

u
2 ul 2u3 4/3

4/3 03 u1u2u3 = 4/3 °

rj

3' x

1 -.z1

4
3n u3

q1

0

.0

4

.-tiu2u3 7 7

1

2
3

2

12
1

2
0

-1

2

3_
2

3

4

3

2.

Figure 3

23..

-1 1 9/4 = xi

1 -3 (4/3)
3

= z
1

-2 I (4/3)2 = x2

Figure 4

z3

-1

1

r. = -3(9/4)
4
(4/3)

2
2(9/4)

4
(4/3)

2

z2

9/4 = xl

(4/3)3 z
1

(4/3)2 = x
2

Figure -5

immk -"4.

-2

4
r

x2

I

qi . .

4x14X2 4(9./44(.14/1)27.

,

0

X
4
X
2

= (9tk)
4
(4/3)

2

1

914 = 23

(4/3)3.(9/4)3 =

(4/3)2(9/4)2-= x

t'

2x, x2-4xi x27,

-'Figure 6

43

'0

4

xl 2f2



:

T

I

10 ..'Solution for first objective function (1,9)

li

occurs-at intersection of x
1
- I. and x

2
x
2

.. 9

I.

r. .

x
2

3

2

Solution for second objective function (1:25,58)

occurs .along constraint-Ica:- in 9
ti .1 2



The tableau of Figure ,4 with dual
variable. calculations for the new objec-
tive function is. shown in Figure 8. We
see that we should try to increase z3 as

in. the.previous example. From Figure 8 we

see that. xl = (9/4)z;1 and x2 = (4/3)2'4

so that the auxiliary problem is to:

Minimize g(z3) = (9;4)4(4/3)2z32

2(4/9)(4/3)24.

Differentiating g with respect to z3,

setting g'(z3) = 0 and solving-gives the.

solution:

1;
= 1.25 , x2 = 5..80

z =13.97 , z2 = 1, z3 =1.81:

g(x1,x2) = 23.28 --

The final_dUal solution:shows:that thik
solutiOnis optimal as shown in Figure 9:
Figure 7 showi the. graph of g(x

1 ,x2 )
. _

23.28 touching the'-boundary of the
-feasible setat the optimum point.

-

7. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Some'computational,results.are shown
in Tables 1,2 and 3. -.1'he'ptOgram used-

-
was:written.in Basic and.run on a
Burroughs' 6700. PioCeSsing time'includedall centra. l processing-time eXtept that
used for input/output. probem para-t
meters were generated randomly, ,The

ents for the constraints -Were-
int gers'between-minus one:And three

e the right hand sides were integer.,
numbers between one and one hundrecL7 The
exponens4711-the obiectiVe function'were
random integers between zero :and. fdpx

.

r.

12 . z3

9/4.13 x

(4/3)3 = z
1

(1./3)2 =

-1 1

-3

-2

- 133.53. 86.39

Figure 8

z
2

= 1 z3'. 1.81

-1

1 A. -3

r 1 -2

multiplied by one half. Finally, the term
coefficients in the objective function'.
were random integers between zero and nine.

. .

In the three tables a pivot means the'.
same as in linear prOgrammina i.e., a
basis change.. A pass is the operation of
modifying the value of some variable
thereby changing the solution. In some
cases, of course, this modification will
lead to a pivot but not always. As we
would expect from linear programming,
pivots seem to be very fast. Problems with
a high proportion of total passes being
pivot operations have comparatively low
solution times. As is obvious from
-Table l'problems with many constraints
.relative to"variables are solved mostly
through pivoting. This-fact seems to
result from the reduced feasible region
and-the:resUlting high probability of
finding the optimum at an extreme pointor,'
at-leasi, the'intersection'of-several con-
straints. This can be verified again in
Table 3. As can be seen in Table 2, more
- complex. objective functions also seem to
block out extreme point solution's.

In presenting these computational
results certain considerations must-be

concerning the program itself:,

ONE.DIMENSIONAL'SEARCH PRdcEDURB,..-
'Since pivots can be.one rapidly compared
to searching,._ the search procedure is not
used Unless-pivoting would yeild a,worse,
Or equal solution than the.initial:value
(withthe exception'that'fOr degenerate :
sitUatiOns pivoting is :always' performed),
This criteria seems to'reauce the:total
number of Searches mtiOh must be performed
thereby reducing total -time.-- When
searching in undertaken a-combinatioh'.
guadratic fit and .Fibonacci search

41

4(9/4) (4/3)
2
-2(9/4)

-1
(4/3)

2
= 180.67

0

0/4) 4
(4/3) +2(9/4)- (4/3)2- = 47.14

. -

1.25 = xi

13.97 = xi

5.80 = x2

4-i

46.56,

0.

,23.28

4



Constraints
Phase I

Variables. Pivots

Phase II
VariableS Pivots Passes

Processing
Time (Sec.)

5 .15 6 10 0, 1 1.1

5
,

.20 5 15 4 6 2.5

5' 30 5 25 4 58 .48.0

10 25 . 11 15 1 - 1 1.3

10 30 14 20 5 6 3.5

10 35 16 25 8- 29 24.3

15 45 21 30 12 .413 7.5

15 50 26 35 16 21 17.5

15 55 25 40 24 44 47.4

20 45 - 25 25 1 '1 4.2

20 60 37 40 6 6 10.5

25 55 2 30 30 3 3 7.4

25 60 42 35 3 3 10.7

25 65 47 40 6 6 13.8

25 70 54 45 15 15 20.5

25 75 45 50 27 46 95.5

30 70 52 40 5 5 16.8

30- 80 73 50 22 22 37.5

30 85 75' 55 23 23 39.2

35 100 68 65 22 22 51.6

Table 1:. Time results. Objective function
has five terms - no unconstrainted.
variables.

Tans in J. Phaie I Phase II Processing Time

--Objec ve Function Pivots Pivots Passes (Sec.)

5 5 4 6 2.5

10 5 .3 $ 3.9

15 5 T. 3. 35 73.7

Table 2: Time results.' S constraints
20 variables in Phase I; 15 variables.
in Phase II - no unconstrainted
variables.

lInconstrained, Phase I . Phase II Processing

Variables 'Constraints .Phase_I Phase II Pivots., Pivots Passes Time (Sec.)

0 5 - .'15 . 10

5 5. 15 .10

0 . 10 30 20

10 10 30 .20

6 0 1 2.5

0 9 8.7'

5 - .6' 3.5
-1

'It
21 28.3

. Table 3i. Time results. Objecti
has five terms.... f



procedure is used. This portion of the
program was written to take advantage of
the speed of quadratic prediction and the
.robustness: of the Fibonacci search..
Search is stopped only 'when the 'machine
tolerance (twelve significant digits) in
the objectiVe function is reached, i.e.,.

. the predicted points are so close that
the objective functions are equal to with-
in twelve significant digits.

STOPPING RULES. Stopping rules in'
nonlinear programning are by necessity
extremely complex. Straight limits on
the maximum allowable size of the
reduced costs associated with movable
variables.is:difficult ince the impor-.
tance.of:thete redUced costs can only be-
considered in terms of the absolute size
ofthe objective funttion. Alsou.when-the
one dimensional search is used the result-
ting minimum solution is'only an approximar
tion which leads t nonzero reduced costs
asSociatedWith e last variable moved. .

(Exact solutio inthe liner search would,
of course,' lead to a zero, reduced cost for
this variable). ....Typically even small
deviations in the-linear search seem to-
yield large nonzero.reduced costs - thus
the choice of as fine e tolerance as
possible in the search portion:of the
program. From these:two.considerations
two stopping rules were developed both. of
which lead to program termination: The
first_rule is useol.after a variableA.s
imodified but no pivot has occurred.. The
reduced costlassociated with this
variable should be zero but will never
actually' equal zero. 'During the next,
pass the reduced costs are tested against:.
theredlicedcost,say r, of the variable.

just modifipd. .If no other variable
which is a candidate for modification
under section 3 of the algoeithm.has
reduced cost whose absolute value
exceeds 2rm then the program stops and

the present solution is printed out as
optimum. The second criteria is invoked
after a pivot. This rule stems from the
fact that the reduced cost is v.Zg/av .

j
We wish to stop when the objective
function is changing by extremely small.
amounts relative to-the objecti \re
function. In .our program if no
candidate for modification hat a
reduced cost whose absolute value

-7 .

exceeds 10. ,-gfx) or (10-
5
,whichever is

greater) then theprogram stops and the
present value is printed out as,the,
optimum; The Stopping' rules for the.,
computational results displayed in:
Tables 1,2 and3 were purposely. ver?.d:.
stringent. Figure-1.0 shows the converg'
ence properties of two of:the longer runs

\ -In these situations the.objective
function levels off very quickly. These
resultt indicates that for practical
purposes_ the times shown arequite high.

CODING EFFICIENCY. Use of equation
(7) when calculating, partial derivatives
enhances. the program considerably since
for a given solution the bulk. of, the
calculation Hex stays constant across -all
variables. It shouldbe pointed out that
similar efficients were not coded into the
search routine. In particular the
objective funCtion is.reevaluated-for each
new point of the search-procedure. even:
though only m+1 variables of the total
variables are beingmodifiep , The linear
search itself seems to be time consuming
which suggests that imprOvements.here are
pogsible. Indeed. it may prove to Se true
that high precision in these searches is
not .necessary early in the solution-.
pi-ocedure:

8. EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Due to exogenous econoMic factors an
automobile manufacturer is faced with a
large inventory of completed new automobiles..
The company sells .thee basic types of .

cars - large, meditMi\and small. Each size
has. a different number of cars in
inventory. The manufacturer also knows
that salekof one.'type car has a
Significa effect on sales of the other
two types.:The. manufacturer wishes to
determine a short :term price structure
which will allow him to maximize revenue
W4i1e turning a significant proportionof
hits surplus inventory.

Sales
'tasted via
equation:

. sales

of each type of car are fore.
the following-Cobb-Douglas"

of car type i = S;=
1

ail i2
a
i3

KiPi. P2 P3. -
= 1,2,3

where p. are the prices for the three cars.
.

Revenue from total sales is of course

SI Pi. -Assume-iwe know the following

parameters which predict sales:'

Ki

1x103

8x103-

3x10
3
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and

Inventory 1i

Sales for
these prices"

45,000

45,000
128,000

128,000
93,921

Minimum
Desired Sales

:1507,000

25,000

64,000_

.90;000

,

Maximum. and minimum prices as set by
manageMent,are:

Lower Upper
bound bound

none none

none

1,000 I 3,;000..

Management, wishes to determine a%
.price-for each Car which maximize net
short run revenue from sales.

The monomial model for this problem
will be;

- -

.4 .4: .8Max. up
1

p p
2

s.

.45 .5 .4

P1 P2 p3

.

5p2'.3p3 . 5) x103

25x10.< lx103 p2
.4p

3
45x10

3

. 3
.5,C

Lr.V"- .455 . 3
64x103 1 U pl p3 .

4
< 1.28x10

3 3 3 3 -
90x10. < 3x10 p p p

1 2, 3.

PI

0 < p2 < 5,000

. 1,000 < p3 .< 3,000

.

.
.

The algorithm described.in this paper'
took 1.8 seconds to solve the above model.
Pi:icesand predicted sales are' shown below..

Net revenue; generated. from thisshort term

pricing strategy will be $1.190x109.

9. DISCUSSION

In this paper we. have presented3 an
efficient algorithMlfor the Solution-of
monomial problems. .Certain:comments
should be made here concerning the
algorithm presented. (1)',Although the
program of the algorithm.was written for
polynomial objective functions thisis not
-necessary. Any differentiable objeCtiye..-
could be easily substituted for theone-
chosen in this paper. The one used'
however is totally general within the
framework of polynomial functions.
(2) The program was written to-solve
both constrained and unconstrained
variable Problems, it could easily be
modified for upper bounded variables.
:Without the necessity of using them in'the
constraints: (3) As was stated earlier in
the paper all the typical linear programm
ing=technigues can. be easily modified tO:-'
fit within the:framewopk-of mOnomial.

.Programs.-:-X4) Thealgorithm itself-is
very similar to Zangwill:s.conveX simplex
method 19] and .Wol.fe's%redUced::grlarent.
method [7]:andA8I. However In our
algorithm -no ransformation'are required.,.
,(5).Computatia.hal results,fronvthis_
,:algorithm are very encouraging particular-
ly in the light'of poSsiblecomputational
7improvements which can be made within the
linear'search'roUtine:,
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ABSTRACT

SeVerilmathematicalprOgramming-formUlations of
nonlinear. cost multicommodity flow-problems as well
as a few -of their applicatiOns and sOlution algori-

tams'are considered. -Three algorithms are imple-
mented- and-tested on modeiate size problems; 'they

e adapted Frank and Wolfe1s,metho4,Ba:aemps1
icit path flow exchinge'procedure,and'speciali7

zed nvex simplex algorithm. EXperimental result's
seem t dicate that Frank and Wolfe's Method is
sleficien y Competitive,when some what. lessTreci-
se solution are accePted.- The specialized convex
simplex ilgo thm is,particularly m.alted to npost-
optimizationn ks and is computationally superior
to the explicit path flow exchange proCedure.

PROIBUIITS APPLICATIONS

2KPLEMMTIATION AND USE OF NONLINEAR

COST MUITICOMMOBITY FLOW SUBROUTINES

..

'Hoang"Hai Hoc

Department of Electrical Engineering
Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal, Canada

We'consider_th 'following nonlinear cost multi-
.commodity.flow problem.' Givet.a-network withn no-
deg, let C1,2,....,111; TS. denote the set of_
nodes which are either supply points (sources, ori-
gins)'or demand points (sinks,, estimations),or
both. In addition, every node in-the network can
be -used as transhipment point. Let A be the set
of-arcS in the network,andD:denateapxpmatrix..
'whose (1, j) entry indicatig' the noaaegative number
'of units which'IMUst flow between nodeS 1-and,j.
Let the cost of shipping x.. units along 'D. be
f-.4(x..), where the cost isja function Of:the total-
fiblw .Let us use Xsi. to. denote flow

:-along arc(i,j)':with origin the AaiticOmModity
'flow problealivhich we address is then

(1)
.

P. sMinimize f (X)= E f ..(x..) ,E f. (2. ..)

(i,j)EA (i,j)EA s=1

subject to

D(s;i) + i tis. = E
xs

(2)
1;2=1 3k i=1 ij

(J/k)EA (i,j)EA

or all.j = 1, 2 's = 1,'2, p, 'j s

(3)
xs 0 for' all' (i,j)E A, s =1, p

We remark that (1).-.(3). represent what we call many
(destinations), to one (origin) node-arc formulation
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of the multicommodity flow problem. A more intuiti-
ve form of the flow conversation equations (2 can
he obtained by 'considering separately flow x
along aieji,j) and associated with origin'sana
destinatiaat, We have then the one (destination)

toOnejOrigin) nodeare formulationof the multi-.
,commodity flow probletn. - .

Mhi mite

.
E f..(x..) = E f. ( Ex,

(i,j)EA 13 13 s,t

subject to.
E xst E 'xSt

*j k3o(j,k)gA 3k

- D(s,t),j j = 1, 2, ..., n

6, s,t s, t = 1, ;ay,' p.

D ( s, t), j = t, t )t s (5)

x
st

.0 for all (i,j)EA,,t,s=1,2,.....,p s (6)ij
.

However, themost-intuitIve formulation.of the pro.
blem considered is perhaps the arc- chain formulation.
This formulation, is derived by providing, for each

,(s-,i) commodity, asset 5t.of aths from node s' to

nodet and path flowS x for all q E P
st

Miniraize

f(X).= z f aStq xSt )
(1.,DE A 13. s,t,q ij q

subject 'to

si
x = D(s,t) all s,t = 1...,p,

qEPst
(8)

Xst

q
.0 all.qEP

st
, s,t-= ,2,...,p si t S9)

where

stq._ 1, if arc (i,j)-belongs to
a.7 . -
2,

63
otherwise.

path q E P
st(10)



The nonlinear multicommodity network flow for-
,mulatiod presented above have been used as mathe
Matical programming models for interesting and
practical problems in transportation networks, in
packet switched computer communications networks, r.r
etc. We call the reader's attention to .two specific
applications: the equilibrium'traffic assignment'
problem in a road network [1,213,17,19,20] and the

optimal static routing problem in a computer commu-
nications 'netWork [8,13]: A more general multicom-
modity flow problem based on the arc-chain formula-.

tion mentioned above and including contindons are
capacity augmentation can be found in Reference
[14], where arc capacities are explicitly accounted

nfor and the total cost is not necessarily a fUnetion
separable or not, of ,only total flows son each arc.

2. THE SOLUTION' LGORITHMS

It is possible to present various algorithms for
solving the nonlinear cost multicommodity.flow pro7.

blem considered within the general framework of
eitherZoutendijk's feasible direction methodr[19] '
or the Conditional Gradient Method'[14]. Since our
principal interest is testing specialized algorithms,
we choose to restrict ourselves to the,firgtalter-
natiVe. Then,-the feasible direction method for
solving the proble6 of-minimizing a continuously

differentiable function rfrom RP into R over a con-
vex polyhedral set F = (XERP : G X =.0, X z 03
can be stated as follows.,

Axu

Algorithm A-0.

.(1) Find an initial, feasible solution X°EF. Set
k O.

(2) If X
k

does not satisfy the stopping criteria,
then go. to (3).'.

Find'a'descent direktion dk with respect to
X , i,e. a.vectord such that .

(4)

(X
k

td
k
) E F, for all t E [0, a],

f(Xk td
k
) < f(X

k
),.for all t E (0, y)

Find a solution t
k

tathe one-dimension search
problem

Minimize (f (Xk tdk) tE [o, a]]

(5) Set Xk4_
1
, = X.

k
t
k
d
k
, k = k + 1,- and go to (2).

- -

A CIOSe examination of algorithm. A -0 reveals

that the determination of deseent directions plays
on important role in characterizing different

specialized -versions of the feasible direction me-
thod as applied to various' problems. A simple way
to,obtain such a direction, which consists in linea-
rizing the objective function, was sugge-ited
Frank and Wolfe [7]. In fact; let yk be an:Optimal
solution of the following. linear programming problem

Minimize (f,(X}') vf(X1()T(Y-Xk) y E-F) -(321.
then,

4

dk = y
k
- Xk

--defines a descent direction with respect to Xk,

piovided'that Xk is7not an optimal point. .

The first specialized version of the' feasible

'direction method for solving the nonlinear cost.
Hilulticommodity floW.problem can be obtained by
'observing that in this particUla't case the L.P.

problem (11)is equivalent Co computing shortest
path flowWith respect to the distances'

df
C.. =

' in
dx.

1j

for all .(i,j)'E A

x. x
ij ij

The specialized algorithm obtained [2,8,17] can'be
stated as follows.

Algorithm A-1

'(1) Let the current feasible solution
.

".k k
j) E

ij
df.

(2), Compute C.):
1 dx.

ij x. = x
ij ij

set Y. = 0 for all (i,j) E A. Set s 1.ij

Find the .shortest path between node-sand

every node in the network using theC. Is as
distances.

(3)

1j4.

(4) For each destination t in the network, set

y.. -17 D(s,t) for every arc (i,j) on the.
ij.: yD

. shortest pith- between nacre s.andmodep.

(.§) If-s is not-equal to the number Of origins,

sets = s ti and go to step otherwise go
to step 6.

k
(6) Let y:.= .(y.-.I(i,j)EA.). Minimize the function

f along iheliine segment between Xk and yk,

'using,a. one-dimensional search technique.

(7)

Le'Tj the min' imizing point be Xk+1

Test the stopping criterion, and go to step 2
if it failsjotherwise, stop.

Another way of obtaining a descent direction at
a feasible~ solution X is described.below. It is
more involved than Frank and Wolfets procedure,
and very similar to the siMplex algorithm for L.P.
problems.

Let Q be a basis of the constraint ooefficient

matrix G. .,By partitionning.the variables into

basic and non-basic sets, indexed by I and j respeo-
.tively, and renumbering them:if necessary, one can
choose as a feasible direction any direction

.--satisfying the following conditions:,



d -EQRid
I

-a J

d' z 0 for,all j E J such-4..hat x.I
(12)

,- di z 0 for a11.- i E I such that x. = 0

[Vf.(X)
J

(Q
1R)T

Vf(X)
J

Yr d .< o (13)_,
i

Choose
.;

= 0

rJ =c'f(X)
J

(e1R)T 'vf (X)

r. min Cr.)
11 i

r. x. = max Cr. x. 3
12 12

i

"On.e can, obtain ither a descent:direction- Of
ced gradient :type,

uses a sequential optiinization approach obtained by

decomposing a restricted problem into a series of
subproblems, 'each corresponds to an origin-destina-
.tion (0-D) pair. Successive restricted. problexnS
are obtained by the path (column) genera.tion tech-
nique described below [16,19].

Algorithm A-2

(1)

(2)

Letbe given for each 0-D pair, (s,t) associa-

ted with a politive D(s-,t) a restricted set
of allowed pa s P°st from node s to node t,-

and an arbitr path flow, lh
st

IqEP
o 3.

,Set 0 .
q

Solve the restricted multicommodity1flow/K-o-

blem over the restricted. set of allowed/paths

Pt = ,U , Pt as follows.
-ts,t) s,t

.(2:1) Set i,1 = O.

r (2.2) If -is eqtialt8 the total

.,- --r. , if r..5_, 0.,. - , .

. --r-x- otherwise; or all jEJ
3 J '

1
d = -(Q R) d
I

or a descent direction of. convex simplex type

zl
1 if

d -=
j 0 ifjEJ,ji.i

d = '

j 0

It

zf j i2

if J, j # i2

if Ir. I > r. x.it 12 12

otherwise

= -(Q
1R)

d

.under the.f allowing sssumption:

(a) > 0 <the basis Q is non-degenerate)

Or
Of

(b) fer every-i. E I,
of

. Ox
for all j E J.

8x -

3.

0-D pairs M, go to (3). Otherwise,
set iAk= iT + 1, k iT modulo, (M) 3,, .

=

(2.3) Solve the subproblem associated 'with the ;
(14) kth O-D pair (s,t) as follows.

(15)

In the following algorithmwe will restrict
ourselves to the reduced gradient descent direction
and the arc-chain formulation since the convex
simplex descent direction is a special case of the
reduced gradient descent direction. This algorithm
solves a series of restricted problems defined over
a serifs of restricted sets of allowed. paths. It
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(2.3.a) Compute

df. (x..)

i for all
j

c
dx.

stq
*. u ---= .

ti,jE)EA
a
ij

= min fu
q

3 .
q E Est

--;

(2.3.b)" Compute

(lib. "- uq) hcitt , if hq>E3.

d=
0, otherwise.

=
qEPt q

.s,t

q

(i,j) E A,

c.
j

for all qEPst
,t'i

lub-Ual

and > E2,

(2.3.c) If db; >-0, then go to (2.3.d). Other-

wise, the flo;""s on paths in P satisfY
the optimality conditions. Tfien, if

1 let i
o t opt .

= 4- I and gOp
(2.2); otherwise, i.e. t 2 2, let .

;i
opt-

= 1 and go to (2.2).

(2.3.d) Search for tg-
E f...(x. + tw..)
) EA 13

13



an

stq
wij qE st

a ij

hst
s t s q E Pst, dq < 0)

q

(2.3.e). Let hst hst + tad all E Pq st'
x. - v.xij :+ tr.1- -- :all (

(2) their an. optimal solution is attained. Other-
wise, let iT + 1 'and k - iT mo(ulo (N2) + 1.

(3). Solve the flqy problem associated' with the
origin node k as follows.
(a) Let t. and cOmpute the distances

.. t + 1, and go to (2.

(3) For every O-D pair (s,t), find, a shortest'
path b from s to t with respect' to the
distineets

df.
(xi i) - f

,
or- all ki,j, t A.

. 13. mac. '
ij

.

Let u be the length ofb: st; and zstbe the
maximum fen,gth.'for all signifr.cantly' positive flow._

paths in 'Pt . ..
s t

df (x.

c..,
for all (i,j)ij dxii

-(b) Ocimpute foreach node i k the length of
'th'e,path J from k to i in E(k) : E . cki z1 ku uv

Sr.

Compute for each-arc (i,j) E(k) the reduced length

(c) Define,

Set

t;1P
st

-
U J,

. -st ust
st bst

> E
2'z

st

st
, otherwise.

P = U
8,t

If P
t+1

C Pt then
and go to (2).

Pt+1
st

stop; otcrcise, set = + 1

r. -
1j. ij 1- -j.

-;--

r.

t(i0) -*-0 E(k) I <

ri,

ajoi) E(k)17,--.1->E2 and

Close examination of Aigoritbm'A-2 reveals th:..-t

it would be a cumbersome, if-not clumsy, book-
keeping task to store all positive flow paths,
check and to update all pat1t flows, separately.

Storage .requirements could be fantastically large,

even for mass storage devices, if the networks
considered are of considerable' size. Fortunately,
there. exists an equivalent, but very compact repre-
sentation' of path. .flows.based on the node-arc

formulation of multiCoramodity flow problems:- Moreo-

_ver, time-consuming =shortest path calculations can

be avoided completely by using a generalized version
of the augmented precessor index method rsj solve
the flodfsUbi:Troblem associated Zan. origin node
ki while maintaining other constant. These
considerations havegiven rise to the following.
algor-4.#m r2o3. .

A1'gorithm"A-3

: (1) For every origin node k, find arbitrary flow
(i,j) c A) and spanning arborescence

E(ki rooted at k. Let i,r = -1 and i
opt

= 0.

(2) If opt is equal to the num\er of origins Ns,
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x.. > E1}
3-J

If either LI or I
2

is normapty go to (d).
Otherwise; the flows xi.orig,inating at k satisfy
the optimality conditions. Thus, if t < 0 then
let i = + 1 and go to (2); Otherwise,
let i°opPt t = 10 Pt.and' go to ().

(d) Determine

= min[r 1 and r. x. =r.

,-..(

If Ir.

iljl
ani. a = +1;.'

o =

Retrae the cycle

ta,3)30k-i- =.4,5

uv a.

2 2 2 2

.

2'
j
2
) such that

maxtr xk
uv uv

2

k
I z ri . %. ,.then

232 3-232

Otherwise let (1, .5)

let (I,

=

Let

0

12) ;and

(u,v), ¢ Li .

(u,v) E for all (u,v) E- A.

(u,v) E L 7 -j

(e) Determine .,

k ,

- ka = x. j =
13 3

min{ r(u,v) E Li. :17.3 if a= 1uv
k

min (xuv
((u, v) E Li-rl if a = -1

If cr > E.,,, go to (g); otherwise, perform the fol-
lowing pivoting operation.

66



(f) Let E(k) E(k)14{(u,v)} 4(ia, j
3
)}* where--

(u,v) is an arbitrary, element of the set

....{(u,v) ¢ E(k) v j "and' xk > xk 1
uj3 13j3.

(If Il

or

is empty replace ,1
3
) by its sucessor on

and determ e again a new 13, andI

so on) and go to (b).

(g) Find t minimizing

-r + td..) for, t E [0, c]

(i,j) E L
j

1]
.13

(h) Lei"

x X C1

U'V UV UV

x x. =
uv uv uv'

c
uv

= f
uv

(x
uv

), for all (u,v)
i

E.-ir
x

.

Set L = t.-+ 1 and go to (b).

. .

3. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION, TESTING AND USE-
- *

In this section we discuss the Implementation,
of a basic version for each 'of the algorithms-Al,

A2, and A3 presomited in Section 2. Basic versions

of'the algorithms were programmed and tested on

'relatively moderate^sizeproblems. The tests were

planned tb-gain insight into the,computational.
behavior of the algorithms.

. .

(3.a) For test problems on networks. -with abbut.a
hundred nodes and a thousand. arcs, the implementa
tion of algorithm Al does not present any serious

problem. At iteration k of, the algorithm it is'

necessary to find the shortest paths for all 0D.
pairs with respect to the.distances equal to the
marginal costs-of traveling on ares-at'current

flows Xk. Shortest path flows YkAre obtained by
for every 0 D, pair (s,t)the flow reqUi

remen: D(s,t).along the shortest path joining s

t. Floyd's algorithm.[6],has been used to
determine the shortest pathS between all:pairs of
nodes of a network.: This choice has been made in
order to facilitate programming tasks. Computing-
time-could be significantly reduced by repeatly
using Dijkstrafs algorithm [4], especially when the
number of origins Ns is much smaller than the to.

tai dumber of nodes. The Golden. Section method

[15] has been used for'searching a minimum.ofthe
function f along the line:segment [Xk, Yk]. the.

algorithm is startedfrom the initial shorteS-t
path flows with respect to.any estimated distances..

Two test networks are 'Considered: one is the 76
arc, 4 node network of the City of SiOux Falls,

.South Dakota [17], and the other:is the 376 arc,'
15,5 node,network of the-City of Hull, Canida.[19].
Global comput4tiOnal results are presented in Table
1 for comparison With the algorithms.A2 and A3.
We remarkthat for the basic version implemented,

computing time-per iteration Of Algorithm Al is

independentsof the number of 07D'pairs Conse

nuently; for the Sioux Ealls! network, we' solved
,.only one test problem with 528 07D pairs. Moreover

'to'reveal the qpnvergence speed.of 'algorithm Al, We
have plotted' in Figure 1 the value of the objective
function, maximum percentage change in'flow compo
nents, and computing time as functions of the
number of-iterations. .'

A convergence difficulty. inherent to Frank and
Wolfels algorithmZi4curs when the objective functi
'on assumes a minimum point in the interiorof the 4

feasible region. In'uCh a case, the direction
indicated by the gradient may change veryrapidly .

as the sequence of points approaches the optimal
solution-. ConSequently,the points.m zig zag

around the optimal solution. In our t st problems,.

althoughthe-gradient of the objective function
can not be zero at the optimal solution' (since the
objective function is strictly increasing and has,.
no _stationary point in the feasible-region) the
convergence:Seemsto slow down appreciably when

approaching_ the optimal solution.

(3.b) The basic version of algorithm A2 is essen
tially the computer program given in [163, imple
mentingDafermosf algorithm using a columngenera
tion technique. In-this variant of algorithm A2
the descent direction in (2.3 b)'is actually repla-

ced by the following'
. .

ti
a

= min ,(u .1 q E Pt; )
q _st

u,
u

max. (u 1 q , b.st -- 0)
q st e

d =1

db 1
d = 0 for all qgP .q q b
q st-,

An appropriate move along d means shifting, flow
from the maximum'cost path to the minimum cost
path in order to equalize travel costs on these

paths.

The'program rias been modified in order to acco

modate much more 0D pairs than the maximum number
of 20-originally allowed. -,These minor modifica
tions-are straightforward and consist in reducing
the core storage required to memorize-path cand

.path flow data. This reduction is easily.achieved

.by performing flow adjustments-fer one '0. D pair at

a time. 063.5r_ data associated with the-0D pair

considered need to be in core., When all path flowi
for this 07-D'pair'satisfy the optimality conditions,.-
Updateddata are written on disks for latter, uses.

(3..o)' The essential part of algorithm A3 consists

in solving an onecommodity flow problem associated
with an origin node. This is, achieved by .a gene

ralized version ofthe augmented predecessor index



method. for strongly connected networks,-it is al-
so possible to work only with a basis which Can be
-represented by aspanning arboriseence.E(k) rooted
at origin node' k. For the arborescence representa--
tion, we use triple-label notation t12] in which
each node i receives three labels r

Child (i) pointing to first node isuch that
(i,j) E E(k),

- parent (i) pointing to-the node j for which
(j,i) E E(k), and ! I

- sibly (i) pointing to mbda'j i such that
(parent.(i),. j) E E(k).

This does mean that.we have for each origin an
atbOrescence represented. in predecessor index nota-
tion, which is easily transformed into triple-label
notation and used for basiS representation. The
shortest path flows abtainedcarc usea as initial
flows., .

.. .-

(3.d) We will now discuss experimental results

obtained from solution of the test problems by
means of algorithms A -1, A-2, and A-3.

. - ,,
First, it ii clear from the statement of the-

algorithms and presentation.of the basic'versioils
imploMented of that aagorithms A-2'and A -3 are quite
similar. For both algorithmS we may interpret the
underlying itterative computational process within '

the framework of traffic equilibrium as-a process
.

by which rational drivers acquire knowledge abolat.
their travel cost, switch to cheaper-routes, Conges-

.

ting them, and causing a new flow pattern to en- .... -

volvc. This interpretation gives'rise to a realis-
tic stopping criterion for.argorithms A -2 and A-3,
which requires that the most expensive and the
cheapest used pathsas well as-the cheapest unused
path' from.-an origin totO.A destination.mast not"

.differ,more than, say, `5 in travel 'cost.. Such
stopping criteria may also be usedto generate ,
solutions s' lating a well accepted tact that cg 6-
of drivers d not care for differences of.,6%,a
travel cost etweenapaths from-their erigin.ta
their destin

Node numbers zi are then - readily obtained by
traversinvarborescence E(k) in end-ordef. Reduced
arc lengths computed from node numbers and marginal
cgsts permit us to verify.the optimality conditions,

and to choose an 6EITTSYttlialtet arc for which some
flow adjustment is performed;

Let (1, 75) be the out-of-kilter arc considered,
and let us suppose that-the reduced length 1-7- 7- is

negative. Thus, flow adjustment consists ini4ans-;
feting flow.from (q, r, s, j) to-(n, t, i)
reduce r- to zero. The same adjustment process
as that iliAd in :161 i.e. an

. intecvai halving--;
method; is adopted,,sineein this -prciceSs no itera-
tions are required itintegtal (lump) flow transfer

.

occurs. Thisspeeds upthe Computation:,expeciaily
at the beginning of-the solution process, and.gives
better results than the golden section methOd.

Basis., changes are frequently' required. To per-
form a:basis change, a zero flo'arc (r,$) in E(k).--
is replaced by a positive.flow arc (u,$). Such an
arc (u,$) exists necessarily, if flow on (s,j) is
positive. Otherwise, .(s,j) is considered instead
ofjr,$), and can'in fact be replaced by'(i,j).
.After abasis change, if arc(u;v) is` inserted into
the new arborescence, then only sub-arborescence
rooted at u needs to be considered for purpose of
updating node numbers.-

To start the algorithm, initial arbore'cences

rooted at different originnodes as well as arbitra-
ry inirinl flows are required. We calcUlate the .

Shortest path frod in origin to every,node in the

network by_meanSof-DijkstraTs algorithm-. At the
end of the shortest path calculation we obtain the-

shortest path flows; and for each node the shortest
distance as well as itsTpredeceSsor node on the
Shortest path from the origin to the node itself.

Second, although flow adjustments in algorithms
A2 and A3 are quite similar, algorithm A3 uses. a.
more compact representation of flows without ex=
plicitly storing all paths allowed. :Thus, we may.
expect algorithm A3 to,provide better performances
than algorithm A2in terms-of core and mass storage
requirements as ,well as computing time since less
book-keepingis necessary and the shortest, path
calculation avoided.- The experimental results ob-
tained confirth this conjecture:in a very striking.
manner. Figure 2 shows a relation between Compu-,
ting time and number ofAb-D pairs for a series of
,4 Sioux Falls network test probleMs presented in
Table 1. The computing time algorithreA2 is
seVehtimes greater than that of AS. All runs were
executed on an IBM /System 360- Model 50-with Ampex
ECS under OS-MVT, using Fortran'IV Level G Compiler.

Third, the computational behavior-of algorithm-,
Al is-significantly different from that of algo-
rithms A2 and A3. Defining an iteration as a
shortest. path flaw, calculation (essedtially_an ex-'
ecution of_Floyd,rs algorithm) followed by an one-
dimensional search, the value of the objective

,

function, maximum percentage change in flow compo-
nents, and computing time are -shown iteration by
iteration in Figure 1. The results indicate that
improvementperiteration:is very. substantial at
the beginning of the iterative process, but that
the rate of,convergence slows when. approaching the
'optimal sofUtion. This means that increasing the
`precision of the solutions is ..atime consuming task.

A



. 'Such: a characteristic could be ennoying for people
attempting to use algorithm Al 4 in selecting net-, -
work topology or network improvement projects.

(3.e) . We are in fact Searching for an efficient
network 'configuration evaluation procedure' to be
used in select:trig networkimprovement projects sub-
ject to a budget constfaint. For aregionalroad,
netwOrk, where CongestiOn may reasonably be negli-..
gibley we have proven a superadditive property of
a natural objective function and-devised a power
ful-branch search iSiredure [10], which was later
greatly ,imvoved and reported in [5]. 'Idieresting.
results presemted in [5]-.also show that heuristics,

- relaiedto those suggested in [10], give solutions
-extremelY closet° the optimal ones: We are
presently developping similar procedures for net-
works where congestion is no longer negligible [ll]
In such a case it is.neceary to perform post-
optimality analysis by rtmoxing a link from or ad-
png a link to a network configuration. Algorithm
;43 seems particularly suited to this reoptimiza-'
tion task. Table 2 shOWs time required

-: function of link inseriionsideletions.
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Simix Falls

'Network

(24 nodes, 76 arcs)

Number oft

0-D pairs

167

252

376

528.

***

(133, 76.55).

V

(541, 2.831)

(675, 215.9)

(783; 107.3)

(1020,73.42)

Hall Network

(155nodes,*6 arcs)
(1615, 4.02)

A7-3

(72, . 2.8ii)

(98, 217.0

(322-, 107: .

)\(145i .72.79

-(283,. 3.9841

'Table 1 - Computational results for the algorithms A-1, A-2, and A-1:

omputing time in Seconds, norritalized final value of the.
objective function).

20 .: 4:30 40 50

,

Figure 1.a.- Computational indices vs iteration

number (Sioux Falls NetWork, Algorithm Al).
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FigUre 2 Computing time vs number of 0-D, pairs.
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Figure 1.b.- Computational indices vs iteration'

number (Hull Netwo)k, .Algor-ithm Al).
. ,

Numben-of

successive link

, modif ications .

,

_. ..
Average computing

time reCiukred
n- secondsi

.

0

I.

2
.

4

-_`

,

.

...

.

-%

Li

^

.

'145

154

186

.218

..?
-.268

\.
. 269

_J.:.

,.,
-..-..:-.-

.:

".-..

--.--"

-5.....,..-,-

-

.

-Table 2 - Network ieoptimization
.after modifidati.ons.
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In certain linear programs, for example, se.
arising out of production-inventory type roblems,

a large number of constraints have a spec form.

Examples are: simple upper. bounds, generalized

upper poundsvvariable upper bounds:, and general -,

ized variable upper bounds. This paper identifies

aclass of constraints which 'enables us to obtain

a large triangular submatrix in any feasible basis:.

Also presented Is a method for representing these
constraints, implicitly within a modified version.

of -the. revised simi3leic method.

1. Introduction

From the early fifties on there has been a:steady
progression of:Optimization strategies and tactics

for solving large linear.programs.k Such large
are. common in problems in production and

operation management. ExampleS :are thoSe derived

froMmixed.integer linear programs'arising.but of
such problems. as production-inventory planning
rnolfatilitieslooation..CongideratiOri of multi.

'iioda and/or amlti-piOducts increases the size

Of hese'problemasubstantially.:_: Anotherfactor
'icon uting to the InCrease-insizein

prob ems is the pos ility Of tighter ormilla-

tions Ofinteger p as opposed tnIdOse:

formulations. .Ispo e of such tighter
formulations is- well explained by Schrage

(1975b). ,

One area of research-on large LP's is'that of

.-tactical variations in Pricing and pivot

selection.: Another area,:which isthe area of

our:interest, is the.exploitation'of special'
structures to reduce storage-dnd computation
time by avoiding explicit consideration of A.

full inverse. Elemples of such special strut-

ture constraints which have tieenrepresented
implicitly are simple upper bounds (SUB),
generalized upper bounds (GM), and more
recently variable upper bounds amB):(cf. Schrage
(1975a)),and generalized variabA upper boundi

.(GVUB),' Of., Schrage (1975b). Mention should.also-

.heMadeiof angularStructuies and factorizations
escribed in.Lasdon-(1970) and GraVes and-MaeBride

(

tr .

1For a recent review of some of this research see
.Beale- (1975) and-also the preface of the same

lication. .

.

. -
. . ,

This paper identifies a class of constraints,
appearing in certain dynamic production. management
problems which allow us, by judiciousZow and. . .

column permutation, to obtain a large lower trian7'
gular submatrix in any feasible basis of-the prob-

lem. Section 2 introduces these constraints and
illustrates with examples instancis,where such'
constraints occur. .,Section 3 discusses the
Importance:ofhavinga.large lower triangular,sub-

matrix., .5eption4 opilinei.the,detaileadevelop-:
meni of a solution method based on-a:modified :

version of the revisecisimpleX method: Implement

ation considerations-currentlyunderway are:also
dismissed.

.2.:Triangularity Constraints

In this section we define triangularity constrain
'and-also,4ive:some,exampIes of where they arise.'.

'First define

Eligible set o row i the variables --
inc/uding--slacks--.,thai have a strictly posi -

tiveooefficient on the-ILES of rowi;.i.e.

1x.

Now we define triangularity.cOnsiraints..

A set of constrainVS:o'f 4, linear program is
called triangularity oonstraints - - or T .

c'tmstraints- zf

(!l)' .theirNRS.are nonnegative, and
of constraints can beper-

4muted so.that in a feasible basis
to the problem, a variable in the
eligible setof any.T constraint
does not have a nonzero element in
any other T constraint lying above
this constraint..

'Example 1: One Machine, Multiproduct,.

Scheduling 'Problem with Setups. .

T P T-1; X
Min kz + E- E (j-- i)h r x

t=3:, P tP i=1 j=i+1
P P lP



J
s. Z' x. . d

ijp -
r pj all p, j ttraints is that we are able to get any 'feasible

basis into the forM

all j.

Z.- >'y. - y, all p
1p .1P '171,P

all i, j, P. (5)T

.

all "1,'I,' p.

where T of constraint (4) and (5)
and i f Ouieetriangular. Note that in order.
get -fOrnl bad to ;place .(4)..and I51-i

order at:the bottom of the constraints.
. .

- /Example '2: Dynamic Plant Loaation. Probl
man_ and, Schwarz, 1974) .

_..

'Min F. y. + c.ij x. N9)
it-it t ijt

Z x. 'v t J10)ljt
.y.
1p

, z.

-....vinere

d
pt

= demand for product p :imotiaptiod

.

= units of 15" which .can be produced in
period t" ,

= setup cost for Product p.

< '0 all i, t. (11)3,

x. < y. ': all (12)T.'-lit'- it .

x . , ' , Yi >t

4 ;.= one period holding cost for product p

X. -, fraction of production' capacity 'in
!period i used to satisfy product p
'demand in period j

if product p is produced in
riod i

.

else'

if a_. , se tup, made in
1--product-.. p

A

-

. else.

period

y ,"'is integer.:(Of 1)

where:

_ - -Fit = fixed cost of-Operating plant
_ -

period t- 11! .

:;

c.
t

= cost of 7traniporting a _uiri. froM
ij

to j in Period t

xiit = fraction of iequireMent at
,

. . ,

by i_ iri period
.

t ::'

1 if :plant- i' is "open" in period b

it
. 0: else.-.-

. r-

Note that. the ;12 -:relevant "to'our discussion is "
the relaxation: Alin. (1);',..s-.t. (2) - (6). The
letter, T 74gainsi constraints (4) and (5) indicates
that they-are : T constraints. Now 'consider these
two sets of constraints together.

For any. RHS'Constant,whiCh is zero, without loss
we can assume it to be -,small positive number.
ihus one of .:the 'variables with a positive coeffi...6

tient in the LHS of each constraint of (4) and (5)
. must be g-1 feasible. basis.- For these variablet
of (54,,there are no 4ther nonzero elements. in
theirrceilumns within (4). and' (5). This -is no

surprise as (5) is in fact of WS form. In (4);:-
the y.

a.p
.columns have no elements above the posi

.

tive element corresponding to the row in which a
particular y.

1p
is basic in a row of (4). Thus'''.

. (4) and (5) qualify to be -T constraints.

.

The immediate advantage' in recognizing.- the T' con-,
.

.

The- LP. relaxation is - (9) , s. t.

Now; -following atgumentsi similar to those in- exam7

._ple' 1, we can get any feasible basis into form (8)-:.

(11).7and (12) becoMe the triangularity constraints*,

'To summarize, the motivation .behind identifying- -T.

constraintsWas 'the ability to. get any feasibl,e
'hasis-intothe. form (8). 'IlheTconstraints. form .

- 7 the lower triangular: T, and in the examples given.

1 above it would be seen. that.T:.is fairly7latge.

Thus, considerable savings could be anticipated
Cf. these T. constraints are implicitly. represented.:
To do this, we exploit some special- properties. of7 .

(10) - (13) . .

. triangular matrices.

. -

3. Usefulness of the Triavular. Submatrix:.

The following. properties of 'triangular" Matrices

make it convenient to have .arge'loWer triangii-.



lar submatrix in the basis.

4. 'I

(i) In '.our problem T is nonsingular.

exists- 9 .is Also lower triangular.

ii) 'T 'tail be computed by,iteratide substi-1

tution. (In general, T-1 is not explicitly
needed.). w. - - -

. -
(iii) Pre - multiplication ofSmatrices or vectors'

.../ "'" 1 1. . -1 .

)Sy st can. be done ithout finding T exiblic-

tlyt. ' For .instan . .let .R be an. n x m matrix.
4r

and we want F = T R. If we partitipn, F did
r-la, by -4Oluzans,

allow if we solve .the 'SI/stein Tf' 4.= r (i = 1, 2,
1 i

. ,

.back substitution we can get
_1R in

:an 462 Multiplications. In using the revised sim-;
plex method lire-multiplications of this type occur
severaI_times: :

(iv) 'Both (ii) and.'(iii) are simplified if T
has further special- structures, e.g., 1:.nd -struc-

- Some practical problems tend to have_
band matrices in place of T. .

.4..Implicit Representation of T Constraints'.

Constraint z Z. a x will.be .the top row
03 3

.(row zero). in the tableau If we had the' full

B , the top row' of this irould have been the

vector of dual prices {ir`.}.. Also .m (< M).,

be: the last exn: _ row; T constraints,

are in rows m -

Construction 65 the Pricing Vector

All elements of the pric:ng vector {Tri} can be

co4uted front the ller inverse and the. other

information If < in, then IT is.

simply element i -of ,row zero of -(C -DT. E)
-1.

=7.

FOr i = m, we. can com?ute 7i starting from

M as follows. Denote by b(i) the column
.

basic in row i. Then,

We saw earlier that for problems with T constraints
a- feasible-basis could, be written in the form:

.3a1c.b(M-1) Irrn-1 ra-1,b(M-1)

.+ Tr a
Mb(M-1)

In general for

With .t.ki; form of BdSi we have

(C
1' -I

- DT1- E).. (7D)T

(C rDT-B) -1 (-D)

(15)-

We plan to carry only the smeller inverse

(C -
DT1E)-1

and not tfie larger Bel. Informa-

tion in the coefficient -matrix A would be
carried in part explicitly and in part using'

,pointers and link lists. The next step is to
'apply the revised simplex method to this reduced
working basis. "To . this , we write -the entire

LP in standard form: ,

- Max z = - Z a x

3=1 °J 3

N
s.t. E a..x. =

j=1

a.
0

. i 1,- ,

m i = M

.M

Z Tr a_ . Z Tr a = 0
k k3 p pb(p)k0 P=1

In fact, we do. not always have to start computing
Tr. 's from the last row. Certain

1
5, namely

1
.. those corresponding, to columns of ,T which have

only the diagonal element nonzero,are also:direct-
-1y computed. This property is useful in imple-

menting the pricing procedure. When we need a

. , i > m, but do not have the price of a later
_ 1
row, we find the Column basic in that row and

price it out... This loop will produce the required

. as. soon as we reach a column with only .the

diagonal 'Clement nonzero. In -a typical implemeni-

.ation we -would nrice 'out only a 'small portion of

the columns at any. iteration. If none of the

columns priced have. elements in row i, then.

-that.
1

is not computed. The fact that a.
2.3

'are usually simple elements (0, 1, --1) also helps

in redticing

Selecting:an ,Entering Column,
.

This is done by computing Z 7T a_ . - for selected
k=0 k k 3

'71.7



,nonbasiC.- Columns. e on2.y -saving.here possibly:
would'be 'by: -easing e knowledge that some of,. the
aki's are 71- or

Generating the Updated Representation of. the
Entering Column

'Define the following notation:

.

a. xr the column' vector consisting of
a a"

-1-
_

= EC a
'3. -..- 7

a. element , i of

Df. In an implementation- current1 under way, we
plan to store D by columns. f. is quite sparse
'and we need access only those columns of
corresponding to the few 'nptizeros of,. f. Because;

T
la'

is a column vector, DT a
(m+1; M) . (m-41;M) 3

is easily computed. Recalling that

(C - DT.
-1 -1

E) is the smaller inverse we are
carrying, . nowavailable.

LV-111 .

Consider (17) simplifying* further,

- 1 r 1T ( -E). (C - .DT E

, 0, 1,

-, The: notation (i;.k) ' When lased as' a-stibscr:ipt
denotes elements- thrcAzgh k along the associ-
ated dimensione:g, a a .j (0; 1,3

. .

-(D)7. ]a,
3

0

-1. -1-
1.-:(C E

j is the entering colirn,' ttien wel..wantto get
-1 , '' . ..

B.

"3
. ck-3 Prom ,,the previously encountered

i-

form of ; B. , this ,gives.:- -0

= DT E) (I:' --DT ) a

(m+1-,14);.
(=E) (C - D T 1 ; i ) : T71: (-E)

(C - DT
-1E) -1

(D)T-1 1
ja

.-

Consider "(16): 'simplifying further,

1 7,1, -1a = (C DT (-DT )

T
(nra;M)j

(-E)a-,
(0;m)i (M4-4_M) j

.

e.

(6;m)

1r

2 La rn.1-1;14)j

', 1(0';m)j
.,

(26)
We alteadyhave.. and ci(6;th)4. Now compute

J
E.- a

(0;ni)j1

1
and pre - multiply by T . Pre-"'

-..

mUltiplication,bY':.. follows the simpler 'method.
already discusied.-

e (m+3:;M)j:r

-
(DT )a is computed easily if we use the

(m+1;M) j
.

special properties of 'T stated in section 2.

Let

ct

(m+1 ; M) j '
and hence the entire

. ,

avaijable: .

Selection of the Pivot Row

computing ratios. We already ve the updated.'

'Thisis done very much in the usual fashion by
. .. . .

version ,of the. column, and we need the
updated RES:.

cc . , is now3

and we solve this system as in Seption .2.. .
a contains only a fewnonzero e

(111+1;M) j . . .,

and we start - with the top-most ,nonzero element n
a The row corresponding: to it gives the

f-i-- The next step is to compute

Usuall?
enta,

a
(0;m) 0

a = B a

given by:

cc- (C DT E). Cc - DT-la p3. 3.
.(0:.)0 . c0;,),0 (.+3..im)0

e could fol/Ow the same steps "'in thrprevious
section and compute. et

(0;m)0
, but a better way

to carry cittp;ra, Ao explicitly and update each
1,/

pivot by-considering it as another column of.

(C - )E

computed by
(m4.1 ; M) 0

values cSf variables basic.

have 'nonzero coefficients
we need only the elements

CoirespondltO:
(m+1;M) j

badk substituting the '

in- implicit rows that
in a given explicit row.

of
Ct: Which'
(m+1;M)0

9. :'The actual procer-



duce. to get the. required aicrLs.:by back substitu-

.-, .

Lion is sinilar'to the looping'disCussed:in
conStruCting 'the :pricing vector wlerethe Stair--;

.case structure-Of T':-ies:exploited..

The type-of pivot to be performed-depends on,.
whether-thedeparting colUmn is:tasioinan-explic-
it row or.an implicit row.. Let usconsider the
seuiril"CaSes-,thatmay-arise.

Let .1'

,iZ. entering column

-d,=:departing columh

which .columnNe
:.

is' basic.

Cage (i). Departing column-basic-in an explicit.

, .-

.

-:
The change of a. column'in.(D, T)"..'does not .affect

-' : - ' .

It affects DT a if:-
a10.;mIblir. ',:. Oi+1;M)b(i)

'column b(i) has a nonzero in' E 'in any' row that

ccmmunicates.with row,' r of T. in other words,-

there will beano effe rif a - =;0, where

W
. E

q is.the.largest n redrow:in'. T.above r,'

which has only :a lone nonzero elemeht(the: +1 in.
the diagdnal) and stich..that all a' .=-. 0 for

k < q. The reason for:thiS Iiei in-the:fact that
under these circumstances ,--the solution `to :. ' .

(m-tarti)b(i).

.

remains',the:same even2after:the'change in ,

Once.we have.10entified a column b(i) for which

all zeroes'in :a (etavr)b(-
i)

' are not*zero, we com
'.

pute

Column.c replaceS d yin :(C,EYr1:- The than

affects-only -,C-_and,-,E,...:and-theeffeCt-is to

to change onlyone:tolumn in IC --DT El. The new
-1

column in. (C -E) DTA a-
(0;m)e -

In comput the updated version

a ' = -(C DT E) j 1
(0;m) c ' . ...0;m) mi c

. ,.

Thus.the:new -,(c:=,!DT E) j is "pbtained.by.Using
,

a as'pdvot column and pivoting on element.
,(P;m)C7.;. ,- : .. -- ,

0-
c
- Thus, this pivot is identical.to a conven-

r
tional revised simplex pivot.

Case (ii) a.
it row, aria

-r4' i.e., r
a = 1.
rc

Departing column basic in an implic-

c can directly replace d in row
m and A. =0 for m < i < r,

ic

Now a column is changed in (DT)'.
part in this case, as well as in the next

b,., is identifying which columns. of

;The. difficult

case,

(C.- DT EY have been affected:by thiS coluin
change.

'Let 0/n* as a subscript denote the old/new

matrix; e.g., T iS T before change'of'a
-1 . -1

0
. .

column in (Ea)'.

Let

'We-have to repivot in any row
for which 4

- '

lc=
-

-

a ' D T
; (0=)3,ti) - n n

a
(M+4M)b-(i),

using the new D and T. PremultiplicatiOn of
thiibythe currentR.:gives us the pivot column.
The pivoi-in,..row

Case 'fill b.: 'Departing column.basic in an Implic-

itzow, but. c. cannot replace d in row r, i.e.,
the errtering-Colurin not of .zPecialform as in 'case

. .

Tfiis means that the entering columrr (call it t)

cannot. replace -If it did, it would destroy
the partial triangular structure.''. As in Gvus., we

handlethisin two steps.
. .

Step I. -;Find a column.,c.'currentlybbasic in an'
explicit row _that can.replace d. Such ;

exists,:because:the-newbasis-with t 'in place

of d = =ih a:feasible. basis, and it too should be

adjustableiO form (8).

-Once' c is found, step 2.is like case (ii) a.
As.many pivots as -there are columns changed in

(C - DT .

1
E) would be needed toupdate itsinverse.

-Step 2. 'Now replace C:by t.

This is like cede.. (i), and requires a piVot on at

using a
(O

'

MOt
as the pivot column.

-Though-it is more complicated than the VDB and
GVUB implicit representation, the implicit repre-
;entationof triangUlarity constraints also saves
much computation in the early-stein of the revised
simplex method. The pivoting step, particularly.-
case (ii) a, may involve several pivot operations,
but this.mAy,well be compensated by the savings
due:to havingthese.operations performed in the-

smaller inverse inSteadoftfiefull'inverse.
Storage - wise,:implicitrepresentitiOn is'efficieni
in that itenablesUs-tostore-problems'Witba '
large numbe-r of triangularity-constraints entirely
in maln-*m6ry..n

a (m.i-L,,14).b(a))

Where 6.: is a 0 vector except for a 1 in row i.
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AN EFFICIENT. GENERAL ALGORITHM FOR' TIE.

COMPUTATION OF LINEAR DECISION RULES

SIDNEY F. THOMAS

Caribbean Industrial. Research' Institute,
Tnnapuna Post Office,

Trinidad.'

: cl .- -.,- ..- .: .,,,.. .-.-

--TherZ7transformtechniqUe'iS::appZied tothe':'
optimization pro consisting-of'a'quadiatic
objective:function:and linear difference equations:- '

:.A rigorous. promfOfthegeneral solution ieoffered,-
and a'coMprtational: method is discrilildhiricls`---

- 'likely to-be more efficient. than matrix' inversion

or;,matix iteratiori'approaches:
.. -

INTRODUCTION"

. .

',found in /4/..'Specificallyi:thePcoof is-both 4-
0Jripler and,mOre:rigOrous,7 Not only that,Hbutthej
particular. notational devices used inonitructing":
.the,pmmof, leacUnaturaily:to the more effidient:
algorithm dev61Oped, in' contrast to /4/i ;there the. :
notitional-devices:are such that it is not so 'easy,

to see thejoomputationally) important equivalence
between-thesharaCteristic-root problem, and the..
eigenvalue Problem'for'suitablIronstructed_
matrix., -'Thus this paper sets out 65 malCta
contributionat:two levels:. firstly, 'inrespecfq._
Computational effiCiencynd secondly in respect
of a furthermonsolidation of the theory-Underlying,

' the use-of Z-transform'techniques for the:quadratic-
'linear optixiization problem.

-. This paper isstructured into two parts.' Part
1 describes the basic approach of the Z-transform-
.Methodof'soiutiOn,,:fallowing /4%\but utilizing
different notational devices. :Part 2kis where the
realmontributionof.this paper: lies, addressing
thetwomritiMal'Issues,arisinrom the Z-transforM,
approachi''vaz. the.-Cpestion'of the existence of

certainroots needed'in the sOlutionprocedUrel and
(ii) the question of an efficient computational
routine for loCating.those rooks: Thevrelative
efficiencies oflternatiye Computational approaches
Are then comparedi-and-the paper concluded. .

Ina recent paper:, Hay, and Holt /4/ have:
-presented a general- solutiot for the -optimization
problem. in which%the'objeCtiVelUnction is quadratic, -
and the'variables'are-subjeCt to linear difference

:equations,Utilizing'i techniqueAnawn iS-the-
Ztransform.: This technique is an alternativeto,
othersoiUtion7 methodS currently in use, suchas
.atriiinversione.g. Theil /7/ and matrix
iteration (e.g..,Hellman /1,1): 78- et.seq./,. Chow /2/).

While-the developments in /4/.have contributed some
'additional insight into the,class of quadratic-
linear optiiization problems, the Z-transform
technique as' presented seemed to.have little

comiktationakSignificance forr as the -authors

Stated matrix iteration Mr matrix inversion
are likeli;to be corn piutationally ;S3iperiof approaches,."..

/op. cit. p. 57/ '.PART'1.- THE Z-TRANSFORM APPROACH

-In:this paper; I return to the : :Z - transform

technique for solving quadratic-linear optimization approaCh to quadratic- linear op*im47ation problems'

problems. ,ipa.yparticular attention to the -question is described. 'Following a_general: statement of the

o'f!COMputatiohal:efficiency; and reach the conclusion problem, the (first7order) conditions for a maximum

that the .Z- transform technique can in fact lead to are.derived.. Sane, restricting Istationarity)

solution methods computationally superior to.either assumptions are.then introduced, and-the Z-transform

matrix.:,iteratiom or- matrix inversion,.at-'least under , technique used to show.hod solution could be
certain statiOnari/passuritilions,.conrary to what derived 'fromithesystem of linear equations:defining

is supgested in /4 , In arriiring"_it-thi.4 conclusion, the mixirmiTdOndi-tions }

.

In this part of thepaper, the Z-transform

I. suggest an algorithm thit:is different-from:that-,
in' /4/, in the way certain characteristicfroots are:
determined. These developmerits were madvis,p;irt:of
an investigation. /8/ of An taucational,planning ' _

problem, where because:of the large 'lumber Mf System.",
vvariables, an&the long lead times_invoiyed,(which
reSUlt:in-differencetquatiohs of highorder),
computational effiCiency is placed at a premium:

. .
. .

Altogether...apart from the issue of
:.:CoMputhtional:efficiency, the proof -ofthe general
solution is different.in certainvrespects from that

THE GENERALi PROBLEM

. .
.11he-Problem undermols1ftration,-fpllowini

Theil'i /7/_mananical 4orm, is the -

'Find y MaximiZes

... --

4.-Inerikx Lly'Sy A--1/2x'Cy

s.t.



That.is, we have a quadratic criterion in two sets
of variables x and y,. The set of variables y are
the decision variables, which (it is assumed) can
be manipulated by the decision-maker. Theset of -

variables.x'are called'stdte'variables. :These
are affected by the decision.variabLes in 'accord-

.

ancewith the linear side relations given in
equation (ib)-. The state Variablet.:are also
affectedby the set of variables s; which are

uncontr011able from thedecision-maker's viewpoint,
and exogenously specified. :The parameters of the
Problem-re the vectors a. and b, and the matrices .

A,-B, C, and R.

The sets of"variables x, y and s are time-
paititioned as follows:- .

.317 . tiX1

Y ,(4) , y;_i

[al.. 1;.] STxl.

.

-
Thatis, for sadh.of T periods in .the. planning

..,horizon,there are:S state,variables,,S exogenous
variables, andD decision variables', so that x is
of dimension STx1,.y. isofdimentionDtx1,,_and s
is of dimentisn STxL. .

.

,

The-vector and matrix,parameters
,.are of dimenslongwhich conform to x and y:--That
is, a is STxi, b is DTxl, A iS.STx1,..B it .10TxDT,
C is STxDT and'R is STxDT.

.. The linear. decision rule consists in. finding

:the optimal first-period decisions,`that is y!,
.

when the planning horizon T - =, as a-function:of-
the exogenouS variables,, the asterisk-in:4, being

used to denote optimalitY.1 Note herd that when..

i.e. (y) = k0 + kly.-1-101Cy

where,
.

k +

k. '= a'R + + R'AS

K. =2[RIAR + B + + c!11)

. -

-Differentiating (4) with respect to y andsetting
-.the result_equal, to zero, we get the formal. first
Order conditiont.fOr a maximum, thus

Y*, (6)

,

(5a)

(5h)

(5c)

s'-44e- are Concerned, in this'paper on2y. with
...,methods for solvingthe system of equations, iven
by. the first-ordersrnditiionS. The: second- order

conditionsfor a MaxmmUi 'ere not discUssed here,
although it Mayberalail.ked'in.passing that
1!,ufficient, bUt-not necessary, second -order
'Ronditionsare'that...K be negative-definite See

d.
sion .of this issue. /

ASS7770NS -

. We now introduce the "assvmptvions:

(i) .Assumg that A,
,
.B and C are real, bated

block - diagonal matrices, with (time -).
invariant band, and that A and:Bare
also symmetric.

Assume tflai R is lower bahUolock-.
diagonal and*real, with ('time)
invariant band..

x, y- s are as defined in (2).4 the exogenous
variable s

1 can benexpressed asa function of the

most recently observed state xo.. Zoi-"Ihis reason,-

writing a first-period linear decision rule as a
'function of the exogenous variables sl, s2,

is equiValent to a feedback:ContrOllaW,thoW /2/)
which the optimal decision Inc-the t -th

v*
,
is written as a function of the mast. recently

*-t

. . Observed .sate +xt1* ,?-In this. paper therefore,.

,,andscOntrary torChow.'s./2, p. 17/ viewpoint, we
take the practical* vieWthat we are-dealing
essentially with differences in computational
method when we compare matrix_ iteration, matrix
inversion and-Z-transform methods forsolving
the problem stated.

.

MAXIMUM' CONDITIONS
.

The formal first:order2conditions for a
-.makimurr,aggoobtained by substituting fox in (la),

by Making use of "(lb), /and then differentiating and'
setting the result equal to zero (Theil /7/),. as,'
follows: Substituting (lb) into (1a),. we get:- .

0 (y); = at (Ry + s) + b'y + Ry + s)'&(Ity,+ s)
_ek my' By 4 22-(Ry s) try + 1/2y tc (Ry +s)

(3)

-(iii) Assume that all:variables and parameters
are real, if 'hotalready so specified.

(iv) Assume that the parameters-A, B, C and
R have values such 'that the second-,-

Order conditions are satisfied.

Underlying assumptions (i) and (ii) is tlie,
more basic assumption that.cross-temporal effects.
both in the criterion 'function and in the system:
dynamics_ (the linear sida=relations); are limited'
'ihthe number of periods they span.t:..,,ZurtherMari.

the-assumptiorls Made that,-these cosS-temporal
effectsare time-invariant, so-that:for.any-given _

cross-teMporal span,,tlie relevant parameters are
the same, regardless of Where in the planning.'
horizon the span is actually taken. Considering .47:
thefact that we are letting T =, this would seem
tb be a necessary assumption in most_cases.

. . .

, The-symmetry aSsuution for A anaB can be,
,

sent we alLdeking.made-without loss : of geSerAity
ith quadratic fbrms% The aSsumpti :that

r band block-diagonal amounts to saying that
current v lupsof the state variables are dependent
only o previbus decis,j.ons, andrfat--At all.On futUre
delisions, uld seem to be anecessary . -

blem.situations.

4

The assumption that 11 parameters are real
..

needs no justification_ It wouldb sc.e difficult to
give a practical-interpretation of complex -

parameters in most applications.

-asrimption in-MOSt'



FolloWinionassumptions (i):and (ii), we.
havethe result that K must necessarily be band.
'block7diagonal, symmetric and.'real.:This-resuat
can be quite easily proved, thOughwith some tedium
using the:defining relation .(5c.

Taking the relevant cross-temporal 'span' of
the system.tobe '44 periods, therefore (this may'
.bena system lead'time; for example,: in an
eanditional system, the lead time between initial,
emrolmehtind final gradation may'be considered to..
be (at most) six years, or periods,. in which case \e.-

d =6) and-With the symbol (') denoting trans- '
,position, we may Write K as follows:-,

r with the infinite -band portion of (7).
'defined by the folloWing:-... .

d-1' d
F(z) = + E zd+iXd

"i=0 1 1=0

..Note that for any arbitrary value of the
variable z (9), is an equation in the. (2d+1)D

variables 4, ,.yld,l and Z(4).

(z) is .

(9)-

Now. multiplying-.(a) through by'F(a..the
adjoint of F(z),-and.Makingse of the fietthat
for any general square matrix A, AA =1;1[4:where A .

denotes the adjoint of A,1A1 denotes the tetermin
ant of A, and I the identitynatrix,.we get:-.

.2dHl-
d.

,E ci.y! z 1FIZ(4) (x )

Y.

DTxDT

- . -

(7)

This is merely-a general characterisation of a .

band block - diagonal, teal, Symmetric matrix. When
T =, the infinite-hind portion has "width" 2d+1,
made up of the 2d+1 block elements KO, ,

kd
'

Kd-1.
'

'"- , X. Note that'in this character7

isation we musthave that Kd is symmetric,' which

it is, from (5o).: Note also that. each bide%
. element has dimension DxD, and Can'beA),Zained .

from (5c). by. first time- partitioning A;r1B1C,.and
II, into block elements conforming to,AssuMp#onk''.
(i) and (iii,,and theh carrying out the indicated4,

.
operations.- 'The -result (7) which then follows _

will form the basis foi the method'of-solution.to
which we areheaded: '

Substituting "(7). into (6) , lettivg.T -0- =,

and-taking the S-transierml of the result, we get:
. .

2d-1.

Z"F(z)Z.(4) 20C) (8)

where Z(i),dep es e:itransfOrm of4 (,ACtor,.
in this -CaSe)-s

=-0, the'polynoMial matrices that
- - premultiply 4, 21, 4d-1,.whichire

.obtained upon taking the f-tranSfOrM, and F(z),- di-.
the characteristic polynomial (matrix) associated

where the: z'arguments denoting the dependenceef.:
the polynomia.1.matrices.F,:f..,,Q0,

on z, have heen:dropped for notational.simplicity.

Now,if-ye choose z:within,the unit .cirCle-.-
suchthat'IF1z)! ='0, the-term-lfi'Z(4).drops:Oui;,

and, if further, the-segue:ice f4e.t = 0,1,2i

is boUnded above,then Z(k ) is'fihite.2.Wewould

thus have:an-equation in only the 2dD variables
Such a twould'he

definition a root of the characteristic polynomial
IF(z)I.- Furthermore, we'know from the result in
Linear Algebra /3, p..61/ that ) has rank unity
for any root of IF.(z),k . Consequen substitution..
in (10).of any zm, say, within the t Circle,'

which is a root of 3F(z)l, yields exac one
linearly independent equation in the 2dD variables
4, yl, , I2d_1,obtained by taking a single

non-zero row from 'F(z
m Denoting such a row by

cm(ixD), we have on substitution of a-root zm into

(101, onelinearly'.ihdependent equation defined
thus:

. -

2d-1
f; Qi(zm)4 }

i=0

In order to solve for the 2dD variables
we need exactly 4p.kinearly

indepehdentequationa. ,We)seY obtain dD linearly::,,
',independent.equationS.fton the Originaluenditions %
fora localmaximum:- Observe there thatthefirst
dpequatidns contain only the 2dD variables

4 11d..11.- The remaining dD linearly

independent equations may.he obtained. froMeqUition,.
(11), by--substituting dp,rooestm-satisfYing,-Tzmj:c1,'

/di>. It is ObVioUS that this pro-
cedure cadOnfy Work if there are exactly dD :roots--
af. IFIz)1 lying within the'unit-circle of the :.

-
complex plane. Furthermore, the cOmputational.:.
efficiency of ihis'proced4re' depends critically
upon the efficiency with which the roots z

m
,

.

n.= 1,Z, , dD can befound. The".rest of this
addresses.itselfto -these two questions.

4-"



, .

Note-in _passing, tha.t .the occurenCe' of complex'
roots poses'Ti0 insuperable probleias. See /4.:..5, .8/

for methods of handling complex roots.

.' TART 2 - A PROOF OF EXISTENCE, AND_
A METHOD FOR FINDING TEE ROOTS

In this part of the, paper, firstly we prove.
the existence of exactly dD roots of . IF (z )1

4thin the unit circle of the complex plane, using:
a different and _more .rigorous approach-than: Ray : 7

and Holt /4/. -Secondly,' we describe an efficient
method for obtaining the dD roots of 1F(z) f lying
within the unit circle. Thfrdly,.. a-brief
comparison is made of .t.the relative' effiCiencies
of the alterilative" approacheS:

EXISTENCE PROOF

. _

TO.prOve the . existence of 'dD. roots : Of IF cm) 1

lying within., the unit' circle:Of the complex plane:-

the 'aPproach is-as follows:: The concept of a
4440; Symmetrica; polynomial (Definition 1) is introduced,

and it is:proVed that symmetrical polynomials have
an even. number of- root*, ,half of which lie Within
the unit circle .of the.-complex. plane. (Theorem 1) .

It is .them shown-that '1:F.(i) 1' is a symmetrical

_polynomial .of "degree,.2dD (Theorem 2) , from-which
:the required result 1MMediAtely - (Theorem; 3).
To prove' that I i(i), as:.Orimetrical, it is necessary
to inirOdUce. the'Concept of ..the' reverse of a
polynomial (Definition end to_prove first,-
several lemnatIX inVoiving this, and the concept of

' 7 syiametrical
.

.

DEFINITION71::, A, SymmetricaZ 3 polynomial- is
2n

PolnoMijOi. of: e..'ren.degree _2n, say a x such.
7 '

r

that a ="a e =
r 2n-r'.

f (x) = 3 + 2x + 4x2 2X3 + 3x4

is symmetrical.

DEFINITION 2: The reverse of an n-degree

polynomial,
r=00
,2 ra xr is defined to be' the n-dgrees. ,

polynomi#1 I a .x . Let Rf.1 denote the reverse
r=0 n-r.

of "a-polynomial.-- _
.. .

verse of an n-7degree polynomial f (x). 'MaY
be' def' alternativeiy-asfollowk:-

':R{f;(x)i = xi4f(1). . )

:
*, .

The equivalence of the two alternative
definitions may be easily proved. Example:-

4'
+' +: 4,e} x2 (3 + 2 -2+ ) =. 4 + 2x +

x x

Proof: The pro'. of follows, easily from the ."...

definition.of a symmetrical polynomial, and is
therefore omitted.

THEOREM 1: A symmetrical polynomial of degree
2n possesses exactly n roots, xi, i -= 1, n,

some possibly repe ated, satisfying.lxii<1,

= 1, ... n; provided only that there no root
x such- that ix! = 1.

Proof: For any (in general complex) number x,
eithe7Fcl<1 if

Furthermore, fxf >1 <=>: I11<1_
x,

Lemma .1, :f (x), = 0. More- -

over, being'Of degree 12n, f (x) must have exactly 21a.
roots ..-(same possibly repeated) ..

By symmetry, therefore, f(x) must have exactly
. n roots satisfying (x1.<1 and exactly n satisfying N...

1x1)../ (some possibly repeated); provided only that
. there is no root x' such -that .1 xl =.1: QED.

LEMMA 2: The sum of symmetrical polynomials
of the scone degree is also symmetric4.

Proof: The-.proof is obvious *.and therefore
omitted.

lc, LEMMA 3: The a= of an even-degree polynomial
and its reverse is'a symmetrical polynomial. That
is; flx.) 4-'1,?{f(x)} is symmetrical if is of
even degree.'

Proof: : The proof follows easily from the
definitions of a symmetrieal polyncmialeand the -

reverse gof.a polynomial, and is therefore omitted.

-'LzmriA 4: The reverse of a product of
polynam77zsc'il the product of reverses of the

poZyr.oriqa Zs making uo the product. That
is, Rfif1fs f-1

R{f1};ilf2).
11{fp}.

Proof: The'proof, is by inductiorr. It is
shown first of all that if the result,holds
for the product of p tp- > 2) polynomials, thatF it
must; also hold for the product of p+1: polynbtaiiis.

*
Assume

.

. -

Ittf E ... '1R(f }'.1' 2.. - p 1 2

Then.

f
P

.

:f pf

'(12)

I7Rff 1' -.. ,RCf
3 J:f.

as before.
.4.. .,LEMMA 1: x a`, root or the .syrrrerl.c.a1

polynomial f rdciprocaZ.. -7 is aZio-

root. That is, if flx) is symmetrical, f(X.1.=.

<=>- 0.,

Tliat--ii-,:rthe result must then. also hold for
polynomials. .

,SeCondlY, the result is proVed for two-,
polYnoMials. That we wish t'e'shcir

.



0

R{;.,!f2} *f.,}Rff2 1'.: Recall firsts,froni the
definition,- that for,an n-degree polynomial f (x),

'7' .
Rffl =x)} xnpt-). Now suppose that f1 (x) is Of -x .

degreen-and that f2(x) is of degree m.

R{f1
}R{f

2 } = 1 x(1)
2

f-(11.,x

by definition of reverse. Now, let

. f
1 2 -
(x)f (x) F. (x)

1

,R{ f2} =.1a0

.

bysdefinition of reverse; that is

Then;

.0.

of fa. (z); that is
Di

(z)-7= R{f. -(z)}, i,j, , Dr

Now by 'definition-Cf. a .determinz4t /6, pp.'225,
`.226/

D! .- D.
li(z)] k (sgrx)- .n f (z),

aaal k (i)
K

(19)

-where crk(1), , crk(A) is the k-th permutation of
(15) the integers-1, where the sum is taken over

all such pdrinutations. The symbol (sgs)k denotes
+1 if the integers ak(1), , ak(D) can be con-
verted into 1, , D by an even number of inter-

, changesa; otherwise, (sg-n)k =

rr+m 1x ,x

nin 1 1
'klf].2) x

-f

f3. f (237)'..

by .(15). Hence, by (14)

R{f f
1

,a
2 1 2 e-

;..

- (16)

QED-

LEMMA '5: Ann even-degree poZynorniaZ-whic h is
. its own reverke is a symmetricat poZincmia.Z. Tha

ia, f(s.) Rrflx.n. -=> f(x) is synrretri.caZ.
r _

Proof: The proof follows easily froth tne
definiti-on of a symmetrical polynomial, .and is
therefore omitted. ff

, -

THEOREM 2:..The -determinant of F(a), where
Fra) is the poZynania; mcr5ria as defined in

---tquatt.on (9), i a synrrettn.oca poZynomn.aZ of
degree 2c7.D.

Proof: (z) Is a polynomial matrix whose -

ijth ele:aent is a polynomial of ,(even) degree 2d
given by equation (9), elaborated here for conven-
ience.

d-l- k .cf+k
.

fij (!) 3;0 :115;) " 'iclo ('dk)
.

i,j '1,
(1.7) .

Le that every term inthe Summation consists
of a p uct of D polynomials each of degree 2d.
Consequently IF (z) I .is a 'polynomial of (even) degree
2dD, provided of course that Ko is non -null, which
we may assume without loss of generality.

Fdrthermore, every term in the summation it
. either sr:Metrical, or has its reverse in the

-summation. To proVe this assertion, consider the
k-th tetm.in the summation=

(sgn)k

Since f (z) R{f. (z)}, 1, and inji ij a
view. of Lemma 4,, the- reverse of the k -ti term can
be obtained quite simply by reversing the subscripts
on the polynomials in theiproduct and keeping the
sign,'- to get:- .-

-where (:)ij denotes the ij=th element of 'the mhtrix
- _ ..

brackets.--
. . . . '-
Making:use of' the-fact-that:K.'. and that. .

71/6ri)ii (i.k)jj'; k. d-1, by. the-

definition of transpo-Sition,- we have. -
. d1 d+k

1.ji(2) kL0'...eKk)ijz kZo PC.d-k)ijz

that is we have'shmra that f Cm)

u. 1, .

. (le)

(20)

(sgn) .11 f.
zr

. (z)
kk 1=1 -1. (1)

Now let cr (1) , ak, (2), . k' (D) be the

(21)-

permutation of 1 , 2, ... D. defined by the first
subscripts on: rearranging (21) so tha the second
.tubscripts t..e, order 1,-2, ; D. But
"ok' ..(1), a (2), . , Uk, (D) is clearly another
permutation of -1, 2, D; with (ign) k = (sagn)k ;

(sgn)k,
Ci)

(z)

and so,

.thtusC- be -a term in the summation. If .ii is identical
o 1E.11. e k-th term,T then by Lemma 5 we have that the --

k-th7term 1? symmetrical. If it is not identical
to the kt.biterav,it. is by construction; the reverse..
of the .i-th term. :'Hence we liav 'the result that
every term in the Summation in (20) is either, -
....
symmetric f. or has its reVersein the sum nation.

. .
.

. - ....

'THEOREM 3: I17(z) I possesses exactly dp. .cots,:'
zi, -I, -i.:7.7.7.,- 4, some .poas7..b.ly. repecteA. sat' .

7fYiv12:1-(2;,--.7'.,=,'1, .-. C2D--pl.ov!i.deeOnly .,,.
...I ., ... .. ..

is the reverse '-'.:,- . -2-
'.... .1 . there-erists no 'robt -z.. such -that T21 - 1.4 -. - .

Therefore, by Lentmat 2 and 3,'we'have that
the summation' 'of. 2M-degree Rolynoraia/s 'defining
IF (z) is Symmetrical, and of degree. 24D. QD.

.

ir-



s .

Proof: By Theorem 2, we have that jr(z)1 is
a symmetrical polynomial of degree 2dD, whichis
even.

By TheoreM 1, therefore, 1F(z)] must possess
exactly dD roots,. z i = 1, , dD, some,

possibly repeated, satisfying lz,11; provide&

only that there exists no root z such that IzI =
Q

FINDING THB ROOTS ,

The computational efficiency of the
sform method-of solution-depends.critically

upon e method used to find the. roots of 1F(z)f.
Hay and .1.1olt,/4,p.242/.report the use of'gradient
methoda: The efficiency Of this approach is not
discussed'in that paper, but the authors seems to
suggest /op.cit., p..257/, that matrix Iteration or.
matrix inversion are "... -likely to be superior
approaches The method that is suggested'in
this papers seems able to make the Z -transform
method conputat:ionally superior to either matrix
iteration or matrix inversion, and is developed in
this section.

The method.ls as follows: To find the roots
of IP(z)1, first form the 2dDx2dD matrix,

1
K
2

K

1
K
0

K
2d-i'

i = d+1, , 2d

K
2d

0

i = 1, d

and compute its 2dD'eigenvaZues usin4 one of the
several available pomRuter programmes /9///to do
'this. The eigenvalues of.this matrix are, the
'roofs of 1F(z)k, Note this procedUre

J^ -1 .

requires that K0 exists. We therefore WielC.to.
. -

Prove-the following. theorem.

. .,

THEOREM 4r "The roots of 1F(z)t are identical

to the iigenvaZues of x, provided that ,K exists.

Proof:7 Substituting:plinto (6) and letting
T "P* = as before, w'have from the infinite-ban&
portion:,7,:.

d -1 -
K

i=E 0 Ki + i=Z0 d-ilt+d+i

. ,

Where the time-partitioh k' =
'

[ks k'
0 7"

`been. used.. Note that (n)'defines a set. of
difference equations of order 2d. F(z) is the
characteristic poZynomiaZ matrix. obtained from
taking the E7transfOrm of this- set of difference
equations. To prove. the theorem, (23) will be

',written'as an equivalent first-order difference'
-equatiOn, whose characteristic polynomial is-
(zI+ K). The roots of thecharacteristic.:equation
obtained in either case must be identical., and-in
the latter case the roots of the characteristic
equation are the eigenyalues of the matrix K,by
definition.6. .

premulffplying (23,) by-K01, we gebi-.Now,

2d-1

i=0

ow, let

K
2d -t+i 2.t+2d

K0

(24)

(i)

Tt
4+2d7i' i = 1,2, , 2d;

- t = 0,1,2, ..,

And define

y
t

(1)

t
Y

(2)

-t

(2d)

-t

, t

.

The 2d-order difference equation in 424)"oan -there-,
fore be equivalently written as the following first-
order difference equation:-:

K Y
t
+ Y

t+1
= 4t, t.= 0;1,2, ...

(25)
.

(26)

where we have let

1
K0 k

-t+d

0

0

. -2dDxl.

0,1,2, ...,r '(28)

The -diariOterfstic'equatiOnof this system

zI +KI =0
' . -ve?'

is given by the eigenaluds,
But,,from (23) the character-.
same system is given by

.

the'solution to.which
of K, by definition.
istic equation'of the

IF(z)]

(29)

Hence, by a fundamental property of 'linear dynamic,



systems, We have that the eigenvalues of c must be
identical to the \roots ,of IF(z) I . -QED.

. . .

COMPARISON OFApROACHES

' In the 2-transforMmethpd suggested, the
-number-pbf arithmetic Operations required is
dominated by. two steps, viz., locating the eigen-

. values of a 2dDx2dD matrix, and iwerting a 2dDx2dD
matrix. Each of.these,stepsrequire in the order
Of (2dW'arithmetic operations to,be carriedout,
say kl2dD)-3 altogether, where k is 'an ApPi-opriate.
factor17:

Matrix' iteration methods (e.g. Chow /2/) assume
a finite horizon T. We can write T y nd, where n
is.enuMber chosen-so that T approximates infinity]
insofar as the convergence of the first-period v
solution is.affected. .(In praCtice this would seem
.to requiran44, if the results in Theil ,/7, p.-167/,
are any indication!, The inatri.t.iteratiOn method
requireva number of arithmetic operations
'dominated at each iteration by -the multiplication
of two (d+1)D x (d+1)D.matrices. (This assumes
that in the case of lagged variables,.the state
vecttor is augmenied,by these lagged variables so :
as to retain the first-.Ordar, system dynamics;.
assumed, by Chow /2/, and that the state vector is
of order noti.esstlan:the decisionevector). This
multiplication requires in, the oid(r-of 2(d+1)3D3-
'arithmetic operations, and needs to becarried-oUV
.nd times altogether. Matrix. iteration therefore
'requires in. the Order of 2ndld+1)3D3 operations.
This number of operations would therefore exceed
.that for the-method suggested roughly whenever'
'2nd(d+1)3 Assuming-n 4, this is always
true if k < 6,WhicA, will almost certainly be thecase.-

Matrix inversion (e,g.Ylleil-.:47/) would
'proceed by attempting to invert the large7matriX
in (7), for I-large enopgh to apprpgimapa-infinity
and ensure.Convergenceiof the''kirsttperioT
solution. -The'nuMberlof arithmetic operations I
required to-perform thiS inversion is in, the
order of IDT)3. Writing t rind, as before, this

.
is in'the Order of (ndD)3 operations.

Assuming n+,-44 this number-would exceed.
k7(2aD)3, the number required for the method
suggested, whenever.k < 8, which again will almost

:certainly be the case. : _

-
'These are very rough calculations but they

indiCate that the 2-transform method, s likely to ,

be-coimpatationally superior to either matrix
iteration /1,p. 78_et.seq., 2/ or matrix inversion
/7/. This is contrary- to what Hay and Holt /;ilt
Suggest, but is based ,on- a. different method of
:calculating thecharacteristicroots; than the
gradientseethods to which they. allude /op.cit., 1N
p.,242/

. -

CONCLUS/oN.

This paper has'sketched an algorithm based on
Z-transforM methods, for the numerical -solutionof

, the optimization problealn.whiCh the'objective
fpnction is:quadratic, and the-constraints are.
lineardifferenceequati:Ons., It is-ihOWnthatthe

method-suggested. is likelyta be more efficient than
eithermatrix inversion or matrix :iteration.

Also included.in this paper is a proof of a
tAebrem guaranteeing the existence of the requisite
number -of roots of .a a-characteristid polynomial
satisfying conditions for the successful application.
of the 2-transform method to the-problem.- A recent
proof by Hay and Holt /4/ uses. al-different approach
'and iS perhaps rot as rigorous.

The not too restrictive assumptionSonWhich
these developments have -been based are.that.the span
of cross-temporaleffects be finite, and the system
'parameters be tine- invariant. The other assumption
thit all parameters be real needs to be made:in any
-case. A nuMber of ancillary issues and extensions
discussed in Hayvand Holt /4,p. 249/ are not /

discusted here, specifically the treatment of"
.complex roots, zero'roots, time - varying parameterl,
and time - discounting of the-objective function.
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FOOTNOTES

For a scalar .sequence. (at

2-transform ofthiSsequence is defined as

flat) = tE0 z..at 'where z is a complex variable/

" -

The 2-transform of'a vector sequence is defined as
.

the:Vector whobe elements are the.Z-transforms-of
the individual elements of the priginal vector. See%.-

.' Frazer et al /3 /.for a discussion ofthe algebra of
Z-transforms.'

2 More precisely, 2(4) =
t-

is - finite

,-

if the term ht'grows at a slower rate than the'term

it declines.

3 In /8/on which this section based,. the
word "symmetric" was used. The term "symmetrical"
is used here in a "narrowly defined 'sense, without
regard to any other meaning which might be attached
.tothe word in the mathematics literature. A

4r4 It should be pointed out thatthe existence oK_. ;...7:et
a root z such that IzI - l_is a very Unlikely hglf--: ..- ..

.line'caSe, almost' impossible toachieve numerical 7 ....

° computations. c x:1;"
..1./..'- ---.

-6? In the case,where .(23) were a .-..-.-7e ference
-f:
e,-

equation, the matrix K would be
i

Nies
.ale : ... 1.,...

adjacency imatri, and Theprea4 ou - . `a.known ..
i:

result. I am indebted to D. Beckles 6.:]pointing

1
this our. The'-eoctensiOnto'vector di e

.-!..'..- .

equations implicit in Theorem 4, tEoug toiewhat
straightforward,'I Isaven'tipeau:_able; find- in the.

literature. -. .
7. '

6 , First developed in_ /8/; pablisbed)..e. .
.

-7 :- It,ii..w#11..kmcwn that ,A ix.fhversion requires

in.the order of n3 ogarat for a.matrix:Of order
n. See /6.>::69/. -The as rtion th:a.t..44 the: order.

of n operatiimaaltSequired.to locate thteigen-. . ..

vaiuesegf a generaldatrix'of ofddris based: on
an ,analysis- of,algOrithms .f(Fotild. in /9, contributions
1//12,,I1/14/: .Also,- see /6,611.10/. .

.



THE STiuCTURE.AND ;SOLUTION' TECHNIQUES OF
THE -PROJECTINDEPENDENCEEVALUATION "SYSTEM. .

FREDERIC H. MURPHY
FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION

`INTRODUCTION

The Frroject -Independence Evaluation System.(PIES)fofecasts the state of the energy economy in selected

futOe years (1980, 1985 and 1990) and reflects the-impacts 8--f a range of potential Federal policies on

the prices paid for energy commodities, on the Jeveil of-demands for these coMmodities, and on the level

of imparts of oil: The methodology used .assumes thtit the role.of government is to establiih policies

allowing. participants in .the economy .to act in their own self-interest. Within the constraints Imposed by

these policies. Thq approach taken is to construct models for. the different components of the energy

system and 'then integrate.the subrnodels or, the outputs. of the submodels into a forecast.' This modulari--
, .

.--zation allows fora the ongoing improvement of the various segments-of PIES without having-to alter the
.

tntire system.

. . -
- OVERVIEW

There is a set of supply models for .each of the major raw materials, coal, oil and gas. They are built

to simulate the response Of the induStry _producing :the. raw material toIncreales and-decreases ing!prices

and are used to- construct Supply .cUrves. Next, miniature:models of refineries and electricutilities-

transforintraw materials', into consuMable forms of energy. Estimates of the production :capabilities of

emerging technologies are added as Wellsd. Ttlp products consumed within 'the system are six petroleum
.

'productsc gasoline, distillate, residual, jet fuel, liquid petroleum gases and other products from crude
- a. :1

oil (iubes,' waxes, etc.),.- and four other products, natural gas, electricity, 6itUrninous 'coal and

MetalThrgical ,coal. A large data.base and set of econometric models are used to construct a demand
-

Model "which. estimates how the'clem and for each final product varies as the price.of thaf product and the-
.

prices'A-otner products change"!'4As an example of how the price of one prodUctimpacts the demand for
4

andth er, natural can_ replaced-by distillate for many industrial uses on approximately a BTU for

BTU-basis and vice versa.: Therefore; 'if the per BTU price of. one fuel gets out of linewith.the other
. .

both' are available, the lower -cost fUel: is substituted- for-the- higher-cost Since natural -gas
_ .

-: and distillate are not perfect sUbititutes, more uel" switching becomes economic 'ind sicctirs' in'the model

as the prieesr#of 'theavo co ,diti'es continue_to diverge. The demand functionis a log-linear approxima-.

tion to a set of --r' tor,-.sPecifkoidernand _models, .that --is,-



lnQ
k -k

aj +z lnp for j =
1=1

k.

where.Q is the qUantitY of product.jidemanded.ln.sector kiirhen.fuA4sell at the retail prices p . The
k i

'sectors are houSehold, 'Commercial, raw material,. industrial and trabsportation.: When i=j4 b is

red to as. the own elasticity for produti i and is negative; If i#j,:then bk.. is_a cross elasticity and
.

in 'our case is positively signed. With all other prices constant, an x.percentchange

xb-- percent chingd"in the demand fOrproduct j. .A full discussion:is-contained in (2), describing-.

each segment-of the .demand.model in detail.
. .

-

Demands are forecasted for a lar*slate of:-=produtts than is available from:thesupply structure.
-

.

fora

Also, the'supply prices are wholesale ,as opposed to..retailprices. To evaluate the -devands fo the ten

-supplied prodUcts at -the supply (wholesale) prices,.the following steps are taken: First,each;deMand

product is associated with, one of the supply products, e.g., petroleum coke with otherpetr leuth

.products. Markups appropriate for going from wholesale to retail prices in -the given sector are then

added to the wholesale prices and the-demand equations for each fuel are evaluated. The resultant
,_

'quantitiesareihen aggregated across the appropriate demand products and'acrOss Sectors, to determine

the demand for the supply product at the wholesale price.
_ .

4

The various components of the system'aretAed together by, a:transportation netwea that-moves- raw

materials or products from where they are produced to where they are consumedor-where they are used to

produce other energy products. The flows within the systemcare shover iirfigure 1:

.

FIGURE I

Flow of Materials

.86



The supply functions;-the:demand function,' :* the conversiorPactivitie are combined by the PIES

integrating systen. The output of the integrQting system is a ene 1 equilibriumsolutlon (Figure
.'...

iita.r.

of the mathematical represen n of the energy economy,.. i.e., a set of balanced s,u5lies and demands

as iiel-)was marketclearing.prices for each fuel. is provided.' Formally, stated,Ythe problem find

a vector o4 prices p such that the vector of demands 5(13) -*i(5,the mecto Ofsupplies at p. '

- FIGURE 2
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Each.raw-material has a regional structure in the model .that represents the unique characteristics of
. .

its resource base: There are also specific regional :definitions' for conversi/ on and demand activities.

The purpose of all of.the regional .detail -within the model is not to provifte resulti for regional.

analySes'but to provide. better-iiatiOnal figures. Western low sulfur coal .would_imPliCitly be used in

New England, for example; if transportation cost differentials- were-ignored. Also, more nuclear plants

would be b 111- a national average transportatiorr cost- were used for coal.,
- .

. ' .

There are twelVe coal regipns which Are ,chosen 'so that each is relatively-compact and contains only a

few coal categories'Of bituMinous coal: Some regions also Contain metalTtirgical coal.' Coal is

separated into-five BTU'categgYries, and each of the pituminoustegories is divided into three sulfur
.

tYPes.: sulfur. The coal regions are shown in. Figure 1. Transportation is a

substantial part of the. costs in using coal. Within the model, the more compact the coal region, the

better the estimate of 7transportation costs 'from the .coal region to the utility. or demand regions.

As a consequence, even though some regions such as Central and-Southern Appalachia contain the same/I*



categories of coal, they:are modeled as two separate regions to have a'better.estimate oft'ranspOrta ion
Is

,costs. To further. refine the'costs -of shipping, a:transshipment:network is used frOM.the,

Newcoal. region'to-aolyect of nodes ',cities such as Cincinnati, Iew ns nd Atlanta_ . .
.c iOn

Insteadof shipping the coartothe'demand regions frouCtile?tranishipment points,. it is shipped to.a
_ -

. ,selected set of cities in thedemand,;-egionith the. demand:in each city.a fixe raction of the demand

....- :'. .-.,region needt. ,.
.

> FIGURE 3

PIES Coal Supply Regions

1. Northern Appalachia
2.. Cankalokspeacals
3. SosthamApisamscala
t. Midwest
5. Genital wad
0. Gun
7_ Eastern Northern

Great Plains
11. Western Northern"

Wald Plains
9. Rockln

10. Spotty/est
11. Northwest
12. Alaska ino1110W0

11;

Legend

:81;arminous Coal -'.

5sta:sits:alma,* Coal

Walla

Anthracka

There are 12 oil 'and 13 gas- regions based on National Petroleum Council (NPC) 'regions and special
.

Alaskan Regions. The refinery regions are Petrolebm AlloCation for Defense. Districts or'PADD's. The

crude oil (condensates, etc., from gas regions) are moved into the refinery regions from the oil and gas
. .

to.
regions by pipeline or tanker. And the six product groups are moved from the refinery regions to either..

the utilitfOr Ciemand regions.

For'ease in modeling, the utility and demantregions are'the same. They are FEA regions. Unlike the

regions for supplying other forms of energy, a utility region.may:_serve,only the.corresponding demand

region except for the shipmentof hydroelectric: power from the Northwest to California_. This greatly

,simplifies the calculating of the average cost of electricity, that is,the price of erectricityto



. :..

SUPPLY ACTIVITIES.. .?-;. . -' , -'

. .

The:traditional-approach used by 2economi sts is to -estimate output a ..a.function.,df-caP%tal and,labor
..

..
*,:withoUt serious regaixk..to the reSoUrce,ba:Se(see, for example (.23., inaPkOpriate .here.tiecause:.

the most important faCtor. affecting the supply of fuels is the chjacter and extdIrit'o4' tbe:resource.base.

.-
. .

Rather than using historical time series data- and statistical teG.,,itiques to directly pCedict; future raw

material- and product availability, operation- research-based pr:.P4s models arer
,.

the

'actual productiOn4apabilitie54iVentheresour"ces of anenergy sector.-_ . , .

The,Silppyymodels are,used to construct supply curves:that are. step-function
11

4pproximations to.continous
.

'functions. For example, each step of- the coal supply ,curvelm each region represents the annual rate

of production from a specific mine type within two mine'classe surface and deep. In Figure ,4 the

lowest-cost steps on the coal supply curves are associated with existing mines or mines that are about

to be opened.. Here the capital is sunk or mostly tunk.and -the mines will be Operated asflong as the

marginal-revenue is at least equal to the operating cost. The higher-cbst steps ensure lhe_capital
.

recovery necessary for opening anew mine; There are-supply curves for each oil and gas region that
.

,
distinguish primary, secondary and tertiary production. Different crude types such as West Coast heavy

and Wyoming Mir are distinguished by region. Each crude type is produced in proportion to its historic

share for the regioT.

-%

,FIGURE 4
.

Midwest Low Sulfur PIES Coal _Supply Curve
Pwce c,T.P



.%

CONVERSION ACTIVITIES .4$21
,,, ,,,

.:.The electric utilitysand refiner- y:sectors of the IES system-are'-embaiqed dire;,tlyinto the
.

,.

equilibrium. model. Irv.this respect, the conversion models are different from the supply models for coal-,:"e
...

((, ---

oil and gas where only the outputs (supply curves) are directly' included in the-general ,equilibrium model.

Th'el key to modering'electric utilities is that they cannot inventory their product and musf7oi:oduce

electri -city.,on demand. This means that- tilities must own;SOme equipment that runs most of theat-ime and

some-equipmentitf runs.only during eak demand.periods: ',The demand levels for icit ufing a

-

ear"ark represented bP he load duration curve: A point (x, Y) On 'the road duration'curve Figure 5

shows that:for x hours during the.year at least ;y :kilowatts .we manded. This curve,"%pr,
. -

purposes, is-divided into three pieces: baS4iirtermediate, and- p The kinds of generation equipment

that can be used include nuclear, hydroelectrit, coal-fired (with 'an without scrubbers), residual fired,

natural gas fired, and -Simple-cycle and.combined-cycle distillate plants as well as new technologies:,

Any of these types of equipment, other than nuclear, can operate in base, interlediate; r peak, whichever

is most economic for 'the utility.: Nuclear operates in base only;

Annual LOld Duration

Peak Load.
Generation

FIGURE 5

n
.

.

The major role er-T the refinery sector is.to reflect the appropriate relative prices for different crude

types based on crude oil attributes sand the appropriate relative pricts 'for the classes,

based on product characteristics.- What should happen is that-factors such as the quantities of the four

products consumed and -the quantities of the different types. of crude oils should interact in the refinery

s .



- -

; :.... . ...

sector based on relapve deminds an- d aVailabilitieS: .. Crude oils-with gr'eater yields of the...morOleaVily '.
.

.
_

:idemanded,product should Be.more valuAble and the products that dominateldemand,-such'ai-galfleshould

be.more eXpensive.

A primarOtil*Oofyield from each crude .oil ise4kmated using hittorical data Neit, by parametrically.

varying the yields of a large-Scale refinery:Ainear program, the costs of shiftin ..thepropuct slate are ...

'determined. -The resultjs-alnodel that =Is an extreme point rpgreAration. Of'a riefihe
; .

THE INTEGRATING MECHANISM

The solution.procedure involves inserting a step-fimption appro imafT5Fito'the demand funclidninto A..

linear program. containing supply curves and th modelt:of co ersi activities:, The appiroximition-

to the. demand function ignores the effeciS.of the pr e.ofiont.pr. ,

e.g., only.the:naturafgasP* ice':effects .natural "'g deirianThel4progra then salveitthe

Of-maiimizing the ar a under the difference betweenitte 'demand.Oa:supply curves. This iti.,

the 4eTands for othr-prOducts

mathematically equivalent -to finding where the supply, and demand curves-intersect (Figure 6) How close

the Prices and AuantAies are to being on the-demand-function containing the Cross pride:eifects is then

measured. If the linear prograMming quantities are -not-within-one percent of the demand function quanti-

ties evaluated at the prices taken from the 1 near_programi the equilibration process continues with a
.,-

. ,.. :

new demand demand function approximation.. Th and. function Containing the cross:price.effects is-
.

--,,......

evaluated at an average between the prices rom,thel'near program and.the previous estimate of the
.

. .

equilibrium priceS;'&i'a new approximation to the'dem nd curve.is.consiructed around this point.
.

% FIGURE 6
. .

Supply

,Solution
ty

Market
Clearfilg

.Price

Balanced' Quantity
: 1 SufTly and 7 '

TIc;p11

In the past.people have:tried to-find.economic equilibria by just insertinga single :point 'and

successively reOacing the'demand'kuaritities:with new values, from the demand model evaluated at the dual,

-variables. The.dua 'variableS seemed td oscillate. and not tonverge By inserting a 4LnO:curve. .

. . .

approximation, an equilibrium is achieved after 6 *8 iterations involving the solution of linear
. . . .

. . . ._...,
. - . .. .

prtgrams. Currently, we vary all prICes theisame percentage simultaneously in calculating the step, .... . . .

.widths, If the convergence were slower, we. would try varying all pricet with percentages" proportional
. , . . X. ,

to a trajectory of pi:ices from-succesSive iterations. Otber procedures have been considered but not tested;
..



GE'.THE RELATION .0P PIES TO GENERAL' EQUILIBRIUM THEORY

The Neoclassical model of exchange may be eescribed as follows. -. Each consuming fo)- -i=1 .7, m has

eridowment of assets: - ,.

-.0 . (w31.):4):
....:---- ... -

.
.

. .
.. ,

At. a -pri ce 'vector ir -= (MT-, ... ,Irn ).,:conSumin.g unit demands 'a Vector of prOdUcts.-di (TO and.'has. an income

of rIi = For..convenience, Z iTr'=1 is sally addedfas 'a requireMent, the. ana

-J=1 4) j =1 j -

terms -of-constant dollars. Sing in equili-briuM indirVidual carinotspend morethan the
.

sale"-of his assets,

This leads to Walras law:

- it E di (n); =,..rr E W'; , -.9. ,
-.- 1=1- 1 =1. . ., , -, m

That is, the monetary value of what is demanded equals that of what is supplied. Letting ,g; err) = Z
4 i=1

sis..is'

revenue from the
/ '

(c14 (i) - Wi.)
be

excess.demand .function'trns7t j, for j=1,...,n an economy=fs in equilibrium when
NIL

gi (7) t 0

Tr. g-(7) =
. . j J

That is, either. stpply.equals demand or supply. exceeds -demand and the price of the asset' is zero. When

the pure exchange economy is generalized to include actiVities' for the conversion of one asset into another

using 1 inear' activities; 'we have the following:definition of a competitive equilibrium:

Definition --A-priCe vector 7*. and-a' vktoriaf activity 7evels4* constitute a
- competitive equilibrium if: . -

a. Supply equals demand in all markets, Or d(TT*) = By* + W
.

where B is the matrix of possible-activities; and ..
- .... . ---- 1

\ .

b. production is consistent widprofi-., t maximization in the,

sense that Z 7r .*bii0 with equality if_Y*>0. "- ,..,
. , 1 1 *.P. /

'Part b is a requiremeirt that excess profitS are associated orilY with rents On scarce resources..

r
In PIES-:the assets are raw materials SC/C11;

, as'coal', oil arid biomass as well as electrical generatiOn`

,, ..

equipment,. refineries, pipelines; etc.' ifiddedlip these-is an aggregate asset which represents capital for
. ,_.

.
%

re
.

new dquiprnent .andfor developing new soU'roes. -labor and other nonenergy resources. :The components,of."''
. .° :., ''4,--.:

this aggregate asset are priced. in terms.of 1975 dO7lars,giving us the objective function cost coefficients
-' . ' ' .

in the'linear programming subproblem. The numbeilofassrd: PIES is large because each step on each
% 0.. .

regional supply curve of.a_fuel is. a different asset in ttie exchange economy with, a different equilibrium

price.(dual variable on the bound row). Every bounded variple is an asset, as is every productinevery

dement:le-region. In PIES an economic equilibrium is-f-ound where all assets are priced' relative to the-
n ,.

aggregate asset. The prices may then be normalized to achieve E- Tri=1. . This Teads'tO an alternative
j=1

.- interpretation of the PIES mechanism for ,searching for an equili6rium. Thegoal at each iteratSon* is to-;

1 .

7



112(sfy-Warras laW with the tual.variable-as price's and a successively improved .a0ProxiMation to the

demand .model,.

gioNCOMPF:TITIVE PHENOMENA MODELED IN PIES

There are three areas where regulatory-actions that'alter the strUCture- -of: econdWare'modeled.

,These
4.

are the average: cost pricing of electricity, entitlements
:...,

,regulat4on of natural gas:.. r

ILITY,REGULATI

-Since inOoareAnareasyg returns, to scaleftopower transmission and distribution, the electric utilities

constitute a natural monopoly Which must be negUlated.-Jh some fashion. ! Currently-, .OubliC utility-commissions

Agulatetailities tO:provide them with, a reasonableratecf return on their ,total Investment. ..Thit means
.

that custoMers are-chargedthe average, not marginal,.costlof delivering electHcity. 'ThecoSt curves for .

delivery look as follows:

Average Cost

.

-Given a set of fuelprices,.the_marginal-cost:curVe is,i step fun where each step represents bringing
.,

into use a different kind of' generation equipmnt. -The higher costs are due to using less efficient
.

equipment or, includi9g.the_capital costs' for,acquiring'new equipment. R)r.lowequantities of electricity..

the average cost curveAs-,higher'tham:thebarginal'cosicurve. Tbi's is becausethe'COst of the existing.

. .

equipTent3ii:inciuded-intheaverage.CoStof-elettricitY.

The prices from a linear program are marginal prices. -Therefore, for the demand model to respond to

average instead. of marginal.prices:an.adjustMent)huist be made .to roo the linear pgram. The approach taken is
. .-

approiimate the average:COt curve with the: ginal'Cost curve.. This is done in the-following manner.
. .



Say the amount'of electricity demanded.in.a given -region attheend of a linear.programmiv step is B. The-

''difference

A

.

.
.

between the margil and average costs of electricity; is C-D.- In --re,cis19 the linear program

--... ,,-,1

for -the next iteration the transmission cost is changed so that the marginal coseis approximately.equal to

.
.

.

,

the average cost at B. .Letting ix be the adjustments to the true transmission cost in the linear,pr4am
.

.
-,.

.

from the previous
. .

iteration, the new idjus tMent is- .C-) + a)/2..:Theaverage is taked. ,for-smoothingi....- rpos.

.
,

. .2''

..This average .cost pricing mechanism can have:a substantial effect on convergence, ,First, ifthe quantity '4,--.:'

.. .
. ,

. . . .

of electriCity:islets than,A4 then-a-detreasing. average cost.curve ie approximated by ajiondecreasing

'function., The. reset-is a perVerse behavior where Ehe,amount of electricity generated'decreases.at each .--,

. ..

. /-

'iteration while the cost increases. 'We have also experienced another'form Of'non-convergent'behaviOr%becayse.

/ . ...._ ..
. .

of'our.iMplementation. We have seen the quantity of lettriCii os-dilliteetween two steps ohthe marginal

. _ . .

cost curve,. caus'i'ng the correction between average nd marginal costato:Tuctuate,and not stabilize, This4- -.*<
. >

. means that the marginal]td-averade
costadjuStment:iTuC&ating,leading to an oscillation in prices ape.

._ -
,

quantities. This-occurred in the Northwest,Where'there was a big, jump in marginal 'cost. in going from hydro

r powerpOWer to fossil and/or nuclea as marginal f'source oelectricity. We do not have a complete
..

. ;

e)planatiorrof this'phinomenorc Our best guess is thatjt,has to do with the behavidr near the minimum -of

-,. .

.;

the average cost curve of our implementation of this.approachtO average cost .phriCing.

-

OIL ENTITLEMENTS
>>

, .

Thecurrentreulations on oil production require that 'the-average price of domestically prtduced.oil be
. ,

below $8.00, Siff& the margirgl price of oil in the United States is the World.price.because-otour import
4

dependence, the marginal.price of oil products would be refining costs plus crude a*I.,cost§at the world

. -

price if.there were no other provisions' frithe .The,regulatiods specify that-refiners who use domestic-

-.
-

oil pay $X per barrel into a: fund from which re hers who use imported oil recelvelY per barrel. Thit
_

entitlementtothe users of impOrted oil makes them indifferent between domestic and'iMported oilt, that is,

,

4010PD x - PrY

where Pp is thi.average domestic oil price and P/ is the'impqrt price._ If is arso important that the fund

414,1 _

never run deficits or surpluses, that is.

XQb =. YQI

ti

whef-,Q.b is the dOmestic production and (1/ is imports.' There also Si*e entitlements to different>types of /

t,,

domestic oil. Th-ere is a legal definition of what is'called "old" oil and "new" oil with "old" oil having

a su1,stantially different price frOm
. .

.

Entitlements are modeled as folloWs. The total- domestic oil production given the regulations is estimated.'.

The-.supply curves 'for oil in-the linear Programming matrix are replaced by this supplypoint and the cost

...

in the objective function is the average price for this oil... New activities
.-

are added to the matrix that

essentially tax domestic-oil an amount X and givea_credit of Y to imported oil. The X,and rare .



. .
recalculatedbetween L.P. iterations usi ;the above

or
equations. equilibrium we, therefori, have a

scheme where these equations. are satisfied and a forecast of the impact of this form or regulation..

At

NATURAL GAS REGULATION

Currently, there are two markets for natural gas: the unregulated intrastate markets and the Federally _

regulated sales of natural gas across state boundaries. Bylaw the interstate gas price is based on

historical costs;- this has lead to a two tier markq and has deVeloped where intrastate gas sells -at-a.

'higher.' price than interstateLgas. Consequently, the only new ,sales of interstate gas are .coming from(
onshore areas. where fields are close to interstate pipelines and there are no intrastate piyel ities'nearby

or from the outer-continental shelf which is under Federal jurisdiction. The supply of interstate nature
, ..

gas in a given year. be estimated by taking the current rate of production and reducing 'it by.the
. .
natural decline from existing wells in the onshore regions and adding. to this the production from the

outer-continental shelf. Since the customer must becharged.Lthe average'cost of interstate gas (there
-
are\

threeprice levels for various vintages.of domestically produced interstate gas plus the .costs'.of-liquefied.
.,

natural gas (LNO,--and imports from-Canada , there is a shortfall in supply -in regions where thereis..1-ittle
. .

. 1 ..
.

. e .

.1. , .: ' :
or no intrastate as aVailable*

-, ;
To deal with the 41.ortfall a priority sshemehas been developed by the FPC to allocategas to- states-by .

classes for a' giviti .pipel ine. Each, state then allocates the gas, available:from the. pipeline. Each state

...- . .

- .

thenallocates the gas avlilable from the pipelins-to.-CustoMers within th'e'.'state" based .on its own priority

_ -

4./
. 'structure.

The modeling approach. takenis to _assume that gas customers fall into two. distinct gty.ups: thosewith
.

containing.interstate gas and-those, that mustuse intrastate gas or a bundle of other fuels with the, bundle
. . .

soh fuels as electricity and distil,late. To determine the customers who receive interstate gas, the :'...,-
. .

available domestically. .produced gas is allocated in an approximation to the FP&priority - scheme across
. -

the nation rather than by-individual pipe line. The priorities, in order, are residential, commercial, raw

ef

s.
material .and industrial. After a region receives its share of-domestically produced ga, imported gas

.
. - .. I - .

availableto the region is-then reilTed in until. either all demand is satisfied or thereis no more gas
<

:
available. Excess demand in Curtailed sectors is satisfied first by intrastate supplyto the extent it -is.

available at creditable-pric6and then by a displaceinent or switching of this demand-to other fuels in a

way that is sensitive to other fuel pricei, sector-specific end- use efficiencies and historical shares..

.
`may for illustration residential demand is satisfied' but only a of commercial demand is satisfied and

..

there is no raw.mat rial or:industrial demand-to be satisfied.:

83
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.
The total supply _to'aIl commercial customers is

a

PI NTER

INTER- INTRA- SUBSTITUTE BUNDLE AND
STATE STATE INTRASTATE (AS

GAS GAS

.'The demand .for natural gas is the sum of the demand satisfied-by interstate gas at the interstate gas

--'price plus the demand for intrastate as and the substitute fuel- bundle. cross elasticities the

demind for gas is CI, a Pr'-where P is the natural gas -price, e is the elisticity of,natural gas demand .

.--and and a is a consta t.' At the_interstate price PR, the qdantity of gas demand' Met, Q, is aaP;._ This
. .

-means that the demand curve for intrastate gas-and the substitute bundle is ,{1-ci)aPicr In Figure 9 tht.

- -

. demand curve for gas is D''. Because the.inter- and intrastate markets are sepafate, the total demand for
, .

natural gas is represented by the demand curve D where Q = QR + NaPe. That is, the quantity of

1
.

consumed is -A - QR and the .quantity of denAnd met by fuel bundle is E-A._the -fue The piice Of ..th gas dis-

15%..', intrastate gas and the substitute fuel t,bundle demanded a PE is E - QR. .The quantity of in -astate gas

placement bundje is a sector-specific. market price constructed from its fuel components. As the diagram

-
;

shove, this activity is assumed-to dominate the further movement up the interstate supplykurve. The .
.

asiumOtion Which..justifies*-Ehis_i's'that the, process model of Biel subStitution on the deband side is more

reliable than' the econometric model at very high prices.

4



Note
_ that,the total quantity of gas demanded with this demand curve is greater than the quantity. demanded

with the orig'inal demand curve D. This is because consumers of interstate gas see thelow interstate

as pricT and not the higher intrastate price.

) .

COMPARISONS OF.PIES TO OTHER PROCEDURES FOR FINDING A CbTETITIVE.EQUILIBRIUM ti

The only other technique for finding a competitive equiTOrium with computational res) ults involves

discrete approximations of the simplex of prides and'a search for a fixed point. The fixed point approach

of Scarf [3] with enhancements by HansoH [3] has results :that Cannot be seriously compared with PIES

because the problems solved are on a much smaller scale. Appendix 2 in [3] gives computational experiericq

for Scarf's algorithm. He estimates that computation time varies as m4. Onan IBM 360-50 he estimates

the time to solve a 15 asset problem to be about 2 minutes. Extrapolating, a 100 asset problem would .

then take more than 2,000'minute. The solution step in',,PIES with 100 products c.onsumed,. not counting

intermediate products or raw materials which are in the thotisands, takes from 20 to 30 minutes on a

370-168 under MVS with the number of linear programs tobe solved ranging from 6 to 8. When natural gas

regulation is in the model the number of iterations increges to 15-20. The reason for the increase in

iterations is that supply of intrastate natural gas is inelastic-4 many regions leading to large price

changes for little quantity change.
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NATIONAL AND 'INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMMING MODELS OF
LAND AND WATER USE AND.THE ENVIRONMENT

by
Earl 0. Heady, Kenneth ...T.,. Nicol, and Dan Dvoskin
The Center for Agricultural and Rural bevelopmert

IoWa State University, Ames, Iowa.

k Abstract
A set oflarge-scale piogrammingmodels.has been developed and quantitatively applied to
analyze larielyilae, water use; environmental restraints and impacts, 'agricultural and food
policies, export problems, income redistribution patterns and other. facets of the nation's'.
agricultural sector. Pgrhaps these are the largest operationally useful mathematical
programming models in existence. The models incorporate nine, land class restraints in eaq
of 223 producihg regions.' They include 51 water resource regions4withcorresponding re-
straints and:35-:Market regions with demand relations far all relevant endogenous commodities.
The models generate- results at national, state, regional or local levels. Their results.
have been uaect;by all major national commissions on food policy, water allocation,.and land
use.

Many applications of mathematical programming
models have now been Made,--We have completed and
unHbrwAy a set.which 'is:rather unique in its size,
scope and national policy uses._ While we employ
both linear and quadraticspecifiCation, main
pliance is placed on linear models."- These na-
tional and interregional models applied to agri-

,

cUlture and natural resources have been under
evolution for a dozen yearS This time period has,
allowed us-to build up a vast data bank and add
many dimensions to models.,At various stages in
their development, the models have been the main
quantitative base for variOUSCommissions deal-
_ing with national policy. They have served this
role for the President's FoOdand FiberCommis-
s/on [3/, the National°Water..CoMmission [4], the
Water Resources Council's National Water Assess-
ment [7], and the Midwest GoverOrs Conference on
Land Use [5] and for-numerous appliedistudies. for
the Environmental Protection 'Agency [6], the
National WaterQuality-CommissiOnA9]., and the
Soil Conservation SerVice110:.

In %is paper, we report.bn one set of models
'-capable of evaluating water and land use and
.their impacts on the.environMent at both national
and regional levels [51-. While we apply one such
model to evaluate potential's in 'envirdnmental
improvement through 'controlling soil loss or
sedimentation from farm land, the general model
set is capableof.analyzing many other facets of
resource use and environmental impacts as these
relate to trade, agricultural or other policies.
We also have completed models-which incorporate '41,

legislative or price restraints to attain energy
conservation [1], to promote environmental quality
through reduced use of nitrogen fertilizer and
pesticides [2], which enhance the,environment

.'through strear flow regulations to prOtect wild -
.life habitats andOthers.

The models have the capacity to evaluate simulta-
neously variables and outcomes in (a)national markets,
prices, incomes and employment and (14production pat-
terns, resource uie"and economic structure of rather
small-resource regions,Under the posed imposition of

alternative poZicies.or futures. We believe that
models with these characteristics and capabilities
are extremely important for- the future as nation-
al, state and local' entities evaluate and consider
implementation of-environmental, land use, water
and other resource -and technological restraints
related to problems emerging under the nation's
advanced state of economic deVAlopmen,p,. Other-
wise, the programs and policies imposed by states,
municipalities and regional planning bodies will
encounter Unexpected economic..effects, causing
them to be nuilified because they give inequitable
distributions of the costs and benefits bf'the
goals attained. For example, initial solutions
of our models pose the certainty. that individual
states which impose restrained patterns of.land .
use, water runoffs sedimentation and technologies
will find that, ,ehropIgh market impacts,,producers
and resource owners of other states and locatiOn
will realize economic gains while-those of the
imposing state will bear the costs in lower in-
comes and reduced resource prices. Even for cer-
tain quality controls imposed at the national
level, relative returns can be positive in some
regions and negative in other regions.

Models Reviewed

The models reviewed in this4/3aper encompass the -

whole of U.S. agriculture and'the land and water
use relating thereto. These demand-allocation
models incorporate all major agricultural quality
interaction reflecting restraints in resources 7

for 223 agricultural producing regions (Figure 1),.
soil characteristics in 1,891 land resource
groups, water resources for 51 water supply
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- Figure.l. The 223 producing areas

. 1"-
regions (Figure 2), in the 17 Western States, and .

.

demand coimodity halances..in.3d congumer:mar-
- ket reg-iorw (Figure 3). The models,
corporate a transportation submodel for Commodi-.
ties and water and product transfer activifiea,
allow selection of optimal resource use patterns
and environmental quality impacts for the nation
in future time periods. They also reflect com-
parative advantage in the allocation of land and
water to competing alternatives. s represented in
relative yields, general technologies,' environ7.
mentally restrained technologies, ptoductiOn
costs, transport costs and-imposed environmental
restraints. They a11oW substitution of land at
one location for water 4. another location a 11

thousand miles away (or vice versa). Similanly,:.
they allow and analyze then' substitutions when
environmental restraints are applied toxestrain
the technologi4s used in any one resoura region.
.Finally, they allow evaluation of various policy
alternativeS in use of land and water resources,
and environmental quality controls interaction.
with. comMeicial agriculturalpcOges,-export
goals and. domestic demands ineNArregional and
national. markets:

- r, ;k:.."

.
Our

Objectives

overall objectives in building these models,
are to determine (a) whether the nation has
_enough land and water resources to meet.domeseic
and. export-food needs when various environmental
quality restraints are imposed, (b) the optiilum
spatial_allocation,'for the nation and .internally
for eaChndividual p.rnducing, land andoWater
region, of these resources accordingly, '(c)-the.
extent to which sac4ficegmust be made,in,envi-
ronmental.quality:Wls-as other goals (food
prices, exports, treasury ,costs,. farm income,
energy use, resource values, income distribu-
t , cc.) are attained -or vice versa, (d) the
st to regions and the nation as various land

u"se patterns and eAkrironmental quality goals are
attained, (e) t'he optimal selection among alter-
native producing technologies and land use-pat-
'terna,,fror each region Ind for the nation,'as.
various environmental qaalitx restraints are im-
posed, -and- (f) miseellaneOus impacts including
those relating tb farm size and income,-the

. 1 ' ,-..
--.",,at, 2,

i

2.:-. ',,,, ,,..., yePr-i . ;t2,-5":-..-"-^142ners.--... '...-- 1So .3

f 6, C ---' ,-,-r2.:.,,,,

k--7 :/...)

Figure.2. Th'e 51 water'supply regioni-
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0 - ."
distiibu;ion of the:costa and benefits of these

patterns or allocations, emppymgnt and income.

generation in7rural areas.

.
Environmental quality controlh based on runoff-

and' sediment transpor, -for example.--wiI1have

-direct impacioa crops ptoduced and't4chrology

used on eCodible lands' (e:g., slope 'of land,and

.amount and intensity of rainfall). however, these

environmental:reatraintsalso will, have
;-"yriactiono'7>in optimal land use - in regions 100,or'

12900 miles-away,11bich are"not subject to runoff,
and sediment Ios's.since;natiodally, a neq-con. .

!
figuration of. coniparative advantages will be cre-

aced i elation to both the env4.rontiintal re- /

stra ecommOdity and resource earkets.

Lanc045 :Characteristics giving rise, runoff

and dent loss maybe required to shift to -

e faages, livestock .production or forest' prod-'
.ucts"-although the outcome 'also will depend/on

crop ylelds,,.costs aria retimos.under-mechani-
contrql practices. )4r. the "chain

reaction" or rtiohalinterdependence relation,-
Y.thips, land_atvOndistant iodation not subject

Co erosion which once produce1 cotton may. now

allibe allocated, to,soybeans to Meetynation-

al amarpvwhile at a different 1Acatinn, nor-

ero ilAerland oftce allocated 'to wheat.now may be

specified for feed grains as the)national live-

stock.ration-and export demands are-met. Re- "7

straints on'chemical. fertiliters and` -pesticides

.
have similar, remote and camplex interactions in

.
resource use among the Mary different land re- .

. gions of the nation. Generally, those regions of

amplerainfallandirrigation water will be sh4t-

.
towards'a less intensive use of land while

adapted regions with less runoff ,and relatively

14a dependence on imported technological'inputs

will tend. towards more intensive ford use (e.g.,

more grain and less forage and livestock produc--

. tion)
.

Because of regional interdependencies, it is im-

possible to plan.rationally'effientuses of

and,environmental quality controls on-a

,region -by- region or regionally independent basis.

Themodels used' incorpOrate interdependencies

among the hundreds of land resource regions and

allow for both direct and indirect impacts among

regions whether they are contiguous or'diOtant

Figure;3. The 30 'consumer market regions

,

.

- -

. from each other. Not only-do.they need to in-

corporate these interdependencies among land rem

source regions, water Legions and market regions,

.but also thgy need to allow them among resources

and commodities. They need to allow substitution

of land at one location for' water at a different

and distant location, 'sinte.a _policy restraint

which limits the use Of capital technology,on

land at one location can be offset by a realloca-

tion or.extended uab of wate'i'at a'tother loco-

- tion--or vice versa: Great flexibility prevails

. in the national.livestock ration, at major de.-

wand determinant in .national land use, and. shifts.__

In or restraints on land. use can allow or cause .

limits on grain productiod.iO onelocation'to
replaced by.soybean, forage ore.substitute feed.,
grain in another location. An efficient land
use-environmental quality model needs to allow'

all of these interdependencies over the nation 't?

with reflection back -to optimal land employment'..:

for each land resource region.

Nature of Models

To illustrate the general nature"of the models-

involved, under the restraint of presentation-
space and time, we use a model projecting to the'.

.year /000 fora- ,population of 284 mil/ion; free.
market conditions with trend levelO ofagricul-
_tural technology in each of 223 agricultural pro-

ducing regions. This model, only one in a series

,we-are building, elphasizeSoptimal.land usespatx
terns; agricultural water allocation, agricultur-
al eachno2ogy. and soil conserv4tion metbods.under
,environmentally restrained soil loss. (Subse-

quent formulations of' the model set incl4des en-

vironmental limits on chemical fertilizers, pes-

.
ticide4 'and livestock wastes.) The objective

function in equation (1) minimizes the cost of

producing and transporting. the various-crop and

livestock commodities among producing.and land

resource regions of origin, regions of process-

ing, and regions of ;consumption. The costs allow

the system to considei different technologies

(cropping or land use systemO and mechanical-
..practidits) in restraining soil loss to alterna-

tive environmental quality levels. The costs of

water consumption and transfer also are included

in equation (1). The programming prices and

costs coffer all ii&or costs (except land rents



which are reflected in shadow price)aed thug .

. . allow'simulation of along -fun market equilibrium l

'for-each:commodit; with,a.nationnl allocation re:
fleeting tiw.comparative4dvantage of,,eaOh of ,, .

.

4--7;the-223,produCilig regions, subject to,gnvironment- ,

al restraints and fhe.4evel and locatiomof cons's-
.

.mer demands: The objective function ls-mlnimite
',. OF where% /

7:-ar 1,4
. .,..°'
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". + rwili 11c1, -1- FLGi UCi -i FPi UCi). + E(aw 1.16w

+ WI UCw +.UTw UCw)' + E-E T
tc UCtc (1)

t c

00-4 ere the variables, parameters; and other terms
e,defined in'a folibwing section.

*Resenaints-.and variables

Each -land group -has alternative crop management
systems p?oduciag commodities with associated
yields and soil loss subject to the soil types,
average. weather.orevailing and-rhe conservation
tillage practicesiutiliz wed. Data were developed
-in conjunction with the Soil Conservation Service,
U.S.D.A., to represent soil,loss per acre under
various mechanical practices and rotationskor
land use systems...Thg soil loss alternatives'are
evaluated through'the.iiniersal-soil loss,:-equation
(2)- The esuation'used for each crop/management

system-is of the form
St, KL-S-R-CP' (2)

where
SI.. is the per acre gross soil loss;.
K.isthe erodibility factor associated with

the soil type;

Aar

L is the computed value relating,slope
length Co Soil loss,controI;

S is the derived from a,nonlinear function
relating

'pope_

gradient to level of soil
loss; ,..,,

R is an indeI of erokbility for the rain
fall of the area accountiiNg for varying.
levels of intensity, duration and measured
rainfall;

C isan adjustment factor'giving an index ofr
the relative ability of alternative crop-

,

ping-patterns Iffeduce soilloss; ,

P is ,an adjustment factor to account for the
potential soil loss reduction from adopt-
ing conservation practices..

EaCh activity-in the model represents an alterna-
tive crop management system which'incorporates a

.

given rotation, crop tillage method and a conser-
',,ation.practice for at individual land reioutce
-group. Therdtation and tillage_Method.combine
to give unique C value and the conservation prac-
tice determines the P, factor.. The K, L, and S
factors are dependent on the soil characteristics
and the regional rainfall patterns determine the

.''''R factor. '

,...

Associated with the alternative crop manssemen't
systems-are speci.fic Per are crop costs and crop

yields for each region.. The cost data reflect I. .

expenditures on machinery, labor, pesticidesnori-
nitrogen fertilizers- (nitrogen is balanced endog-
enous to,the model) , and miscellaneous production
items. The domponent\costs reflect differeat-:7-----
efficiencies Of farming,resulting frqm working
land in straight. rows, contours, strip cropping,
With,terraceg, under minimum tillage or under
conventional tillage. The alternative costs also
reflect the higher pesticide requirements and
lower_ machinery and labor" equirements for-Crops\
under a reduced tillage cultivation pattern. The
costs-sum to an aggregate which depends on the
particular cropping management syst em and when
cambined-with the outputs from thee6egtem, reflect',
the-comparative advantage of each system on each
land class in each region.

The ourputs from the system reflect xields of
each crop'and the associated .quantity of soil loss
per acre per year. The.i3teraction within the
system also is reflected in a nitrogen balance
subsector where the nitrogen flows in the model
Cre e:,:am.ined. The entire .cost and yield section
of the-,model is interlocked with alternative
:,.tchnologies, levels of resource input and alter-
1-latItve input uses to meet domestic' and export de-
mands. The nitrogen-fertilizer-crop yield section
is.Ah'exaMple of other interrelationships in the
modeL," Nitrogen available in each region is an
independent-variable in the.crop yieldteqUation
but the source of the nitrogen 'may vary; It can
be supplied from chemical fertilizers, livestock
wastes and from nitrogen fixation by legumes. The
livestock wastes available are dependent on the
type and quantity Of feed available fof livestock_
and the concentration of the animals in the:re-7
gion. Also affecting the yields of the crop, is
the 'land class on which it is grown and the con-
servation and tillage practice associated with
the-cropping management system. -

Both aryland and irrigated crop variables are in-
cluded forpnoducing tegions.in the 17 Western
States whichjgrow'irrigated.crops and the model
allows seleCtion among dryland or irrigated
farming for each region. A range of livestock
rations (variables). is avowed in all 22340,produc
ing regions since the least-cost.feed mix Can be
-drawn from vailicus grain,:.forage and,pasture crops
grain in the' egiOn Or imported (where allowed) ,
from others...The mOOl includes variables,repre-
seating various cropp21:4 systems and technologies
affetting soil loss,,livestock.produCtion, commod-
ity transportation, water transfers, consumer
demand' fulfIllMent and alternative export levels.

Each of the223 iireducing regions'has land:re-
straints of the natureindicated,im equations
3 -9. Each region has a soil loss restraint as in
equation (10), a nitrogen balance equation as
(11) and a,pasture restraint as in (23).' Each
of the'51 water supply regionsllas a water re-..
straiat as in equation (13), wherevariables and-
parameters,are defined subsequently..

Each of the 30 colsaming regions'hai'net demand
esuatioris,7for all of the relevant crop and
livestock activities as illuStrated by equation
(14). ;Regional consumer demand quantities were
determined exogenausly fronl geegr'aphic and

89 , A
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national projections of population kconomAc - IPP e - DWR f
i

- IWH i f i --* FLG i f i 0 (11)
,

activity, per -capita incomes and ilk- rnational ex-
,-

cportsthrough the region for 2000. ational de-
i.

.

ure use restraint, each'iegion:

mands were defined for cotto ar beets as
Pas

indicated -in equat-1.1 (15 . try,products, 2(1:
..1.1s y * EZ: r ) + DPP_

sheep, and other livestock ware gulated at the Xikm r ikm *:.. ikn ikn ikm ikm - .T

k m n m t .

consuming region level. International 'trade was A

. '
regulated at the regional levels as indicated in r + IPA r +.FLG r - 2 Li

equations (16) and (17).
ii-ii

Pt
p ip

,Commodities included ithe endogenous analysis

are soil loss, nitrogen, water,loorn, sorghum,

wheat,. barley, oats, soybeans, cotton, sugar

beets, tame hay, ,e1.1d hay, improved pasture,

unimproved and woodland pagiure, cropland pasture,

public grazing lands, forest lands grazed, 'all

dairy products, pork,,and beef. Also accounted

for prior to solution of the model are other crops

including fruits, sluts, vegetables, rice, flax

and broilers, turkeys, egg production-, sheepand-

other livestock.

Dryland cropland restraint,` each region by land

class:

2 X
i

a
i

LD
ik

(3)

Irrigated cropland restraint, each re by 1

class`.

+ I Zikm aikm (4)
E 'Y i kn a ik n
n 4

,Dryland wild hay restraint, each region:,

-D4 ii ai ,i AD6H
i

(5)

Irrigated wild hay restraint, each. re.ginn:
. .

'IWH .a < AIWE
i i i -

a .
.

'D land permanent paScure.restraint, each

re.2.ion:

%.-°

i
ai

iv
(7)

. ' DPP a ADPP

Irrigated permanent pasture restraints each

region: .

IPPi ai 1 ATPPi (8)

Forest land grazed 'restraint,. each region:

FLG ai AELG.
i i

< (9)

. \.

.
,Soil loss restraint, each region,each land

class, each activity:"

SL (10)
ikm+n.1 l'SIiiat-Pil

(.
Nitrogen balance restraint, by region:

''Pl + I b L '+ EL: EC
.
I(2 .

hp 1p ibi ifi m:
XXikm

``3; (6)

- EL 0i - i

Water use 5estraint, by water. region;

(12)

WS + WTw + WIw
- WO - WX

w
- WE

W
+ WP

W
-. E

-
# ,W JEW

IWHi di - E.. IPPi di - d
i

k ftw
km

+

icy

I Yikn dikn 2 2 Fikm dikm)
I I L
Jew p

ip
dip

n

- i PN. d
i

> 0

iew

Commodity balance restraint, each consuming

region:

(13)

(2 X
i

cy
i c

+ Y
ikn

cy
iknc

+ I 2
ikm

k itj
7.,

°

Ncyikmc)y± I" ;I + t. -
± r Ttc jc

itff p tej itj

o

k . cy EL. cyjc 0 (14)

.
National commodity balance restraints, for cotton,

sugar beets and spring wheat:

II(2 Xikm +
6 '11

Yikn cyikng + I,Zikm cyikmg)

i k-m

- PN cy- - EX. > 0
! ik C

National export restraints:

E
jc

> EX
c

National impart-restraints;

i

-1-i E < IM -

c+e . c+e
,.

Non-negativity testraints:

(15Y.

- (16)-

'(17)

.

c. -, . ..
,

Xikre. Yikn'
Zik;, L. DWHI; IWHIJ:JRPi,,IPPi,

° ...

.
. . .

FLG FP EL 10 WT 7 WI WD:-WX WE , PN ,
. i' i' 17 w' w w' w , . W: w i

,
.

- 4-
, .

T E.
3

- E 0-* (18)
tc' c' iCre

The'eubcripts andiariables for, the above

"C6
, tions are defined in the sectiOn"below.
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Subscripts and variables ofthe model

The subscripts and variables relating to the equa-
tions in the text are those which follow:
subscripts

c-=-1-;2;;:::.;-I5-for-thed endogenous-Commodi-----
1

ties in the model,
for the exogenous livestock

alternatives considered,
g.= 1,2,3. for the commodities balanced at

1, the-national leyel,
i r1,2,...,223 for the producing areas of

the model,
1,2,...,30 for theconsuming regions of
the model,

k = 1,2 9 for tGe ,land classe- s in each -

producing area, 4

na.= 1,2 fertheidryland crop management
systems on a land class in a producing
area,

n,=1,2,...,for the irrigated crop management
systems on a land'class in a producing
area,

p = 1,2,.:.,for the livestock activities de-
fined in the produting area,

t = 1,2, 458 for the transportation routes
in the model,

w = 1,2 51 for the,water supply regions
in the model'.

j

variables
'tr, the amount of land 'used- by the associated

activity from the land base as iWicated
by the subscripts;,

-AIPP, the number of acres of irrigated pe rmanent
. pasture available pi the subscripted Rro-
ducing area;

ADWH, the number of acres of dryland wild (non-c
cropland) hay available in the, subscripted
.producing area;

AkLG, thenUmber OfUacres of foresvl and avail-
able for grazing in the subscripted pre-.
ducing area;

ALDPP,' the number of acres of dryland permanent
pasture available for use in the,subscript-
.ed produoirig area;
the number of acres of.irrigated7wild (hbn-
croiaand) ,hay available inthe.suliscripted.,
producing ftrea; .

the per acre allciwable soil loss subscript-
ed for' rand .class, producing area and
activity;

ASL,

b, the units of,nitrogen equivalent fertili er-r
produced by livestock, subscripted.for pro

7 -ducing.area and activity;.'
cy, interaction coefficients-(yield or-us l) .4)f-

the relevant commodity as Te_gulated by the
associated activity and specified'by the
subscripts;

_

d, the per unit of activity water use crafi-
tient as regulated by the.associateaactiv7
itipand specified'by the subscripts; '

DPP, level of use of-dryland permanent pasture-
. in the subscripted producfngcrea;
DWH, level of use of d land-wild (non -crop-

land) hay in the subscripted producing
!'area;

_Ii4.1evel of net exporc or the associated
-comModi.tyin the associated region as

, specified by the subscripts;
EC,.level of exogenous crop production by--1

subs ipted 'region;
EL,evel of exogenous livestock production con-'

s tent.withthe subscripted region; ',., .

EX the. = el-.Of national. net export for the sub.:--
scrpte ommodity as determined exogenous

---to-the-Mode
f, the units of n roger equivalent fertilizer ,

required by the ssociated activity and speci-'
.:,y fied by,the subscripts;

FLG,level of fore. land grazed in the subscripted,
producing ea;

FP, number ? pounds of nitrogen eqttivalent fer-
tilizer purchased in the subscripted producing
area;

IM, level f national net imports for the sub -'
script d commodities as determined exogenous

(

to the model;
IPP, level f use of the irrigated permanent pas-

turf ii the subscripted region;
116TH,le;/ use of the irrigated wild (non-crop-

aand in the subscripted region;
L, level of vestock activitywith the type

and region depen ent on the subscripts;
La, number of acres o dryland cropland available

for use as .specified by the region and land
class subscripts;

4

LR, 'number of acres of irrigated cropland avail-
, able for` use as specified by the region and

land class subscripts; . .

TN,' lever of population projected to bein the
subscripted region; . 4 .

q, units-of-pasture,-in hay equivalents, consumed
by; the associated liveStock activity and spec-
ifiedby= the subscripts;

. .

r, units-of aftermath or regular pastFre, in hay
equivalents,, produced by the associated crop-
ping or pasture activity and identified by .

the subscript's; : -

SL, level of soil loss associated with any activi-
-ty over the rangem4n.in.the'region and land
class designited by the subscripts;

.

T, leVel of transportation of a..unit of the.
commodity either into orout if the consuming
_regiori designated:by the subscripts;

WB,'level of water purchase'foruse in the'water
. bafance-OfTthe water supply region designated

by the .,subscript; - A .

-..,

.WD,level-of-desalting of ocean water in the water
supply regfen designated by theybscript; 1.-

WE,"-leveFof water to be exported from the water
.4. 4 ,:

"'..-,"..' s'ilppayL region subscripte4.

WI;-level of movemeij of wn'ter'in orout of the
water supply region through,the interbasin

.-t

transfer network;
.

WO, level of water requirement-for onsite uses
',such as mining,' navigation and estuary main-7
tenadce in-the.water supply region subsdriPt-,

. ed; . , °

WX,,,level of water ytrAZ for the exogenous agricul-
_.

- Tuns/ crops and livestock in the
-
water supply

region subscripted;.

X7 level of employment of the dryland crop.man- --
agement system, rotation, in the region and
on the land class '...s designated by the.sub-
scriptsv

Y, level- of employment- of-the irrigated crop man-
agement system, rotation, in the region and .

:, on the land class as44.dmig4ateE by the sub-
scrrpts; ,

6
.

-2, level of employment of the ;dryland crop man-
agement-System, rotation, on the land class



in the region as designated by the subscripts when

the land has been designated ,,s available for

irrigated cropping patterhs.

Illustration of Result

Solution of the model provides indication of opti-

mal/land use In each producingregion or each of
the 1,891 land resource groups at prescriled'

levels of environmental quality restraints, con-

sumer demand and distribution, export levels and

other'policy, or market and technology parameters._0
Our illustration is in the case where the only
environmental restraint is soil loss. It, alo.

. designates the level of production'in each re-

gion and the optimal flows of commodities'to

conAlming regions and export-markets. For pur-

poses of. illustration, we refer. to solutiqns.where

(a) soil loss is not restricted and (b) soil loss

is restricted to 5 tons per acre, per year for,

each of the 1,891 soil resource,groups and exports

are at a modest leVel. While land use could be

mapped or indicated by each of the 1,891 land

-resource groups: we illustrate on the basis of

the 223 producing regions only. The model indi-

cater not only-land devoted'to each cropuse'in
each "region and group, but also can indicate
technologies for each such as dryland or irrigat-

ed, alternativerotations, conventional or reduced

tillage methods ancothers which affect land and

water use and-Sedimentsation.

Figure 4 indicates an:apcimal distribution of row

crop acreage'among'the3 producingfregions,
oFigure 5,indiontes an optimal distribution'of the

close 'grown cropsdalmS-Figure 6 gives the hayland
eilistrbution when viol. restraints are placed on

soil loss or chemicalnitrogencaSS.

410

o

",

for Seven Major geographic regions of the U.S., 7'

becausa of time and space restraints'. -While solu-'

tions of the model were made for several soil

export and nitrogen restriction levels, we, .

simllarfy summarize solutions only for'two

loss levels, one export level and .unrestrained

nitrogen use (except fur nitrogen balance within

a producing region).
.

"RjSiricting soil loss
distribute land use and technologies interregion-

ally to roduce-nationpsoil4loss to 727 million

tons. Without thIr restriction, interregional

land use allocations and tjahnologies to meet

export demands would generate a national' soil loss

3.5 times greater, or 2,677 million tons. As Table

1 indicates the reduction in average per acre soil

loss, as a source of sydimentation-, would beex=
remely large on land classes:-VIII which are

most erosive. While we do not do so here, our v,
'models allow indication of soil loss .c.hanges by

each indiiiidual region.
,,

Regional variation in reduced soil loss,per-acre

is great- Largest reductions take place in the

. South Atlantic,(18.2 tons per acre) and South'

Central (11.5 tons per'dcre) regions where land

and current land use methods give rise to seriotis

erosion (Table 2). The reduction in soil loss

when a 5 ton per acre limit is impeSed is attaAried'

especially by a switch from conventional tillage-

.straightrow farming to.contour, striP7CF-apping

and terraces (Table 3). There also is a signifi-

cant shift.to reduced tillage. farming practices

to attain the - environmentally attained soil, loss

of five tons per acre. Acres receiving reduced
tillage praCtices increase from around 21;millfon

in the unrestricted solution to near - 58 million

per acre to five tons would

. 1
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4. L cation of dryiand andqrrigated row crops
,dith :n'soil loss restriction in 2000.,o-

.

4 So/1 loss
;;.>

,

White land use,l'tillage methods and soil loss are

generated in 'the models by producing regions and

land resource groups, we summarize results only
7 4

92

r

acres under the five-ton solution. .Conventional

tillagi practices decline from 248 million acres

udder the unrestricted soil loss to 201 million.
acres under the solution-for --ton soil

, doss. Within the convention: ge group,

104
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Table 1. National soilloss total and average per acre by Land resource
groups for tip levels of soil loss restriction, 2000.

Item Unrestricted
,soil loss

5 ton
soil loss,

Total tons (million ton) 2677 II 727

Average.tons per acre,

class I & II land .6.2
1

2.7

IIIE &_IVE land 4 17.8 . 11.

other'III & IV land 15.6 ' 2.8

V - VIII Land, .28.5 . 1.5

national average 9.9 S18

93 1 05
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Table 2. Average per acre soil loss by major region for two levels of soil

.loss restriction models, 2000.

Region
Unrestricted 5 ton

soil loss soil loss

National

North Atlantic

South Atlantic

North Central

South Central

Great Plains

North West

South West

0

. 9.9. . 2.8
. .

910

21.5

9.2

15.1

3.2

2.3

! 3.3

3.5

3.3

2.8

3.6

1.5

1.7

2.6

Thousand A res of cultivated land by conservation - tillage
practices or two levels of soil loss restriction, 2000.

Conservation
tiirage

Unrestricted 5 ton
soil loss soil loss

Conventional tillage

straight row

.contoured

strip cropped & terraced

Reduced tillage

straight row

contoured
4

strip croppek& terraced_.
a

247,894.

233,4W5

11,254

3,165

21,219

21,2
0

0

201,238

129,120

37,116

35,002

57,644

24,822

18,902

13,920

straight=tow fasting is nearly halved. Contour-
ing is tripled and strip cropping-erracing prac-
tices are increased 1,000 percent to meet soil
loss restrictions (Table 3). While reduced till-
age nearly triples and' Very large increases occur
in contouring, terracing and strip cropping,

-). str

g.

ht-row methods of reduced tillage do not in-
cre eimportantly. . .

-

The shift-inacreages (Table 4) is partly hidden
in the reduction of 16;5 million dares used for
graiti crops and a. corresponding increase Of only
5.5 million acres in hay on cultivated lands
(Table 4). Part of the production required to
meet nanional-demands comes from an incrase in
noncrOpland roughage cvduction (permanent hay
and pasfitre). .More of the reduced acreage re-
quired to meet' the demand for agricultural products,
results because of the shift in production to the
higher cost and higher yielding erosion control

9§ practices-. Also a shift in-acreage between land
`lasses puts the grain crops on the higher yield-
ing and 'less erosive lands.

Costs.-of productidn, in conjunction with the
transportation,network and the soil loss restric-
tions imposed, determine the natiOnal'equilibrinm

. :

prices for the commodities. Table E, indicates the
relative-equilibrium Prices of the commodities
generated by the model under the two levels of
soil loss and a single export level. 'Soil loss
restrictions have the largest effect on prices for
commodities which. concentrate on land with high
soil oss potential. Compared to-absence of soil
los restrictions-, cotton and soybean prices in

ase over 20 percent while wheat and hay crops
increase by less than 10 percent. The increase
in grain-prices result in corresponding increases
in cattle prices. In evaluating the effect of g
any'envirbnmental policy alternative, the effect-
on the desired parameter and the change in farm
price of agricultural produts are two easily. .:.
observed changes in our moAels. -

Changes summarizedat the national level do not,
of course,'reflect.the effects in particular re-

. gions and.on'individual enterprises. These, how-
.' ever; are all available from bur models. The

shift in production frmi one region to another re-
sults in income repercussions on the-rural commu-
nity affected. The effect of such a shift depends
on the degree of multiple level reso ,irce use.

The data in Tables 1-5 indicate'that American
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Tdble 4.

VP

A

National production of .row crops:close grown crops "and rotation'
roughage crops for two levels of soil loss restriction, 20007:1

t"

,

----Land-use - Unrestricted
'soil loss

5 ton
soil loss

Acres cultivated (000) 269,113 258,882

Row crops (000) 148,226 136,035

Close grown crops (000) . 75,535 -73,478

Rotation roughage crops-6)00) 45,352. .49,369.

Non-rotation-roughage crops (000) 303,060- 3;0,697

1
Demand levels are based on projected per-capita food consumption levels,

284 million people in 2000'and inarnational trade of graint equal to,the
1969-1971 annual averages.

Table 5. Relative farm level prices for'some'agricultural commodities with
two levels of soil loss restriction, 2000.

Comdodity.
Unrestricted

soil loss 4
4 5 ton

soil loss

Corn . . 100 107

Wheat 100 103

Soybeans 100 -115

Cotton. 100 112

z Hap 100 101.

A.

Cattle 100
.A 104

. .
Hogp 00 105 -

. Milk- 100 '',100

agilculture has great capacity and fleAbility in
adapting to certain environmental quality goals.

'Ay shifting land use among the.many producinere-
gions and land+resource groups in, terms of their
comparitive advantage in yields, commodity cost's,
location, and transportation, national and region-
al demands can be met without largeiacreabes in ..
food prices and costs for consumers at the export
level examined. The loKel of exports. pet se may
have greater impact on consumer food costs than
does a relatively wide adaptation''of agriculture
and land use to environmental quality goals. We
will, however,'provide-quantitative analysis of
these poSsibilities, along with other environ-
mental quality practices, in upcoming presenta-
tions:"

-2
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A NONLINEAR ?ROGRAMMIRG APPROACH

TO PREFERENCE'MAAIMIZEU MENU PLANS

. Joseph' L. Balintfy

- -Piabhakant Sinha
.University.of Massachusetts

Amherst

;

I INTRODUCTION '

Iumam diet problemgfall into two major'cate-,
7goried known as food planning and meal.planning
problems. 'Both' problem areas have been.shown to
be aMenable,to mathematical definitiOn,fOrmulation
and solution. -

... Food Planning is colicerned'with decisions as
Ito which food entity, "and howmuchi,to pdrChase
subject to given budgetary, nutritional, and accep-
ability,requirements. The first statement of.this
oblem in' the context of'the cost of subsittence

1 ue to Stigler [17]. This was later reformulat-
ed b antzig '1101,as.the classical example of a
linear programming Model, and was refined later
with respect to'consumer acceptance by Smithj161:
The concept isstill in use in terms of food groups
in connection with.USDA family food plans [15].

-14eal.planning is a decision problem of find-
ing an optimuM sequence of meals consisting of com-
binatigns of prepared foods, called menu items,'to
be'eaten-bY a person or a population, suCh.that-the -

required structure of the meals-and givenbudgetarY,
-nutritional-and food production specifications are-.
met.' The entities of'meal planning are menu items -
off known portion size, with the food ingredients'
per portion define&by the.respective recipes. .

This probleM was' first idensified and solved Ms'a.
mathematical program4mg problem by Bkintfy (2]... .

The first approach and .some of.the later telinements
13] were considering-ooemeal'(or day)- at a time
Using what 1s. now called-a multistage menu schedul-
inealgorithm. Each meal. was a least -cost (best
buy).caMbination of items selected on the batis of
'avoiding incompatibility of,items between meals and
Within meals.,: The former rule was-effected-by : .

-requiring a minimum seiaration of Meals between
consecutive, appearance of the same-itemOr:the-
same kin'apflteth.On'the--schedule. The latter

-same
was observed:by restricting-,items from the
attribute class tooccur 111 the Solutions.

The concept of minimum separation of,itens
was not only useful in'mpau scheduling as A safe-
guard for variety, i.e., acceptability, but it'
could alsobe used to. establish upper bounds-on
the frequency of items in a given time period.
This rialiZation led to. the'develoPment of a
bounded linesr-programmingmodel to meal .planning .
[5] which defined in a hingle stage the Optimft
(least cost) 'frequencies of menu items-for a.period,

called a menu -plan, which latercouldbe-tcheduled
into a sequence of meagr.

Initially, both versions of these modeling "'

approaches to meal planning had cost'- minimizing
objective functions and assured acceptability-oper-
ationally only by variety and entry restrictions.

,

The cost.minimization objective was selected pri-
. .

,marily'to show the economic'impact of mathematical
optimization as opposed to conventional methods.
Another rationale for cost minimizing was'the

.paucity of data and methodology to represent food
preferences quantitatively:as meal planning object-
ives. Indeed, cost savings frOm 10-30"percent 6f
food Cost-have been achieved in a variety of appli-
cations 19,11].

r -`

These applications were initiated in hospi-
tals, although .a variety of other institutional
feeding programs, such-as.school lunch service,
college food service, as well as nursing home...
detention home; and military food service:opera-

also,could-utilize a better approach than
the prevailing conventional method of menu plan- "
ning. Such methods cannot take. into consideration
explicitly andnuanticativelythepopulatiOn pref -'
erences,,the nUtrient,composition and -the Cott of
Menu teens,- and benne the resulting conventional
menus are-ipso facto suboptimal, and often infeas-
ible relative to the stated objectives and con-
straints:01:

The role of food preferencesAias been long
:recognized,-and food ppference and preferi-ed.
serving- frequency data have been routinely collect-
ed in the food service Industry. Such information
was, however, utilized only subjectively in menu
planning, mostly, because the functional relation
between tie preference. for amAtemband its serv-
ing frequency was not recognized. Benson [8] was
the- first who represented this relation by fitting.
data to-a polynomial function, but no attempt was
made to use his results either in menu planning or
inimathematicalprogramming formulations.

Major developments in the last years have.
taken place in the mathematical modeling of food
preferences by the discoVery of the.,existence of
time-related preference functions. The impact of
this'new development onthe modeling of meal plan-
ning decisions as mathematical optimization prob-
lems.is-investigated 'in the sections that follow.

. .
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II MATHEM4tICAL FORMITI1TION-OF FOOD PRgFERENCE
;FUNCTIONS

assumed - as.is observable in reality -
that moSt:foodls consumed in discrete portiOns at
discrete' points in time. Consequently, one can
rel,ate a.meas14e of satisfaction with the event
that a fixed ,quantity of. food' is consumed at a

.given time. One can.alsa assume that foi foods
that .are fadiliar and are.idB;e oc. less routinely
consumed-by an, individual, satisfaction with foods 7'
is not: only expezienced bitealso anticipated to such
a degree.that a measure Of-utility can be elitited
by collectidg preference ratings for a set of foods
on some centered scale. gIn this investigation,
theztefore, it will be assumed that preference rat-
ings are estimates of the measure of-satisfaction
of an indiVidual with a food. The word food is
used-here as a collective term. applicable to-the .

special cas4'of-both food groups and menu items
as the case may be.

. .

Let h(t) be the preference rating of an indi-
vidual for a given food item at time t where t

is .measured from the last time whey the item was

consumed. Clearly h(t) is funCtion for which the
'following properties can be postulated:

(

(a) h(0) = -=; since zero time interval
"between eating a fixed portion of a food
is impossible as well as intolerable. *

(b) h(=) =.a; where "a" is a positiVe con-
stant expressing the preference for a.
known food item when it has not beeh
available (hence not consumed) for a
long time. It is possible that "a" is
itself some function of absolute time
reflecting shifts of taste or seasonal,
itx, but these effects are not considered
heie.

(c) dh[at, + (1-a)t2] > ah(ti) + (1-a)h(t2)
, for 0 < a < 1 and0 < t1 <t2 <m;

which means that tHe preference -time
/ function is assumed to be concave. The
evidence for ChIS assumption is indirect,
but convincing. The concavity of h(t) is
_consistent with the observation that mpsi
people,cend to separate their preferred.
food items On the timtrscale with faiA.y
equal tip intervals s opposed to clus .

tering them on a suc4SSIOn of meals.

d
-(d), -ca[h(t)4t] = q at some unique value of

h(t)/c=g(t)
is the preference tunttioja' averaged Over
time, and it is pcisrulated that this
time- average has a unique maximum at
time To This property of g(t) is sup-
pOrted-bx the evidence that people can
estimate valties of To. by:the ability of
responding to ouestioas.sudhas "how.fre7
quentlydo.you like to eat this given
item?".

Empirical verification of the above assume-
tions is available in a report:-.Modeling FoOd
Preferences Over Time<46]. It was- found that pre-

ference for a particular menu item can be best
described by the'recursive formula .

/.9

(1) h(tn)4(tn-t_ 1) e-r(tn7111-1)[f(=)-h(tn-..1)1

where r > 0 and to indicates the absolute time
.,scale when the item was dbnSumed n times before :

Fignce 1 shows the analytical form of this recui-
sive!relation in terms of liarameters estimated from
observed data.

Here;..

.% (2) .f(tn-to_i)
f(ti) abe:Ct'

where a > 0; b >. 0, and c > 0 are parameters of a
first order differential equation which.postulaCes
that the rate of increase of preference tithe-is

proportional to the effect of "monotony" exPresied
by the (a-f(e)J-difference.

Substituting (2) ento. (1) and letting

Lim 'h(to) =-h(t)
nt

n

.(1) reduces to

be ct'
(3). h(t) ='a

.

This is the.'expression of preference-time rela-
tions'with the assumPtian that the item is repeat-
edly consumed at identical .t time intervals.
Frod (3) the time averaged function of prex.ence
is obtained as

(4) .g(t) =
a be

-ct

t(1-e-t) .

Figure 2 shows the shapes of the f(t), h(t)
and g(t) functions'for a particular item:as rated.
by one subject. Itis seen that f(t) > h(t) for
all values of t and g(t) has a unique maximum at.
To ='S days.

The authors e ,er report [6] has shown the
: metho4,and the-results of estimating the parame-
-ters o the h(t) function from questionnaires..
It is noted, however; that one of the four pa ame4
tens, r Ys needed basically'bnly for the compu-\
tation of the recursive relations in (1). For con-

, siderations where the time intervals can be regard-'
ed as equidistant, a-direct analytical expression
for 14(s) can-be attempted with more economy in
itarameters. For this reason an approximation of
la-(t) by H(t).is introduced in the fori

(D) H(t)kt,
1.

a -
ut

It is obvious that H(;.1..-Satisfies.conditions (a)
through (d) stipulated`Ior preference-time func-
tions. Mbrebver,,At is possible Co estimate the
parameter of H(t) from that on.the h(tunction.
Conditions (a) and (b) are clearly satisfied at
the same. value of "a" -.for both funCtions. By im-
Posing two additional conditions, the two other
parameters of the H(t) function can beuniquely
defined. These two conditions are as follows:

1. Requiring that both functions have identi-'
cal zero crossing, i.e. -

110
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h(t) = N.(t) = 0 at- t = t_
..

r
.This-is saiisfiedif

,

-ct
.be ° 1

(6) a =
ut

o
rt v

The value 6f to can.be determined by solv--
ing the implicit nonlinear equatiOn

0(to) ! a(1
rto)

- be c0 =`0

by:some numerical analytical method.

2.- Requiring that. the time averaged preferences
have maximum at the same t = To time for
both functiolis.' As in expression (4), G(t)_
is defined as

(7) G(t) -
a 1

ut

Then the condition that

aG(t) Ttg(t)
0 :at t - To

implies that

-a v414._ . 0
T2 uTv+2T2

v+1

uTo

-

. where To is already determined in the esti-
mation of h(t) and g(t). ,

By meeting these two conditions, the values of
. parameters -v and u of the H(t)'function are ,
determin , since expressions t6) and (8) yield the
implicit rm .

(9)

Z2-0.w.... .- ...

to v

To

which has a unique solution for- v and-by substi--
tution into (6) and (8) the value of u /obtains.:.

Fign 3 'shows the tabulation of .the estimated
paramee of the h(t) and H(t) functions as ob-

ed from the ratings of two. selected subjectt.
for an assortment of dessert items'. The last three-
ocolumns are obtained fromthe first four columns,
.witi-Ceheexception of To, which is the subjects'
preferred time interval f41- the items and 'part -

of the input data., It is noticeable that for most
items the value of .1.r .is fairly close-to one.

For reasons oVanalytical simplicity, the H(t).
function 41 be used 'as the analytical model of'H
preference-iime relations in the following parts of
this paper.q1Sycan, howeVer, further simplify the
function by uming that v s 1 for most items)
This way atwo-parameter approximation of the pref--.
rence-time-function obtains in the form

(10) op(t)- - a
.

-where.parameters a and u are to be estimated.

I ,

s . :

from data. It is-of some practical significance
that, conventional food preference questionnaires
are sufficient 'to estimate these two par ters.
In most of these questionnaires the subje ts are
asked to indicate how frequently they want o'eata.
given item; and they also have tarate thei
erenceslor the item on some hedOatc scale..- With
the assumption that their prefeience rating is con?"'
ditioned by the estimated timW interval To, corre-
sponding to- their frequency rating, the preference
ratings cap be regarded as direct estimates -of
p(T0)% i.e., a point on the preference -time fisnc-
tion. This assumption, of course, can be made oper-
ational by de appropriate-phrasing of the ques-
tions.

With the estimated-Values of p(To) and To avail-.
able,'T10) is -one Oethe conditions, and.

d p(t)
(11) pa = 0

dt t ut

is the other .conditiqm, that the pa-rameter; a a and
- u must satisfy. Bothi conditions are,tatisfied- if

(12) a.= 2p(To) ; u = 2/aTo

The analytical properties of this:sinpy.fied, .

preference-time function imply that the estimated'.
preference at t - = is twice as such as the,prefer7
ence at To time interval. It is interesting that
the.observed preference-time data (Figure 3) are
not too far from satisfying this property,, since-
the- estimated value Of the parameter v was
fairly close-to one.

-

-In the previous part the preference-time func-
tion was introduced as a measure of satisfaction-if
a fixed portion of a food is consumed by an indi-
vidual at identical time interVals.of length t

Here we consider a partictlar food item (or menu-
-item),denoted by. the subscript j..and' will util---

--ize the H(t) and G(t) functions to get an expression
.for the .measure of satisfaction over the whole pl4n-
'rang-horizon of a menu plan.

Lei N be the total number of daysincluded In*
the menu plan. With aservingtime interval of t

days, the number of times menu item offered
is denoted by xi. .With the standardized portion,
size for which the preference-time fdactiona are
evaluated, the following identity holds

(13) -xj Hit :

Consequently, the preference at each consumption as
a function of the frequency, the number of times
item j :fs offered on the menu plan, is .

(14) H(X ) a - (1/b.)(x
J

'The total prefereace derived by offering menu item
j xj times is obtained by miatiplying li(xy) by zj

to yield G(xj)..

(15) sG(xj) = aixi - (1/bi)(xj/N)
v

--xj.

or more simply

(16) ,,G(xj) = ajxj -
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where
I'

"%my
,

v +1
_

- ieN
It is rea seen hat_G(1. is a unimodal .

function of xi lyin` that__it_has a 'unique_ma2cE.-
meriat same value of x.f. This implies that indi-
viduals tend to pace their consumptlon.of food j

. .

on the time scale such that.,the pieferred-numher of
times the cycle length 'N is given by themaxl-'
mum o G(xj)"'funciion. In other words, for
'menu!. j., -G(x ) is the preference objectiVe
functio o be ecity one individual. 4.7(29)-

'it *:quadratiefunction if vj m 1.
----,_

Until noT%'d(xj}was tacitly assumed to be the
preference function of a given individual for "food
j. - It is very likely that different individuals'
may have noldenp.cal preferences for the same set
of foods. COn'equently,.the notation G:(x.i) will
be introduced the preference function oT the
i-th individbal of a given population'for food item

j
In pai=iicular

1
(17) Gi(xj) - aijxj m Siej

vij+

will replace the notation used in (16). The param-
eters ajj,. hid and vij can be established from
questionnaires by the earlier described methods.
GleaEly, the Gi(x1) functions are concave for 'each
individual i , s6 one can express the preference
function of a set of individuals, M , for item j

as follows: ,

(18) GM(xj) Gi(xj)
\ir.M..

wheie 5-will have a unique maximum at some r

value o xi, since the sum 'of concave functions is
also a concave funCtion. Thus, one can say that/
for a given population the, preference realized grom
food item j.-is a maxianuefor xj is equal to.xj,
where .

(19)'' Gm(4) - max I Gi(xj) .

xj iuM

, -This is not.to say, however, that the maximum
of GM(xj) functions of individuals in the popula-
tion,-especially if the population is,very hetero-
geneous.With respect to their preferences for
foods. this problem can be resolved by partition -
ing4Ott the set of individuals into subsets,'clusiers
such that the within cluster homogeneity of indi-
viduals is maximum with respect to the set of
foods.under conaideration. The smallet the clus
ters are, the more clusters are needed, and the
cluster maximum Gm(xi)-will be,closer and closer
to the maximums of tfie Gi(xj)" functions within the
clusters. It suffices-to.say here-that for any
number of desired partitionings of set.44 , tech-
niquesof.cluster analysis are available to find
the maehomOgeneous set membership of clusters- and
thus-the-corresponding values of the GM(xj) .font -,
tions for any set of 'food 14.teis.

The, function GM(xj), as defined br.(18), needs
37.2( parameters for its evaluation. Parameter
reductidn.can'be performed: 6n Gm(xj), too.

m xj[ 1 aij - bijmji]
uM

By noting that

m I (vj In xj)n/n!
nm0 -

the expression for GM(xj) can be
. 4

t

written- as

GM(xj) - xj[faij , IbijE(vj In xj)n/n!
1.4 i n

A. xjfiij - /bij - In xj/bijvj
i i i

I

(in xJ)
2

yb v2
i2! id

3

) Vt.

r n
By denoting

I

L(bi,vitn).
i

the above-expredsion reduces to

(20) Gm(x j)" xj)n
nl

. a

We note that. the summation in the above expression ,1'\
formsa monotonically-decreasing convergent series;
and ttence an'arbitrarily accurate approximation to
the Gm(x4) function can be obtained by retaining a
finite number of terms in the summation. .Although
no'tests have been performed to observe how fast
the series cotverget, it seems that foraarge M ,
'much fewer than 3XM'parameters need-to be used to
obtain aa'accurate approximation to the fUnction.
It is realized that computing wit initially uses all
the original parameters. However, -this need be
done just- once, and it can be-done before the parair
'eters are actually pat to use -`in thendninear pro-

. gramming model described in the next section.'

Expression (16) for G(xj) was obtained from
(5)., -which was obtained from (3) to:effect an econ-
omy in the number of parameters'in. the function.

,One can, of course,. obtain theeG(xi) function di-
rectly fram.(3),-.using all of the Tour pirameters
in it. The resulting functioia is

be-nhci-
(21) G(xj) - axj

1-e -r

where c' -Nc and'r'mNr. Figure 4 displays the foMm
of the G(x.1) functions as obtained from.a Skylab
astronaut Tor two entrees.

III NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING SOLUTION TO THE MENU
FLANN1NG'PROBLEM.

The fundamental problem of Menu.planning is to
--I define which menu items and how many times should
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appear in a given time period.'- tailed-a-cycle - on
lithe menu: According to thedefinition'adopted here,-
menu planning is' a decision problem,which concen-
trgFes on'the wholecycle, and atteilipti%td find an
optimum plan in terms of finding oPtimum'fre4uen
cies-of the items under consideration. In contrast,
menu-'Scheduling-is-defined-as-a-problem-of dediding
which item should Ippear in which meal and day..

r Scheduling and planning, of course, are intim-
ately related in the sense that the time. aggregate.'
.of the menu schedule foi a cycle is the menu plan.
In turn, a properly structured menu plan can be
partitioned, scheduled into-a sequence of
menus. The presentation of the material will be
based on .this latter principle. For the sake of
conceptual clarity, nonselective menus will be con-
,sidered-first.

It is assumed that a set of n' menu items is
subject to menu planning decision such that for
'each item j , optimum quantities x.i..,Z4P1,?,:--,n)
should be determined for a given set of-individuals
and'for a menu cycle of- ,s days. In this context
the meaning of xj is the number of unit portions of
menu item j to be allocated on the menu during s.

days.. It is.'assum d further that the set of n
menu items can be partitioned into K subsets
according to the.course structure, such-as entrees,
starch, vegetable, etc. of the meals for a day.
Let wk (k=1;2,, K) be' the relative weight of
course k in the total'preference of the meals.
With these notationivethe total preference of a set
of individuals M for n menu items can be ex-
pressed as follows:

K nk
(22) G(X) G wk I GM(xj)

j=nk_/-1-I

e.

where no -0, nK-n, (nk- nk_i) is the number of menu
items in Course k ,\X. is the n-vector of xj com-
Pbnents, and

',..,V44,,,
(23) GM(xj) = I aij xj - 17l3 .x

i

'-'-'

icM

'. .

as in (18), or as, defined in (20) to achieve'param-
eter economy. Consequently, G(X) is a weighted
additive function of nonlinear expressions which'
all-depend on the aggregate preference-quantity'
functions of a population for'each of the .n items
involved. inasmuch as the objective of menu plan-
ning is to select menu,items fora cycle of s

days which will be-most preferred, this objective
can be reached by.finding the maximum of the. G(X)
function. To insure, however, that the resulting
-rector X is'appropriate for the purposes ofsched-
uling.as well as fri6 the point'of view of other,
such as budgetary,:-niitritional and compatibility
considerations, only'the.constrained maximization
of G(X) will provdeN in general, acceptable re-
sults. This leads to a nonlinear programming .,.

formulation of..mendplanning-

Accordingly'; menu planning with preference
maximization objective can be formulated as a non-
linear program problem stated as follows:

(24) max. G(X) s.t. c
T
X < co

AX > B, MX < S, RX

1

% where
G4X1Pis the nonlinear objective function ides-
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tical to (20). '4.

cT the n-vector of unit portion costs-of
-menu items. .

A isrhe mxn matrix of the nutrient compo-
sition of menu items, with ai'.1 element
Indicating the amount of nutrient i 'in
one portion of menu item, j .

'7'

'B is the m-vector d5F-the nutrient allow-
-antes for some reference person for s

days.

is a Kxn incidence matrix cdntaining
staggered rows of unit Coefficients corre-
sponding to the availability of the items
for given courses.

S. a is a K-vector of tomponents s or 2s

/for nonselective. menus indicating the
e.inumberof items needed for a-course. for a

cycle of s days.

.`is an Lxn matrix of coefficients for
ssorted attribute constrgnts propor-
tionality constraints, production con-
straints, etc. which define feasibility
conditions for scheduling the vector X

D is- an L-vector defined by the constraints
above.

(

X is the vector notation for the menu plan
which is fully defined by the values of
the components of 'X . If the j-th com--..

ponent of X in the solution is not zero,
xj represents the number pf pOrtions of
menu item j ,to be allocated-for s days..'

The above definititn of xj and its'role with.
respect to the .feasibility of scheduling requires
that allrthe components of X be integers.
Strictly speaking, menu planning is a nonlinear and
integer pr amming problem. Such problems are_

ei?.'
still cons 'ered intracVablein 'theory In prac7 _:
tice,-. how r, the prObltm isdotroo serious be-
cause of two favorable factors'. Tirse, s can be

rather-large. Sixty day or 90 day menu cyclet are

common, so the nrnmber of portiods to be represented
by the xj components can be large'integers where .

the effects of rounding are relatively minor.'.
Second, the pOlilineir programming problem posed in
(24) is well suited for solution by.piecewise lin-
earization and convex separable programming tech-
niques where the:grid points of the linearized var-
iables can be Conveniently.selected to coincide
with unit portiont. This way all the upper bounds
of the auxiliary yariablet will correspond to inte-
ger values and experience with such upper bounded-
linear programming models for menu.planning has
shown that in such casesla sizeable majority of the
bounds tend to bind, and thusmost of the compon-
ents-of the' X-vectorwill b eger valued.

It should be mentioned - here that an alternate .

nonlinear programming formulation of.menu planning'
can :: be derived from (24)' and considered as useful.!
for institutional feeding programs where the Man-,./
agement objective is to maintain a given food

L
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preference level at minimum cost. This ver
the problelal is explicitely stave here for

-reference:
,

..(25) Min.4;cTX s.t. G(X) > uo
" '4 4.

ion of
urther

AX B, MX < RX k B. -
ti

Here u, is some minimal level of preferlence.
be maintained while the rest of the notation
the same as in expresSion (24). 4-1'his struct

similar, but not'superior, to the "best_buy"
programming modelSkdiscussed in [5], where t
linear constraint-:-.is replaced by a.set of upper
bounds'.

The nonlinear programming problem (24), after
the addition of-slack and surplus variables. an .be
written in the form

4-.

to
mean

re is
linear
e non-

K.- nk.

(26) max. G(X) = wk Gm(xj)

k=1 j9 _1 +1
I

%s.t. = di i=1,2,---, m+KtL
j

157"--> o

-The 'abo'Ve prob14,..although it is nonlinear
and large in size,.: (well-over 5Ckconstraints and
4.00 variables for food 'serviceestablishmOts), is
amenable toefficient solution techniques in exist-
emote [13]. The objectiVefunctioneof problem (26)-
is additively separable, and thilmakes the appli-
cation. of what Wolfe [19] has termed grid-iineari-
zation particularly efficient.

We recapitulate briefly t features of a
'grid-linearization algorithm fbr the solution of
the nonlinear additively Separable problem (26).

An initial set of grid Points (xjt),ks .

_ .

defined for each variable xi,yielding tbe'llnear-
ized.program variablAs A.jt

(27) -1 wk 1 .2 Ait 6.m(et)
h

k=1 J'nk-1 t '
!'

s.t. Eq X =d-
ij jt jt

j
7

1 Xit - r for all'-

t. ... 6
0

Ai >.,o,. for all! j, t

/

m4-1(+/.,

-(28) min. 1'41'1

4

+ Roj-..Gm(xj )

. N:!"-

Note - that -if Gm(xj) is concaye, above functioh
in xj is convex and the minimum is unique. The
minimum in (28) can be efficiently determined by
any appropriate technique such as the Method of
Golden Sections []8]. ..The,new grid point thus cre-.
ated can be Added o the current.set, and a new
iteration begins.

Earlier convergence, proofs [10]required that
all columns be retained from iteration to iteration.
However, recently Murphy [14] has developed some
'column droppl.ng procedures, although no experince
of the effic4cy of.such procedures is cited .-47

It may be mentioned that the constraints in
problem (27) of the form I Xjt = 1 can be handled

as generalized upper bounds. Moredver, the columns
generated can be implicitly stored.

I.

IV DISCUSSION,

An optimum ihteger vector X from solving ....
=

eit r (24) or (25)produces only the menu plan ''..

whic is to be scheduled by some other, method. It

is important to realize that the plan X already
satisfies the most significant. conditions pertain-
ing to population preferences, total cost, nutri-
tion; and other general aspects of feasibility.
The only remaining objective of scheduling is- to
assure compatibility among the menu items vathin.
meals and between meals. Compatibility is a prop--
erty of interactions between items, and noeneces-
sarily a property of the items, per se: Thus, in
scheduling we dealwith acceptability aspects of
combinations of items, which was not directly con-
sidered in the objective function. The model pro-
posed tbus separates the criteria of menu planning
and.schedUling -into two, distinct, optimization pro-
cessescesses for technical reasons. In the planning
phase, food preferences are maximized as separable .

functions by the powerful method of nonl r ro-
gramming. In;the scheduling phase, compatib ity
is to be maximized by techniques still in the
exploratory stages. One obvious possibility is the
arrangement of items by manual methods.- More,exact
approaches are Conceivable by'algori-Eai:sbased on
:multidimensional scaiinearid .graph:theoretical-'.
methods presently under tavestigation"[4,12].-

If the initial number of grid-points-for each
variable_in probled (27) is large, an acceptable
approximation of:thernonlinearobjective function
may. result. However, if fewer-grid/points are used,

.

new.grid points can be creased-in the framework of
the solution algorithm:

-

If, at iteration r , the linearized program
is solved, an solution,{A4r t} and simplex
Multipliers (2 , availablt., For any vari-
able-x,a. new gria point is.soughr.suchthat it

-produc4 the most negatiVereduced cost factor.
This corresponds to solving the unconstrained
problem

,
\c

For, populations which2are heterOgeneoUs with
respect to their preferenCes for a given set of.
menu items, nonselective menus cannot be opAimal
[7]. .An impr&ement on the optimality can..be
effected by partitigniiig.the set of individuals
into subsets of individuals_Mii, t)

where t
M and each of the -t. subsets will

i=1
be more homogeneous with respect to.preferences
than the set M if the partitioning is done by
cluster analytic methods [12]. In this case the
Gk (Xi) function for cluster Mi will have its-

optimum xj values closer to theindividuala' pref-.
erence-quantity function-optimums thaff is possible
for set M . This is simply the theoreticalinter-
pretation, of the rationale of.offering selective
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menus. In.short,'each'cluster corresponds to
:
a po- storage tc solve 307-cOnstraint, 320-variable prob.:

-

tential'different optimum.menu pla7t, hence ,,Igieen-
tlal need far aCharce on the menu!whichis expect-
eeto be exercised by the individualsin the,gar-
ticular cluster. By increasing9e v.i.e of t ,.

more homogeneous Oldsters can be 6reatea% more
individual preferences will -coincide with the
respective GM (Xi)' optimums`, but also- more -choices

will be needed and;mOre kinds of items are to be
prepared for each meal_ It is conceivable that t,'
i.e., the potential number of distinct choides,chas
some practical bound, and there is evidenZe
that ;he greatest improvements in preferences occur
at'low valUes , such as t=2 or t=3.

Themenu-planning problem for a heterogeneous
population is therefore pictured as the (joint)- -
_solution of t nonlinear programming problems with
objective functions Gm.(Xi) coirespondilli.-to clus-
ters Mi, (i=1,2,-,07- yieldirig optimum:nonidenti-
cal menu plans Xi for each cluster. This is to say
that the planning problem associated with seleceive-
menus is not particularly different from the One-
described earlier. The scheduling problem becOns,
however, Somewhat complicated.

Let us dencie the card-(7.21ity of cluster Mi by'
mi, and the cardinality of M by me where

t
. m'

c
= I mi. The consistency between menu plans XI,
.i=1

2 . t
X , ''', X and the.corresponding selective.menu

Yi

schedule requires that.if

!

'em j is represented '

in the plans in quantities x , " , xt theni
2

1'
4 the time averaged-marginal probabilities of choos-

ing these items from the schedule in s days must
be equal to the marginal probability of choosing
item xi from other items in the.given course by the
total population in.- s days, which is equal - on
the basis of cluster preferences - to

. ^ .

t
r

(29) p r -1 4 m.xi
tsmc i =1 i J.

It is a difficult and thus far unresolved problem
to schedule selective menus which satisfy this cri-
terion, because compatibility between menu items
affects the joint probabilities of selections.
Even if condition (29) is satisfied, the freedom
6f choice provided by selective menus introdq.i.e.s
randoM''crariables in .the-food service system, and_

. necessitates redefining the food cost, nutritional,
and other constraints in probabilistic terms.'

.One can, of course, av6id some Of these prob-
\lems by scheduling each of the XI option-Plans as
nonselective menus, offering selectivity only
among the .menus, but to6k.ile items, and hoping that
on the average, populatiOkCiusten Mi will prefer
to select the correspondirii:Xi menUs'from the
schedule. Obviously, more research is needed on
these-points,

.

V .COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS:

The grid-lineariitg aig64hwto solve the
preference-maximizing menu!-Planft.gig problem was
coded in FORTRAN for the CDC 6600. The program
requires approximately 25000 viords of active

lems, where the number of variables refers to the-
/. number befote linearization. No paSsive storage is

used. Ailiroximattly-7000 wards of storage, are.
1 problem-size-independent. Since Integrality of the
solution is desired, only-integer grid Lpoints are o_

; used, and tile-proy,L4u. has-the-p-apacity2to-enforce----
different-upper bounds on the variables.

Twenty-constraint, 220-variable problems re-
quire,approximately 20 CPU, seconds, and 20-con-
straint, 1207variable problems take lesethan -l0
CPU seconds on the CDC 6..V*2fr Furtherimpre, if a
"gooe=ostanting solution iS 'used the'Solution
times idecreaSe markedly.

-.--...

Portions of the. solutions to.two sample prob-
-aems' are'Presented below. The nutrient and cost -
attrib4es are from a U.S. Army Master Recipe File.
The problems consist of deterniAng serving frequen-
cies of menu items for a 42 -day evening meal Cycle.
Although 'Six-course meals were planned; the display
contains frequencies of only the.entrees'undgr raw
food cost budget limits of $42.00'and $35.00 for
all the courses.

tki. ITEM NAME SERVING FREQUENCY.
(per 42 days)

'Budget=635 Budget=842-

1 ROAST BEEF - 3.00 4.00
3 GRILLED BEEF STEAK 3,00 5.70
6 SWISS STEAK W/BROWN GRAVY!' 1.00 2.00
8 MEAT LOAF -t - / 2.00 2.00

' 9 GRILLED SALISBURY STEAK 3.00 2-00
11 SWEDISH MEATBALLS / 2.00 1:00
15 BAKED HAM 1.00 1.00
22 GRILLED SAUSAGE PATTIES 1:00 0

23 BARBECUED RIBS .26 1.00
24 ROAST /1E41. 1.00 , 1.00
26 BAKED CHICKEN 2.00 2.00
'27 FRIED CHICKEN 4-00 4.00
28 ROAST TURKEY 1.00' 1.00
29 HOT TURKEY SANDWICH 4.00 3.00
'30 FRIED FISH 1.00 .30

36 FRENCH FRIED SHRIMP 2.00 2.00
37 SEAFOOD PLATTER 2:00 2.00

'.40 SPAGHETTI W/MEATBALLS ,4.00 4.00
42 BEEF STEW 1.00 1.00
44 CHILI CON CARNE W/BEANS 3.74 3.00

PREFERENCE 85.24 86.69

In both solutlions, the use of integer grid points
helps make the solution almost integer, with only
two fractional values for the variables. We are
currently using a search procedure to round the
solution obtained from the nonlinear program by
permitting fractional variables to change-onlY.to
the next lower or next higher integers, and iton-
'fractional variables to change by at most one.
Other schemes such as in [1] are also possible.

Even with a 42-day'budget reduction of 16%,
the solution is able to exploit item substitution
to yield less than a 2% reduction in acceptability.
Unlike conventional trial -and -error menu planning.
procedures, this method prevents over-reaction to
budgetary, nd price fl uations.

An apparent sh rtcoming Of the procedure is
that acceptability. and schedulabiliiy of the item

103I
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frequencies obtained fromthemathematicai pogram
depends on putting together day-to-day coat nations
of items, that are dompatible. The nonlinAar pro-
grmnhypasses_the issue of compatibilit However,
ble-tant compatibility effects can be incorporated
in.;Oeform of constraints. For example, if a

appears on t5e menu, .there may:he no teed,
to,:s'erve bread in addition. This situation can.be
handlda. via .the constraint

x.i + ..?xj N
jeS

- where N 'Aloft-he number of days- in the cycle, B
is%the index set ,9f breads, -and. S is the index
set of items tharipreclude bread from appearing4on
the menu. We enforce such "exclusion" constraints.
for several courses. Another type,of constraint is
the "inclusion" constraint, which enforces the
appearance of one item if.another appears. Thus-

Applesauce can be forced to appear as often as-Pork
Chops: In our exp. ietce, once the constraint set
considers schetula lity, the compatibilityprb.
lem becomes easy to handle.

Figure 1. The change of preference over time when
the item is consumed) on days 9, 16, 19
and 28, the item having been consumed
9 days prior to day 1. The parameters
of the preference -tine function 'used for
this plot, are: a=100,A3=40,

Source: Reference [7].

fi

SUBJECT CODE--'507 .

DESSERT CODE - 5909.

Figure 2.

".9 13

TIME IT OIITS7

17 21 25

The shape of the f(t), h(t) and gp(t)
funCtibns for parameter values of

90.6711 1)7.67.14, c-0.0884 and
r..0.3760.

Source: Reference [63.

Subject/Item
Codes a b r To v 1/u

506/5909 20.00 10.34 0.0336 1.3308 1.0 1.1.50 0.2074
506/6011 25.00 11.61 0.0374 0.2817 1..won 0.0200
506/5037 40.00- 15.17 0.0334 0.1480 5.0 0.959n 0.3104
506/5111 30.00 9.12 0.0359 0:0718 7.0e 1.0631 0.00859
507/5082 80.00 46.87 0.0628 0.1848 7.0 0:9089 0.00407
$07/590, 90.00 54.64 0.0624 0.2986 5.0 0.9189 0_00486
507/5107 100.00 45.78 0.0895 0.3442 3.0 0.9283 0.00693
507/5013 '60.50 21.27 0.0451 0.0114. 30.0 1.4754 0.000271

Figure 3. Estimated parameters of two analytical
models of the preference-time function
for foods.

Source: Refe ze [61.
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ON THE KRALYSIS AND COMPARISON.Og
MATPIIRMATICAL PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS

2

Abstract

AND SOFTWARE

Ron S. Dembo
Yale University

John M. Mulvey
Harvard:University

AlthOugh mathematical programming al- 4
gorithms and related computer software
have'lDeen in existence for over twenty-
five years, and new methods are being in-.
vented, revised and implemented at a rapid
pace, there have been few, (if arif7- con-
crete suggestions for conducting experi-
ments to evaluate competing numerical tech-
niques. Yet-the-computer-operations re-
search folklore abounds with information
about the reputed efficienCies.of.various
prograies. Is-an initial attempt at improv-

. ing this condition, we analyze the problem
from a statistical point of view.,'The ap-
proach is contingent on the existence of a
well - defined population of test probleMs
from, which a statistical sampling is car-,
ried out. By measuring the relative per-
formance of various.-codes on the sample
problems, predictions can be made as to
their relative'performance on the popula-
tion of problems under consideration. Fur-
thermore,"the significance of these'predic--
tions can be measured in a rigorous wayus-
ing standard statistical procedures. As a
demonstration of our methodology we con-
sider in detail a comparison of a primal-
simplex network code with one based On the
Out-of4kilter method. We show how one may
define, in n-a precise manner,.a population
of test problems and what conclusions,may
be drawn from a simple random sampling,
procedure.

I. Introduction

.Since the inception of the simplex
method for linear prograMming thirty years
.ago and the simultaneous development of
computers, researchers have been concerned
"with analyses and comparisOns of mathe-
matical programming technique. At first,
variants-of the simplex method such as the
revised simplex method, and product form
of the inverse, were proposed as alterna-
tives to the original simplex design and
later as internal routnes'-for a variety of
nonlinear and combinatorial-programming
techniques. One of the first empiricalan-
alysis of these proposals was by Wolfe and
Cutler (19631. A plethora of computational\--

studies have folloWed (cf. Kuhn and Quandt
[1963],'Florian'and Klein (1970],.Gilsinn
and Witzgall [1973], Srinivasan and Thomp-
son [1973], Zanakis [.192.3] and Barr et al
(19741): Paralleling these studies have
been a host of informal unpublished exper-
iences from Whicha substantial .folklore
about the 'relative effectiveness of vari-
ous techniques has arisen; despite these
studies,.there is still little. agreement
today. Since theout-of-kilter network al-.
gorithM (a prima-Idual approach) was Pub-
lished in Ford and Fulkerson (1962], for
example, a -debate has-raged over the rela-
tive superiority of this method-'versUs the
network - specialized primal simplex methods
(see'Dantzig,[1963q, Aashtiani [1976],
Klingmanet al (1974], and Hatch (1975]).

There are several underlying causes for
this lack of agreement: (1) the absence.
of a graded set of standard test problems,
(2) uncertainties about the efficiencies
of different computers, (3) incomplete des-
criptions

-
of the experimental design vari-

ables when reporting computational exper-
ience, and (4) a lack of guidelines. for
performing computational experiments.

,

In other areas of mathematical program--
ming suchas nonlinear programming, at-
tempts have been made to compare.algor-
ithms, see for example Colville [1970],- ".
Demb0.[1975] and Rijckaert [1975]::. Here,
it is much more difficult to come to any
firm conclusions regarding the relative
performance of the particular codes in
question than in the case of (say) network
algorithms:. Factors such as internal tol-
erance settings, accuracy of the solution -

and whether or not-a code actually com-
puted a'Kuhn-TuCker point, all play a cru-
cial role in evaluating the behavior"of a
coded alborithm. .

'There is no'question as to the need
for evaluating the relative performance of
coded algorithms. From a theoretical
point of view, algorithms are often evalu-
ated on a...."worst case" basis. - This_type;
of.analyss is often misleading in a coded
fdrm Of thealgorithm. For example, it is

11
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widely' accepted mathematical pro-
"gramming literaturethat Kelly's cutting
plane algorithm [1960] is not a good
method for .solving convex programming probe
lems in the sense.of cOnvergence rates And
numerioal-,Siability. it probably be-
cause .of this folklore that one hardly ever)
.hears o4 nonlinear- codes based.on Kelly's
cutting,Vlane algdnithm. It is quite.con-
ceivable, however, 'Oat suchTa method might"

Aprovide'a basis r,a relatively effidient-*
and robust-code fOr certain-uSeful classes
of matEematical programming problems., This
has actually been demonstrated recently for
small- tb medium -sized geometric program-
ming problemS. In two independently con- -

ducted comparative GP studies (Bembo [1975]
Rijckaert. [1976])," a cutting plane.A.lgor-
iEhm was shown.t9 be one of the most effic-
-tentl and robust' codes tested.

One of the major obstacles in conduct-
ing computational analyses involves concep-
tual differences between mathematical al--
gorithmS, the computer software and the de-
tailed,problem-specific tactics which oc-
cur when empirical results are collected.
Figure 1 graphically depicts the situation:

ISATRISASICAL.

ALCOR:TM

t sorrwuic
rurufarrA7100 LEVY:L. 2

INTTMAi.
TACTICS

Com:mitt -us Fr a:Rework

Leal

Mathematical algorithms occur at the high-
est level.of abstraction (level 1); follow -
ing Zangwill [1969], we define algorithm 2s
a sequence of point-to set mappings from
which theoretical results can be derived
for example, infinite convergence proper-
ties, or algorithmic efficiency as defined
by the number of iterations in a,worse
case analysis. Moving down to the next
level of detail, we encounter computer
software. For each mathematical algorithm

1In terms of standardized central process-
ing time.

2
In

. terms of the number of problems for
which the ae actually., computed a correct
solution.

- 3

F

-4? ' -

. (level 1). there-are a host of "computer
software implementations (level 2) with
widely, varying degrees of dffeCtiveness.
Theie implementations range.from'under-

'graduate student' LP projects -to-IBM's.MPSx
system.. It isimpartant to note that a
basic, and diitingUishing property of level
2 is the underlying information structure.

For eachCBapqter software implementa-
tion, there are usually many control set-
tings which define interAal'taCtics thAt
the prograM utilizes in solving a.particu-
la; problem or a problem-class: These con-
trol settings. can result in drastic dif-
.ferenceS in efficiency, especially for
1Arge-scale mathematical programs. To il-
lustrate the variation which Can occur, a
single assignment network with 10,000
nodes (constraints) and 30,000 arcs (vari-
ables) was solved (see Mulvey [1975]) with
three different pivot strategies, that is,
the procedure for selecting which eligible
non - basic variable enters the basic at each
pivot. The computational results are as-
follows:

Pivot Strategy Seconds 1 Pivots

(1) 3076 472,999

(2) 3028 . 28,113

(3) 971 /L36,204

. A -similarphenomena.occurs in nonlinear
..programs -where a small change in the tol-
erances causes-large shifts in computa-
tional results (see for example Dembo
[1975]).

Admittedly, the elements at each level
(mathematical algorithm, software implemen-
tation, internal tactics) cannot-be pre-
cisely defined and universally accepted..
To some, a minor change in internal tactics
is really a. change in the fundamental math-
ematical algorithm. To avoid these .diffi-
cult issues, we took a different approach
for developing a framework with which we
could analyze and compare mathematical al-
gorithms and related software.

In the next section,24re review the
various types pf test p.5.oiblems that may be
used'in numerical comparisons, and Section --
3 provides the above mentioned framework by .

concentrating on well-defined collections
of test problems. A statistical analysis
is then undertaken in Section 4. In thest
experiments, it is not our primary inten-
tion to-exhaustively test specific tech-
niques, but to show how these comparisons
can be conducted in light of a statistical
analysis:

1IBM 370/155 seconds, Fortran G compiler.



2. Test Problems

- There are two main categories of prob.:
lems thpt. are currently used for reporting
numerical results in the mathematical pro-
gramming literature: Problems ary-eilher,
hand-selected or are randomly generated'
Using a pseudorandom number generator. -In
both cases one encounters serious draw-

, backs when attempting a scientific analy-
sis of computer codes used to. soive-a,par-
tidular class_of probleMs.

On the one hand, the behavior of com
puter codes on randomly generated problems
does not in general reflect the behavior\
of these same codes on similar sized real.
world problems. This may be due in part to,
the fact that in real world problems there,
is usually some degree'of correlation
among variables. Correlation may be in-
corporated in randomly generated.problems
to accurately model real world behavior;
however, both the nature of. the applica-
tion and. the degree of correlation among
variables would have to.be known and thus.
the problem generator would have to vary
from-application to application.

Qn.the Other hand, if used for com-
parative purposes, computational results
obtained from problems that have-been .
selected from mOdelsof real-world situa-
tions make a statistical analysis of re-
sults questionable. In his case, conclu-
sive statements regarding the'performance
of these codes can only,be made for the
particular problem set under considera-
tion and any generalizations must be
treated with suspicion.

The relative merits of the above
categories of test problems are summa-
rized below:'

Hand-Selected Problems

Usually representative
or real-..orld beha'zioz..

Expensive to colleet,
documest.and send from
one rescarcher.to
another.

Population. of Problems
from which sample pro-
blems are. drawn is not
known. Thus. general-
izations_bpsed on the
sample-iAuquerition-'
able_

Randomly Generated Problems

Usuallynot reoresentative
of real-werld behavior.

Problem generators can be
designedto be portable .

andpichine independent.

Population of5.5roblems is
known and can be control -ed.
'1ff sampling method is known.
generalizations-based on
sample statistics can be
made with a known degree of

,
certainty.

In this study we will restrict our-
selves to pseudo-randomly generated prob-
lems. We-have chosen to do so because in-
ferences can be made about populations of
testproblems in-a precise manner..

.Since this is an initial attempt in a
field that is relatively-untouched, we
have decided. to restrict our attention td

comparing the of twb network
codes on'a well-defined populatidn of :
assignmeht,problems. Part of our aim will'
be to set out on defining.a Standatd format
for researchers to follow when reporting

.

results on the behavior- of coded
algorithms. =-

The
section

two codes -considered in the-next
are:

KILTER : A network code.baied on an out-
. of-kiltei algorithm and written
by Aashtiani [1976]

and

LPNET A-network code based on the.
primal simplex method .-arkd-, writ-
ten by Mulvey [1975].:

There-are a number of reasons for
Starting our -analysis with network Codes as
applied to the solution of:assignment prob-
lems. First, network calculations involve
manipulation of integers and therefore tol-

\erances which are difficult to standardize
and which'play such an important role in
Comparing nonlinear programming algorithms,
can be avoided. Secondly, a widely used
pseudo-randoM problem generator, NETGEN
(Klingman, Napier, Stutz [1974])is avail-
able for constructing feasible- network
problems. Finally, as previously des- .

cribed, the recelreliterature on network
codes has been filled with controversy as
to whether either-the out-of-kilter or the
primal simplex method are thebest ap-
proacheSto solving assignment.problems-

3. Notation -and Methodology

The-primary aim of computational com-
patisons is to make inferences about the
relative. behavior of the various algor-
ithms,under consideration. It is widely
recognized that such comparisons cannot
lead to any hard concrusions regarding al-,
gorithms.themselves; rather; one can only
derive information on the relative per-,
formance.of the software implementations of
these algorithms. What is not realized in
most cases is that the problem of comparing.
software performance is a statistical one.
Namely, the behaVior of a_number of comput-
er codes on a specially-selected set of
problems is measured in terms of certain
performance indicators and from this, data

% inferences are made about the behavior of
these codes on...a. larger class of problems.
This is clearly a case of statistical..
sampling and in order for these inferences
to have any firm basis, an-experimental de-
sign should be carefully thought out with a.
view to the nature of the inferences that '

are to be made. Such a decision must

(i) -identify the population from which
sampling is to take place,

(ii) describe the statistical sampling
method, and

19120



,(iii) state the hypotheses' that are to
be tested.

If the above three factors are care-
fully developed, then once the computer
runs have. been made and the appropriate.
-variable measured, inferences can be drawn
as to- the :rela-tive--be-havioro-fthese-codes
on.the population of problems identified
in (i)*. Furthermore, the significance of
these inferences can be accurately meas-
ured using well known statistical tech-
niques. In order to demonstrate the meth-
odology, we perform, in detail, a statis-
tical comparison of the network codes
KILTER (Aashtiani [19761) and LPNET (Mtl-
vey-[1976])_

order to describe a general frame-
work we need to define the following sets

P is the set of all problem's that the
mathematical algorithm upon which the
code is based, is theoretically cap-
able of solving. .

For example, P(KILTER) is the collection
of all transshipment problems solvable by
the out-of-kilter algorithm and P(LPNET)
isthe set of all. transshipment problems
solvable by network. specialized primal sim-

. plex Algorithms.

Po is the set of all problems for 4
which thy. particular code was designed.

-For ,,:amp],e, Pc(KILTER) is the set of all
transshipment problems with less than/2,000
arcs and 500 nodes and Pc(LPNET) is 4he
set of all transshipment problems with. .

less than 2000 arcs and 500 nodes..

Pt is the population of test problems
and is. a subset of I P - where

is the set of codeliaAder investiga-
tion.

In our case, Pt is taken to be the
set of all feasible.aSsignment problems'
as generated by NETGEN (Klingman,Napier
Stutz J197411, with the following
characteristics:.

. number of.nodes between 200 and
500,

. number of arcs between -1000 and
200, and

. range of cost coefficients between
a lower bound of 1 and an upper
bdUnd greater than 100 but not ex-
ceeding 5000.

The nature of the population and exactly
what it represents is not addressed here
and is a subject for future research.

Here, Pt was chosen because of the physical
limitations of the computer used, our
self-imposed restriction that the runs
should be carried out internally, 2 andthe
.desire to compare these codes with respect
to sparse,'small-scale assignment problems-
Table 1 below gives the details of the

-- storage -(-high -speed Memory) requirements
and other important factors that are re-
quired for reproducability of our experi-
ment.

Internal Mammy
Requirements

Language

Computer

Compiler

Precision

Table 1

co = Srs-CIFICATIONS

POCTLITIO P(LPNET) .

371 Words 16K Words

_Standard Fortran Standard Portran

DEC 1070 CEES ) 1 41070 (SES)

.Fortran -F40 - -F40

Integer Integer

A typical samplIng procedure would be
the following. Draw. a simple- random-sam-
ple, p, of n problems from the test prob-
lem population Pt. The size of n is
chosen to'be large enough so as to ensure,,
for example, that the distribution of
sample means (of'theparticular perf;orm-
ancemeasure, e.g., run time) is normal.
'Methods for choosing n are described in
any elementary statistics text. A decid-
ing factor in the cEoice of n might be a
limitson the acceptable probability of
rejecting an hypothesis that -is actually
true (Type I error).

In our.case the 'simple random sample
was chosen with the aid of NETGEN, a
feasible pseudo-randomnetwork problem
generatot developed by Klingman, Napier
and Stutz [1974)4.. .This ,choice was pri-
marily gtided by a desire tomake our
experiment easily reproducable; NETGEN
serves this purpose since it may be
-reaaily obtained from its authors and is
already widely used.. .Details of our situ-
pie random sampling procedure are given
below.

1A11 testing was performed at Harvard Uni-
versity on the DEC 1070 computer with a'
maximum of 64K words_ of high-speed memory.

2,Without resorting to auxiliary memory.

-Harvard Business School.

4The authors are willing to perform iden-
tical experiments with other generators
provided the I/O'formats conform to the .

SHARE convention and the generating pro-
gram can be successfully;compiledon the
DEC 1070 cruter (FORTRAN)_

5
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7 .

procedure for Selecting.a Simple Random

Sample of Test Problems from the.

,Population Pt

Step 1. Generate ,a random integer, d, in
the range 100 to 5000. This fixes the

. range of costcoefficlents to the
range 1 to d.

Step.2. Generate a randdit;
' between.1006.ands2000-. This fixes
,the number of.ardS,(yariable,$) to

Step 3. Generate.a random-integer, m.
bptween 200 and 500. This fixes, -the
number-of nodeS (constfaints).

Stems =4. 'Given the problemparamaters

'o
specifieqn Steps I,. 2 and 3 use
NETGEN t enerate
assignment problem with nl variables

' (Step 2) -and m_conpiraints (Step, 3)
and co-st coeffiCients randOmly selected
fron; a uniform distribution in the .

range o. d.
,.. .

242,1a 2 '' %,
, .

Pionsx srzcincillloss POlt ram 2-1Zrr Tzsr cLsIts
.-- , ,

Maxima landau
Cost Co- Number

085 I Dodo I Ares affteiont Densitir . Seed

2
3
4
5
6

254
422.
466'
488
234
430

1426
1376
2160
177c
1985
1447

474 .-" 1082
:4 a 434 I. 1217

9. - 304. 1628
10 486 1030'
11 324 -1669
22 462. 1395
23 391 L353
14 436

.

1160
6 15 263 uga

16 416 1813
17 220 " 1579
15 282 1663
19 300 1775
20. 396 .. 1755
21 438 . 11.11

. 22 296 1504
23 240 1722
24 496 1609
25 494 1897
26 268
V '' 296 1.8%
ZS 340 1927
29 ' 340 1731
30 348' 3848
31 402 . 1880
32 242 1187
33. 378 1672
34. 216 1706
33 382 1497 -1
36 I

290 1309
37 . 494 1944
38 460 1097
39 482 1541a 40 232 1250
41 454 - 1951
42 224 1493
63 386 1560
44 364 1448
45 380 1853
46 242 1471
47 , 4.30 '1E36
48 202 '1466
49 '304 1157

t 50 278 .' 2240

1 2176 f .071 . 284
.

4394 . .031 422
4930 .021 466
4086 7 .030 488
1041 .145 234
2839 .031 - 430
1136 .019 474
539 .-.026 434 " .

2544 .370 304
2081. .018 456

-4206 .064 324
2553 '.026 462

'2348 ...934 398 -
150 'AV . 456

4423. .066 268
689 .042 416

3567 .081. - 280
=55- .084" ,2.s2

1633. , .079 -- 300
3987 .045 396
4933 .023 438
4444 .069 296
2066 .120 240'..

.1230 - .026 . 496
2708 .031 494

268
376; :tag 296
2603 .067. _340 ..
3057
4653 .04.5 348
4447 :047 402
2394 .081 242
1659 :047 .378 -

.4520 .146 216
2771 .041 382
233 - .062 290

3865 1(032 494
3592 .021 460
2837 11 .027 482 '
3473 ;.094- 232
2522 .038 454,
3955 .119 224

891 , .042 386 -
4823 .044 364
4137 .051 380.
4809 .100 424
1639 .040 . 430
4176 .144 _ 202
3346 _050; 304
1980 - .064 273

.'

Step 5. :Repeat steps 1,-2, 3 and 4 until
the desired sample size his been
reached. .

We should note here. that'weassume
'that the number of 'arcs.andthe number of
nodes.are,rniformly distributed in _the
ranges 1000 to 2000.arid 200-to 500 re-

.

spectively.

In oide ,to perform the statistical
analysis in S tion-4, we selected two
independent sim e random samples each .

containing 50 pr .lems. The problem sets
are'all the necessary information re-

_qUired to reproduce them are given in
Tables 2 and below. The optimaI.solu
..tion-s as well as the cZu'run tImes'
required by LPNET-and KILTER are given in
Tables 4 and 5.

In the- following section we perform
.a statistical. analysis of the results.,

7.ahLa- 3

Pi017.391 snacrzuricles yet siteciz TIM tun

Coss .q4-;.
gas 1 111:46 11 Area affielasit 04.11-.
sr- 442 1716 4200 .035
52 208 1611 -25721 149-

33 420 . 1293 - 1063 zi,. .029
34 338 ° 1428 .4233 .045
55 264 3.963 . =3811- .11.1

4 56 402 - 1673 1601
57 466 '1013 666 .019 -

58 402 1993 860 .049 -,
59 342 - 1063 2493 _036

. 60 348. 1598 2345 -.03
'-'7":- 63, 462 1966 792

- 62 362 4 1769- 3152- b 47E' 11100 3412
64 216 1689 1276
65 332 1734 42110.
66 294 1283 3546
67 258 3.479 ' 1.279
68
69
70

234 1747 1244 .128 234
356 1469 1999 , .046 356
292: 1798 3520 ,' ,1 .084 292

71 330
274

use' 230 " .043 330
1076

.1464
1769 "a 457 274

73 422 2241 - . . 033 422
72

74 452 1168 1704 . 1 .023 452
75 326 >, 1530 3003,:. i \ e0545 326

77 450 1267 12.(01/41, , %.. 12° 4235:
76 236 1676

- 78 356 1813 3906-k , ; .0-7 356
79 -246 1450 , 122',A, ,\ .0- 6 246
80 23$ 1225 -2545 1- ..41k .' 238
la 356 1202 3719 '. `. .035 kV 356
82 '216 1205 1235 .403 -'.. 216 -.
53 .433 2536 3201 .026 .:; 4u '
84 746 1863 128 .034 -- 466
35 244 1119 . 1752 .071 - 244-
36 454 '1550 4512 .030 '-; 454
37 '..308 2537 , 4549 .065 ,100 .

88 486 1499 4373 .025 486
.89 442 1698 1476 .035 .' 442

7 90 232 1415 2596 .105. it, 232
. 91. 250 2.307 3163 .084' '.11 250

92 228 1258 4336 . .1397Z AI 224 ,
93 372 1363 - 3278. .039 h ',172 '. -.
94 - 256 24611 181 .096 ,256
95 292 1508 734 .071 e., 292
96 496 1583 4176 .026 T- 'R96
97 420 2.1.14 . 3781 .025 ...V 44;0 ,'
95', 396 1020 3388 .026 !. 398 .....

99- .382 1207 3049 '' .033 . , '352:
100 . 424 1637 4443 .037 ; 424

_

.

Undo.
Iktoborr

toad
442
208
420
358
266
402
466
402
342

.037 462

.054 362
432' 478 ...
.145 216

j.033 352
.039' 294 .

.089 258

-1 22110
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RUN

OBS

Table 4

TIME,RESULTS FOR FIRST 50 PROBLEMS
(IDEC1070-econds)

Optimal Objective
KILTER LPNET Function Value

RUN TIME

51
52
53
54'
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75'
76
77
78
79
80
Si'.

82
83
84
85
86
87
RA
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100

Table 5

RESULTS FOR SECOND FIETY PROBLEMS.
-(DEC 1070 seconds) .

Optimal'
Objective
Function

LPNET Time value
1
2
3
'4-

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

.13
14
15
16.

17
18
19
20
21.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30.

31
32
33
34
35
36
37 °

38 ,

39
40
41

= 42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

50'

10.700
15.900
15.300
17.600
11.7P0
13.900.
7.200

16.100
11.600
13.600
16.300.
20.600
. 1.400
8:700
8.100

23.200
12.100
16.000
13.000
19.500
10.200
13.200
12.300
24.300
21.700
9.300

17..700
18.900
13.400
14.300
21.200
6.90Q

15.300
14.600
16.100
5.200

25.200
10.600
19.300'
6.300.

27.100
12.600
18.700
12.800
21.800
13.000
22.700
8.800

10.200

10.700

3.900
' 6.800

7.100
- 9.400

4:600
6.400
4.500
6.500
4.100,
.6000
5.200
6.300
5.700
6.000
3.100
7.100
3.900
3.900
5.100
7.100
4.200
4.600
3.100
7.900
9.200
3.800
5.100.
5.100
5.000
4:100
8.000

, 2.300
7.700,
3.300'
4.900
4.900
7.500
5.400
7.100 .

3.300
8.800
3.100-
6.400
5.600 ,

5.500
3.600
7.300
3.000
4.100

4.100

54393
;132241
354043
235820
.17057
141765
87847
36739
59286.
171024
132492
175529
117919
10228'

128061
30992
89323
77548
43025

.154219
329131
109068
37046
118056
143626
97023
90408
18911
94035

190304
175347
56866
67607
69186.
108440
6944

213927
260746
160290
75499

123985
70750
38006

190868
'158790
110732
81686

_, .39916

64907

57996

6.950
3.940
6.500
4.260
3.690
7.890
5.700
7.250
4.090
6.060'
7.800
6.470
8:220
4:170
5.990
3.390
3.400
4.000
5.810-
5.040
4.600-
3.470
-7.470
4.670
5.950
4.260-
6.520
7.000
3.600
3.810
4.100
2.960
8.600
8.680 °
3.320
'8.710
4.310
7.860
8.250
'3.500
3.100
3.640
5.590
3.310
5.110
7.200
5.400
4.570
5:650
7.140

218462
37489 .
61535

'168882
72642

\ 67737
55139
3325
118324

. 86894
41309
103369
188851,
17434,
144286
99763
32124
23338
83422
85787
66249
57980

109052
115475
97.911

75170
130922
131819
2806

56397
172230'
-23385.

208613
6732

46686
253162
139037
30102
80863
52679'
72179
89093

148160
4304
19390

-263007
226245
202.128
153775
199224
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4 A giatistic41 Comparison of Asdiqi-

meat Codes

Summary statisfics for the sample
sets are given in Tables '6 and 7.

Table 6

` SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR FIRST rrrri PROsrEms

Maims

Arcs
Cott
DiusSity

.
Min

-

Max
"s

Mean Std.Dev.
202 , .496 , 360.04 89.98

1080 1985 1526.96 .267,.5

150 '4933 2944.36 1438
.018 .146 .058 .0337

Table 7
4.

SUMMARY STATISTICS POR SECOND FIFTY PROBLEMS

Min - Max Mean Std.Dev.
Modes. 208 496 350.2 88.56-
Arcs lAMO 1993 1479.3, 264.7
Cost 122 4549 2584.06 X330

.:,-Dens1ty .019 .149' .059 .0337.

. -
Notice.the-relatively large standard dev-
iations for the number ofinodes.and arcs,
and the-Cost.rangethis Is. due to the
usage of a uniformdensitY'function in
generating problems. Since.the'problems
within p' are "Smallseale"amples, we
wanted the CharaCteristics of the prob.7-.
lens within p to be Selected'with equal
ikelihood.- For thisteascin a uniform
density function was employed.

-Turning to the computational results
displayed in Table 4,'it is' interesting..
to observe.that,'.although-KILTER is fully
2.7 ,times ,slower than LPNET. 6n. the aver=
age, there is some variability. Specif--
icallye KILTER is only-1.45 times.slower
than LPNET.for.prOblem414,-and.a similar
Occurance7'is .demonstrated for problem.#36.

Mika
118
Com

ORM COPITISAMI. OTITTSCLOPTT TOO PIMUITIIMS
WOTAN 24413

imo-TUns
Ams Come . Am0127. s= Tamar

I. - .1330
L.

...MS
.0370

I.

.0111:12

.2107.
.1113

LI

.3410 -

.4713
.0403

-.3377
-1

.0323

.34122.

.447/
-.1110

:72114

L

It is interesting'to observe that
LPNET and KILTER are moderately corre-
jaled Among themSelves with-a positive

correlation coefficient of .7286, and.
'that their relative dispersions (means/
standard deviations) are approximately
equal (See Table 9).

.

The.next-set of experiments tested
LPNET on problems 51 through 100. Notice
in Table 9 that the summary Statistics;
that the mean. run. time, standard
deviation and six ratio for the experi-
ment,are approximately) equal to"the ,

summary 'statistics for the first 50 prob7
lens. Since this set-is independent of

Table 9

RUN TIME SUMMARY. STATISTICS

1

. -

First 50

Problems

Second 5.a.

Problems

KILTER. LPNET

x = 14.698

s = 5.223

= .355

.x= 5.426
s = 1.250

s/X = 0.323

,-= 5.'459

s = 1.743
-

s/x = 0.319

the firit 50 p'ioblmi, we are able to
examine the distribution of sample means
of size 50 for LPNET-run time. -Because
of the relatively large,sampie size, 50,
the.distribution of sample means is nor-
mal, regardless of the nature=:of the dis-
.tribbtion of individual runtimes. The
sample mean is.9.459 which is a poiAt
estimate of the population mean run time.
The estipated standard error of the'Mean
is 0.2494. The small standard deviation
is a result of the relatively' large num7
ber of,observations in the sample p. In
a similar fashion, a point estimate of
the'mean run time for KILTER is 14,7 and
an estimate of the standard error of the
mean.is 0.75.

The distribution of_saMple means may
alSo.be used to generate confidence inter-
vals on the mean CPU execution times for

1Thereiare many..useful tests that may be
executed with data obtained from two in-
dependent random sampies.'. For

...examp;e, inferences, made using the first
sample-Ay be checked using hypothesis
testing-based on statistics measured on
the second sample.

2-
'Standard eflOnN'tthe mean a = s/A7-7..
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the population ofd problems, Pt,-for both
KILTER and IPNET f we denote by UK,
and yLthe mean Cl time in seconds for
KILTER and LPNET for theyopulation
we can construct the following 95%,con-
fidence intervals:

13.238 i u4, 1611162

- :4.936 < 5-92,6 I%

7.704 < yK - yL < 10./6

Since CPU times can7be,influenced
by the number and type of other programs
which were operating during execution, we
carried out the following experiment to
measure the extent of the variability
which can occur in the DEC-1070 environ-
ment at Harvard. A single test problem
-(456 nodes, 512 arcs, cost., range
[1,1414], seed 228) -was solved by2LPNET-
at seven randomly selected times during a
one week period. The resulting CPU times.
are

1) 8,400 seconds
2) 8.331 ".

3). 8.933 "

4) 8.210
5) 7.966 "

.6) 7.919. "

7) ,8..575
( = empty)

occupied)..

Thus.. from the above data we Can expect
the maximum error in measured CPU time
to be of the-order of 13%.. It should
be noted:that these variat' ns are
caused .by automatic_"swapp g" of jobs
between central memory .an auxiliary
storage. -This phenomenon Occurs when-
ever a amputer instiifatiOn aprforM's
.ina-muliprogramming environEent.'

A linear, regression analysis based_
on 'the first sample of 50" problems, was
undertaken to determine theovetall:com-
bined effects of problem specifications
and performance, as measures by CPUtime.
Several regressionmodela were tried:
The most appropriate linear.regtession
equation:for LPNET was found to be:.

.Y/LPNET= $6 * 62x2

where

Y/LPNET= run time for LPNET in seconds

xl = number of nodes.

x2.= number of arcs

and the estimated coefficients,are
given by

30 = -4.393 with a.stan dard-deyiation of-
.72

= 0.01654 with :a standard deviation of

D..00255with a standard deviation of

Theestimated standard deviation of
the residual fotthe.above regtession

equation Was .72 and the coefficient of
,detellnination (sample,11') was computed to.
be-0:845. The relatively* small standard
deviations of the sample regression coef-
ficients So, Si and B2 indicate that the
sample estimates So, Si and 82 are

:.nificant. Another way of saying this
would be that the CPU run time of LPNET
depends,to a significant extent on the
number of nodes and number of arcs in the
problem being-solved. The high R2 (.845)
means that 84.5% of the variance can be
explained by the size of the problem as
measured by the number of nodes and arcs.

Although the relationships are ap-
proximately linear over this collection
of problems, we do not expect that a
strictly linear extrapolation can be made
to larger problems. Caution should'be
taken not to use this regression equation
-to make predictiont- for-populations other
than the one considered in this study.: .

. . A second regression model fits
KILTER's run time to the problem spedifi-
cations.with the resulting coefficients.:

Y/KILTER =

.where

Y./KILTER:=

xl
111.?

2 7

run time

number of nodes

number of arcs

+
2x2

for KILTER \in sedonds

'and:the:estimated coefficients are given.
by

80
-17;63 with a standard devia--
tion of 2.63

0.03267 with.a standard devi-
ation of .00409

82 = 0.01347 with a standard -devi-
ation of .001376

The estimatedStandard deviation of the
residual for the above regression equation
was 2.601 and'the coefficient of.determi.n-
ation (R2) was computed to be .767.' This
*
The quantities of

B 0/a = ig741
31:)

IS 1/a =a 1

113

interest are actually:

6.1

.01645 13.70.0012

82/ 0.00255= =.6..7,_- -

4
52

0.00038 '

Since these numbers,are-Muchlarger than
3 and the Oj are-approximately normally
distributed we conclude that So,- Si and
82 are all significantly greater than.

zero.

2-5
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model is not2as predictive as the pre-.
vious,:hut R remains relatively high;

-here, 76.7% of -dte variance can be ex-
plained by the number of nodes and arcs:

When an independent variable repre
senting the cost range was added to this
model the sample R2 increased slightly
to 77.7%. This insignificantimprovement
did not warrant inclusion of a third
independent variable. HenCethe simpler
two variable model was-select4dj

From theS two regression:models, we
see-that LPNEEr'seems to depend tO'a.
greater degree on the number of nodes than
the number of arcs-in the network
(51 = .01645, B2 = :00255), whereas
KILTER depends upon the number of-nodes
to-a much lesser degree (51 = .03267f
82 = .01347). Loosely speaking, this
means that LPNET. is more. node-dependent
than KILTER, while KILTER is more arc-
dependent than LPNET. This result is
intuitively appealing'since the prim412
simplex algorithm LPNET works with a
basis spanning tree (m-nodes) which must
be maintained thus the dependence on
.the number Of.nodes. The out-of-kilter
algorithm, on theother hand,.Works.pri-
marily with arcs which are "out -of- kilter"
-- thus the greater dependencyYon the
number of arcs,

Besides being used -for understand-,
ing the interdependence of problem char-
acteristics and program.performanCe,-

..these regression'analyses can be ,employed
'for kiitNisasting CPU times for probleMs-
in the population Pt. This can .be dOne
as follows by making point estimates
by substituting for xi and xin'the
regression equations or by setting up
confidence intervals -for the predicted
run times Y/LPNET and Y/KILTER.

For example, a point estimate o.f
the LPNET run,time'for7a problem with o.
.456 nodes and'1160 arcs- ('see problem 144
would be:

Y/IPNET-= 6.058 seConds

The actual run
6.000 seconds.
point estimate

time for prOblem 14 was
Here-the error in .the

is approximately 1%.

A 98% confidence interval for
Y/LPNET would be:

- _

YLPKET .98/2 y LPN= LPNEY-7
, ;98/2

where Y
T is the point...estimate. run-=--LPNE

.time, a- is the estimated residual stan-
ard- devYation of Zand B

. 98/2
is the

1 -In a similar analySis carried ou-on
larger' problems; the:cost:coefficient,
range became' more important.

standard normal deviate.

Hence, in our case with 98% certainty

6.058 - 2.303(.72) Y < 6.058 + 2.303(.72), or

4.400 1 Yip= 1 7.716

Thus we predict with 98% certainty
that for Problems with 456 nodes tagd 1160
arcs and any cost coefficients faVaingin'
the range defined by our population LPNET.,
will take no longer.than 7.716 seconds
and no'less.than 4.400 seconds to find an
optimal solution.

Clearly, many. other statistical"-
.tests could be carried out, depending
upon. what the specific objectives of the
experiments were. ,Since our aim'is to
introduce a -methodology rather than ex-
haustively compare KILTER and L ET,4we
did not .conduct furtherstesting.

5. Conclusions

-. The statistical analysis in Section
-4 shows that the code LPNET is clearly.
superior to the code'KILTER for problems
within; the collection Pt. The conclusions
are not unexpected since LPNET dominates
KILTER, Nonetheless, we are able, to mea
sure precisely the extent of.the super-
iority and propoSeconfidence limits'with
a statistical framework. Despite this
analysis, there are many unanswered ques-
tions about LPNET's superiority to-prob-
lems outside of Pt.but within collections
Pc and. P. It is an openquestion whether.
similar Canciuslons would: be obtained if
the objective of the comparative tudy
was. to evaluate how well the cod reopt,
timize, that is, how well the, cod re-
start-from anearby, basic-feasible solu-
tion:, Thus, we caution the -reader to treat
these resultS as conclusive over set
but not'outside of this. domain'.

The primary purpose of this report
was to develop an initial framwork for
analyzing and comparing-mathematical pro-
gramming software. Obviously there is
much unfinished work to be accomplished.
A thorough study of problem generators
as relating to real7world examples isari
important next step. If the complexity,
of real -world problems could be better

.

understood, it might be .possible. to desigm
problemsenerators.Which more closely_ re,-
fle9t.the characteristics of-ealistic.
prrOblems, The f011owing idea Which'pro-
poSes.a.synthesis of the two categories
of test problemsdescribed in.Section 2
might be useful for building generators.

Start-by chb ing a representative
test case t from the class of problems
under study, for instance, a particular
nonlinear programming.design problem-.
PlaCe perturbationS on various parameters,



A
such that the cost coefficients, and
call the resulting population Pt.- (It
is deft up the researcherto.select the
appropriate, parameters and ranges.)
From this popul4tion a sample ,p is drawn
and inferences, about Ptrare made!. .Since,
the population Pt is defined to. be
in an t-neighb9rhOod Of-'the-original; ,

. test case, conblUsions-About,Pt, in some
sense, reflect a sensitivity analysis -
for problem t:. For.rinstanbe the stand -''

- and deviation-of.fun tithe measures how
sensitive the perfcirmance'of the code is
to small changeS in the origin'al data.
'As-a secondary consideration, it might
be interesting to execute the programs
from different starting, points.

. These concepts L11 within the pur-
yiew of experimental design.' Since it

--is importantto minimize the computer
costs for testing', especially for large-
scale examples, a sound experimental de-
sign-Scan reduce the variances of the
estimates and thereby 'tesult in lower
computational costs. As an example, the
simple random sampling procedure which
was performed in- this paper can''be re-
placed by stratified sampling-

.

. :"."Another important area for future
research lies in developing a clearer
view of the relationShips between. the
'sets Pt, Pc and P. An estimate on the
Upper and-lower bounds of CPU time for
problems within Pt might lead'to an

.accurate estimate for average CPU time.
for problems within Pc. The same might
be said for 'P as well.

The ultimate benefit of the sta-
tistical framework is for assessing

coMpeting software codes or systems so
that a systeMatic choicecan be made as

-to.thebest technique for a-particular"
user: Clearly this decision is a differ

and 'until
these types of decisions can be handled-,
we must be content to list a profile of
characteristics and performance measures
for each code. From this profile; the
user can select the appropriate tech-.
.1.4.'que for his or her particular needs.

Finally, we should mention that the
working committee on.algorithms (wCA) of
the Mathematical Programming Society is
actively engaged. in computational-'related
research. (The,authorS'are members of. =7
the'comMittee.1 The aMbitiouS goals of
the WCA are:

1) .collect a.graded set oftest-
problems,

2). act-es a fOcal point for knowledge
of computer programs that are
available for thesame.calculation,

3) recommending "best buys" where
several techniques are available,
for the same calculations,

4) encouraging persons who-distribute
programs to meet certain standards
of portability, testing, ease of,
use and documentation, and

5) define guidelines for conducting
and reporting computational exper-
iences.-

One. of the most important, and most dif-
:ficult, goals is the last to. define
journalistic guidelines.' The imposition
of fair guidelines could markedly improve
the state of computational work by pro-
viding better informatibn to researchers
and software users.
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Abstract

We discuss ei fferent approaches to evaluating

method paraneterized test problems.. We
optimization istines and describe' a 'particular

illustrate this approach through a 'siraple
study of three well. known unconstrained optimiza-
tram routines applied to three parareteriZed test
problems. In particular we display our results as
a. set 'of graphs.

1. INTRIXUCITON

Evaluating mathematif--Al routines is a' aiifi-
cult task, and one that requires both qualitative
and quantitative Treasures of perfaamince. A fun-
damental requirement-is that the testing-environr
meat simulate an actual environment of use since,
if it did not, the evaluationwould be valid, but
in all Likelihood., irrelevant. Furthermore, the
overall quality of a code- can only be gauged after
investigating a broad range of 'issues, for example,
efficiency, robustness, rtsm-cii-ity, usefulness of
'documentation, Mail ity-to fail, gracefully in the
presence of user abuse, rounding error
ties or Violation.of underlying :assumptions.. A
testing netkccl .concentrates an efficiency
mx1 robustness, . evaluating these by-'exercising

code .on a set Of well' chosen auxl hopefully

Cur 'aim in: thiS paper--,is to discuss sane of
the isstig.s pertinent to the evaluation of opti-
mization routines, and to describe an approach
votich employs parameterized test problems, first
introduced .for the purPose of evaluating routines
for =lyrical qu.adrature by Lyness and Kagan ore

- We describe in Sections 2 and 3 our par-
ticular motivation for and usage of such functions.
To- illustrate this approach three well known, opti-
mization routines were evaluated in dIsiraple case
study. .Tuu Section 4 and 5.we describe the routines
arid: test Problems,. and present the result
graphical "form- We believe that this case
giVes wine 'interesting entherges of ha*" main-
strainedscptimization troutineS. behave. when applied.
to paraneterizied test problems. The study is,
.ho v er; very limited in Scope, and we discuss
sci-keof theie limitations in the concluding
section.

*Work performed under the auspices of .U.S. Energy
geSearch and Developrent Administration..

by,

F. Schlick .

University of Illinois
Compaign-Urbana; IL .

2. DMEFCENT APPROACHES TO TESIMG

- . Zb date the Most cannon method of evaluating-
Optimization routines has become }mown as 'battery'
or 'simulation' 'testing.' The fiiSt really cornpre:-
hensive study along these lines is that of
Hillstrom [2]. Battery testing has tivo basic can-
ponents, namely, a set of test problems given by
an objective fanatic* and a starting vector, and a

. number of measures of performance.

Test functions are chosen .C.Lati the 'literature,
or from real life applications, usually because
they have sane prominent feature,' such as a curving
valley posiibly helical, a singular Hessian at the
minimum, badly scaled variables or large dimension-
ality. 'Itie choice of starting points is, of

- course, crucial to performance. Many routines per-
faorn well from the standard starting points. Ha-r-
ever 'as discussed .in [2], the use 'of a number of

. widely dispersed starting points, reveals much
about the strengths and weaknesses of a code; for

;example, lxx.* robust it is, the suitability of its
convergence trriteria., or the code's ability to
handle long searches through noon quadratic regions.

A variety of different measures of perfaanance.--
have been used. The most can= measure is the

_number of c'a 1 l S td the routine .which develops. in7
.farnetion *oak 'the' function, .0r:the number
"eqUiValent function evaluations;' since the Oost'of
gradient information is-hardly ever, the equivalent
of n function evaluations (where n is the problem
dimension), the appropriate weighting of gradients
leads to the =1 or Horner unit scheme of
Hillstrom [2]. Other Treasures include overhead
and average rate of convergence. , .

Whilst battery testing yiPlas very valuable
information about the behaviour of optimization
routines, it is nevertheless subject to limita-
tir-inS which often make a clear ranking of mettcds

fficuit to discern "First, it is difficult to
--korspr IxsArmuch -confidence should be attached to the
measures of perf=e, since slight variation of
startfsigpo.iiit" or geare-tiry.Of -teit problem can
lead' to -substantial variation in a performance
measure- Second, when startingb points. are .varied .

substantially; one' can, in effect, get very differ-
ent- test problems. Far example, Rosenbrock's
function. f (x)' = 100 (xi--x2) 2 + (1-X ) 2 is
more difficult to solve if started at the point
(-2,2) than if started at (2,2); in the framer
case, a' routine mast follow a steep curving



.valley, particularly taxing at the point (0,0).
.Thus, when evaluating a routine's ability to cope
with a-peglar feature it may not be advisable

iv

toaverocomance measure over widely differ-
ing starting points; however, if no averaging is
done, one may be swamped with number's.

In attempting to deal with some'of these-dif-
ficulties, we have utilizedpeaameterized test
problems, introduced originally into the evaluation
of routineSfor'numerical guadrature by Lyness and.
Kaganove [l]. 'We will not, however, use the
Iyness-Kaganeve term perfommuance profile testing
'which involves a somewhat specific usage of
parameterized test problems to rank, "black-box"
mathematical routines. Though we also want tocom-
pare routines, our usage of parameterized test
problems is oriented toward the gathering of infor-
mation on the performance of an algorithm, with a
view to further development of its implementation.

'Thus our bias is-toward the development of tools
to aid the process of algorithm development rather,
than tools to aid mathematil software evaluation;
though we are also concerned with the latter it is,
in our opinion, a niichharderproblem., In' the

next section we discuss our method..

OUR APEMSACH

' . Test pxclaems are choseninwhicha prominent
feature can be varied by changing the value of a.
parameter A occurring-in the problems mathematidal
formulatian. We have: departed from the Lyness
Kaganove-approadh which is to reammTberize a prob-
lair in such a =way as to provide-many different
'incarnations'.of:atest problem, all of approxi-
mately the same level of difficulty, by parametm-iz-
ing e.g.. the position of the peak of a Unimodal
function bu its shape. varying our parameter
alters sic caantly the overall difficulty
of the-problem. Thus one can test a routine's-

.

effectiveness with respect to a-particular fee-
tureandstudy the routine's performance as this
feature butanes mare and more prominent. For
example,' thefeature may be a steep curving valley,

-whase Steepness or curvature increases with A.
the e-,sametimmeaSures of-performanae for values
of-X. in the' neighborhood of any particular value,'
say .1, will an idea ofIthevatiabilityof:the,
perfOrmance. measures;

. .

Starting points are, of course, critical_to
the minimization process and often bias the path
of search. In addition to running each test using
a conventional or fixed starting point, the
initial points were varied using a randbm number
generator. The motivation far this. approach is
twofOld:%:1) it was desired to obtain-the "spread"
between the'maximun and minimum number of rlis to.
FCN and `thaws determine how sensitive,eadhroutine
is to a change in the starting point; and 2) by
.obtaining average values and. using these for cam-
.parison purposes, it was hoped that the results
,wouldbe.10..s biased with respect to the stirting-
ioints.. . .

. r

Clearly, an r. ant consideration is hcw"'
the,points-thoUld bevaxied.-- We'chose to vary
starting,pointS-within a "bax"surroundingthe
conventionalStartingpot-thusiFroducing-dif--
ferent initial points but the same general

!tart2,11.x...ign:with respect to the_tcpography.
ii-hp6i-&LIETZ7a3.Mension 0.1 units was used for all
the tests in which the starting points were varied.
-Another important aspect is,that-the sane starting
points were used for each run (i.e., for each
value of A, by resetting the random number
generator.

The statistics gathered for each test function
include the following:.

1. A table for each optimization routine us-
ing conventional starting points. The
number of FCN calls, the minter of itera-
tions, the solution point,, gradient, and
function value for each A are.,given.

A:

2. A table for each optimization routine us-
ing the randamStartingpoints.: The .-

average, maximum and minimrnnumber of FCN
calls, and the average. number of itera
tions for 'each A are given.

3. Plots of the maximum, Minimum, and average
number of FCNcaliq versus A for each
routine used

4. A superimposed graph of three plots (cor-
responding to the three routines) of
average number of FCfi calls versus X.

The graphs were plotted UsingI*tman-subroutines.jr

4.1 A CASE STUDY ,

In order to iiluStrate these ideas, a simple
case study was carried out involving three routines
and three parameterized test problems.

4.1 POutines Used
.

The following three unconstrained nonlinear
optimization routines were used in this study.

1. CGMIN - a.modularized version of the
function minimization Harwell Library--
routine mom, written by R. Fletcher
.

[33 -which uses:the Fletcher-Peeve:0'.
-.-Versian of the. conjugate gradient
'teChnique.(see'[7]:). '

BFGS - a modularized version of the
Davidson-Fletcher-Poo vllguasi-Newtnn
function minimization algorithm [4,5]
with a BEGS (BroydenEletcher-
Goldfarb -Shan o) NT update to the
Hessian (see [7]).

3- CC6FTR.- a modularized implementatien of
C. Davidon's.[8] optimally conditianea
algorithm for calculating the'minimum
of &function of,several variables,

A user-supplied subroutine FCN which evaluates the
function value F and the Components of the ,

gradient Gat- the point X is needed by each of the..

.

in addition, the user must y the IbliOw -

vla information in the calling ptgram to CGMIN:



1. the other of variables (i.e. the dimen-
sion of X) .

2.- the initial estimate of the solution vec-to X.
3.. an estimate EFN of U expected reduction

in E (used on the first iteration
.

the accuracy'required in the solution, el.
,"The first candition for a normal return

is that the differences'between the can-
ponents of two successive estimates of /

'k the solution are less than el. .

5. an additional accuracy requirement, e2.
The second condition for a normal return
is that the gradient norm is less than -e2..

.6. ,:the limit on the nnaber of ells to the
function evaluation subroutine FOr. If .the limit is end before a minimum is
attained, CG MIN will terminate abnormally
with an appropriate mina% code.

C.

For all of the runs-,---RFN was set equal' to 1.0; eiand £2 were .set equal to -10-8. Bor all three ofthe routines, the limit on the :luster of Er.N caL1S
was set at 200,.500, or 1000 depending on the test
function.

The rgutine BFGS requires the. following infor-
mation fro= the calling 'program:

-
1. & 2. (same as for 0213N)..

the accuracy rewired in the solution, c.
A nernal return cam= if the sum of the
absolute:valiies of :the ccroponerrts:of the
Solution difference and 'direction Vedzors
arelooth not greater than n. Q. .

4. an estimate of the millinara valve of-F(X).,
.4.

5: the limit on the number of rAlis to FCN.

In all cases, E was set to 10-8 and the estimate .of
the minim= was set' equal to 0. .

. The necessay:pa:ran:eters the.cralling pra7
otimiratiari routine ozaegaz az-e:

1. & 2. (same as for CGMIDZ)...

3. the limit on the nunteci. of FLAT rat

4. the sought e. A noicaa.1. return
occurs if Eg. < %there H is the current
approximation to the inverse hessian, and
g is the gradient at the current iterate.

5. an estimate on the lower bound of the
. f. unction. E was set to 10-'8, and the

loner hound aria was set equal to 0.,

4.2 Problems Selected
.

:The folic:Wing: test functions were paraalet.ixi2e1
and implemented' in the evaltatioxihak the above al-.
garithms (X0 represents the occarentional or original
value of the parameter) -

Par
(A0 lb

a. 2

IA

Rosenbrock test function

3F = 2X<X24.4):ax2

c, conveiltiOnai startling paint is (-1.2,1.0)
'

Ttie functIon-F has a global miniinrn at
(1.0,1.0). The ranckza starting points snare
generated over the carp:next intervals

-Xi(-1.3,-1-.1)., X2(0.9,1.1).

2. Powell Parameterized badly scaled function of
tit° variables (X 0 = 10;000)

a. fl = XXIX2-1, f
2

= e-X
.4

-X
2 1.0001,

b._ F

= 2f3.(X.IS) -
aF

DF - -
32.-2= 2f1(Axi), 2f2e X2

d. conventionall starting point is , (0.0,1.0) .

Far a =- 104, the function F has global minima
at (1.098x10-5,9,106) and (9:106,1.098x10-5).
The random starting, points were generated over

component intervals X1(-0.1,0.1),
(0.9,1..1).

Perturdied Quadratic Ft.mct.i.on`

-v"

a' F + + 34 4- 44
A (

4 4
x_
4

--2 4x3.

ar
7" 4x2 17.

A2

3X3

°F = 8X4'+ 24Ar-
ZX 44

c. fixed.starting point is (1'0,20,30,40)

Zoe function Fbas a global mininsuni at
(0;0,0,0). The randaa starting points were
generated' over the call:anent intervaLs
X1(9.9,10.1), X2(19.9,20.1)4 X3(29.9,30.1),
X4 (39.9 40.1). . ., .

All-the tests-reparte3 i=t this-Paper were run
"in double Precision (-r16 significant digits)
IBM 370/195. The nunerical underflow and over/law,
and the divide check interrupts were suppressed
The random starting ppintsvarce obtained using the
ANL Applied-Mathematics Division library rand=

- number genexator-G552S.
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5. TEST RESULTS

Graphical results described in Section 3 are
given in Appendix 1 for t*above problems. (Tab-
ular results Are not givenbecause of space
limitations.) Only the initiarportions of the
.graphs are reproduced here, these being sufficient
to illustrate the points raised during the dis-
.'aussion,-**,Section 2..

a) Parametrized Rosenbrockt's function
F(1) .= 3.-x1)2 A(X2-4)2

For A = 100 this is'a well known, difficult
to minimize test function, which has a descending
parabolic valley as its .dominant feature. The
..starting point (-1.2,1.0) is chosen to bias the

:search down. the valley. ,,The parameter A was varied
fran 20 to 1000 in steps of 20; increasing A in-
creased the difficulty of the problem by making the
valley steeper. The limit on number of calls to
FCN was set to 200.

Figure 1A shows quite clearly that the perfor-
mance of CGMMN and BFGS are comparable, with OCOPTR
perform4substantiaily better. Figures 1B, 1C
and ID the sensitivity to starting points of
each routine. In Figure 1C note in particular how
substantial the variation can be for certain values
of A, e.g. for A 120. Such achoice of A in a
battery test could suggest a very misleading rank-
ing of the methods. Although we have not attempted
to track doWnthe.reasons for the poor performance
of the BFGS.method in certain instances, such detec-
tive work would undoubtedly lead to improvements in
the implethentation:

b) Powell'S Badly.Scaled Fnction_
POF(X) = (AX1X2-1)2 + '1.0001)2

The'tet problem is aA:rough Shaped function
for which A,was varied fran 10 to ipoo in steps of
10. Changing A makes this function more badly, 7
scaled and thus sore' difficult to minimize. The
limit on the number of calls was set to 1000.

Figure 2A showS that a ranking based upon one
particular value of.A can be misleading. Ft= -..

180 the performance cfOCOPTR.and CCM:ON:are :=

coMparable,-with'CCOPTR somewhatsuperiar: BFGS.
performs.decidedly worse. However as A inceases

theperformance.of CGMMN deteriorates ra
FUrtherbore, Figs. 28.and 2D demonstrate that far
CGMIN and OCOPTR results are sensitive 'to starting
points whilst Fig. 2C shows that the performance
of BFGS is relatively insensitive to starting

. c) Perturbed Quadratic Function
FOC) = A (XI'. 3X"-+ 4X4 + 64)

This test function is a parameterized combi
-natian-of'a quadratic and aqpattic function.-
Nhen:A-= 0, thelunctian is a simple quadratic and
is easy to 'minimize. HOwever, as A-increases, the
quartiahecomes more and more significant. X was
varied from 0 to 1 in steps of .025.

Except for the dase-A = 0, CGMIN proved st.17.
perior to BFGS for this problem. Again OCOPIR
performed the, best and far A > 0 was quite insen-
sitive. to, the particular value of ,A. Also', when

the starting points were varied, the spread be-.
tween the maximum and minimum number of calls was
very small in all cases, indicating that the
initial point is not extremely critical in this
case.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Our primary aim has been to develop a testing
method and software tools centered around-
parameterized test problems and graphical display
of results, these being designed to aid the process
of algorithm development. We have illustrated this
method and shown the use of the tools in a simple
case study. The results of this study provide
interesting examples of how; optimization routines
behave when applied to parameterized test problems.
The case study, of course, suffers from-a number
of drawbacks which must be remedied' a practical
evaluation of optimization routines. For example:

a) Each routine studied employed a different con-
vergence criterion. This introduces a lack
of uniformity-in the comparison.

b) A more detailed investigationshould study
each routine's performance initially, at inter-
mediate stages, and in the final stage when
it is near the minimum.

a), 'Abroad set of test problems should be used,
in particular problems with large or variable
dimension.

d) For each test function more than one starting
box should be used in' 'order to sample a wider.
region of the topography.
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Legend-far Figtres

a) Figures lA, 2A,..3A: Average number of calls taken over set of starting.
points, platted against a Superimposedplots-are given for CGMIN(*),
EFGERYand OCOPIR ow.

b) 7Rensining Figtres: FOr 'each routine, Maximum t+), Average (0) and
Minimum .(X) nuMber of calls for set offstarting'Points, plotted
against A.,
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"ISSUES IN THE EVALUATION OF. MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS

PART 2: A PANEL DISCUSSION

CHAIRMAN

Richard H. F. Jackson
_National Bureau of Standards

Boulder 'j.

PANELISTS

Ron S. Dembo,.Yale University '-
Jerome L. Kreuser,- World Bank

John M. Mulvey, Harvard .University
Richard P. O'Neill, Louisiana State Univers'ity

'James'J. Filliben, National Bureau of Standards
Harvey J. Greenberg, Federal .Energy Administration

Provided herein is a summary of the comments made during this panel discussion..

Although every attempt was made while summarizing to portray accurately the

essence of each contribution; inaccuracies will persist: Responsibility:for

all such inaccuracies- or misrepresentations lies with R. Jackson, who prepared-

this summary and functioned as chairman during the discusSion. Names.and
addresses .of all contributors to the 'discussion appear at the end of this'

text- -

R. JACKSON:. I wOuld like to welcome you to -the
panel discutsion on "Issues-in the Evaluation of

Mathematical Programming Software" sp-tmsored by
the Committee-on Algarithms.(formerly,the:Working.
Comnittee'on Algorithms) of the Mathematical . .

,Programming Society. :The Committee on Algorithms
. was .created by the MP Society in 1974 with the

charge tá.concern'itself with knowledge, informa7

-tion, communications, recommendations, and other
actions-trimathematical programming algorithmS.,.
and testing methodologies. The-ambitious goals
ofthe coarrittee were identified to be:

:o ensuring that there is available to.the'
Mi3community-a suitable basis for comparing
algorithms (e..g., a-graded set ofteSt
problems:);

o acting as a final point for-knowledge-
oftomputer programs available for
general-computations;,'

a recommending "best buys" where-several codes,
are available for the same computation, and;

o encouraging developers to meet certain
'standards of portability, ease of,use,

and documentation (e.g., by producing ,

"standards" or guidelines for the repor-.
ting.of computational. resultS).,

.
This session, then, is:being viewed by the ."

Committee as another Opportunity.to create a.
dialogue between the.conyrittee and the math-
.ematical programmingxommunity. 'We hor.! to
focus the-discussion today'around the-question
of guidelines for the publication of the results
of computational. experiments, an item that I just
mentioned as being one of our-goals. 'With that46
then, I' would like tothrow.thelloor open-for,
questions'elther-from the audienceof,froMthe
'panelists. -

R. DEMBO:. f,have a comment to 'make on the paper
that Dick O'Neill presented. in the morning, session.
'In that Paper, he. conjectured that-randomly. gen-
erated .problems tend to-be:more difficult to
solVe than. real-world problems. It has.been
my. experience'that tFje teverse.of that Conjec-
Xure.is true .for Kna sack-problems. .LWondirecr-
if:anyone else.had a similar experience.

R. O'NEILL: I'll mention quickly that I can
generate problems that will be solved in one

-
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programming` algorithm. So you can generate
problems that are very easy to solve. I didn't
want to' make that conjecture,.as 'strong asit
might have-ceemkd, and I- am sure that- there are
classes or sub-classes, of probl ens -that have...been
excluded, but some of the work we have done. at
LSI! indicates. that there is some truth -to this
conjecture. 'In addition, Darwin Klingman and
Gordon-Bradley also agree there is some-truth
to this conjecture. .-One point that can be made
however, is. that if you"-can develop a problem
generator that generates difficult problems, you
are in a good position to test codes that will
eventually be run on real-world problems..,,,.

C. WITZGALL: In Jim Ho's lecture today on stair-
case problems, he mentioned.that Martin Beale found-

....staircase- problems to be rather more difficult to.."
solve than general, more distributed, linear. pro-
grarnming problems. This could perhaps be a piece
of evidence that works the other way, because- 7'
.staircase problems are, highly non-random.

H. GREENBERG: But the proper comparison would be
to have a generator generate staircase problems,-'
so'you would still..be comparing staircase problems
with staircase- problems. It's just that one has
random entries and-the other has some real, data.
You would not compare a general LP; with a stair-
case problem.

-

R. JACKSON: Is there .a generally agreed upon
. definition' of .what a randomly generated problem

is?

H. GREENBERG: I think it was at least alluded to
in the presentations of O'Neill and Mulitey this
morning, where they referred to s-Pecific structures
with controllable-parameters. But the situation
is that you have-a 'set of controllable parameters
like sparsity and row counts and that the-randomness
appears in costs and right-hand-sides..

.

, J. FILLIBEN: I would like to make 'a commenton the .

relationship between the typical math programming
problem discussed earlier in the afternoon and a
measurement process that one usually runs. into in
scientific-experimentation. What you are really
doing when you diScuss what should and should not
be controlled in a- mathematical programming problem
generator is specifying a'.measurement p-rocess. A

'.well-defined measurement process has all of the f.
components of that process identified; for example.,

. the domain of- variation. It .Should be noted 'that
this is different from the simple TAjection of
randomness into a procedure. For example, in the
Simplest situation, one lets everything 'vary with
nothing under contra?, and 'from a statistical point
of view, you are assuming least, and you end up

- with least: A better situation is. what statisti-
cians refer' to -as a "constrained randomization
problem'', where'certain of the problem components
are removed from the random domain and put -into the-
deterministic domain: 'The remaining components
that we can't control we -then randomize.' In es-.
sence, you have recognized that there are certain -
-problem parameters that.are of speCial interest.
and in this case these are the ones that are-to
be contrqlled. What we can't control, we-randomize.
Two of the three talks that I treard- this afternoon

, .
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constrained randomization. The:other dealth with
a completely random-situation: But the point that
I really want to 'make is that :there is a:relation-
ship between' testing by setting up problems in
order -to check out algorithms, with tin: corres-
'ponding problem' in the scientific community of
defining a measurement process by specifying
exactly -what conditions should be placed on :the
variables that we intend to control. It has to
do with much more than just having a randomnum- .

ber generator.

C. MYLANDER: It seems to me that in this discus-
sion of using randomly generated or real-world
test- prOblems, we haven't made it as clear as we
should just what the purpo es of this testing are.

,.-It seems- to 'me that. we ar ting codes and
algorithms for two Purpds Dm -is' to have a
code certified and safe' the user to use and
the-second is to compare algorithms for solution
strategies,so that developers of codes can' decide'
what is the best solution strategy' to build into
a code. I would. like to hear that kind of issue
discussed a little bit more. From the point of
view of a user, I'm willing to,-pay for computer
inefficiendes so -that -I can use a small collec-
tion of codes rather thah a-larger .collection of
specialized codes.' And then, on another topic,-
the one about efficiency -of a code on a particular
kind of test problern, I think my experience is
.that the way a problem is formulated causes. -much

. greater variance in computer efficiency than
either the codes or algorithms themselves.

R. DEMBO: I think the two different objectives
you mentioned, -that of designing safe Codes- arc
designing robust ,codes, conflict to some extent.
If you-Want to conduCt experiments in order 'to
have better equipment for designing cod , yoU
should probably use the ideas. presented Larry
Nazareth!s talk. this morning, because there-you
are testing. specific properties of an algorithm.
On the'other hand, if you just take arbitrary
problems and generate -them, you have ho. idea
whether you are testing' to. see if-there is a
very steep valley you are_going into or what.
happens if you elongate the valley. ,So, if you
want to design algorithms,- I would say what you
should. do is pick problems. by hand and perturb
them.- If you want to teSt-robUstness however, ,

you would-probably take -as wide a Class' Of .

problems as you can generate.- But'cothat'means,
of course, that if you are really interested in
testing robustness, that!s probat5biall the

-information you get.

H. 'GREENBERG :' I think there are- at least 'three
-purposes for doing any kind of experimentation.
-along the line's We have been' discussing. The
first purpose has to do with program corl.rect-
ness: . to 'see whether' the program is correct.
I really. don' t know how to do that, especial ly
when you consider that the set of inputs that

. absolutely-would guarantee correctness is larger
than the total number of bit patterns in the input
data. A second reason is to do behchroarking for
the purpose of selecting an algorithm that you are
-going to buy to solve problems.. I think the .

perturbation method that Larry Nazareth _proposed
is a good-approach to that problem. A third



.cover tne poorer aspects or a given algoritnm so Mulvey generatea toe test prooiems TOr tne paper'
that that poor aspectcan be fixed, thereby yielding we presented thiS morning, we discOvered that
a better algorithm, I should note.fhat you- want to --:another problem with generation comes into .the
be careful-not to gear algorithm.improvement towards ,- type of Sampling.that you want to do as well. We.

a worn-out test OToblem,-.1fte RosenbrocR's function. wanted to do simple random sampling, so, wehad,
L thinE:,too many algorithms have been-desig6eato
do well'on.Rosenbrock's function; especially Rosen-.
brock's algorithm; but-it is' not clear to me that
using Rosenbrock's function will do

-.anything for improving your.abilityto salve non-
linear programming problems in general. So I -.

'think that we have to take great care in designing
a collection of problems that in some way contri-
butes insights into algorithm improvement.

C. MYLANDER: I'think'we have to check the battery . them-and I'm.not sure. whether you can ever deter-
approach against sporadic selection'of all sequences .mine that conclusively:
of test-problems that are available -to code devel -
opers.

.

H. CREENBERG:'-.Bdt-in that-case you only have a
dozen hand selected problems with no indication
-of their properties or what happens when you start
to vary things-. .1-think' the generation approach
is more helpful-in that avenues'for research

in some-sense, defined our-population. We there-.
.fore picked a problem at random from that popula'
tion. Now, we kad-each random variable- varying
unifOrMly accordibb;fo Certaiii.distribations but
:I'mstill.noi sure if what' we did:can properly
be called simple random-sampling. I wish I were -

sure of that.

R. O'NEILL:: It's not clear-Whether test problem
generators have any sort of-inherent biases -in

R. DEMBO:- They, do have leasibility.

'H. GREENBERG: There are other kinds of-biases
:too. There.are generators that may be biased.
toward certain kinds, of algorithms, sothey would
necessarilyshow that kind of algorithm in a
faVorable light. That's very little:understood

elude, getting a handle on a reasonebly, small set and P;think:_one of the-interesting avenues of
of-parameters that-is large enough to capture every . research is directed toward understanding geher7

. 'aspect 'of problem structure that in some' sense ator btpes.
gives you reasonable representation of the real
worldNclass being addressed. _

D. SHIER: I wanteta#ollow along with the
FYFTT7-topic of defining "randomly generated"
problems sometimes feel-a little queasy about -

defiAition of-'what.' is -a randomly-generated
-prObjem and What: one actually gets'outw I'd like

'...1..'`2".,eto give you an example. Suppose .1 want to have
five randOM1Y chosen numbers that sum to one..
One way to-do thjs is to generate four of the

.numbers that sum to lass than One andthen sub-
. tract thatsum0ftom -one to get'the fifth number.

',Another way to do it is to generate five-numbers
randomly; andthen divide them by the, sum. How -

ever, that will not-give you a uniform distribb-
'tion overtFFFFEEFOrinterest.' My point is that
I think we have to 'look very carefully at-what
exactly ronstitutes.a random problem. I,also

ithink that when you start_to specify side condi"-
tions,.especially-the KLihn7Tucker conditions for .

agiven problem,wthere may be some problems there
that I _don't believe have been'addressed by those
who have'produced test problem generators,

A.O'NEILL: I agree with- you? In one'of they
'experiments that I conducted, the only-thing 'that
_changed in a problemfram one Tun to another was .

that the cost row was generated by way of the
Kuhn-Tucker conditions, as opposed to being ran.-

Ji Mid6EY:. We have to. be realistic.about:some of
'.these things: , Certainly-it's very important-to
,analyze the differences between real-world prob-
lems -and generated problems-but I think that as.
researchers if we're'ever going to solve large
numbers of problems, we'll have to use test prob-
lem"generators. I think .that fOr the: future we
can draw some-parallels from some of the other. .

scientific disCiplines. ..For example, there is
an American Society for Testing Materials -that
meets in- this building, in fact, which is res-
-ponsible.for developing standards. for"testing,
materials. I believe that. is. something that
will eventually happen to software: it will be- :

come' an.engineerihOfanction to test peograms.
But I think until suck a society or institute
is created, we're..goingto have to look at these-
portable generators for methods of-comparing
our algorithms. They're much easier"to use_
than trying,.to shift large amounts of problems
back and forth between researchers. I just.
don't think that'S'realistic at this time:fr

R. DEMBO: dBut that doesn't 'detract frOm testing
the statistical properties of test problem gen-
erators. .

3. MULVEY% No, in fact we should look more at
thestatistical'properties of generatorTE .

domly,generated with values- between."' and-100. cause I think that's the way' the research is .

In one comparison, the Kuhri-TOcker generated problem goingto.go.
'took significantly more time,- but in Another case, -

the times were about the same. So I agree with you
that we should try to deterMine the'properties that '

then roblem generators have;;.but that's a.--
di icult area. ,

..., .
.

. . . ,..., ......

.
% ..

.J..FILLIBEN: I might mention this point: that-
there are a.wid-.VaOiety of-statistical tests
thatone:can use for' checking varidus random
number generators.:

D.- SHIER: Let me add a-comment to ttat. At one
TilTiWhad a summer student who' doing some -''

work-on Scheduling problemsand hadoccafion-ta use
One of the standard pseudo-random humber'genefators:
'Turned out that whenever the .numberitems being
scheduled was. divisible by 2, very unpredictable

. results occurred.. For example, regardless-of the
number of-items being scheduled; in some cases
he had hundreds of classes:, it all could be '

- scheduled within two hours. It turned out that ',.1
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that it really is necessary to dig down and look.
at the. random number generators that we're using...

J. FILLIBEN: This brings up the point,that a given'
random number generator is only "random enough" by
.comparison to.the purpose for which it is to be.
used; and it sound.like,,for mathematical program-

-I Triling'testproblemvgenerattonilthere,are-some strong,
'dependencAes on very subtle properties of-randbm
- number, generators that. are being used. Furthermore,
these properties may in fact depend on the algorithm
on. which the problem is'to be run. So that a given
random number generator may.be alright for a certain
type ofalgortthm but not alright for. another type
of algorithm in the worst.. ossible case. So getting
back to my. originalpoint, to'emphasize
that. Whetfier a..given set is random enough really

.

depends-on for.what purpose that set is to used.
-This:in turn implies a need for -a thorough under 43
standiAg'of the variots kinds of mathematical pro-
gramming algorithm and the properties of each algo-:

.rithm as they relate to test problem generation. I

:Pon't Oink :that such understanding exists yet:

R. JACKSON:- This appears-to indicate, then, that in
to investigating a- lgorithm performance on *. .

particular classes of-problems, we should also in-
, vestigate the correlation between a particular algo-
rithm and the particular randomumber generator

.

used in the test problem generator that produced
t6eproblems:on which an algorithm will be evalu-;
ated. And if this is trim, then we have identified
another'aVenue for research in evaluation metho--
dology.

R. DEMBO: I would liketO suggett that we.move on
to an- important topic with immediate consequences:
the issue of guidelines for publications., I think
it's very important that we tighten up the criteria
used-for selecting articles fdr publication when.
they contain computational results. I would like
to:pui,it out as'an"qpen question for the.abdience .

to inform us if they have Anysuggestions as to
what guidelines could be implemented imnediately
Certain guidelines.are, to my mind:, ot5ViPus. 'For:
examplespecifying a compiler Whenyop tun a prob-,-
1m: specifying convergence:criteria whendealing
with nonlinear-programs ;.but I-couldg-and on

-

....Ft-JACKSON: This general isSue76f gUidelines is
: a,very difficultpne.and agree- with Harvey that

trying :to discussthe general question ofpublica-
% tion guidelines might be difficult. However.
certainly there are aspectspf that question that
we could get into.

J.; MULVEY: I think we could go right to the ques-
tion of. test-problems. For example, should we
require researchers to provide test problems to
other researchers when they publish results? I

think that is, .a question that we can pose forre-
producibility. b.

'°

.R. JACKSON: Befoie we move into the discussion of
the collection-of-test problems, I would like to
provide a little background. In the first place,
we are assuming that in.the absence of any other. t.

. well accepted method of comparing one algorithm
against another, the test battery method is a
valid one. Furthermore, given the fact that the

tnere ougmc to oe produced a well accepted set or
perhaps even a graded set of test,problems.that
are'to be used by all. researchers. So the question
becomes ,then, how can such a set of test problems
be created? This has been looked into by a number
of groups over 'the yeers; SHARE did that,-Wolfe
did that, along withmani'others. The auestion'
-confronting the committee now is. what kinds-of
ways! are available to produce such a graded set

''of test problems? One suggestion is to require
that anyone .publishing .a paper containing a com-
putational comparison of codes-should make thote.
codes available:to all other researchers,and
perhaps even a cVntralfacility should be created
for storing them.'

H.fGREENBERG: thihk the question that has now
been brought to the:floor is not-gmidelines for

--running tests,' but guidelines fbr publicatiom of
We are narrowing the subject to just the

issue 'of publication criteria where thecontribu-
tion hinges.owttie claim "of a-better-algorithm,"
One of the proposals then is that rio one should be
allowed tb publish results claiming-better 'perfor-
mance bf.an algorithm oria:set:oforoblemg-that
a not in the public-demain. -Morespecifically,
who everproblems have been" used by researchers.
must e made available either for.the sake .of
repro ability by referees or for other research-
ers to tr theirMethods on the same set of
problems. In sh t then, it's the publication
issue that's Oeen put:on the table."not te.. .

general issue,Of guidelines:"

R: O'NEILL: -Can,I-dbnfound the problem? How .

about providing the code itself? -

R. DEMBO: I suggest that we attack theeWdr?
'117:67-6"c7irst before we get on to thedickier.
,problems. like exactly which'guidelin you-woul
suggest'for.publication. There are.dertain stan-
dards that Could-be 'implemented immediately. Fdr
exemPle,eproducibilitY: a referee should be coil

that ah experimetiticould be reproBuced.
That's an example ofwhat I think is an important'
Criterion.- .

R. O'NEILL: I could add that rthink all of the
important controllable paraMtters should-be in
chided like machine, compi=ler; operating syStem.
ft.is not necessary to wile up the.paper, but
this could be included-in an appendix:

H. GREENBERG: 'I'd like to point out thatin the
early days of the develtpment of the SIMPLEX
method, if very severe'restrictions had been
piked on the publication of results, it may
never haVe gotten published.

J. GILSINN: In these-days of page limits per
article, trying to include a listing of acomputer
-code is-probably not a realiiable idea, but per-
hpas it is possible-to require that enough back--
ground information be included'in such an article
that- would then allow reproducibility if one
established contact wit an author. Another -;

choice woul.d be,to pro *de some central reposi
tories. where the codes could be obtained. But I-
think there is a conf ict here that-must Be
resolved.. .

r, 444 .s-
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and'it is not possible to include much inforrnatibn
. about serious large scale systems.

J. GILSINN: Yes, but I also want samething more
than just, sotand so's algorithm. I want informa-
tion about hort,that algorithm was implemented. I
want to know i,n'formation about what research tech- ...-

were bse,:Fa. °
.

WILLIAMS: Both problems hav'e-b n handled-
simply by having-the author incl e a statement
that a listing of his code :is 'available. A number
of the,journals are encouraging authors to do this .

kind of thing.

H. GREENBERG: What do you do then about proprietary
systems where it'S informative:to get into a jOurnaL,
some .analysis but where the owners of that system
are not going to release their proprietary informa-
tion about the code In the form that you're dis-

-CUssing. Most certainly-they're not, going to make'
available source listings of such :systems as MPSX.
Can we eliminate that from the journ s?

A: WILLIAMS: In my opinion, seriously, we wouldn't
eliminate- it, -but,we .would charge them an advertising/d
fee

H. GREENBERG: thin)c it's not a binary situation.
I think that there is much Useful' information. that

. can be contained in an article withodt requiring
-. that a listing be associated with it..1

R. btmao: When I. origi a ly:mentionea this, I
didn't have in mind a equirement that..authors-
submit listings. 'my oncern was. with -requiring *

-referees sOmehOw to cony-Moe themselves that given
a listing; they could reproduce -the resUTtS. They .

had to convince themse3vesof. the integrity' Of the
authors-.

H. 'GREENBERG: I don't think that integrity. .is the-
> issue. I think the transmittal. of information is

the issue:.
- .

E. HELLERMAN: In this connection, what worries me
is that when comparisont are. Made, they're, made,.
against your code and someone else's code. Very.

frequently,'-it's someone 'else's code that 'As at
stake and in this case we don't know' what .kind
of.implementation that person has of that other
person's-code.. This is worrisome.

1 .

R: JACKSON: ',think we should keep in mind the
51-TBEe7T5r requiring additional information about
algorithm or-code. We're seeing lately that% it is'
no longer sufficient to run a few problems on two
codes and report oVeilall CPU times which are then
used to support claims of superiority. It isbe-
coming,more and more important to understand what
is going on in the interior of the codes that are
being compared. Knowledge of pivot 'strategies,
for example, is important: And if you deal with-
proprietary codes then there is no satisfactory
way to get information about what kinds of tech-
'-niques are used in the algorithm of which that
code is an implementation. In this case then,- .

we're left in A' situation where that code simply
cannot be compared,

WI..1.C116III4, WIlidr, JVU 11121M lad 1141VG U 4.VUG UVU11
able because we're testing codes, .not algorithms.
I think we've thrown about the words algortthm,
code and software. a little haphazardly and that
in our eiperiments we deal with codes and make
inferences about algorithms. So that, if we're
going to be scientists, those, codes. shoUld be
available. 'However,. I don't think that is a, feas-

.ible.suggestion right ,now. There will be people
who are unwilling to gtake their codes available
and-that would just shutoff what fearful little
resets we have, now; at, leist reduce it quite- ac
bit. I think we can work slowly toward requirihg
more and better information- to be provided either
through an appendix, or by way 'of the authors
themselves. Our problem then, is to determine
how to increase the informational _flow.

H: GREENBERG: . I think it has .to be acknowledged
though, that there is a trade-off. The goal is
to increase, the transmittal of useful information
but if you impose restrictions s'aying "You will
report this", that doesn't necessarily result in
an increase of information because the reply can
be "No, I won't:"

R.. JACKSON: The situation then becomes what Al

suggested where authors should be charged for
advertising. Papers would be appearing that are
estentially'a claiM of superiority with no .sup-,
porting j.nformation al lowing -a, repli cation
the experiment. or even the checking of the types
of straftegies 'and techniques used within a code.

.not, saying that is notrtransmitting more .
information. 'I'm simply saying as a code tom-
parison or a claim of superiority, there is, much-
room, for improvement.

J. MULVEY:i I think there's an analOgy to be drawn
consumer unions in the sense that they go out

-0and. test and break,- and produce good r_esults on'.

that empii-ical evidence. In our case we-,could
'hasde- a group that.goes: to.a Particular installa-
tion with -a battery of test prpblems and says
"Here;,-..solve lt on your machine, on yOur algo-
rittlm7 etc." The big' quettion TS:.,,who's. going
to do that- wOrk?,-That's not c7 ear. °

E..-HELLERMAN: I think a biggerquestion
who s going to- pay for it?
, .

C...-MYLANDER: The suggestion .that ought to be_put
forward is that requirements for: publication ought:
_to be that the'test problems and .the hourtthat. the
test was run are fully specified., I' don'tthink
that it's necessary to specify the codes-also. In

this way, if I have a code to solve a class of
problems, I could, run.on exactly the same test
problem if I wanted to 'go. out and rent time on
that seme'compUter -and run 'under the same opera-
ting system so .that a valid comparison.-could be
made.

. J.. MULVEY: I think he usedan adjective that
77-7yToLi into the situation' of sending out codes
:and that was that the experiment must%be
described, 'Fully 'described means ,that you- have
to have a code. You can 'summarize it, certainly,
but you will be losing information.
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UNKNOWN: It seems tome that we have' two different

-items algorithms and codes, and that they're
completely different. If someone wants to'say
have a code and it's a good one but I don't want to
tell you what's in it" that's fine, so long as he
presents the problems that he,ran and presents his-
tests along with. the environment in which he ran
it. If it's an algorithm.he's pushing, it's a
different story. He-Must describe_the algorithm
behind the-code in detail. to make it valid, and he
must also provide a listing.

H. GREENBERG: I think a good example is t he
Kellerman- Rarick invert routine, where'the invert
code was not made available for free, but it was
nevertReless a valuable contribution to the litera-
tureto have i.t,published,

A. WILLIAMS: Why, though, Would something like
that be published as a scientific paper rather
than as an- advertisement or- flyer?

H. GREENBERG: -I don't think the name."Management
Science Systems" meant anything to someone reading
the article-so'I don't think,it was an advertise-
ment.. I think rather. it:was a major contribution
to understanding how'reinversion should be done.

A; WILLIAMS: I'm not familiar with the details.
Did they speak broadly about what was done, not
specifically?

H. GREENBERG: No, they gave specific algorithms
but the implementation of the algorithm and the
tode.was not specified and that makes a big dif-
ference when you;,try to duplicate.

A. WILLIAMS: I gLiess I don't understand. When
there's some kind of a mathematical, procedure,
Unless you knew the real trick when coding
you me:m you'could'not code it?

H. GREENBERG:. No; you could code it. I coded it..,
But you almost certainly don't have as goad an
implementation as the one Dennis Rarick had. So
that if you tried to compare MPSX's invert rcutine
with your:homegrown-code, you won't necessarily
be comparing like items unless you're as skilled
a programmer as Dennis Rarick was. Very few .

people are. Nevertheless, the whole algorithm.
is there anthere's_enough information for you
to code it. On the other hand,.it's not just an
'algorithm. It offered,a whole new concept
looking at reinversion. The idea of a spike was
introduced in that paper which has become a class-'
ical paper in the 'literature of-mathematical
programming systems. Much subsequent research
has-taken place because of it.

J. MULVEY: Why does the company allow you to
publish an algorithm which gives the - essence of
an idea and not publish the software. It seems
to me-that both, the idea and the implementation
are proprietary.

-

-.H...GREENBERG: WS. for precisely that reason.
Secausethefull power of -the method rests upori.
Such clever coding that they were unafraid of
the competition'and anima it to-be published.'

E. HELLERMAN: .Actually, P3.was described in terms
of ALGOL. There were ALGOL-like statements:descri-
bing every facet there.- Also, I've:gotten reports
from a- number oftuniverSities stating that they
implemented t4 algorithm strictly on the basis of
what we had Written in that report; P3. It was
clear cut that they could write their own code
and have4t_Working almost immediately.

M. GUTTERMAN:- Actually the code itself, is depen-
dent not only on the machine, but on the data
structure with which you happen to choose to rep-
resent yo_ur LP matrix and

.P

inverts.

UNKNOWN: Were actually introducing a third. prob-
lem here because the code structure is another
dimension completely.

H. GREENBERG: Absolutely.- You run into that all
the time where a majorrevision in the data struc-i
Lure has a greater impact on the resulting per-
formance of a code than a-major change, in the
algorithm tactics.

M. GUTTERMAN: I can, testify to that one personally
since Ie been involved in looking.at the results
of three separate implementations of the KaTan
Matrix Packing IdeasK the same computer.

R. JACKSONi Perhaps we're getting'tO the pdint
-where we ought to broaden our definition of what,
exactly" an algorithm is.

R.
,
DEMBO: No. I think my original comments re-

ferred not to whether an algorithm was published
-in,coded form or not. I agree with the comment.
by the way-;- that if youipublishAhe code it would
mean less than publishing a mathematical descrip-
tion. But let's take the paper. P3 as an example.
If claims were made in that paper that the new
P3 invert procedure was muchiletter.than what had
been done previously, the question then becomes
whether enough information was given in that paper-
to allow those claims to be-tested-by someone else;
willing.to code the invert procedure. It must
understood that these comments are made with he.
understanding' that this new researcher might be a
worse programmer than Dennis Rarick was

4 ;

J. GILSINN: I'd likg.to go back to a previous..
topic:of conversation. Are you thinking-An this:
set of guidelines of notallowing a paper to'be
published if it presents computational results
about a code that, is a -proprietary one? BecaUse
it seems to me that users of codes are most infer-
ested in knoWing the performance of a particular
code against one of the better known codesland
very often the2oette wn codes are the-
proprietary ones. Whoseo ng to reStriCtthat
kind.of d'situetion?

H. GREENBERG: I think the correct answer is that
we don't know.

R. JACKSON: The issue is getting a little more
ZaITITITETEE'dand I'm not sure we're defining our
terms very well. Our original topic-of converse-
.ti on was the development Of aset.of guidelines '

for the publication of,comphtational,results where
the ultimate aim is to see better comparisons Made.
We went off into the tangent of discussing-,:*he4er
the code itself should,be published .as.a result.

. .



of the comment that if you don't see the code you
can't do a proper comparison. Another issue has
been raised, however, that in the absence of com-
plete listings of the code for whatever reason,.
proprietariness or unwillingness of journal editors
to include. listings, is there anyway that a fair
computational comparison can-be made about codes?
I would like to see that topic discussed moreso
than the current topic of whethercodes should be
published or not. It.is clear that proprietary .
codes are not going to be published.

W..ORCHARD-HAYES: But related to that question is'
the argument that _there is n such thing as repro-
ducable complicated coding.. It depends on too
many factors including the tyle of the author,
the compiler. you're using and whatnot.

R. DEMBO:. I didn't mean reprjkucing code, I meant
reproducing experiments.

-W. ORCHARD-HAYES: No, I mean reproducing results.'

R. DEMBO: Well, I think you're right. There are
i15.F77 different factors that enter into it, but
you should be able to attack the same problems,
using the-same tolerante criteria as the authors
did and. produce the same results:

W.-ORCHARD-HAYES:. I guess the way I'm
t's a question of relevance- What dirference'does

-it make?

. R. JACKSON.: The answer to that revc7ves
the'question of_replication as a le: -,sari part
',ofsscientific'endeavor..-:

R. DEMBO: The ;ioini:is that you're making infer-

H. GREENBERG: -I thinl!'the payoff a-bit better
than that. now. I think it's hart-:, 4nderstand.
when there are no controls: If one.,:ersonruns t

,ah.experiment with-one:problemand someone else
runs another experiment with another pro,1em,
there. is no way of knoWing-whetheryou!ve r.: de
any progrgss. ' I-think the value pf.reoroducibility.
to the extent that it's feasible, is-that it does
give you a measure,of progress.

J. MULVEY:. I think there is some value in-saying
why one code is better than another in that when
someone else tries to duplicate the experiment'
they can at :east have some systematic'way of
trying to get the same kind of results. .tor

H. GREENBERG: I think :Ws-true for the opposite.
reason, namely to-inject the objectivity that.Make
It less dependenton-the judges. I think that's
the point of reproducibility. - .

. .

E. HELLERMAN:- I. think there's an awful lot of pUre
artistry here, artistry in implementation. . Now, I
would ttack,anything Viet, Bill-.Writes against any-.
.thin13..that"anybody else. writes,. and I know it's .

Aoing.p be'better because' Bill's an artist at
this kind of th,iu1g. It's like Tboking_at a painting ^
of- -the same' by two different artists.
They '-re going to Jook a little different no matter`'
how hard they try to be the s'am.. .4 don't-know if
You .can develop,a criteria fOr pitting one against .

another tddetermine. which_one is better.

-./.
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R. JACKSON: I.think I would like to disadTTe:with
you on that. I agree with-you. that there's an
incredible amount of artistry in producing some
of-these codes, but artistry,.I think, once it is
around long enough and used over and over again
is no longer. artistry. It becomes documented-
fact. Let's take list structures as an example.
At some point in time years ago, how data were
stored, organized and retrieved was almost a
black art. But now techniques for organizing data
fand retrieving it appear in textbooks. And this
is getting back to. what I mentioned awhile ago,
that it might be necessary to expand our defini-
tibnof an algorithm to include such Items as
specific coding, tricks.

W. ORCHARD-HAYES: ,Why not just say "list/structure"
'.then? Why isn't that sufficient?

R.- JACKSON, My point here-is-that-there are.
prObably other aspects of what is now artistry
that should be included in this expanded'defini-
tion of an algorithm.

H. GREENBERG: I agree that what was art ten years
ago may be partially science, now. -

IL ORCHARD-HAYES: to make one More-point
abouvcomparing codes and that point hasto ddwith
.portability. I just. can't believe that it'soos-
sible to carry one code from one machine to another.
machine and compare it.' Codes just aren't that
2.Prtabie anymore -

H. SREENBERG: Right. We have identified machine
cfk.-acteristics as a set-of variables to be reek =
ones with in the design Of arreXperiment.. I-think
thmugh scientific investigation we can geta:much
better understanding of the varibus"comouter and-
alctrithmic effects on the retults'of-'an evalua-4
ticn. -That, of course, is the point of'the inves-
tication: to understand the effects of the

My.feelingthat there-will be some
nteresting results' from :-the work done'recentlfir

by Dick O'Neill: ',believe 'there will' be some
very strong and Counter-intuitive results from'
that work.

M. GUTTERMAN: I personally don't believe in prin-
ted publication of codes, I think that code
availability by publication, the creation'of a
collection and dissemination center for machine
readable code, is a valuable coatribution innghy
Cases. But despite theartistrY'Of Bill Orchard- .

Hayes's coding,'I've never gotten' much benefit
from having a listing of it in front of me.

O'NEILL: You if you chose the test prob-
1.7171-176T7Fctly/You could actually design an experi-
ment to test one person's- artistry in coding against
another's. You could in fact make inferences about
artistry. _

.

UNKNOWN: This' sort ofjthing is being done and .re-

su ts 11avebeen report d in a book.Called The .

Psychdlrogy of:COnipbter Programming: -The.experiments
were designed ,to<:est:whether'a code.produced-br,
different people-'varfeeaccording to tha.stated.,-
goals.. It made'a tremendous difference Whether
the stated goals were to prodUcecode as 'quickly
as poSsibla or whether"the code was meant td-be'

.

at efficient as possible. In any event, this kind .



of 'experiment is being.done and the results are
very interesting.

E.-.HELLERMAN: I'd like to point out something here
about characteristics of computer programming.
actually recall an instance where one of the oil
companies was approached by Bonner ,and Moore.a -nd
informed that their. problems could be running.in
one third the time:that they're currently taking..
.Bonner came to our installation to run it and .

spent a lot of time fiddling around with the formu-
lation of the problem until he finally met'his
objective of solving the problem in one third the
time that it.was turrently taking for that oil
company. But the reason that he was successful
is that -he knew enough about the characteristics
of his code and what is required in the way of the.
characteristics of the formulation, in, order to
take maximum advantage.of his code characteristics.
So these are a few other things--one-runs-upragainst
when trying-to measure code performance.

M. GUTTERMAN:- Another question to be answered
however, is what would have happened if they had
.taken the-new formulation of the problem and put
it on LP90 a would.it have rum faster in that.
case?

E. HELLERMO: Another important point,: though, is
that Bonner -knew enough about the oil company's
problem to.say -that if you can live with an-error
larger than was' being allowed by.LPSO, you can get
the-kind of redudtion in time thatheWas, talking
about. And he indeed came up with a:solUtion that
had an error at the maximum rate, a rate that would
never have been tolerated:by-LPN. The question
then becomes what can you live with?' How large
an error are you -,grilling to tolerate? '

.,

R.. JACKSON:- That question 4.what.you can-live
ris-a difficult, ore and pkes me think of the

carrunient Chuck Mylander made earlier about wanting
:to keep only a small s.04.tction of codes. There
.are people that.. I='ve one work for who want only
one nonlinear programming code. One mandoesn't..
care ithether'theres a few seconds-difference
between the aide that he's got and-the other codes
that he might be able ,to use. He wants only to
learn how to operate-and become familiar with one
code rather.than have to- deal with a large number
of them.-. 4

C.. MYLANDER: As a. refeime, I still get alot of
papers in which an algorithm is proposed but the
.paper doesn't havefany other merit than the .pro
posed algorithm and it Hasn't even been coded.-.

H: GREENBERG: Why don't you .reject it?

0,..MYLANDEti -I doe.- It's just that.1-thinkit- j

wouabeva%good:idea to propose a standard-for
people who publish algorithms and computational
results making: it. mandatory that they have run
the_tode, ,specified some test-proplemd, and,

.11-itted the. environment in which Wran.

H.- GREENBERG: The evolutidn I see, for example
nonlinear programming, is thatfilteen or

twenty years ago wewere pretty hungry for' al -'
gorithmt- making- it -possible for an algorithm to
be proposed-with.no more justification other tha

t
.that ftwas a clever- new idea.. As time went bn,

however, it became necessary to provide empirical
evidence, or theoretical evidence like rate analy-
sis, about the efficiency of a clever new-idea.
At that time, say in-the .sixties., it was acceptable
to do an experiment consisting'completely.of
randomly generated. problem.. In the seventies, '.
however, we're discovering that is no longer accep-
table and there appears to be a.move toward.Much
more sophisticated design of experiments to.test
whether an assertion of a superior algorithm Is
-true..

H. CROWDER: What's the possibility of sending
programs and listings to referees that can be
used.in refereeing the paper. For example,-I
once was asked to referee a paper for TOMS. The
editor, Milt Gutterman-i:sent nie 0 deck, and a
listing, and the third example I-tried on the code

-.failed. I simply 'packed it all up and sent it
back to the editor .and it's back ,in the hands of
the author now.

R. DENBO: When I originally-brought thetopic.
UTT.Y7i;it thinking about the kind of-article that''s
putflished Th which the authors say "Here is a new
algorithm that took two seconds to solve Rosen-
brock's function and therefore this is a really
neat new algorithm. That kind of article is still
being published,- for' in Mathematical
Programming: It.shouTdn'tbe. We are now-at the
.point -where we need much more information than. .

-that it took two secondt to solve Rosenbrock's
Onction. .

-

UNKNOWN: One thing haVen'tiheard mentioned
today is the situation'where-an algorithm-is pro-
poAed to solve a previouSly,unsolvedproblem of
for some other reason there are.no.othef algo-
rithMs-to-compare against it. 'My question is N.

-.should the proposer of the algorithmt be required'..
to program it? There_May be a number of math-
ematicians who simply-are unwilling to do:that:,-

H.' GREENBERG:. AS-1 understand the spirit of the,
guidelines, they're based on the assumption'that
they will CebapOied only-for papers whose primary

.contribution is, based on a. claim of superiority-
or some other way related to competition with
other algorithms for solving problems. Only in
that circumstance are the guidelines applied and
the authors are asked to satisfy certain experi-
mental design criteria. Not much thought has
been-given to-the situation you're describing.

R. O'N&ILL: Before the session ends; I would like
to ask the audienceasfew questions about some.of.
the topics we've discussed today. I'd like to.
know, .for example, how many peoplehere think that
the computer hardware should be mentioned.or spe-.
ci.fically included in a paper to be published
about computational results? What about the
operating system?. The compiler? The-specific
test problems used? Should-the-test problems.be
made available? I think we have a consensus.

H. GREENBER0: One more question.: How many care
whether the publications carry that kind of,
information?;

R. DEMBO:.' Lt appears', gentlemen,: that we, have
won.

. . .
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R. O'NEILL: One more question - how about the .

code? How many people think the code should. be
made available? No consensus. What about avail-
able, but not published? No consensus. What_ .

about available to the referees only, for evalua-
tion? A consensus.

-M.,GUTTERMAN: That's a suitable .compromise.

OtNEILL: What. -about proprietary codes? Should

they be made available to the referees only for
evaluation? No consensus on that topit.

R.-DEMBO: We've asked a lot of questions here and
got. some very good input from the audience. The
next question we have is what exactly should we do
with it? How do wego about getting these ideas'.
implemented? .

J. FILLIBEN: Isn't-that- probleM .for-theeditoF.'
i al' boardsf _

H. GREENBERG: Yes. As -I understand it, ye should

.next send a:-letter. Michelle Baliriski, the editor

.of_Mathematical Programming, 'with copies to editors
of other journals of our field....Since we're a
Committee of the Mathematical Programming Society,
and since Balinski has already indicated a great:
desire to have us produce these' guidelines, we can
.expect favorable treatment.

R: JACKSON:. Its time. 41°W:to. sum up' this :Session',
'Tilili-W7%ve run out:of time. I would like to
poin,t out that the .next step for the. Committee
Algorithms'is to draft a set of proposed es

We plan a panel discussion ai theSaft Francisco
meeting of ORSA in the spring of next year where
these guidelines will be 'discussed by seven asso-
ciate editors. of the journals of our field. After
that, a final version,of the guidelines will be-
sent to the editors. cf. those journals. The .commit-
_tee also is. organizing-a research exchange. or,news-
letter.to keep informed,those persons who'are .

intereitez the work of the committee. We'will
be compil a mailing list of "friends of the
tommittee", and if .anyone is interested please
send- yotir 'name -and-Address to any member-of the
committee.. With that, we can ,end the sesstpn by:
saying thank you all for coming.
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LARGE SCALE MATHEMATICAL PROGRAK.MING

TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH)

T. Prabhakar
-17niolaspCarbide 'CorTioratiOn

-Building 82/507
Post. Office-Box 8004

Sough Charleston, West Virginia 25303

The modeling and;Solution of large-scale mathematical program-. -
ming systems have been heavily influenced-by the advent of large
and high speed digital computers, powerful commercial software sys-
tems for mathematical Programming, and special languages for matrix
generation and.report writing, and finally, by the increasingcom-

.

plexity Of decision- making in the business world. An attempt is
made here to show how modeling and solutiOn for large-scale busi-
ness applications is approached nowadays from a total system view
point.starting'Irom,the problem definition and including the design 1
of input and output.syltems, the formUlatioPof the Mathematical
prograMming model, and the generation of'financial and other.busi---
nessrepores by drawing the information from the optimal solution
and sensitivity- analyses. :A large linear:pro4ramming application
-ih.Use :for prOduction and distribution planning will be used for'p.

.

illdstratiOn.,
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A SEARCH ENUMERATION ALGORITHM -FOR A
MULTIPLANT, MULTIPRODUCT. SCHEDULING PROBLEM *.

o
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ABSTRACT

'The.concept of. search enumeration. in integer:
..'''programming is applied to -find the optima'

schedUle in a plastic injection industrial
process.. The production process involves

_molding parts-I:sin:ea molding machine which
usually has several cavities.- Each'cavity
accOmodates a die which makes a single-part.-.'_
Given a set of customer orders which require.
certain production daYs.-(kc own),. the problem
.is to lind'a schedule which-rinimizes the num
ler of molding machine setups,, while satisfyr
ing all technological and logisticil_copr
straints. .This paper presents a search ,
enumeration algorithm to'find 'anoptimal,
schedule. "The - algorithm is followed by an .

illustrative,example. Some computational
results are mentioned, and'ottlercommenta.
concerning algorithm improvements are also
given.

.A.11 work discussed here relates-to part Of,an
actual case study for a medium size Northeast
Ohio Corporation. The 'entire case study

.resulted in the development of a Computer'
;system for production scheduling as well as..

:'for due date assignment, inventory control,
-,,machine allocation, and extensive data -

: processing. In this article.we concentrate
our efforts on the optimization phase and
its implementation for the production

Part of the system.

*No part Of this document may.be reproduced with
out explicit written'permission of-both authori;

_

Harvey M. Salkin

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of search enumeration in integer
programming is applied to find the optimal
schedule in a plastic injectionindustrial .

process. The production process involves
molding'parts using a molding'Machine which
usually has several cavities. Each cavity
.accomodates a die which makes a single part.
Given a set of customer orders. which re.;

_ quire certain produCtion days (known),
the problem is to find a schedule which .
minimizes the number -of molding machine
setups, while satisfying all technological
and logistical constraints. This paper
presents a:search enumeration algorithm to
find an optimal schedule. -The algorithm
is followed by an illustrative example.
Some computational results are.mentIoned,
and other comments concerning algorithm
improvements are also. given.

All work discusSed here'relates to part
of an actual case study fora medium
size Northeast Ohio Corporation. The'.

-entire case Study resulted in the develop
ment of a computer tEsstem for production
'sdhedul as. -well as for due.date assign --
'meat, nventory control, machine allocation,
and ensive data processing. In this -

articlawe concentrate out-efforts on the
'optimization phase and its implementation
for the prOduction scheduling partofthe
sYstem..

. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCTION
PROCESS

In this section, we describe the production
process which Involves molding plastic parts..
via a molding machine. A' molding machine--
accomodates-severaI (usually EOr 8) dies,.-
each of,whiCh,Corresponds to specified
part. Dies in a. machine may be all .different,--_
but certain technological restrictions exist.
Most importantly, these aredie-position":.
constraints, and die length constraintshat

due to their geometric.charakeristids
andease- of removalfromthe die;!Certain,.'

A'arts.MUsthe produced by:dieslocatedin
'Mold position near the machine operator. :These-
'diesare said to require,a"front-Position"-

C.



in the mold, and are labelled "front runners."
In contrast, the remaining dies can have ei-
ther a front or rear position, where a rear
position is at a farther distance from the oper-
ator. In addition'to front or rear die posi-
tions, quality control diCtates that some
dies must be located closer to the center of
the mold. ,Also, to avoid part breakage
during their removal from the machine, the
difference of lengths of adjacent dt.e.; can
be no more thin 3/4".

It Is undesirable and costly to stop the
molding machine during a production run.
Thus the-molding operation is basically a
continuousTroduttion process. New jobs.
to be processed sorrespond to orders for
distinct parts. Based on an orderquantity,
the, number of, production. days required is
obtained. At the end of production for a
certain job; a die must be pulled out of a
cavity in the molding machine and s new die
required for the next job is inserted.

'During this setup, the whole molding machine
must be stopped, which means'thatA,roduction
is lost. Although a setup can be completed
.fairly quickly, say in 30 minutes, it could
take sekveral hours until production stabilizes
and acceptable parts are molded. Therefore,
in order. to maximize production, it is desired
to minimize the number. of setups.

Even though our actual probIem-involves mul= .

tiple plants and multiple machines, as well
as some other constraints (such as mold speed,
plant specification; etc.),in'orderto
,Simplify the. discussion, we concentrate on

'one7machineexample. We also assume that
orders cOrrespOnd to dlitinct parts, only one'
die is:availableforaach-order and the sched-
uling period is known. - (It is actually 4e-
termined.fron a previous model in the sys!-
ten.) Our goel is. to .find a schedule, which

.,:aainimiZes'the number of SetupS whiles'atis-
fying all technological constraints. The

-next .sectioadescribes a search enumeration,
algorithm which finds an optinalschedule. '

'An Illustrative Example (1 machine; 11 Orders)

.

Order.

Number
Production
- Days

Die
Position

Die Length
(inch)

1 . .2 .
'Front : 3.6

2 5 Rear 2.5
3, Front 3.2
7 Rear

5 3 Front :3.6

6 1 Front 3.3
7 3 Front - 2.9

'-8 1 Rear 2.8

9 3 Front 3.0

10 4 Rear 3.0 .

.11 4 'Rear '2.7

The initial conditions of the machine schedule'.
(usually due to the previous schedule). and
an arbitrary schedule which satisfies the
technOlogical constraints is shown in Figure 1.
IA the figure, the shaded area indicates the
iktial conditions and the numbers in the
shaded blocks are the, die lengths,- The

scheduling period IS assumed to be 5 days,.
and the search algorithm discussed in the:next_
section seeks an optimal schedule which fil]\s
up this scheduling. period withtheanallest
number of additional setups. -

1

Die Position

Rear.Front

. 2 3 '4

3

. 4

5

6

7

8

9

13

3* 2

*
1.

1! 7*

9*

*Pront'runner

<Additional setups

FIGURE I. Initial Conditions (shededarea)
an Arbitrary Schedule for the,
Illustrative EXample

3. FORMULATION OF,TEE-PAELEMT

The algorithm is similar to a branch -and boend.
approach used in scheduling theory (e:g.,-see
Baker [1]), but the nature of the problem, as
explained shortly, :suggests 'a search enumera-
tion used in .integer programming (e.g.,'see

:Salkin.[2]).* As in any enumeration algOrithm,

*A -search enumeration, as opposed.to a branch
and. bound enumeration, was used bedause -of the
following:
1) A branch and'bmund scheme tends to'create

many dangling nodes. That is,,those-that.
have not yet been considered jor branching

.;7.%:-"pbseS. This may cause.computer stor-
age difficulties; whereas, a search enu-
meration deals with only.one node at a :.

tine, at-the cost of more bookkeeping; and
does. not require the storage.ofLA set of
.dangling nodei -(see, Salkin-[2]). ,

Swving cOmputer storage, was especially
important tows because the system is
being implemented on a.dtall nonvoter
64K bytes ofjaaincore).

2) A clever bookkeeping schethe, based On
.the fact that a forward step corresponds)

, to locating adie.in.a position with an .
exiiiest calendar opening, improves the
performance of a'searCh enumeration end'.
'Uses a very minimal 'amount of Storage:

3) A search-enumeration always gives a
current beht feasible sehedule and
usually producesproduces a.near.opt'fnm7-sched-
-ule very quickly (see; Selkin [2])...

_ -



the process involves, branching and bounding,
and canbe pictorially represented by a tree
consisting of nodes and branches. The nodes

'correspond-to aubproblems and the branches-
'link subproblems which differ by a single
additional job fixed.iu a dieposition. We
'now discuss the procedure in context'of an
enumeration tree. -

Let P
o
, the initial node in the tree (see

Figure 2), denote the problem containing n

jobs: The problem'P
0

can be partitioned
1 1- .

into n subproblems,. Pf, P2,..., P by wi-
n

signing jobs to the first opening'(i.e:,
subsequent to forward steps)..: By "first
opening" we peen the die position which.has

N.,: the earliest calendar opening In case of
ties,. we can use any consistent rule such

.

-as the smallest- index. Thus, P1 is the ori.
ginal,problem with job 1 fixed at the ear-

'liest opening; -.P2 is the original problem

withjeb 2 fixed at the eUrliest-opening
. etc. In the Illustrative Example, the ear-
'liest

1

opening is day 1 at positions I and

Pf.is -then the original problem'with job
1 assigned;ai position1. (We are using the .

aMallest'indix rule. in case oe ties.) NeXi,
each of the aubproblemacan.be further par-,

1

titioned as in Figure 2. For instance, P2
2 .2. 2,

can be partitioned- into P2I, F6r

exwnple, in.P21, jobs 2 and 1 are assigned.--
atthejirst two earliest openings- in this
-order.- In general, at level,k, each sub-
problem contalfiS,k,jobs aleady scheduled
(or fixed in-a die position): Each sub-

:problem.Canbe further patiitioned into "at
most".(n-k) subproblems, which form part of
the level (k+1) subproblems. The-reason::- -

whywe say "at most" is because of the tech-
nological constraints mentioned-earlier,:
which may limit the production of 'some parts
at:certain die position's: ,,..For' example,

'problem P21 does notexist in the Illustrative
Example as job 2; which Is a front runner,:.
tannothe placed In di position 5 which..la
a rear die position. :Thiatipe ofimplicit
-enumeration may.alsobe the. result of.tbe die,
length Constraint.

We go down the tree, until a acheduleis
completed and a solUtion is found. Then a.
backward step (a.return to the previous aub-.
problem) is takenand a regular search prO-
cedure starts. -The detail of a search.
enumerationcan'be found in Salkin [2]. A
part of a aearchree for the Illustrative
Exampleis given in the next section (Figure
3).

FIGURE The General Enumeration Tree

4. THE ALGORITHM

Notation 'We denote the.set 5 as a partial se-
quence of jobs'fram' Among the n jobs origi-
nally in the problem. For example, S =
_(2,4,3,1), Means that job 2-is scheduled, at
the earliest opening, and,job 4'at the2nd
earliest opening, job 3 at.the 3rd earliest
opening,-and job 1 at the 4th earliest opening.
Also,,S7 = (2,4,3,1)7 means S = (2,4,3,1,7),
or that job'7 is scheduled at the 5rn,-ear
liest'Opening..

Algorithm Listing.- .

Step 1 (Initialization)

Set Z *, the...ciurrent.smallestImmnberOk.aet7
ups to an'.arbitrarily4arge:value. Setc=0. .

The problemis PC). afidS is null.-- GO to.;Step 2.

.Step 2.

Find- the (k+l)nr.eaiiiest opening die-posi=,
tion. -In -case of t_ ies,:seleCt the smallest.
-index;',Go to Step .3:

Step 3 .(Forward Step)

-At the (k+l)n:r:earliest opening die,position,
try:to:schedule-any one, say order i, of ..

:"untested" -orders (i.e., exclude orders al- . !

teady tested or Scheduled) which `satisfy the,
die position' (i.e., front/center/rear) -

and die: length constraints.

This defines problem P:11. !

.(A) If there is noauchorder,Lgo to Step'4
(Backward' Stepp): 'Count the'total-num-
ber of setups thus.fiar, denoted as 2.

If 2'> Z *, mark' the order. as "tested=
(at the, current. earliest opening-die
position), and.repeat the Forward Step
with another' "untested" order. -

(B)

If 2*:and the schedule is completed,..
set Z*=2'(improved schedule found).
Set k=k+1 and.5=Si.. Go to Step 4.. (Back-

ward-Step),-
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T

it problem level
S a partial sequence of jobs
Z the number, of setups for

schedule S.'
(Z X indicates that S violates

some technological constraint.)
the sequence of enumeration'

Netecurrent
best-schedule

. -

FIGURE 3. Part of the Search Enumeration Tree for .the Illustrative' Example



(D) If Z < Z* and the schedule is not yet
completed (Forward Step), set k=k+1
andS=Si. Goto Step 2.

It any case, an order is never scheduled if
its production duration exceeds the time the
particular molding machine is expected to
remain operable.' (This is determined from

different model, not discussed in this ar-
ticle.)

.

Step 4 "(Backward Step)

'Back up tothe last scheduled orde r, and mark
the order scheduled at the die position being
opened as "tested." It othet words, if
.S=S'i (i.e., the last.schedulederder is,'
'order i),'remove order i from the current
schedule and return to problem Pk71. Set

°

k*k7.1, and go to Step 5.

Step 5 (Termination. Test)

If k < 0,,stop; Z* is the minimum number of
setups. Otherwise,, count the number of set-
ups, Z, for the current schedule (i.e., S!).%
If Z > Z*, go to Step 4 and take-another,
Backward Step. If Z < Z* (More precisely,
if'Z = Z*-1), go to Step 3.:

5. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

We now describe how the algorithm works
using the Illustrative Example, and assume
that initially an arbitrary schedule as shown
in'Figure I is given.. This schedule is,equi-..
valent to P1.1; where S = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,
10,11), wit six (6) additional setups.
(Note that setups due tothe previous sthedule
are not counted.) Therefore, Z*=6, and the
st6s below follow The tree corresponding
to part of the computation is in Figure 3.

. -...
. .Step .4 (Backward

Remove brder.11 from the current schedule.
Mark, order 11 scheduled at the llth earliest
opening die Position (i.e., die position 7
at day 4) as "tested." Set k=11-1-10.

Step5 (Termination Test)

k 3'0_ and Z=6=Z*=6 Therefore, go.to Step
A and take' re BackWard Step.

-Step 4 (Backward Step)

Remove order 10 from the current schedule.
Mark order 10 scheduled at the 10th earliest
Oening-die position (i.e.-,. die position 4
at,day,4).as-'tested." Set kr10.64=9.

Step.5 (Termination Test)

1:.$ 0. aad Z=6=Z*6.

Step 4 1Backward Step)

.Remove order:9 from the 'current schedule.
'Markerder 9 Scheduled at the 9th earliest
opening die position (i.e:,-,position 2 at
day. 4) as "tested." Set k*9-1=8.

Step 5 (Termination Test)

k 0 and 2=50Z*=6.
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Step 31D) (Forward Step)

Schedule order'10 at the:19th earliest opening
die position. 2=5 < Z*=6, and k- 8+1 -9, and
S.= (1,2,3,...,8,10). .

1.

Step 2

The (k+1)8C 10th earliest opening,die.posi-
tion is die position 4 .at day 4..

"::Sted 3(D) (Forward Step)

Schedule.order 11 at the 10th earliest opening
poSition.,Z=5 < Zk=6, and k=9+1=10 and
S - (,241 8 10,11).

Step 2-

The 11th eirlieSi opening die position is
die'position 7 at day 4.

Step 3(B) (Forward Step)

. Order 9, front runner, cannot be scheduled
at the rear, and there Is -no other alterna-
tive.

Step 4 (Backward Step)

'Remove order II fram the current schedule.
Mark order'll scheduled- a. the 10th earliest

-openir4As "tested." Set k=10-1=9 and r
S - (1,2,3,...,8,10). -

Step 5 (Termination Test) .

k $ 0 and Z=5=Z*-1.

Step 3(B) (Forward Step) .

Order 9 scheduled at the 10th earliest opening
will make Z=6=Z*, and there.is no other
"untested" order at this opening

Step 4 (backward Stet:3

Remove order ID fromthe<current Schedule.'
Mark order 10 'scheduled 14 the 9th earliest
opening;as *utested:.!;, Set 17.09.-1=8 and
S

Ste p 5 n Test)

*40.and Z=5=Z*-4.

Then similar steps repeat by scheduling order
11. at the 9th earliest pening without pro-
ducing a better schedule, and evenutally the
enumeration reverts. tO-level'8, level 7,
etc. Apart of the enumeration tree corres-
ponding to the above description is given in .

Figure 3. After we check all altermatiAs"
at the 1st. opening die position, we have
the optimal solution, which is shown in
Figure 4. Notice that Z*=3.

2

3
4

6

7

s.

. io

Die Pooltloo
hoot. Saar

5 6 1

IA=
1 1111

lila
nclaz a. Optieel Schedule for ItcoPlo

PTO= tomer)

1 60



6.' COMPUTATIONAL ;XPERIENCE

The algorithm has been coded in FORTRAN
and is being implemented on a small IBM
computer with 64K byteaof main 'Core.
A few smaller problems haVe thus far been
tested successfUllY",

.

'Additional computational -behavior .corre-
Spending-to the IlluitratiVe Example (Section
5) is in Table 1. Running eimes relateto-
teat runs on a UNIVAC 1108 computer:

TABLE 1 '

Computational Performance'for Example

-Level k'
Time toreach level
k first time after
a Backward Step'(se-
conds/Univac 1108)

11 0.000
10 0,001
9 0.005
8 0.011
7.. 0.015

0.030
0.034

'4 0.060
- 3 0.147

2

. 1."; r.509
0 (Opti- 5.984 1_

malit

Current smallest'
number of setups
'

6

6 .

. 6

6

6

5

-5 .

.4

3*
3

.*The optimal solutioWwith 3 setups is. ob-..
mined after 1.404 seconds .

,

The algorithm can easily,be extended to the
multiple plant and multiple molding machinecase.
The actual case study involves many molding
machines located at several plants. Each
.molding machine corresponds to a particular
mold.type and to a particular material* and so
the algorithm may be applied directly to all
molding machines with the same mold/material
type. The multiple plants normally add
certain technological, logistical, and/or
quality control cgnstraints. The resulting
plant specification(s) naturally contributes
to the algorithm's. efficiency.

There are two different approaches when
extending the algorithm to the multiple
machine and multiple.pIat case. One approach.
lays out "all machines 3n parallel and ap-
plies the algOrithm directly,:. If we-consider.'
a. two machine problem, each-machine
'eight cavities, the approach reduces to
considering a one machine problem with-six
teen - cavities. Of course, the way to count'
the number of setups has to be modified,
bgcause a setup in one machine is sindependent
of a setup inthe other. On the other hand,
a Second 'approach to the multiple machine
problem is to lay out all machines in series.

*The material specification is suggested in
a previous model which is not discussed in
this article. The final material specifica-
tion- is given by management.

.

In order to apply tis--approich, a 'planning hori-.
zon has to be introduced, where the idea is to
schedule the machines during a given planning hor-
izOn.,'An'order is scheduled only whenitcan.
startIduring the:planntag'horfion...4ith this ap-;
proach,-the algorithm,.,duringferward steps, sche-
dules the complete planning horlion. of'. the first
machine, and then goes to the second machine, and
so on. The backward step; works in an' exactly op-
posite-way. . If this approach iaadopted, then we
are minimizing the number of setups which.'result
froM schedules thar;fill. up the planning horizon:
Therefore, it is possible that'certai;n orders cab -
not be scheduled (or; more-precisely, cannot be
started), during the planning ,horizon'in the opti
mal,schedule (e.g., sec Figure 6). At this time,
the program uses the latter approach,

It should also be mentioned that the algorithm
'currently does not allow for "a hole" in a 'sche-
*dule. /n other words, in a specific cavity. of a
molding machine, two subsequent orders-pustbe .

scheduled in such a way that when the first one is
finished, the other has to be.started immediately.
subsequent to a-set up: is conceivable'thit-by-'-_
allowing a gap-in a'schedule,(in practice, a cavi-.
tjeis blocked in This 'case); the. numberof setupa:
can be reduced: ComputatiOaawitha sample pro-
,blem is belOW.'., In this'exaMpIe, we have.2 mach-
ilea at two diffement locations, A and B. Due. to

certain logiatIcaland other constraints not men-,
tioned, it turns out that some orders must be pro-
duced at a .specific plant, and-thus we have a
plant specification. Als6, the two machines, de-

,-,..noted by X and Y have slightly different capabili-.
-ties, and some orders must be processed by a par- .

'ticular'machine- (machine specification). If no
specification is made, any order can be 'processed-
by any machine. Machine X is located at Plant A,
and Machine Y at Plant B. Initial conditions of
the machine schedule and an initial arbitrary
schedule is given in Figure *. The optimal eche.7
duleor the Example, found by the search enumera-,'
tion,-is.shown in Figure 6. Notice that orders-
6 and 8 are not scheduled during the current plan-:.

. ning horizon:

EXAMPLE .

(2 plants, 2 machines, 14 orders)

Produc-
Order tion 'Plant Machine Die Po- Die

,
iNo. Days Spec. Spec. Sitian Length

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10
'11

12
13
14

149 1 64.

A ; X Front 3-0
..,

6 A X Rear 2.5"

3 Rear 2.4
1 - Front 3.0-

Front 3.0
2 A - Front 2.8 ..-'

2 - Rear 2.6
4 'B - Front 3.3

19 B Front 3.0
10 - Rear 2.3
2 - Rear 3.0
4 - - Rear ., 2.9
7 _ Ti,Ar. 2.8.
5 - spilt 3.5



4

5

6

1

,Machine X (Plant A)

3 4 5

Machine Y (Plant B)

Dies

4 5

7

'.8

9

10

'11

12

13

14'
15

16

.17

18

19

20

a'
* Front' runners

FIGURE 5. Initial Conditions (shaded area) and an Arbitrary Schedule for the Example

Machine X (Plant A)

Dies

4 '5 6 7 8

Machine 1 (Plant D)

Vies

3 4 5

2

3

-4

5

6

7

a
9

10

The 'end of the
scheduling
period.

___419 The and of the
scheduling
period

12

13

14.

15.

16-

17'

18

19

20

(Orders 6 and 8 not'scheduled)

FIGURE 6. Optimal Schedule for the Exasiple. \
1 6 2
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."

The model is being tested for problems.with 5
plants and about 30 molding machines.. t-nrtunake-
lyi as there areseveral material types anci.mold .

types, it can be subdivided into smaller problems.

Even though the current model assumesdeterminis- -

tic production days, is reality, some orders have
a range of production days such as either 7.ork8
days. Thid allows more flexibility in the sche-
duling phase, and may further reduce the'number
of setups. The model has been expanded to,in-
corporate variable productioh days. (This is
examined at each step'in the enumeration and thud
the schedules may notbe optimal- in a global'
sense.)

In general, algorithm trys at most-n! combine-
tions,-where n is-the number.of orders: HoWevelp..
in computations, implicit enumeration'substanti-y.
ally reduced the numbeVvf 'combinatiorid that mtii.t
be examined. Judging ffom the fact tharafairly
goodschedule is often obtained early in the enu-
Imerative process and also that a substantial
amount of computations is usually -Spent to show

inthat the current best solution is, in-fact, op-
timal, heuristics which will curtail the compu-
tations are now being considered:: For example,
we can restart the algorithm by changing the
earlier part of the schedule drastically.when
the computational progress slows, and eventually
terminate all computations.

7...-CONCLUSION

. .

,The-problem of finding an optimal schedule which
minimizes the number of setups in a plastic
molding operation is.formulated and solved'by
search enumeration.. Even though-the size of the
problems tested so far are relatively small (at
most 15 orders), the original problem combined
with all technological, logistical, and other.
constraints yields several smaller problems.
Each of these with a clever. heuristic rule,

that 3inerates a good, if not optimal, schedule
withIE a reasonable amount of computer time,
should be solved quickly using the algorithm.

, It is currently inan extensive testing stage
for use as a subroutine :- - _-oduction sche-.

duling and inventory cOntrpl ,:mputer system.
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AN. IMS-GAMMA.
DATABASE EDITOR

E. Bv Brunner
Gulf Oil' Corporation

INTRODUCTION

As personnel from all levels of today's.
industries are becoming more involved -with the
"man - computer dialogue", we seethe frd'Preftrenon
occurring that more non-computer trained people

.

are :utilising it "-facilities. For many years now, ..
the shift has be n away from having highly
trained compute people provide the services to
execute-a progr rn'. _increasingly, the developed
program is turned over to the user to allow data
tabulation and execution to be done by him. This,
in turn, has caused a need for an easy method for-
the user to do this data tabulation and program
exemitri!.. -

One feature that can help to aecompliSb
this is the use °fa' datbase." A database being
defined as "a collection of interrelated data stored
together with controlled redundancy to serve one.-

- or xrpre applications--in an optimal fashion; the
data are stored so that t,hey are independent of
programs which use the data; a common and ,con,-
trolled approach is used in adding new data-and
modifying and retrieving existing data within the
44-ta base. "I-.,

Utilizing this concept with its "common and
controlled approach to' add and modify-data" we
can devise programs by which a user can tabulate
data and execute his program easily..

Furthermore, this man - machine interface
_ should-fulfill the folloWing.objectives:-

.4

0

. . . -,.
GAMMA 3. The model preformed very

. satisfactorily and gave clearly understood results.
The familiar complaint then came from the cus-
,tomer that the 'mechanics of tabulating the infOr-

, mation on keypunch forms, waiting for and
checking the keypunching and then submitting the.
deck was too time consuming and prohibited them
from obtaining the needed results_within a half-., day or less. What could we do abo,tit thie?. The -
solution to the.problern seemed to be some for

. of interactive tun to eliminife the need for the<,
se

caid,reck. This: requi ernent turned out to be w,to -
fold; method or pro ram to create and, maintain
an input datdbase and then a way of submittiniga

.-.job stream. For their purposes we had met
items numbered 1, 2 and 3 of our:objectives. list:
but as ht., h-ad not addressed items 4 and 5,

Being that-JBlvt's Iriformation Management
System (IMS) was already resident at Gulf and
provided the needed database capabilities via a
Cathode Ray Tube or batch program,-"and that the
project sponsor's analysis were familiar with
using the CRT for financial work, ..it was decided
to use IMS to meet these requirements. -

1. Meet the needs of the user.
2. Understandability of results.
3. Reliability, of execUtion.-

c 4. Ease of use.
5. Timelrresulp.

EVOLUTION OF A PROJECT
.

Eirly in' a request. wa,s -made .by the-
Gulf Oil Trading Company for"an analytical tool
'(i. e.. L.-P. model) ;hat would determine the"
relative value of crude oils for different refinery
-situations. The model 'Was developed in,card deck
form using the matrix generator-report writer
p;oduct of Bonner 8c Moore Software Systems,

-%

THE DATABASE EDITOR

The database and its programs were to
handledata in either the table or list format
utilized in GAMMA 3, and in our design each table
and-list was to be a database record. Figure 1 is
an example of a GAMMA 3 table and list in card
image form. The table in database record
structure'would appear as in Figure 2.

Further, since it was projected that many
models would probably use this database,, a tVio-
character prefix was defined to be used as a means

'Of distinguishing unique sets of tables and lists.
Each table/list name would be Prefixed by these
two characters to reserve it for a particular user.
Additionally, pissword security was to be made
available for each uier-chosen prefix. The IMS
non-conversational program to manipulate these
reoords was written PIA and called GAMED. .
lMartin, James, "Principles' of Data-base
Management," Prentice Hall Inc..17/
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Presently, it is running Orr an IBM 370/158under
VS and is accessible through a.3270 'CRT or
equivalent:7

.

.

As displayed on the next_twoligures (3_and
4), GAMED provides capabilities to display and

2 edit database table's' and lists. For display pur-.
poses the user can show:-'

1. A table with is text-and/or data.
.Z. A list or list with text.

'3. A table or _list row-names.
4. Table column names.
5. A tabulatioii of tables and lists

in a database' set.

'For editing the user can:.

1'. Modify

A. Table /liSt text
B. Table data
C. Rovitcolumn .maximum counta

2. Add

A. Complete tables/lists
Table-rOws'and /or columns

C,.. List rows
. .

3. Delete,

A: Complete. tables /lists
B. Table rows and /or coloinns
C. List rows
D. Entire database set

. -
4. Duplicate

.

:A. Ifitipridual tables /lists,:
B. Entire database set

5: Replace Row and Column Names

Since the structure of a table/list seems to

.Figures 9 and10-, NOtethat this is a-database
diSplay of the GAMMA 3table,listed previously
and Figure 9 is the text"portionand Figure 10. is .'

the _data. _ . 1"

If we would like to modify'Some;dita
on .Figure 10, the function is changed to .MOD, .and.
we Move_ the cursor down-to the?alue-tOlse
modified and change it. In this case,. the
value at the intersection of row R2 and 'colurrin-C3-"
(Figure-1i). Then depress the ENTER 150 and:::
receive the response in Figure-12...

-0riCe GAMED was completed, there :still.
remained the problem of having the GAMMA 3.
model generator .access these database tables and
lists.,, aThis was ccomplisheby two additional.."
programs, called .GAMLO4iD and .GAMUNLD.'
GAMLOAD will take a specially formatted file of
tables and lists createdbfGAMMA 'and loadtheM
onto the database under ;a specified prefix '-

Whereas GAMUN, LD will unload all or selected
tables, of one or more prefixes and create this
specially formatted file to be readily useable by
GAMMA:1-In:addition, another utility_ program
exists to list and/or punch this file in card image
form.

After these; programs were completed, the
first part of the original two-fold user problem
was solved: now uograms existed to maintain the
input database -an a make .it available to .the model.
This eliminated any need for.data cards since the
analyst running the model could enter the data via
the CRT'. -

While the effort to produce GAMED was
taking place, a second IMS program -called
JQBEDIT was developed. Its-:purpose was to
maintain and edit a database containing jobstream
card images. T.hutitabase, called JOBFILE,
was separated into members

an
by an

43ght-character name: As an added feature, any
these members that began-with a; job card

could be ,submiite/d/as a. job .streaM wither RUN
coMmand,.. (Example , . Figure r3. This,. of

.ke-r ..course, Sa:tithed our. 'second user requirernent:'
The customer was then proVided with a

have the two,distinct parts.of text and data, displays member on JOBFILE that contained a job stream
are made with the table/list text formatted on a to execute the model. After the data tables and

lists were updated for the current problem. the
user would RUN his -job stream and get results .

withinthe desired time frame of a half-day Or,less.
We now have 17 produation L. P. models

and three non-L1 P.:model apptlfcations being run
in 'this manner by users at variaus lpgeographical
locations throughout:the country. This type of
'operation hai been so successful that w now
receive requests from our user compani that
stipulate that their models must be 'deve ped to be
run- fr6ro an IMS terminal.

Finally, I would like to list some other
capabilities that we_ have added-to our operatiOnS."
As part of a run, the user can optionally:

1: Receive reports at 'a CRT and have

screen. in a separate manner:from table data..
(Figures 5 and 5.)

UpOrr.initiatization. of the transaction GAMED,
the ;User obtains the display-in Figure-7. As
explained in the directions, .the user's two-
character prefix is to be placed within the

- parentheses._ the table/lst name that is' to be acted
. upon. replaces the word .NAME, the field with the -
word TEXT specifies the current format-in use,
the three'letter designarr the character
string 'FUNC:' is the functicn field (SEE)f the.
space betv,/een"the words SEE and PAGE is the
options.fields, and the PAGE clause on the right
has indicators_ _for multiple page messages-. .

If we use the prefix (EB), table name
SAMPLE funcfion SEE. `(Figure 8rand.depress the

AL...0, v. 1:1... .



2. Receive reports. is hard copy at a
lecal printer. .

.3. Load onto the datibase, tables;
lists 'created during execution.

(Figure '14' shows a diagram of the overall
operation from the interaction of .GAMED to the =-
load optimize and reload cycle, thereby "given what -
we 'feet is 1-complete and unified system.

,



. . .

TABLE SAMPLE .. T=10 .s- R=-. ., C=3
* -.' t. ' " CI. C2 C3
.Ri RED.. 1.- 0 2. 0 3.:0
R2 BLUE.. 4. 0 , '5. 0 6. 0
R3 ORANGE 7. 0 8.0

LIST ( COLORS) T=12
RED 4 '.PRIMARY
BLUE " PRIMARY
GRAY ' ACHROMAT IC .--

BROWN. ' SECONDARY
BLACK ' ACHROMAJ I C .--

GREEN .... SECONDARY
ORANGE.' SECONDARY
TAN 'SECONDARY

.
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EDIT CORBILIThiS:
R. .MODIFY

.1.2.TEXT

2.DftTA'

2 I
DISPLAY CHPABILfTIES:

A TABLE

1. TEXT

2.

B. LIST

B. ODD

I. COMPLETE TABLES/LF75
2. TABLE ROWS AND/OR COLUtiNE

3. LIST (ROWS

C. DELETE

J.. COMPLETE TABLES/LISTS
2. TABLE ROWS AND/OR COLUMN{

3. LIST ROWS

4.. DA (ABASE. SET

D.:DUPLICATE

1. (INDIVIDUAL i ASLES/:LISTS

2. COMPL)7E DATABASE SET

REPLACE :ROW. FINV.COLUMN NAME

C: TABLE

,

R LIST ROW. NAMES

D. TABLE COLUMN. MS;

E TABLES.' AND LISTS IN A DATABASE SET
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(' REPLACE* NAME BY SPECIFIC. TABLE NAME: WITH OPTIONAL PREFIX
CHANGE FUNCTION IF OTHER THAN SEE.' EX. MOD:, .ADD., DEL.

ENTER DISPLAY OPTIONS BETWEEN SEE AND PAGE:
ROW/COL 114AME.,... IOW; TEXT: DAVI,
LIST: INDICATES. SPEcIFIc ROW/COL SUBSET FOLLOWS.. NOTE

FORMAT MODE MUST,' BE DATA. ENTER $DATA AS TABLE NAME
TABLES LIST. OF FILL TABLE, -NAMES WITH PREFIV(

DEFAULT' IS ROW, TEXT. AND DATA _FOR FULL TABLE

GAMED (EB)SAPIPLE TEXT FUNC : SEE PAGE 1 OF
4

REPLACE NAME BY SPECIFIC TABLE NAME: WITH OPTIONAL PREFIX (.

CHANGE° FUNCTION IF OTHER THAN SEE EX. MOCK: ADD., DEL.

DIPLAY OPT IONS BETWEEN SEE AND PAGE

'ROW/COL NAMES: ROW. TEXT: DATA.

LIST: INDICATES SPECIFIC RUW /COL SUBSET FOLLOWS, NOTE THAT.

FORMAT MODE MUST BE DATA. ENTER $DATA AS TABLE NAME.

TABLES: LIST OF' ALL TABLE NAMES WITH PREFIX r: ).

DEFAULT . IS ROW TEXT AND DATA FOR FULL TABLE NAMED.

, .



GANEV (EB)SAMPLE TE:x:T-FUisIC:SEE

.ROW NAME: TEXT. ,DESCRIPflON: T 1E

RI. RED

R2 BLUE

R3.- ORANGE

PAGE 1 OF =+1

.



t

GAMED (EB)SAMPLE DATA FUNC.: MOD

ROW /COL:

Ri
R2

R3

Ci.
1. 0000
4. 0000
.7: 0000

'PAGE ."'..;.1. GF =

2. 0000
5. 0000 1g.
8.0000 ifo.el000

a

GAMED (HOSAMPLE TEr, FUNC:MOD P81.3E 1 OF

COLUMN: *C3 ROW:. R2 VAL: 6.-000 CHANGED 10::
FINISHED WITH ALL DATA CHANGES.

+i



//MSPGMEBB JOB 1060100066 4002.qAPNNER X334//MSGLblEL*

//*MAIN ORG=RM070,CLASS=SV.z.

// EXEC4PGM=IEHPROGM'

taSYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A

4

//DDi DO UNIT=DSkilvVOL=SER=GSYS40,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD

ti

SCRATCH VOL=I4K4=GYS4Or

';

SCRATCH 1"aL=DSK11=GSYS40,
,

SCRATCH'VaL=D§U1=GSYS40.

scRetH VOL=DSK.11=GSYS40:

E)SNAME=MSF:G.GAME6.

DSNAME=MSPG GAMED.

DSNAME=MSPG. GAMED.

DSNAME=MSPG. GAMED.

REQUESTED MEMBER DISPLAYED=MSHA*PGM
I

'PREFIX

40

60

PREFIXES

PREFIX5::

f4=-F
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SOFTWARE TOOLS 6R COMBINING LINEAR PROGRAMMING
WITH'ECONOMETRICMODELS* r

Michael .J..Harrisori
COMPUTER R8SEARCFT CENTER f011tCbNOMICS AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE.%

. .' National. Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.-- '
575. Technology Square.

Cambridge,-MassachusettS 02139 ,
. .

Abstract
Mathematical programIgg.....is, increasingly being

combined With other matheruatica4 modeling techni-
Aues. A combination-which has proved partiCularly
fruitful in the field of energy modeling is that of

. an econometric. model and a linear program. Some..
practical experience has shown that although such
combined modelS give rise to unexpectedly few
mathematical:difficulties during tolution, the mm.7:
pdter software which is 'currently availWe is very
incoriverrient forimplement*.these Models. This

. paper' anaTyseS the sources of these.difficulties,
and describes some new,soffware toolswhich.'.are
being developel td'aid in the construction of
bfned modeling Systems.- .

... .-

1. Introduction - The State -of .the -Union -

.

Recently,mathematical models which have as
major components both an econometric 'part and a
linear programming (LP) part have crime intcovogUe;
Hogan ti] has described how such . a -fried& was con-
structed and solved at the-federal Energy A This
tration for the Project Independence Eva) don
System. 'Jorgenson- 121 has proposed . a co ination
of the Brookhaven Energy LP model and t e DRI ;
nterindustry, econometric model,. ShaPiro.D]
describes these and similar'rhodels;and discussed'

'mathernatical approaches to their .solutjon.
rently such soldtion Fethods require .i teraticin

'...betweenthe-econometric, model and'the LP; the.
4,. eCciiiometrtc:40der provides; supply and demand data;

and-,the LP returnS'an opt-trial: 'distribution.'-of
commodities td meet the demand and the associated -

. shadow prites. The. proCess terminates-When an
. equilibrium set of prices is attained. This Paper -

`. addresses. the question -of what softwaretools ;,
"- are-neededbY a- persbn iio. wishes .to develop and

:implement an-algorithM tkiss iiature with thee':
minimu computer programmineffort. 1

. . .

-
original raw data into S' form suitable for computa-
lion; and the 'production offreaningful 'Output. The .

other -is that of system integration;.-that is, 'the
provision of-mechanisms. to contra-1 the execUtiorL-of
the processes, and to facilitate transfer of data
across boundaries betWeen systems. This paper is
principally concerned 'With 'system integration; data'
base management, LP- model -generation,. and report
writingiform,the themes-of.companion
papers [5], and so ;these topics:'will not be' treated
in detail here.-

.. ... ..-. ...

in FORTRAN,- and that .APEX, theq, optimizer. he- used,.

- '...,
Let -ds, 'first :examine the. problems that confront

,a modeler WhO triet-to use existing software..
Hogan [4]. has described-the difficulties that. arose
during. the implemented on of . the 'PIES model'. [1].
Despite. there 'being- no rigOrout theoretical founda-
'tion.to 'the algorithm,-its convergence was found to.
be UnexpectedlY rakici;.(6 to 10 iterations being, --

required);. .Hogari wars fortunate in that the. inte 7..
'grating portion of the 'model could.-be readily Coded/

.has the :Most convenient interface with FORTRAN of
, any. commerci al ly .avai 1 abl e. large-seal e LP code: He -

.has stated.[4]' that the-major difficulty, in the
srOiect3.!ias.thsat of matrix generation, but it Would
Prita.ti.ly be more accurate to say th-at.the real...-
,problems were in database management, as will be .

clear- from .a' full account of. the.project ,[6]. 'Never-7
theless ; although thetcomtifnation of the two lcidels

Idirdncit:ConstitUtd the' greatest difficulty y,in the .

Project: it is clear-that the:integration process
was ty 510 ,:mearis.simple and.straightforward.- -77 _---. -

-- -7

- 'useful at tile 'Outset. to 'distin. :.7

*guish between two separat but 'connected aspects-
of. the. Problem of combiro g.4..P 'and econometrics on

".-.- - -.the computer. One aSpect is- that of data base ...
.management; that is,. the m rshalling of the

I
- .

. -*This ;rort has not undergone the review -accorded'
official -NB BR publications; in pal-ticOar, it has
-'nCrt:vet--een-subMitted.for approval V.:the Board
of Directors.. '

The-'.paucityof published results on'--the success
_ .

ul combination of modeling techniques tends to
corroborate the-view that implementation' of such

,.Oombined modelstit idifficult in practice.... Apart 't
frOrn- H, gan's. Woric,'weare forced to draw on .our"own
experie Ce at -NB5'1: -far, illustration -of the. di fli-

.

,
cul ties hiCh 'are: encolintered .- The 'rtWor stdinbl ing
b1OCK, i th$t the econometric system 'and- theLP

-system, having grownup separately, do, not' have 'an'
'easy way- to' exchangefdata; furtherm re; -each has ..its
-oWn. execution controlMechanisms an 'neither will'
allow itself'. to- be subservient to t e other. As -an
eXamOle ,. consider a pilot implementation .of'.:thes 7

least absolute' retidualg..algorithM for, regression',
-in which"the da %a were-et-up and manipulated in'
'TROLL [7]..and the minimization 'performed using the--
:SESAME,_LP systerh [8]; .In view of st'he exPerimental-
-,:nature-of tie-project,:'i4- was-decided to 'use' an.; '...-
!'e ;h st, n LP Syftini,ther thanyto ccide"--onefrom:'_,

a4

^

g -
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scratch, eventhOugh there are modified versions of
. the simplex algorithm known Which will solve this

- particular problem more efficiently than a standard
simplex ode. Since TROLLand,SESAME must each".

reside in A different -virtualmachine (because TROLL
,contains its own .virtual machine supervisor), the
only means for passing Aata. between them was as.
spooled card4mage files. In addition; the user had
to control the whole process manually from the con
Sole becausethere was no way to Piss control
between the two. virtual machines.. :This latter
difficulty could have been overcome, at the cost of
considerable system programming effoi-t, by arrang-
ing that each virtual machine could saspend.itself
and activate the other at appropriate times. In

the end, -this project was abandoned-because the
effort involved seemed too great for the 'expected..

benefits. TROLL and SESAME were both designed to
be flexible systems for 'experimental rather than
production:use;and the problem of Combining their
facilities was not expected to be so difficult.

.

.Lest it -be thought that NBER se-systems are the
'only offenders,'consider the way Igisrapproached a

. similar problem, that of oombining_APL with MPSX [9]
Again, data are,communicated by means of card-image

- files. So is program control information --,the
APL program:constructs a card file of MPSX control
language corm ands and passes this file to-the MPSX,
compiler. This.mechanlsmis both clumsy and:. .

inefficient, but is necessary because'MPSX accepts
input of. control information only in the specific:.
form of card' images"... ,

program written in a standards language such as
FORTRAN-Or PLAT by a subroUtine call or Similar...-.peChanism. APEX allows its constituent routines to.
e called from a -FORTRAN progeam once the general

APEX environment_has been established." Other LP. .

systeMs can be invoked only by means of a special
language.pectiliar to each sySteM, One reason.for
this may be that most-operating-sjstems do-not pro-
vide a sui/able dynamic Tbadiffg,capability; LP-codes
are now!so voluminous that they are too big to
include in a load module with other,programssof ,

comparable size: - However, the Main'reason appears
to be thatLP programs are deemedt5\require such a
specialized. environment fon efficient operation
that only. the LP:system itself can be entrusted.
with creating this environment, and that tterefore
the LP system must be in overall 'control of'the
whole process'. Some progresS seems tohave been
made in modifying commercial large=scale.LP systems

-to provide a more convenient interface for the
experimental user; IBM'claims that MPSX/370 has the

The APL/MPSX combination; though achieved by a
roundabout means,and with no little programming
effort, Was successful enough to warrantpublitatiOn.

;-finirally, failed attempts to adapt an'existing LP
. systerkto'a.meW environment do not reach the litera-
ture, but the author is aware from personal coml., '

tactswith people in the-modeling world .that many
such attempts have been envisione0. Because of the
ObVious difficultjesphi0 would_ensue, "few-such
attempts proceed beyo the speculative stage.

. .

We may conclu de; then, that the state of the
anionis not - good.

-2.. LiMitatioils'of Current Software

... Let us summarize.: the main'ipoirits arising from
the genei-al overview given in- Section 1. The areas

:ih.which current,Softwart-exhibitsdeficiences are
. followi s

.

. .

(a) Data base management and genera,"

. .

ti obi of LP Inod..01"s from raw

/(b) Control of Lp'protedures by tither
programs

.

Transfer of :data. between LP proce-
dures and otber programs

.

f

Category (a) is tre ed in companionpapers.[5].and,
will not be discussed here. Categories Orand lc)
overlap slightly (for example-, control. information
Might-5e regarded as data passed to the LP.prograelL

--:but they.are essentially separate-

.
Xmajor-drawback of current large -scale LP,

solving Progr:ams:-(with the!partial exception of

:APEX) is!that theyeannot7betinvoicedLfrom'anotter
. . ,

O

required flexibility-[10]. However, it is clear.
thatthe only way to.achieve a really-clean control
interface is to design. the LP code with that require-
'mentin mind at the outset, rather tha to try to ,

adapt an-existing code. This may entail the sacri--
fice of some.raw computational efficiency in the
Thterests of greater flexibility-of application.,

Transfer of problem specification data into 4P
'systemsis still essentially at the BCD stagO.
Beale has championed a "card image".data interface
on.the grounds that such a medium provides the maxi--;
mum-standardization and flexibility [71]. Whilst,

It is true that such an interface is desirable to
facilitate transfer of data between computers of
-different manufacturers,card images are a poor
means ofpassing data-between programs running on
the same machine. However; Beale's philosophy-has
pFevailed thus far,'and many current matrix genera
for programs', such as GAMMA [12]iand.MaGen [13], :s
produce as their. output a specification of the-LP
problem in a-card image fdrmat, usually that :pf
MPS/360. kich has become a sort of informal standard.
Such a mode of operation doe thave the advantage.
.that,a single matrix generator can produce output
which is suitable for input to a variety of differ -
ent' LP systems, but the intermediate data fOim was

.originally designed for human readability and doeS
not-lend itself readily to:manipulation by the com-
puter. -Indeed, some-f the complexity and ineffi-
ciencyof matrix generators can be attributed to
exactly this cause:

. /
Some/ matrix generatorS, notably DATAFORM [14]

and DATAMAT [8], produce a Specification-of the
problem4irectly,oma special file,'referred to
variously as.the "problem or "models file".
This allows the-Crto.dispense with its INPUT or
CONVERT routine which it would normally use to con-
vert the card detk'into an internal representation.
This representation also facilitates adirect revi-, .

sion of the model, which'would otherwise have to be
performed by altering-V:1e matrix. generator program,.
or itsdatai-pr both,.-and executing the matrix.
generator again:. The data-on the problem file are,
however; accessible to the user only via special.-
routines which themSelves depend onthe environment
-set up by the LP program.

;-;",=.

_ .
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In a similar way,. output of 'solbition tnforma-
.

tion from typical'LP systemS is at the .BCD level.
-In order to be read by another program, such data
has to Be stored cm a file in a- format which is
compatible with the other program, and unit records
of 80'characters or so are 'common choice. Some.
LP systems allow the-option-of filing the solution
data in some.internal'form on a "results file" and
provide. system routines by which the ,user mo,
access'the data.. This is neater, but has the draw-
back that these routines cannot be. used outside:
of the control scope of thetiP.program.

Current LP programs fail to distinguish
sharply enough between two sorts of data about the
LP model -=..that pertaining to the structure of the
model (its size and the.pattern of non-zero ele--
menti), and the actual-values of the coefficients.
As explainedpin Section 1, algorithms for solving :_
combined models typically use the results of one -a
LP run to revise the input data for the next. In
such revision, only the coefficients are changed-
and not :the structure-Of the model. Hence,. it is-
advantageous to keep these data entities separate,
and to. make, the coefficiint values-easily-accessible
to the-Caller of the LP code. Some modernAP codes
have made part: provision for this in the Shape.
of "inlirect" oefficients.-- that is,.coefficients
whose !alues are initially specffied-as' character -
stri.n1names which'areater bound to numerical
values. However,Ahe mechanisms provided for alter-
ing the values associated With-particular names.
have notteeh especially convenient.:,

.
. .

In alq of the fOregping; it is clear that the
grealeit hindrance to cOmbinipg.a modern.large
scale-LP systeM with an econometric systeM of cam-
para3gompleXityisthe insistence of -the,-LP
.yst setting up its own environment and con--

'trcil me anisms. 'In .particular, operationsThn the
P dat ase are usually Only possible within the
enVir ent Set 4p by the LP or atrix 'generator,
The xternaa interface of a lcal modern.large
tc e LP system' has 'been designed to be convenient
f r:a -human; such an interface.is-not well adapted
or use by a computer-program. :'DATAFORM osten-

sibly has the capability of solving non-linear prob-
lems by an iterative algorithm involving dynamic
revision and_ solution of .successive lihear
grallis. HoWever, MPS III must remain in overall
control of theprocess;-.and although'it,is possible ,
to invoke'from DATAFORM subroutines written in, for

EORTRANit would not be possible to 'invoke

and the diffiCulties it'entails-for the system
designer.

NBER Suppori-SysteMs _

The -ComputecReSearch Center of NBER has
implemented and is extending a set: of syste6

.4%, facilities designed, among other things, to
the developer of new modeling systems. The evolu-'
tion'Of the philosophy behind these systems:ha,
been explained previously [15]. The Applications:.
Control System TACOS) provides a-- shared hierarth5Gal
'file system, a.supervisor, an4inOutf,OUtputmana'ger
for:I/O not connected with the file system, and the'
Applications Contra:I.-Language (ACOL) 'ACOL
language fc.,r. writing:programs which _.interpret
mands entered from a terminal according to'
prograMmer-defined.syntax, and for controlling the
execution.of program modules' in response to such
commands. For more detailed infdlmation on -ACOS.
and ACOL the appropriate manualS [16] should be '

consulted.
, Cr

ACOS supports, as a subsy em, 3 , Which .

provides both -a language for pecify athematical
models arid a language in whi oito'implelent.algo-
rithms [173:- The modeling 1 i4Jage, like that in-
TROLL [73 allows equations t :be entered'Symbol-

LL'in offering -

lation,'.such-as
ibrary procedure

which Will solve small LP problems, and also allows
more.powerful LP programs.to be.called-by'beans of

. its fnterlanguage communication feature: ACOS alsd

br.t it goes beyond TR
facilities for symbolic manip
differentiation. DASEL has a

supports XMP, a. flexible subsystem which,solves
large-scale LP models. . .

v
',....

-Analysis,of the Model.Combination Problem

another computer system,-such as a simulator.-,

3: New Methodology

Interactive'Computing

We make the assumption, 4/1 considering:new
approaches-.to dealing with the problems. outlined;.
tabove.,.;that.coMputers will be used:increasingly in
`an'interactive.mOde rather than in a bitch mode,'
especisallxdurin.the, development phase'Of _pro-

.gramming projectlth-ough interactive operation '..
_ink-little-effect; in principle,:bn the domputer
sYsems requiredfor successfully-combining.LP.with
other modeli,it greatly affects the flavor of our
approachlr- It is assumed-here that the reader-has
had some';.-t(posure to interactive computing, and.
appreciates. both the advantages it affords the user

t- -

:In what follows; we :restrict our'attention'tp,
one particular combinaiion of models --'that-
required to solvethe_equilibrium problem [1,3].
This will make the'dismitsion clearerand more
concrete, and the-principles deVelopedvfll be
applicable to almost- any combinationofmodeling
techniques- The Steps. in the solution of the
equilibrium-problem are:

1. Define.the econometric model (EM).

2. 'Define the tP,model.

B. Specify an initial.,:solutig of prices
for, the EM.

4. p5 while convergence criterion-not'met: .

a) Compute demands.froM,EM.

c) Solve LP to compute optimal'
b Pass demands to LP.

S 1
alloCation

di Retrieve shadow prices from LP.
e, Test-for convergence; if not

convergea,'compute evised prices

EN IT DO

5. DlipTay-resultS.

readily apparent that we require,theEM pro-
gram, or some program hierarchitally 'superior to:
both the EM program and theLPJprogram, 'to be'in
-Control of the overall execution. of.this-algorithm,
The-LP-program acts as ksubroutine, albeit.-an
intricate one with. Complex input andoutput. 'Let'.

- .



now consider:each oftthe above steps in turn to
see how they can be implemented with the right soft--.
ware: -

-:-Definition of the at

. We assume that the.econometric modeling laps
guage systeth has a means of allowir.g the model to
be specified by means of. symbolic equations.

Definition of the LP

small LP-modeTS can lie defined in terms of con-.
7straintexpressions:and-an objectiVe with only
minor extensions to' the:EM modeling language. one..

needs to be able to attach labels to constraints,
so that the objectiVe may be identified and so that
constraints may be 'referred to subsequently;_ and
the language must permit the Operators'"<=". and
">="'in additionto "=". 'Of course, trne LP. program
must-be- able to acceptthe model in such a fonm,
rathertharilh a BCD representation; however, this
requieement is easily met, since all the processing.
to With7parting the equatiOns is already present
In the :EMsystem. Both-the DASEL library procedure
and XMP can-accept an LP Model in this form.

- .7-

Formulation of a large LP,congtraint:by con-
straipthwould be.impossibly cumbersome. We have,

.
'Itlierefore;d6eloped'a language. called XML which

allows an LP, to be 'specified as constraints indexed
4). over sets, and which incorporates the r!operator

[5].t An.LP.model maybe expressed in XMP in essen-
tialiy the same way as it would in purely mathe

= matical terms, with some concessions to the short-
comings'ofjc`ceputer typography. XML allows -coeffi-
cient values to be specified symbolically; the
actual rumertcal'values may be-stored in a.data,
structure cann-dimenS-ionalarray) inthe-the ,

file system, and a. binding process associates. the
XML symbolic name with the file name-of the data -1NQ4.

structure. This is. somewhat analogous to the use.
of indirect coefficients in some current LP sys-
teals, but it_is more flexible, as will becdne .

clear in the subsequent discussion of model revi-
sion. _ "..

4

Specification of an initial solution 4

%

The precite details of this will dependtn -

the EM system; but any good system will..,make son-
struttion'Of a vector of values asimRle process.'

language; for example, if DASEL were used, the. data_.
could be passed simply as DASEL variables. Speci-
fically, thd demands are:DASEL variables" tOthe:EM--
program, which assigns values to tt.,m,:althOugh
they act astopstants.to the LP 7,r-for
they are coefTit.ients,in the ris*:1.-harl-de(or.
bound values). The.tP returns -* price's

(1-rvector) as ar,explicit_vector' ;4; also a

DASEL variable, and. therdforethe 040agram can,
retrieve values from The.difficulty with this'.
approach-Is-that it requires the:user to keep track
of the elements An these vectors by.numerical index
values; this is satisfactory.for a small LP model,
hut impractical for a large one.

1-If One.ettempts to e;dencrthis7approach to
.larger LP models, other problems arise thap-keeping
:track of variables by index number. Even with a-
computer whitteprovides -virtual storage, the avail

-able "core" storage may beexoeeded,.because the
code and data fo{ both thq EM_anCtj*LP-ist

tsimultaneously. Further, theLP program constructs
-its working data from the. Modeling-languagedesceip--
tion of-the LP from scratch each time; for a small
-LP this reasoriable"approach,Hbut it would
clearly be groSsly inefficient to generate a large-
LR problem each time from an XML specification.-when
the:-only changes concer a few right-hand-side .

_values. 'Finally, when retrieVing:sOiution values
we,-wish to refer to rows and Tiaeiablei in termsof
the XMLmodel specification,-and use this Os a
selection mechanism,' because.the full primal and-

]
dual solution-to a large Lp.mitild occupy Urneces.-
sarily a good deal ofmemo6-if it_yiere expressed.
as,unpacked'vector'S.'

Efficient Reiisie6 of LP Models
a,

r. In order to solve tn&i.pe4lem,6f lack of space
we reqvirea'supervp'sory4Owgram which passes-con-s-,
-troT alternately,tcr;:th'd'Ef.-program and the LP prO-

.gram. .In this wayit,mq;chwbf,the data, areas and
execu ode_zraekr Overlaid. AUL provides-just'

.
-7. ,

tejy,ii.fj-we:remove control from:the. ".

em(nd an efficient mechanism for -.7
1 revlsis to.the LP model, we encounter
ii6:the scope of the data. -This arises.
.ZToSolve an XML,MbdelthelOser

e,data: (as el:dimensional arrays),_specifies._
g of XML identifiers to the data,. and

- in4okes;XMP with the'name:of the XML modeLas an
Main trice' Loop

_

gibwment.: Apt 'this level of operation., data entities,

Makin
eprob
as foil

a: bin

. as "'right -hand- side" 'which are internal.to-the

: If the language-;of the EM system AllOws the systetil are. not accessible, end. so values iethem

.15 prograiritia.be invoked -by Subroutinemdall or. " cannot be charged. It would-be pdssible

similarmechanism,.and if it-also .has , ts) access to these' internal data if eIthertheyWere:
'fdr testing;'branching, and-looping, th?,:s itera::::. "*.preserYedi=iii-tCretetween.callS to the LP code
tive-loo0,Can betontrolled by the EM (ACOLApermitlis, this), Or:if-the dat'a were saved on ,

TROLL and DAS,EL provide the appropriate constNcts: .the,filesyStem,:but both:thesdarproaches are open
bu.ronly..DASEL has LPas a cal;iable floction%, to. ob5ection.

:.kWe can assume that steps 4a'and:4c are. The -goodisolution. to the-problem lies in-taking -..

achieved.e;ply by., invoking the respective pro- ,:advantage _of tbehierarchical structure. of. _
. .

,. ._

grams, and that the EM System.provides.the'facilI-' -.which .was designed, to fatilitate.just such use.. ..-

ties.for comp/Ong-the revised priced tmstep 4e.. .. The top -level procedure XLPSOLVE-consists -of cal:1S';
- '14!;,:-

:-..

it ;step
-to thesecond-level.procedures GETPROB (Which:con-7.,

The passing Of.data in steps 4b and 4d is the:,': verts:the.problem_from-XML.form tO. internal : Arm), ..

real-crux07rofthe probleM.;. It is easily solved if : and SOLVE (which performs. iMpOex .tterationS).

the41%,1s small to be .expressible in -the EM, . Internal, data are accessible 'at this-level, ancrso--
.,.

s- _
e.

""

.. .



small revisions to the right -ham- side valpes:. for'
example,-ere.,easy; iystem. routines are ProVided for
,this, .Order: 'to maintain moaularity in the Parnas

- [183 sense.- -The.partiOUler right-hand-side' ele- .

ments being changed may be referred to by -the name
'of. the - .corresponding constraint expression., so -that
the user .need:not.be:toncerned Y41 ify numerical
-indices. _The conventionsgoyerning:.the use of
names .ere explained in the 'tectiorC:Retrieval. of
Results ": We oan-therf.rewrite'Step 2 of the' a10-._

= rithm- on page 3 as:

2.' a. Define the Le, in XML. .

6.- Invoke GETPRDB to convert, to, internal
form . . .

and Step las:

C. InVoke SOLVE:

Observe that GETPROB' and: SOLVE- can be inVoked-
independently of XLPSOLVE, something which* isnot .

possible -with current commercial LP systems : It IS .-

possible in XMP because data'titities are' passed as
argUments,. and therefore no routine Is required to
set up a special environment in which these -proce-
'dures operate.
-

Retrieval of LP Results

The' particular problem we are considering
requires only the-retrieval 'of a few. shadow prices. .

In general, one may assume that the solution values
most often:requested will be pripal-and dual, '

. Values, -6e-that tableau,- values will:lbe required

.mbcr less freqUentlY;4wnbe,- XhIPI makes primal' and
dual values,..especialtY accessible-- The internal
form' of ,the.fi nal basis is also made accessible
so that it can be saved and used to initiate a-.
future executjon of:SOLYE.

As of a -model' the scope of
data presents aproblem with retrieval of results.
However, we cab-overcome the problem by Iising a
speciat-feature-of ACOL. When .simplex- iterations
have finished, SOLVE-makes- a recursive call to'
..ACOL (recursive becaute ACOL invoked 'SOAVE in the .
Ab the first plate)." SOLVE 'ts %-tpl -active and

therefore all its internal data are Ares In7-

.
response, to the recursiVecarti, the -ACO inter-
preter starts to read from,whatever env onment
invoked SOLVE -. In this partiCUlar-cas ;-SOLVE
.wasTinvoked. from an-ACOL program; :and' o more of
?this program is' read. The statemen that are.' --

read. are-,requests to -SOLVE for solution- informa-
tion which-are implemented by:the ACOL-program;
it calls-entry ppintS in the SOLVE program

".."return'SOlutionvalueS... The solution values. are
then Passed via ACOL to- program: There -
is

'

s an explicit ,ACOL requeit uneiner the recur -

. _

_

.
5i oneind leave. the SOLVE environment. .

-

--14hen retrieving soluti_Arinformation,r. he user'
must be able 'to refer to the constraints and vari-
ables. of the LP model- by' meaningful names. With

.desired solution informatiOn to be achieved bY-a::
masked-name matching.,technique. Hoirever, XML has-

na concept "of ;names of this- type; its names .refer
to whole 'clasSes pf :constraints and Variables, with
individual methbers of a -class corresponding to

. particular valUes Of elements of indexing sets.
' .

She style \of naming adopted by XML is very
'_convenient. for.Tsefectingclasses of elements of the

, In the Particular case, with which we are
concerned, suppose the set of demand -constraints is,
named- DEMAND' and is indexed over regiont_of the
country. and over type of energy;. these indei:sets
might .be "NE",,"MAq..:8NW" (for New England,

, Middle Atlantic, ,North- West) and ,

!T.1.%111G;.,;.:"RO"..-.(for el ectricitY,..'

natural gas ... residual, of 1 )1 . respectively. Then,
"the whole class of; constieints isj.eferred to' by

.
the name DEMAND:, crosS-sediions would be denoted
by,. for example, DEMAND("NE",). or DEMAND(, .'NG ");
and a single constraint by a name-such as
DEMAND("NW",'IL").\" The ACOL request td retrieve
the shadow prices for:the demands might 'be some-, .

thing :like:.

PI ( "DEMAVDS" ;-'!PRICES' )

.

where PI -is the reqbest. The Ouptes:denote -that
each- argument is a literal tharacter string; pRICES
is the name of aDASEL variable in which.the values
of the shadow prices \will .be returned. The values
are- returned in the same order .asthe members of

-the corresponding index sets and ere-then available
to the EM .program for further-cc:imputation. .

Reporting of -Final Results
.

the LP- program is essentiallye,sub
routine the:Whole process, the EM program has
the prithary responsibility for reporting the final
results. Both TROLL and. DASEL have - extensive
facilities for manipulating data end displaying data
in both:tabular forin and as plots: It. apparen,-
'however,- Itat theresult retrieval operatiOns
cussed abbVe- fOrm a partial _set, of primi tiVis

:the construction of-an LO reportwriting,sys-
tern.

,.

conventional matrix gerteraIor.systems this,*is
conceptually easy, since. al l these systems require
that-,the-,user specify these names precisely in--the:
form of 6t- or 8-chara.cter'cOncatenations, ,: Normally

. these names will have been generated in some
'regular-4fashion _which allows -selection,Of `the"

4. Summary and tonclusions-

, - _

Aithouip the discussion in Section 3 is largely,
centered around.a particufar model .combination, the
principlgs expounded admit of ready generalization,.
and-the software described-is capable of dealing
with many other .possible:cdMbinationS in .a straight-
forward manner.- The main paints to notice are as

. follows: - , -AN

(a) ACOS provides a uniform file system,
thus eliminating one common-source of
incompatibility, and a dynamic -loader:

(b) ACOL allows one to write code -(in.70L/I,_, .-4
FORTRAN or whatever) which -may be invoked
either' from the terminal*or from another
program without the code haVing to
tinguiSh between the two: Thus: the

algogthmit modules of a system -such
as X -and-their associated ACOL driver-
programs are readily. incorporated' :into:
systems..- Also, pm allows error



-conditions o be treated. in a uniform

manner at thaappropriate.leVel..

) DASEf provides. a 'suitable- janguage.in

:which:tO,specTfy-econometric,models:,'and
..algorithMicpeocedures foroperations- .;
such-as:regresSion_andiMulation.- It

"..also' has facilitie.fon.Maintaining:a
data base, manipulatingsdata,' and di sr
playing data.

) XML is a convenient language for speci -.
fying large-scale 'P'models, and XMP is
a subroutine .capab Of,solving such
models.

Our vieis that-extremely'flexible::appljcations.-
.software results if carefully-strutfuredlibraries.
of procedures are aVailable:to..be connected' together
.as a user desires underth'egeneral enVieorlment of

a a suitably tailored operating system. -
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This paper describes the fundamental
concepts of' data base_ management" and
proceeds to sugges-k-tbe utility of
these concepts for the data handling
aspects of-mathematical programming.
A general. network -based data manage-
ment system is used to illustrate
data structure definition, data ma-
nipulation and non- procedural query
capabilities -with respect to math
programming. The emphasis Is upon
flexibility and convenience for both
the implementors and users of ma-the-
matical programming algorithms.

-Implementation of mathematiCal programming
algorithms entails ihe' storage and manirulation
'of large :volumes of data. Our principal objective
is to suggest ways in which both, the implementors
and users of mathematical programming may benefit
from developmentsin the growing field of data
base managemezrt.- 'For implementors, data .base
management ,can rrovide. powerful data storage
mechanisms and facile data manipula=arbil-

The Storage nechanIsms are with
respect to-their capacities to 'handle complex data -
relationships and'both numeric :and non-numeric
datawithin a. sine.- data structure: The data

. manipulation' capabilities allow access' to -the --,.
data .without concern for overlaying or management

auxiliary. storage devices. For users; data
base manageniemrt can provide' enhanced data.main-_base

-facilitiea including data editing and
prOblem 'formulation.- . .

k We with a review of 0-tppas4ant..
"' data base no logy and concepts. *--These are

utilized to illustrate specific ways in which
. various issues -of mathematical, programming' may
'be treated with data basenanagement'.techr4ques.:
So', the emphasis...isoi: data 1401614 rig rather than
mathematical Or.--computational details._ Naturally,
the -development.of an algorithm will exploit the
the';available date, structure and data Ilant314'ng
capabilities:...-As will' be noted. shaitly there 'are

several varieties of data bases; ; the. network VelaJ-
ety which is the most flexible and -general;c40?-ii
be. used for illustrative purposes. A language' is'
'presented which allows full manipulative capabili-
ties, 'With respect to data- organized according to
netwOrlt structures. »This language is ccalplete3,y
independent o' the types of data that are stored

and it may 'be used Within the confines of such
commonplace languages as' FORTRAN; ALGOL, COBOL.:
An -example is provided demonstrating how this data-,
manipulation language can be used to accomplish
the pivot operation. Finally; a high - level, Eng-
lisb-like, non-procedural query language is- de-
scribed. The query language is independent of the
data structure and automatically' interfaces appli-
cation routines with desired data. '

DATA BASE CONCEITS-
A data base has two major,attributes: its

logical structure and a collection of data values
which are stored according to 'that structure.. The
logical structure (also called.the schema) is ef--
fectively a blueprint describingrxhat ypes of data
valuesXebe included' in the d&ta base' and how. .

each o- se types is related to the other types.
The schema serves as the basis for all data maxi-
pulationraddition, deletion, retrieval,' or modi
fication of a data value is accomplished by refe-
rences to its Corresponding type in the logical
structure. . .

Every data base-structure can be described. in '--
terms of three basic features: data item types, :

record tyres' and sets. A particular- schema is
compo. sea of data item types whiOb are related to

'-- one-another by record types andlay . sets. So -data
-item -types are considered to be the most fundmen

blockin of a logical..structurei. Each- .
data.ktem type is identified by a unique =doe' and:
indicates a distinct _type of data. -For r.tstance

_.- ..each ofthe-'data item types 'VARIABLE-LID, VARIABLE-
DESCRIPTION,' CONSTRAINT -ID, 'COBSTRAINT-DESCRIPTION,
COEFFICIENT-VALUE, and COEFFICIENT- SOURCE indicates
a. distinct tyre ,of data which We may want. to in-
cTvde a :data..base: Each data. item type reixre-
seats many- occur rences -of' data value's- of that type

' within 'the data It -is i m p ort a n t to' =der-
stand that a data.itein type is a component of the
Schema, whereas a data value is an-actual- instance
of dataT of some type . For- example thedata item
type VARIABLE-ID. may -represent -the data value oc-
currences 'Xl' through 'XIOCr''. ",, .

-- A logical .sizeacture,is forted by relating the
various data item types with'each other.- There are
two varieties of relationship: aggregation and
association. 'A 'record. _type is a named. aggregate
of data item types. 'For example, the record type
VARIABLE may be ccarposed of the data item types.
.VARIABLE-ID and VARIABLE-DESCRIPTION. ,Figure ls
giVes a pictorial representation Or this, where the
record type _is 'shoWn as a.. rectangle labeled VARIA-

,



LE and enclosing the:names of its data item types.

Just as "a record type is an aggregate of-data item.
types, an occurrence of a record-type is an.aggre-
gate of data value occurrences (i.e., one data valUe
occurrence fdr,eadh of the data item types which
Constitutetbe.record-type). A sample occurrence`
of the record type VARIABLE is %K1' and :'AMOUNT OF
RESOURCE 5 TO BE USED.!....
'Is

lifULAOLD-ID

VOUILE-
DIM0111,21M1

VARIABLE-1D,

wityau -
zmipmn-vm

MS

CODMICILD:

I--

ODWICIXUT-MLUX

C40071C1177-SOURCD

mann=
.

Flaw* 1. Dassplc of Structural Coaponents

of a Data Dam*

The second kind of MC.ationsbip allows
record types (and,therefore item types)-to be
associated with each Other by meansof a set rela-
tion. This notion of a set was popularized by;the:
CODASYL Data Base-Task Group.(DBTG) Repartof'1971
fl]. The DBTG notion of a Set.must not-be
fused with the. concept ofa mathematical set; there
'is ncdirect relation between the two. 'A setia
detcribed interma.of'an owner- record type and a'
mem5er record type such that there is a'. one -to-
many relationship between'each occurrence of the.,
-owner type and.occuriencea 'of the member record
type. But although there. may be. man' (or one or

. zero) member occurrences associated-with each

. owner occurrence, for a given set.a particular
member-occurrence may be associated Wlth no more
than one occurrence of the owner recoFd type. '

Consider the record types COEFFICIENT and VARI -'
ABLE'shown in Figure lb, wherethe former is an-
aggregation of such data item types as.COEFFI-
CIENT-VALUE and COltielCIENT-SOURCE. 'The two
reoord types are related via the set named HAS.
This set is 'depoted.by an arrow pointing fromr2its
owner-record type (VARIABLE)-to its member record
type (COEFFICIENT). Recalling the definitionof a
set, we ObserVe that each occurrence of VARIABLE
may have Many.occurrences of COEFFICIENT associated

awith it, but .given occurrence of COuCIENT may'
be associated with no more than,Cre occurrence of,
APUBLE 7*.Thats the set HAS properly describei the
relktion between variablet and coefficients in the:-

_

context of linear programmiiag.::If we-reverse the
direction of the arrow intlfigarie.lb., then. the struc-
ture.no.longer supports t relation between-coeffi-
cients.and variables which islinherent in lin-
-Lear:prograMming% -Thus;an:Importtpt issue in data.:_
'base .management- -is the :design of a- schema thateor-_,

-rettly reflects the relationships itenr-types

Not only does a setprovideinfarmation about'
refationships among occurrences Of its owner. and
'member record txpes, but it iilso'permits the
'-ber occurrencesrassociated,with'each owner occur
rence to be logidally^ordered (Tor purpose&Of
-storage and access) .abcording:to some ariterion
For example,. given an owner occUrrence-oftheset
HAS, italmear-OECurrences may be: ordered- :in an
ascending fashion according to the values of their
'respective COEFFICIENT-VALUE'occurrences.

FigUre 2. displays an example of record occur-
rences organAeckaccording to 'the sehema'of Figure
lb: Three:expressions are shown having five vari-
ables and a. total of twelve coefficients.. In the
diagramrbeneath.the expressions, circles denote
record occurrences of the type shown in the right

:margin. 'The arrows show which member occurrences
are owned by -each owner occurrence. via the set 'in-
dicated inthe,right~margin.: For purposes of dia-
grammatic clarity/ record occurrence details are _

not shown; e.g. no-data values of VARtABLE-DESCRIP-
TION are included inoccurrences 'of 'the VARIABLE
record type. Also notice thatno zero coefficients'
are, store. The diagram elearlyNdispleys the' idea .

of's. set. Eadh'owner record '5+13e may, be associated-
with many member record occurrences, but no member
occurrence is associated withmore than one owner
occurrence.

sw,-.;41.=

z3

.2.aCCL 5=2 3=3 WA - 3(26
101702 1313 - 1=4 - 944X.5

3l4

figure 2. An OccorrenCe Level Dkample

'limed, on Ile Sec= of 710= lb.. '

_ .

0717110321r

. ,

- It is readily apparent-thattheatrUcture7Of -
Figures Iband 2 does not diStinguish between co-.
'efficients Ofone expression and those of another.

In a subsequent:section, we deOmonatrate a Manner



in Which this, shortdbming can be remedied. .1.i,,, .
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AITAXON DATA BASE STRUCTURES- . '' " -

,Ilt l4izing-the. concepta addoterminology intrb-'
-dueed in thi precedingetseettbn, we can illustrate,
the varieties oftdata base structures which can
exist. The most elementary data structure is com-
posed of a single record type. This is analogous
to a FCRTRANarray. A slightly more complex circum-
stance occurs when data ues are orgahized into a

. number of disjoint (i. ., no set relationships) .re-
cord types; this corre onds somewhat to'a group of
FCRTRAN arrays: Figure 3a shows a. linearstructure;
this means that each re d type is the ownerrof at

-most one set-and is the ember of no .thore thanrone
ost 'Fig-ure lb is an e le of a'linear structure_
A to base may be composed of several disjoint lin-
ear structures.' A more flexible structure, the
tree, is depicted in Figure 3b. Observe that in
this type of structure a'record type. may be the
owner of more than one set, but it can be the mem-
ber of at most one Thus there is a unique path
between any two- record types. Figure 3c shows a

- network data structure. This is the most general
of all data structures that are describable in
terms of the three features: data item type, re-
cord type and set. That is, the record type, lin-
ear-structure and tree are all special cases of-a

;network.

- ->

b.

. .

referenceof'e.:Pith:contains no e-to' rection. The .

directiOn of arcs,(sets) withicn a. tb offers no ---

'inpedil»eht t_ o thetravaiiral of reco ',;fypes.-7-Fii- '*\*

me-4a pre3ents a speCial.tyPe of' h.whiCh riky.f., -7.

exist in="5:network structure.. Me, th between *

VARIABLE and EXPRESSION consists of,:the two sets :;

HAS and CONTAINS, related through .1.1 record'tyPe- '
COEFFICIENT. ,A path of'this scat s.used to indi-
cate's. many-to-many relationship-,b tween variables
and expressions. That'ia; a varAable participates
in many.expressionrand all expres3iion contains-many
variables.,- But.each occurrence of'COEFFICIENT is

''. 'owned7 by one Occurrence of VARIABLE (via the=set. 4
HAS) and by one occurrence ofEXPRESSION (via the %
setCONTAINS). It; therefane, relates a.vagable
and an expresSian wit1iout violating the definition
of a set. This is exemplif d4in Figure li.b,Asing
the expressions of Figure

VeRIAZ1Z I

-COIDTIC/nR

. YALU
COM
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COerten0

Mere 3. Varieties et Data Dtrucutie

Since:a record type in a network may be the -- -.

member of many sets and also theOwnet of many sets,
multiple paths may' exclet between two record types.
The tertCpath.indicett#aa sequence Of sets which
are., elated viarecord'types, such that any:two re-
cord types on the Path.are related:by a uniqueaut-';
sequence of the path's sets(i.e., the path contains "
no loops). It mutt be emphasized that aithoughv
path is composed af.directed arcs, the definition

0:01277=
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LANGUAGE FOR DATA BASE DEFINITION
We Preface this section with a few words of

caution. It-cannot be. asserted too strongly that
the diAgramS in Figures 1 through L-.. are not ':flow
'charts or PERT diagrams;. they can in no way te-con-
sidered to-represent algorithms.. As already. state44,-
the diagrams with rectangles depiCt logiCaI itrUd
tunes according to-which data maybe organized and
a diagraE With'circles gives specific.exampleaof
data values which have been organized on the basis
of someschema. The diagrams of logical structures
proVide. + sinp2e pechsteirmfor rePresenting'and can-,

"Municating uta data base. However, they. re Sy
no means simpliatic, but rather quite powerfUl.
This PowerarisesfroMtheeapacity of-a loiical
structure to supportthestorage and access ofdata.
values, in such a way that a'data base-User'need



;

he explictly"concerned with the complicating
factors ofIrtYA4pai,storage and access. For in-r .

stance; the. particular data base management system
r-thit.is-exalhed in thiS---Paper .is implemented in.,

terms crf doubly linked which are stored on
a directaccesa devi'ce.' !The physical-storage ape
ritrievalot data far' this system requires extensive
painter manipulationand the buffering of blocks of-

-data from the direct-.access device.- However, the
typiCal data'base imer'is-concerned with none -of

'. this; physical manipulations are-automatically ac.
complished by subthittinerequestain terms (:)f the

The logical`:-Stract of-a data base
Zfdefined7Vjia Data DescirixtiOri--.LangUs.6 (DDL)..-
We illustrate, thisbylusiniNtbe;DDL of, a partion_142
data management system : ';the Generalized Planning --

Sistem(GPLAN) developed at. Purdue University. The.-_

10i, for the data structure of Figure 14a is shown.
.in Figure-5. In this version' of DDL all' -identifiers-are.restricted

to four charactersin length. As- '

the-figure indloatea,,the DDL is non-procedural.
Each record type is followed by the item types which
ccmicpse it. Each item type isdefined in terms`of
Its ham', its- type (e.g. integer, Character,:real)
-and- its size. The size -pf a, character item type' Y's
given by its number-of'Obaracters; other. size spec-
ifications are interms'ot computer words. The DDL'
description of a scheia serves -as input to a,DDL .

Analyzer which produces schema tables. These ta-
bles are subsequently used-by the Data Manipulation,
Language,.(1ML) for creating and accessing record_
occurrences.

MMUMSTIM
WAUMZ4CRIMIMI

scriassui:ID
mmrsmar.rmsaurrim

ELIlovr;ther-datebsis'e'user to .Per,forra "the 'f0 aw4.nS
-,types'of functiOnalL:11 oren,anitelOse tliedata-
--hase; 2)'.create andzaelete-recordTaCcUrInces;:34
; se'currency. indicators;. 4) add and remote record.
oCcurrences from, sets; 5) Stareana retrieve cats'
from record occurrences; and 6).search through sets

_tar particular record 'occurrences'.' In the GPLAN
-implementation each"DML qpmmandjis a Call to a
FORTRAN subroutine. Thus the'DMI"can be considered
as an extension to the FORTRAN"language. This ex-
tended-TORTRAN provides-for-all Varieties or. data
structureb d furnishes powerful'aata handling

-scapacit
orahr to 'dethanstrate nki commands'and hair,

tbey be Used, e.detailed discussion is proVided
.

of -s. -FO subroutine-vhiCh executes a pivot op7
eration: This:subroutine. assMie a-' has
been stored in a'aata base Whose cal. structure -

is -shown in Figure 6a. F.igure.,6b-g j5beIDDL of
this Structure: e-must Pointautt

dentis allocated-for,agy zero valued coe lent before,
during or after.the pivot operation. .guxe 7 dis-
plays the pivot. subroutine with input arguments far.-

-the variable leaVing the basis (PSVAR)' and- the vari-
able entering the basil (NEW).
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DATA MOIPDLATION LANGUAGE
The ULAN Data Manipulation Language [2], [3]

consists.of approximately seyenty commands which
; ,

CO=
COL

COST

mm

Muni 6. Sebork and-DDL. Used 1:;1

4.1garit1s. of rive.. 7:

,Balltrith argamenti of DML commandsref4r to.
data itmitypes,-record types cr:setithat-areae,-.::.
finedanthe schema;'ail 'other arguments-are FOR-
TRAN The.FMSK command (Find-Member based
on Sort- Key) locates the member of the: set whose
sort key (the data:item- typeNAMB) has the value
given in the RANVariableRVAR.:-Esch record
Occurrence in the data-base is identified by its
own unique' data base key. GKMJGet Key from Member):.:

m



(gets the kei.of'the' member ofhe set-SB (i.e., the-,
.member:whtehlims-just,been located by-FMSK).4d:.,.
placea:that'value in. the.ARTRAN'variable,KEYB.-

SFM (Set Field.based'on Member) sets-theyal-
f.ue.of:NAMB.in the member occurrence oftRto the
value.of the. FORTRAN variable NRVAR. -Tnthese"
tiltee.86mmands, we have removed SVARIfranthe
cf7basiayariables, and:We have eere.d:),TaNAR into
the.basis.....Similarl the next three'Commands re,
)nove-NRYAR-frcm the. set 'of non-baSic variables and
'replaces:it:with BIZAR;SKEYE naw contains the key
of the forMerly basicvariable and_KErN is the.key-
.of the formerly non-basic variable.

Now we find and:Update the pivot element. -Thi
command SOM (Set Owner of-one set based-on-the Mem--,
ber of. another,set)-setsthe-owner of-the-set ROW',
based on Wcurrept member of the set SB--izteesaa=;--
thatthe current memberoftheSet SB is the form-
erly basic variable); As'a result othe,SOM, the -.
currentmember'of ROW is-an occurrence of the record
type COSF.'"The next two commands are used to,deter-
mine if this coefficient was a/member of the COL
jcolumn)cwned by4the formerly non-basic variable.

a he member occurrence of .COI; based on the
.bler-OfROW.iSince a:seS'a strictly

one o=Many.,fel'ationshi'P, haVing a member of COL
immediaely-giires us it Unique owner. .GKO4ets
the key.Of this owner and returns it in the varis..7-
ble KEYC. We, check KEYC against .KEYN to find"if we
have located:the coefficient which was-the Member.
Of the-COL,awned by the previously non-basic Vari-

.

able., 'If this is not the case, then we call FNM'
(Find Next-Member) Which locates the next :occur-
rende of coefficient that was in,'the ROW of the
formerly basic variable. If there is no next member
then an error has occurred. If a next coefficient
of the.fordOly basic row is found, then as before,
we determine with which column-that Coefficient is
agsodiated, U3on'finding the'pivot element,.wcUP-

- date.it appropriately-and retrieve-its key (i.e..,
the.address-of its location in the da.t.m base)...

'" Iworder to,updatecoefficients lathe* pivot
coluMn; we _first set the cwne of COL based _on
KEYN by-Using the SOK. command:- Usage of the other'
commands appearing i'h this procedure has already
been illustrated With-the exception of. ARK (De-

-lete Record based:On Member)'. AS can be seen
from the code,- if the updated value'(Y).of a co--
efficient is- zero then DRM is used. ThisCammand.,:
deletes tbe. currentmember .of: COL the
currenCe.of COEF whose updated value would'hmve .

been zero)...

Upon -udati:ng an.eletentln the pivot:COlUMn
'.we°proceedto:update each coefficient in the.col--
..umn-element's row. ,The Commands- for thisre much ,

thesame as thOse.givenabove, There are two new .

points FFM:finds-Ae first meibek;,..Of a .spe-
.cified.set; if.FNM returns a negative value in the

o IERR variable then- there are-no more members in the
'set being considered. As the code:.indicates,:170r:.
-each nonzero coefficient in thepivot row, we. up

..-date the correspOnding coefeicient in the pivot col
- .umn.element!s'iow...Naw if thereis-no such corre-
sponding:caeffitient,' (i:e., the coefficient-was
zero)-then. -createdone must be.-created and given the proper

:value.: "The command CR creates a record occurrence
of the type specified in its first argument. 'So'
statement" 60 'allocates storage for a record occur-
rence COEF; KEYNB'is returned frOm'CR
containing the unique data base keY for the created
record occurrence. The next command;:8FR (Set

Field orRecord),-inSerts
the VAL:.,tfeld
created record occurrence
record:Occurrence must be'

the _value of into -

.item type)' of -ibe` just
'of COEF.. FinellPthis
associated' with the. pro-

'per row and coluMn.through.the sets ROW and COL.
This is. accomplished by AMS (AdO,M*ber-to. Set),
SO= instance;;,the final AMS shown'afts-the.record
occurrence-of 'COEtio the appropriate owner occur -
rence the set. OL.

there, is no need to create an occurrence
COEF,-then the existing tableau element is update
kin a siraightforWard manner. .IflOe,updated.Val
is zero then the recordoCcuri"enoi.Cf COEFa.dele'
ted; the S'paCe which it:has occupied is-r ed to
a of-available 4-pace for,:fUture'usescf the CR
:Command. Final-Ty after'cOefficients Oethe.row
. associated with ee.FIT,Pivot-coluiin-element'-(except
for the.pivot ele nt.itself/ = updated; the pi
vot row coefficien are proper adjusted..

The purpOse of the forego le is to he
be suggestive of thenatureand. t s of 'a

.comprehensiveA .comprehensive deaueiPti;n FLA.Ns"

including ,physitallementation ation
given in t2]r '.0114tvethat:thepML tes
need for overlays or paging. with nes cteto-daig.
storage. 'In.the preceding,eximpleTttere was no
'need to nle an array. In addition-the programmer
is not required to have explicit knowledge of any
physical pointers. In the pivot example, thePr6-
gramm4 never sees a physical pointer; all data
'manipulation is dealt with on a logical level using
-tbe logical structure of the schema. Each DML

31211OUTI7G6 PIVOT (73VAJE:AVAA)
INIZGIER WAR

tect.orca.z-Si
C 'Luce WAR cur or suss, REPxwc !MAR

DOC (mil. =AR, zng)
CALL C13 (=II, lam, 'ARA)

"1GILL (412KA70 ..j.so =a.
cu.t. nr...x 2ITIVAA. =RP)

CALL 5.6+ (z=7; 'True rout)'
. CALL srm WAR, IA3CR)

-
C 3211 A1O UPDATE PIVOT ELINENT-

. C

CALL son (yircce, 2=13, IERA)
10 CM+ Zlet (3=1, ViR04,,1120t)'

. CALL OKO (3/1COL, /IC/C../222t)
(XErC. ;R. pICM) CO TO 20

CALL 751 .(311201. SIStR)

17 (=I} 99946.999 .

. 2e. CALL CM (3trvAL.. IDfftow, Fry, nun
57W (31IVAL, 310SQ1. 1.,/rrv, ./IGER)

cras. cra (3721CU,' 7ZYP, nms) .
_

7

C =RA= bow, =warm Yaw: corsool, Invmoc mat COEFFICICAT PIVOT coLurk= PIVOT 124001'
C GALL 6C1C (312C13L, 717N, =RA

3O CALL. MX (321101.,..7CETC. IM R)

(t1Fre.Do-rci?) .co To -ro5--
CALL. GYM (3r1K,-; 311007., 2. :can)

- -ttra.
. . _

(Aaz(r).ct;ErstoN) co 10 35
CALL 501 (32COL, 1EA8)

00 70 31

35 - CAIS, GPX 33CO, Y. i:DR)

C

C xragns rzr or THIS COLUM 1ILEMLIT'S.2061 (022)
36 CALL. 501 (31010d. 37103L. IL-01)

CALL GAO. (yator, ten. nset

Iran)

Icon ,4

Flocn..T. ?Not vitb



c
.

ztauto, nou no mar cOa
OW. sat. (3tocw. acs ma)
ciar. **A (3TICCIL., VOW,. IMO:.
OW. COI

Ir (ccrit.'xi.. cry
mu. om.t3nYkl.

4V,

DM CD MOM
net

50 CALL SW
.GALL

11101)

AV

, loom;=sax -

.(311101. *no)
IT ( tin) CO sO To
cus 711151C0/... 1172)

it (Mt) 70..999

-.c io costoncsante won- imuspass

au. am (31PA1. !slim/. PT. 2-A)
f, CLILAKI.(21C1C, Ococr. Ina)

CALL sac (Jam. =rm. ;pm) -

=Lamm (-32scv, I. lima)
C=410 (wo., Jio:ocr, um)

-00 so 90

;c
moon nuczat import.

c 70 CALL cm (3n u.. 3sx1..' r. mw)
V V l'it
IF WO (r). 'IOOLCV) CO TO CO

MU. OR (=at, 371:0L, V, mat)
oo 70. go .

.

are typically Used>7.4vprocestof data base manage,.
meat. A. Rajor'44.fficUltywith'the simplex method_
is thii%iirs.criginallx.sperse.matrix is usrAlly al-
tered such that thit sparseness Vanishes:We there-
_by lose,the-bpnefitsza data bane management system.
can provide terms Of'storing and%manipulatiqg

- sparse mares.
From -practioilitan6oin the revised sine

-. Alex method Sarni 4-certain well-known-compUta-.
tionaradvantagei Tde.inttial.problen-descrip
tion ianixt-au ject:o modification; rather'thani
,eXplicitly'pivning,WesucCtiiiively%uidatethe_in-.
verse " -of each ne:hasis. .The.curreit bazfsAt any
,,ptep may he.ompu d byAaking.the.prOduct'of ele-
rIcifitfarymatricies- ere peach elementarymatrlfx

:thdRidentity exce;t for bne-column. Thus a data
structure capabaenf supportin4,the revisedasimplex'
method must be-able to store both the 'original -prob-
lem matrix and the uttrivial columns ofelemen-
tary matricies which omposttheproduct.-farm of-

: 'the basis inverse.
7TheatrUctlire of Figure 4 suffices for the

original problem. Recall that no:storage is alio-
cated: for zero valued coefficients, so substantial
'storage savings are realized as problems tend .

.toward sparseness. There is also a savings in pro-
' cessing; ifa"coefficient is not stored then it ,an-

not
result gardless of whether there exists a.

be considered for
re

processing These savisilisial

pattern of sparseness (e.g. band matriCies) or whe--
ther there is no discernable pattern. that is;
savings depend only upon-the percentage. of zero e

. meats and not'upon their.arrangement.
There are. everal Ways to store cOlUmns ofthe

elementarymatricies.-./n situations-where it is.
undesirable or not'possible.to- -store these in core,

a da-ra'structure similarto that:ol'Figure 8 could
.be used: As tVe'structune indicates, an opcurrence
of PROBLEM has'many.ncourrences of EXPRESSION, of
VARIABLE.,-and of.,NVERSEassoeiatedlcith it". The

former two describe-the initial matrix, whichis
not subject 'to change. At the beginning there are
no occurrences of INVERSE; however one occurrence.
'is "created and added to the set ERQDUCT-at each
iteration'of the revised iimplex.algoritbm.
the:DDL the dataItem type COLUMNS -VALUE is' efined
to be a vector: So a nmi, reference to an occur-
rence of this." item will .involve am.entiee vector of
column values.- For instance the command dVM
f4ECOLV, 4BPROD, DATA, IERR) will fill the array.
DATA'with the data vector of values from COLV for
the current member oftte-set:PROD. The position
of a giiten coluMn in its - elementary matthiX is

ttcred.Sa,the:value,of-COLSMN-NO. Filially we must

.he able to access the Columns in the order in which
respective elementary matricies were generated.

Since We -cap,deClare (Wethe'DDL) an ordering for. .7

the-.members of a set; 'we specify - PRODUCT to: -be or -

'deredig.r-sa,FIFOhasis'.(First-In-First-Oyt).
aCCeSOWOccuriences-dfINVERSE icr-,a..particular
occurrzn:e'di2pMEM is basecl:dP9n the order-in'
which; those occurrences were criginally_added to
the IBODUCT set. 'It.should be clear that the DML.
commands usectfor_implementation of the revised.
simplen-method:n a distit-baie context are same

as-those presented---in the pivot example-(except;
for'DRA,' whichois not needed forthe. revised sim-
plex method).: . ' .

We realize of nOurie,rikit,---the,revised simplex .

and the product form'are-1Well,known "and-that nUm-:.
-ems specialized-data packing sch4es ba4-teen

.

. CC= :72.0 OCCUERIVCC
Co CAL ISM (311COL, IDEA)

C CO as TO VMS =OAT no PIVOT ACV
go eau. on (3actot, Kern, Loi)
95 au no( (3ccow. lam)

IP (ISR11) 100, 40, Nog

C
..FIXD io:rr Oa= ,PIVOT.ccrama

cC. Ico GALL swr (3ston, xrfc,inv)
IQs Qua. .(3scos., Inc)
-1 zr (Ion) no. 30. 999 -

c
c CPA= PIVOT cot iroa.r

. oa.z. no (3mot. non. Dm)
*

I20 too. cot (3xtco, sare, nnt} \
zr Dom sc. or) co TO 330
OLLI. CM vow,
au orn (proz, 3xsai. )

13o CALL noc (3ow. Ira?)
. 17. (7123).110. 120, 959

C
C

999 eau. TOW (ICU, 3, 0)
au. At*?

1.1ocaom
no ,

Timm (colatInuatioo) :

8
=mils a. statelmmatin.terms,Ofthe logical struc-
ture anddtantommtically'executes the cumbersome
physical details implled in that statement.-

-

PRACTICAL-, CONSI:DERATI ON'
c

It is not suggested that the foregoing subrou-
tine te,.used'in a pcactice.sente. 'Since the tone
of this paper is basically we have chosen

.
the familiar pivot opmmtion_aa a vehicle.fOr con,
-veryinvthe fundaMental ideas and methods of data:-

structuring and data manipulation. The example
serves to illustrate all of the THL commands which



developed: for treating sp se. ies. -What is
. interesting is the indepen nt development of'data .

handling mecbm,lisms which are,:e.in a sense, ggneral_
packing sChemes. TheterM.'geperal''refers to the
ability of a singli database management system
-(e.g.,._PLAN) to support.data (numeric and nonnum-
eric) storage and analysis for a broad variety -ap-
plication areas." Past and present projects involv
%Ina the GPLAN data management system.include the

:,;areas water qUality.contro.15'and
alith care, material.reqVArements planning,

PERT . ,..1-4-ent, and socio-economic research. Each!

QUERY LANGUAGE , ,

Whereas. GPLAN/DML requires that a user write% -

programs1in-a hostainguagg with the utilization
.. of pertinent DML commands, the GPLAN.Query.System

does not'require one to-be aprogrammer in order to!
.utiiize the data basefor purposes of. display. or
execution of large application routines. The user
needs merely to specify what is to. be-done;-there :

is no statement of-the procedure's toie-followed in
order to accomplish:thetask..:Examplesof;,yery.Sim-
ple commands are.

L
... area'req4ires data struatuces that embody that ILI/LIST-COEFFIC-NT.SOURCE FOR VARIABLE.ID = 'Xl' and.

4area's re;Ovant characteristics. TYPi: 2 eac VON-STRAINT.ID = ,ri

area also requires that several types. of. Si& ..'7'.'.. . . -

.

.

. '

be performable.'. In. the water .quality area far in- .:-....:. -LIST VARIABLE.IDAND.CONSTRAINT.ID FOR COEFFICIENT.-
.stance, analyses of the follbwing*Spe,have'been...

.,

..f SOURCE= 'TEST l'- :

folpd-to be usefUl:"siavlitions,',Iinear.prograM-
. ,, ..

ming, non-:linear programming; and various statisti-
cal analyses ?8]. :Programs' to "perform any of these.
'maybe implemented.with the DML.

, -

PROBLIR4

FILar B. possible Data Structure for the Revised- Simplex
4RetSod vise, Prodzict orte Or 'Wm Basic Irtv.rar.

. 'We have indicated in-the foregoing discussion
how data base Managementtef4miques ms.fhe used by
programmers in LP development,- in such a way that
efficiencies of-special-data packing schemes are .

.realized. Similarlythissame.data manipulation
language may. be used to-accomplish any other .pro-
grammableamalysis. This..databasemanatgement
'tools allow a single.data"bade, containing-both
numeric and7non-numeric-data, to 'support requests .

of various users for a variety of analyses and, re-7:-
ports.- An LP-peekAge Is insufficient forthrs sort'
of task, although it may be quite efficient in Whit:-
it does do. 7:On the other hand, an installation
which-possesses-a ditamanagement system, devise
its own-LP routine without regard to speci
ing.scheme and'buffering procedures for interface
with auxiliary memory.' These auhandled automa- ,

by the data management:and its gen-
eral packing-scheme provides auhSlantial savings in
the event of sparseness._ Another important feature :
of the'data_base management system -is its capaCity.
to support a query system that allows non-program-
mers to'utilize a database and analytic routines..

ppoureceipt:of. Such ComMands,the query. system
analyses therequest,-.sets up the- necessary:DMI;com-
mands,-executes those commands and supplies the.re-,

7 qUesteddatt The system is designed such
that it-permitathe selective-(orundonditional)
retrieval of any data cOnfiguratIon: Moreover; it
permits execution Of application routines-using any'
desired '(and germane) data from the data base. The '-.

-
fundamental- Aterysynlax is

<co*AND;,<REit*TAL CIAUSEY CONDITIONAL CLAUSES
.

cons
. _.

Thee indicates which application routine 'is'
to 'be executed; in the7queries above, LIST indicates
that a report generatarA.s to be executed. In the.,

retrieval clause the user specifies what data are'
to he used far.execution; this retrieval is depen7
dent on conditions spedified in the conditional
clause. --

--. '.A.User of the query language is allowed to pre-
Sent arbitrarily-complex.retrieval.plaUses. Not :

only may this clause contain the-names Ofdita it.eS.
to be retrieved, but-arithmetic operations..(using
literal& .ar-dita.items) and both single and.multi
variate fUnctions may also be introduced. The con-
'ditional clause is camposed-of a Boolean expression'
which may contain data item names, literals,-arith-
metic operators, relational' operators, logical op=

aerators, single-variable functions and multivariate
ifunctions. The;query language also permits the ,

use of noise words; synonymsand various,other cos-
metic features for the convenience of the-user.

- A conceptual overview of the standard GPLAN ..'

.system is portrayed in Figure 9. The-library of -

"application-routines is composed-of two sections:
standard routines and special. routines. -The stand-
ard library of applications Cons sti-of routines
tb generate reports and-ploti andt6perform linear.'

:TegressiOni,ltatd.atiCal,analises and data modifi-
-* cation.- The" library of special applications may
"17.'inclUde such routinesas special report generators, -..,.:-'

.: linear and nac-linear.optimization,programs. .The '

Issueof interfacing suCh.pptimization-roptines
with4 network-4ita haie is discussed-in'r41. One

mmethod Ofinterface7has been demonstrated ithe
c .'.. pivot example-.

.

. ...- - .. .
. . .

,,...r_.,.:DATA HANDLING .FOR MATHEMATICAL FROGRAMKENG .

In this section we examine the implications of
data tvemaragement-techniques-for those who tm,
plementmathematicallprogramming algorithms and-for-
"thosewhorMake use of such implementations. In
so doing,,-we utVe the distinctive GPLAN.fgatures

...
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of the network. data base fecructure,,;t4 language'
for non-progra=ner,interface witb'a data - -base (MD).

andtthe :query- laidguage. that allows non-programmers

to effectively' use a data base and pertinent appli-:
cation routines. Not only does the GP.I.AN Frame-.

work allow for the obvious, i.e., the Solution or
linear and non-linear optimization problems;, it, also

ad asses the_followime considera.tions, which may

ps be more subtle; but are certainly ,qf prac-

ignificance [5].

The resolution of erroneous formulatiOns.

. Tre,atment of coefficients-Which 'are them-1

selves functions. . _ - . . 1.

.

Situations wherein matrices'' contain -com-

mon
. - St of sparie matrices.

. 5. Utiliz on of data to "prolhice timely,

non - routine repoiti..other than the report'

:furnished by a general mathematical pro.
granming routine.

6:. Ability of a' data base to support other

varieties of applicatiOn-routines (e.g.,
-simalatioiii, regressions, etc.) in a;ddi-

sticn -to mathematical. programming.. ..

. .

The modus- operandi for _erSective acoomoda-

4tion Of each of these attcibutes may:I:se/found in

Cll. -Only a.very brief treatment can- be .given here.

With gect, to the first point, when erroneous co:- .

-efrici s or improper formulation i.s "suspected the

ready availability of information with regard to co-

eficient sources and currency is important. This..

oblAcsus- implications for the' way in which data

, is organized atd retrieve0.. In this oo=ection the '

query system provides convenient tool for data

-editing.
Concerning the second attribute, it is not 'urn-

..common that ceeffiCienrts are the results 9f func-

tions that have been evaluated on the basis !of some

other data. "There may even be alternate functional"

forms ...(or- alternate data lets for-evaluating a: func-

tion) which suggests the. need for a facile method

of .interfacin desired functions 2..rith the math-pro .

graniningroutines which depend- upon them, 'Indeed '

a- linear programming routine. may be' viewed as a

function that requires, (recurring,) evaluation in

order to execute a non-linear programming routine-

[61. One technique for handling this'tisituation in-

' volves ari 'elimination of the distinction between .

data 3M fUnction, with'respect'to diltta base con-

structionAl.e., functions are treated, as, data and

included in the 'data base structure.
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Attribute =her three is important for cases
here there is interest in several matrices, whIch

e not entirely- distinct with respect to con-

- strairrts and variables. :For-exampillretwe may be

vestigating a problem which -*as multiple plausible

formulations, .sone pairs. of ftd.ch share constraints

(and therefore variablei Cire must be taken to

assure that updates to constrairrts in one matrix

are reflected in other "matrices 'which share these .

constraints; this is not a trivial- Matter where

- large volumes of data are involved. Data struc;

trite that -. support this :situation is, given. in

Figure 10. structure allows us to store is.'

constraint' ci ,- once, an at the same time" indicate

. that ;It is to be included .in--an arbitrary nuniber--

ccmatzcicerr This avoidance of redundancy averts

t)fre potential for inconsistencies. A detailed

description of this structure at the' occurrence
level may be found CT. Figure 11 displays-verba-

tim examples of the kinds- of queries which -Could

be submitted, .if the data structure is as sbown in

Figure 10; The first .three'queries show how que-._

ries may be-phrased to locate and rectify errors in

the'. data. The. next two queries dembnatrate ways in
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. which. are LP -problems may be formulated for execu-
-tion. The final query asks dr.basit statistics' on
the coefficient values of variable 497;,in matrix 7.'
7.2sicamummas... nwi;vase Aso COD7TCIDIT.D3UPO' 1.01t YARIAZI.rD. 1347.

carnerstranus ePrei COUTZCIVITC >.9,327, Al= 101191:2D..

mulct courzerorTmws'io, a: 27. Ingx unuair..21: . ;1=2i R

awns 0646s.nua ao 1Oa. (cosn,1=22mus)n-116.tT Tmaliz.mo
meloaTimati. 21

r .

Rix logignarc7so - 5
.

xsl .7.? TOR P1031.721.TD

p

cos coirrizurr.w.ing rot Tadmizz.m 497/awm.Tiqx.z2 - 7

;Iowa. 11. Saeli3A QuerVail

.Many real-world applications entail the' utili-
zation of sparse matrices. In the-effort to avoid-

:staring eroei, many schemes have .been devised for
packing (and unpacking) non-zero coefficienta-into
arrays... As already shown in. the pivot example, the
°PLAN. concept' allows 42. matrices (spartie or othir-.

--wiSt). to be -acccesodated by a. single simple logical
staruCture, .whdeth. reaz-es substantial storage say-
Inge if a matrix ha 'els to be sparse. Only' non-7

fizero coefficients need to be stored; and storage
space is neither used nor even allocated for zero

°coefficients. .-:'

Presumably managerial decisions are mote based,
,aoley.npan the output of mathematical programming
routines., .The fifth consideration, indicates the
'need for a facility to generate other reports
from a data base and frequently these are non sten- .

dart in terms of the types and cOnfiguratio of
data that are retrieved. The GFIAN query system
allows the selective-retrieval of-any configuration ;.
of- data as a result -of typing an English-like, .

hon-proCedural query at'a cccaptter terminal This
olvia.tes the necessity of siting-al,prograza every
tine new type of report is needed. This con--
cept can be extended to include not. only retrieval,
but also the execirtion of aar,ge -application rou

"that' are .not of the :matheseeticalr programming
variety, Fart)iermore, such executions can be-accom-
plished through. the. query language. 'Theresult.
a situation wherein 'a netwmirelata. base can support
a broad 'Spectrum of-analyses for both-Programmers'
and non-programming users.

ccsq.usmati '.
The rasijor intent has been to introduce funda-

mental concepts ,frtm the-realm-6f data base manage
spent and to suggest 'their potential for contribution
-to the soluti of mathematical programiaing problems.:
ThiS-Contribution-is considered with respect-to' both
the 'implementors and users. of Mathematical program->.
ming algorittoas. GPLA2i, a, generalized data babe man
agement.and query system, was destarl,bed. It is
essential. to observe that.,thcre . irr Invariably:a
tradeoff between specialized and general' systeml.
The farmer are generally mare. efficient due to fteir

fleEcIbility; the. latter are typically, n r
as efficient,chie to therr gnat flexibility..
1.nerfieiency and inflexibility have costs.
prOVides 'a single mechanism' which may be. used
treat the spectrum of cial cases and"to
a variety of applications and'users -Working w th
the same data.base. As an exercise; this ge ran
item could be tailored to meet only spec

needs, circumstances where flexibility, is uniia-
postant and efficiency is paramount. Ar.

Historically, the trend-haa.,-been for ,each -math
prograramini'implementor. t,o; .1n-effect, devise 'data'
management routines. ,We submit*that advanCes (both

- past and future)* in the data base management field.
. 4" can provide valuable concepts, techniques and- tools
' foz the 'clata handling aspects of mathematical pro=

gramminat
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F.

COVERGENCE OF nit DLAGONALIZED
-DSETHOD OF MULTIPLIERS .

R. H. eyrd
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

The Johns Hopkins University

. Abstract. Recently, modifications-of the method
of multipliers haVe teen proposed which do not
require." exact: in the intermediate
unconstrained problem. .It can be shown that any
Lagrangemultiplier,opdating scheme which yields

.
quadratic. convergence with exact minimization
retainsthis rate if only two steps of a Newton

iteration arertaken. It can also be shoWn that a
-quasi-Newton_ iteration in conjunction with the
multiplier update proposed by Tapia yields'a
superlinearly convergent-algorithm. If the
penalty constantis allower to increase to .

.infinity At a certainrate; simpler multiplier
-update.formulas will exhibit good convergence

.

)rates.
- -

-Recently there has been. much research,iri

solution of constrained--optimizAtion problems by
the method-of-multipliers. This method was:
firsti:prbposed by Hestenes-[1] and .by Powell [2]

independently im.-1969. It involves solving the

, 'problem

minimize f(x)
(11

such that g(x)

1 m
where. f: R

n -4R and r
n

R - by vsuc-

cessiVelyminimizing"the augmented Lagrangian,7-

, x ;c) +X.rg (x) +12cg (sx) g(x)
T

,-
in x: If r* is:the-olutiOn of problem (1)'
then there exists a unique X*ER* such that. .

V L(x,*,X*,c)=0, where V we mean the
jadlent-taken with reSpeCtxto the varioIle x-
We will assume throughodi that ri c n, that -

2
./,,.Vg(x*) is,of full rank.and that L(x* A*.

is .invertible. It can be'shown, Ems-CBI that -

s .-there exisnts a cons,tant.c° :such"that for'
iean unconstrained local minimum.

-of L(x*;X*,c) and for -X.' in a. 4.1eighborhool,

of 1 *, -L(x,-X,c) has a local minimuman

The methft of multipliers procedes
follows:,

Step Choose an initial app"ro "ximation.

X° -to- 1*, and anin4tial 6°.

Step
-k

2: Choose kk 'to be thieminimizer -

of L(xX cK),
1.

.

Step 3: _Let c
k+1

P(x
k
,X
k
,c
k

)

k+1 k k k+1
X ...U(x ,X ,c. )

"Step 4: Return t6 step 3 -with .k k+1.

The function U may be refereed to as a Multi-

plier update formula.- The.functiOn P is some-

times chosen simply so that ck is large enough

that ,a minimizer exists,' while for other,

schemes ck tends tq infinity near the solution:

- r-

A number of multiplier update-formulas have
been proPosed. We considerthe7folloWiag5,

Uap(X4X.c)-7 X+cg(x) ,... - (2).

T2 -
..2.

U (X,X,,c) - X+IVS(x) V L(x,X,c)Vg(x)] s(x)
a . - x ,

(3)

A?

2

-[Vg(x) Vg(x)] -Vg"(x) Vf()i) (4) ''''

T-2 -1 -1
[Vg(x) VxL(x,X,o).. Vq(x)]

2
[4.;(xa - Vg.(x)

T
Vx L(x,X

1
,c). Vf(x)] .

CS)

.
Formula (2) is the one originally Proposed by

Hestenes and by Powell... Rupp [4], and Bertsekas
[5l-have Shown-that.for 'ck. sufficiently.large
the Hestenes-Powell update gives arbitrarily
good linear-conveigencg. Formula (3r was proposed
by Buys [3] who showed that, if 'is considered

as a fundtion of A, (3) is equivalent to one
Newton iteration on the problem g(x()))

and -.ells gives :quadratic -convene. Fo
t4) is just the projection of
linear span of Vg lx),..., (x): 'Its.uie has
been proposed by Haarhoff d Buys' [61, Miele
et at [7]. and. Fletcher (8) ,Formula 15) was -

orilinally.prosed by Tapia [9] 'its a consequence
of aqeAUV2trtheory for solving constrained

pr6bleMs.

f -onto/the'

.

Findiig ,x
k

L(x,%
k
,p

k
V%which minimizes

exactly is of course--impossible-.and even finding.
a good approximation may be:very.costly. It is

natural to,00nsider algorithms'involving simple
apProximatations:to the minimizer.

Bettsekag- (- ]*considers an implementation

yti

12.



with the.Hestenes-Powell update where the minimi-
zation-is-carried-o0t-until V-1,11 is less than
some tolerance, and shows that ftr the tolerance
correctly chosen one may obtain dOnvergence as
gOod as in the case of exact minimization although
nothing may be said about how difficUlt that
tolerance is to achieve for large pqrialty
constants.

,

. 145
Another strategy is to take a small number,

iterations of a minimization algorithm, a strat6g5,
referred to by Tapia as a diagonalized multiplier
method [9]. Such a strategy has also been pro-
posed by Haarhoff and Buys [7] and' implemented
by Miele et.at [6] .

We consider first the case of algorithms
implemented with bounded penalty constants i.e.
ck x c for all k. If a multiplier update
formula such as that'of Buys is used one needs
second order information about the functions
involved so-it is reasonable to consider methods--
im the unconstrained minimization phase which
generate and use the second derivative or an
approximation to it.

k+1 We will refer to an algorithm where the point
x is determined by j steps of some iterative
algorithm as a j step diagonalization..

Based on different considerations Tapia
[9,la,11] proposed an algorithm which is equiva-
lent to a:One-step diagonalizationusing Newton's
'method: That is; the point xk is determined by

k k-1 r 2 k-1 k-1 k k-1 k kx, = x - 1:7 L(x ,A ,c 7 L(x ,X ,c Yx .

and X
k

is chosen according to Tapia's update:
Xk =. U(xk-1,5:,c k) where = U (xk-1). Tapia
shows this method has the follow'Ing convergence
properties (11).

Proposition 1. If the one-step diagonalized
_method of multipliers is Implemented with Tpia's
updateand Newton's method, the sequence {x }
is uniformly quadratically convergent to tkie
solution x*.

This result is obtained by noting that'
Tapia's algorithm is essentially equivalent to
using Newton's method on the problem
V
x
L(x,A,c) = 0, g(x) = 0.

.

By uniform quadratic convergence of an
algorithm we mean there exist constants
M, v > 0 such that 'if - x' v, then

xk+1 _ x*All M xk
for all k.

The notion of uniform quadratic convergence
is slightly stronger than Q-quadratic convergence,
but almost, all'iterationsWhich are Q-qUadrad-

- ically convergent are uniformly quadratically
'convergent Using the projection formula for X

..' allows us to get uniform-quadratic conver-
gence: If we let i. = Ak-1 kwe only get R-
.quadratic convergence of {x }.

Since both the Buys mul 'plier update
formula and the Tapia formu a give quadratic-
convergence when xk is.,o twined by exact.

(/

minimization it is natural to ask how the Buys
v

4

p

181

update. behaves under diagonalization. If we
consider the question of quadratic convergence in
the space,. of both variables, x and A we'get the
-following: result.

:LProMosition 2. Consider the method of multipliers,.:-
:+34emehted with a'giVen multiplier update fiormula:
and 'with bounded penalty constants. Uniform
A .quadratiO convergegtein, (X,A) occurs with
exact minimization: ifandonly if it occurs with
a two-step diagonalization using Newton'smethcid.

. -

Proof. See [12].*
I..

Since both the Tapia update and the Buys
update gibe quadratic convergence for exact
minimization, it follows then that one may get
the same convergence for a two-step diagonali-r
cation with Newton's method, and for such update
it seems nothing is contributed to convergence -
rate by further iterations.

Since using Newton's'methodjequired
knowledge of the second derivatives of the
finctiois involved and requires a large number
of functildn evaluations at each step it would be
advantageous if a quasi-Newton method could be
used in place of Newton's method in the deter-
mination of xk. If this we're done with one of
the quadratically convergentupdates such as that
of,Tapia or Buys it would be necessary to use an
approximation to 72L(x,X,c) in the multiplier
update formula. Consider then the following.
iteration:

- Vg (35
T
Bk7f (xk) - Co (xk)

x = x
k+1 k

-
k

-V
L(x

1 k k+1 k
3

r .k+1 k k+1 k+1V(x -x ,7 L(x ,X ,c )

-7xL(x
k k+1 k

)

k+1 k-1-11 k
c
k+1

= P(x ,X ,c )

Bk +l

t (6)-

The funCtion V(S,'Y,B) is the Hessian update
function for some quasi NeWton method. The
analysis of such an algorithm is-somewhat
different for each possible Hessian update
function bUt Tapia has proved the following,-

result for standard quasi7Neton methods [11].

Proposition 3. Consider the method of multi-
pliers implemented as in (6) with bounded penalty
constants and withthe:funosion V being any one
of the Broyden, Davidon-Fletcher-PoWell, Broirden-
Flecher-Goldfarb-Shanno or Powell Symmetric
Broyden, Hestianupdate functions. The sequence
of points (xc,Ak) will then be locally and
superlineaconvergent to (x*,A*).

-is result shows that the algorithm
o in (6) is relatively efficient
strategy. It i ssible that there would be, .
some advantage in takingmorekthan one,quasi-
Newton step in determining xk, howeve by this
resul the convergence rate would still be
superlinear.

193
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i.
It seems likely that if a quasi-Newton

_method *re used withAhe_Buys update_insome_
diagonalized scleme that superlincar convergence
would result. oweve, it has not been possible
to prove thi yet. It is.interesting to note
that accordingito the above result, the matrix
Bk works wellias an approximation to the Hessian
in the multiplier. update formula even though it

----. -is known-thaA Bk does not converge to the
Hessian in general.

Up to this point we have been concerned
with algorithms where the penalty constant is
bounded throughoutthe iteration. However,
it is well known that in some cases the. rate of
cohvergence is improved as the penalty constant
goes to infinity. As mentioned prefiously
Bertsekas [5] shows arbitrarily first linear
convergence for exact and approximate minimization
in thee cases. Mielb et al [6) have done
numerical experiments involving the use of the
projection update (equation 5) in various.diag-
onalized schemes using Newton's methods and
quasi-Newton methods. By increasing the, penalty
constant at the approprilte rate they get con
vergence which appears R-superlinear.

In addition to the projection update we
consider multiplier update formulas. U(x,X,c) with
the property

U(x*:*,c) = O.
ax

We. will refer to such formulas as local multiplier.'
approximation formulas, Both the projection "

update .and the Tapia update fall into 'this Class.
Note that it is essentialhat-such a formula
have the property U(x*,A*,c) = A*.

In the case of exact minimization, as the
penalty constant c goes to infinity the
various updates mentioned tendato merge to-
gether and al,l give gapd convergencd. In the
case of local appFoximation formulas, the author
Shows in (13} that if- ck is chosen to be
Y 11 9(x)c." ) II 7' where Y > 0 and 0 <,a < 1 the

`,iteration is locally convergent with Q- order'

1 + a.

a

. . _ However if such a scheme .for choosing
penalty constants is used in a one -step

' diagonalization with Newton's method, con-
Vergence becomes slower -when a is close to
one. If a'=.1. the method is very slow and.

.-

may. not converge at all. The problem is that
when the,penaIty constant increases too fast-,

m
."?..--fthe,

\
Newton iteration becomes. unstable. This slow

.

\T,Convergence occurs even if the normally qua-
--''';.1&draftically convergent Tapia update is used.

These difficulties may be avoided in a
Waleading to efficient algorithms in two
ways-: If a two step diagonalization is used one
ge*again this same convergence. rate as %itt .

exaCt4minimization. At best, with a = 1 the
methadis quadratically convergent. Alternatively
a one,Step diagonalization may be used with :

a :7..'inthis case the order of convergence is .12m.
This CanHbe shown to be the optimum value of, a
for a.one.step diagonalization [13].

ro

The above development seems to. indicate that
,a-dne .or -two step diagolaii,Ation_iS as effec.tive____.
as.exact minimization in ensuring fast con-
vergence. Alternatively if one is using a
scheme demanding a certain degree of exactness,
in the'minimizeriese.results give some
indication of how muci effort is required to
achieve this exactness.
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4 Introduction.

V

DIRECT APPROACHES FOR THE MINIMAX PROBLEM

A.R. Conn ie

Department of cambinatorics and OptimiiaLion
University f Waterloo

1

Condider a system of m real, twice contin-
uously differentiable, and in general, nonlinear,
functions .

i c [M].

where [M] = (1,2,3...,M) is an indexset. Let

M (x) = Max f "(x);
f

ic[M]
i

x [x ,x
'

x
n

]

T
.

1 2'

Tye' prablez under consideration is to lacgte
point x,

u
such that

M.f (x
0
) s Mf(x)

(1)

: P

all points x, at least in a neighbourhood of

. The o bleetive function M
f
(x) has -discont-

.fnuous first partial- derivatives at points where
two or. more of the functions f

i
(x) are'equal to

'0

'the maximum. This'is true even if the f
i
(x)

,have coht }nuous first partial derivatives.
Y- As anillustration,igure 1 shows the

contours for Mf(x) for aupurely linear case, viz

..Example 1.'

``.

f
1

= - lox
1. 2

- 2'5x'
. )

f
2

= - 10x
1

-.201(
2

. f3 = - 10xil+ 20x2 - 40.

The points of discontinuity are indicated.in
figure 1 by dotted lines.

146 first note that because of the discontin-
uities in the derivative the well-known gradient
type methods cannbt be used directly to minimize
M

f
(x).

Secondly, we mote that -an equivalent formul-
.

atiom of the prpblem P is '(see for example'[17])

`such that, z --.f.(x) Z 0, i-c [M], 3 --

Minimize z...
11*

- i

where z is a new: independent variable.

- But in general, P* is just a "standard" non-
linear programming problem in n+1 Variables, and. .

can Be sialved.acCording1j. In fact, :this is,
exactly the approach taken by [16], .

.

'Iblidly wenote, (a5 is. easy to show,.an
applying the well-gknown Kuhn-Tucker condition? to
P*) that a minimax optimum at -x0 can be char&ter-
ized (see; for example [17] -) by

"some..

,

3

LI
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of M
f
(x) for ixample 1.

1 cE(x
0'

0) -

2f (x0).

(Vf
i
(x

0
) = [

dx1

I

u = 1,
icE(x )

i

and 0'

ui z 0, 1 E E(xo, 0),
,

wEere.
E(x,i)'= {ic[M] 1M

f
(x) - f

i
(x) .< 1. Rd):

(i.e., E(x,c) is the index set of those functions.
f
i

that are within c of M
f
(x) at -x).

i We shall now formulate informally an approach
to the. minimaX problem based on three propertied
cited above.

Suppose*re are at Furthermore, suppose

that f
i
(x

le
),.i =a,...,q take on the maximum,

3f(x )
0

]T)ax

(2a)

4

(2b)

(2c)

.s

19
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function.value M,(x
k
). As in most optimization.,k

approaches-owillaith is./to determine a direction, a,

say, such ghat M
f
, at, x , decreases in this

''''-

direction`` then remains to determine haw far
tO:step"in the chosen direction, and the iteration
isdefined. It,,is clear ,chat since the f

i'1

i 71, f,....q are less than M
f
(x
k
) locally at

lease,
1

we are only conce4ed with those functions
k

shall term these functions
tAeactive functions. -

Let us suppose we find a direction .dk such
ttlat. f1, say, decreases, If it should happen that

in addition, f` f

q
decrease,- then we have a

..,

descent direction foe M
f"

However, suppose that

although f1 decreases, f2 increases. Then, as

is obvious, Mf infact increase. 'Thus wh-17.:
.

we must do is decrease all 'the active functions
simultaneously..

i
.

-If we nottr,,reca1,1 the.non-linear "prograT-Hn
formulation of the pfoble I, we observe that .:1,:_ive
functions correspond to a tive constraints and

. that f
2

increasieg, for/example, while z is c
I

decreaS'ing. amounts to. Violating a constraint
1.

-(assuming E
2

was an'actave function at the start
...

of the iteration'and z J= Mf(xk)). Thus a-
.

sufficient condition that we hate a suitable
desCent- direczion..for, M

f- .c

is equivalent to
-

. ensuring that no activelconstraieltsare violated.
[That this is. not a necessary condition we will
See shortly]. This situation iS,a.familiar--
occurrence in, the conteXt o4..-7athematical .

plogramming (see: for'exampre [18] .and [15) and .'

.one approach to ,resolving the difficulty is via
prdjections. [See [8], for further references and -

details]. ,- ,

Xn'elementary exposition on projectio n
matrices now follows:/ Sulipi'ose we have the

follov'Alss -basis for iEn: 0
,4

k Al b .. b
1 .. q q+1 n'where .

. . o .

hal = Q tfi,j.

Consider the:fallowing nxn matrix,

I-
(. T -1 T -A

P ;=, I - N(N N). N , (3)

where N = [a ...a ], (i.e., N. is an nxq.matrix
of rank 17,) and id , is the nxnidentity matrix.

It is easily seen that Pa = 0, Pb = b)fi,j,
j

i2 1

i.
,

. Furthermore, P =)P. -and we note that' P takes...,

any vector in IR
n

into Q1, where Q
1

denotes.the
ipace,spanned by . .c

...

- . bTbc1+1,. . , .

I' . .

Now suppose me%take P With
A

where

and

ai = 74) (z,x) 1,...,q,

pi(z,x) z--.f (x)

s 's definedefined in equatiOn (15) below,

,

185
.

1

4,

[i.e., pi -.: 0 are the inequality constraints of

Rot]. W-nore-that--aandTthus-,-P,--i-s-i-n-dependent

..efrz. Furthermore, .let us defin d c
n+1

by

where

d =.- Pe, (5)

e = 11,0 , ,,,01T e
azn+1.

Now, in the case where the fi 'are linear, we
have, by Taylor's theodM

o [z+Ad ,x+Ad ] = 0i(z,x) +%Aa - A[d 2T7f.(x),(7)

' -
where d = [d

+
:d ]..d

+
,A R

1
, A > 0.

But, by construction
.--

-
d
+

- [d ]

T
Vf.(x) = 70 = 0 i =
1

Thus

0.[z+Ad
+
,-x+Ad] = 0.[z,x] i = (8)

More generally, for i= 1 q, we have that
aconcave fi

i
[z+Ad x+Ad ]

i
(z,x) i = 1, q. (9)

That is, in the case where the active functions are
linear or concave, if the search direction is given
by (5), no active constraints in the equivalent non-
linear pbogramming formulation are violated. -

Furthermore, since--e
T.

'= - IlPell
2

if Fe 0-0d
[which we may assume, for the present],, d is a
descent ccirection for z. .Thus oIsr objective is
4realized, are reducing Mf.

Referring to figure 1, I t us suppose we are

at the point x0 Where f (X) = f-(x) ="M (x). The
1 3 f. _

corresponding' descent direction for Mf, d is

indicated on:the figure. We see that it is an
ideal choice. In particular, we see that, locally-,
`at least, the indices of the active functions do 'y
not change. This result,,ofcose,-is an
immediate conseence ofequation.(8). A

tpin practice, not all-the ft's i = 1, ,q,

need to be'putdato she projectiorFanct,'in
particular, is: posSible to ensare that Pe
and thus find a.deSeent direction that daes, not
villate thos cOnstraints not the projection,
un ess optimality has already been achieved That
this-is so is a consequence-of the4eqUations (2a),

.(2c) and(2d). [A point cor4-esponding to
su&I a situation is indicated by .y on figure 2
beldw. That Pe' = .0 in this ease is gas.r. to: see
since f

1
(y) f

2
(y) f

3
(y). We can, in 'fact,

.remove 73 from- N in this case to obtain
. -

descent].

We. have noted above that ensuring no active.
constraints are violated in-the corresponding non-.
linear prggramming problem-is a sufficient
cOnditiod (or a suitable descent direction for M

f.

/

/
As we will now indicate,-itis not a necessary.

condition. Furthermore, in suctra case,,our soltytion
to the problem of finding a descent direction to M

f9via- the projection matrix P is still suitable.
Suppose our 'active functions are f1 .and f2,,

9
.IB



Example 2.
f (x)

32

1.9

1.5

1.0

. .5

4

- (2-x
I

)
2
+ (2-x

2
)
2

- 2' exp (-x1 + x2).

0 .tn
-.'1 t,

O .5 1.0 5 C -:2 0

Figere 2. Contours of M
f
(x) for Example 2.

'..N

_

both convex functions. That i5 q,-"2,
Mr(x) ..' f (x) =Af2(x).

Choose d, as Z5 (5). The corresponding
;esult" Co (9) is

:
' .. .

.
- -

,. ,

pi [z+Xd
+

, x-f-)kd] S pi(z,x) i 1,2 (10)

..since Q pis now concave].

- and

4.

ie.,

.and

However, by construction
.

ed. <0, i.e. d
+

<0

d
T
70.(e,x) 0 i 1,2,

e fd
T
7f (x) 0

d-- 7f
2
(X) 0,

td.3Tvf
2-

(5)

or, in or words,

f
2

_have decreased;

[&-)T711(x) d' 0 e

(11)

locally at.least,.both

i.e., d. is a descent

direction for Mf.

Remark. This- in itself indicates. that
we take here is more general than just
problem P*.

f
1

and

the approach
solving the

Furthermore, we remark at this stage that,
since a majpr part df our algorithm depends upon

.determining P, we can make use of'the numeridal
results available for determining orthogonal-7
prc>jections.

to

. .
.

. ,

Haying determined the search direction-we'nofi
that minima along a_ iinezEor__a_Tfutiction..stic)i..as.... _____....
M
f
(x) are likely' to occur at those points a. which

P
the changes i the first derivative c_re disePnitin-

,uous [for example, in the linear ca'5e!this ii
guaranteed]. Thus, as an initial estimate, the
linear search approximates a subset of tlies&-:

'..r-

.

points of discontinuity. [Specifically, that 4bset
, whichcorresponds to thd Points of discontinuly
given by f (x) - f-

2..

(x) (where" j is 'one of he
..i

,
. , vo

active functions at x
k
),.over ail'. E cores ding

to inactive fladctions at x
k
). If ehe apprSic

tion so determined give5 a point.where the actual. --
value of M

f
is sufficiently lower, then-it is

.

'accepted the line'search-is completed other =.
wise a more usual (and more ,sophisticated)
search-is required:

2. The algorithmsof Bartels, Charalambousalia:
_Conn [3], [5].

The basic ideas behind these two.algorittiMs
-

were those given'in-section T above. As, originally
presented, the first reference considered only;
linear functions [actually, piecewise linear since

T,M
f
(x) - Max a

t
x Bi1]'and*the second reference.

concerned itself with only lion- linear funci'iods

- i.e.; no attempt was made .to improve the
efficiency by making use of any linearities-
present amongst the fi.

,

.

. .
.

. We will attempt to combine the results of,both ,-.
alghrithms in one algorithm for the problem P.: In
addition; differences over the-originals will-be
indicated, as well as relating the results t15,,'the
work of others in the field,in a later section...`

. -Thus we will use the formulation P* ,tc.t
determine the search direction, bdt will then apply
a related direction directly to the function-Mx).

In the algorithm, each iteration consistt,,Pf--
one,or sometimes two, directionS., The first;kthe
one thatis always present, is termed the
horizontal direction. It tries to maintain .

constant, the index set-of near active functinns.
Two or more functions are considered near active
if they, are equal to the prdsent maximum up ',-a

iVT
specified tolerance. In 'addition, it:is req

' ed
-that-the horizontal direction be such-as to %

-decrease M
f. This-corresponds to the direction d

...

in section 1. The second, the vertical direction,
amounts to attempting to satisfy the near active \-
f4nctioris exactly by means, of linearization. ;;This
is done .by determining the least squares sblu-tion
of in general, an underd etermined system of-
-linear equations. As such this step A closely
re1.4ted, 'algebraically, to that,of-determini4 P
and onee again is a well-worn path in the fi.43d of ,

numerictI analysis. The necessity for theArertical
direction is given in [5] and details_forthe
computation of both directions are se-ir'oUt'beiow.
We note that, in the limit these two directions area
orthogonal, hence the terminology.

A linear search follows that incorporates'
.

several simple features of the algorithm ;ancP
kmerical results to date indicate that the..
resulting algorithm is very. efficient.

:,1 '''''''

Z.)
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2.1 Notation and Orthogonal Decompositions.

When _we _want_to _kind._ the _airection_ of search: _ _

at.a point xk set z'-= ik M (x.). By doingwe

so, a'inear..acr.ive functionin the .minimaxp_ oblem
corresponds Vo.'a near active constraint in the

programming problem, viz,

E(

We note

- only on.

r

x ,c)-- {ic(m)liccx) c1'
(12)

= fic[Mlizk fiCX!`).

that Etx- ,c) cap be considered deperident-

x
k

since . zit =.14(x ): Let

E(Xk,c). = NEGx"

. 74
where LE(xic...;c) is the index set for the near=

active linear constraints.'
k

[i] (14)"

"(z,x) aO (z,x) ac.(x,x) -

.. . -' n

(16)'

We note that V.o (z-,X).. is indepeRde'nt of z.

Furthermore, in order to eliminate unnecessary
, re-evaluation at subsequent iterations,' those _ _ _ __

columns that correspond to linear functions- fi(x)
will be added in 'first.

At this point let us accept the following
convention; if, in a particular context, _there

'

will be no-ambiguity, we may denote functional
expressions dependent uppn x- and sometimes .c

more simply-by abandoning One, or often both, of
its arguments. Thus L'E(x,c), NE(x,c), q(x.e),.-
E(x;c), etc., will sometimes be denoted by LE(x),

- 1E(x)., ct (20 , E(x), etc., or "some;imes hs'siin'pLy as
LE, NE..9 or "E, etc.

e .. L1`,0,'...,0]T" (- vz). (17)

If the n by. k matrix A has independenecoiumns
it can 1:;e' factored:1-rito (thee -form Step 2a: 8et j =-- 0,.,--;

-I., A = Q [2.] ."?[Q,

1
:Q2] [RI, (18) Q I,

0

.

.. A = 0;

.

2.2 The Algorithm

Step Set' Label rs .0, k = 0; vs = 0, x = x°, the
-

starting point; anc:a value of c', and .cpstop.
Set

max
; Note r is used in the-linear

max
search algorithai..- It denotes an upper bound-on the
admissible stepsize. (Note that Label is used Co,
indicate whether a vertical direction should be
taken (Label 6) or nit (otherwise). Similarly r
vs "indicates whether the vertical step was
sufcessful (vs :; 1) or not (vs = 0))..

Step 1: Set zk Mf(xk).- At". the point

determine..the active.funcrions Within the specified

tolerance. In other words , determine LE(x
k ,c).,

x

NE(x
k
,e) and hence E(x ec). r if

Step. 3.
k go, to

1.-9. 9
Step-2: Determine the projection matrix initially..
(This step involvesinner iterations).

- -where Q
1
:Q

2
I is art n by n orthogonal. matrix

and R . is lc by k, right triangular, and ,1/4non-
singular. o .denotes the first k columns of Q.

P 4 1
-Let .(AT) 'denote the null space of AT i.e.,-

nor- linear functio.ns, respectively, -that are.in-IT(xiA x= ol. (19) the Projetion.

J0 = 0,
q e.

(The n+1 xn+1 unit matr.:-.)

(the empty set)

K

Jo and KO are index sets for those linear and

... Step 2S If IE(xkvey.1='¢ go to 'step 2a.The projector -on Z24A')\ is given by the matrix' '''

. Otherwise let q.---1 Q ITTe, [Recall that 'Q2 is the-'

Q
2\
Q ? -

T
(20) 2 2 .1

_.. matrix made up of the last (n+1-k) columns of Q]'
and j - {the i . that maximize; .Further, suppose h lies 11 the span of A, 'i. .,

T. k k
k q Voi(z,x ) li c LE(x ,c) -L3 J.Q-- 0

,. = Aw .=.1 w a - - (21)i1- i i' LI cd i j!..1.V$i(z,xk)-1

[kia2...ak , then w is.gen by. 1r; IT qTVO (z ,x ) > 0 go to step 2c, 'otherwise go

. .
to step 2d. . ..

where A =

1 T.
R Q h. (22)-

- Step Add acolumn- to'Write w ., [w
7:--

-yr
k
]T. In the context of this

,paper, and 4.12 the light of the introduttion, we are
. considering the columns of A to be a subset of
c-,-;.the":VOi(z,x)'s where . i E, E(x,c).

. .- Thus the direction of.(5) is given by -. .
. ' T '''' `'

n
2n'2e"

(23)

As we shall sho'rtly see, we will'actually
build up Q by adding columins to A one at a title.

. -

187

A and

accordingly. Writing A = [A:a] where

update Q .and R'

-
a = ) we have

.1
7-j.)':

[ :Q2] R
v
I

199

0 V2



where v =QTa, v
2 2
QTa. .

1
-

.:7-.----Now-wc-may-cake-a.product-of-Civens_trangformations.
G
v

to transform v into a vector having zero in

all the components save the first, .where' CV

the form

G

1

1
Y 0
o -y

1

t

is of

where y and - y occupy position v and v+1

on the main diagonal. ,Then.

[Q Gn Gk+111k+1
0

[It.

v

v
t 171

. Set

If the

step 9

Gn1
R

L1
v,

(vt- [1 In I ,DIT).

A -A.

R,

J u
0 /0

LE =1[2\W.

cardinalityof- .1' ', reaches n+1, 10 to

below. Otherwise goto step 2b.

Step 2d: Store Qi and Q,

'respectively.
' Store in R.

in Q1 and

[In the cases where LE(kk,c) is originally empty

the storage of Qi and Qi, is

,Step 2e: If NE(xJ ,e) 4 go to step 4.

Otherwise set

unnecessary].

j - {i that maximizes

T k
47o (z,xq )

I

14''741 (z,xk)11

i E NE(x
k
,c) - k0 }.

If a q
T

17 .Oj (z,x
k

) s 0 go to ste74. Otherwise, add

vpj-(z,x
k

'to A and update -Q and R as out-

liftd-in step 2c above.

Set K
0 0

u {j},

NE fl=

tf t cardinality of Jo u K0

step( otherwise
T

q a Q2Q2e

and return co Ae'start of step 2e.

Srep: .Determine the projection matrix (this
step involves inner iterations).

1

, .

[Recall that Q is.thattpart'of the dp.cOmposition
that corresponds to just those linear functions

i
(X) included in the-projection'doring-the-------

-
previous iteration. .ff'storage restriction's make
it necessary_ Q Ray be discarded and recomputed].

Lec q Q2Q2e. If LE(x
k
,t) - Jo - 0, godtb

step:3d. 04zelvise:". chooSe j c LE(xk,c)

add VO
j
(c,x1r)` !or-t.A and update Q and R as

above. [Step 2c].

Sec J
0 0

u {j},
,

LE

If q 0 0 go to step 3b.

Step 3c.: roP columns from A and updte Q and

R accordingly. Suppose

. .- A [g ,a- ..... a.
'

a
k ] ,

.

A is-. A with the jth cO,lumn deleted. The
resulting fadtorization is of the form .

Q
. 0

where H is right Hessenberg and is obtained from
R by deleting is jth cdkumn. The subdiagonal

elements H, which extend from the new jth
(previous (j +1)th) column of A to the last
c'olumn can be removed by applying an appropriate
sequence of Givens transformations, G. Thus we

may write

A = Q[G. . G ] [G G.]
0 .k-1 k-1 3

, T?

p]0

q = 0 implies that a lies in the span of the
columqs of A, i.e.,

Since A = QTR

i.e., set

If

the

w=, e. .

vector w is given by
01

-1w = R
T
e,

T
1

y = Qle anu solve

Rw = y.

0, stop, x
k

is optimal. Otherwise, choose
<0. [Typically one choosessuch that w

su°Chthat-w.is most negat$e]. and drops the

n+1 go to coPesponding a. from A, updating the Q and R

as outlined above.

t

Step 3a:

Q1
Q
2

Zi2

e'r

R.- R.

1

Set

a

Step 3d: As for

Step 3e: As for
last statement is rep- zt=
Aart of step 3e"].

J
0 0

= J \{j),

LE = LE + {j}.

step

step fd.RE'ept Thal the
*

"return to fiche .



ti

Step. 4: Set d - q.

Let A - {I
1

i
j

} denote. JO

Step 5: Check -if optimum is reached.
If ildll "(estop andLabel 0 6 or if c. <cpstop,
stop.

Step 6: Linear Search

The linear search is done directly. on the mini-
imax function. Let d be the direction d of
step 4 with the first component deleted (remember
that the first component of d (d+) corresponds
to the z and d corresponds to x c R11). Then
d has'the,property that it wilktYyto decrease
the subset of the active functions at the point x ,

fi (x);
!i f

i (x), (i.e., those we put
1 2 ,j

into the projection) b.)'' the same athount.(Thus
decreasing Mf(x) since ,'by construction, the

remaining active functions at the point x
k

will
locally decrease along d_ as thislis the basis
on which the projection matrix was deterdined).Thus
at the point xk we move downhill along the valley
defined by the minimax functions -fi (x),f

i(x),
1 2

...,£ (x).

j

Note that if we-consider only'one

function in P, say the function f
i

(x), then
- 1

d - Vf (x), which is the steepest descentit

direction for the function fi (x).,

1
Determine T,> 0 such that

Max (x.
k

+ rd ) , i c

is minimized. Call this r; 7opt
For details of how this is done and whether

exact minimlia4on is re4uirW, see the'sub- .
algorithm "The Linear Search Algorithm" below. .Put

\

x+x+ T
k k

d - 1

opt

,Step7: Decision as to whether to do the vertical
step or net- The vertical direction, amounts to
attemprting to make the near active unctions
exactly equal, and by doing'so an eFfort is made to
get exactly on the line of-the discontinuous
derivatives, whi'dh is very-desirable when we are
close to the solution. We expect that we will be
close to the solution either when the active . .

functions remak4 the same at each iteration or if we
are trying to consider More than n' functions in
theli'rojection%, [Actually,_ even if we_are not near,
thesolution,.should either of these two phenomena
occur we might -need to "reach the valley floor' in
order to 'move away froM the current situation].
Algorithmically, if the number of Active functions
have-not changed in three consecutive iterations,
Kn 0 0, and Ildll < .1, or if Label 6 (see step
9) go to step 8. Otherwise, set

- k+1 k
x

9.

and go to step 1.

Step 8: 'The Vertical'Step [involves inner',

k+1

iterations].

Set zk Mf (x
k
). Determine E(x

k
,c). (Mute

-----that--x -is-the-paint Obtained from the
horizontal step). .

Step 8a: Set Q
1

Q Q
7 2Q2.

R -R.

Step 8b: As for step 2e above' [except that the
.last statement is replaced by'"return to the
start of step 8b" and "go to step 4" is replaced by
"go to step 8c").

Step 8c: y(xk - Q
1
R
T
0

(133.).
. where (0

i
1

Put x
temp

.N.-x
k
+ v- (with 1st component missing)

. xk

189

If

+ v

Max f (x
ic[Mf i temp

set vs 1,

< Max f4(xk )

ic[M]

X
k+1

xtemp, k k+1,

Label 70 and go to step, 1. Otherwise set vs 0,

x
k+1

x
k

, k + k+1

nd go to step 1.

(Note that fi (xk) + Vfi
T

(x
k -
)v M

f
(xkYr+ v+

9. . 9.

where Ic2i. < c, 2. 1, 2, ..., j, and

first component of v(x
k
,c). Therefore

linearizedactive. minimax functions at

within. c at the point x
temp

x
k

v+ ).
-

+
2 l

v is the

the
xk - will be

Step 9: Trying to put (n+1) constraints in the
projection, i.e., 6,

1.1 -u K
0

n+1.

n+1 means onl of two possibilities,,u Ko I -
either a) we have reached the neighbourhood of the
optimum, or b) we have constraints considered
active that actually are'not. ?This situation is
handled in two ways,' Firstly, y ensuring that- we
take a vertical step and.seco , by reducing c.
Algorithmically' set label , put c c/10 and go
td step 8.

,

The Linear Search Algorithm

Step 0: If vertical ste? was successful .(., if
vs 1), go-to step 4."

Step 1: Estimate any new function to become active.
We consider ali inactive conssFaints 0i and

estimate, in turn, the stepsize to make each 0.
c 3zero. Hence we calculate

(zk,x
k

)

T
CFO x

k
)d

j e I(x
k

, c). (24)

O



In other words, if 0 was linear we calculate T

so that ((- .x
k
) + r d) - 0 and in general we.

linearize the 0's. let f
m
(x ) - M

f
(x

k
) for some

m, f (x) an inactive function at the point x
k

and as calculated by 24. Then we want the

linear approximation of-the functions. f
m

and fj

abooi the point xk to be intersected at the
-

point x
k

+ T d . By construction q is

orthpgonal to V(z - f
m
(x)) at the paint x

k
,

i.e.,

Vf (x
k) Td-

- d+.
m-

Also, by construction of
,.

[I,
k T [d

By using the fact that z

From 25

f
j
(x
k
) + T Vf.(X

k
) d - zk+ T

J

d+

- M
f
(x
k
) + r

J
d
+

= fm
k
) + r d

+
(26)

fm(x
k
) + r Vf

m
(x

k) Td-
- fm (x

k
) + r d

+
(27)

Comparing (26) and (27) we can see that we have
the desired result. 4

Step 2: Omitting unlikely values of ri,'estimate

(x ) we have

(25)

the optimum, T
opt,c

by'linearizing the minimax

function about x . For j c I(x
k
,c) do the

following.. If T
j
<0 or r

j
>rma

x
neglect it as

inadmissible. Otherwise calculate

'ij
a f

i
(x
k
) + r 7f (xk)Td-, i c [M]

'where .

vf (x) - ----f 00, a
f (x) T

a

ax ax i
iL.

. - -P. - max
Put

e i
ic[Ml.

ij

Now, determlhe 2.. such that.

F = Min

c I(x
k
,c)\[j[r: <0 or 'C.> rmaxl.

Rut r
opt

= rt.

"Step 3 :. Determine if r
opt

is acceptable.
.

Calculate the true minimax value at
.1

xk = xk .+ T d .

opt

If this new value is an improvement over the old-
A

value, set x
k

x
k

= . Otherwise go to step 4.

Step 4: Use cubic line search on the maximum of
the functions taking T

opt
as an upper bound, to-4

obtain_ the new xk,_if ropt is available from

step 3 [i.e., if vs - 0].

2.3 Some remarks on the algorithm.

i) As is noted in [4] the QR decomposition and
its update when a column is added or deleted from
A, arises with such frequency that a wealth of
techniques have been developed to handle the
situation. The method set out here corresponds to
that in [11], It is used presently solely because
it is the simplest to explain. For alternative
methods, more details, and references, see [4].

.... .4?

ii) In practise we do not use an exact cubic
linear search but merely ask for sufficient
improvement in the minimax value.

iii) If in step 7 of the main algorithm we decided
to do the vertical step and it was successful, we
dispense with the estimation ofc7r

opt
as above and

merely do thecubicsearch. The motivation . jor this

is as follows. The estimates for r
i

are based on

the surmise that some new function will become
active whereas the vertical step is based on the
assumption that this will not be the case.

iv) In the above algorithm we have assumed'that
the columns given by VOi(x,c), i c LE(x,c) awe

linearly independent. The situation in which the
cielumns are dependent corresponds precisely to'
degeneracy in linear programming. As was done in
[4], we will regard degeneracy as a condition
which can be cleared up through the use-of.
negligible-perturbitions.of the data, and we'shall
ignore the linearay-dependent case.

v) Under some fairly natural assumi4tions the
above algorithm can be proved to be convergent.
The proofs are somewhat lengthy and are given
elsewhere [5]. In the case of solely linear'
functions, finite convergence can be proved.
[See [4]].

tso

2.4 Relationship' of the above with other
algorithms

i) The algorithm differs from that given in [5] .

in that it is a 'stable implementation. Furthermore,
whenever possible, advantage is taken of any, linear
functions that might be active. This is done by
preferentially entering the linear funtlions
the,Projection and storing that part of the
decbmposition (QR) that correspondS to the linear
functions alone. Thus, instead of recomputing the
entire decomposition at each iteration, the linear
part can be updated.

ii) 'As.was remarked above, in the purely linear
case, the algorithm 2.2 does not, quite, reduce to
the algorithm of [4].. This is because in that
algorithm M

f
(x) = Maxlf (x)! and, in addition,

i
the lineal search differs from_nbat above. Thud
the corresponding P* is #9

Min z

subject to

fi(x)[ 2 0, i c '[M]: (28)



I is apparent that the_above problem is equivalent
to

,Min z

subject -td,

z - fi(x) Z- 0,)

z + f
i
(x)

i

.0,
i c [M]. P*'

corresRanding 0

Min Max {fi(x),.- fi(x)} I:
x JE[M]

If one formulates the problem this way; elimihates
the vertical step on account of it being super-
fluous gin the purely linear case, then, excepting.'
the linear search, -one has, essentially, th,..e,

algorithm of [3]. For completeness I point out
that they use fast Givens without square in
their decomposition of A instead of th
given above. (The elements of fast Give.
given in [13]).

There are three linear searches mentioned in
[3]. Besides the 'complexity introduced by the
absolute modulus function, none of the methods
correspond exactly to that given in algorithm 2.2,
(henceforth referred to as LSA(2.2)). For
Simplicity we will hescribe equivalent forms for
the original problem P.

Linear 'Search- Algorithm A. (LSA(A)).

As for LSA(2.2) but determine R. such that

t'
the smallest positive T

j
j E 1.(x

k
,c),,

['i.e., locate.theIrst break -point reached in the
direction d of

k
the picewise linear function

M
f

on leaving x ].

Linear Search Algorithm B. (LSA(B) .

Step As for step 1 of LSA(2.2)!

''.£1.tep 2: Put r as the smallest positive T
j

j E 1(xk ,c):
I

. 4..

Step 3: [Determine_whether M
f

is still decreasing-
in the direction- d ].

.

If d Of (x
k
)> 0, terminate the. linear search

-.,

Z .

algorithms with T s T
opt Z:

otherwise it is necessary to make the
follo4ing redefinitions. .

,x
k

x +,.r a1 .

Zk +14f (xk + TRd )

and return to step 1.

Linear Search Algorithm C. LSA(C)

This algorithm wad a mixture.of LSA(A) and (B).
Specifically it used LSA(A) until such time as
q 0 in step 3b of algorithm 2.2, above. Then in
step 6 it.used LSA(B). In subsequent iterations
one returned to LSASA) for step 6' until_ q 0
again in step-3b, and so on.

Schematically we have the following
situation for the linear search.

...Figure 3.

a corresponasr.to top
t.

from LSA(A)
It It

" LSA(2.2)
TI II II

" LSA.(B)

Using LSA(A), with the exc.eptiOn of, possibly,
the, first' n+1 iterations, eachof the.points

x
k

were vertices for the (linear programming)
.2,tfoblem P*' (or at least satisfied a maximal
IUmber of active constraints:in case the problem
,was rank deficient). It is or this reason that
they preferred strategy LSA ). However, in the
case where the f

i
(x)''s are non - linear,'.

essentially, as is usual in Win- linear programming,
one is looking only for a sufficient decrease in
the objective function, Mf(x). ,Strategy LSA(B) is
undesirable in Lkai it ,requires too much
additional corpuz.;ri.-.

. --

iii) The algorithm o' .10] corresponds exactly to
the algorit_mn _bovc . -ing LSA(A) (except thit
Cline is rentricted to Haar-condition problems)
starting at a vertex to the (linear programming)

.problem P'. /n addition to being able to handle
non-Haar problem. , the treatment given above is
more flexible. Tr, particular the addition of
constraints can '.-..: handled ina natural way thatis
particularly simple in the case of linearly
car 1..-,fined prob;Iems.

iv, Pc!riln7s the .best known, algorithm for handling
problems of type (28) in the'linearcase is that of
Barrod:. ?. and y-hillipa [2]. They, in fact, add an
addition:: linear constraint, viz.

z >

to ? *' and then salve the aual linear program.
The structure' of the problem enables them to.'
condense the resulting tableau by supressing all
tiut m of the columns. There is some suggestion
that practize the dual form, at least for
linear_problems, is the best approach to the Z.,

problem. However, to the best of the prese nt.
author's knowledge, tEere is, as yet, no well--
documented evidence to support this assertion.. In :1

particular,'let Us formulate the algorithm of
Barrodale and'Phillips in'terms of. the primal. The
algorithm consists of three stages,. -More

ecifically, suppose the problem)knder
nsideration is-.

x Max lb -- la xll
15i5m i

4

. --and the rank of A is k.

In stage 1 one chooses the residulri-of'maximum
absolute value altd essentially, uses the steepest
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descent direction to bring its value to,zeto. One
then uP9a4es the residual values choosing that
which Is now maximal in absolute value and

those residuals that are already at zero tat zero.
One then iterates until k residuals arc at zero.

This fs readily accomplished by means
annlogou,s to those above for algorithm 2.Z. For

example, suppose

and.

.= 0 - 1,2,...,q,
j.laiixi

tt

ieel 11)4r jI1 arixj1=

is maximal.

Define P as in (3) with .!q - [al a ]

,T
.

where a. = [a. ... a
jn

J..
j1

The required descent direction is given by
d - Pg.where g ='ar sign(er).. (sign (er) - 1 if

e r> 0, and -1 if e
r

< 0 and 0 otherwise):

Since in stage 1,typically one increases the
number cq residuals with value zer by 1, the
orthogonal decompositions, plus corn sponding up-
dates, are applicable here. Stage 1 is
terminated when k. residuals hae the value zero.

Stage 2 consists of increasing all the 1.
residuals (in absolute Value) simulateously, until
k+1 residuals have the same absolute value.
Stage 2 involves only one iteration.

Stage 3is equivalent to the well-known
-exchange algorithm for linear minimax approximation
(see for kxample [14]).

Again Stages 2 and.3 .5A be accomplished with
linear algebra analdgoUs to 'that ofalgorithm 2.2.

The above is only a very brief outline of the
algorithm of .BaIrodale and Phillips. T.,le'cletails
of the condensed simplex implementatiovre given
in [1].

In the light of the above.chmments one is able
to see that the "dual" formulation of Barrodale and
Phillips can be rearized in a stable way by,a dir-
ect formulation as foralgorithi 2.2. It.then seems
natural to ask the question that if, the dual approach
to the minimax problem is superior to the direc-t
approach,.when is -dual approach indirect? -Further-

more, Barrodale and Phillips claim that the main
feature of their algorithm is that it enters stage
3 with a value close tp optimal. However, if one
compares how.bne arrives.at stage 3, in terms of
the primal problem, to the analogous situation in
algorithm 2.2 [i -e -, when one reaches a vertex (or
point where q = 0, more generally)] the apparent
superiority of the "indirect" or "dual" methods
.11apearssurprising.

v) Much o£ ',the idea's of . [

r
7] are in fact

equivalent toithat of the horit ntal direction of
algorithm 2.2. However, the vert cal-direction is
dispensed. with at the cost of havi to reduce the
tolerance to which functions are con idered active,
to zero.. This makes ultimate convergence difficult
(cf. [7 and [9] for'a similar result). Further-
more the numerical aspects of the Zangwill
algorithm afe not considered by him. In partic-
ular, no linear search suitable for minimizing
M
f
(x) is given.. Finally, Zangwill introduced

. -

separate cases.dependent on whether a certain
matrix is of full,-or almost. full, ranks. Such a

I

\

differentiatiap of cases is numerically'
undesirable and does not occur in algorithm 2.2.

_2.5 Some additional remarks and conclusions___-__

As is noted abovo, anemin [4] for the linear
case, the addition of constraints to problem( P

i71

can be handled in a natural way. This is ail

iAmmediate consequence of the fact that algorithm
2.2 is based on\Lptojections.

One might Also remark that since the
projections in algorithm 2.2 are orthogonal, at
least in terms of the non - linear programming
problem P*, the iterations consist of steepest-
descent-like iterations in certain subspaces. It

might be-suggested'that one might be able to
Nietermine'Newton or Quasi-Newton type iterations by
using nonrorthogonal type prajectiSns gsee for
example [15] and [12] for patallels in non-linear
programming). However, since the objective
function (z) in P* is linear, the straightforward
non- orthogonal projection will not do the job.
However,' consider the case of just one function
f
1
(x), say, active. Algorithm 2,2 gives -%Vf

1
(N)"

_ &
for d - i.e., steepest descent. However, for,
general non-linear f the corresponding Newton

4 direction - G f

1
(x)f(x) is well defined [where G

denotes the Hessian of f; here assumed invertible].
In other words, a'second=order type generalization
is not obvious, even assuming it is desirable.

The above is meant to be a summary of one
(direct) approach to minimax problems via
projections. Some attempt has been made to relate
the approach to other algorithms designed'for the-
s.iMe problem. It is also hoped that the results,
reported here indicate that there is still work to
be done in the area with suggestions as to some
avenues of'future research.

Numtlrical results are not reported here.,._
Suffice it to sa'y that numerical results have Been
carried out in the context df applications, general
non-linear and linear problems. They are reported
in detail in references [5], [3] and[6].
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NUMERICAI.ASFECTSOF TRAJECTORY ALGORITHMS fOrUNONLINEARLY CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION

Te.

.
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r

National. Physical Laboratory, Teddingion, England

Margaret H. Wright
Stanford University

Ai-lhis.ireaper discusses two algorithms for non-

linearly constrained optimization. These algo-

iithms -- the penalty and barrier trajectory algo-

rithms --.are based on an examination of the tra-

jectories of.approach to the solution that charac-

terizethe quadratic-penalty function and the

logarithmic barrier'function, respectively. Al-
. .

though 'Closely related in principle,-tEe two algo-

iithms,display important differences in their

implementation as well as in the properties of the
. .

generated iterates. The discussion T,7111 emphasize

the
or
numerical aspects of implementation of the

trajectory algorithms, with particular attention

to the. choice of reliable methods for carrying

out the required computations.

1. ,Introduction

The prqhlem to be considered in this paper

the following:

Pl: F(x),

subject to ci(x) >1); i = 1,2,...,m,

E En

where.. F(x) and fc (x)) are prescribed non-
6

linear functions. The function F(x) is usually

termed the "objective. function': and the set

(x)1. th5 set of"constraint-functions". If
.

will be assumed for simplicity that F and {cl}.
. .

'are twice-continuously differentiable, althOugh

the methods to be discussed will cope with °eta-
.

sional discontinuities.

The solution of P1 will be denoted by cX*.

/n.all problems.to be considered, the ,first- and

°

194

c.

second-order Ruhn-Tucker conditions are assumed to

be satisfieeat x*, so that there exists a vector
. . ".

X* of non-negative Lagrange multipliers, corre.

sponding to the active constraints at x*, satisfy-

ing

g(x*) - :a6.(x*)X* = 0 ' (1)

where g(-) is the gradient of F, and the columns

of A() are the,gradients of the constraints

active at x*.

It is customary to state problem P1 with two

kinds of constraints -- equality constraints (of

the form c.(x) = 0), as well as the inequalities

given above in Pl. This distinctiOnrwill not be

made during the present discussion, in orderto

avoid the introductibn of additional notation.. The

treatment of inequality constraints is typically

more complicated than that of equality constraints,

and the algorithms to be discussed can deal in an

obvious way with equality constraints.

_Because the problem P1 can not, in geAneral,

be Solved explicitly, a popular approach during

the past decade has been to transform P1 into a

sequence of unconstrained minimization problems.

The most common. such transformation has Been'

%effected by the use of penalty and barrier function

"methods, which are discussedat length in, for

example, Fiacco and McCormick (1968) and Ryan

(1974). This paper 1;1 not review these methods,

but4heir properties are Critical in the deriva-

tion nf .the algo-rithms to be discussed.

The quadratic) penalty function_ corresponding

to the probleM2P1, is defined by-

P(x,p) E'F(x)
2 i

(c (x))
2

,

i I
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when . is a Subset oT the indiceS

(usually, the set of constraints whose values are '

`less than a small-p6sitive number), and p' is a

positive scalar termed the "pehalty parameter ".

:-.""the g penalty function may, also be written

as:

P(x,r) E F(x) + r1 (C4(x))2 (2b)
iI

'OL where r 1/p. Let xl,c(r) denote an unconstrained

, minimum of P(x,r).

The logarithmic barrier function corresponding

',-to the problem Pl.is given by

B(x,r) -,F(x) - r en(ci(x)) (3)

where- r. is a positive scalar termed the "barrier

parameter". The logarithmic barrier functiop is

defined only at points that strictly satisfy all

of the problem constraints. Let I(r) denote

an unconstrained minimum of B(x;r).'

Bader certain mild conditions, there exists

r.> 0 such that for r < r, and

are continuous functions of r, and:

lim x;(r) = x* ;

lim x.g(r) = x* .
r 0

93'(r)

Although penalty and barrier function methods

display several good features, they sufEe5.....Prom,

certain theoretical And numerical defects - -.in

particular; both require the soliiiion of a

theoretically infinite sequence of unconstrained

problems. Furthermore, in practice each suc-

cessive unconstrained sub-problem is more dif-

ficult to solve, because the. Hessian matrices of

the penalty and barrier,-functions become increas-

ingly ill- conditioned as r approaches zero, and

are singular in the limit {see Murray, 1969a).

The continuous,lines of minima in E
n

defined by 21(r): and q{r) are tezmedthe

"penalty trajectory" and "barrier trajectory" of

approach to "x*, respectively. The analysis of

these trajectories, and a detailed description of

the.trajectory algorithms, have been-given else-

where (Murray, 1969a,b; Wright, 1976; Murray and

Wright, 197E6)1 for the purposes of the present

discussion, only a'brief,dessription of the

underlying motivation will be Stated.

The trajectory algorithms are based on-using

the prOperties of the trajectories to generate -a.

'sequence of iterates that lie in a'neighborhood

of.the appropriate trajectory, in order to'llimic

the approach to x*/ of the iterates from a penalty

or barrier function .method. Because it is possible

to characterize a step toward the penalty or barrier

trajectory without'assuming that the current iterate

is in a close neighborhood of x*, the derivation

Of the trajectory methods does not display a ,

stringent,dependence on properties that hold only

in such a neighborhood. Moreover, it is not neces-

sary,for any of the iterates to lie exactly on the

trajectory (as(in a penalty or barrier function

met o ).

At each iteration of a trajmotoiy

search direction is computed..as a'ptep

desired trajectory; The particular

hod

point on the

method, the

toward some

point to be aimed for depends on the current value

of the penalty or barrier parameter. The solution

x* is also on the trajectories, and the target

point will ultimately become arbitrariIy.close to

x* as the algorithms converge. The penalty or

barrier. parameter may be adjusted at each iteration

of the trajectory methods; however, the choice of

the.parameter value,is not critical, since a step

to a neighborhood of a point

corresponding to r is also

of a point corresponding to

on the trajectory

in -the neightiorhoed'

(l+s)-, where c is

small. The numerical procedure for determining

the search direction in both argorithms'is well-

posed, and the approach to the limit of the penalty

'or barrier parameter does not cause any ill-condi-

tioning:.

This paper will emphasize some numerical

aspects of implementation of the trajectory methods,;.,

with particular attention to the choice of reliable :7:r

procedures for carrying out-the required computa-

tions. The emphasis on the details of implementa-

tion is deliberate; even within an algorithm tet

has been designed from the outset to be robust,

.additiOnal 'safeguards are necessary to protect

against failure or illogicalresultsWben the under-

lying assumptions are not satisfied.'

195 -.



2. Description df TraActorY AlgorithrN

- Only certain key aspects of implementation of

the trajectory. methOdt-have beems-Lected for dis-

cussion.4n Section 3.. Accordingly, the descrip-
,'

--lions given' here of :.the penalty and barrier trajec-

'tory. algorithms are slightly abbreviated, and do- .

not contain. all the computational details. A

mplete description of both algorithms is given

n:Mumeray and Wright (1976b),.

Penalty Trajectory Algorithm.

2.1,71-PrOperties.of the search direction

For the penalty trajectory algorithm, at

each iteration the search direction, p, is

(ideally) constructed as the solution of the follow-

ing quadratic program:

QP1: min
1

p
T

Sp + p
T
g

2,

,subject to AT 1= -c - A ,

where c denotes the vector of constraints cur-

rently considered-"active"; A is a matrix whose

columns are the gradients of the active constraint's;

A is an.estimate of the Lagrange multiplier vector;

p is the current value of the penalty parameter;.

g is the gradient of F;,.and S is a matrix that

approximates the Hessian of the Lagrangian function.

Let y be a matrix whose columns form an

orthogonal basis fdr the range-of the columns of A,

'and let Z be a matrix whose columns fotman

orthogonalbasis for the corresponding null space,

T
A Z = 0 ,

If A. has full Column rank (< n), and if

-.the matrix Z
T
SZ is positive definite; then the

-solution of QP1, p*, can be uniquely expressed as

the sum of rola orthogonal components:

44 -12* TPR ZPH

For sufficiently large p, the.search direction p*

-so constructed will always be a descent direction .
7'

4,
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for the quadratic penalty function; the step to

taken_ along the search direction is then chosen

,to,achieve an acceptable dectease_in the penalty

- function.

2.1.2:. Calculation-of the search direction

At the beginnin g of the k-th'iteration of the
a

penalty trajectory ;algorithm, the following vectors

and matrices are assumed to beavailable:

(
- x 4

)
)-an approximation to x *;

(k) '
c' , the vector of values of

evaluated at x
(k)

r

g
fk)

, the gradient vector of F(x)

evaluated at K
(k)

;
,

ACk), thethe matrix whose coltgens are

gradientsof {ci(x)} evaluated

at x
(k)

;

an approximation to the Hessian

matrix of theLagrangian function

at x(k)-

'The-procedures followed Buying the k-th

iteration to Compute the next iterate are:

(li An "active set" of cdtstraints.is deter-

mined, containing < n elements (see Sect.;on 3.1

for a discussion of the case where the active set

contains more than n elements). The vector of

active constraint'values Will be denoted by c,

and the matrix whose columns are the gradients of

those constraints will be denoted by A.

-(2) Facr torize

ti

A such that

0

where R is an upperletriangular matrix. Define

the matrices' Y and Z by pareitioning Q

ZT

(3) Determine an estimate, )$,

multiplier vector. If A has full

A is the least7squares solution of

and is given by the solution of the

s

of the Lagrange

solumn rank,
2

min1AX-g
(k)

1
'

triangular



system:
.

< mIp;O- IPR < MIPNQ

.

RA =.11,
T

g
(k)

. . for M reasonably large pOsitive.number (say,

If A is dank- deficient, the vector X will be
I*"

taken as the minimum-length least-squares solution;

it is obtained by extending the factorization of

Step (2) to:

[QAV = --A--- (4) then form the search direction as:

1,000).

(a) If the test (6) is satisfied (as it

almost always is in practice), compute p 6)*
N

solving:

LDLT p-1,1 - -Ag(k) + S(k) YpR) ;

0

where R is a non-singular upper triangular

'matrix and V is an orthogonal matrix (see

P 11PR ZPN

a (b) If the test (6).is not satisfied) the

Peters and Wilkinson, 1970, foi further details)1: , two orthogonal portions of the search direction
eP

(4) DeterMine an appropriate value. of the are well-scaled, an he.followIng re-scaling. -

penalty parameter, gi , (Murray and Wright,'1976b).. procedure is used to. djust for the imbalance.

(5) Compute the'vector p
R=

as follows, If-- If 05NR.> APR!, de line a scaling factor 81
.

A has full rank, p
R

61:s obtained by solving the as :.

linear system:

'T ° T M1PRUATP = A YpR = R pR c (5)-
131
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In this way, the direction IpR satisfies the

'linear equality constraints of QP1. If ,A Ms

rankdeficient, p
R

is a least-squares solution p = Yp + Z5
R 1 N '

and let

of (5), computed using the complete orthogonal

factorizatio(4); the linear, constraints of QPI

will then -not be exactly satisfied.

(6) Determine the modified Cholesky factor-=

Ization of the matrix Z
I

S
(

.

k)
Z- .With this_ pro--

, T (k)
cedure, the S Z is augmented (if .

necessary) by a positive diagonal matrix, E,

Chosen to- make (Z S ( ,k,) Z +-E) strictly (numer--
ically) positive definite. Let LDL

T
be the,

Computed factorization so that:

T T
.LDL = Z

(k)
Z E , P

. :

where EY1.1 identically:zeroif Z
T

S
(k)-

Z
,

sufficiently positive definite (Gill and Murray,.
)!

1972a)_*.:
-

;£7.) Determine the,guectOr by'solving

T T (k)
LDL p = -Z g

N

Test whethei:.-,

otherwise, deilne a scaling factor $
2

as

--

and let

Yp +25
2 R N

(8) Determine a step length, a, that.generates
r

an acceptable reduction in the penalty function

P(x, using a.safegwerdedcubic or parabolic

step length algorithm (e4., the procedure de-

scribed in Gill and Murray] 1974). Special care

must be exercised in the step length-algorithm to

avoid difficulties P(x,.o), is unbounded

below alongAe g en search direction (see

Section 3.5.1).

(9) Set :x(k+1)
'at)

to x apand'return

to Step (1).



2.2. 'Barrier Trajectory Algorithm

2.2.1. Properties of the search direction

The search direction of the barrier trajectory

algoAthm is (ideally)- constructed as the solution

of the following quadratic` program,:

o.

QP2: 1
min p

T
Sp + .p g

subject to A
T
p = d ,

where di = -ci + r/Xi; c denotes the vector of

constraints currently considered. !!active"; A. is

a matrix whose columns are-the gradients of the

active constraints; 'X is an estimate of the

Lagrange multipliers morrespondingto the active

constraint; r Is the current value of the barrier

Parameter; g is the gradient of F;-and S -.is

an apaxtximation to the Hessian of the Lagraniian

, .'.'

(.1) Determine' theset-of"amtive" constraints,

denoted c, (see Section'3.2) i form the matrix
tit.%

.A, whose columns are the columns 'of corre- -r

sponding to the active

has < n columns:

function.

It is essential-to achieVe a reduction in the

barrier function B(x,r) at each iteration,

because the barrier function serves as a conven-

ient "merit function" for measuring progress toward

x*. The derivation of the barrier trajectory alga-

seta By construction, A:

'(kr), Factorize A such that

R

QA =

0

QTQ - I

as before.

(3) Determine the Lagrange multiplier esti-
. 0

mate A by solving:

rithm itdicates that the search direction given by

the solution of QP2 may not always be a descent

direction for B(x,r). Therefore, the null-space

'component of the search direction may alternatively

be computed to minimize a quadratic approximation
.

to the Lagrangian function, in4ependent of the ;

component in the range of the columns of A. This

,alternative formulation of the,search direction is

'necessary because of the quite different roles of

the penalty and barrier parameters as the solution

is approached.

2.2-2.- Calculation of the search direction

At the beginning of the k-th iteration of the

,barrier trajectory algorithm, the same vectors

and matrices are available as for the-penalty tra-

jectory algorithm. The iterates generated by the

barrier trajectory algorithm necessarily lie in

the strict interior of -the feasible region; this
.

algorithm is intended for use on problemswhere

some or all of the problem. functions may be illy

defined or undefined outside the.feaSible region.

The:camputational procedures` followed during,

the k-th iteration are: .

RA = YT g
(k) 3.

,

so that X is the least-squares solution of

'
ningAA-g(k)11' a similar procedure to that given

2

for. penalty trajectory algorithm is followed.

if A is rank-deficient. If one or more compon-

ents of A are negative, the constraint corre-

sponding to the most negative is deleted from the

active set; the modified. A is then factorized,
-

and the' new -vector calculated for the re-,

defined active seta Since the new A is simply.

the-previous A- with .one column deleted, the new
7 .

factorization can be, obtained by a simple updating

scheme (Gill, Golub, Murray, and Saunders, 1974):

(4) Determine the barrier parameter, r

(Murray and' Wright,1976b).

(5). Determinethe vector

the following rules. Define s

and set e y r/s, where y > 1 (say, 2). Let

r be the barrier, ,parameter from the previous

d- according to

= BCC+ OZTg(k)O,

iteration; then:
4 _
if X

i
> E,' set di = rci +.7

1

if X < -c, set --1) e-;
.ri 1

otherwise, d .= -e .

(6)' Compute.the 'vector pl,:which is the

solution of the linear system:

TA Yp
R R-p

R
d
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.

..-..

. -!.
.

. Inthis:wy, pR sprisfies he-A.d,esired linear
..

.- \ -,

'equality. constraints of QP2-for,thoVe probliM% ". .,. -

cupstraints.for whictloAi issufilciently,poSi t,ive; ' to
4.-

an-alternative relationship is satisfied fo* each

"activs" constrgint that has an insufficiently .

\ -

added to the active set.at the next iteration.
i

'(l1) Set x(k+1), to, x
(k

.- + ap,':wand return

Step- (1). o'

posiiiVe'multiplier estimate. Again, the rank-

deficient.case is treated as for the penalty'tra-

jectory algorithm.
.;"

(7) Compute the modified Cholesky

ion of 2T S(k)i (at in the penalty trajectory

algorithm); the factorization will be denoted by

LDLT.

(8) Determine FN by solving:

factoriza-

T - T (k)
LDLT p = -2 g .

N

Test whether:

4
115\-.2 < MIlp

R
I and < M1F (7) .

N

for M" a reasonably large.positive number.

(a) If the test (7) it'satisfied, obtain

p by solVing

LD L
T

p = -Z
T
(g

(k)
+ S

(k)
Yp
R '

and define the trial search direction as:

If p is

\re-define

P YPR ZPN

not a descent direction for

as:

YpR + 21,1 .

This latter definition is guaranteed! to yield

a descent direction for B(x,r).

(b) If the.test (7)..is not satisfied, then

adjust, the scaling,- as in the-Penalty,trajectory

algorithm..

(9) Determine a step length,. a, that

accomplishesagilitable: reduction in B(x,r),

using special procedures designed for one-diMen-

sional tninimiiation' with respect to the'logarithmic

barrier fun.ction-(see'Section 3.5:2). During the

search procedure, record whether violation of any
,

constraint currently considered "inactive" restricts

the step length; if so, this constraint will be

t
O

C
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'3. 'Some Consi derations of qumerical Analysis in

Implementation of the Trajectory Algorithms.

In this sec ion, .we consider some selected

taspects of mp eirentationf the-trajectory methods,
.,,

from, the viewpoints of numetg.cal analysis and (

algorithm definitioni will-be stressed through-

out this discussion that an implementatiOn could

not achieve practical success if the definition of

the algorithm' depended criticall;4oa properties

that hold only in a close neighbqrhood of x*; the

algo- rithm should produce sensible results, even

when such conditions are not satisfied at the

current,point:

3.1. Selection of the Active Set for the Penalty
2"-

Trajectory Algorithm

Theinactive-det"..Of constraints is defined

at each iteration. of the penalty trajectory algo-

rithm as the set'of constraints whose values are

less than specified-small positive number. With

this Zefinition, the active set is equivalentto

the "violated set", and can easily be determined.

Such a strategy is reasonable because the penalty

trajectory algorithm is based on properties of the

quadratic penalty function, and for a sufficiently

large value Of p, theset of constraints violated.

at xl,c(p). is identical tothe set of constraints'

active at x* (Fiacco and McCormick,.1968).- After

the first few iterations, -the active set typically

rains fixed for the rest of the computation.'

It was noted in the definition of the.algo-

rithm that a special procedure is used when more

than n constraints are violated atthe beginning

of an iteration. If more than 'n, constraints are

violated, and A has full rank,-the search direc-

,.tion,p, is chosen to attempt"to°minimize

ur- c(x+p)i r2 , by computing. .p as the solution of
11- T. n2

minuc + A pu . The search direction in this case

is calculated as follows:.

(1). Faporile AT in the form

[.7- .Q
T
Q = I
'



. .

-where R cis upper triangular an on,rsingular.

SolVe:.Rp =Y c, where the columnS of

Y are given.by the first n :rows of

.f -The cornriutationi procedure is verYsimdlar.
.to the calculation of theflgrange Multiplier

estimases,. and.relies on orthogonal transfortations

to r'sduce A
T

to upper:triangular form.

fP
Normally, the condition that,more than

-consttaints are violated occurs because the current

point issapOor estimate of the solution, a.?&

does nothold'at the next iterate.' However, it is

'conceivabIelihat this ccbndition, Couldexist evenz

at x*, so-that possibly every iteration might be
-o

special. 'in.this case, the Hessian' Trix of the
4

penalty.fu ction is not ill-conditioned as the'

-

penalty pa eter approaches its limit. This

special proc lure has the same effect as choosing

tp m in the usual definition of the algorittn,

and hence is equivalent to the Gauss-Newton method.

3:2. Selestion of the Active Set for the Barrier

Trajectory Algorithm

The criteria for selecting the active set in

the'barrier trajectory algorithm are not so

straightforward as in the penalty trajectory aIgo-

rithm. Because the barrier trajectory algorithm

is a feasible-point method, all problem constraints

are satisfied at every iteration, and the subset'

of active,iponstraints must be determined by analysis

of the behavior of the, constraints as the computa-
.

_,.tion proceeds.

The procedure for determihing the initial

active set is described in Murray and Wright

(1976b), and' has been satisfactd3.y on the examples

'tested. The active set tends to be altered only

during the early iterations, because of the possibil-

ity of misleading local indications that certain con=

straints are active. The following.rules are used

to ;acidify the active set at each iteration:

(1) The constraint corresponding to the most

negative Lagrange multiplier estimate (if one

exists).is deleted, and the remaining multipliers

are modified accordifigly.

(2) If.any constraint considered active

appears to be bounded away from zero as the solu-

tion is approached, tit is,deleted from the active

set. This decision. Highly dependent on scaling;

further discussion is given in Murray and Wright.

.;

.

(19i6b),
, .

.; ,

Ire

-

li
i

(3) If Ae,step-lengfh.argorithtswas re=

stricted because,a supposedly inQctive.cOnstfaint

was violated, this constraint is Wded t,cile ..
. . :i, --,

.

, ,activesetlat the'beginnThg of thenext iteration,

and will not be -deleted, "during 'ehat-Stkeration,

.regardless of -the sign of its m4Uiplier estimate.

(4) If the nutber,of.acti<ie:onstiaitts

exceeds, n following theadditionof (3), the con-
...

straint with,the largest value of 'c.(x).*is
1.

deleted from the active set (a further icaTIAg-.

dependent decision).

3.3. Use of Orthogonal Factorizations

Afactorization -Ipvolving reduction of

triangular form by application of orthogonal

transfoi-mations is used in several steps of the

trajectory algorithms. Such a'factorization is

convenient and.reliable for Computation,'and has.

many advantages over alternative procedures. For

example, in some algorithms for solving P1, the

Alto

matrix.'A A--is formed and used to solve linear

syStems; the poor numerical properties bf this

strategy are well-knowt (see Peters and Wilkinson,

1970), especially Xhe possible squaring of the con-

dition number that may result from the formation

of .A A. Furthermore, if the matrix A does not
'

have full rankA A is singular, and some steps

of the algorithm may then'-be,undefined.;

Computation of the complete orthogonal fac-

torization of' A means that steps of the trajectory

algorithm can be defined (with relatively. little

extra work) even if A is rank-deficient (see

Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). Althouga only the

singular value decomposition can fully, reveal the '`

closeness of the columns of A to linear dependence,

the complete orthogonal factorization,provides ade-

quate 4.nformation in many applications' (see Golub,

Klema, and ewart, 1976), since the conditionin&

of the triangular matrix R serves to indicate

the ."conditioning" of A:

f

Calculation 6f a Lagrange multiplier

estimate

The Lagrange multiplier estimate at each

iteration.ofithetrajectoryalgorithms is_computed
n

as a least-squares solution of. mingAA-gn22 ; this

first-order.estimate is acceptable, since the
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41; *
local -rate of COnverkence of the trajectory methods

P -

ViS not restricted to the:rate of corrergence of

the multipliers (see Wright, 1976). The orthogonal

faCtorization-of A, can be used to.calculate a

lengtfi last-squarelosolution eVenjwhen Amini

not have column rank; this ,alternative

is nos poslible With techniques:tqat involve forming

V

A A.

When reducin g. A' ro uppe r triangular form,

column interchanges are carried out so that the
P.

reduced column of largest magnitude is selected-
gas the next column to be reduced; the matrix is

, -
comsidereilro be linmericalay rank-deficient- if

u.;

the norms of, all unreduced c6lumns.are less than

a prescribed tolerance. /n-this way, all diagonal

elements of R are'bounded below by the specified
)

tolerance. Althoughhe ill-conditioning of R

does not necessa4y-reveal itself by the presence

of a diagonal element that is very small relative

.to the largest diagonal element, prevention of a

too-small diagonal element is sufficient in many

caselto control serious illcOnditioning of R.

3.3.2. Calculation of the search direction

The search direction Jin both trajectory

algorithms. is computed in two orthogonalcomppnents

-- one in the range of the columns:OfA, the other

in the corresponding null space. This definition

results from the characterization that the search._

direction must satisfy a set of linear equality

constraints of the form:

(8)

where b is some vector depending on the algorithm.

If A has full rank, these equality constraints

uniquely determine the component of p in the

range of the columns .of- A, which is calculated

as-rollaws:

The 'orthogonal matrix Q that reduces .A

to upper triangular form is explicitly formed,

by multiplying out the orthogonal tralpsformations

used in the reduction. Once Q is available, its

rows, appropriately partitioned, provide the re-

'quired orthogonal bases for the range and null
,

space of the columns of A..

ID the full rank case, it is straightforward,

to compute the component of 'p in the range of A.

-

Since.

le4137:

PA + ZPN, the'equality constraints (8)

T T T
A p 4. A (Yp

R
+ ZpN) A Yp

.

/
which gives pR as the solution Of non-singular

triangular system.

If A is rank-deficient, t e component

R p
R

b 4

p
R

may be obtained as the least- squares solution of

02, again. using the complete oi'thjgonal

factorization of A.

In either case, the calculation'of pp is

completely straightforward%

3.4. Approximation of -the Hessian of the Lagrangian

Function

'Alternative techniquesfor approximating the

Hessian of_the Lagrangian functiop under various

circumstances will not be discusSed in any detail..

(see Murray and:Wright, 1976b, for such a discus-

sion), but we shall consider one key property of

the Hessian approximation.

The assumed second-order Kuhn-Tucker conditibns

imply that the matrix Z
T
WZ must be positive

definite at x*, where Z is defined in terms of

A(x*), 'and' W is the Fiessian of4he Lagrangian

function; however, W itself need not be positive

definite, or even non-singular, at x* or in any

neighborhood of x*.

Certin -approaches to so ing P1 impose

additional conditions on related matrices -- for

example, methods involving augmented Lagrangiat

functions (seejs3?owel1,.1969; Fletcher, 1974)

reqUire that the pen'alty parameter be large enough

so that the Hessian of the augmented functibn is

positive definite.. In both trajectory algorithms,

however, unly the projected Hessian, Z T SZ, must be

positive definite at every iteration, in order for

the'solutions of the quadratic prograMs.QP1 and

QP2 ro be bounded. The vector p
N

of a linAt system:

-Z SZ p

. for some vector

is the solution
.

d, and should be the step to the,

' minimum of a quadratic function related to the
1

Lagrangian function.
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Accdrdingi.y, the Matrix used to,calCulate ',1)11

isalwaySrmaintained as numerically positive der-i.

nite. Whin- Z
T
SZ is updated by aquasi-Newton

technique, positive definiteness iaintained by

updating the Cholesky factorization of the Pro-

jected matrix, as_in revised quasi-Newton method's"
/

for unconstrained minimization (Gill and Murray.,minimization

1972b). When is obtained from-exacro or"-

finite-difference approximations to, second deriv-
,

atives, the modified Cholesky factorization'of

Z
T
SZ is computed in order to solve the system (9).

In all caslsi the matrix used to solve (9) fo
PN

is represented as LDL , where L is unit lower

traingular, and- D is a diagFnal matrix with all

elements strictly positive. Such a procedure

assures that the.pbrt4on of the search direction

in the null space of the columns of A. is always

well-defined,'and bounded.

3.5. Step7Length Algorithms

3.5.1. Detection and correction of unbounded

decrease of penalty function

Even when the problem P1 has a bounded.solu-

tion, the corresponding penalty function or aug-

mented Lagrangian function may be unbounded below,

for arbitrarily large values of the penalty.param-

eter (Powell, 1972). Accordingly, when executing

a one-dimensional minimization with respect to a

penalty function or augmented Lsgrangian function,,

care must be exercised to avoid the possibility

.0. taking an excessively large step-

In particular, the safeguarded cubicor

quadratic step-length algorithms (Gill and Murray,

1974) used in the penalty trajectory algorithm

require specification of an upper bound on the

step length. In the current implementation of

the penalty trajectory algorithm, the' upper

bound is set to correspond to, a step of "reason-
,

' able" size, rather than an extremely'large"Value.

In some cases, the upper bound may impoie an

unnecessary limit on the Stepsize; however,-in

general such a restriction will cause no serious

:doss of efficiency for the overall coMputition,'

since ehe,next'iteration usually corrects the

possible poor. scaling of the search direction.

This conservative strategy is considered ta,..1,e,

justified by the extreme difficulties that result

if an enormous step is taken because the penalty

. .

nextbelow: either the next

unreasonable, or a -large

,t)f the problem functions are`

5

function is unbounded

iterate 'frtOmPletelY

.number of eva4:ationl.

required before the unboundednessis detected.
_

In the penalty trajectory algorithm, it is

considered that the.penalty function may be unbound-

ed along the-given direction if the step taken is

the specifiedePper bound.i.A.lmost always, the.

indicated unboundedness can be eliminated simply

by increasing the penalty parameter.

3.5.2. Special techniques for the barrier

trajectory algorithm

At each iteration of the barrier trajectory

algorithm, a step-lsgth algorithm is executed with

respect to the logarithmic barrier.function, which

thus serves as a '.'merit function"- Several authors

(Fletcher and McCann, 1969; LaSdon, et al., 1973)
;

have noted ;the deficiencies of standard step-length

algorithms, which are usually based on approximation

by low-order polynomials, when 'applied to the.log-
.

arithmic barrier function. Therefore, the step-

length algorithm of the barrier trajectory method

makes use of special techniques that exploit the

known properties of the logarithmic barrier function

to allow more efficient estimation of an appropriate

step length; these techniques are based on simple

approximating functions that contain a logarithmic

singularity. Only a small amount of additional

calculation is required to fit the special approx-

imating functions, and their use leads to a signif-

icant increase in efficiency of the 'one-dimensional.

minimization, compareq to standard procedures

(Murray and Wright, 1976a).

4. Conclu ions

The penalty and barrier trajectory algorithms

are based.on the matheMatical properties of the

'..approach to x* of the successive iterates generated

by the 'quadratic penalty function and logarithmic.'

,barrier function, respectively. Ili theory, these

algorithms have several desirable properties -- for

example, their derivation does not depend on condi:-

tions that hold only in'a close neighborhood of x*,

and their rate of convergence.in the limit'iiarbi-

trarily close to that of _linearly constrained

Lagrangian algorithms (describedin Robinson, 1972;

Rosen and Kreuser, 1972). 'In practicl, the currents
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implementations of. the trajectory algorithms have

been successful-on many problems; deliberately
.

.

)
Ifncluding examples for which the ideal assumptions

.. ..

`ire violated., The results thus far indicate that
"1.-

these algorithms compare favorably 5th.similarly

careful im.gementations of other algorithmsto
1.. . . . D

.solve P1 (see Wright, 1976, for some typical
. .

,

Aumerical results).

The overall-alb: of this paper has been to

illustrate some of the considerations of numerical

analysis that entet the choice of computational .

procedures for selected aspecti of the trajectory

"'algorithms: NuMeriCal, analysis may not pray a

significant role in the prOcess Olf.vexifying that

the-expected behavior, of an algorithm under ideal

conditions is displayed numerically. HOi.rildver,

it is an elementary fact of numerical analysis

that. theoretically equivalent mathematical pro-
.

cedtites do not yield.equivalent, or even Elose,

numerical results,.and ax is. an elementary fact
1

:6f life that hoped-for conditions.are,not always

satisfied. Considerations of numerical 'analysis

should, therefore, be applied to every aspect:of

the definition and implementation of optimization

algorithms in general.
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OPTIMIZATION-ALGORITEMS DERIVED
FROM NONQUADRATIC MODELS

by

J.S.KOWALIK
DepartmeAt of .Computer Science

and.Matbematics
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington' 99163

Abstract

The problem considered is the calcula-
tiOn of the'least value of,a general dif-
ferentiable function of peveral variables.
A brief reviewof two types of minimize-.

.
tion methods based on nonquadratic models
is offered. The. first 'involves solving
Systems of linear .equations'in every-it-
eration. The second is derived from a
generalization of the standard conjugate
gradient methods.

I.Introduction

-*The problem to be discussed is- the
computation oUthe unconstrained ;minimum
value of .a general differentiable.multi-
variable fpnction f(x). Most. of the cur-
rently available algorithms- useyas a fun.-
,damental model the quadratic function

A :2: A
q (36. = (x-x) (x7x) (1)

where Q Is a poSitive definite matrix and
kis the location of. the minimum solution_
of (1). It is of 'interest to investigate.
-more general :models which may better re-
fflect the local behavior of general con-
tinuousfunctidns. 'It would be, for in7.
:.stance,..deSirable to develop.methodsthat
,can -sUcCessfully handle cases where the
:Hessian: matrices are positiVe semi-defi-
nite.at the solution-dr elsewhere. .

An:;interesting -departure' from model
(1) can be accomplished if we assume that .

(X) F (c1(x).) (2)

where F is a.differentiable, strictly in-:
creasing..:function of a single variable
q>0, The gradient of f(x)

where

g(x) = F' Q (x4c) . (3)

F' .=
dF
dq

VD.

(4)

and pince,F1>0 the.minimum of f(x): takes
place at -47x. Furthermore, ) can' be
minimizedin at most n steps we use:

(a) a set of search directions. m*-
tually conjugate with regard to

satisfying. .

d.T Qd' = Q,i j , and,:

.(h) the optimal steps A. satisfying
the equations

x.' x.+X.3.d.
i+1 -1 -1

Td.g. = 0
-i-i+1 .

for

"(5)

(6)

This property of. FIT(x)) becomes obVious -
if we-.make the observation that the non-
linear function Elq(x)) leaves. the iso-
contour curves of 'ca(x) unchanged; alter-
ing only the function 'values on thebe
curves. ,

Thus, the. function f (x) = FIglz)) can
, bey minimized in a 'finite number of steps'

if we generate Q-cOnjugate -search irec-
tions in the process of minimizing f(.x).

Obviously, a standard conjugate-gradient
algorithm.such as Fletcher-Reeves' or Da-
1.ridonPOi4e11-Fletcher's will not be fi-:_
nite (unless F(g) -= q) -since .the.gradi-
ent vectors of F(q(x)) are multiples of
the gradients, of q(x) and this would al-
ter the search directions generated by a
standard conjugate gradient algOrithm.
Rowever,.a-relatively simple modification
of these algdrithms will prove this
property. ,

A pioneering work in-this direction has-.
been done -by Fried (1971] who has con-
structed a. modified' Fletcher-Reeves.metiv-
od for minimizing f(x) of the form

fAx) F -4
p+_ 7).-

Pnhere k is a. constant value, .

Function (7) satisfies the zelationsbip

;

f (x) 1-- (x-Pc) Tg (30-14 (8)
2p 1- .

and has.also been studied as.an optimiza-
tion model by Jacobson-Oksman [1972] and
Kowalik-Ramakrishnan [1976]' . They have

'ts
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used equation (8) as a basis for anopti-
mization method which does not produde
conjugate directions but is finite for
77) This method is briefly_described in
Section 2. A similar class 6f-functions
has been also studied by Davison and Wong
[1974) .Section 3 shOws a derivation of

- modified conjugate gradient methods mini-
mizing f detailed(x) F F(q(A))-and detailed a-
nalysis of.f(2c) -= trqP. Section 4 contains
.numerical results and Section 5.is a con -
clusion. -

.

2. A methodbased on the homogeneous' to--
del .

Wecan rewrite (8) in the form

f(X) = 1(x-)Tq(Z)4 (.9)

...where y = 2 for functiOn(1).
!If 'we define

NT ;r, -a. = (x . 110)

A
f = yf

y
T = (g() T

,f(z),-1) (12)

= g(x) (13)

'then equation (9) can be restated as:::

YTS .= kr (14)

f we compute y -and v at n+2 distinct
points (n is the-size of the x, vector) we
get a system of linear equations

Ya = w

W =

v1

v
n+2

(15)

and if Y is nonsingular we can solve (15),
for % which contains the solution tq the
minimization problem min f(x).

Clearly, it is possible to get an al-
gorithm Mknimizing function's satisfying
(8) in n4.2 steps. For general .functions
an iterative procedure can be constructed
where a sequence of approximationf

is generated such x4+x
wheEt x* is 1a local minimum. In this4ro-
Cedure7 equation (15) becomes iterative
Y.21,7and'Y-is obtainadeby. removing

one rw'from Y-_,..and inserting the new
row Y4(s,).corr6uted at zj. The vector 1,..7,j

is also 111°d/fled by one component. The
method requires solving systems of equa-
tions which differ by one row. Solutions
to such systems can be obtained inexpen-
-sively and accurately by using different
factorization methods (Kowalik-Ramakrish-
nan L1976] and Kowalik-Kumar [1976] ).

3. A modified'conjugate-gradient method.

In the method of conjugate gradients.
of Fletcher and/Reeves. [1974] the search
direction is cale'alatedas a sum of two
vectors,

and

di -gi+5i4I-1,i1

d =. . -g0
0

. (17)

The scalar multiplier can be deterl--
- mined from the conjugacy condition
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Td.y = 0

Y g
i Q(?-5iXi -i) (20) s

Equations (1"9) and (20'). giveT
Bi

"c7--1-1-17--1

and from (17)
A

1:

= -gd1 . . (22)
.

+;
T qi_i
d- y.

N\

Equation (22) is still suitable in the
case when.f(x) = F(q(x)) except, .that we
have _to redefine . It can be seen
frorri(22)thatifuglefizievas1-1

Yi-1

then the, search directions generated bIrr
'(22) will be collinear for any 'F(O(x))-
In other words, if,C23) is used in eiva-'
tion (22), then_
are scaled conjugate 4radient. airectiBiit.
.producpd by the standard FletcherReeves
.method for F(q(x)) = q(x).

Now

where

T...g(pg-g 1-1)
i

d. --1-1 (p
g' I)

. -

(24)



.,(25)

Equation (24) can also be written as:

1

2

B. . .p

1

The modified formula's. (24) and (26) to
compute Bi can be useful.,if we know how-
ko.compute pi. Clearly Pi depends on the
choice of F(q). Since available numerical
results suggest %that' the function_

(x)P.- may be a good model for
strained optimization we will assume now
that

f(x) = F(q(x)) =

The gradient of f(xi) is

-q1 p ,p>o

and

where

= aF!a Q(x.-x)-
- -

q1p -1 (pf.)
P

Furthermore'

(194i)
l-t

t =.
1-
p

t -1
F!- . f

ii-1= =F!
1 1fi-1-
,

..

'and we assume that t is an unknown .value
that .has to be determined at each step of
the iterative process. From (28) we have

(27).

(2`8)

(29)

(30)

(3-1)

F!
a-1
!

gT (x.
a

X)F
-a --1 -

T T A

T A

T TA

-and '

F1 -1
F1 T T

--1 - 2Pfa g.x. -g.x.i-i + .

a

g. x.-g. x. .+2pf
i-1

since_
TA

g.1x.1 -2pf.
......7*

But.

(32)

(34)

S
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T T-

and from (31) and (33) 7

r

f. . a 1.

[fi-1 . 2pf.

. or

(35)

(36)

t
A1. .

--1-d1-1 g-a
t .:4-1 (37)'

2f.a-1 ,

Introducing an abbreviated -notation fOr.
the coefficients of (37) we get

a.% = tb`'.+1 (38)

Equation. (38) (first time obtained by
Fried [1971]) is solved for a' nontrivial
unique' root ti which in turn- is used to
calculate pi from equation (3l).

As-indicated by Goldfarb [1972] the
QuasiNewton methods canalso be modified
to minimize7f(x) = F(1,(x)) in a finite
number of steps. The effect of nonline-
arly scaling the objective function on
the Quasi-Newton . methods has been also
investigated by:Spedicatoj1976r,

Computational results .

r

:Theextended, Fletcher-Reeves -method
'(ErR). using formulase(26) and (31),-,where
t is Calculated by solving (38),'has been,
tested on several standard functions and
compared with the classical Fletcher-.
Reeves method (FR). An identical one-
dimensional search routine has been used
in both methods. The programs.havebeen

!written in FORTRAN and. computations per-
formed indouhleprecision on IBM/360.

The follOWing problerm.have-been tried.
Test.Problem (Quartic with singular
Hessian)

2 ,

f (x1 +10x2) +5 (x3-x4)
2+

(x2-2x3)
4+10

(xi-x4)
4

The'startitg point ip (3,1,0,1) and the:-
function-has a minimum .'of zero ,at
0,0,0,0). .

Test Problem. 2 (homogeneous quartic)

f(x)
IhLeTclx.023s46.2532

4.5 7 3.5 3'

Q= 7 14 9 b - 1

3.5 9 8.5 5 -1.5

3 8 5 7,. 0

tiR

The starting point is
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(4,4,4,4)-and the



function-has a minimum of zero at

Test problem 3 (RosenbroCk'sfunction)

f(z)
-

= 100(xi-x2) 24,(1-x1)2

The starting point is (-1.2,1) and the
function has.a minimum of 'zero at (1,1).

Test-problem-4 (a, Hilbert quadratic
form)

T k
f(- -xl = -.35x Hx. , k=2,3

where'

1 .

hij, i,j=1,2,---,5

The starting point is (-3,-3,...,-3). The
solution is at

' Test problem5 (4-dimensional Rosen-
brook's function)

. .

f(X) =.100 (x2I _x,2)24.0._x " ,2
1) u' 3 4'

+ (1-x 3) +10.1 (x2 -1) 2+ (x -1), 2]

+19. 8 (x2-1) (x4-1)

The function has a minimum of zeio at
(1,1,1,1)- Table,Ishows the experimental
results for test ProbieM I which is a
quartic.function whose Hessian issingu-
lar (has two zeroleigenValUes) at -:the .

solution xT=(0,0,,0). It 'looks'as in
such cases f(x) = '-p.gP is a better optimi-
'zation model. This may be due to the fact
that f(x)' = AqP has a singular Hessian at
the solution'forp>1.
- As-expected, the EFR method Converges
.after approximately n steps fore the test
problems".2 and 4 (Table III, rows, .3 to
6).. 'It should be pointed out in or-..
der to achieve, convergenCe. for these
functiOns.inapproximately :n steps, the
EFR method had to be 'Implemented with an

.accurate one - dimensional search. More in-
teresting are tests involving general
functions,..-such as ROSENBROCK and 4-DI-
MEVSIONAL ROSENBROCK. In these tests we
'have also implemented the EFR method With

. an accurate one dimensional search.' Our
'objective has been to find if. EFR could
generate better search directions; that
Is, ;converge in fewer iterations with
the optimal step ire strategy.

Tables III and, and row 3 of Table'
II. show sample runs. We have had, how-

7 ever, a couple of cases where EFR 1.has.
heen only marginally better or slightly
outperformed-by the FR method.

In most test cases' the value of ei
.differed significantly from 1 in the ini-

stage of optimization and approached
'1 in the final phase of convergence. For
-example, the run shown in Table III Pi
varied from 138 to '..572 between the se-
cond and 'the twelfth. iteration and .was

''quite close to 1 afterwards. This was not
the case with Problem-1 where even'at the

very end of the convergence process
assumed values as large as 15.

Conclusion
r

The preliminary results presented in
this paper suggests that the EFR method
based on the model .f(x)=-4-a(x)P,P>0 may.
deal better with functions Those Hessian

.

is singular at some points along the ,op-
timization.path'or at the solution.
" There is no strong indication that MFR
based on this model can perform signifi-
cantly better that FR when optimizing gen- .

eral nonlinear continuously ,differenti-
ablefunctions.-

4

Another.ofen.problem is the influence .

Of the one-dimensional search accuracy on
the performance of the EFR method.

_ And the final comment. It would be in-
teresting to design other methods based
on the model f(x)=F(q) where F'(q)>0 for
4q>0 and see of'they 3ffer any advantage
over f(x)=q.

TABLE I

Iteration
Number

. FR EFR

0 .2150 x 10 3 ' 3.2150 x 10

10 .4793 x 10 -2 ,
'''i

-1.1403 x 10

20 .1715 x 10 -4 .9883 x 10 -6

30 .1882 x 10 -5 -10.5172-x 10

50 , .7786 x 10-8

Quartic with singular Hessian

TABLE II

Test
Function

FR EFR Solution
Accuracy

Homogeneous
.Quartic

29*,2.03** 5*,43*. .10-11

Rosenbrock 46*,100** 38*,86** 10 8

Hilbert
k=2

20* 4* 20711

Hilbert
k=3

25* 4* 10-14

.....5 ...f (oc) = c 14 64* 7* 10-7

f(x) = q.,..,.1.. 52* 6* '.69476

t*Number of iterations

**Number of function and gradient
evaluations

***cri57tgadratic function defined in
prplem 2

40)
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TABLE III

Iteration
Number

FR

. 0
5.19192*10

. ., .

.19192
',,

10
5

.

12 .1482*100
..

.708u*10-
2
-

20
. .

-.3491*10-2.' .44196 *10-4

25 '.1009*1073,0!w.1509*1i
-5

30 .7474*10- 4 ..9292*10- 11

4-DIMENSIONAL ROSENBROCK
Tx
o
= (-3,-1,3,-1)

TABLE IV

Iteration.
Number

FR EFR.

o .4166*102 .4166102

20 :8421*10 1 .7821*10°

60 -.1624-*10° .57.87*1F0-1

80 .2568*16-1 .33923*10-6

.4-DIMENSIONAL ROSENBROCK
Txn =.(-1:2,14.2,1)

-
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ALGORITHMS FORA CLASS OF "CONVEX"
NONLINEAR INTEGER PROGRAMS*

A R.. R. Meyer and M. L. Smith
t

Mathematics ResearchCenter and Computer Sciences Department,
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Abstract

Algorithms are given for the efficient solu-
tion of the class of nonlinear integer programs with
separable. convex objectives and totally unimodular.
constraints. Because bf the special structure'of
this problem class, the integrality constraints on
the variables can be easily handled. In fact, the
integrality constraints actually-make the problem
"easier"-than its continuous. version, for iri-the
case that bounds are available on the problem vari-
ables, the first of the proposed algorithms yields
the optimal solution by the solution of a single,
.easily-generated linear program. For the cases in
which bounds are notavailable for the variableS or
the sum of the variableranges is very large, other
algorithms are discuSed that yield the solution

. after a finite number of linear programs and require
less storage than the first algorithm. Jdg

1. Introduction
Consider the nonlinear integer program'

n *._ ci

- min
i
Z- f (x1 .)x 1=1

-(1. I) ..
s-.t. Ax = b, x > 0, x integer

where x = , each fi is crvex on a
closed interval Bi C [0,-i-03) and A is totally

When modified in the obvious fashion; the algo-
rithm to be described below can be used to solve. -.
more general problems - in which (1) the constraints
Ax = b are replaced by a system of equations and
inequalities with a totally unimodularconstraint
matrix, and (2) integer. upper and lower 'bounds on
individual variables are added. Alternatively,
such constraints can be converted into the form
(1.1) throughthe addition ofinteger. slack variables, .

and the resulting.coefficient matrix will be.totally
unimodular.

*Supported in part by the National Science Fourida-
ton under Contract No. DCR74 -20584 and in party
by the United States Army under Contract No.

.DAAG29-75-C-0024.. r

y

t.

unimodular m X n matrix. The intervals Bi, which
are assumed to be given, are assumed to cover the
feasible set of (1.1) in the sense that s2.--7- {x I Ax
b,X>0.,x integer} C i=1, ;ri 1. (N9 dif-
ferentiability or continuitrprOperties'are needed or
assumed for the 'fp but convexity of fbfi on Bi im-
plies' corakriuity on the interior of ,Bi.)

Problems of the class (1.1):arise in logistic
and personnel assignment applications,' and have e

been the subject of a number of studies [1], [4], [6],
pj, [8] that deal with the special case in which

n
Ax = b consists of the single constraint E xi = K

: (see also [5] for, an algorithm for this. speVilal case).
Dantzig [3, P. 498] considers the case in which the
constraints Ax = bcorrespond to supply- demand
constraints in a bi-partite network.

210

The problem class (1.1) has the remarkable
property (shown in [5]) dye Lhe-integrality constraints
actually make the problem easier to solve than its
corresponding continuous version,<,,

'Specifically, it was shown in [51, that if
there exist known non-negative-integers ipui,such
that Bi = for i 1,...,n (i.e., ;here exist
knowrr bounds for the feasible set of (1.1)), then
(1.1) may be solved by. solving 'the single linear pro-
gram constructed by (1) replacing each fi by an ap-

-- propriate piecewise linear "approximation" and (2)
deleting the integrality constraints. It was also,
shown in [5] that, if the intervals B1 are infinite
(or if the sum of the ranges of the xi is very large),
an algorithm based on the solution of-a finite number
Of similarly constructed linear programs is guaran-.
teed to yield the optimal solution within a finite num-
ber of iteratiOnS, under the'-as6umptiOn that thegiven
problem of class (1.1) has an optimal solution." In
"this report we c.onside in more .depth ;the question
of the trade-offs between number of LP's: solved,
storage required, and number of function eValuations
for four specific algorithms of-the general types de-
scribed previously. A numerical example is discus-
sed in Section 4.
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2.. Basic Algorithms

In order to describe in a7zcompact manner
algorithms for the problem (1.1),,*re wilYintroduce
some notation to represent certain piecewise-linear
approximations to (,I.1). Letting Ri (i=1,... ,n) be
finit sets of non-negative integers, we define a
linearprogramming approximatiort to (1.1) as the
problem ,Rn):giVen by:

ro n
7 f (DX

jcd 1=1 je Ri
s. t. Ax x >0

(2.1)
jki = x4, N.,

jE i

k > 0 i,j
4

= 1 (1=1, . n)

The problem P(Rj.,..ven) can be thought of as a
arable programming approximation to (1.1) in-

which the integrality constraints are deleted and
the breakpoint- sets '.are given by the sets Ri
(i=1,... ,n). The significance of this LP approxi-
mation, as- shown in [5], ids, that (1) an extreme point
of (2.1) will have xi integer-valued for i =1, ...,n,
and (2) if xt(i=1,....,n) is part of an optimal solu-
tion (x*,X*) of (2.1) and the breakpoint-sets- RI_
have the property that (for i=1,... , n)

* '* *(2.2)' [ {xi-1,xi,x. +1} rIBi ]c R1 ,
then an optimal , solution to (1.1)`is obtained by set-
ting xi = (1=1, : ..,n). (It should be noted that
it is essential.to employ a "separable programming
approximation" to (1.1),- since other'piecewise-
linear approximations that agree with f1 at the
integer points in Bi(1=1,... ,n) may not have the
re ired extreme point integrality. property - see

)"
We will now consider three algorithms for

(1.1') Corresponding to three. different procedures for''
the .Ri.

Algorithm 1 (Single LP, maximal R1)

This algorithm is applicable only if there
are known bounds "i ,u1 (which will, without loss
of generality, be assumed to be non-negative inte-
gers) such that Bi.= [ii,ui], i.e. if x is feasible
for (1.1); then Ei < xi < ui for i = It
has the advantage that it yields a solution to,(1.1)'
via the solution of a single easily constructed
linear program. -Specifically, let each Ri con'-''
sist.of the-integers in the interVal and
solve. the LP (2.1), then note that theoptimality
condition (2.2) issatisfiedby x* if. (x *, y *). is.
an optimal extreme point of the LP (if (2.1) is in-
feasible, then so-is (1.1)).

Algorithm 1 provides a very effiCient, one-
.

step approach to the solution of (1.1) as long as the
problem PC[ii,ui], ,[i n,un]), ',which will have'

Zn + (u.-E1) variables and m 2n Con-straint

does not exceed the capacity of the available linear
programming algorithm. In thissregard, it should be'
noted that many commerical LP "packages". have
separable programming and/or generalized upper .

bound capabilities that take advantage of the special
strycture of (2.1). It is also possible to modify the
data handling in the simplex algorithm so that a dis-
tinct column is not needed for each Xi, i, since, for
a given i , the columns corresponding to the' X.i,i
can differ only in two entries. Furthermore, if the
constraints Ax = b can be given a network.interpre-
tation, efficient algorithms for network optimization
can be applied rather than the ordinary simplex algo-
rithm (see, for example, [23).

However, if known bounds fpui are not
available or if the attempted implementation of Algo-
rithm1 would lead to storage problems, then alterna-
tive approaches are possible because the optimality
conditions (2. 2) do not require a "full grid" of points:
The next two algorithms take advantage of this. fact.
To get starting "grids" for the next two algorithms, .

two cases should be considered: (I) if bounds Ppui
are known, then the initial breakpoint-sets R(?)
needed for the algorithms/ can be taken as any inte-
ge.r sets containing at least E i and ui, and (2) if
finite bounds are not available forall variables', let
X be an extreme point of pclAx=b,x> 01 (sucb an
fc' may be determined by the simplex method, and it
will be integer), and set RP) to where

and ui (1=1, n) are estimates (which need not
be rigorous) for lower and'upper bounds on an opti---
mal solution of (1.1). (If a good guess is available
for the optimal solution of (1.1), the corresponding
jareakpoints should also be included in the R (0). )
In both cases, the initial LP considered be
feasible if and only if (1.1) is, feasible, so we
will' assume in the algorithms below that feasi-
bility has been establiihed.

Algorithm 2 (MultipleLP's,,intermediate 'R 's:
At the kth iteration (k=0,1,2,...), we as-

sume that 'a feasible solution x(k) to (1. 1) has been.
( - (1%)obtained by solving the problem P(Ri k) ,,...Rn

If the optimality conditions (2.2) are satisfied !DI,
* (k)

1x x, and;Ri = (k), then terminate with x(k)
as optimal solution of (1.1).. Otherwise obtain new
breakpoint-Sets Ri

(k+1) by adding to each R(ik) the
points of li34k)-1,34k).,xlk)+11111Bil\Ri(k), (these.
are the points "missirig" from the optimality condi-
tions) and letke (k.4-1)st iterate X(k+1) be the value
of x in an Optimal extreme point Of Ii(R(k+1)

- -(k+1) (k+1)Rn )-(x - will be integer). -
(k)We also assume that the algorithm tests x'

for optimality in ,R(k+1)n ) and terminates-

by declaring x(k) optimal for (1.1) if this test is
satisfied.
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(Since (x(k),.x(k)) would nofmally be used

as a starting basic feasible soluAn for P(R(k+1)
(k+1).

')

1 '
R

n
.this is a -natural assumption. )

Algorithm 3 (Multi;;TeLP's, minimal R 's)
Proceed as in Algorithm 2, except that if

x(k) arid the Rik) do not satisfy the optimality
conditions of (2.2), then the breakpoint-setS R(ik+1)
for the next iteration are taken to berthe sets

k) k
{xi

(k), ( )+1) n
,

Algorithms 2 and 3, which represent oppo-
site ends-of the column - generation spectrUm, will
converge to an optimal solution of (1.1') in a finite
number of iterations, provided that (1.1) actually
has,an optimal solution: This result follows from
a finiteness theorem'[5] for integer programs with
separable convex objective functions. These algo-
rithms also in general avoid the problem generation
and storage problems that may occur in some cases
in Algorithm 1. In certain instances, however, dif-
ficulties with storage limitations and/or speed of
convergence might also arise with Algorithms 2 and
3, and some additional computational refinements
are described in the following section.

. 3.- Some Computationally Useful Modifications
Although the algorithms of the previous sec -

tion are guaranteed to display either one -step or
finite convergence under rather weak hypotheses,
theoretical finite convergence of course does not
necessarily imply that an optimal solution will be
obtained within the time or storage avapable to
solve the problem. .

If Algorithm 1 can be employed' without ex-
ceeding the capacity of the available T...Por net-

... .wo.-05 code, theritime and storage will not be prob-

leMs unleSs (11. - i) turns out verzlargei-i:0
L=1the other hand, Algorithm 2, starts out -with relar

ti el), small breakpoint -sets, but-there is no-con.-
"ti-8l nthe size of these sets, and thusno guar- °

ante that -problem size liniits might not be ex-
ceeded.

Althou§h Algorithm 3 erritAdys theminimal
trreakpoint-sets neededto establish optimality.,
one would not expect it to be very efficient.; since
the value of a variable can change by at most orie
unit at each iteration,, and since much of the' coiri-:
puted information on values of the fi may be '
carded at each iteration.. In addition, slow con.

:vergence might also occur in Algorithm 2 in the case
,.that loWer:and"-Upperbounds are not krlownand.at
least one of theestimates'ipui.': is Consistently
violated by the iterates, since Algorithm 2 allows
only a single unitchange beyond the estimated
bounds at-each iteration.

Algorithm 4, to be described below (see .

also Figure 1) .avoids these. potential problems,
and also makes use of the possibility of
-.a lower bound on the optimal solution of (1.1) -, To
setup the linear program for determining a lower
bound, let x(10 denote the optimal solution of the
most.recent LP solved, ,and let RI be a set such

.that,' for each i ,neither (k)
-121 or xik) -1 E

and such that j R' implies (j+1) E Bi (while any
Iset of breakpoints with these properties' will be suit-

able for lower bound generation, larger Ri will
yield, larger LP's and, in general, better lower
bounds).

A lower bound on the optimal value of (1.1)
may then be Obtained by solving the -following LP,
since the Ojective function of the LP is no greater .

than the objective function of (1.1) on. the. feasible
set

min E yi
x,.y,6 i=1

s, t,
(3.1)

Ax = b, x > 0

Yi > f (j) + 6 i (f (i+1)-f (l)),j.

= j +
1

(j e Pt";
a

. (Of course, the lower bound generated by solving
(3.1) may turn-out to be-03, in which case it would
not be useful. In many cases, however, additional
information such as non-negativity can be included
in the -lower-bounding LP in order to Prevent un-
boundedness. For example, if the fUnctions fi(xi)-
are known to be non-negative for non-negative xi
(in many applications the fi are exponentials or
posynomials), then the additional constraints yi > 0,
when added To the constraints of (3..1) will prevent,
unboundedness of the objective' function:). Since
AlgorithMs:!2..and'!3 (and belo0).generate -

feasible solutions to (1.1),- it is possible to use a
lower bound on the optimal value of.(1.1) in atermii.=::.
nation criterion: if one sets an optimality tolerance
on'''the gap between the loWer boUnd and the. value of

al, the feasible
ue be the

this might °cc:kis__

the best feasiblesolution. (In gen
solution.:Mith the best objective v
last iterate,.but an -exception t
an optimal solution (1c,x,6) to (3.1) had the biro_
erty that x was integer. In general, a soluticitt...0
(3.1) will not have this:integrality property, butif
does,,'then -25. will be a.fea,bIe solution of (1.1),
and may have an objective function value better than
thatof the last iterate,in'whichCase this-iterate
should be replaced by x . Note that-if x is integer

n.

and f (x). coincides with the optimal velueof
=..

(3.1), then x solves (i.1). See Figure .1 for the de-
tails of how these-possibilities may be taken into
account.)



P(0)
infeasible (1.1) infeasible.

Compute an optimal extreme point (x(k),x(k)) P(k)

and -set i to the optimal value of P(k)

Problem 13.1
unbounded ?

Compute an optimal solution
(xa.:6)to (3.1), set z to the 7:
0.13-Mal value of (317 if this is
'larger the a 7previausiy,com--
puted value of- . -

x optimal for (1.1)

Special
update

for Rik)

f(x)< foci k))

-Increase
k. -by 1

P(k)

Flowchart for Algorithm 4



The statement of Algorithm 4 assumes that
the following parameters have been supplied: (a) a
bound on the total number of Xj,i Variables that
will be allowed in any LP , (b) incre-
ments ap pi to be used for revising lower and up-
per bound estimates (these are not used if rigorous"
lower and upper bounds are .known), (c) an optimal-
ity tolerance e and a parameter establishing the
frequency of the lower bound computations (this
could be based on clock time or number of itera-

. tions).
Algorithm 4 (Multiple LP's, bounded stor-

. age, optimality tolerance)
Proceed as in Algorithm 3, except. that:

(a) when the update of the (k) would violate
the bound on the number of XijY remove from the
breakpoint sets !Ilk), 'prior to the update,
all-indices other than those corresponding
to the current values of the upper and lower
bound estimates;

(b) when an iterate violates the current value
i of the lower bound estimate, 1 i is tip-.

dated to max{0,11-ai), and when an iter-
- "ate violates the 'current value ul of the

upper bound estimate, ul is updated toi(c). a lower bound is periodically computed. by
solving a problem of the f(fm.(3.1), and the
algorithm is, terminated if the objective func-
tion value of the best feagible solution ob-
tained thus far lies within e of the lower
bound (if the tth probletm of the form (3.1)
has an optimal value . z > -03, the con-

n
straint y > z

.

me*, be added to the
.1=1 i

(t+l)st problem of the form (3.1) in order to
guarantee monotonicity of the lower bounds:
note that the dual simplex algorithm .may be,
used with the optimal .solution, from the tth.

. :Pnablem serving as. the initial solution.of
the' .chral of the . (t4-1)st. problem)..

where the data and optimal solution, x* are given.
in Table 1. Using-the "complete grid" approach of
Algorithm 1, the resulting LP has 17 equations and
262 variables,,and the use of a small, locally-
written LP package yielded the optimal solution x
of Table 1.

.
By contrast, a column-generation procedure

of the type described in Algorithm .2 started with 60
variablestand terminated with an optimal solution
(x* of Table 1) in 7 interations, the final LP solved
having 131 variables.

i qi u
1

x*A--
1

9:2 0.31 16' 12

2 1. 0 0.45. 16 4

3 7.6 0.23 19 14

4 0.6 0.09 10 2

5 8.8 0.15. 10 10

6 4.2 0.21' 11 11

7 ' 3.2 0,15 17 12

8 3.4 0.01. 20
. _

0

9 8.8 .0.79 16 3

10 6.6 A. 41 15 .7

11 1.2 0.71 17 3

12 14.6 0.77 12 4

13 0.8 0;79 .13 2

14 3.0' O. 21 20 13

15 .- 1. 2 0.07 20 12

b
1

= 75, b
2

= 67, optimal value = 7.7586

Table 1. Data for Numerical Example
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4. 'Numerical Example
In 'this section we present a numerical ex-

ample to .illustrate the algorithmic ideas introduced
in the previous sections.

The problem dealt withohas the form
'15 xi
L"- min w (1-q )
i-1

10. . 15
.,( 4. 1) s.t.Ex=b Ex=b

i=1
1 1' 1 2

0 <x < u, x integer
In addition to /4 and (0) included the

;greatest7 4nteger (,f +ui1/2.

r.42

a
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.ABSTRACT

EXTREME'POINT RANKING ALGORITHMS:
A COMPUTATIONAL SURVEY.

Patrick G. McKeown'
The University 'of Georgia

SirICe it has been long known that the optimal so-.
lut on to the minimization of a concave objective
urtf tion over a convex set will occur at an ex- .
treme point of the convex set, one method of solv-
ing.this tyPe of problem is 'to rank theseextreme
points. In the case where the objective function
in nonlinear affd the constraint set is linear,
there have been numerous articled, more conceptual
than computational, on the application of an ex=
treme point ranking algorithm as.a solution probe-
dure. In this paper, we will review the useful-
ness of this general type of procedure to various:
problems by attempting to combine the available
cOMpUtational literature with computational re-
sults of the' author that have not been previously
presented.

Introduction
-

This paper will be concerned with problems.of the
following .general type:

min f(x)
s.t..xeS .

where. s .=.fxl,pac.43,x>a, .

and flx)..is ConeaveA is assumed to be
m x n, b is m x 1, and x is n x' In

It was ShOwn by Hirsch and-Hoffman C[121that'an
optimal, solution to P would occur at an extreme
point or vertex of S. Hence,,to find an optimal.
solution, to P it is "only" necessary to search the
Vertices of P-until an optimal solution is found
andproVed. Iff(x) is linear, i.e.,

-n

.f(x)vF E C
i
X
i

j=1
then_the weliknown simPiekiiethod is a Very effi-
cient procedure for carrying out this search. Ho
ever, if f(x): is nonlinear; say, quadratic or in-
teger, there does not exist a simplex type of al-
gorithm.. It is the nonlinear"Cese that we shall
heconcerned with here.

-

Since no "direct".optimization techniques exist
for the case where'e(x)-is nonlinear, we shall
look at two approaches to searching the extreme
points of S.' First, one might wish to use a lin-
.ear under approximation of f(x), say L(x), such
that L(x):.cf.(x) xeS. In this ease, to show that x*
is an optimal-solution to,P, we need only rank the'

,vertices-of:S until the vertex x° is found such

that L(x°)>f(x*).. At this point, all vertices
that could possibly be Optimal have been ranked.
This is proved by Cabot and Francix [3].

The second case applies to the case where f(x) is
a sum of a linear and a nonlinear portion, i.e.,

n
f (x) = E Cixi + g (x)

j=1
where g(x) 5 0 for x> 0

In this situation, one'may seek to find a lower
bound on g(x),- say G. Then we may use the linear
portion of f(x) plus the lower bound as an under
approximpon of f(x). Obviously, for x > 0,
f(x) > C x + G. Hence, if x* is optimal for P,
then we need only rank thevertices.of S
point x° is found such that CTx°+ G > fIx*). This
proves that x* is optimal.- The best example of
this is the fixed charge problem.

r

In order to rank the extreme points' of S, we need.
to use in both cases above a result also first.
proved by Musty [20] as Theorem 1 below:'

Theorem 1: If El, E,,....;.EK.are the first K ver-
tices Of a linear under approximatlon problem.
which'are ranked in:nondecreasing order' according
:totheirobjective value, then vertex EK4,1 must be
adjacent to one of El, E2,..., EK:

Simply put, this says that vertex 2 will be adja-
cent to the 'optimal SOlution to the linear under
approximatjon-and-vertek 3 will be adjacent to vex-
tex 1 or vertex 2. This, then, gives us a prOce-
dure for ranking the vertices if:all adjacent ver-
tices can be found. It is this "if" that quite
possibly has accounted fot the few number of com-
putational papers relative to the number of con-
ceptual works. This comes about:dUe to the possi-
hi ty of degeneracy in S. 'If .S is degenerate',

then there may'exist Multiple bases for the same
vertex.. This implies that all suallbaseS must be
available before one can be sure that all adjacent
vertices have been found. Finding all such bases'
for finding and "scanning" all adjacent' vertices
can be quite cumbersome. As we shall see later,
recent application of ChernikovaS work 51 has
been shown to be a way around the -problem of 'de-
generacy. This will be discusSed in more detail
when the fixed charge problem is explored. :

The literature has been found to refertobaSica.11y
four types of problems:

(i) fixed:charge.problems,



(ii) traveling salesman,
(iii) quadratic assignment, and
(iv) concave quadratic programming problems.

We shall briefly discuss the conceptual background
of each problem andthen present and discuss the
available computational applications of the ex-
treme point ranking procedure to each problem.
Where'appropFiate, we will present previously un-
published wOlic of_the author on thp Problem at
hand. Final y, ve will attempt to draw coist.:1u-..
sions about the efficiency of this type of proce- -

dure

II. The Fixed Charge Problem

One of the first types of problems recognized as
being of the'form specified as P previously is the
linear fixed charge problem. This problem is for-.
mulated as P

F
below:

Min c-x + f
t
y

...

xeS

(..

1 if x. > 0'
Y..= 3
) 0 if x = 0 0

In this case; f and y axe hxl and all other dimen-'
sions .are as before. The-f values are the fixed
or "set-ep" costs while the c values are the.con-
tineous costs, Hirsch and Dantzig [10, 11] first
formulated P

F
and recognized that an optimalSo-

lution of Pr, would occur-at an extreme point of s
if the f*:S 'arenon-negative.

. - 1 J.
.

Aspecial Subset of the fixed charge problem is
the fixed charge transportation problem (FCTP).
where the A matrix takes on the form of the Hitch-.
-cock TransportatiorPrOblem constraint set,'i.e.,.

. . _
''

(P F)
F

Z'x..- =. j = 1,...,N
i=1 3

N
sZx. = ,

j =1 .

M N.
d Z s. = Z d.

i=1 , j=1
Here, M = number of supply points and N = number
of demand points, Balinski.[2] showed that a.
linear under approximation.ofthe objective'
ifunction of the FCTP could be found by first
letting u Min d.} and then setting

43 M 1 3

LT x) = Z- E (Ci, + fii/uii) x..
1=1 j=1 3

- -Although Hirsch and Dantzighad formUlated the
fixed charge problem and Balinski had found ap-
proximate solutions earlier, Murty-[20] first:
suggested, the use ofextreme point ranking algo-:
rithm for salvingthisclass of problems. He
showed that if a lower bound on the sum of fixed
charges could be found, say Fn, then the optimal
solution to P

F'
(x*,y*), could be found:by-ranking

the vertices of the corresponding continuous prob-
lem = 0) Ftil arpoint xo is found such
that C x +3F

0
> C X* + f y.. The values Of.(x*,y*)

maybe foundby checking each extreme point to de-
termint whether a lower value ofCx+fyexisted.-

;

1,...,m

When the point xn is found, the solution (x*,y*)
is optimal. Murty did not discuss any_computa-
stional results and left.several unresolved prob-
lem with the solution procedure. :

The first unresolved problem was to find F0. Murty
suggested that the m smallest fixed charges be
summed. This may be easily seen to be inadequate
for problems with greater-than constraints or for
degenerate problems, This method also does not
attempt to find a lower bound that is feasible.

Secondly, Murty did not discuss an adequate method ,

of handling degeneracy in finding adjacent extreme
points other than determining all bases and apply-,
ing the simplex method to each\one in turn.

Although Musty did not present computational re-
sults of using his extreme point ranking method, he
did hypothesize that it.would probably be more ef-
ficient in those cases where the continuos por-
tion (C x) dominated the fixed portion (f y). This
was latershown by McKeown in his dissertation (161
and in a later article (17). He effected animple-
mentation Of Murty's procedure by resolving the-
two problems mentioned earlier. He showed that a

.lower sound on the fixed charges-, F0, could be
found by solving by linear programming the set -
covering problem Pa below.

n
gin F = Z f.y.

0 .

j=1
1 n ,'

S.t.: Z 64.y. >
j=i /73 3 3

Where

and

Y > 0.
3

:
if

a.1
6i = ij

> 0
j 0 f a. < 0ij -

0 = 1 (ecept for the.FCT15 wher
values greater.than 1 were
to account for the number of
in a row necessary to possibly
achieve feasibinZy)-

.

. .

This method was found to yield better (larger) val-
ues of f

0
than that. originally suggested by Murty

while also handling the problems with greater-than
constraints and degeneracy mentioned earlier. :

To handle the problem caused by degeneracy of S in
-finding' adjacent vertices, a modification of work
by Chernikova (5) was used to determine adjacent
Vertices of a degenerate vertex (25]. -

.
: .

Computational experience with this implementation
of. Murtys suggestion bore out the original- on-
jecture that ease of solution would largely e a
function of the relative size of the fixed d con-
tinuous portions of the objective function. o
types Of problems. were tested.' First, a'group of
general linear fixed Charge problems generated by
Steinberg [26] were run using a FORTRAN code on an
IBM 360/175. -These were 5x10 problemS with equal-.
to constraints.which:were randomly generated-such
that 0 < C. < 20 and 0 < d. <.999. 'Five of these
problems ware tested and sdi,7ed.regardless of re-
lative costs.

.
.

In,the second case,,a set of nine fixed charge
transportation problems originally generated by
Gray.,[9] were tested. In this case, these problems

(P
B

)
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ranged from M -3 and NT4 to M -6 and N=8. Three' of

these problems had a relatively large continuous
portion while the remaining six were fixed charge
dominant. In the former case, the procedure was
quite efficient regardless of problem size while
in the latter case, the algorithm proved to be in-.
efficient in that none of, the six could be solved

due to storage overruns.

In the later article [17], McKeown expanded the
computational experience by using more variations
of Steinberg's Problems, i.e., 10x20's and prob-
lemS with greater-than constraints. In these,

problems, results were encouraging as long as the
.relative cost sizes were favorable. For the prob,

lems with constraints,the fixed costs
dominated due'to M structural variables.always
being.basic. However, in the problems with %

greater-than constraints' the reverse was true and
the resultS showid.that extreme point ranking was
much more efficient for this latter cl.ass of prob-

lems. He also tested for the effect of degeneracy

on FCTP's by comparing degenerate versions of
originally non-degenerate problems. The results
appeared to show that degeneracy is not a problem
as long as the relative costS are favorable.

In summary, Murty's extreme point ranking proce-
dure does appear to be efficient in those cases
where the fixed cost portion is small compared to
the continuous' portion.

Two articles have appeared that use cutting plane
variations of Murty's procedure. Cabot [4] sug-

gested the use of Tui [291 cuts. The original Tui
algorithm involved determining a local minimum,
say x, over s. Then a hyperplane is passed
through the convex polytope in suEh a way that all
extreme points of s with value greater than the
local minimum, x, are excluded. These are com-
bined with the linear under approximation for fix-
ed charge transportation problems,

N N.
LT (x) = E E (C.. + f. /u..) xi .

j=I i=1
j

He used two pkoblems.generated.by Gray .for his
testing. ,Both problems had M=4 and N=6. Problem
I was continuous cost dominantwhile.Problem 2 was,
fixed cost dominant. Before using the Tui cuts,
Cabot attempted to'solveboth problems via extreme
point ranking using I.,(x). As wou2A.be expected,
he quite easily solved Problem 1 but wasunable to
prove optimality for toroblem 2 after ranking over
400 eXtreme'points. He then used a combined Tui
Cut - extreme point ranking procedure to solve
both problems with equal efficiency. This insen-

sitivity to relative costs became more apparent
when he devised 30 test problems by randomly gene-
rating new objective functions fOr Problems' and
2 .where the ratio offixed costs to continuous
cost ranged from.5 to 209. For these problems
his procedure appeared to be eqUally efficienct
regardless of the ratio of fixed to, continuous
costs in. that he solved 23-of the 30 test problems.
He handled degeneracy by usinga pertubation
-scheme; which while resolving degeneracy, intro-
duced numerous additional extreme points.

In another paper, Taha [28] combined extreme point
ranking with "Glover [8] cuts" to solve general,
linear fixed charge problems. He defines a Glover

4 -.

Cut to be one which separates a given extreme point
from the convex polytope. He used as a linear-
under approximation the continuous portion of ob-
jective function, i.e.,

n

L (x) = E C.x ,

j=1 7

and used these Glover Cuts to reduce the number of
extreme poilts to-be ranked. In addition, he used
a technique suggested by Balas [1] of dropping con-
straints associated. with the degenerate basic vari-
able to redefine the polytope. It appears that
this was dorie to insure that the GloVer Cut was de-

fined rather than to find adjacent extreme points.
This procedure also tended,to generate additional
extreme points to be considered. Taha salved ran-
domly generated problems of size as large as 15x20

with 0 < C. < 800 and 0.< F. < 100 in an average .of
47 seconds3CT an IBM 360/50? As may be noted,
these problems appear to be continuous cost domi-

nated. This conjecture seems to-be borne out by
the second set of test problems where for 0 < F. <
300, we find that the solution times have gone ap-
by,a factor,of four. Since these-Problems were
randomly generated, it is highly unlikely that any
were degenerate some do not know the possible !_,
effect of degeneracy on the solution procedure.

One point'that Taha makes is thatthe use of a lin-

ear under approximation for general problems simi-

lar to that suggested byBalinski [2], i.e.,
n

g
'E-(C, F./u.) x.

.
3 3

where
J

is made,difficult by the need to solve a family of
linear programming problems to find the um

's.

Recently) theteuihor'investigated further the use

of LT
(x) as a.linear under approximation for ranking

extreme points for the fixed charge transportation
problem as suggested by Cabot [4]. In this 'work,

be used a.ranking procedure specifically developed
for-transportation.polytopes.[19]. The nine prob-.
lems developed by Gray [9] were used. as bench' marks
for comparision with other procedures. In Table.1

below, we show the results from this computational .

testing. In this -we have shown, for each problem
the size (MXN). the relative sizes of'thefixed and.
continuous portions of optimality (F*/C,),the num,-
ber of extreme points ranked to prove optimality,
the solUtion time on -the UNIVAb 1110,.the solution
time.for Kennington's r13] branch-and-bound proce-
dure on.the CDC Cyber 70, and Gray's original times
on the Burroughs.5500._

As we can see, only on problems 1; 3, and 8 are our
times competitive with those of Kennington or Gray.'
These problems.are the.ones with Large'continuous.
portions, and this is to be:expected- This proce-
dure does seem -to be 'better than the original rank-'
ing.algorithm suggested by Murty in that:at least
we were able to solve all of the problems, while
McKeown could only solve 1, 3, and 8 using Murty's
algorithm [20].

Table 2 below compares extremepoint ranking re-,
suits using the 'original Musty algorithm and-the
Balinski Approximation. Both of these were run by
the author using the previously discusSed ranking
procedure and are for the.same nine.problems in

218
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TABLE 1

COMPUTATIONALRESULTS USINd,BALINSKI'S APPROXIMATION
TO SOLVE FCTP'S

Problem

A

(MxN)
Number

'A:tanked

110
Time

5500
Time

Cyber
'72 Time

. '4
1. ::59/270- 37 0.09' 7.7. .08
2 '4x6 95/108. 732 . 53..36 32.6 1.35

, 4x6. -52/1947 2 ' 0.15. 26.3 .08
4x8 108/164 _ 756 124.0 _ '171.4 ,10

5 5x7 , 117/126. *** 263.8 4,93
6 5x7 173/143,. '254 18.70 149.9 0.99
7 5x7 1472/166 97.0 . 1.48
8 5x7 59/2230 e 2 :20. 3262.8 0.11
9. 6x8 , 120/194 1510.1 . 14.52

,'(All time in seconds) .

*** - procedure aborted due to storage

TABLE 2
.

COMPARISON OF MUSTY'S APPROACH TO
BALINSIGI'S APPROXIMATIOk

overflow

Number of Extreme Points Ranked
any

'Problem
Size
MxN Murty Balinski.

1 3x4 29 -3
2 '4x6 * 732'
3 4x6 2:
4 4x8 *** 756
-5 5x7 *** I.,*

6 5x7 *** y 154
7 5x7 ***

I. 8 Sx7 9
***

stopage overflow

In this we note.that-the Balinski Approximation is
quite a:bit more efficient than the rtIrty. approlch
both irenUmber of points ranked for those problems
that'were solved, as well as for number of prob-
lems actually solved.

'III. Concave-Quadratic FrogramMingProblems

- If we define'

f (x) 4- x T
D
x.

s.t. xcS
then we may say.that the optimal solution to Pn

. 4111-occur at an extreme,point'Of S under any. 6ne
of the following conditions.as enumerated by Cabot
and Francis 13];

1. The matrix D is negative definite or
negative semidefinite.

2.Problem-Pn-is a quadratic programming.
formulati6n of a problem occurring in
bimatrix games. ,

3. Problem PQ is aiquadratiC assignment
problem. x

These were not meant to be inclusive of all con-
ditions under which the optimal solution of PQ

:occurred 'at an extreme point,. but rather, were ex-
amples of such conditions. We will consider con -

'Idition.3 in a subdequent section,,and there does
not .seem tohave been any computational'experience'

n in solving bimatrix games via extreme point rank-
-

ing. As a result of this, we will restrict our
attention to problems 'fitting condition
D negative.semi -definite:or negative definite.

For this case; Cabot hand Francis. show that if we
solve, the family of linear'problems, 10131;below for
each coluMnof D, d. then the thinimum value of
the objectivejunctiOn, u4, can -be used toIeter-
mine a linear under approilmation.7L(x).

No4, using u., we write P as the'linear under'

(pu)

approximatioR problem as:
n

min L(x) Z CC. +.u.) x. -(PQ'L),

j=1 3 3

S.t. xeS. _

A major drawback in using-this approach is the,
-necessity .of computingothe u. values. -One special
:-case wherethis'is not a problem is the quadratic./
transportation problemP as -formulated-telo4:..QTM N

Min
ij

(C. x.
j

+ d. x.2 .)

i=1 j=1

S.t. x. =-A
i=1 aj

N'
Z x: = B.-

ij

...,N
. _

j=1

.xli >0 for all ij,j

and did < O.'

This-problem was formulated as a way of modeling
the,marginally decreasing 'cost characteristics of
the private motor freight industri [24].. As Cabot
and Francis note, u =.d [nin(B.,A.)] and we'may
easily formulate rhrlobjagive function for (P )

for the quidrAic transportation problem-

2f9.

(PQ- )T



It should be noted that in the case of where one is
attempting to model the decreasing marginal cost -
characteristics-over various routes by use of P

QTit would be expected that the quadratic portion ,

will be small relative 'o the continuous portion.
In fact, we would expect that C.x4 + cl;x74 would
be positive non-decreasing overpthe enilrJrange
of- values of X,4, or C. > 1241.ui.1 for each i,j.
We would also Lipect thAt the eifeativeness of
(Pnr) for solving the problem by extreme point"'
ranking would increase as C.. increases relative

13to dU,e.
1) 3.)

To test,this, we used.two sets-of fiVe randomly
generatedlguadratic transportation problems range,
ing in size from 3x4 to 5x7. In each case we used
the Chernikova algorithm as modified by McKeown
and Rubin -(191 to handle degenerate problems. The
continuous cost ranges are,shown below:

Case Ie
D3

2p..d1,, < cI., < 5000
13 .

Case II: 2p .d, + 500 < b, < 9999
i) ij . ij -

In all problem sets, the quadratic costs were be-
tween 0 and 10. In problem 5, these costs were
between 0 and 20. The results eof this testing are
shown in Ta'ble 3.

From theie results, we note some differences in
run time as we move from Case I problems to Case
'II. This is felt to be due to the increasing dom--
inance qf continuoUsPcosts'over.quadratic costs in
the latter case. We also note an increase in both
parameters as we move to large problems for Case
T. This as to bp expected due to increasing prob-
leM size. This does not happen in Case II since t:

very few solutions need -be ranked in this case.

Problem Set '5 is the same as Problem Set 2 except
that the range of quadratic costs has been,in-
creased. Here we note a great inc ease in solu-
tion parameter values in Set 5 Ove Set 2 for Case.
I. This is due to the decrease in ominance of
continuous costs over quadratic costs.

r
TABLE 3,

r.

SOLUTION TIMES AND'NUMBEileer'ikTRE'eE POINTS
RANKEDFOR imksous CONTINUOUS COST RANGES

le
Size.

dij
Case-I 'case -I;

(mxN) Range --Time Time
Problem
.Set

1 ' 3x4 0-10 .09 .68

2 4x6 0-10. .34 .31

3' Ake 0-10 .86 .84

.4 5x7 0-10 1.78 .35
5 4x6 0-20 el.13. .41

In terms,of results, these problems tend to be
:much more'promiSing than any of the others dis-
.cussed in this paper. If further research demon-

., estrates,that, for problems of the nature. discussed
by Oi.and Hurter the costs -are indeed marginally
decreasinceeith dominant continuous costs, then
this ranking procedure may be usef1 for solving_
such transportation problems.'

IV. The Quadratic Assignment Problem

One area of matheMatical programming where it also

.has long been known that, the solution would occur
at an extreme point is that of variations of the
assignment problem. One such variation, the well
known traveling salesman problem will be discussed
in a later section. 'Sere we will discuss the as-
signment problem wherecthere are interactions be-
tween the assignments /(7]. This is commonly.re-
ferred to as the quadratic assignment problem and
may be formulated as P

AQ
below:

n n nnnm
Min E EC .x 4EZZEK x

i) ij ijpq i) pq
1=1 j-1 q

i l
xik

k el,z..,n,

4
n (PAQ )

I x, e 1 iel,...,n,
Kel

ik

x. > 0,

where K.. is the
i

and p to
)no
oil:

.
cost of an assignment of i to j

^

That the solution of P
Q
would occur at an extreme

point oftheconsteaene set was first.nOted by
Gilmore [7]. A-linear.under approximation to
was suggested by,Lawler (141 and may be fiormulaed
as follows. denote for each i, j, a minor-of

as K U.)) and denote the value of the solu-
1PC

ti1onof the (n-1)x(n-1) ass4.gnment'problem corre-
Poeding to ?agil minor as Z''3'. We also define a

Lost f.. e Z 13 + C,. The solution to the as
signmai.problem for-ihe matrix`F e {f

ij
}. is a

Dower bound on the-solution toPA. As a result,
we may use F, the assignment problem with cost-co-
efficients {:f.,}, ad a lineareander approximation ,

t

to P
OA

gor ext2eme point-ranking purposes. This
is an analogous procedure to that discussed for
finding a linear approximation to quadratic pro-
gramming problems with concave objective function
discussed,earlier [3]. e'

In some problems, we may define

K = t. d

This is true in the Koopmans-Beckman single com-
modity problem.

An extreme point ranking procedure for solving
this and other non-conveX quadratic minimization
prOblemS was suggested by Cabot and Francis 131
usingthe linear under approximation F. This pro-
'cedure is. essentially that discusseclearfier'for
this type of linear under approximation in that
extreme points, o£ S are ranked unti3a value x

0

is
found such that LA (x

0
) > f(x*) .where x* is the op-- .

timal solution. a

.

Using this approach to the quadratic assignment
probill, Fluharty [6] wtote a master's thesis on
the problem. In that work, he tested various prob-
lems generated by-previous researchers who had
worked on the q:uadratiC assignment problem. Using.
a procedure suggested by.Murty (21] for determining
adjacent extreme points for assignmen problems,
he tested problems for 4.< n < 12 with mixed re-
sults. Only in those cases where the continuous
values, i.e., {Ci.}, were large as compared to the,

.quadratic values 'Ls he consistently assured of"
not having to enumerate all n1 extreme points to
reach a solution.

(/

4"or. a problem with p = 12,



0-< C., < 99, and 0:< t. < 10; the procedure
ovelria 7aVallable7cOre Horige. However, when,the
max C.'. was increased to 994, the problem Was
solVed2iy. ranking only 100'extreme% points.' In
Table 44.-we'see the results.of7Fluharty's work.

TABLE 4

. -
published [21].

40 One -other bit of unpublished work in:thiS area
came tOlightfkom Sweeney andWilliamS [27]. It

A.,2,-was stated by them that for a-problem on the order
.;;,..?of 40 cities, approximately 5000 assignments were.'
V:sTanked without a-tour being found.

Problem

SUMMARY OF FLUHARTY'S RESULTS

C. .t ,d.
13 2.(a

Size(N) Range Range .

SolutionS
. Ranked

.

One 'further comment on the-traveling salesman
prob'lem concerns: another paper by 'Murty (22
:the tours Of-the traveling saleSmanproblem
that paper, -he proves that all solutions that are
tours can be found by determining the vertices ad-

1 4- (6,0) .-10,20) 20 : jacent to the diagonal assignment solUtion, i.e.,
2 - <0,0) (0,5) 11 x.. = 1, i = However, due to the large

'3 5 (1,5) (0,5) `37' number assignments adjacent'to any other assign-
4 6 (0,0) (0,10) 720 ment, unless some efficient procedure can be

,5 6 (0,9) (0;10) . 202 .- found for generating these tours .in a non- increas-
6

'7
6
7-

(0,99)
. (0:,99)

(0,10)
(0,9)

10
135.

ing costwise:manner, this does not appear prowls
ing.

8 7- (0,0) (0,10) 5040
:9 .7 (0,99) (0,10) 170 -: VI. Conclusions and Directions for Future Research

7 (0,9) (0,10) 1848
'11 7 . (0,0) (0,99) 3201 From ours look at the use of extreme point ranking

. 12 7 (0,99) (0,99) 3212 . -procedures to solve problems with concave obj.o-
13' .8 (0,0) (0,10) *** tive functions and linear constraint sets, it
14 (0,9) (0,10).- *** 'would seem Safe to say that the efficiency of this
15 8 (0,99) (0,10) ,121 procedure extremely dependent-upon the objet=
16 10 (0,99) (0,9) -*** tive function.. In those probIems'where the objec-
17 10 (0,999) '10,9) 188 tive function was approximately linear, the proce
18
19

12
12,

(0,0)

(0,99)
(0,10)
'(0,10) * * *

dure could be expected to be very efficient. -.How
ever, as the non-linearity of the objective func-

20 12 (0,999) (0,10) 100 tion increases, the efficiency of the procedure

***-storage overflow.

Once again the importance of relative size of lin-
ear vs. nonlinear poFtions of the objective, func--.
tion becomes evident for the use of extreme point

- procedures. .

V. Traveling Salesman 4froblem
7:

.

With all the.work on using extreme' point ranking
algorithms to,salve Various problems with,linear
constraints, it might be surprising to find that
very little worhas been done on the-traveling

-salesman problem. It can be easily-seen'that the
optimal traveling salesman tour can be found by
ranking the-solutions to the assignment problem
until the tour is found.' However,,OUr research
has shown that only some very early work by Murty

-and Karel [233 has been documented.: However(,'
they opted to move onto their branCh-and bound al-
gorithth [15] instead of continuing work On extreme

-

.point ranking methods.,

In this early paper,, a method for ranking the as-
Signmentsas- presented together with a procedure
to avoid generating adjapent assignments that -con-
tained subtourS. Using this procedure, a ten city
randomly generated problem was solved "...by Hand:
and the, time taken was about-half an hour." Also,
a 20 city symmetric probleMwas solVed. :This.
"...involved4the solving of 10 different assign-
ment problems of sizes ranging from 16 to 20. On
.the-Burroughs 220 camputer,..., this took about 10
minutes in all.' [20] As mentioned earlier, this

,.worX,.though not published, resultedin a branch
and bound algcKithm. Also, the method for ranking

,,..-the-assignmentspresented in this paper was later

221

decreases markedly.

Sd'Veral areas of future research'into the use of
this-procedure present themselves. One would be
to combine the use of the Tui cut with methods for
efficiently determining adjacent vertides_in_the
presence of degeneracy. Another-possibly fertile
area of research would be to look more closely at
the general linear-fixed charge problem-with
greater-than constraints. Finally, rese-dkch might
be profitable in implementing Cabot and Francis'
approach to more general concave quadratic'pro-
gramming problems.
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-ABSTRACT

During the early.19.701s; highly efficient'.
specialpUrpose computer codes--.were deVelaped for
solving,capaCitated transshiPment problems-based..
on pr51-ft.1-(eXtreme.point.aIgorithms.- 'Computational ...-

..!co4arisonS-oftheSe7codes with-the best
extreme point codes`designed for-the same.classl of
problems4ndicated,that the primal extreme point-
based cpdesWere substantially_ superior both in
terms:of computerrime.ancrgemory",-requirements on
all typei._..ofnetwork prObieM'S- *Sore recently,
-specialized non - extreme point codes have.been
developed forunCapacitated bipartiteproblems--
ndtably assignment-and.semi-assignment problems.
ComParisonS.of.these probiemsPecific nonextreme
point codes with:the-earlier'general.-purpose
extreme Point codes Castsdoubton the earlier
computational conclusions - :- Consequently, the
-purposesaof:this p rareto'deVeldp a new ex-.
.treme,-point algorithm. which is specifically .

designed to sake: ad tdge-ofhibartite,booleari.,._".
-flows, and .deienerac.;aspects of assignment and.
.semi-assignment, problems-and, further,:to:conddct.'
an unbiased cOmPariSon of thealternative-aIgo7. els

'tithmicaPprOachel for solving' sSignment andSemi-
..assignment .problems...-

INTRODUCTION

The semi -assignment_ problem.is ahipartite.
.network problem whose supply constraints are,the
same as those- of an.assignment problem and. whose
demand constraints are:thesame as,those'of a

...transportation problem, or vice versa. In the
Midst of the dramatic advances 11,2,,5;11,141 in-
network solution technOlogy since 1 5.69; this
Important member of the network family called the
semi- assignment. problem.hasreceived scant attens-

-.clan. Falling-midway between the classical assign-
ment-problem and the classical.tradspoitatiop in

.

its- :generality; it. was bypassed alike bythoSe.
who,studied the ultra-specialized assignment .

structures'and thoSe who(-studied'the .More general
bipartite transpoitatiOAstructures.

The neglect Ofs.the semi - assignment problem,
is especially ironic in view of the fact that it
occupies one of the singularly important niches in
the network hierarchy.- The "assignment half"
captures the ubiqUitous multiple choice structures
of capital budgeting and planning problems and the.c7.

special ordered set constraints of mixed integer

and combinatorial programming. The"transporta-
tion half" captures. arbitrary upper and, lower-,:-.
.bounds on 04joinrsums_of variables, and there-
fore can.provide.valid relaxations for any mixed .

i.ntegef program ith.imbedded,Multiple-choice and
'special'Oidered set structures.'.- Still more di
rectly,.the Semi7assignment structure app'ears in
large scale scheduling and planning-'problems froM.
real WONgi.d settings. For example, applications Of(.
Manpower planning.(assigning personnel to jobs),
scheduling (assigning aircraft to routes, truCks

-to routeS, freight to transports,- etc.), project
planning (aSsigning project components Orspb7
assemblies-do.,tasks,over time), and a varievY of
other practical problems in.plannipglogisticS

. contain-embedded semi - assignment-problems.
COnsequently,, the purposes of.thisAmpeare:.

'tddeveio0a,new,extreme:point'algorithm
theTalternat'ing.basia(AB) algorithm) which is:-
Specifically deeigned:to take :adyantige
part'ite;Iibbiean_flow; and,degeneracy:ispects_Of."41,
assignmenrand. semi-assignmentproblems and, fur
theri.t6 cnndlidt.;a:comparison.bt,the:alternative.
algorithmic' approaches using codes-designed for .
solving theSe problems.

:-:COmpUtational testing has.shownthat approxi
-,:maiely '90 percent of the pivots within- special
_purpose-primal simplexbased.algorithms [2,11,131
are'degenerate. for assignment and semi-assignment
problems with more-than:1000 nodes. The primal --

extreme point algorithm presented in the paper for
solving Semi-assignment problems ,,which both cir-.
cumvents and exploits degeneracy can be viewed as
an extension of the algOrithm presented in [41 and
a specialization.of the algorithm presented in .[81-
One of the principal features of this algdrithm is
a strong formi of-convergence that limits the num-
ber of degenerate steps' in a far more powerful
.way -than achieved by "lexicographic improvement,"
as lor example; in-customary LP perturbation
schemes. : .

.

Each basis examined.by this algorithm;is
restricted to:haim a certain7tOpolOgy.,-VeShow
that if a semi-assignMent probleMhai.an optimal-
.solUtion,.then an optimal solution can be found
by considering only bases of this type. The major
math° matic-rt. differences between the AB algorithm
and the 'simlex method are (1) the rules of the
algorithm aUtomatically.(withoutsearch).assure
'that all bases have the special topological struc-
ture, andbypasses alkotherbases normally given
consideration by the-Simplex aethod; .(2) thealgo-
rithm is finitely:conVergent with445 reliance upon



"externals!techniqueS:"(suh: as lexicography'or
perturbation); and (3)-.in certain cases non-
-degenerate basis.exchanges may be recognized prior
'to finding-the representation of an incoMing-arc.-
'For. thdse reasons,,this'algorithm hasseveral com--
'putational advantages Over-the highly efficient
special purpose simplex-based codes recenEty devel-
-oped for solving.netWOrk problems.

The' AS algorithm alsohas Unique compUter
Implementation properties.' Specifically, the data
-required to. represent its bases are substantially
1.1essthan that required for general simplex bases;
thus, the computer memory required to store the .

-basis data is less than that of special purpose'
simplex7based algorithms. The computational -re-
sulti'in section-6 '.dramatically demonstrate the
poWer,and.efficiency of the AB algoiithm-over
Other algorithMs'for solving assignment and semi-

.. assignment'problems.

. BACKGROUND. MATERIAL

, An-M-x nsemi7ASsignment problem may be de-.
fined as': .

Minimize ''Z c
ij

X
ij

-

subjede..to::,

jEfj:(i,j)eAl:
x = bi, idI 1
ij

..'"D

Z
. . .

. x .= 1, je.P.---{1-,2,...,;..i,' di...1,c{1:(1,-.O1A1-4., .77 x --.0, (1.;JYdA - ....-..
xi

. -... ... . .
where It is called: the set ofmrigin-nodes, J 'is
cafled.the.setofiestination nodes, A is the.set .--

. ..,-.'. Of_idMisaitole arcs,,a:d.'cijt is:thercagtofship7 .-

ping a onitfrom. origin nOdei.to deititation't
''ziode j*. ' _. .

.. .,- Thedual of.thesemi-assignment problem may-.
be stated:as:

...-

-11aximfZe -Z '!-R
i
b -
i 4 jEZJ

Kj
'I :--.1

subject tar'.

of one and the other m - 1-arcs have a basic flow
value of zero. Therefore each basic-solution is
highly degenerate (i.e., contains .plarge number
of zero-flows).. This often causes the simplex
method to examine several alternative bases for
the same - extreme point before moving to an adja-
cent extreme point.

TA the sraphical representatioapproich, the
baSesof the-simplex method far.semi-assignment
problems are normally kept,as rooted trees
[5,7,12,14,191Conceptually, the root node may 31gA
thaught of as the highest node -in the tree with
all of "the other nodes hanging belowit on direct-
ed paths leading downward from the root. :.Those
nodes in the Unique path frOm.anY given node-i' to
the root-are called the ancestors of node i, and...

'the .Liumediate ancestor of node i-is called its
predecessor.

,

Figure 'l illustrates a. rooted basis tree, the
:- predecessors- of the nodes, and the baSic flow

. .

values, for a 3-X 6 seMi-assignment problem.
NotationalIy, Di.denoces the ith-origin node and
j)j denotes the jth destination node... The number.
-beside each%link:(arc).in the-basis-tree indicates
the onthis.arc iMparted..1:tyhe basic solu-
tion.. Predecessors of nodes are identified in the
PREDECESSOR array. For example, as:seen fromithis

. array, the predecessor* ofeoriginoode 2. is.destina7
ltion node 1. The root Of''.thetree IS-node 01 and.
hastiO7Predecessar,.. ,

R
i
+ K. < ,(i,j)cA

'where :R d-K4 are called 'the node potentials of
the ori nindJdestination nodes, respectively.

understanding of the results of this-paper
_relies on a)familiarity with grephical'interpreta-
'tions of the semi-assignment.problem'an& how the
primal-simplex methodmay be applied to chiS pro-
blem. -While these ideas are- relatively direct,

- 'they, unfortunately, are no; succinctly
in any references andwill be summarized-4n this
section for-completeness,.. .4;;;

.

.

.

The semi-assignment problem may be repre-
sented as a bipartite graph 'consisting of.a set of-
origin nodeg With supplies:bi,and a set of-deetina-:
ion nodes -with unit demands.;Diretted arcs from.
origionodes to destination nodes accommodate the
transmission of flow and incur'a cost if flow
exists. The objective is to determine a set of-
arc-flows which satisfies 'the stlply and- deMand:
reqUirements at minimum total cot.

The bases of the simplex-methdoUfor salving
: an .m 'X n semi-assignment`

-

.
.

Spanning trees with. m + n'- 1arcs. Exactly n of
the basic arcs have an-associatdd basic.flow Nalue

011

,,

Figure 1--Rooted Basis Tree.



.

It is important to note the direction 'of. the links
in Figure 1 correspondeto. the orientation induced
by the predecessor ordering and. do not necessarily
correspond to the direction of-the-basis arcs in
the semi - assignment: problem. However,the direcr.
tion of the basic arcs are.knOwn froilLthe b1.7.
partite property.of the semi-assignment problem;.

.

i.e., all.-problem arcs lead; from' origin- nodes.. to
destination nodes. . , : -

In subsequent sections the'term
D-0.1ink will be used to refer to linkS in a-

. rooted basis tree thdtare. directed:from:an origin
node to a ClestinatiOn node and viceversa,liaccord-
ing to the orientation imparted to the basic4=arcs
by the predecessor indexing. For example, in
Figure 1,_02-D4-is an 0-D link .while D1-02 is a
D-0 link. Additionally, basic arcs. with a flow of

one or zero will be°referrecito as 1 -links and
0-/inks,'respectively.'

TbafundamentaI pivot stepuftheaimplex.
methodwill:tOw be briefly reviewed in _the graphir
cal setting. Assume that afeasible starting
basis'has been determined and is represented as a
rooted tree. To evaluate the nonbasic -arcs to.
deter-lane whether any of them."prite out"-profit-
ably,and:therefore are candidates to enter the
basis, it2is necessary to determine values forthe
.dual variables Ri-; icI,- andKj.,:jeJ, which satisfy'
-complementary slackness; i.e.., which -yield-'-
Ri cij for each basic art....,

-There is a-unique dual-variable associated
'weth each.uode"in the basis tree. Forthis-reason
the cialvariabIesr-ortheir Valuesrrare cifteri
referred to as node pOtentials. Becduse of redun-
dAncyinthe.00111ming equations of thesemi-

. esSigtmett problem (and in network problems gen-

.erally),'une-Mode potehtialmaY be specified
arbitrarily.. The'roor node' is customarily select-

.

ed for this.Porpose and assigned a'potential of
zero,, whereupon the potentialg-of the other nodes
are immediately determined iadMascading fashion
by Moving.down the tree and.identifying the value
_for, each node. from its:predeEessor using the-
equation

J
cij. Highly-efficient labeling

.procedures for traversing the tree to initialize
and update these node potential values are des-
ribed in [.,12,14].

.

feasible basic.solution isuptimal"when all
-nonbasic arcs satisfy the dual feasibility condi-
tion Ri If the solution is not
mai,- then an arc whose dual. constraint is violated
(i.e.; for which. R/ >. cii)'is selected to
enter the basis. The arc to leave the basis is
deiermtned:by: (1) finding the unique path in
the basis tree, called-the basis equivalent path,
which connects the two nodes of the entering -arc,
-_and' (2) isolating a:blocking arcin this-Path
whose flow goes to zero ahead of (or at least as
soon'as)- any .others as a result of increasing the
flow onrhUentering arc. In the basis equiva-
lent path, all arcs an even number of links away
frosithuentering arc are called evenarcg,
all arcs an odd number:of links away are called
odd arcs., An- increase-in the flow of the incoming'
arc causes a corresponding increase in the:flow'
of all wen arcaand a corresponding 'decrease in
the flow of all oadarcs... Thus',-if.an. odd arc'
already has' a '0 flow, then such_dnarc. qualifies
as a blocking arc and the incoming arc cannot-be
assigned a positive flaw.

.

-
. .

To illustrate, assume that the starting basis
is the:one-give:1,in Figure-1 and the entering arc
is (03,D4). The.basid equiyalent.pathfor (03,D4)
is. D4-02rD1-01-D3-03. (Note that this path can be
easily determined by tracing the chain of prede-

\
cessors of 03 and D4 to their point Ofaintersec--
tion [5,10,12].) As flow is increased on the
entering arc, Ole:flow-on the odd arc (01,D1) must
be decreased.' Since its flow is already.zero,.
(01-,D1) qualifies as a blocking arc so that .when

.

arc (03,D4) As brought into the basis,'arc (01,D1)
must be dropped, (There:are mo.other blocking
arcs in this case.) In-addition, the pivot (8111
basis exchange) is degenerdte since no flow change
occurs.-

. "

Once:the entering and leaving arcs are known,
the basis exchange is completed simply by updating
the floW valuesunthe basis equivalent. path and
determining :new node pokenrialsfor the new basis.:
tree. - . i

. Only a subset of the node-potentials change..'
during a pivot and these can be updated rather
than determined from-scratch. This fact.will play
a crucial role.in proving-convergence.ofthe algo-

_--rithm to be.developed.
. .

. To update the nodepotentials,assume that
the nonbasic arc (p,q) is to enter into the basis
and'the baSic arc(r,S) is to leave the basis. If
ai '(r,S) is- deleted from the basis (before adding

a %40),.twosiabresS.are formed, each con
tain g.one 'of therwd.nodes4S-the-incoming art.
(p,q) Let K.denote :the subtree which doeg.not
contain the .rootgb.ode Of the full' basis. The n6de
potentialsfor the mew basis' may be obtained [12].
by'updating'ony those potentialsof the nodes in

.:K, as follows. If p is in ,K, SUbtract.
.

,

Rp + Kg - Cog'->-0 from the potential °feed-I.:-
-origin :node in K and add &to-the potential of
each destination node-in K. Otherwise, q is'
.and.-6-is usedin the above operations`

.

3. ALTERNATING PATH BASIS DEFINITION AND
-PROPERTIES

-cr- L.

. The new alternating basis (AB) dlgorithm 'for
. semi assignment problems developed in fbi4ection

is similar. -to the_ primal sitplek method.as
10-ibid. above. Its major Mathepatical distinction
i.sthat it does not consider ` all feasible baSes
to be cendidatesforptogress2ng:to an optimal

-''basis. That is, the-simplex method allows a'
feasible spanning tree of any structure Whatsoever
'to be included'inrheset of those that are
eligible for consideration as "improving bases"
along the path to optimality:. However, it will'be
shoWn that if asemi-assigMMent problem has an ,

optimal solmtion then, it alsccbas an optimal
solution with a unique basis tree structure
dubbed the alternating-path .(AP) structure.,.
Furthermore,' it will be shown, that ird i possible
to restxictatt&ltion at each'step to bases with.'
this struCture, particular, the AB algorithm-

. is a procedure:designed 'to exploit the properties
'of the AP basis structure in a manner that sUb-
stantially reduces the impact of degeneracy, the
number oarithmetic,operations, and the data
,storage.locations'required to.solve the semi.
assignment problem.

.

Definition: A rooted basis tree for a semi-:
assignmentproblem is an alternating path (AP)



'basis if:.

1. The:root node is an origin node_
2. -A111-links are.O-Dlinks,
3. All 0-lints are D-0 links.'

. An example 'of an AP\basis
-
shown.in Figure 2.

The "alternating path" designation is applied
'becausevmerypath from a node to any ancestor
node in thetree, 'or vice versa, is an alternating
path of 1- links And 0- links.. Our attention will:
chiefly focus on paths from nodes to their antes-

:. tors (as would be traced along .a succession of
predecessors). A path that begins at an origin
node and ends at 'an ancestor destination node
Will be celled. "0-AP" because4it begins and ends
with a 0-link: Similarily, a path that begins at
a destination node and ends at an ancestor origin:
node will be called "1-AP" becaUse it begins and-
-ends with a 1-link.

., Let r, be a'destinationnode such that
cir =-. min tie

jej J'

,Set =3 = {(i,r)} liBi-xir =,1, J" = Agr.1,
and bi = bi

2: If bi *-0 go to step 1.' Otherwise, go to
'step

3. If i * m,. set
Otherwiie set
step 4.

4 Let r. be a destination mode.euch
ix, min and (i,r)til

jE.7 -

Set J' = B =
and xir = 0 _

5. If 1.* m, set i - i +1 and go to step 4.
Otherwise go to step'6.

6. Using-3, create a spanning, tree rooted
at node' 1. The resulting spanning tree -

will be an AP basis.

i = i 1. and go to step 1.
i = 2, =.0 and ,go to.

.

that

:The remark follows; by construction.

-Definition: Relative to any AP basis, a nonbasic
arc is called a'downward arc if it connects a'
destination node to an ancestor origin node, an

. upward arc if it connects an origin node to an .-

ancestor destination node- ,An arc. that connects
.an'originnode-and:a destination node that do not.'
have either of these ancestral relationships is
called 'a cross arc. (Note that these are the. only
three-possibilities for a nonbasic arc in-a bi-.
partite tetWork..)..

Figure 27-AnAP basis for a 3x 6.semi--
assignment.problem-

'

.

Remark 1: The Ilinksof any feasible semi- --
,assignment solution can be augmented by 0-links
'to create an AP basil (e.g., by adding 0 -links
-frOm destination nodes to origin nodes Inany

. fashion.so that.every:origin node except the root
node has, exactly one entering-Olink.) . Note if

the arcs corresponding:to the added'O-links do not
exist in the-Particular'semi-assignment. problem
then a.large (big M) cost is Assigned such flake:

Remark-2: There, are many semi-assignment bases
,.for as given feasible solution that are not AP
bases. (For example, any basis that has more than
one 0711nk inci8ent to an origin node is not an
AP basis regardleis.of:the origia node chosen as
the root. Figure 1 is in.exampif'such a basis.)

Remark 3: An artificiallyfeasible AP basismay
always be constructed for an m.x semi-assignment
problem by assuming that:arcs exist from each on -.
gin node to all deetinationnodes where the non
admissible (artificial) arcs have a "big M"-Cost.
the Procedure:is as follows.

Initially'set J' - 0, B and'i:
to step

.' -
. The nex two remarks point out some important

properties.that can be exploited When applying
the simplex method to an AP:baeis:

Remark,4: When the simplex method is appiiedto
an:AP basis,.a piVof isnondegenerate if and -only
if the enteringmonbasic are Is a downward arc.

sProof:

' The remark'relies-on the fact,that a n n -. y
degenerate'piyot causes the flows An the b !is
eqUivalent path.to-deCrease and increase in".

4.s

strictly. alternating fashion to the odd and,even
links:. The "if".part of'the remark'then follows
bY.observing that A doWnwardarc is 1 -AP. The:
'only if" pait of the:xemark fe.3.lows from two
observations, first that an upward arc is 0-AP;
and second that a cross arc has a 0-link above
the origin, node incident. to the entering.are (and
this arc is montained in the basis equivalent
path adjacent to one of thanodesof the'entering
arc). , . .

. .
.

. .

Remark-5: When the 'simplex method is applied' to

an AP basie, -the:pivot,can.be.carried out to,give.
a new AP basis for any entering nonbasic arc- '-

simply by dropping the unique link in the basis.
equivalent path attached to.the origin node of
the entering arc.- .

-'

Proof:

The remark follows' by observing that an AP
basis results 1fa rooted tree is constructed
with' its root mode equaI to the root node of the
.oldAP basis.



' ."

AlternatingBasis'6AB) Algorithm

On the basis of,the preceding remarks,,the
----rules of the AB algorithm can be statecUin an

extremely simple 'fashion.

1. Select ady feasible AP-basis for the
semi-assignmedt problem (e.g.,. using
Remark 3).

Successively apply the simplex pivot
step keeping the root node fixed and
picking the link to leave.accoTding to
Remark

By means of these rules, the foregoing=ob-
setvations imply that'the AB algorithm will-pro-.
teed through a sequence-of AP bases, bypassing All
other basis structures. Further,.these remarks
show that a "next" AP basis is always accessible
to a given AP basis, so that thelnethodvill not
becOmpelled to stop prematurely without 'being
able to carry out a pivot before the optimality
(dualleasibility) criteria are satisfied. The
-issue.to be resolved then, is whether the method
may progress through a closed circle of AP bases
without breaking out, and thus. fail to converge.'
It will be shown that this cannot happen, and.

.

that, in fact, the AB algorithm is-finitely con-
verging without any'reliance upon "external

as
"

'techniques-such as perturbltion, s in the
.ord4pary simplex method. iM6reover it will be
shown that the form of convergence of'the AB
algorithm has a particularly strong character,
in WhiO orlgin.node potentials and destination
node potentials each change in a"uniform direc
tion-throughout any sequence of, degenerate pivots..

-requireThese results do not eqUire any-restric7_
, tions on the-choice of the incoming variable.
tOr-exaMple, it 'is` not necessaFy to cull throughi:
pivot possibilities in-an atteftt.tofind de-
senerate pivot candidates. .The following lemma-'
and 'theorem validate these statements.

LeMma: ,A basis exchange with'the AB-algorithm
gives rise:to'a new AP basis in. which the new '

modePotentialiSatisfy the following properties:
a) Tor'a nondegenerate.pivot: The'changed -

.origin mode potentials Strictly increase and-the
changed destination node potentials strictly
decrease. '7:

'11) tor a'degenerate pivot':' The changed
origin node. potentialystrictiy decrease. and the
changed destination node potentials'- .strictly
increase.

Proof:

As already discussed, the node potential
values that change may'be restricted to those

- associated with the subtree K. By this pro-
.

cedure, if subtree K contains the origin node
of the entering arc:then, all the origin node.
potentials in K are decreased And all destina-
tion node potentials in.K are increased: The
reverie is true if the destination node of the.
entering arc is in' subtree K. The lemma then
follows from Remarks 4 and 5,:whichimply that
subtree K always contains the destination node of
the entering arc for a nondegenerate.pivote-and-.

-:the origin node of .the entering arc for a. degen7
erate picot. 7 : -

OdTM.4n TesClt'may.be stated.as follows:

'Theorem:-

.The 'AD algorithm will obtain an optimal solu-
tion (or determine that the problem is infeasible)
in a finite number of .pivots, regardless' of which
dual infeasible arc-isichosen to be the entering

' 'arc, and without any reliance on perturbation or
lexicographic orderings.

Proof:

It is sufficient to show that the number of
degenerate pivots that occur between any two non-
degenerate- pivots must he finite. This folloWs
from the second half of the. 'lemma. Note that the
nOde potential assigned to the root node never.
changes when the node potentials in subtree K are
updated.. Thus given the constant node potential',
fo'r;the root, the other node potentials are
uniquely determined for each successive basis-
(regardless of the .procedure.by whichitheyare
generated), and the 'uniform decrease:of-origin
node potentials and the-uniform increase of des-
tination-node potentials (for the potentials that,
change) impliesthat no basis can ever repeat'
during an uninterrupted sequence of degenerate
pivots. This completes the proof,

4. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDVATIONS
. ._

.

Some of the unique' computationAl/features of
the AB method include:

.
.

a) It explicitly bypasses all "non-AF" basis
.

solutions without requiring any imbedded search
procedure or. computational tests.

. 1

._.b) It...allows degenerate pivots to be recog7-
-nized and Terformed without computing the repre-
.sentation of.the entering arc. ',This can be accom7
plished-by.using the "cardanlity function" Of
SriniVaiAn and Thompson. [191 which Indicates the
number of'node .in 'the subtree,of thebAsis tree'
below a:given node.. In particularfollowinsthe
labeling'ideas,recently peoposed.in,:151,:upward
arcs And some crosSarca'can:b detected'simply by
comparing "the cardinality func i ion values of the
nodes associated with .the entering arc. That is,

...denote the cardinalityfunCtion by f and:the
. entering arc by (p,q) . ,If.f(p) <-f(q) then arc.
(p,q) is either an UPWard arc or'a cross arc_ In'
either-case the pivot.ii:degenerate and no -flow
'updating is required. Remark 5, further:mire,
directly specifies the link to leave.the basis:..
Thus:a degenerate pivot simply involves checking
the cardinality function, inierting and deleting
the appropriate links,.and ugatingthe node
potential values. -

. .

:;) Similar streamlining can be achieved"for
all other pivots.. Specifically, if f(q) < f(p).

.then_the. appropriate step is to find the first
node'z on' the path from q'T.to the-root node - such.-
that f(z) '>'f(P)-; If z. 11'.p then;'arc .(p,q) is a
cross arc and thds the pivot may be executed as
before.: If z =.p then-the arc (15,q) .is a downward

.arcsand the 'pivot.is.nOndegenerate: _Note that it :
is only:in the(case of:a nondegenerate pivot that
the entire basis..equivalent path of the "entering :..,

arc is traversed. 'Thus 'it.if.rolY in this Case'
that. the complete representation of the-entering
arc is computed. This is, of course,substantially
different than for standard network methods: ..:

Steps b And C above can:alSo be accompliShed%
by using the "diitance function" prOPosed by-

_



Srinivasan and ThoMpSon 119],which-indicates,the
number of links, in the basis tree between a given'.
node and the root node: In particular,.the dis-
tance.function'may be used in place.of'the
cardinality-function-byreversing all'the,above.
inequalities.

d) Flow values. on the basis links never have
to be checked to determine the type of pivot. In

fact, the structural property Of an AP basis,
whereby_all 17-links are 0-D links, makes it un7
necessary to store or updateany nos,/ values..

e) All of the above computatidnal features
may be.lurther enhanced by obserYing that it is
not necessary to store and update a:"fUll" basis:
tree. ',That is, while the predecessors areoie-
quired for each node, the cardinalityfunction
values and the "thread" pointer's (commonly used
to:traverse basis subtrees_[5,7,14] for, node ;

potentialupdates) need be kept for only.the
origin nodes- Using this observation, the AB
algorithm's basis data storage requirements.are
roughly half that of the most efficient imple-
Mentation involving specializations of thesimplex
method. Moreover, the CompreSsion may be used

-:to greatly reduce the number-of nodes traversed
.at each iteration when updating the potentials.
By maintaining node pOtentials for only the ori-.
gins and 'saving Vie unit costs for the arcs .

represented by ttie'desiinarions and their prede-
cegsors, all data necessary for the. pricing opera-
tion is available. The destination node 'potential.

K
i
may be computed as needed using the comple-

mentary slackness relationship Kj cii -
This partial update of the node potentials was
originally proposed and tested 'by Harris [15] for
the simplex method as applied to rectangular
transportation problems. ' (This approach.has also
been tested.more recently for transshipment net-
works by Bradley; Brown, and Graves [7], who have
'confirmed .Harris's findings of its practical
merit..) '= Harris's proposal, however, differs from
the 'above in- that-the thread pointer and potential
update:operation is ,eliminated for those. destina-
tion nodes Of the basis tree _Which have no
descendents-Consequently, Harris's subtrees are
twice as large as in our'' proposal and therefore
involve twice the. updating effOrt. In the AB
algorithm, maintenance of only the thread pointers
,andode potentials associated with the origins
does not degrade the efficiency of other parts
of thialgorithm.. This1i..-due to the unique
tructural properties ofthe AP basis.

4

. DEVELOPMENT OF THE AB COMPUTER'CODE'
BY 'SUBROUTINE
: .

).

The computer'code:was written in FORTRAN IV,
is:an incorecOde and was.initialyiested using
,the'run Compiler. on a CDC 6600 with a maximum
memory-Of 130,600 words. In this:.code, a Semi-
assignment problem with Worigins, N- destinations,-
and A'arcS.(without exploiting the 'word size:nf
tbemachine) 'tequires.4bf+ 2N 4-2A + 5000 words.
It would be possible by exploiting the fact that
the.costs, node numbers and node potentials are.
integer-valued, to store more.than one per word
and in thiS. manner reduce these' storagerequire--
meats. Howevet, our purpose. was to deyelop,a.

code whose capabilities did not'depend-on the''
uniqde characteristics of a particular computer
(e.g! word'aize, etc.): The -Obvious advantage of
this approach'is the,ease with which it-enables
the code to be'tested,on differen't machines:-
Further, we used a7"manilla" FORTRAN IV so that
recording to fit differing.mgcldne conventions
would be minimized., Within these constraints, we
tried-to minimize out storagesrequirements,.at the
same time making sure the code could solve the
'."thoroughly genetal" semi-assignment problem.
The code uses the predeCessor [10], thread.14],
and .distance.119] functiOns to. maintain and..update

the' basis:data. ,

. _ .

A variety or start procedures couldOpe used
to find a.starting AB basis.' However,-due to
.severe time pressure,'we only implemented the
start procedure of Remark5.

An important factor influencing computational.
. efficiency is the basis change criterion. The..

relevant- tradeoffs for the basis change criterion
involve time consumed in searching for a new arc
to-enter the basis, and the.number of pivots re-
quired to'find.an optimal solution (time per
pivot versus total number of pivots). Computa-
tional testing [2,7,11, ,13,18,19] has shown that
the correct piVotcriterion can reduce solution

3. time by as much,as a factor-Of three. Unfor-
tunately, we did not have time to test alternative.'
.pivot criteria. The code simplr,.uses the row
Most negative rule,:which wasfound-to be the.best
in the studies [13,19) for small problems. Vas,
Criterion scans the arcs of each'origin until it
encounters the first origin containing a dual
infeasibility and then selects the'arc of this
origin which violates dual feasibility by. the
largest amount to'enter'the basis.

The program consists of a main program and
'three subroutines. The total time spent in each'
subroutine.was,recorded by calling a Real Time
Clock (acCurate to a hundredth of'a second) upon
'entering and leaving that subroutine. A count
was also made'of:the number of nondegenerate'and
degenerate pivots performed. In the.follOWing
section.. we discuss total solution time (exclusive
Of input and output), the start time, the number
of nandegenerate and degenera4 pivots, the total
pivot time, and the average pivot time (total
pivot time divided by the number of pivots).' This
code will henceforth be teferred.to.as,SA:-AB code,
for semi-assignment AB algorithm -code. :.

. .

6. COMPUTATIONAL COMPARISON AND CODE
. REQUIREMENTS

- 6.1 Computational Comparison of.S.everal Codes

Originally we planned to.compare the best -

version Ofthe SA -AB code the code result-
ing after testing alternativestait and:pivor
rules) with othetcodeswhich arebasedOn'other
'algorithms. Unfortunately, wedid not 111.7e time
to test alternative start and pivot procedures.
Thus the following codecomparison is a worst
case comparison, That is, -it is'comparing a
computationally unimproved version of the SA-AB

:'rode with the best version of Other codes..

1 The,codes which we obtained for comparison
l'nclude Bennington [63, -BSRL General. Motors,

. SHARE, and SUPERK,[3]: All of -these codes are



variants of theoutof-kiltetmethod except for
Bennington [6]. In addition, the-special purpese
primal:Simplex codes.ARC-.II 151,- .PNET-I- 111L/And
SUPERT -2 [2] were available,for testing. Further,
the special' purpose dual DNET 411] was
available fottesting. .7

The BSRL code was developed by T. Bray ,and
C. Witzgal/t the Boeing Spientific Researlith,
Laboratories, and the.General Motors (GM) ebde.was
developed by Rand Corp: and is distributed/by the.
SHARE user:group.

. /

All of these cedes are in-core
the program and'all'of the problem data simul- -

taneouSlyreside'in fast - access memory. /They are
'' all 'coded in FORTRAN and none. of them (including

the.special purpose primal and dual simplleic codes)'
have been tuned (optimized) for a-partiCularcom:.

ltis:Important-tohote that all the codes
except for SUPERT-2' and SA-AB codes are-designed
to solve capacitated transshipment problems and
are not,speolfically.designedto exploit the
Special_structure of-semi-assigthent problemS,
Further, SUPERT-2 is-designed to solve any uncapaci-
tated transportation problem. All o=f the problems
were=sOlved on the CDC-6600 atthe University of

.

'Texas Computation-Center using the RUN compiler.
The computer jobs:were executed during periods'
when the machine load was approximately the same,
and all solution times are exCIUsive of-input and
output; the total time spent solving the c,

problem was recorded. by calj.ing.a Real Time Clock
upon starting to solve the problem and.again. when
the solution was obtained.

-1;
- ' In addition to these eode.6,-ehe article by

Hatch-[15] comparesS primal-dual code PD-AAL.
deVeloped by:Decisibn Systems'Associates (DSA)
against PNET-I on five assignment problems
erated by NETGEN'4[17].' Since the DSA codepis
proprietary, we:could not obtain. a copy of it for
comparison. ',However, with their publiShed times
on a CDC -6600; We feltthaesOme comparison ould'
be madeif We ran the same-problemron a CDC-6600.
Thus, in orderto -compare our.results with the
results of.[15], we solved the same fiveassign--
ment problems. :These -results are-contained in
Table. L- When.-comparing these results, it is

'important to note that we are not sure that -the
code PD-AAL is an all FORTRAN'code and it is our
understanding.ttiat the'code is fully optimized
to exploit the'special hardware-featurea-Of.the
CDC-6600.- This type of specialization could.
easily increase the performance of alihe other
codes by a\factor Of 2.or 3.

noteworthy feature:of the computational
results is that SA-AB,PD-AAL, SUPERT-2, and
ARC-II are, in this order superiorL to the other
codes. Based on\the sum of the solution_ times,

roughl3S-fifteen percent faster than -its
closest.competitor and is- .roughly fifty percent
faster than its next cloSest competitor. Fur
ther,,, the cbmputational results indicate that the
AB algorithm redudes the number of pivots by 257.
oveethe.simplex algorithm. Adaieionally, the
results indicate that the.AB algorithm not only.
'reduces the number of degenerate pivots but also
'reduces the/number,of tmndegenerate 'pivots per-.
-formed on the denser problems. Moreover, the
reduction.fn the nondegenetate pivots (that'is,-
the number/,of_extreme pointsVisited),versus the
simplex algorithMincreases-is the number. of arcs
increases.' .

,

These results lead us to believe that the AB f.
ralgorithm may be the fastest' algorithm fosolVing

assignment problems,. ..
Further, these.restilts indicate. that thi

first implementation of .theAB algorithm is
1 1. /2 times as fast as the fastest uncapacit ted
primal simplex transportation code SUPERT-2.
Historically; it has always been possible to
improvethe solution speed of the first implementa-
tion of:anr'algorithm by a factor of.-2 or 3. Thus,
coupling this with the fact that the start and
pivot' rules of SA -CAB have not been computationally
investigated, it-appears that the ARlgoritht. -

is probably twice as fast-as Other algorithms for
solving assignment problems, ,This result is
extremely important since it completely contra-
...dicts the older' folklore. thatprimal-dual and

out-ofkilieralgOrithms are the fastest and th
more recent folklore that special purpose primal
Simplex baSed codes are the fastest.

Looking at the out--Of-kilter and dual, simplex
codes' solution times, it is interesting to note
that these solution times are much slower than the
other codes; further, their tithes-are much more
dependent on the number of arcs (holding all
other paraMeters of the problem' onstant) than '-

the other-codes. Another important result whith
-can be gleaned from Tablet is that the dual'
simplex method is not-competitive with any of-the
other algorithms.,

Aftercomparing all of the codes: on the
assignment problems, we choose from available codes
the "three faStest ones (note that'the proprietary
PD-AIL code was not available) to compare on semi-
assiimment-problems, In distinction to the assign7
ment test problems, the specification of-the semi-
assignment. test problems vary greatlY in both the
number of nodes and arcs._ .As shown in Table II,
the eleven-test problems vary in size-from-50

.

origins and-L500 destinations to 400 origins and.
4000 deStinations. The number of arcs varies
from 2000 arcs-to 20,000 arcs: The cost range
Of the testproblems-is 1-1000.

The solution times in Table II again'indicate
that'the AB-algorithm is substantially- superior
to the simplex algorithM. the SA-AB times strictly

-dominate. the times of the other cedes. .COMparing
the sum ofthe total solution timea, the SA-AB .

code is.2.55 t -imes fasterthan one.of the fastest
simplex transportation codes, SUPERT-2,. This is
'a rather startling result since somepeople-have.
-indicated that they believe that the speed of the
simplex based codes,are-'approaching the computa
-tIonal limits of these problems.''

'Another noteworthy-feature, of the.compfute-
tional results is that_the.SA-AB-code is decidely
superior on the largestteSt. problems. Consider

. the last 'two test problems-whicheach have,400-,
-

origins and.4000 destinations... On these problems,.,
theSA-AB is a full three times faster than the-'
SUPERT-2

. Based on the resultsfofthis iesting,.the.
fact that the SA-AB code is the first implements-.
tion of the AB algorithm, and the fact that the'
.SA-AB code haSnot been computationally refined
(i.e., alternative start and pivot rules were
not examined), we believe.that the AB'algorithm
is currently the fastestalgorithMEforsolving.
both- assignment and semi-assignment problems..

-

This result is extremely,encdUaging.since we have
.recently- ,extended the coneepts'of this algorithm.



TABLE I

TOTAL: SOLUTION, TI.MES ON 200.X.200 ASSIGNMENT, PROBLEMS

(IN SECONDS) ON A CDC 6600 WITH A COST:RANGE OF 1 -100

/

1..of ARCS 1500 2250 3000' '- -37S0 4500 Sum of Times

Anil
,-,..:.

1.45_ /1.95 2.47 2.67.- 3.13 11:67

SENN 17.44 20.31 24.92
. ,

27.40 --

BSRL 30.39 22.08 20.02 '23.11 2/.08 116.68

DNET 19.87 :26.58 27.98 30.15 31.57 136.15

GM 35.67 28.43 31.39 18.62 23.48 137.59

.ePD-AAL - 1.63 1.14 .1.89 .1.29 . 1-80 7.75 :

, PNET -I 2.31 3.'71 3.47 3.44 4.79 17.72

SA-AB .97 1.12 1.48 1.61 1.68 6.86

SHARE 19.93 21.17 25.81 24.95 27.05 118.91

"SUPERK 6.44 . 6.47 7.25 6.95 7.56 34.67
l

SUPERT -2, 1.26 1.57 1.98 2.17 2.53 9.51

TABLE II

TOTAL .SOLUTION TIMES ON SEMI-ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS
(IN SECONDS) ON. A-CDC 6600 WITH A COST RANGE'bF.1 -1000

Na. of Nodes lax n -

a

No. of Arcs ARC-II SA-AB SUPERT-2
. .

. .

50.x 500 2,000 2.37 1.14- 2.'85 .

50 x 500 _ 5,000 -3.53 2.29 - 3.51

50 x 500 10,000 6.56 4.00 . 5.53

50 x moo 4,006 .4:27 2.75 ' 6.15

50 x 1000 _ 10,000 9.34 5.64 11.64.'"

50 x 1000 20,000 DNR - 8.17. 17.02

100 x 1000 4,b00 5:59 3.20' 6.22

100 x 1000 10,000 10.25 5.62 10.99

100 x.1000 16,000 15.40 .8.16 14.27

400 x 4000 '10,000 , DNR 21.47 61.13

400 x 4000 16,000" DNR 27.81 91.27

SUM OF TOTAL TIMES 90.25 230.58

not run as a result of memory:limitations:.-



TABLE III

CODE SPECIFICATIONS'.

Developer: , Name , Type
.

1. Barr !SUPERT-2 Primal Simplex Transportation
2. Bari, Glover, ARC-II Primal. Simplex Network

Klingman
3. Barr; Glover,

Klingman.
4. Barr, Glover,

Klingman
5. ennington:-: BENN
6. tray and Witzgall BSRL
7, Clasen SHARE .*

8. Decision System PD-AAJ
Associates

9. Glover, Kerney,
Klingman

10. GlOver,.Karney,'
Klingman, Stutz

11. General Motors

SA-AB AB Algorithm

SUPERK Out -of- kilter'

M--Origin. Length.
N--Destination Length
A--Arc Length"

DNET

PNETI Primal Simplex

GM Out -of- kilter

Non - simplex

OUt7of-kilter.
Out -of- kilter

Primal -Dual

Dual Simplex network

network

Number of Arrays

5 (M + N) +2A
7 (M + N) + 2A

. .

4M + 2N + ZA

4 (M N) +9A

6 (M + N) +11A
6 (M + N) +8A

.6 (M-+ N) + 7A
,Not available.

'7 (M + N) + 2A

6 (M + N) + 2A

3 (M + N) + 5A

to arbitrary capacitated.transportation, trana-
shipment,,and generalized transshipment problems.

6.2 Memory Requirement's of the,Codes

Table III indicates the number. of origin,
destination, and arc length arrays required in
each of the codes testing for solving assignment
and semi-assignment problens except for.the
PDrAAL-code. The storage requirements of this
code were not available. It should'-be noted that-
memory requirements of all of the codes tested

,were:quite:close (within-1500 words) excluding
the array req#irements. Thus, the important

factor:in comparing the codes is the number of
origin, destination, and arc length arrays.-

Looking.at Table III and keeping in mind.
that any meaningful pr6blem ha's to have more
arcs than nodes, it is clear that the ABYprimal
simplex:, and dual simplex codes-havea distinct
advantage (in'terMs of memory,requirements).oYer.
all of the other codes.: Further, this advantage
greatly increases as the number of arcs increase:
For example, consider a.problem which has 10
times as many arcs. as nodes, PNET-I,
SUPERT-2, or SA-AB require only about onehalf
the memory. that the best (in.terus of memory
requirements) of the.other-codes. This enables
the 4B and simplex based codes to solve:much -.

larger problems than other codes... FUrther, it
is important to note that theIAB based code, SAAB;"
requires the:least amount of memory. Thus; it
appears that the AB algOrithm is superior to other
algorithms both in terns of solution speed and . ..-

.computer storage requirements.

I
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CENT DEVELOPMENTS IN VEHICLE -.ROUTING

Bruce L.-'Golden
Operations Research Center

Cambridge, MA 02139..'

. Abstract
-

. . .

The vehicle routing problem has been regarded
. as a thorny mathematical Programming problem fbr '
quite some time. HOwever, only.recently.has.this _

-Practical problem received widespread attention in
the literature and research efforts in this area
continue- Largely thisstems from the emergence of
algorithmic efficiency as a major. concern in Oper-
ations Research. to addition, the new respecta-,
bility of. heuristic approaches in response to the,.
large numberA4 intractable NP- complete problems
has attracted miany: tesearChers. In this paper', we
survey some of'the'Yecent developments in vehicle
routing. We-focus on'broad issues such as, for
example,'. computational experiments with various'
algorithms.. For vehicle routing problems,'the
number Of feasible. solutions is'a key factor in
algorithmic performanCe.i.We'demonstrate an ap-
proachforcaleulating'thi-s number. -finally,
rations dealing with.areroutingand-extensions"
concerned with scheduling are introduced. 6

. .

--' Introduction .1-,

..yTheTV*itle ytoutin9 Problem -(VMPNseems first to
...:have been mentioned by:Garvin t5_41. [4] in
:1957-.and by Dantzilg andRaMser [11]. in'1959.
Fl.pwever, only recently 4as this problem received
widespread attention in khe literature and
,research efforts in this'area continue. Largely
this stems from the emergence of algorithmic
implementation' as a major, concern in Operations
Research: In addition,. the new respectability
:of heuriitibappiroaches in.response to the large
number' of intractable NP-complete problems suc..
as the knapsack problem' and the Traveling Sales-
man Problem.has attracted many researchers. In
this paper; we survey some of the historical
development+in the vehicle routing literature.
The intention is not 'to be encycloPedic;Ithe Sur-:
veys by Bodin J5] ,.Christofides [7] ; Golden um
and Turner et'al. [38] discuss many details
which we wall not cover here. Rather, we hope
to focus on broad issues and recent developments
and provide anoverview.of vehicle routing. In
addition, we count feasible solutibns to tilt VRP
and touch upon several new directions in vehicle
routing research:

Vehicle Routing Problems, sometimes referred to as
truck-dispatching problems, are almost always en-
countered by complex organizations,:dnd reliable

'--

proCedures . dealing with them are'needea. Re-'
cently, higher vehiclecosts due to increased oil
prices and rising truck driiVers' 'salaries have mo-

: tivated,MAnagement to study these issues,more care-
fully.-. : .

There maybe several hundred demand points !in and
around a: city, The Vehicle Routing Problem-isto'
obtain a set of deliveryroutes from a cen;ralde-...
Pot-to the various demand points lach'of which has
knownrequirementshich minimizes the total
distance covered by--the entii7eXleet.': Vehicles ....

have capaities andmaximum'route time constraints.
.In addition, 4the.fleet of vehibles may be-hetero-
geneous with respect to these characteristicd. It
should be noted that there are a number of goals
.involved which include minimizing the nOpber of

. .

ei
vehicles required in the flee , minimiiicbg travel
timeor:travel distance by.v 'Cies', Ancto-generally,
providing efficient service tOrhe.customers as
quickly and-cost-effeCtively,as possible: The
,epecitic objective function we-consider explicitly,
.(minimize travel distance) is 'both reasonable and.:
tractable. All vehicles depart from the central

make a tour of asulvet of the demand nodes,
and 'return to.the centralaaepoi.'

v
Examples of Vehicle Routing Problems= include muni--
cipal waste collection studied by Beltrami and
Bodin' [3],'fuel oildelivery.studied by Ga..: t

AI;
-al.-[14] , newspaper distribution' studied by' en,'
-Magnanti, and NguYen119], and routing of sch 1
buses studied by. Newton and ThomaS 261.. 'It should -
be clearthat all of-these vehicle routing problems
are more-or less the same, :OPerationa/Iy the'
examples may seem different, but theoretically
they can .be thought of as equivalent.-

233:

Proposed techniques for solving problems of this
sort have fallen into two classes--those which
Solve the problem optimally by branch and bound
techniques (Christofides and Eilon. [8], Eilon et
al. [12], and Pierce [30]), and those,which solve
the problem heuristically (such as Christofides
and.Eilon [9], lailie.and Wright [10], Dantzig and.
RamSer [11], G skell 115], Gillett and.Miller[16],
Golden;'Magn i and Nguyen [19TV Holmes and
Parker [20], ussell [343, Tillman alga CoChran' -

(37], Tyagi ['51]. and Yellow [41]). vIn a loose,
sense, heuristic algorithms represent-sets of rules
which produce good sol4ions to given combinator-
ial-programming problemk but not necessarily the
best possible (optimal)-solutions. Since



'alg orithms which are guaranteed to achieve optimal*
it.Y are viable only for very small problems,ost

authorsprefer to concentrate on the study of
heurisr-I.C, algorithms.

..

;- 'zti : /-VRP.Formula on
. -

Garvin et al. (14j, who:tr ed-an application in
the oil industry, introduced amiXed integer..

- doroerammithg heterogeneous fleet problem formula-
tion Of the VRP. This formulation has on the
order of n2 constraints where n is the number-of.

nOdes.%

Alternatively, when the fleet is homogeneous,the-
.VRP may be expressed as the follOwing large-scale

linear- integez program.

Subject

Z cjx4

j=1

m
to E 613 ..x.

)
.a=1 .

however, that all NP-complete problems are
intractable, and any optimal algorithm must be of at

leastJexponential time-complexity.

We present below:a complete linear-integer program-
ming.VRP formulation with structure moreplosely
-related to the fundamental.TSP formulation. This
formulation was 'introduced by Golden, Magfanti, ands;

Nguyen (193.

We point out that in the otherwise excellent Survey..
by Turner et al. (383, an incorrect integer program-'"

:ming'formulation.is given. Unfortunately, their
formulation fails to prevent the formation of sub-
tburs. We Will refer to the f011owing formulation
as theyRP formulation:.

n n Nv k.

(1)

j=1 k=1

n NV
subject to E , E 5c3

1
= 1 (j 2,: ,n)

i= 1 k=1
3

n NV
k

Z Z.x. ' 1"(5. (3)

j=1 k=1

where

x.C{0.1}
7

1 if it? customer is on
.1

x3 tour 2'
0 Otherwise

1 if:tour j is chOsen..
0-otherwise

..= the length of tour j

n = number of nodes

total number of.feasibie
tours -

This set partitiofiing formulation was first given,
by Balinski and Quandt (2] in 1964. Theobjective
function minimized total distance traveled. Clearly.

,

Such a formulation is most.valuable5'llfor very small '

Vehicle' Routing Problems due.to the large number-of'

variables (feasible tours). This formulation may

be Useful as a conceptualtool, whereas the formula-

tion-giilen by in of al. is more explicit and:
might be better' suited for integer prograthming:

techniques. i the worst case-

3

(r..)k >> I (n)

c=1 k k=1 k
-1.

For example with n = 25, there may be more than 33

million feasibletours. Balinski and Quandt report

success In solving VPS.,'s using a cutting plane algo-
rithm with. problems for which n S 15 and m S 300:

The.set partitioning problem belongs to the NP-com-
k plete problem class along with the VRP. problem

is-NP-Completeif it can'be shown, to be equivalent
to the TraVeling Salesman Problem (TSP) in the

following sense. If one can loe solved optimally.
by'a polynomial-algorithm, then 'both can be Solved

by polynomial algorthms:' A 'polynomial algorithm

is one in which running time is proportibnal to a

polynomial function of the. input. It seemS.

where

n

Z Sc) - -E x 7 0
21) j=1 Pi

.

(k = 1,.... ,NV;

p =. 1,...,n) (4)

k
Qi .tE (k = 1,...;

i=1 j=1

n. k n .n n 'k

Z Z '.Z t :3e <

"i=1.-37j=1: j =1

.

n

jE2
x
k

. < 1 (k = 1, ,NV)
13

=

(.5)

k -

. s, (k = 1,... ,NV) (6)

(k= 1,...,NV)

.

NV-

y. - y. + n Z x. < n-1
3 xj

k=1

(for 2 <i'pt j < fOr
numbers y1.-)

xk = 0 or 1 - (for all
,i7

some zeal

i,j

(9)

(10)

-n 7 number of nodes ..:.

NV = number Ofvehiclis
Pk = capacity of veWicle k r

maximum time allowed ebc route of
vehicle ,k

= demand at node i (121 = 0)

ti = time required'for vehicle k to
deliver or collect at node i (tr.

t35.= travel time for vehicle-k from
lj node'i-to node -i (t -co) .



'dij = diStance from node i to node j

il

1 if arc (i,j) is traversed by
xk ,, vehicle k
ij O otherwise.

Node 1 represents the central depot. Equatior (1)
states that total distance is to,be minimized.

- Equations (2) and (2) ensure:that each demand node
is served by one vehicle and only one vehicle.
Route continuity is represented by equations-141,
i.e., if a vehicle enters a demand node, it must
exit from that node. Equations (51 are- the vehi-
cle capacity constraints; similarly, equations (6)
are the total elapsed route time' constraints. For
instance, a newspaper deliv6ry truck may be re-
Strictedfrom spending more than one hour on a
tour in order that the maximum time interval-from
press tc,Lgtreet be-made as short as possible.
Equations (7) and (3). make certain that vehicle
availability is not exceeded. Equations (9) are
the subtour-breaking constraints.

Since (1) and (4) imply (3), and (4), and (7) imply%
(8), the equations (3) and (8) are redundant and
can be excluded from the model; in any case, the-
linear-ihteger.programis awesome in size. Typi-
cal problems involve hundreds of demand points.

historical Survey

Dantzig and Ramser [11] were the first researchers
to obtain. a method foi solving the VRP approxi-
mately. In1964 Clarke and Wright. [10] extended

' the Dantzig and Ramser model to consider routing
for a fleet of vehicles.of varying capacities.
The pew procedure borrowed the concept of node

. . r

aggregation from the earlier method and it seemed
to yield better results. Undoubtedly, the'Clarke-

'Wright "savings" method is the most widely used
.

. and cited vehicle routing algorithm. It in-,
volveS first evaluating all potential savings
sii- = dli + dij - dij from linking two nodes i
andand.'j, and thenoining, thoie nodes with the;high-
est feasible savings at each iteration. Initially,
each node. is served individukly from the central
depot. This heuristic has been analyzed and modi-
fied-extensively; Gaskell [15] in 1967 experiment-
ed with anothersavings function Mij = cqri +.dij -
2dij with limited success. In the above savings
functions, dij denotes-the distance between nodes-
i and j.-

Tyagi [39] in 1968 presented'a method' hich groups
demand points in the following very straightfor-
ward fashion. Starting with node 2 (node 1 is the
central depot) we find its nearest neighbor, say
node k, subject to the vehicle capacity restric-',
tionS (we assume here that all-vehicle-caPacities.
are the same). We next find the nearest neighbor
to node k, say node j, subject to the capaCity
restrictions and continue until adding a nearest
neighbor would result in a tour exceeding the max-.-
imUm vehicle capacity. Rulesof thumb are speci-

. 0e-4 to minimize the frequency with which a group
will consist of only,cone delivery point, :especial-
ly, in the case where the delivery issmailor
the distance.from the central depot to't*.spoint
is more than half the distance from the farthest

.

point-to the deli-tier depot.. Having grouped the -

delivery pOints.into.-m tours, the vehicle dis7-
patchihg.problem educes to m TSP'S., one for each

.

-
4

tour. Computational aspects of thiSalgorithm are
discusSed in Golden; Magnanti, and Nguyen [19): /

In 1969, ChristOfides-andEilon [8] 'and Pierce [30]
preserved- algorithms for finding optimal solutions

.

to small VRP's. -Christofides and Eilon present a
branch and bound strategy similar to the well,
kgpwn Little et'al. [24] approach for TSP's.
Pierce discusses direct-search, combinatorial pro-
grammIng algorithms for a host of truck-dispatch-
ing problems. Delivery deadlines, earliest deliv-
ery time' constraints, carrier capacity constraints,
optional deliveriep, and generalized. objective
;functions are devdloped in detail in his'ambitious
paper:

Yellow [41], indealing with Euclidean networks,
eliminates the need to initially compute the half-
matrix of savings-values byapplying a.simple geo-
metrical search-technique based on the pollr coor-
dinates of the demand points. In this 1970 paper,
he modifies thesavings method to produce a sequen-
tial Clarke-Wright method where we proceed as in
Tyagi's algorithm except that. maXimum savings
rather than minimum distance is our criterion.
That is, if we have just linked nodei to the sub-
tour, we next find the largest feasible savings
between node i and a nearby node j, not yet in-
thesubtqur. ie/e.

The excellent book Distribution Management, pub-
lished in 1971, studies TSP's and VRP's in great
detail [12]. Milon et al. include an "r-optimal"
procedure for the VRP which borrowsJmuch from
Lin's TSP approach [22]. Their procedure begins
with a feasible solution and tests perturbations
of,r arcs at a time to obtain.r-optimality.' For
example, if r = 2 they examine each pair of arcs
to see if it can be replaced by another pair such
that. feasibility is preserved and total distance .:.
is decreased. Lin's approach has been extended by.
Lin and Kernighan [23] in 1973. It should-be:
noted that many of the book's computational'argu-
ments are already out of date.

Krolak .et al. [21] in 1972 suggesteciannan-machine
interactive approach which has been successful.on''
some larger problems but seems to require ahex-
cessive amount of man - machine time. In 1974,,
Gillett and.Miller (16] proposed a,"sweep":algo-
rithm for Euclidean networks which rankS 'and-links
demand point3Sly their polar coordinate angle.
Newton and Thomas have recently investigated the
VRP in connection with school bus routing, dealing.
with a multi - school system [26]. Their approach
for each school has-been to obtain a near-minimum
single trip solution to the relax.d TSP, ana then:
partition4he resulting tour; into s tours .Y.etis-*,
fying the VRP co traihts [25] -,

In Beltrami, and Bodin's very comprehensive 1974
p5per.[3], a variety of problems concerning muni-

.

gipal waste collection are explored. For example,
they consider the potential benefit ofallowing
more than one vehicle -to visit a site on the same. F
day, each of which services part of the demand at
the site. In addition, some pathological features
of the Clarke-Wright,heurisbiei are pointed out.

..

In 1975, the emphasis in vehicle routing was on
4the development of codes to solve lifge-gbale..

23.5
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VRP's. Orloff, who had previously formulated the
General RoUting Problem (GRP), extended his model
to handle a fleet of vehicles. The GRP concerns
finding a'minimum cost cycle whicktraverSes every
arc and every node in subsets R and Q of the arcs
and nodes We will discuss node
routing and arc routing later in this_paper. For
now=we remark that the GRP formalizes this dichot7

:omy and, at the sometime,. defines a continuum
between these two extremes. Node routing
problems tend tiabe much more difficUlt to solYe
than arc routing problems. Recently 'Or/off and
Caprera (291 have exploited this observation in
.alleuristic algorithm (of the Lin-Kernighan
variety) for solving large GRP's. The strategy
is to convert required nodes to required arcs':
whenever possible: In other words, requiring.:
certain.major roads icalOransportation network
to:be traversed in a tour limits the degrees of
freedom in an algorithm and reduces running'timea.

-.Large VRP's may be exploited similarly..

In 1974, Russell [33] presented a modified
version of the Gillett and Miller algorithm.
More recently, Russell(34] has presented a

tiL

NTP h istic algorithm for the special case
where e number of tours is pre-specified. Also ..

various sequencing and duedate constraints are
-considered. .The algorithm is an ext,-tsion of
the Lin-Kernighan heuristic (231. ,,,,: nas

solved a 159 node problem in un.ivr 9 minutes
on an IBM 370/168. Robbins,et al. (32], alSo

In 1975, have assembled a tc_:.r construction -t.' .-

improvement code which look-_s cite pr.:.-:ing.
Initially, a tour is construct-. using the
Clarke- Wright approach. Next, ;:nis tour is
improved. by Lin's 2-opt pricedure :22]. In five
of the seven cases cited, mne improvement is less
than11; the largeSt imprc-Iement is 3.2%. A

150 node VRP, Was solved in a.bdut37 seconds.'
This techniques-his been app.:_,7ti by Vu and Turner
(40]to a-rUral:refuse collect-an problem. The

code presented biGalden, Magnan':i,:and Nguyen
-09F performs from onetotWo orders.of magnitude
faster than these, recently developed codes
although it, may not be as accurate.

In their, paper, the authors emahasize data
structures and list processing and present a new
'ImpleMentation of the Clarke - Wright algorithm.

:,.which is motivated by (i) optimality'conSidera-
tions, Cii) storage considerations, and (iii)
sorting considerations and program running time.
The Clarke-Wright algorithm is modified in the
following three ways:

. (I). by using a route shape parameter y to

define a modified savings

dll
ydij and finding

-the:beat route-structure obtained as
the parameter is varied:- '

'421. by considering savings ori1y between

: :lades; that are "close" to each other;.-

(3),by storing savings in a heap
_a structure. to reaUce L'amparison.

operations and ease access. .

This modified algorittm has been applied to a
Newspaper-distribution problem containing
nearly 600.drop'points.''The problem waesorved
in lessthae20,seconds,Ocexecution-time on an
IBM 370/168.

:1

Holmes and-Parker (20], in 1976, have.suggested.
another improvement to the Clarke-Wright algo-
rithm. The modification entails a progression from
one feasible solution to'a next;, until we find a
local minimum with the following property. 'If we

prohibit any one edge in-the current. solution from
appearing in the next solution (by setting its

. savings value to zero), and reapply the,Clarke-
Wright algorithm, we, cannot improve upon the total:
distance. In terms of accuracy, this concept of
local-minimum seems to yield nice results. Com-
putationally, however, this approach is relatively
slow.

Vehicle routing algorithms have recently "come of
age" in the sense that they are now capable of
-solving some large-scale real-world problems. As

indicaited in this survey, the development has been
a'slow process. We can categorize the chronologi-
'cal stages of growth as follows:

1) early formulations;'
2) early algorithms for hand computations;'
3) exact algorithms for small problems;
4D more efficient, computerized algorithms with

an emphasis on implementation for moderate
size problems;

51 .second generation codes,- much. faster --for
large problems;

6) real -world applications.
There are, of course, many important variants of
the VR/a_some of which we will mention, for which
no satisfactory solution techniques yet-exist:-

Wg remark'in closing this section that manyOf the
papers mentioned are no more than. variations and
combinations of the '."savings" method, the "sweep"
Method, the "nearestneighbor" method,-and the
"r-opt" method.

Counting and the VRP
.4.

For hard integer programming problems such as the
-Vp where enumerative techniqueiareehe Ty
-tool for-solving even the smallest probl
exactly, the number of-feasible solutions is'a.key
factor in algorithmic performance. .Generally it is
impossible to explicitly enumerate and evaluate all
the feasible solutions for all bUt the smallest
problems. In' this section, we discuss partitions
and counting feasible solutions to the VTP.

In order to get'an'idea of the number of feasible
Solutions to the'VTp, Consi46-,E-a situation where m
vehicles are available to serve'n dema14,points.
EaCh vehicle can make no more than k sops due to
capacity. constraints. The number of feasible
solutions gives an indication of the-complexity.of
these diffiCult combinOtorial prograMming problems.
We demonstrate an apprOach for calculating this
number based on z simple recursion formula.

As background,:we briefly introduce some notions
about partition throry. The theory of partitions
is an area.of number eheory:wFliCh deals-with the
'representation of integers as-suma. of other inte-

.

Definition 1: A partition of a non7negatiVe inte-
ger -n is a representation Ofn as'a suM'of positive

-.%integers, called- either summands- or parts of the

partition. The Order of the summands is.irreleyant.
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The partitions of 5 are 5, 4 + 1, 3 + 2, 3 + 1 +
2+ 2 + 1, 2 + l't 1 + 1, and 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1.'
Thus, there are seven partitions of 5.. We remark
that-0 has one. partition, the empty partition, and
that the empty.paxtition has.no'parts.% An excel-
lent source on elementaryartition theory is
Andrews I1]:

Theorem 1: Let Pk(m,n) denote the 'number of par-
titions of n into exactly m parts, each of which
does not exceed k. Then

f.

Pk(m,n) "r k-1(m,n)+Pk(m--1,n -k)

1

0

for k2:1,1<mn

for k21,m=n=0.

otherwise.

Proof: The .partitions Of n intom:parts with no
part exceeding k. can be'divided according to
whether or not k is .a summand: If it'is not,
.then there are .partitions. If it is a
.summand, then the remaining sum is n-k, and we
divide into m-1 parts not exceeding k, so
Pk(m-1,n-k) describes the appropriate number-of
such partitions.. These events are obviously -
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive,
and the recursion is obtained. Boundary. Condi-
tionS-are as indicated.

Definition 2: Let pk(m,n) be the number of fea-
sible_Solutions to the,V7Pwith is vehicles, n
demand points, and-a: delivery.capacity of k demand
points for each vehicle., we assumervehiClei are;.-
indistinguishable.,

Definition 3: Let Sk.(m.,n) be the Set-Of all sets
s = fp1"pt such that + p2 + pir= A
_and: 0 < pi . k.-

Theorem 2 tPk (m, n)
,y...M .,

.

111' E Pk(2,14)
2=1

, ,../7
Proof!: .1.k(!:1,11)'!" I. (1, ..)pl!pi!...pn!

--P.scSk(m,n) 1.2. , .m .
-

since we must first distribute' the in demand points
amtng the m,vehicles (we need not use all the
vehicles) and then we must order the points for
each vehicle. The value of pi iS'the number of
demand,points assigned to vehicle i. So,

(Pk(m,n) '

.

scSk(m,n)

(131,132,---Pm,)

= n1 ftheilumber clf-partitions Of
the integern into at most m
parts that have no part ex-
ceeding k)

=n1EP(2,n)
z. 1 k

. .

The Traveling Salesman Problem is
'of the VRP with in = 1 and k = n

_

given by On(1,0 s n!Pn(1,41) = n1

°_r

a special case-
On(1,n). is
For exa34ple,

Or
0- I

when n = 10, there are 3.6 x 106 tours; when n = 50',
.04 x 1064 tours; when n =".100, 9.3 x 1015.7 tours

We can see how combinatorially explosive TSP's can
be. From Theorem.2 we learn that.jor

morewith n demand nodes the VRP has many npre feasible
solutions.' Suppose we have-a situation with 6 de-
mand nodes, 4 vehicles,. and a-capaeity'.of 4 units...
There -are a total of 6! = 720 TSP tours..
eleven partitions of 6. are shown below:

6

5 t 1
4 + 2
4 + 1 + 1
3 + 3'
3-+ 2 + 1
3+ 1 + 1 -1-
2 + 2 t 2
2 + 2 + 1
2 + t /
1+ 1 +.1 + 1 + 1 + 1.

4 7

Since 04(4:,E) = 6! Z.P.-ii(t.6) and. E?P4(2.,6) = 7 the
2=1 1=1

number of feasible solutions to the VRP is 71=5040.
In general, we can'determine-Ok(m,n) easily after
first-computing Pk(t,n) for via ..
Theorem 1..

The Capacitated Chinese -Postman problem.

The probleM.of:finding an ,optimal route for a single
vehicle over a network is a common' d,:as we'have
seen, very difficult combinatorial problem:* Rout-

sing problems" Pan be classified as_ node routing
problems, arc routing problems, or genera,. routing
problems.-*Bodin f5rprovides a convenient taxonomy.

.

for these problems. The prOblem of visiting all
nodes in a network in-the minimal'amount of time,
(node routing) is the

of
TSP.. -The-, problem

oof covering all arcs f a-network-whileMinimining
the total distance traveled (arc routiilg)
chineve Postman problem(CRP.). The General Rout-
ing p3toblem.IGR1n on network-G = G(N;A) (13 is the
set orul),...nodes, A the set of all arcs) is a gen-
eralization which includes the:TSP and the CPPis
speCial cases. Here we seek the minimum cost cycle

:which visits every nodein subset q c N and.cpyers
.every,arc in subset.R c A. =This paper-is primarily
concerned with node routing problems. Orloff intro
duces the GRP and later extendS ittohandle more
realistic problem situations [27],[28], [29].

Applications of 'arc routing problems include rout-..
ing of street sweepers; snow_plows, household re-
fuse collection vehicles, postmen,'the Spraying of
roads with salt-grit to prevent ice formation, the
inspection of electric power lines, gas, or oil
pipelines for faults, etc. Since in many vehicle
routing situations customers are so numerous that
identifying them individually becomes-cumbersome,
we care-consider the CPP to be ,the.:.continuous

counterpart to the yliscrete TSP. Here en arcs
rep4ces a number of customers.

4

. In the CPP we assume that all arc's Uxe undirected.
Stricken (36] and Christofides [61 consider an
extension which we will call "the Capacitated
Chinese Postman Problem' (CCPP), whichreflects
reallife situations more directly: We are'given.



arc demands Q = [qi3] which must be satisfied by
vehicles of capacityh. A number of cycles. must
be formed which traverse every arc, satisfy de-
mands, and yield minimum distance. ThiS is an arc
routing version of the.VRP. Stricker and Christo7 -
fides have suggested heuristic:procedures for of-
taining reasonable solutions to this problem. how-
ever, an optimalsolution appears to be'very dif-
ficult to obtain for all,fut the most trivial
problems. We give an integer programming formula-
tion lor'the CCPP below which indicates the inher-
ent complexity of this problem. /

n' n NP
Minimize. Z E E ci343 (11)

i=1 j=140=1

subject to Z xP Z 'JD = 0 for
k=1 k=1 p=1,. _.NP (12)

AP
(xP + x > 1 for all Ci,j)Eit
ij J1

(13)

NP
(£i3+ £P:) = 1 for all (i,j)EA

.(14)

x! > LP for all (1,j)EA and
p = 1 , ,,, NP.. . (15)

n n
T < W for p=1,..1rNP
j...1 .3

xi. > 0 and integer

Lf.jE{0,1}

"yhe,-e NP = 'the number of available. postmen

xP = the number of times arc (i,j) is
ij traversed by postman p

Zp.g. if postMan p servicesAarc- (i,j).

ij otherwise

q..= the demand on arc (i,j)

W . the vehicle capacity.

(16)

(17)

(18)

The objective.function (11) seeks to minimize dis-
tancetraveled. Equations (12) ensure route
continuity. By (13), every arc.is covered at
leastonce. Equations (14) state that each sere
is serviced exactly one time. Equations (15)
guarantee that arc (i,j) can be serviced by post-
man p only if he covers arc (i,j). Every demand
is satisfied, fyequations. (16). For the-small -

example providedby Christofides [6].. with 12 nodes,
22 arcs., and .5 postmen,the above formulation re-'
quires 329 constraints and 440 integer Variables.

. Earlier in this. paper, we mentioned that Balinski
and guandt formulated the:VRP as a set partition_
ing problem. Similarly; we can view the CCPP as
the f011owing set covering problem:-

t
Minimize E . c3x3

subject to t

3=1

x3:Ef0,11

a..x- > 1 for all i
13 3 -

for all j
-

7where c a the distance associated with tour

41
0

if feasible tour j is used
29 otherwise

1 if arc i is covered in feasible
ai4 = tour j

J 0 otherwise

t = the number offeasible tours.

As with theyRP, the number of feasibltours can
be enormous. The CCPP seems to belong to the same.
problemclass.as the TSP and the VRP. Any optimal
algorithth for its solution will most likely. be ex-
ponential. '

.

Christofides [6] presents a heuristic algoiithm
which appears to be efficient and effective: Com-
putational results are presented for graphs.with
up to 50 nodes and 125 arcs: Running times are
less than 30 seconds and the percent deviation-from
dlower bound on the solution is less than nine
all cases -. Details of the algorithm are clarified:
and an example is worked through in Christofides
[61-,

We 'stress the fact that. the CPP and CCPP are the
arc routing coUnterpartsto the TSP and VRP. A
primary conglusiOn is -that the CCPP is, indeed', a
practical problem which deserves much more research.
attention.

Vehicle Scheduling

We note that any,logistics system must be composed
of both, routing and scheduling components. Al-
though the focus of this paper is on the /routing.
aspect (the time dimension has so far been ignored),'
we now develop a framework for attacking the two
problems simultaneously. The problems have been
treated sequentially in GoldenA[18] in terms of the
well-known cutting stock problem.

An alternate, and as yet unexplored, means of con-
necting the routing and scheduling components is
through what Simpion [35] /efers to as &Schedule
map. Whereas a route map'considers spatial, geo-
graphical network, the schedule map includes a time
dimension as well. SimpSon reports on models for
public transportation systems, such as airline sys-
tems, for which this diStinction is valuab ),. In

the figures below thi's diSt5nction is illustrated.



9 :30

10:30

11130

12330

1:30

2:30

3:30

433.0

lb: Schedule :up

Innthe schedule map, each node repreSents-a,geo-
graphical location and a specific-time. We-ais-_.
cretizethe.timdaxis by dividingthe basic unit
(perhaps a.workday) into a-number of smaller units
or-periods. We can imagine, in the--schedule map'
above, an eight-hour workday-broken into hour.
units. The time points correspond to 9:30, 10i30,

.

11:30, The distances on the route map
stand for travel times in. -terms of these hour.
units. For example, the travel time,...from A to B
is approkimately one hour, from B to C takes ap-
proximately two hours, and sp on. The number -of
time points for"each:1Ppailon, (in this-case, eight)
is chosen such that the: travel. times areappropri

-ate.... Note that im7theschedule map presented, we
have split location A into twolocations A' and
A" in order to make the network more readable.

. " .

Once we laveconstructed`a schedule map for the
-VRP'.146 can proceed to route and 'schedule simul-
taneously by applying a sequential Clarke- Wright
algorithm. Savings may be defined n terms of
travel -times between nodes, or in terms of travel
'distances: -When ),node i has just been included
in a tour, we eraseall-Other nodes which cor-
respond to the same location but different.time,

:and then find another feasible node j (not yet
in a tour) which yields the best savings sij.
By feasible, we mean that capacity constraints
are not violated. Routes begin from the origin
at various time points in conformity with the
vehicleavailability limitations.

This model leads USto a GeneralizedVehicle
Routing Problem (GVRP). In the GVRP we are
interested in routing vehicles over thecollec-
tions SI,...Sk of nodes from a given origin? Each
node hag ,a sptsific demand. We require that at

. least one node in-each collection Si be serviced
:and-weSeek'to minimize total distance traveled,
-The schedule map, is one special case of-the GVRP.

.This general problem has applicationi in many other
routing. situations where; -for instance, there are
a number of control offices or warehouses in each
small area of.a much larger region whicnmst be
serviced.

.
.

The difficuli-with a sChedule map -is evident_
- '

Namely, the number of nodes and arcs to consider
grows very rapidly once the time dimension is.
depicted. In any case,.the model itself is helpful
for understanding the cOmpiex.relationship betWeen
the routing, and scheduling components of a logis-
tics System.-

ConclUSion

In this paper we have provided-a concise overview
'of vehicle routing'. The enormous nuMber-of fea-
sible solutions to.these integer programming pro-:
blems becomes a factor in algorithmic performance.
We demonstrate how one might determine this number.
Two new directions in vehicle routing research have
been proposed: the first is an arc routing problem
- intimately relaied'to the,VRP--the Capacited
Chinese Posiman!.ProbleM; the sectind is a framework-
for envisioning the interaction between-routing and
scheduling via the schedule man-7.--The Generalized
Vehicle Routing Problem. There-are, of course;.
other important new research areas in vehicle rout-
ing such as the evaluation of heuristic algorithms
which we have, not discussed here.

In brief, the indication is, that some of thsug-
gested procedures. can be used as effeCtive deci-
sion-making.tooIs for large-scale Vehicle Routing
Problems encountered in many prarcal situationsl.
in both thepublic and private se. ors.
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Balasian-Based Enunciation

Procedures: A Study in

Computational Efficiency

James.11. Patterson
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Abstract

'Since the introduction of the additive algorithm
.by.Egon 'Bales in 1965 [1], numerous investigators-'
have added refinements and improvements to the
basic procedure to. improve the convergence proper-.
ties-of the algorithm: These embellishments have
included procedures.for changing the search origin,.
altering the criteria for augmenting variables;
etc.,:and have included the use of. composite _con-
straints for fathoming partial solutions early, in

'..the augmentation phase of the algorithm. In this
:-Paper,-we:will present computational experience
with many of these refinements for the binary as

well as the bounded integer Problem. .

Introduction

A zero-one integer linear programming problem can
be written in the form:

Minimize- cx
aubject to: 'b +Az Z 0

* 'e (0,1)

0

where c, and x are n-tuples, b.is an mltuple, and A
is an x n matrix:. Form. (1) is termed the stand-

. ard form, Any zero -one, programming problem can,
. he written in farm (1) by-i suitable -definition of
',variables and.Manipulation.of 'cOnstrkints:.

- .

kbounded Integer linearprogramming prohlemcan
be written in the form

minimize: cm 7(2)
subject to: .b 4-.Ax

"0 sand
xj integer

c z0

where d is an ntuple, and the other variables
are as defined in (1) above. Suitable trans-
formations of variables and constraints can
convert (if necessary) any bounded integer linear
programming problem.into form (2).'

Procedures effective La:solving (1) can be "used
-in solving (2)-through a binary expansion'Of the
integervariables. __Similarly, (1) is a special
case of (2) in which d There

exists widespread interest in obtaining solutions

.

to (1) and (2) because of the wide variety of prob7-
lema which can be formulatedes zero -One. and.

_bounded integer Programuming problems (see, for
example, .191, 1211, [22], [26]).

In this paper, we will evaluate several extensions
to the basic Balasian algorithm for solving four
classes of integer'programming problems. These
'classes include capital budgeting. problems of the
Lorie -Savage variety [2I]; single-constraint allo -
cation problems from Trauth and.Woolaey [27],
fixed - charge or bounded integer programming prob -
lems. from Haldi [14], and "IBM test" problems
also from Haldi and from Trauth and Woolsey. We.
will not concern ourselves in. this paper with
'branch and-hound procedures of the-Land and Doig
variety for solving the integer programmingprow=
lem,.as these methods represent fundamentally
different approaches. Computational resUlta repor--
ted do; however,pretent the.opportunity for Com,-
parisons between approaches (depth first ,search:
vs. bestfirst search). '

Many investigators who have suggested refinements
the-Balasian enumeration algorithm have alsci

made iirallableFORTRAN computer programs fortes-
ting their refinements [12], [.15]:, [18], [24], ;
[29], An. empirical investigation of each of these.

. -improvements-remains to be completed21 In the e
next section,the computer programs' snd,modifica-'
tions examined are briefly'ddacribed: Eachpro =
gzam examined is basically an enumeration. algorithm .
of the_Balasian type with certain improvements
and modifications .to eliminate large portions of
the search. Section III'discusses the compute -',
tional experience observed in.solVing categories
Of Problems with the available techniques. .See--
tion IV summarizes-the results of .the investiga7
tion and discusses future improvements to enumera-
tion algorithms which appear promising. -

Computer Codes and Modifications Examined

In this section,eaChlof the computer codes
{techniques) investigated is briefly describe..
Each-of the codes. implements an enumerative search
'procedUre which is a",basic Balasian algorithm
withmodifications designed to exclude portionsof
the-search (implicit enumeration)._ Each of the
codeais rediecueiOned -(upward):from their 'ori -
.ginal versions -to fit into 280 R. bytes of Care...
Each 'code is written entirely in-.the FORTRAN



, . language and is an "in-core" program. Distin-
Uishing features or characteristics of each of
thefour codes examined are summarized it Table 1.

Table 1 ,

The strategy choices made by the'user concern
the frequency with which a surrogate constraint
is computed and the'lliaximum number of surrogate

Cemiutar Codes and Nodificaticem Examined

Coda

' Characteristics

s Cade .

xrpaoc DZiP1 0213

.

MEMO V
(or-IV).

FOR±RAN V
(or IV)

FORTRAN V
(or IV)

FORTRai V
(or rv)

FORTRAN
(or IV)

Computer
(UV . 370/14

.

370/166 370/166 370/166 370/166

In Core
.

Yea Yam Yee Yes Tee
Node of Arrays_ - Real

.

Integer Real (with some
doubia precision)

Ietager Real

Maximo. Problem
. Siam, m x a.

"

(260 ItIrimes -7

.

140 x 140 200 x 200 .

.

110 x 110

..

200 x 200 140 a 140

Imbedded L.P.
Present

-.

RevisedSiMplem
(with Explicit

Inverse)

Naas Dual Simplex .

.

-
* Lawised.Simplax

.

.

.Particelar
Variations.
Examined

. . .

.

1) Embedded L.P.
called every'

2) Coa surrogate

"constraint
.carried

1) L.P.-start used.-.

--- _

.

. .

1) Branching"was
detarained.aftar
preferred varia-
bias were salon-

'.2) Full cancan...
tine test was

. used.

3) Starting aallyw
- tido always

empty.- . ., ',.

.

'f"..

. 1). Branching ums
determined after
preferred varLa-
bles'wereaelec-
tad.

2) L.P. applied
after cancan...

. Linn tact:
'3) L.P. troundnp)

detarsEned'ini-_
tie' origin .

4) One restart.
- used at fire ".

solotion. .

1) Fcce than one
variable could
enter the basis .

. .
in an imaration.

..2) Startinssolu-
CLOO-W44 picarl-.
dad by variable-.
values which ,.,

satisfied the
sum of all
constraints...-.

1) Round redefinition
employed.

2) L.P called at
every. teration,

. 3) Starting solution
. always empty.

'4) Dothbleimum branch
461-141.114 Aismen..
. Cation runs Lava.-

.

. ..

.

*Them ..examen Ideas are only aPprcriners; slightly larpsr,aisas soy obtainable. ObvieuaIi. thereexiste,a tradeoff in the values Pf u-

Mese variations mare retained after extensive"camputaticcal
experience Ima.obcalmedleith each code. Most-variation. are. Silloadictidialita with authors.' reonsmiseletione.

'

, . .

HIP30C (Geoffrian"andNelson [12])

..,The code of Geoffrion and Nelson employs-a badiC-
Zalasiap algorithm-and an-imbedded L.P. -to pro
vide an initial partial solution and to compute .

a"strongest" surrogate .constraint (as.defined
by Geoffriom [9]). The major advantage of the
Particular.surrogate constraint introduced by -

Geoffrion and incorporated into RIPS0CAs .that
,the dual of'the requiredi.inear'progikm coin-
sides exactly with .the continuous version'of'
the zero-one problem in the free variables. ,

Hence, if in computing the composite constraint
. .thepartial solution is not fathomed sad if

the dual variables are Integers '(), or 1), an
optimal completion of the partial solution has
been founa ,and .backtraCking can begin in the
next iteration. In. the computational exper-
ience quoted by Geoffrion, it is stated that
the 'use of the imbedded L.P. greatly reduced"
solution times in virtually every case." This
is opposed ,to the use of the algorithm without
the advantage of the imbedded .I.. P.

.

-The program-is written .in- general form and makes.
no advantage of special probleriszructUres. At
each iteration1a simPle test for binary infeasi7
:bi3ity and for conditional binary infeasibility
ia.performed,.witb each constraint,being. consio'

dered Individually,
A.

. -constraints.carried. The L.P. routine used employs
ithe 'revised simple=method with,explicit'inVerse
by Clasen

The, only difficUityencountered.in
using:this: -

:code'Concerned.theyalue,of mut' input (0). .'The
program.-looks. only for feasible solutions,with-
value'it least ZnA1.4-,99999 less than the best
feasibla.Solution. However, on the IBM.370 /168
compuierIthe code originally did not find the

. optimal:solution on many problems, but terminated
at a solution which was always lgreater than the
optimal solution (all ci'sbeing Integer).t This

difficulty was easily remedied by setting ZKBAR
'equal to -0:5 nnthe input card. This difficulty
is felt to be machine dependent.

.

Two versions -Of Rip30C were Investigated: one in
which the variables were input in the -order given
in the problem (RIP30C)ivmd the other in whiCh
the variables were initiallY"sorted in increasing
'OrderOf c. (SORTED.RIP30C)::..Thia latter refine-
_meat hawbaen,foUnd:effective 'elsewhere, and is
*easily implemented by the user with no modifies-
rionsto the existing code required.



DZIP1 (Lemke and Spielberg r181)
-

The code of Lemke and Spielberg employs a direct
search technique developed by the authors,- On-each
forward-step,-ome variable is elevated to one,; on
each backward step one Variabl_mii "cancelled"
back to 0. Since the algorithm begins with'all
variables at-level 0, the algorithm terminates (ha
s formal-sense) when all variables have been "can -.
celled" biek to level O. ,

At.each partial solution, the-Algorithm resolves
the.0-17subproblem in the currently free variables.
A backward is taken whenever it can be estab-
lished that any permissible forward step .leads to--;
an unremovable infeasibility or to a feasible
solution not better thamthe best solution thus
far obtained-(ceiling criteria). On formmofstepi,
'a "preferred set"of the k free variables ismon7
structed by using special types of Gomory cuts
and a process termed complete reductionA The. pre-
ferred variableyielding the maximai`talasyalue
is then elevated to 1. When the subproblere.in
(k-1) free variables. is-reeolved,the last variable:
to be eleVated to 1 (LIFO procedure) is cancelled"
to level 0,'and.the subproblem in the remaining
Ox-Wfreevariables is again resolved: The
authors'state that the procedureOf censidering:;.
a subset of the free variables; the .preferred set;
reduces substantially the computing time required
and the number of points to be considered. -

The code- uses all integer arithmetic which has
very distinct advantage: half-word integers can
be used for the arrays, resulting in a larger

%':protleM residing in core or primary meMory.--

The program performs a change of'variables (if-
necessary) from "problem" to-,"1$3.-cgmne variables-
in. which 0 sHc,s-c..-4. This,-as well aa_Other
elaborations t6 theJbasic algorithm,.has-the

'effect of significantly reducing computation time.
The. authors atatethat the code often-finds-the

-optiMal, or best a feasible solution rapidly;'
with a major portion of :the computing time being
expended- in the "cleaM-up"-pbase;!wherethe opti-
'mality of.the solution is verified-.

DZIP (Saikiand Spielberg C241).

The code of Salkin-and Spielberg'employa..a direct
.search technique which issn elaboration of Balas'
atlditive'algorithm. InadditioM; the code pro-
'VIdes for the initial origin to be.generated- by an
imbedded L.P.-roundup start, and also provides for
the search to be restarted at improved zero-one
solutions. While restarting the search neces-
sarily introduces enumeration redundancy, the
authors state that "the length of ,the search is.

, inversely proportional to. the, closeness of,the
origin to the minimal solution" and the- redun
dancy introduced-by restarting may-be more than'
compensated for computationally by -.the reduction,
'in time expended.in.verifying the - optimality of
the-solution. COmPutational results' reported

.-empiricallyverifies this. contention [23]. The
code also'contains infeasibility, cancellation,
:andteiling-criteria similar-to. that of

The code uses real arithmetic, and, in addition,
-contains some double precision arrays'andyaria-:.
:131es. The-program inthe form received required

a few minor programming changes to run on the IBM
370/168 computer. Along with a few "carriage
control" and other formatstatement changes; the
majbr change involved correnting'the program from
returning'a "no feasible solution" termination

7-Twhen-the first call to the imbedded dual-simplex
routine yielded the optimal solution to-the zero-.
one integer problem. Apart from these minor prob -
lems, no additional difficulties were encountered-
in using the program in its original form.

HOLCOMB (Holcomb [I.51)

, The program written by Holcomb at Union Carbide
- is a variant of the Balasian algorithm with

several heuristic tests availible.for influencing
the search strategy. These heuristid tests re-
place existing tests in the .algorithm and allow
the user to select'a procedure for conducting the
search. Heuristic options available include pro-
yisions 'for initializing the program with a start -
ing.solution wbich satisfies a "worst" constraint

.. Cr which tatisfies-a.suriogate constraint.which
is the-sum °Vali constraints. Other'options
available inclUde-a proVision for enterieg.more
than ene.Variable into the basis in an iteration-
and for raisineto'l the firit eligible variable
rather than conductings.time-consuming-test
determine the next entering variable: Two pro-
gram strategies are available which are used when-.
ever. variationsare present in the magnitude of the
ratio-c /a 'or whenever some constraint coeffi-

cients a 'are such that c - a
if

> 0.
.

Best results were obtained using. this code to- solve
the included problems by allowing for more than one
variable to enter-the basis in an.lteration and
by providing the program with a-Starting solution
which satisfied the sum of all constraints.

The majoxity"of the arithmetic calculations-per-
formed by the code are performed in the fixed.
point mode.

ENUMBER8 (Trotter _x291)

. .

The ENUMBERS computer program was developed by,
Trotter,and Shetty [283 to solve the bounded
Variable-integer programming problem using impli
.cit enumeration techniques. :Their approach.repre-,
seats an.._extension to Geoffrior?s [91 algorithm
for the pure integer, problem, employing simple
fathoming tests based on: optimality and-feasibility
considerations; and emploYiMg surrogate constraints
similar to those defined by Geoffrion. The.authors
'also employ techniques, -.to tighien the bounds-on,.
free variables-nsingthe-L.P. based procedure .

contained in the dlgOrithm, the - effects of which
are to-simultaneously fathom several-partial
Solutions:at atime.

As a user option-, the augmentation phase of the
algorithm (explicit enumeration) may be guided by
two mutually exclusive criteria. (1) The maximum.
BALAS value.is used to select that variable x

j

to eleyate to d or its current upper heft& (2)

The variable xj which minimizes d for all free

variables is fixed at its lowest permissible value.



The:authors state that "utilization of the bound
redefinition capability appears to offer a general
improveient in the-performance of the algorithm
regardless of the augmentation rule used, although
in comparing the computational experience obtained
by varying-the augmentation rule, the resutts are
less well-defined.

Several difficulties werenebtuitered in using
the ENUMBER8 computer code on theIBM computer.
These difficulties arose, for the most part,'
because of.0-subspripting is the arrays,' with
concomitant problems with several of the indices.
in. DO-loops (beg out of range).._ Several
changes thus had to be made in the program, and
it is indeed posSible that changes made in order
to run the program on the,IBM computer may hive
affected the logic originally intended by the'
authors. Unfortunately, time did not permit us
to flow-chart this procedure to examine fully the
implications of all changes made to their pro -
edure. We haVe since used ENUMBER8 on.. a ,cpc6500
and a UNIVAC 1110 computer, and have not experi.-
enced the difficulty we encountered on the IBM.,

.

370.

ENUMBER8-is used in these experimeatstO assess
the efficacY of Trotter and:Shettyrs.approach for

.

solVing the pure binary problem (d41, all j),
and.fpr comparing their direct apprdach for
treating general integer variables -with a binary

'procedure using a binary expansion to represent .

the integer variables. -

-All codes were compiled into object decks-using
4 the FORTRAN H compiler with optimization feature

(OPT 2) in order to obtain the lowest,execu-
tion times possible. TheiiMing subroutine for'
each 'code re turns relative CPU `t ime in nail 1
sec:odds using'-the "T- timer" macro availabLe'on
the superVisory-sYstem.

.CompUtational Experience.
- . .

Capital Budgeting Problems

The capital budgetieg problems given in Table 2
were orginally solved by Petersen [21] in his
investigation of variants to the basic Balasian
algorithm, some of which were suggested in an
earlier paper by Glover. The problems vary in
size from six variables and -'ten constraints to
.fifty variables and five constreinta:

The-lowest overall execution time on these seven
prOblems was achieved by SORTED RIP30C, followed
by RIP30C and then by DZLP.. DZIP1 and
HOLCOMB began experiencing difficulty in.so;ving
these,typesof problems_ in the.25 -30 variable
range and above. Apparently; the addition of
the'L.P. start and the adaptive origin concept to
the iaeaa originally developed by Lemke and Spiel
berg possesses great'merit in solving these types
of problems as-is shown in' the.computation results
for D2Il1'and DZLP in-Table 2. (DZIP1 and
HOLCOME were unable to solve the seventh and
largest capital budgeting problem within the time
limit specified.). Sorting of problem variables
was also of some-impOrtance,in reducing execution

time for RIP3OC. Unfortunatelyl'employing
ENUMBER8 with all di-valuek,set-equal to 1 did not
result in lawlexecUtion times for this group of
problems, especially -as the number -of variables
in a problem increased. This-Corroborates the
experience reported by Trotter-and Shitty1283 in
solving pure binaryproblems with their procedure.

Single-Constraint Allocation Problems

Nineallocation problemswire formulated by
Trauth and Woolsey to investigate the sensitivity
of integer programming algorithms to minor changes
in the-problem matrix. Each of the problems cone
sists of ten variables. The problems differ from
one another only in the value of b, the right
hand-side. All codes were able to solve these
problems in less rhan0.10-seconds per problem,
hence the results are not presented in tabular
form. ,

. .

IBM Test Problems

The IBM test problems are a pot -pourri df integer
-programming problems ''hick (except for'problem #3)
feature .matrices of 0's 'and Trauth -and
-.Waplsey selected these problems for examination
because of "the wide disparity of:solutiOn times
between various approaches and.because of the
"multiplicity of optimum integer solutions'" DZIP1
and HOLCOMB experienced difficulty in solving this
class of problems when-the number of variables'
.increased to 30. The ENUMBER8 programming code._
recorded its best results when the minimum branch.
rule was used for variable,augmentation".(these
integer problems were treated direttly by ENUMBER8).
Overall best resditsvwere-recorded by the "unsorted-
version" of RIP30C and. by DZLP, as indicated in
Table 3.-.

IBM problems4and 5 differrfrom each other only
in the b-vector (b5-,.b4),;yeteach Of the codei
examined experienced. mach-maiedifficulty tm
solving problem l'than-inaolVing problem 4. While
the difference in solution times cannot be explained
by the computational results reported, one can con-
jecture that constraint severity (as determined by

m n a
(E (E ))/m in these structured problems has

bi

as pronounced an effect on solution times as do,
thenumber of variables and/or the number of-con-
straints. The results reported in Table 3 are
similar to those reported by Trauth and WoOlsey.
[27, p. 491, Table V7, except that each of the
codes showed. less susceptibility to the large
number of constraints in problem.9 than did the
integer programming techniques they examined.

Fixed-Charge Integer Programming Problems

The fixed-chaige integeeprogramming problems of
HaLdi were formulated aezero-one integer program-
ming problems -by a binary expansion of the bounded
integer variables using the binary procedures
examined, and were treated directly with the
ENUMBER8 program. Each of these problems features
special, constraints which force certain variables
to assume nonzero values if other variables take
on nonzero Values. Despite the small size of these
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Tabli 2

Solution Times forBetarsen'e

Capital Budgeting Problems

Problem
Number

Number of
0-1 Variables

, I

,Number of
Constraints

*
'.,Solution Time

*

..

. RIP3W
SORTED
RIP300 DZIP1 DZLP HOLCOMB

-ENIEIBER8
BALAS

/LIMBERS
NBA

1 6 10 0.050 0.040 0.077 0.040 0.054. 0.054 \0.060

10 '10 6.073 0:077 0.090 0.103 '0.067 0.157 .164

15 10 0.174 0.110 0.340 0.130 0.123 0.490 0.507

4. 10 0.223 0.137 1.727 .0.323 0.537 1.457 1.494

5 28 10 0.383 0.257 '26.030 1.770 8.407 5.084 5.354'

.

39
D. 5 1.706 0.947 46.984 2.337 35.343 10.430 11.464

50 Si 3.587 2.780 -150
*

15.917 150* 29.167' 31.360 .

. ..

Number of Problems in Which -
r

S Optimal Solution Was Pound -,
- 6 7 . 6 7 7

and Verified i

. .

' .
'

Average Ablution n Time
for Problems Solved .588 .621 12.541 2.946 7,422 6.691 7.200

.

*Indicates optimal solution was not found within allotted time.of 150 seconds

ILI 3701168 CPU time, in seconds '
***

Indicates all cf. lave beenimultip/isd by 10 is this version of the problem in order to have'all c3-Valuas in

integer fsma(to maks a valid compariscci between computer codes).

problems (in terms of the number of original inte--
ger variables and number of constraints), they are
quite often difficult to solve using known
approaches. 'Solution times for eachof the fixed-
charge problems using each of the programming.
codes investigated are-shown'in.Table 4.

The lowest mean execution time an this.series of
problems. was recorded by DZI.P, followed"byj
ENUMBE14usinthe.minimum branch augmentation-

then by,SCHTED,RIP3OC,B1P30C;-HOLCOMB,
DZIP1, anciENUMBER8-usini-BALAS'_rdle .aug-
mentation. The pdre biOaryprogramming:pro
cedures not employing any forM of lidear_pro-
gramming to fathom partial.Solutions generally.

.

showed a larger increase in computation times
as the number of variables in a problem,in7'.-
creased, than did their.LP-based counterparts.
Also, the ENUMBERS program with the BALAS aug-
Mentation rule was not generally very effective
in solving these, problems.

It, is interesting to compare the results in Table
4 with tile integer programming results of Trauth
and Woolsey C27, p. 490, Table III] on.this
series of problems. Problems 1-4 and 7-8 are
quite similar, differing primarily in the value
of the b-vector and the value of the "fixed-
charge.'! While the codes. RIP30C,-DZIP1 and,

HOLCOMB each record similar computation times, for
problems' within each of thesetwo groups and a .

marked difference in computing times-between the.
'-'two groups, all were able to solve the problems
in a reasonable amount of iime.;.04.the fiVe
integer programming techniqUesexamined by.Trauth,
andWoolsey, only one Was'able'.to solve. -all of
these problems within the number of iterations. :

'allowed. Considering the difference in operating
speeds of,the,conputers used:, it.would;appear that
problems 1-4 were doIvedin:lesa time by integer
-programming.. However, all binary programming
codes were-able:tosolve each of'.the fixed-charge

_problems, and each showed far less variability
.

in solution time between the two groups of. prob-
lems, 1 -4 and:7-8. .

In order- to compare'the direct approach of
. Trotter and Shetty. with a binary expansion of
the integervariables and a.pure zero-one approach,
the fixed'charges and the right hand sides for the
problems listed in Table 4 were multiplied by 10
and then by 100. For the binary procedures, this
resulted in a maximum preen size Of 71 variables;
for the integer approac*fthis simply resulted in'
increasing the bounds on 'the variables, d4.
Summary results on these larger problems Are
presented in Table 5. ;.Dne-to.the superiority of
the minimum branch rule iri.,,:the ENUMBER8 program
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Table 3

Solution Times for IN(

Test Problems of Heidi

r.-Problem
NUMber.

-Number of
0-1 Variables

-,,

Numbdir of
'Constraints

Iti It
Sr Solution Time-

- .

-.

BMOC
SORTED
NTP3OD

_

.. HoLanai
ENUNBER3

- BALAS
ENuMBER8

:t1MR

1
4-

2

3

4 ,

***
9

21

21

20

30

30

7

7 -
-
-e

3

15

15

50.

4

0.294

0:280

0.064

'2:947'

11.286

3,890

-

'0.466

0.373

0.46

. 4.150

12.154

4.052 :

0.4
0.594

,

0.697

36.170

150
*

1.604

g, 186

0.213

0.056

0.213

14.783

4.223

,0.407

0.353

0.090'

'102.437

150
*

1.127,
_

0.320

0.647

0.784._

2.384

.-

277.440

28.830-

0;226

0.420

0.603

: .0.903 .

10.133

11:656

Smeary

Measures

Number of Problems in Which
Optimal SolurionWes.Fnund.
and Verified - .

.--L

-

-..

- -

.
.

...1

,,
. ....

,

Average Solution Time
dr*

for Pr obl ems Solved
3.127 3.550 7.874 3.196 26.883 10:068. 3.990

*Indicates optimal solution was not found within time limit of 150 seconds
se*

IBM 370/168 CPS time, La -Seconds.
.***

If one sol;res the version of this problem es reported by Deldi and by Trauth and Woolsey, the optimia
solution is Z-8. If, however. st5.10 1 and *15. 10 7 0, then'the solution reported by Heidi and by

Trauth and.Woolsey'(E - 9) is correct.

in solving the original version of these probl ma,
this was the only alSernative investigated for
these larger problems.

Again DZLP'recorded the lowest, execution times
for both problem sizes, and.in general, those pro-
cedures not using any form oflinear -programming
began to experience significant difficulty in
solving these typesofprobfeMs when the number
of variables in the problem increased beyond 30.
It is also interesting that the use of. a: binary
expansion for the integer variables when used. with
a procedure employing linear programming to'
fathom partial l-solutions generally, resulted in
as low if not..lowetxecution tithes for this
group of problemsthpn did 1:direct. treatment of
the integer variables'. The differences. in recor-
ded execution timeslire, of Course,. a, function
of both differences in computerprogramming -

decisions aswell as aAifference in algorithmic
.

approaches developed.°--.

Summary Observatiofis

The. computational experience described-iothe pre-
vious section reveals the efficacy Of certain
improvements to the basic Dalasian algorithm as
impletented by computer programs supplied by the
authors of theses mprovements. Any evaluation of :

these modifications-is necessarily confounded with
the prOgramming decisions made to implement each
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improvement, as weU as with the programming deci-
sions made regarding the coding of the basic
algorithm. Neverthcs, the data. does indicate
that certa improvements do indeed accelerate-
convergence on certz-l.n categories of-problems:
The data further provides direction for the user
of these techniquen for .solving certain zero-one
and, integer programming problems by-existing, non-
proprietary computer programs,2 and provides a

-.Yardstick for"assessingthe relative worth.Of
prOprietary programs based upoWtheir cost. Addi-
_tionally, the data suggests certain avenues which
might be explOred in developing future improve-
ments to,known,enumeratiOn approaches, some of
whichllave'already appeared in the openliterature:'

--
Improvements to Exist ing Techniques

With the exception of perhaps the allocation pr6b-
lems, it appears that any reduction in computation
time which could be achieved through the use of
integer arithmetic is more than offset by the. use
of real arrays used in conjunction with an L.P.
routine to accelerate convergence. This is evi-
denced by-the lower overall computation times
recorded by SORTED RIP3OC, RIP30C and DZI.P. It .

would appear, therefore, that any improvement made
in the method of solving the imbedded linear pro-
gram would have the effect of significantly reduc-
ing solution times. Geoff7ion and Marsten rl13
discuss an improved-RIP3W which incorporates 125
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: Table 4 '.

SolUtion Tines. for. Plied Cbarge'Problene of Saadi

Problem
Number

Number of
0-1 Variables .

. Number of -,
Constreints

volution Time*

_

RIP30C
SORTED
RIP30. ICIP1 DZLI, '' 1COM

ENUMER8
?OR

. .

. 1

2

' '3

4

7

8

9

10

.

11

12

A,
22

23

15

30

,...

- . 4 . .

4

4

4-

4

4

6

10

0.110,

0.110

3141.150
,

0.107

0.760

'1.173-

0.140'

1.310

. ..

.0.103

0.137

0.197

0.100

0.440

0.820

0.130

1.783

',0.090

*0.20i-

0.344

0.166

0.894

1.340

d' 1.454

4.537

0.063

0.653

0.100

0.053

0.360

0.340

0.126

0.647

0.067

0.053

0.057

0.053

0.510

0.890

0.060

: 4.970
.

:

0.07

-0.167k

0.267

0.314

7.560

8.421

0.907

10:360

0.044

'.0.080

0.114

p.140

0.407

'0.527

0.564

0.814

4

6.

Summary'

.

-

ileasures

.

Nuieber of Problems in Which
Optimal Solution Was Pound

.N.,
and Verified

8 8
.

.

.8 8

.

8

Average Solution Tinik'
for Problems Solyed 0.483 0.444 ;1.129

.

6.218 0.833 3.508 0.336

*ISM 370/168 CPU time, in seconds

Table 5

Mean Solution. Times for Larger
c

Baldi Fixed Charge Problems

Modificat.:.or,

to Original
Problem

Mean Solution Time
*

RIP30C
SORTED
RIP30C DZIP1

..)

. DZLP
,

HOLCOMB
. ENUMMER8

MBR

b
i
and F

ij
multiplied
by 10

.

'1.320 1.374 .6.611

.

.

0.840 7.445

.

1.099

.,.

b and F
, i . ij

multiplied
by 100

.

.

.

2.836

.

35.018
t

.

2.775

..

'10.24**-

.

5.366

IBM 370/f68 CPU time, in seconds)
0pt4msoldtion found and verified in only 5 of 8 problems
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(among other changes) a dual linear, programming
subroutine with column.generation:which is purpor-
tedly more efficient than the explicit inverse-
revised simplex method available in the current
-version of RIP30C4. Given the current state-of-
the-art in enumeration programming, it seems safe.
to conclude that any improved program will neces- -
sarily incorporate some type of an imbedded LAO.
routine,, although the choice of the actual L.P.
routine is moreopen to question. It is worth
mentioning in this cannection that the problem
which led to thd discovery that DZLP may' on
occasion return a "no feasible'solution" when the
first call to the L.P. returns the optimal zero-
one solution was solved in substantially less time
by RIP30C with the Clasen L.P. routine than by
DZLP.

-In general, solution times were lower for the pro-
grami.which use a starting solutiAn.,leminedby
solving the continuous version of theierlia-one.
Problem bflinear programming. and then rounding

't.this_solue,ion. Subsequent testing with both RIP-
30C'and D4P on the Petersen capital budgeting
problems using a null starting vector and a'roUnd-
ed L.P. solution revealed the general efficacr:.oe
initializing the implicit enumeration algorithm
with other than 'a vector of zeroes. This would
tend to substantiate Salkin's [23] contention
that a good initial solution can significantR .

reduce the length of the search and would further
:14'sUggest that otner initializing,sdhemes be

;:',..eXamined. Byrne and ?rail [3]d.laVe-rePorted-suc-
cess in this area, and the use-of,a heuristic
starting procedure such as' the "effective gra-
dient" procedure of,Senju and Toyoda [25] also
investigated by Wyman [31] shows promise both for
initializing the implicit enumeration algorithm
and for providing a good initial bound on:the
objective-function value for capital .budgeting
type problems.

Although less convincing than the general efarcacy
of employing LP-based routines, the data for the
problems examined tend to indicate that the use of
a binary expansion for the integer variables may
be as effective' as treating the integer `variables
directly, as least within the- context of impli-
Citienumeration. Naturally; the differences in..
results reported is confounded with differences in
programming decisions 'made to implement each,of
the algorithms described..

Special Problem Structures.
r-.

Integer and binary programming prOblems. with
"special structpres" are currently .being solved',
in a modest amount of,compUtation time for prob-
leMs involvinga few.hundred,variablies. .Thangavelu
'aad-Shetty [26], for,example, have deVeloped a
speCial purpose enumeration procedure for solving
a'binary foiMulation of.the assembly line balancing
problem, and quote impressive results,-: Their pro-
cedure has been generaliZed to the project and job-
shop sequencing problem by Patterson and Roth [20],.
and again good results have been reported. Thus,
it is possible that pecial purpose procedures:
will, in the future, replace general purpose
afgdrithmson special types of problems-as more'
knoweldge is gained in solving these special
structure problems.

Predicting the Time Required for Problem Solution

..One of the more important formulations (by appli-
'cation)of binary programming is the capital -:
budgeting problem. Although these types of prob-
lems do possess a fairly predictable structure
(dense matrices,positive aii's, etc.) it is not

.a structure which is easily exploited. -Interest
thus centers on whether solution times'can be
predicted as 6 fUnction of variables other than n;
the number of yariables in a problem. The, experi-
ence ,gained in sofving the IBM' problems of Section
III suggests that constraint severity as measured.

,y the "amount _of slack present in a constraint" -

can influence the time required for problem

_Nine sets .of ten capital budgeting Problems were
computer'generated. Each set contained 50,102
or 175 variables and 20 Constraints (this would
correspond to,a planning horizon of 5 years of
4 quarters each, or 20 years of one year each,
etc.) Coefficients for the problems were senerated
randomly such that problemS44ithin 'a set had
similar A matrices, but betweensees differed in
the variability. in c: and bi values. The eloblem
generator is_More fuilr.desoribed in Ference L6].
-An attempt was t

'1:.problems with th
:''These. results a e summarized in Table 4." In
general, tllose problemS possessing the higher
variability in hi values (for similar A-matrices)
were solved in significantly less-computation,.
time than those with less variability; Stbsequeht:
experimentsuith capital budgeting problemi with.
11-75 variables indicated the most significant-
variable.in predicting solution time over the
range of problem sizes examined.was a%variar;ce
measure of constraint severity.given by

made to solve the generated
sorted version of RIP30C.

m n

((E a ) - X sEv) 2)
= m

i=1 j=1 b.

where SEV =

m 'n

(E ( E ail)) 4 m
j=1 bi .

The R-squared values. in the regression models.'
developed were on the order of 0.88, indicating
it is possible to identify classes of and charac-_.
teristics of problems which are likely amenable
to solution with implicit enumeration techniques.

Conclusion
Pure binary and integer programming problems were
Input to five different computer codes, each of
whicli incorporates various modifications and
improvements to the basic Balasian algorithm.
The bverall conclusion is that the surrogate con-
straint concept developed by Geoffrion and pro7
grammed into RIP30C and the dynamic origin con-
cept of Salkin and Spielberg are the most effec-
tive of the imprOvements examined i5 although oth9r
improvements were often effective on some problems.
The effects.of determining good initializing
solutions were discussed, and suggestions for
incorporating other improvements into zero-
one integer programming routines weie made. The
results reported tend-to show that certain .

A
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Tlble 6 ' .

lieenSOlution,TIMes*:Requiredtb Solve Randomly Generated Capital: Budgeting Problemt

. \.

'Numbei-of-Variablea---
- . ,. .

w------- - --50---
'

.
.

---7 77' -1007-7"7"7"
,.

4-..-175-c

Vail.0111.P.Y:1

c - vanes.
S -

High
.''..

:High:. '' High

Variability; In
- values .

.1. . .

.

-. High High. High LJW Hip.: liiigh.
.

7*
Mean:Solution l'ime ,..

Ten Pioblems':.
.

1' 37.36
7
'2.146

,

36.49
i

L.689 '150 22.78 -'-'150,
--... .

9:947: '-.38.:89:°

* .
. .

IBM/3701168 CPU time,:,in seconds

Indicates 'no prefaess were 'solved within time. limit of 150 seconds7per problem..

types of pure-integer programming problems

may be amenabletb solution by zero -one integer
programming ..Y
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the preparilion.Of this paper. The anonymous.0,

. referee provided several suggestions:useful
revising the manuscript, as wel1,4'the fell6ing
detailed comments:.

. :.1. The special typet of cuts employed in the
Lemke- Spielberg code "(DZIP1),,although termed'
Comory, cuts by the :authors, are -not the same as

those traditionally-referenced in the literature
as Gomory Cuts., and used in solving the general
IP problem. (cutting planes)..

2., The original use of the generalized origin
teChnSeigp is due to Spielberg; 'Plant Location
with Generalized Search.Origin, Management Science;
.Vol. 16, No. , (November 1969), pp..165-178

.

One final comment made by the anonymous referee. .
'was that the paper "probably is not up;tc--date
the sense. that all promising., new approaches are
included.": The intent of' the investigatiqn was to

:evaluate various "depth-first-search" appreaches
for solvingthe.binary ancltfie bounded integer' °-
programming problems using computer. software, '5
(FQRTRAN programs) supplied by the originator of

the algorithm evaluated. Within the restrictions
ofthe techniques evaluated and the general
availability of software for implementing the
techniclUes, the paper'Probably"is fairly up-to-
datc.elthough certain other search strategies may
offer mare promise in obtaining solution's rapidly./

Hopefully, the comput/tional experience reported
.herein can be used as a yardstick for assessing-
the"proMising nevApprezhes".'for:solving
binary and'bounded.ineger programming, problems.

footnotes

1.. Inveitigations of the efficacy ofverious
eathematical,progra6ing algorithms for other than
ehe,binaryprogramming problem have recently
appeared in the open literature.. 'A computational
-investigation of the "pure-integer" Programming
problem, .for example, is reported by:Trauth, and

Woolsey [27]. 2ionts'has,recently performed
some empirical...teats of the criss -cross method

of linear programming [32]. tknd Braitsch compares
four quadrnie programming:aigoritha in a 1972
paper [2].

2. Each of the programs examined herein is
available throughOTARE or RANT) Corporation
at a very modest (usually mailing) cost;,
3. the improved RIP30C.was not available for
testing..

4. Geoffrion .a private communication) reporte
solving capital budgeting problems involving more
thaW two-hundred variables with the improved
RIP3OC:

5, Each`of the cotputeecodes.examined requires
'61t:tertain input .parameters be set- to
the'd!fection 'of the search:and the search strategy
employed. Hence any conclusions made regarding
the:efficacy of the variOusapproaches.should be
made in light of the version actually examined.
Extreme care was. exercised in determihing the
strategy,:to:he followed; author's recommendations
were usually adopted.. However, it is .Possible
that a given approach'coUld.record lower:aolution:
times on:a-givenclass:ofproblems.using,a variant-
Of the. solution strategyIxamined.
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.Abstract

I

This Taper presents the results of an
experiment to determine the relationship
betWeen'parameters which can'be used to describe
linear programs and standard measures that can.'
be.Uied to detcribe the performance of the

711mplex'algoriihm.: Thetestproblems sregener-
ated by LPGENR, a fortran subrnutine that gener-
ates linear programs, and solved by MPS /360.
Pinblems.vary in size fram.50 rows and,100
columns to 150 Mows:300 columns and 50 upper
.bounds'with varying densities and solution
characteristics. Correlations and least-squares.
fits'are calculated..todetermine the relation
:between parameters and performance measures:-
Several,unusual relationships. are reporte.

Several experimentatitudies in linear
-,:....programming.'have.appeare&in,the.literattire

.

[11, [2, bUtmuCh oftheexperi-"
mental' workjs unpubllAbed and is .trinsmitted.

sa-folklOrk..FOr.exiMPree-it,is_often stated''..
'thatthe number of iterations:it between'one'and
:Ehreetimes the- number cf.rOWs. Thii:Studywas.. .7
initiated' toexamine the,meIationship between
severaLparaMetera including some often quoted
onesand.some performance measures of,the

..

At the same time tbeIoertor4ance of
. LPGEM(see'[31) could .be examined. 744

.2- So.ftriste.

LPGENR see [3] and [8]) is a fortran sub-
routine system which generates LP pioblems,with-
prespecified characteristics and'a known optimal
solution using a pseudo-randomnumber generator.
Options allow the parameters to be passed or
generated with 'a specified range. Fdrther,
output may be c tained in several forms includ-
ing MPS card lima e.formit. A brief description
of the algOrithM or:gene'rating the-problems is
given'in,opendix

.

---.The:ghntrated problems were solvedUsing

INM1s,MPS/360 with no default changes On'the_
1,&.I8M-360/65Under the.OS/MVT operating system.

. This laterprovedito be a problem since the

.-IECLOCKSW-SwitCh.wsirOn.. This switch causesan

.ZNYERTdethand'tO be contiolied by the wall clock.
sinCe the operating syStem is OltiprOgrammed,
reinversion was-performed more frequentfy.ban
desired; sometimes. only three iterations apart
andin a manner not completely predictable. About
16 problems were rerun Snd.are presented in the

appendix.

The statistical analysit was performed:by
.the Statistical Analysis System (SAS)Jsee.[7])..-4:

..,.

.

'3._EXperimant .

. The parameters chosenfor study were: -tiat.
number of rows varying,fram 50 to 150,-the number
of columns varying fram-.100: to:300,7theMatrfx
density varying from about .40 to ,A4, the number
of. upper bounds varying from -,0.. fohalf the number

.."of-raas Further, various prOb a; types were
iincluded that definedtheche'raCteristics of the
optimal solution.. -

The optimal solutiOn'Characteristics for
-this study can be divided into threeclasses:.
the type of optimal- solntion,. thi-slie of the,

/reduced,costa at optimality, and the:number af
variables at their upper bound.; There:were:three

_optimal solution types: degenerate, unique with
all basic variables greater than zera, 'and alter-
native. For degenerate solutions the number of.
basic' variables at zero was set to be twenty-ftme
per6ent of the 'number of rows.- -'F'or alternative
\optimal solutions he number ot.fitlnbasiepolumns
with

c
reduced.costs of iero-wai-set to be ten

percent of the number of rows. The- magnitude of
thereduced costaof nonbasic,CnIumns at optimal--'
ity are specified by Multiplying the objective
Coefficient 'which would produce a zero redUced
cost by the factor, I.-r where r is a unifotm
random variable over the `interval 0 to either 0.1,
0.5 or 1.0.. The number of variables at bound in
the optimal solution as set to be half the
namber of upper bounds.

-All other input parameters fotLPGENR were
'held:constant. Each. Problemwas'a-maximization
Ywith all. equality 'rows. The nonzero entries in
the constraint matrix were uniformly distributed
'between -2 and 10; the-optiMal nonzero primal and
-dnalsolution valuesfram WhichAhecost row and
righthand side are generated were uniformly

--distributed between 0 and 20; all 'I.slues were
rounded tothe nearestinteger.w



The-performance7measures retorded foi each
test- problem were the .number of phase one itera-
tions,.. the CPU time olg the execution, step and .

the percent by lohih lhe generated optimal value' :

deviated from the calcillited optimal..value. The
CPU time includes a. modest amount of time for
setting up the problem.

It was hypothesized that preblems in which..
qqnbasic variables at optimality had large
reduced costs would solve faster since the

optimal columns might:be easier farthe algorithm
to choose. Also, probleMs with alternative
'optimal s olutions.woulii be easier to find *since
the algorithm 'need only_find one from many. It
is obviouthat thedensity has an effect on the
number' of computations,' but'-little has . been said

concerning its' effect on the number .of iterations.

. 4.- ResUlts
.

:

total of 239 problems were solved and-the.
'results re listed appendix, two; In 29 cases;
toler;;,- ecksmade after reinversiom Caused
the.al to terminate. In all but three
cases, e 'can be Secognized by a nonzero
value in the last column, of the ,tabl.e, In five,
cases (two of the-five .are replications) indicated ,4

by a * in ehe table, the solution- was tact
op timal bu t in each Case the -slim 'of' infeas ibil-

itieawas zero and-several degenerate pivots were
taken before- problem was declared 'infeasible
after the tolerance eliet21- Some problems, that
were rerun after tolerance cheeks-declared them.

infeasible, :cantInced.paised 'the,point Where. they
were previously terminated after reinversion and

-SubseqUently,theoptimal solaion was found and
declared .si sUel.(4ndicating 'that in a sense the

_-f-psoblem_iS.-seTrcorrecti

Least squares. ".fits and correlation .coeffi

-eients were calculated for the SU anc.100: row
problem. Ghat -,reaChed:.the 'optimal: .7salutiOn: The
probleMkOith .15Q constraints were nom -InciUded
in these -_calCulations ,on.1y, three reachecl-
op t imal tt4( and the others-encountered Iitinterical.

problems. The correlation coeffiCients:are'Listed
. in table one. Least. squares: fits were Calculated.
- With7phas," I 'iterations, phase II iteritians;
Coral 'and CPU time as dependent'
'variables. The' ealculationa_mre presented for
CPU time but not discussed' because of the wall
clock reinversion demand :' All fits wereforced

-Tto have a zero intercept.- The results, are
presented in tables rwo; three, four and, five.
The values in each row are the least squares :
c'o effic iemt : 61 the independent variableand

standard error of 'the coefficient. The last
.three variables are the coefficients 'for- the
,.- degenerate, unique .and _alternative op t inaL

-solutions whiCh were created as dummy variables.

eo the4it, .had a coefficient of 1..5: and the
.

density had a large negative coefficient.
.

: - _

Uhenphia.a4;One iterations` is the dependent
variable the three variables contributing most
to the fit are, in order, the number of rows,
the number of columns,..and the-density.. The.

number of rows is more,- important in explaining.

Phase one iterations. since the criteria is 'simply
to find. 4 feasible 'solution. Again the der ityr
produces a negative influence.

When phase two i rations' is the dePe5dene,
variable,. the three iabLesconiributidt most

f to te. fit- in . order ; the' number of- columns,:

the density and the 'number of upper bounds.
Surprisingly" the number,of rows has a megative
Moefficient, 'but'contributes very -little to thefit indicating that:, its .efect is virtusily _

negligible. The major Part, of the explanation
is due to the -number of tolUmns and the desity
which again.shoWs up negative. -

Although- the. dummy. variables that represent
the types of ATtimal solution. are -not among the
variables coulributing most to the. fits, it is
interesting. to note. some general trends,

. When
coMparing the three solution types it .is per-
haps easiest to consider the.-differences between
the eoefficients'-- --.111.eaeh. fit:using iterations
the difference between the -cOeffiCients, for
degenerate and either unique or alternative -
solutions indicates that degenerate solutions -.
require more 'iterations than either Ludique
alterna t ive !op tiMal solutions ,

. When total iterations is the dependeht
.

variable, the three variables contributing most
to the fit are, in'order. the number of columns,
the .number of rows and the density. The -coeffi-
cient of the number of rows 'ii 2.09 which is"

consistent with folklore. The number of colulans,
the independent variable which contributed most

DiSCUSSiOd of ':dhle .Risults

.

.

The most surprising results concern the
'reduced cost perturbation and the, densie?!' The:;
different :reduced perturbations 'pratuCed virtu=
ally o'effect on any of the 'performanCeMeasures
in any.of the statistical calculations: :Another
surprising result is the negligible effect -of
the number of rows on- phase two iterations, ,-

. .

/ .

. Althou the- density 13ad a positive
influence: on CPU, time; it produced, a negative. :

effec t 'ton the iteration measures.:.. flaat

lower density' pro*ems required. more . it tians
than problems -witleiligher density. A pro lem
with. lower density. 'cOuld,resul t in -moreld net:7
atepivotg. The increased iterationawhen; ;.-40

problems have degenerate optimal solutions could
also -be the result of. a greater athount. Of degen-
erate pivots on the way to the optimum. Both
of these speculations support the-folklore that..
degenerate problems -oftenrequire.more itera-
tions. .

.

To our knowledge the first. studY_
that has :'attempted' to .ccinsider- the- joint effect
of a number Of parameters. A question not
answered by this study is -how generated problems
compare- to real world problems.. One conclftion
that can be made is that the generator can, be
specified to create problems that confuse the
algorithm. For example, the problems that were

_ declared infeasible when they were optimal.:,

,
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CortAlation'Coeffintents

. ;}umber ai rows
-number f columns

f4 number bounds
1_ . density'

reduc It perturbation

Phase..1

iterations

.34

.13
-..38

..02

Phise Total- : CPU

iterations iterations time

-.31 :13

:85 .66.

.10

-;20. -.33.
-.01' -00 4

f

.35

t.12

.01'

,00-

pependent variable: phase. one iterations-

R2 sot .93
, ..

.

independint variable -: coeff: std. err.

number, of. rows ...2.31' 0.16 -.

mbar -Nof:Colunas. . 0.55. -, '41044
nuMbe6of'_pper.bounds. '-.. -0..14:. -0.20

density, '' .-'.. : ..- ':":31:5

i'educed cob4-.TerAurbation:, 2:13: 8.82
degenerate optimum'-; ' -24.8

'
18.,8 ''..

unique : :-56.7 18.4-,

11,teinative:oitimmii.,, -43.1: . -: 18.7

table one

r

r.

Dependent vArliable: pliAse two iterations

R .91

independent variable.' coeff:

number of.rawA.
number-of doDulia' .

.

r boundsnumber of uppe 0.3/71,'
.

. ,

density. -106
reduced cost perturbation --2,90
degenerate optimum
unique optimum
alternative optimum-

table:three.-table-64'7

Dependent variable:

4 '

total iterations

Independent variable
number of rows
tummber:of columns
number of upper bounds

reduced Coat-pertUrbatimft. -0.76
'degenerate optimum . -22.1%

-.unique optimum .
-71.6

-Alternative. optimum -63.6

-

.93

coeff.
2.09

1.30
0.18

-296

Dependent variable: CPU time

R2 .84

. . . .

std. err... independent variable
0:26 numbernfraws'!...-

_

0.07 ' number-of columns
0.31 number of. Upper bounds .: 0.009
49.8 density- . . ... 106

13.9 reduced cost pertdrbation 2/.89
29.81.- degenerate optimum '' =160'

'' 29.2:r unique-optimum -177
29.6 , 'V alternative 7optimum -159'

e

0.03
0.14
22.8:
6.37

13.6
13.3

13.5

coeff. std. err.

2.27 0.18
0.60 0:05

0.21

34.2
9.57
'20.4
20.0
20.2

table five
.`"
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Appendix One-

.

LPGENR Algorithm for
Generating Linear Programs

Gien the f011oWing'linear program.,

MaX (Mt
Ax b.. A is m by n'
0 x d

.

-LPGENR generates c, A, b and dsas fo1lows:.
step 1: Ginerate x*> 0, in optimal -solution

and: (u v *) > 0; optimal set of
'multipliers. A degenerateoptimal
solution will have more than nom
'variables in x* at 0; a unigile ,optimal

solution. will have e:cactly &variables
greater: than zero; al oPtiraar'solution

With alternative optlia. will have more
than ,m variables greater 'than zero.

Michaels-; -W.-M.' and. R.-P.-0 ' .

Mathematical -Program& Geneiator,"' presented
at the Oil.SA/TDIS Mettttig, 'cltiaagO'a Ill
Aprils 30, 1975.

"Mathematical Programming System/360'- Version
2,6 IBM Corporation. White Plains, 'N.Y..;
G1120-0476-2 1968.-

-Ross_; D.. Klingmen7iwit-A.: Napier. 1"A-..4"
Computational Study o5 -the Effects-of
Problem Dimensions on-Soliit,iort
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6e Wolfe, P. and .' Cutler._ "Experiments in
Linear Programming, ", Recent Advances in
Mathematical Programming, eds. ;Graves and
,Wolfe, McGraw Rill, N.Y.; 1963, p.
177-201.

7.: Service, JoloPne-. "A User's,-Guide to the'
Statistical Analysis. System," Dept. of

- Statistics, North Carolina State Univ.;
Raleigh, North: Carolina, I972.

Step-2:" for j =.'1 to a
v*>0, d x*

if vl wO, x;i1 (1 4 URV[O, .53)

step 3:- for-i,,W,1: to m-and j w 1 to n
if URVEO, 11.5 ?density, aii = URVt -2,10]
otherwise, a41 w 0 .

. Michaels, W. M. and R. P. O'Neill.. "User's
Guide for LPGENR," Dept.. of- Computer Science,
LSU,-1B.aton- Rouge, LA, April; 1975:

for j_= 1 to n
if x*"). 0, c u*A + v*Iif x* - 0, cj w (u*A + v*)(14URNTO

'
where + is`determined by the sign Of
u*A' f v* and t 'is 'the reduced cost'

perturbation.

URVte,fjis a uniform pseudo random number
between e and f.
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NUMBER-OF-ROWS HUMBER- OF COLUMNS NUMBER OF -UPPER 8CUNDS

100 100

T ......
.

REDUCED CPT:- ITERATIONS. ..PERCENTCOST. 'SOLN. DEVIATICNDENSITY PERJURE.' TYPE PHASE 1. -PHASE 2 TOTALISC)..;FaC04 CPTIMUK......
0.080.08.
0.08

0.10.5
1.0

1
1

'0.17 : 0.1, 1

0.17017 0.5
1.0 /

-.I'0.33 0.1 , 1,,
.... 0.33 ' 0e,5 10.33 , 1.0 I ,0 .1/8 3.1 0 -.e-0.03
0.38 1:5

1.0
.0
0

''..
.0.17 . Q.1 00.17- - "."04.5 o0.17 1.0 00.33 0 00.33 0.5 0 .< ` 0.33 '4;0-0.5 0

0 .3.3 1 C 0 .
. 033 '.12,--..

1 eC 0
9. 0.08 0.1: 2

3 0.090 ca 01
0 e5

2
2,

.

0.08 1.0 20.17 0.1 2_0.17 0.5 2 .0.17 1:0 .f, 2 -0.33 Del. -: 2 .
. . 0-.33 0.50.33i 1.0 . .2

.........
165 0 1.65 59.3 -,0.0165 C '165 65.1-1 C0 .4..:165 / 0 .165. 64.6 . .0:0.180 ' 0 18.0 93.3. 00180 03 tell 94.9 0.0180 0 1110 93.5 Ce0187 C 187 112.7 0.0187 .. A 87 . . 143.5 . 090-- 1e7 - 148.1 0.0165 ,'' ..8 .. .173,. 59.6- 0.0166 - .13 - 179; . : 61.9 0.0165 . -. 7 172 -59.6 0.0 ....

186 ,),, 6 192 103.5 .01.0 :-..
(...M.,1436.. C. 7 1-93,...:-- 120.1 0.0 :

186 0.0 . . ) .176 C - 176 139.9
7 193 105.4

0.0. 4C -"I0 : '129.15 0.0 'I* '175 175 -

ri65 lc "' '176 1 . 36,42 . ' g:21.. : .4)
.176 a ' :.. 176 140;44 0.0 it .-1.

C 175 12846

A 181 -, 5 . 186 55.5 1.80164' C.. 164 59.7 O.Q. -4.-164 0 . 164. , 60.8 ' 0 0.,',. 164 C 164 59.4 0.0179 0 179 112.6 '0.0 le..179 ° C. . 179 92.8 110.0 ..- 7-.
'179- ,I79 117.1 0.0

- 163 C 163 142.9 0.0.163 C 163 146.8 0.0
163 0 163 144.8 0.0

NUMBER OF ROWS NUMBER OF COLUMNS NLAIBER.DE,UPPER BOUNDS

r '

a

, -i(jo

REDUCED CPT.
COST SOLN.

.DENSITY ' PERJURE. TYPE

.:c, 0' 08 0.i. 10.08 . 0.5 10:08. 110 1
. 0. 17 0.1 10.5 t' 1

.) -:. g:.1; 1.0
0.1'

. 1
1i 0.33

t. .0.33 0.5 10.33 . 1.0 1

0.08 0.1 C
0.08 . 0.6,1 .

..,_ --008' 0.5 0
., 0.08 1.0 ,

.0(0.'17 0.1 O..' O f7 0.5,
0.1,7 1.0. 0 ...>.0.33' 0.1
0'633 1 .' '0.5 ' 0 ',0.33 -1.10.

100. ,9-
. .

',I. TERATIOS , :'"Cill! PERCENT
,

N
2": ;TIME DEVIATICNPHASE 1 PHASE. 2 TOTAL +(SEC) FRCP OPTIMUM

147 8 155 -60.3 0.0147 9 156 0.0147
58.7

13 :..... 160 65.7 0.0
176_ 21; 197 - '114.0 0.0 ,.177 . , 7'.. 484 96.9 0.0
176.
17'7 ' '

7
c 182' 100.8

183' 13-6.2 0.1.0
0.0

17.7 3 180 118. 0.0176, 9 185 166.1 0.0149 152 0.0.. '8 '0.0155, . 58.6
'.-1.47 .14 161 56.6 -- 0.0147 7 1.54. 52.3 00.0.4.62 l' 9 171 . . 92.6 0.0 .162 13 175f, 107.7

.00400- . .7.- 162 '12 174 . 90.2163' 8 171' 125.2' 0.0.163 . 12 175 1.251- 0.0 ,163 0.05' - .172 '119.2
. .

NUMBER OF ROWS NUMBER OF COLUMNS .'NUMBER OF UPPER BOUNDS
.. .

. -A
, 100 200-

,-..-- . .
..-"- --1-REDUCED, CPT 0., ' 17,ERAT /CINS ' 'CPU ... FERCEN'TCOST SOLN ,,.'74INE. DEVIATICNDENSITY PERTURe TYPE PHASE I PHASE 2 TOTAL-7;4'58C) FROM OPTIMUM'.

r... y "' --":".
411'-'4 + 0204. '0 qv liai 0 ' '" 436 '''' 142 578. 225.4 0.0c0.04' -1 :0- .- 0 ..., 436 ,.13C 566.- 217.7 0.0.-

.

.
...). . 0.08 . 0.1 0 468 156 .624 46843 0.00.08 1.0 '0 468 178 646 471.7 0.0 .0.04 0.1, 2 361 ' 64 425 ::. 165. Q.05 '0.04 1.0 -'2 361. 27 .386 1522 1.85

0.00''88 0.1
1.0' : 2
0.1 .Ck 2 . 397 lir 7C 467 363.1

361 40 65 . 426 162.1. 0.48 +
0.08 ... 0.08 -. 0.1 2 397 91'- 488 382.1 0.0 -10.08 1.0 2 397 ,,,- 85 . 482 377.4' 0.0

.
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DUMBER OF NUMBER QP.COLUNNSmili.Memalm..or .... ... .
. :

NUMBER OF uPPER-BOU4DS

100 200 - 50

REDUCED OPT.. . ITERATIONS' \0 CPU . PERCENTCOST ; SOLN TIME.' DEVIATION'DENSITY PERTURB. TYPE PHASE _1 PHASE ,2 TOTAL. 'iSEC1' FROM OPTIMUM.-, ----. ---, ----004 a.1 . .0 .- .. :. .. 385 ,204 .-0.04 . . 0.1 0
0'.04 . 1.0,, a ._.00.08 0.1 '0 . .0.08 , .1.0 , 0: ._0.08 0 00.04 0.1. 2:0.04. , 0.1 2, 2850.04.... ... it .0 . 2 285 1330.00 3..1':-. 382 1500:0B 1 .0 .382 : 860.08!.. 1.0- ' 2- 382 lei

MINN* mbdi..amb,1

. 385 -9
385 182
421 , 143-

'....: 6.3 :

421 . 41 .
285 : 7-1' .' .

129 .....

.11Pqm dlm
seg. 223.5 0.0394 1-45.8. 0.52567 225.8 -'0.0
584 4030,4.:
484:7<.349:7 1.02462 . 323.5

.356 154.6- , 0.09
:., 414 '176.0 0.0
A18 169..-5 .7" 0 0
5.32 376.6 0.0
468 331..6 0.93
563 .420.0 . 0.0

NumeeR.cre. Rows

: 100

NUMBER OF' COLUMNS

REDUCED OPT
, COST SOLN.

DENSITY PERTURB. TYPE PHAS

300

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.040.04
0.04,

0.1 s 0
1.0 0
1.0 0
0.1 2
0.1 2
1.0, 2

NL:MBER OF UPPER .;BOUNDS

.0

ITERATIONS .. . CPU
TIME

PHASE 2 TOTAL (SEC)

572
. 606.

573
473
473
473

PERCENT .4

DEVIATION '
FROM.FROM. OPTIMUM-

423:
171
250
105
108
248

995 402.1
777 340.3
823 342.5
578 292.2
581 294.0
721 305.5

0.0
.2.90
1.41 f0.73
0.70
0.0

. .s..
F. ...

. .
. ..

. NUMBER OF ROWS- NUMBER OF..COLUMNS... NUMBER OF. UPPER BOUNDS.., . .. .... .....-.............., .......
. .

100

P7PEE;uCED. OPT
COST SOL.N

DEN'S PERTuR'e. TypE.,

0.74
.-"t 7.6.2. -. 0.;_- :.

0.04 .., , 0.1 . -._ Ct. .',...J. 0.04 ,1 ..0 . - ce
. 0:04. . 0.1

- - 0.04- 1.0 '-'7"-s'2

-300-* 50

' . ITERATIONS . CPU PERCENT.
. TI ME DEMI,AT ICN-
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0.32 "H.0.0

. 0.0
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Abstract

Recently; it has been' shown that a ("1 Aga of

penalty function algorithms can readily Be adapt-
ed togenerate-sensitivity-Analysis information
for a large class of Pararetric nonlinear pro-
gramming. problems: .4.,pa particularr estimates of e
theRartial -dliciAratives.. (with respect to the Peob-
lead parameters) of the caq:onentS.of a solution
vector and the optimal value functisn have been
successfully calculated for a minter of nontrivial:-
examples. -.!Ile .approao.h has been'inplemerrted using

, vle1_1 :ktvati Sequential [Won:strained Minimize--
tion Technique (sat) carpilvr program. This:
paper briefly summarizes these results, -presents
additions 'to the computer program that include
a screening device for. eliminating calculations_
-assixriateciwith less important parameters,. and
illustrates the kirstof information can be'
generated by applying the technique as caell-
imam inventory model.

1. ction
Initial

.
nimerical results resulting fran the

implementation oaf: a penalty function techniqUe
".; 'tor obthining sensitivity information in pararne-

teic nFilinear programming Ware given Armacost
and -7.(1974Y.- The v.ork,,is based an the
theory developed by Fiacco and llotorrnick, (1968)
and extended by Fiacco (1973). This paPer reparts
on re.finerrents and extensions of the .conputati
al procedures .implemented' by Armacost and tiklarider

. (1973) and Armacost (1970 using. the SUrIT-.
._. Version 4 executer -Oat with 'the. Icgaritinnicr."

_quadratic loss .penalty fiviction to estimate_ the'
partial- derivatives of the solution. point and the

;.' - 'objective function the deiiVatiVes-
here being taken respect to the specified
piablen paraneter

and second derivatives of the Optimal value func-
tion of the given problera. Additionally, Armacost
and Fiacco (197.6) have applied thegeneral theory
to fang.; ly prove the ,well -known result that, when
the parameters, ale U. right- - hand.. side components.
-of the constraints, the optimal ;Lagrange multi-
pliers give the"gradient of .the optimal value
function (with respect to the parameters).- Further,
it was shown that. the first, derivatives of the
Lagrange multipliers give the dents of the ..
Ressiari,of the optimal value function.; and egolic-,
it formulas 'were developed for the Hessian in

'terms of the problem functions.
In their first report on computational enTer-.

ience, ArneFost and Fiacco (1974) concentrated .

primarily on presenting. stational art:ea
associated with the calculation of the firat der-
ivatives of, a local solution point. 'Tbe.practical
implementahil ity_of the approach was demonitrated.

In a subsequent paper, Arracost (1976) re-
ported_on additional oomputational.eXperience,

.focusing: 901 the 'calculation of, the derivatives of
the optimal value function. and the Lagrange multi-.
'Pliers, also implementing a 'potentially yaluable
refinement that allows forcxrputerize: screening.
for parametda. This paper may be,regarded
as a continuation and anplification of the Azorral-

- .cost paper
"., .

For.ptroblerrs involving a large minter of .
pararreterg, a very large number -of.partial der
.-vatives may be'calculated if one Probeedi indis-
criminately. Ttnis is not only time-consurning,. .

but'Inclarl alsO-'be quite burdensome to a "user wth,
racist ev-a.tate- the over.-ill significance. of the
results. Cie measure 'of the the effect
'6f 7a perturbation on the sollifibel value: It is
quite-pible and often observed h7practice ,
'that 'the optimal objective function value is much
more' sensitive, to a. few of the'.many parameters
preseit. With this in Mind, the' nethrx3. developed
by ArliacoSt and Fiacco (1975) -toest.iniate the
first order- sensitivity of the optimal value tune-
tion -was incorporated in the computer-program to -

Provide ah cpticm'for iSrelimitaty screening ofthe
patarreters to eliminate .further calculations
volying perturbations of parareters having "little"

, effect. on the optirtel value function. (A,user
can 'easily iitrodZice.hi On:Mrcriteria of .

. canoe in this `determination.) ) Osincg the, far-mil as ,
developed by Fiacco. (1973), a second option is
included which .permits- the calculation of the'
sensitivity.oct-imalpc',Enr the TarTramera-mill+irOinre

'Fiacco (1973) the necessary general.forrnulas fort the derivatives of the "cpti-
value-function," /the .dents of .a local

:-.Solution point andits-associated.ottinel'Iagrange- I
:'isiltiPliers; for a: larcje clas of- paraaretric non-
linear -programming problem co:voted- of twice
ferentiable .functions.....46. also obtained

mation. frmr. it AS 2Ii terms of the well-lazown,
lbgarithniic-qUadrati6 penalty function.. Recently,

-Arrnazost azxl.Fiacco -(1975) particularized and
sirrplified 'these:faro4.1as for various pzioblett
errand developed formulas for the first



In Section 3, a sensitivity analysis is con-
ducted for-a multi-item-inventory model developed
by. Schrady and'Choe (1971) for the U.S. Navy. The
e:apple analyied is the sire small one treated by
.Schrady arrl woe, though readily extended to a
large-scale,model. 'The results illustrate the pc;-
terrtial value of a. detailed 'automated sensitivity

analysis in practical situaticni, and hoLoefully
dramatize the numerals rich interpretations and
insights that can be deriVed from this informa-
tion, as veil as. indicating the nautical that oust
be taken in making valid inferimms.

The recently obtained basic thearetic:al re-
suits validating the computational algorithm are
summarized rather completely in .the next section
so that the paper might be self-contained.'

2. Supporting Theory

Ttse
,

parametriC mathematical progiarrraing prob.'
ccesi'ciered here are of the form

minimize ° f (x, e)

x e 7

1

subject to gi(x,c) > 0 , P(e)

=.0 j=1,--.-,p. .

where x is the usual vector of variables and e

-is a. ,k:o:aponerrt vectoi..of. minters. called ."param-
eters. .It is desired ultimately to .develop ar
carplete characterization of a " solution. . x(e) of
'Problem P.(e) a's. a function of .. In oar cur- .

''rent wank; we have concentrated on. certain re-.
ceritly coarputaticnally*tractable nee/ tires' Abf

;change. in a solution as E ig:Perturbed frac! a'

specified value. (Without less of'generality, we
assume that, the specified ...value is = 0 4)

. N 7

- +ben Anectairra.,nslimption..,s are Satisfied,
Fiitc7011.973) and AziOnost' and Fiacco (1975) -have
characterized the .:11firsny order _sensitivity" of a
."Euhn7Tucker Triple" and \the,f,irst and second
'order"Sesisitivity of the optimal value -function
of Problem .P( e.). 2 (nese quantities are defined"
as the .theory is'presented.) Additionally, they'
have developed foirmilas for efficiently estimating
this sensitivity when the 1agerithric7quadratic
losstenaltY function'algorittim is used to solve
Problem P (e). The main theoretical.resilts are
summarized here.

-Toe Iagrangian for Pronlem.P(c): is defined as

Ott

L(x,u,w;E)- = f (x,e) u.g.(x,e)
i=1

w.h.(x,E) ,
j=1

where 1"i ,ra and wi , are:

"'Lagrange nultipliers" associated with the inequal-
ityaml equality constraints, -respectively. Any- -
vector, (x,u,w), sat4.sfying the usual. (first order)

Tiacco and McCormick, 1968)

of Problem P(7)Y is called a':Itn,hz;-TuCicer.

Thefonowir-5. foil' ai'sircitirons are sufficient'.
to .estaalish th6 desired results and are .assuared -2.
to hard throtighout, the paper:- ..

. r ^

.
Tr* funq.ionS defining Problem P(e) are
twice continuously differentiable in
(x, e) in. a neighborhood of (x*;0) .

ne second oi:der'SUfficient editionstions for
a local rminimacif Problem P(0) hold at
x* with associated Lagrange multipliers
1.2* and w* . -

.A3 The gradientS 7xgi(x*,0) (i.e.,

. (ag (x*,0)/axi, (x*;0) /ax)

the.superscript T denoting 4ansportation) -

for all i such tkat (xi,o) = 0 , and
7
x
h. (x*,0) , j=1,...,p are linearly inde-

0714ent-
Strict coapierrerrtary slackness holds at
(x*,0) (i.e., Ws' > ,0 for all is such that

'

gi (x*, 0) = 0 )

'Theorem 1:. (Local characterization .of a Kuhn-
Tucker Triple (Fiacco, 1973).of Problem P(c).) If
a.ssuraptions Al, A2, A3 andA4 hold for Problem
P(e) at .(x*,0) , then .

(a) x* is a local isolated minimizing point of
Problem P(0) and the associated Lagrange
multipliers u* and areare unique; .

(b) for E in a neighborhood of 0 there
exists a unique, once continucxisly differ-
entiable vector function ,

y(e) = (x-(c),u(e),w(e))T satisfying the
seocid order sufficient oorditions for a
local mini= of Problem P(e) such that

Y(0) = (x*,u*,w*)T = jy* and hence, x(e)
is a locally unique, local minimmtof Prob-
lem P(e) with associated unique Iagrange
multipliers u (c, and w( e) ; and

(c) 'for e near' 0 the -set of bindirig'inequal-,

ities ..is unchanged, strict coaplerentary
slackness holds for ui(e) for i such

;that (x( e) , el = 0 , and the binding cion

straint gradients .are linearly indeperdent
at x(e) .

TniS result provides a 'characterization of a
local/solution, of Problem P(e) and its associated
optimal Lagrange multipliers near c* .= 0 . It
genei-alizes- a thdoremftost presented by Flacon
and McCormick- (1968, Theorea 6) and is closely
related 'a generalization of the same theorem
provided 1.rd-,tly by Fcbinson (1974). It
shows that the lzuhrr-Tucker triple y(e) is unique.
and well behaved, under the given conditions.
Since Y(c) ';is .oz differenti Able, the partiil
derivatives of the_couponenti of. y(e) are well
defined. -This fact and Assumption Al also mean
that the functions defining Problem P(E) are once
oontinmxisly differentiable functioils of e along
"the "solution trajectory" x(E). near e = 0 ,
and the lagrangian is a. once contiriuoisly differ- ".

entiable .fthiction of c along the "Kuhn7Tucker
point tFajecr-?7."

Yields a first order estimate of the, locally

tie are thusnotivated to determine a means to ,

calculate- the various partial dm.ivatives, Since

;siol;



.
optirral.Kuhn-Thcker triple and the problem% func-
tions near c = 0 .

:Denote by v:E x(e) (ax, (c)./3c .) ,
, the . n x k matrix of partial' deriva-

tives of x(c) with respect. to c- ; .and define
u(c) and w(e)in a.similar fashion.

then define 9cy(e) (7Tex(e),VT-u(e);Iw<e))7 , an

(n+ra+p)-x k matrix.
ocilen y(e): is available, 7- _y7(c) can be cal-

culated by notar.tg that Copolusion (b) of the
theorem implies the satic-faction-of the Kuhn--
Tucker conditions for P(c) at y(e) near

= ,

VxL(X(c),u(c),w(c),e) =0 ,

"e

ul(e)gi(x(c),c) = 0 , i=1,...,in ,_ (1)

hEx(c),e1 = 0 , --

Since the Jaccbian :-M(c) - of this system with
respeCt to (x,u;w) (i.e., the matrix obtained

--by differentiating the61eft side or (1) with ree-
.pect^ to the caq:onents of (x,u,w) non-
singular under- the given assumptions, the total
deriVative of the system with respect to c is
well' defined. and must equal zero... This yields

M(e)Vey(c) =N(c).-.

where N(c) is the negative of the Jaeobian of
the Kuhn-Tucker system with respect to c and

j=1,...,p0 and such that'
x(0,i) -0 x10,0) = x* ;

rn
(2) Um- r E .En gi[x(0,r)] =

r4-0 ,i=1

P. 2
(3) lira (1/2r) E. h. Ex (0,r) ,0] =

j=1 3 .

(4) lino V1[x(0,r),O,r) ="f.(x*,0)

.

The following theorem extends these results for. ProblerrtP(c)., where e is allowed to vary in a'
"neighborhoOd of ..."0,'", and provides' a basis for .

approximating .he. sensitivity information associ-:

r4.0

hence .

, 7eY(e)=.21(c) 7- 1.N(E) :

The class of algorithns,,based on twice con-
tinuously differens-iAhle Penalty_ functions, can be
useallithout aciditicinal assumptions and without
requiring y(e) to .provi'de an estimate of

C. V y(c) . Furtheznore, licobL of the information

required to make the. estimate. is already avail-
able in typical implementations of these
eisPri Here, we use the logarithmic- -

tic penalty 'functicn fors Problem P(c)
(Piacco and McCormick, 1968) defined- as

W(x,c,r) f(x,c)*--r E gi(x/e)
i=1

2
+-"(1 /2r) E ,h.()c..c)

31----1 3

Under the given asstarptioris, the following
facts are know: for Problein P(0) from-penalty
furlotion theory (riacco and McCorlick, -1968,
Theorems 10 and 17):

For r > 0 and Scral;1, thm=e exists a
unique once continuously differechtiaHle
Vector flinction x (-0, r) such that x (0
.4.s a lOc.aLly 'unique minimizing' point of

WCX,O,r4 (0)- E g, (x,0).

(2)

> 0 , ,m , and
3
(x, 0) 0 ,-

,r).

ateds with Problem P(c). The notation: V2W____denni-es_.x
the matrix of second partial daivatives of 'W
with respect to x .

Theorem 2: (RelatiOnship /IS of
Problem P(e) and minima of I

(F A'°°1973) . sIf A sunpticals theniinc;
neighbarhood about - (e,r).- exists a
"unique once continuously d fferen ireCtor

e- function v(e,r) (x(c,r)

xL(x,u,w,e) = 0

u.g.(x,c) =t ' ,

h. (x,c) = w.r ,. ,9

(c,r),w(e,x)] satis-

with, y(0,0) = (x *,u *,w*) and such that:, for any
near (0,0) and r > 0 , x(c,r) is a

locally unique unconstrained mint
Of :W(x,c (c , cl > 0 , ,m and

37' 1214(x(e,r),e,r) is positiyex

Corollary :2.1: - (Conve:rgenCe ogiestimate.a..aising
(Fiacco; 1973) .) If AssurcptiOns Al, A2,

A3 and A4 bold for Problem P(e). then for e'filr enear 0 , -

(a) Li.in y(e,r), y(c) the Kuhn-
r4071' '

Tucker -triple 'characterUed in Theorem 1;

;..s and
(b). lira 7cy(e,r) Vey(c0) = ''y(c) .

r-0+ 1

This result motivates- use of Vy(is,r) to
.-

estimate .vey(!) when c is. near 0- and r
is-near' 0 , once y(c,r) is avail le. TheorerM, 2

PrOvides4the basis for an effiicentocalaulation of
vey(e,r) . 'Since, :at a local solution point .

x(c,r) of. W(x,e;r) , follows that

.V tl[c(e,r),c,r] = 0 , (3)
Mrs

We'can differentiate (3) with respect to c -to'

-



v2W[xte,r),e,r)-v x(c,r)x
+ 7

c (V W[x(c,r),c,;3) = 0 ... (4)

py'lileorem istiOsitive definite for--
c near (0,0)...r > 0 , so V2W

inverse and V xte,r) =.V2i7Ex(c,1),ceF3-1.
c . x

ri-2W[X(c,r),c,r]

Also,- since

u .-( c , r) =.- r/g. (X( c',r) e) , i =1, ...,m

and

w.(e,r) r-.h .(x(c,r),c)/rJ j=1, ;p

,(5)

(6)

for . near (0,0) and r >o , theSe. egua-
, tions 'can be differentiated with respect to c

-to ohtain

7
c = -(r/g1) [V g.(x(c,r),c)

v cx(i,r) + ag. (x(c,r),c)A-c3

v - (1/r) [v h.(x(c,r),e)X
x(c,r) + ah.(x(c,r),c)/ac]

(7t

-s" (8)

.

Solving (4) and calculating (/) and (8) then

(c).

P .

z w.v h.(x,e)
j=1 7 "

(x,u,'w); 1(c),w(c)) ;

2f*(e) = v
c
(vt(x( .c),c)T) :

,

The logarithmic-quadratic loss penalty ft=tion
(2) can also be used to pm-Ade estimates of the
first-and second order sensitivity of the optimal
value function. Let, the optimal value penalty func-
tion be defines as W*(c,r) = W(x(c,r),c,r) .

Ifieorem 4: (First-and second order sensitivity
of 17*(c,r) and estimates for f*(e)aissmacosts
and Fiaccd- (1975)..) If Assumptions AL,- A4 bold
for_Problea_Ptc),___thenlar--.(-e-,r)---near--(0-,0)'---and

- r > 0 , W*(c,r) is a twice continuously differen-
tiable function of c1_,and s". ,

(a) lirr W*(c,r) = L *(c) = f*(e) ;

(b) s#7*(c,r) = V 147 X+ V W.= V -L(x,u,w,c)
c x c. c

^

/(x,u,w)=-(x(t,rr,u(e,r),w(cfr)) ;-

(c) lini v W*(c r)
r40+

:yields the.coMponents of Vy(c,r) , which can be
used to estimate vey(e) for (c,r) 'near
(0,0). *,

=
1:he next? results -extend this' theary. to an

.-;)!.:;:,, c--analysis of the optiiral value function of Problem -:
P(c) along the Kuhn - Tucker posit trajectory ,

(d) - v2 Wr(6i;61 = 7 ..(17 L(ic(c,r),US,r).,w(c,,i-),c)T)
[X ( e) ,u(c) ,w(e) 3T° e - ; ,. .. c e

The optimal ValuefunCtion is defined as:. ,.,?,..;-: -..-.9'.-.
o

,:1
.._, - .,..

.

,.

.,
7 4.11* ( e , r ) = V f*(c)

f*(k) E i[X(C),C] , .1.0) 't : 1 - _.:

.

j".. 47::

....".

and the "optirral value Lagr-angian" is clef" as: '-;- -result provides a justification _for\ . . .

. f* ( -E) , V f* (E) and V2f*1_e) b;L*(c) ="L[x(c),u(c),w(c),c] .. (10)-

`Iileorem 3: (First and second order changes
the o value. function, Armacost and Piacco

- . _
.

ern (c), fpr c near , (c)- is A

c,r)",v-W*(i,r) 'Inci-V2F7*(c,r) respectively,
r is positiVe and Small enough.

(19751.. If.asstmptiolks Al.- A4 hold for Prob--' ineeCOrollary and continuity
twice*continumisly differentiable function of t f (x(c,r) ;c). r f*(c) another estimate of the

r..o

(a' f* (£) = L* (E) ; °Pt-inla1.- value fl-tacticirl (9) is Provided by
50P f /6'1;11 f(x(c,r),,e) when r-> o -arid snail.

(b) Vcr*(c) = VeL(x,u,y,c) Birecttpplication of the chain rule fcc different -+
tration: then yields, for x = x(e,r)

I (x,u,i4)7-(X(e) ,U(C)/W(E)) 742. (Cli) Tixf (XI VcXfe irr+ Vef (X, C.) (12)

= 7' f (x,c) u..7.-14. (x,e)c 1=1 tf-1o

.Under..the given assumptions, 'continuity also 4..ssIlre6
* s that f # (c,r) f*(el- r 4.04: ., Zeus both

F



"

f Cciri and V W*.(c,r) estirrates Of
V f*(c) r sufficiently small.

It should be noted that these estinates are
functic3nally related since,

= efl(e,r)

E- uAv + v g:)..xie c

p
+ E. w.(v h.q x(c,r) + v h.)x c.

!4 I
x:= xte4r)

Fran this expression, it that a V' (c,r)-
E.

is the better estimate of yef*(c) , the :remaining
terns in ve;4(c,r) simply constituting "noise"
that is elininated as ± + 0+ .: However,. by Using-.
the expresion for VeW*(c,r) given by (II),
v Ti+T*(c;r) can be evaluated without necessitating'.c
the. calculation Of V x (c,r) which . is required
to ccsnpute (12).. Thus, 'the cruder but. calputation

- ally much cheaper estimate of ' vc f*(c). given by
Equation (11). has now been introduced as an option- .

in. the caniuter program as .a preliminaryscreening
device to. identify crucial .pa.raneters. Restric7
tion subsequent ',calculations ,to these .pararre- .

fers, and .other czalcUltticris such as the sharper
estinate,of Vf*(ci given by (12) are provided as
additional- options.

In summary, the basis for-the estimation
-cedwe.-utilized..here for a specific pruialem; sayPrsoblemF() .; isthe:miniinization of tit penalty.
functiorv"W(x;C:r)- -given by (2) - This yields a

x(c,r). which may be viewed as an estimate-of a .(local) Solution x(e) of problem P(s).
. The _estimate f (x Cc , c) of f* (e) is inrredia-K.1 yavailable when X(c;.r) has been 'determined The .associated :optiiral lagrange miltipliers u(c) andw(c) are'estirsated by using' the relationships-given-in (5) and M., ,respectively. 7

t.t.desired, all of the first deriva-;-tives of gb(e) = (x(e,t) ,u(c,11;w( ;r).1 withrespect , ,an estimate of "Vey e) rey beobtained by first .solving (4). and applying. _(7) and (8).: -If -the-
c
x(e;r)-

- .

calculeted,.thein -V-f* RI is estimated by .(12)..
Howevei, if desired to irate calcula-

. . .

involving:parameter,s having lees effect onlocal changes, of f*TC). ,-the screening device,
des4-ihed above is Used.-_- ThiS entails initial es-timation-of f*(c) by 111)- Cori:one:fps:of" c
cOrrespanding to the respective camPOrtents of

f*(c) that are- decried inconsequential, may then
be deleted and would fct errtei.into*.any. Subsequent 4'calculations-, In parti-cular-, it is evhasi.zed that
(.)efu*.ow*) , "f*,(c) arxi v f*(e).- /ray be estimateda , .
by. _y ( c r) f.(x(c ,r) ; c) and () ib) , respeCtively

without calculating any
. . .

components of r) ,
once X(c,r) is known.

3. EXaMpie: A Large -scale Multi -item
Inventory model

Traditionally, inventory models have been forma-
-:lated to minimize some function of the ordering.,
holding -ana, shortage (or backorder) costs-subject
to various constraints.' .5chiady and (floe (1971)
have formulated an' inventory model which appears-t6
have much greater relevance ,for an' inVent071 system
in a noncarrrercial erfaiionnent, such as institution-
al,or.militely< The costs used in the traditionl
models .1* be quite artificial and the real objec-
time of the system is often maximization of' a mea-

. 'sure of readiness pr,Aervice, here asstrred to be'
'equivalent to_minimizatt.on of stockouts.. In addi-
tion, the stock points of such supply systems are
inevitably constrained by investment and reorder

. workload limitatiens.
Schrady and_ChOe'i multi item inventory system-

assumes these constraints along with the specific .

objective-of, minimizing the total time-weighted --

shortages - The decision variables-;are taken ,to be
the "reorder" qualt, tities"' and _the "reorder points,"
respectively, hooignitich to order and when to order
each item in the inventory. 'A three-item example
problem was solved by Schrady and Cnoe (1971) using
the stor arreputer code (Mylander, et al.., 1971) .
Subsequently, .McC_ormick (1972) showed.how the spe-

- vial structure of this inventory model- can be used
to facilitate_ the use of- the St2AT code to solve
very large inventory problems.. He alio extended
the model to include constraints on storage yo ume
and the probability of depletion of critical i

-The model ana example presented here are the
original ones-due to Schrady and Choe. The penalty
ftinction technique 'described in the preceding sec-
tion was used to solve the example and calculate
the- partia,1 derivatives of,Varicius quantities of
interest, with respect to each parameter involved

aefmrang the model (The analysis can'be applied
to the- extended ntxlel, without -difficulty-

) .

.Detailed development- of the Model is beyond the
scope of :this .paper. The -interested reader is re-
ferred -to the Schrady-Choe and It-Cormic3c-papers..
Here, we give a swat-Lary _treatment of 'the various .

cone lions and relationships upon which the model,
is based tie then tabulate the results obtained
in solving' the resulting nonlinear programing prob-.
lem.and applying the sensitivity analysis method-
ology. A number of obserirations and inte_rpreta--
lions are offered -illu-Strate the
Which the sensitivity information might be applied:

.

It as -asiurred-that the amount- of each item in .

inVentory.is always- known, that all demand which:
o c C u r s when, thee. on -hand s t o c k is zero is back-
ordered; and that thetderrand which Occurs cluring
the tine bet;leen.`the placement -ofan-order'.and

-, receipt by the stock. point (i.e.: -the "lead, tit
defend") is normally'distributed wi.th known non

and variance a
, .

For the 411 item, let
iterti unit cost (in dollars)

,-
demand per unit time (in units

to rranyuses-to



= reorder point,

(x) the. NicarnaL:(0, lt'denspty- ,

.

0 (z);" 'f:01210dC1='thOicirmal. (0,1) complementary
c lot ve distributinn: function.

. - .
In additiod, let' Ki

dollars, K2 the

dine .that constitutes
the total =Tiber of

be the investrrent.liMit

of orders per unit of

workload:limit, and
in tbe inventory.

It can be shown that the,expeeted-tirre7weighted
shortage of item i at any.point in time is givenby

Bi (Qi,ri) =
1

(ri) (Gi+ri)CSi

where
. .

ai(ri) P12.4. (cui)2]

Table. 2 T.ves*"the .ccupate.r.ablution and Table 3

.
the final estimate of the first partial derivatives

tliecptinal- value function Z* with respect to
the problem parameters. : Relative to the'. criterion
used in the computer program, the lable 1 results
indicate- that the optimal value r'action is sensi-
tive. to parameters K2 , cl 02, , e2 ; 03 and

c3 Many inferences are possible. Bor -example,

the Let 'that the solution is particularly sensi-
tive to the values of the standard deviations of
the lead time demand of items 2 and.3 might indi-.
rate that, since . these parameters wereobtained by .
sampling, 'additional sanpling.of -these lead time
demands. may very:Well be warranted to reduce the
associated Standard deviations. .

Table .3 also-suggests that the optimal solution
value- is very 'sensitive to all of the iten costs.'
If the structure of Problem (SC) is examined, this
result may at first appear contradictory since the

. appear only in the investment constraint and

the optimal value function, according to Table 3,
is apparently not very sensitive to the investment
limit K1 . The problem is one of precise inter
rretation. The partial derivatives measure rate of
change. But inspection of the investment constraint
g
1
(Q,r) at (Q*,r*) reveals-that the change in an

item cost c. by any amount Ac. has the same
.

e f f e c t o n t h e c o n s t r a i n t as a c ha n g e in the i n v e s t -

I r a n t limit K.1 of + Qt/2.- . Since .

the quantity in inarentheses maybe verified .from
.Tables 1 and 2_ to be much:greater than 1 for all

, it follows that the effect of changing anyip c.
-

by any increment. A_ will be much greater on the
constraint (and hence, on the optimal value Z*.,

since the constraint is binding) tharlthe effect of
changing K1 by the same amount 17- This implies

that 1 a2Vac- I azvaxa I for each

fact, it can be: shown here that aWaci,

-(V! - u .)DZ*ZDK. , so that the relatien-

ships indicated are indeed precisely verified.

The above' observations might also suggest that.\ sane`
in the. parameter associated with. the

one care mist betaken 'in interpreting the results.
`Ch

--

est (in absolhte value) partial derivative.vrill,
. give the greatest local change in :thy optimal value
of the ..objective fu7Ftion; compared to a change of
the sane Magnitude iir aiiy other.pararreter-taken.
individually ThiS follews because either the
objective function' and/or..scre of. the con'str'aints

... (as above) are most significantly affected by this
,paraneter change at the 'current solution. General
rules have not been given for selection-of optimal
Changes in the Parameters, for determining

. the-optimal magnitude and combination of such
changes% It is well beyosa.the scope of this Paper .
to pursue' this 7macro-and determination,
though it. should be noted that the greatesf local
rate. of decrease in.the optimal value function is
,along the dire:alien of the negative of the gradient

this function in parameter. space (i.e., alcing
-the vector Composed of. the negative of the cTP0
herits of the partial derivatives with respect to
the various parameters). A .U.ser would nonetheless
have to determine the feasibility of this direction
of change and, if feasible; the optinal_rove'along

The expected on-hand inventory of itern i is given

by ri +-Qi/2 B (0..irri) and the expected

number of orders placed perunit time for-item.. i
. is

Using the above expressions and asiciptions,
Schrady and Choe (1971) indicate that meaningful
approginations of the given quantities are ob-
tained -even. when' the second term is dropped from

. the expression for the expected shortages, and
....hen the last termis dropped from the expression
for expected on-hand inventory. The given asszzp-
tions and simplification's then lead readily to the
fallowing nonLinear programming problem (1...JhiCh
Sckrady and dice (1971) proved convex)

^ .

minimize -i(Q/7) E

spbject to

91(0,x/ 'c.(r.+Q./2-u.)

g2CQ'all E K2 °

with Sri. unrestricted in sign,

(gC)

Qzi).TT .r
4 N '

and
:g1 -and 42 the iFwestment.

and
wor kloarl constiaintS, .reSperelv...

3be problem data for the schrady7-C1x:e three- _

item example and the initial starting point for, the
S program are shael in Table ..As. indicated in
the table, the lead-time demands and standard- deVia-7.
ticna,. the .item -unit costs' and" mean demands; and the
investment and warkload limits are all treated as
parameters in- Ociicluctingi7the sensitivity analysis.



QUANTITY

A
R

1.
100

100

1,1300

i
2

200

100

10;

$8,000

3

300

200.

20

15 re-orders/unit time

600'

200

270

260

- 300

.400

Table-2
SOLUIICN AND FGRANSEIIULTIPLMRS

QUANTITY
Iii i

2 3.

V

L

ii

A
L
U
E

-533 .

253

246

277

.6230

12.987

285

437

(memi Cr Imp-Jive DEMAND)

- (S.D. OF LEAD-TIMEDID):
*, (IM2.1 uNr: MST - roam's)

(tEAN DEMAND/UNIT 'me)
4

(INVESTMENT LIMIT)

(RE-ORDER PZIRI,trzkap Lairr)

(AMOUNT =MED)

(RE-OMER LEVEL)

Table .3
OPTIMAL VALUE FuNcrioN DEREVAT;VES

PA 1S 113224 i
1 2

32*/311i . -.0000 -.0003 -.0008.
32*/3ai .0119 .0897a .1729a

az*/ac . 2.1713a 1.0345a 1.4452a

atlyaxi_

az*ZaK2.

..0012 .0025 .0022

-.0052

aWax2 - .6230a
.

aDeerred "significant" by c:ii:terion,
412* j%2* > .oca for .a -unit charyge in the

given ,pararneter where ai.Z* is. the,esti-

mated 'first order change -in - phis cri-
terlion was selected arbitrarilit'forillustra-
tive purposes. Criteria'appropriate to the
particular applicaticai can be selected by a-
user



L -

this vector, taking ±nto account other factors such
as the relative t-effectiveness" of any sched -,

Ule of-changes in tnv model parameter..

Referring hack.to Table 2, we note, the
Lagrange mOltiplier:u_1_,..ismuch greater'thar,,ut.

'

Recalling the "sensitivity" interpretation of
-Lagrange'Matipliers, which holds under the pre-.'

sentoOnditicins",it:lollows,that -DZ*/aRi

and 14.= -pZ*AK 'This conclusion is consist

Itscdt'Witfitheresult obtained,in_Tabre 3,' and it
neansthat,the workload constraimti,:is.by far

.

themare,effectiveln deterMining the minimum
number of expected time-Weighted shortages at the
current value of the paraMeters,.e.g.;-a: small
increas&'in K2 will have 'a greater effect on
red6cing Z* thahia small increase in K1 .

NtnetheJess, a user must7again simultaneously coh-
*sider.ihe ccopLrativeloosts involved in making
finite changes, in conjunction with their ex,-
pectedieffects,-to arrive at an'optimal marginal

-: improvement based on this first order information..,
The sensitivity information is valuable, but re- :r

quires same care in- exploiting

Table 4 gives the estimates of the first deri-
vatives of:the optimal reorder quantities Qi and
reorder points ri with respect to each of the
problem parameters. 'This is extrmely in-

-formation whidh gives an indicatibn of how the odor
pcnents of-the solution vector itself will Chancre
as the various narameters change. In rarticular,
this information can be used to obtain a first ordr-:
en estimate of the solution vector of a problem in-

: volVing different parameter values, having Obtained
a solution for a given set of parameters.

The partial derivtives of the Lagrange multi
pliers with respect t% the parameters are giveh'in
.Table-'5.--gain,-these-can-be-u.Sd to obtain first
order estimates df the Lagrange.multipliers.of a
probaemwith.different parameter valises- In
--ticular, relative effects of the constraints
on the optimal valudof.problems involving differ-.

- ent parameter values can be estimated.': FUrtherr
-mime, it can be shown that the partial'.deriVatives
of the multipliers with respect to R1:_and--K.;

- -
yield the second partial derivatives of the ccr:
timal value:functionwith.respect to the paramr
eters Ri 7'and R2 , under the present'condi
tions. 7116s; the kind of information given in-
Table' can be: used to provide a second ilTlest:
estimate of the optimal valuefunFEE55 or

.different values of these pdfameers.-

TO illustrate and test the applicatioil of the

type of information provided here', the fiist

tial derivatives with.rekoect to ,c 1 of the
.

mal value .function Z* , the solution components

Qi
and ri , and the Lagrange multipliers----,N-.

.
aid 2

were used to give a first order
'

(Taylor's Series) estimate of'the cdrresponaing
solution values associated with the problem where`..
the given value of ci-'was increased by one.dol--

lar. These estimates were cOMparedwith the re-7
!-speCtiVe values of the solution obtained by

ally solving the perturbed problem. The results
are summarized in Table 6. Though the Perturba4.

.

tion is large (the per4leter being increased by .

, 100% of its current v4ue), the .estimates.are seen.
to be extremely accurafi.a tith the exception of the
estimated reorder.duan.tity Q.12: many uses,:could

.be made of" he estimated solu4on;
. -

be desirable to solve -the probIemLaccUr-
Nately, it would be canfirutationally extremely advan7
tagecus to use'the estimated-,solution as a starting

.

, .

The- complete of this. sensitivity
.

analysis infOrmation now available
largely..pn user interest and ingenuity.'

.

Table

T,Luaacti POINT --SENSITIVITY

PARTIALS
ITEM i

1 2 3

a(2../ak. - 47.3187 - 18.7610 - 14.9065

ari/a.E2 /5.2265 6.1461

N;/aci 1

ari/ici

/208.8688

- 31.7918

15.,3140

- 10.3425

14.3755

- 20.0020

alQyaci2 - .8469 .2271 .1084

ari/ao2 - .1273 1.0337, .. .4919
-- -

aQi/ac2 8.1908 - 4.9719 3.8522.

ari/a - 2.6783: - .7,2676 - 7.1087

Ki/ad3 - 1.2374 . - , .4033' .5043

ar,., /ad3 .2611. - -3839 .0446

aQi/ad3 .1670 _4442 .4251

ari/ao3 - 2.3072 - 3.1702 - 12.1523.

Table

SENSITIVITY

OPTIMNI, L.M. DERIVATIVES
^

PAR#ALS
CONS/PA-TNT i . .

1: INVESTMENT . .2: WORKLOAD

aui*/R-,
,

aui4pci

aui */acr
2

au;'/"c2

au1 .*/ac.
3 .

aui */ao
3

-:

- -.0002

'..0006

.0000

.0002 :,
.

70060

.0003

7:1382

.1635 -,

. .

.0006,

.0489.

,029-
.

.0323



Table 6 .:

ST ORDIR.7)3 "sTIMATES FOR A UNIT'.
1/2siCREASE OF' PARAMETER c1

Y ESTMVDIE

cF(1 )
+ "ACriUAL % ABS.

EPROR

WEIINTIT

F(C1;)

Z* (c1)

Qi ( cl)

. r1 (el)

Q2 (El}

r2 (el)

-

3
Q (oc)

.

r3(
l)

ul(c!')

u2(c1)

'.

..

15:159

324 .

221 *-'

261

267
i

,299

417

.0058-

.7865

14.99e %

- -_,

-412- --..

225

,257

268

257::

420

.0057

.7671

:1.08.
- ...

, .

24.3

-

3:49

. 1.56

.37

.67

.71

1.75

1.94

+1(c1) F(E0)
1 (el-'`
= F(c0 ) + (1) Etc

0
)/aci

.
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Introduction

The 'Generalized Inverse in Nonlinear Programrning-

Equivalence of the-KuhnTuckerRosen and
Generalized -Simplex Aklgorithm Necessary- Conditions!!,--"

L. Duane Pyle
giversity of Hou ion

. The_equivalence of the Kuhn-Tucker. - .and the .Rosen Gradient Projection -condi=
tions for optimality .was established 'bp,
Mancrasariark;.[ 'Fwho considered, -the
following nonlinear. Orogr4rIrming problem'
formulation:

Maximize f (x)
(1.1) '.t-hl (x)

where 14(x) > 9, xeEn

h (x)
*Om

and 311(x) , hrn (x) and f (x) are
concave, differentiable.

(e is a vector of -zeros . )
Except for minor changeS in

notation, the following, alternative,
nonlinear programming problem formu-
-lationi is discussed by Luenberger [3]

Minimize f (x)

where -(X) = 0 for.

(1.4) gj.(x) > 0 for jc.12...

and J 1).3'2 = fs+1, s+t).

then the constraints hi. (x) , hs (x)
and q (x) fo-r j6..71, are 'said to be active
at X -; the constraints g (x) for .jc.T are
said to be inactive at x. , "A point, X,
satisfying (1.3) is said to be a regular
point for the ...constraints (1.3) if the
gradients of the- constraints active at x
are linearly independent:

The-Kuhn-Tucker Conditions [2]. are
satisfied at the point x for the nonlinear
programming problem (1.2) if -there .exist
'vectors w(1) and w (2) such! that

-

ti

(1.5) "bf (x) + .[Vh.1 (X) Vh (x-) ] w

-
4- Uvgs44(x) "-'7gs+t-(x)) w

(2)
8

. where (sr (2) , G(x) ) 0, w(2) :< and
-

(
3Xf

x)

. Vv64 =

gs+t 0c)

gs411x)

.
and h.(x) , ,'..;,.: ...hs,(x) ,Is+1 (x),.......,gs÷t,

and f (x) are differentiable. ..:.
. -- .

3V
(X)

a'X

L n

Luenberger [3] proves the followfmg
,(necessary condition) : .

Theorem 1.1: -Let x be a relative minimum
point foi- the problem. (1.2)
and suppose 11 is a regular '
point, for the constraints,
(1.3) , then- the Xiihn-Tucker
conditions (1.5) are ,safris-
fied at x.

If x is a point satisfying the
constraints .

(1-3) E(x) = e, G(x).- > e

! .

270



Lei
(1. 6) a.T (x) (x); (x),

s
v9

}, vg (x) be the i_ (s+p)^

matrix whose columns consist of the
:gradierits '.0the constraints which 'are

. active at x; that is, J1 = {ji, j 2,

2. ° Equivalence of the Kuhn-Tticke-& Condi- .
tions and the. Rosen Gradient Projec-
tion Conditions

_The Roseri Gradient Projec tionConditions
1101,1111 are satisfied at the oo.int x rfc$
the nonlinear programming. problem . (1,,2)

--0+-t;c) Ck(X)1 of (X) =
(1.7)

S4ppasea3:7) holds at Some point x
which, is regar for the censtraints (

.Therf
(xa -a.(21) 1. of 0c)(2.01) Er-

ampl

T ).Tj>417.f

ies
(2.02) 'r- of (x) -(X) t-{lk (5c) T lZf-(,Z)1 =

Definl w (1) , 7,1(2)as flail0;s:

do.

and
+ T[ ( (x) ) (x) j > 0 for all it c J1/

where a_ is the generalized inverse_ of-

,The :th.e.Pressions analogous to (1.7)
formulated by Rosen, Mangasarian, and
Luenberger may be obtained by making useof the relation
(l.2 ) + (x) =. (x ) :r x) 1-1 a x)
as; fOr example, in
(1.9) -./ CL+ (c)a.(X) = I -7-(Ct_ T (x) (C2, T

(X) [460.0F(X)1-1 (X),

Relation (1.8) provided -the basis .or :
the computational approach originally pro-.
posed by Ro5en [10-1,-who_ gave a' procedure,
for "updating" 10.(x) CF.(x).173-. Alternatives
propose& and-Murray E 1 7 and Pvle
-E 7 1, [ 8 T9'1, emblov an orthonormal
basis -fOr -;.fie null space of ain obtaining

'a representation for' I - MOtivation
for the develop:nents given in E.9 1 'wasprovided by the 'results of numerical
experiments, involving randomly generated

programmi-ng. problems( interpreted
in the -context of the geometry ofIthe
simplex algorithm. This interpretation
has led:to. the extension and .refineritept
of the- results given in I and 8 as,reoorted [ 9 ] .

In this- paper two results are pre+
rented. -.The first, provided for cOmplete-
ness, is -r.; api;,lication of Martgasarien`s.
approach'i demonstrating the equivalence.
of the Ruhn-Tucker and the Rosen: Gradient .

Projection Conditicins as formulated for
t:he -problem (1.2). The second result
establishes the equivalence of the
Ros'eri Gradient Projection Conditions
(1.7) :and certain conditions which result
from.__aLnatural extension of a generalize-
tion. of 2-taze -simplex algOrithm [91 to the
nenlinear programing problem:

(2.03) w(1)[
- (2)

-(1)where w had eritents
p elements. Thera orn

(04,(x) ).-

(2.04)_
(
. d_-(x.-7))T ' 3-f (X)1:. > 0 for all

it follows that' T.7.7(2) < e. Now define

(2;05) w(2)= [ C/(1
-e

) has t elements
is composed of t

(2) . (2 )` _

w 46-. e imp s w 5..53
and' (f..03) and e form of
that

where w (

in (1.2)

['(a.06). Cz lx) +.0- (x) -;(2) .

. -

. (Note: G(x)
functions)

, and from (2:02.)
w(2) it follows

,,;(1)

of ( ;.41 + ,EctT(;),7(;),1 [w(i)](-2)

where CL, (x) is a matrix of the gradients
(x) for- jcJ2,- corresponding to inactive:

constraints at X. (2.06) together with
(2.07) (i4(2), T.;(2)1 G(x)) =-,0.

_I

1where w (2 < 9, is (1.5)
Now, suppose (1.5) holds at some.

point .x which is regular for the con-
stteints.. (1.3) . For siMplicity, we,
adopt. the notations

(2.08)- j1 = 5 1, .... jp.,= -s +..p
where = {j1, j '1.p0.) C2)Letting w w denote the vectors,

which satisfy (1.51, the relatIons
(2.09) (2)w < 8,', G (x) and

(2) -
(w G(x)) = 0,
taken 'together, imply that - .

. -

r



. . s+p+.1
4.thus .

.

-w
ts1-

, where
Frcim

w (2)

er

and w2 has 45 elements.

le1.
167

- (2)
s+t

.

v. s(X)--1'.

-(2.11) 7f (x) +' ivh --
.it
or..

.vhs4(i) -W1

--*(2j
+ [^4:1 (x.) 7g (x)3L-W,

s+1 s+p

(1)
(2.12) 7f (X) +.07(x-) 1-.;(2)

Since x is a resular,point for the
coilstraints (1.3), OPIL-(5Z) has full column
rank, thus

(2.13) (aT6c0+ ta(;)cE cc -
cx)

Wbo)T
therefore,

(2.14) + T
(x) of (x 1;4(2)

qr, since T.7.,(2) <

(2.i5) ";.. ... T.. C(1.4. (x)') *Cf (x) I > 0' for all -ii,71.j - ... .. .,,v

Solving- (2.14T for F(1" (13-1 and
1.-7, (2)

sdbstituting in (2.12),,,obtain

"(;c) CIT(;c) ((')+,. (X) )T C7f (X)

= II (3...(x)(X(x)) Of (x) = 9.
(2.15) and 12.16) are the Rosen -Gradient
Projection Conditions (1.7), -formulated;
for' the :nonlinear programming problezi- (1.2)..

Equivalence, of the'Rosen Gradient
Projection Conditions -and, the Gener-
alized -Simplex Algorithm Conditions

,
Consider the following nonlinear.

....programming problerf formulation:
.

'(2.16)

where

11(x) =

(3.01)

G(x) =
[V(x)]

4-

Minimize ' f (X)

]41(5.)

hs (x)

7 c

v +r (x)
sk- -

and h h, (x), v (x),- - -

vt+r(x) and (x) s'e,-dSfferentiable.
prcil.11em of the form (1:2)Note that .a

limy be xeformulated.in the form (3.01) :.)

. . It is understood t4at V (x) , "if not
.: (x) x.

empty,' consists f all the "coefficiented"
inequality that is, v1 )for (j = 1, 2, ... ,. n) .

S-uppbse x is a regular point for
(3.01) and, for notational simplicity,
that the active constraints, V1 (x) from

[the set V(4x) =-- V, (x)VI (x).' > 6 consist ofcthe-
_

constraints vi (x5 for (i = s + 1, ..- ,. m) ;
and that the active constraints fromset ax=x > e are the- constraints'
(u(i), 0.for (j.= m+k+1, n)
where (k =. 0, 1, , .(n zn)) and I is
the nby n identity matrix composed of
unit vectors iu(1).; u"-.(2). I I u (T) } .
(Note: The special case k = n m, j =
n+1, n 'corresponds to the situation where.

> 0 for -j = st,- 2, ; n.) .°

Define
T(3.02). A (x);= (Vh2(x)..:Vh--(x)vYs+r(x) .-, , s

71., (x) 1 , an n' by -rn matrix whose columns con -
sist of the gradients to the "coefficient-
ed" constraints which 'are actiVe a

.
t 7

:(3.03) o(x) = 7f (x),

(3.04Y b(x) = (5.Z)

and .then' note the colu-mns of A(x) as
;

(3.05) 7 2541; = P14) P '(x)].
Consider the following linear program-

ming problem approximatic of- (.F.01) at x: -

Minimize (x; (x) )

-(3.06) where
[A(x)lx b(x)

1> 8
The developments given in [93' for
linear programming problem may be
to (3.06) :

In summary,' letting.
(3.07)-':-)B60.- = (1)1(X) P .-(x)j4
larpoint for .(3.'01)-imlies 3(x)
singular.. Forming

,
272 ,

4-6

the
applied..

Ax a regu-,
is non-

.
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,(3.08) [BOO] ,- A.:(x).=
m+1 (x)-. P

n (x),).
, .^obtain an orthonOrmal basis, t17.

(m+i) ..kx) }
- for, ti = 1, 2, ... , k) , for the subspace

in el, which is 'spanned by the .linearly
in ependent column's of the follbwing,

. mii. rix; ( '' l ',-

[
..,(3 ..0;) . F (x) =- r (,. =.

m-fi. , m+2 ......' m+k
1 . 0 .11._4i,,".7.'- ..,.. .

-1.

(

.4

7..4ere R(k) .115m+i(x)"...;1E!_ln+k x)] -.is m by
..:-.

kt .1 1.41 by k and Q is [n- (m+k)] by k.. -
The Rif sen. Gradient Projection COndi+

tIons (3:0, formulated for problem- (3.01)*
in accOr ance with, the notationalt'conven-
tions-assurned above, involve the matrices

0

'0

0

. 1
. . , ,

4

(3.10-)"

where I/
I.7

A (x)
) =

+ ..

and I.-a... (x) (x)- -
.

Eu
(m+k+1) ,....,. u

i.

(n) , ,

,
. Now, (A.(x) F-(x) = 0,)pv construction
and the k colunths (x). form a.basis for
the null space. of cz(x) , thus

J.( (m+i) (m ±1)
T

(3.11), -1:441t(X)4.(50..= f n n (x)
. - . 1+1 .

-The developments given in 9) are thus seen
to provide an alternative .method. for -ob-
taining the orthogonal projection matrix

The egu- ivalence of- the Rosen 'Gradient... .

Projection. Condition, (a+
. . .

and the analogous.conitrUction obtained
using.the generalizatiOn'of,the_simplex'
algorithm given'in [g], follows from. ,

theorem 3.1. - -

Theorem 3.1: Let

(T.12) c. 4 .L.
3

1(g(j)1.

j = 1, 2, .

k 1, 2, ..., (n - m +
and

k

(3.13YF-= (a+ (x) acC)c (x)3

where: j = M + k, , n
k =7_1, 2, ,..:.

,. (n - in)
and the "j"th element in the vector

e,
j

e 2

is unity.
. .

Then
9

(3.14) c. =-E (a.+ (x))
, (x)

-"for = 1, rn
k = 1, 2, In - m + 11.

and
k

(3-15) c- -

!for m +

1, 2, ; (n
Proof : 'Upon substituting: (x) ( Ct-(x".) )7.

=or (r(x)CC.(x's) in (3.12) and (3.13),
respectively, .

obtain

(3.1.0E-=6QF x)Cbt
B.-1(x) lj)

(x)) ctx), )-

f
c (x) j-k+3.

where

which

- . -
(x) [B-1.(;)u(j) 1)-

e

= c t.ct 6c) Tc (;c) Lu (i) ).

crt (;c»7 c(X)).r
j 1, .2, , ,m
k =-1, 2, (n - m - 1)

is (3.14); and -

k

10 c]0 (ct (;)) Tc(;),

;.I

a.

ca.+(Cc) )Tc 60-, a (,,)

c(x),:u(i))
C601 j-k+l

-g.
- 7.

016

02 .



Remarks:
.

The'VeCt4ss /53.-:

:

-1 _
-B (x). P. (x)

6-.

j

[8] L.D.,. A Simplex-lugbrithrt-'
Gradient:Zyrolection-- Method for Non-
linear Programming, CSD TR 55,
Purdue University,. Dept. of Comp., Sc.,
,(1971)... .

'[9]- Pylg-L.D.., The GeneralizedInverse in
!b Linear Programming - A C*neralization '

',of Athe Simplex Algorithm, Proceedings
IX. International Symposium on "Mithem.5.--
tical:Programming,' North Holland'
(to appear).. .

both involve B. ;(x);* and this permit# Com-
outatiOn* of the values by. a Revided

Simplex .kl-gorithin.ap,proach, as. deScribed
[ :AlstY, see [ 5] where the matrix

! F (ic).' is used directly in implementing: the
method :of reduced gradients
(ii.). In [ 91 the vectors in (mid) ] for

, }e) were ,obtained Sequentially
by applicatiOn of the Gram-Schmidt. :

orthogonalization proOedure. From (3-12)
and (3.13), it follows that the individual
V

-ectors,. n (m+) , are not requires1,:i'z'
int!, the Rosen-'ConditiOns, thus any other*
',method .-(e.g.[ : /I) for generating the
.orthogonal pr-ojection having a range equal
to the column-` :space of could be

.

Note that ,,that in (3:12)and (3.16) , .

denotes an) 'm by 1 unit vector,,-whereas int,,(-3.17) u 'denotes an n by 1 vector.

10) Rosen, The Gradient-Projection
Method:in Nonlinear Programming, ,Part
I, Liar Constraints-, J., SIAM, Vol. 8
(1960).

D.11. Rosen,- J.S. The Graiiient.Projedtion--
Method`-in sitnlinear Progrmiming,
Part II, Nonlinear ConstrairLts,
J.-SIAM, 101. '9 (1961) "
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TEAGaIWG MATHEMAtItAL PliOQRAMM= ,

.TO THE-CONSUMEit

Marshall- L. Fisher
Decision g-csiences Department

- The Wharton School
-University of Pennsylvania

Most courses on mathmatiCal
programming are 'taught' .by producers

:researchers who are developing.mathematic l technology)" to.
potentialkonsumersof that technology.
The" .pedagogical approach, that is most
natural for A. producer thay'not be'at all
natural' for a'potenti'al,candgmer, a'fact'
that explains, in part, why_ many
potential consumers .fail to become_
actual' consumers. This paper is
concerned with the pirticul reeds of
theJconsumer,

I will, provide a number ofpecific
sliq'Oestions°, for .course content. iand
design. These suggestions are based
primarily-.on. my experiences teaching ,a
fundamental course'. on ,Titatheiilatigalmethods for- decision:making.offepedk0.y -
the Decision Sciences Mepartment4T..ihe

;Wharton -School. '; ,This :cours-4,7whibh
devotes 10 .weeks tol.inear and integer.'
programming, is-'taken by,abaut200 of
the 600.studentsVlat enter the
pragram . each year." The backgrounds ot.
the students .vary widely.. This year Siy.
two sections had a total of 70 students
that dhcluded 12 math -majors,.-:
engineering and- science majors,--18
management and economics majors And.
majors in various non-technical areas
like English,Anthoropology, Philosophy
And .Language. Most of these students:da
rlot currently :plan to :,become
'specialists in.Mathematical Pregramming..
Many. hive nbt yetdecided on A -ma reV,
but of. those who Slave 31 plan to
specialize in Finance. I

Those wwh preach mathe atical
programming should also pract e 'its-

' tenets. Certailely- the viewPo nt of
"constrained optimization .pro %des 'a
useful, concRiptual `- framework or the

t . problem ""Ad4ressed. by this
paperdesigning a' cou . son
'mathematical programming for a specified ,

purpose.' I will use this framework
informally in. developing m§ d Tgestions.
I will-take as an objectiv that the

course should provide maximum benefit to
the future careers of the students.,.
Benefits cam range from _changing the way
the students Upikptkabout their: work to
motivating

. and '1 enabling' them to
fo.gmulate and solve mathematical
pr q'ramming models-Pt problems. forced in
th it careers, -Constraints Are imposed::-
o the 'activities we can, perform to ..

optimize this objective by--..the limited'
teaching time available, by thestudents::.."
diverse,and -.in some cases, limited
xl;athematical backgrounds, :Andbytheir
j...iingtermcareer-plads-::4hat ,frequently--d4 . not place igeiMary' importance''.on,
technicII" .eipertise in ',A maihematicai'-'
pLogramming.'- r -,--

r _ wd11 now list seven
recommentations for 'the design of 00,_
course that "solved" the "optimization .problem" I .have just outlined. All

are'suggestions re admittedly subjective,but believe they follow logically from.
the framewbrk I have aiven.

.

Methodological. talcs should' be -.-
-,selected to maximize t e rat177Wthel."E

short rnn figifR111715inTgir cost:

By- 'short run.benefits"q.mean the7-1-
, 'ability' t operationallyo 'erationally sblve'-reaI
problems and -;by.,-:1.cost'. ;. mean the s_
.intellectual prerequisites
requirements-to understand the pripic,..
ThiS._1.criteria leads to the selection of .

topics -.linear:. 'programming,'
seperable programming,c. heuristics and
.branch and bound. methOds for integer
TrograMMing -:. models,,,And the special
algorethm fgr Alianspbrtation .prablems.
It -. requires --the exclusion of- -many
fascinating ,topics in nonlinear - and'
..integer programming . that (a) :would
require-tao much time .to teach' ,or (b)

-have too great' a -mathematical
prerequisite.or (c) lie, orY the frontier

--of research_ and- thuOill'iave not-'yet-
demonstrated. their. practical .userulness
or .(a'have All of the above drawbacki.
I' would -' -list; as borderline'. cases
Lagrangi4nrekatation and -an informal--

t
?



treatment of the analysisof heuristic's
and algorithms for ,combinatorial

.-optimization-problems.-

2. -Algorithms should'be taught in a

wav thatconveiTTEWir-Togic but avoids
techn1731ties:

One good method for dding this is
to simply demonstrate the algorithm om a
small example derived .from a real
appJaCation: The students :usually have:.
a* .intuition about the example'that cari
be used to explain. .the. logic. of the .

algorithm. This excercise -can be
tollowed' with a v6rbAl statement of the
algorithM.forthe general case.

Avariation on' this approach is to
present thestudents with an example ird
ask them. to use.their common sense to.
deVelop .a solution procedure.
..Ere'quently, the students will be able to
discover the essential -features. of an
algorithm themselves and at a minimum
this expezienCe- provides a good..,
perspective .for'. understanding a 'bore
formal presentation.- of the.algorithin-
For example, when,. 'confronted with .a
probIeth-of shipping amounts of a produCt
from several supply .points -.to several
demand- points Most. students will Quickly
.devise a-tableau..format for: recording
possible solutions' 'and discover, a.
feasible.solutionAsing some varient of
the Northwest- corner. fule. With a 4-

-little coaching they will make improving:,
adjustments in this .solution until an
optimal' Solution is obtained. It' is ,.-.

then only, necessary to showwithem that
"theie adjustment . -Proceduie can be
systemized -and to piollide'an
testand pro6f. '

1P ;

3. Use 'articles that=- 'report.
application - success Stories to show-how
mathematical programmingg can-be used:

.

The- increased .emphasis on.
publication. of solid applcation work
has produced a, wealth of articles- that
'are 7 'or classroom
disCussion.. :7Ournais -7like. Interlaces.'
are ideal saurbes-tbr.artielAs ofy his
type- Recente'ilimples ot '-applications'
articles 1-in'..this, journal .. inclUde a
discUssion'of Inventory planning-for
miniag company (ReddY1.61). and
-description of hp.w.t wise ". an.. election ..

with .linear prkgramming4(Southwick and
i'ZOntt[71.)-an article that -fsSure'id be'

a. hit in ' any 'year -diNeisible.... by' 4..

Management Science,.OperatOns- Research
and:the Har-f7ard Business RevieVare a so
not to a ,.over, 000ked. or articlei

% suitable' lor-thls purp7ose.- The.paper-tW`. Rlzngmari, ,, Randolph wand Fuller (44 is
recOmended. for a-. real-life

illUstratiOn-of brahcii-and bound. methods
comb -ed-'with transloortAion or network
.

,

.tlow models for a location -analysis
problem. Geoffrion121 . .giVes ..an

xcellant management-oriented.discussion
df integer: programming' method for

warehouse loCation,

4. Use cases to develop modeling: .

The ability to construct a'model-of.
a complicated process is a'skill
accuired through practice. Case study
problems are an. excellent way for

'-providing students with this practice
the. Cases. are appropriately,selected.
The case should .present a complicated.,
messy, and apparently.baffling decision
problem. At the same time, the problem'
should have,an underlying structure and
sufficient"data Should be included to

allow the student'to.discover and model.
'the structure and eventually arrive at a.
Satisfying resolution .of the_original
problem. The feeling of having ".treated.
order out 'of: apparent .chaos that- 'a

:student experiences from analyzing such
-a case is the single thing'moqt likely,'
to 'turn him. on' ,to" the. :lase of

'mathematreal programming. , . _

Errors -two types.. should -Ape

avoided in the-selection of Caiesany
cases are too ..structUred,. really .jbst
expanded formulation.exercises. -Others
'that' 'haVe been designed for policy
discusSion are too unstructured and
don't provide enough daia, .for the
student% to sink his teeth...into. Good
sources for Cases that strike a 'balanCe
between' these extremes are books likes
BerrY :and Whybark(11 Von
J..ancenzuer[8]. I' have also had
:I..considerable success with
'developed from my own or-another faculty
member-'s consulting experienceS.

Students in the. Wharton Course -

described :earlieE a alyze casks in

teams. Each_steam is cted to .have
some,students with.te nical'bacAgrounds
and some with non-t nical baCkgrounds.'.
The results of each team. analyses.are
presented in aWritten. report and an

oral....-441Port to the class. The Wharton.
Communications Consultants,. a .service
,group' at Whaeton.:' Provide expert
coaching-and 'Video taping equipment to

assist 'the. teams in their /Oral-
presentations.;_

-5.- .
ProVide computer codes so that case _

analysesmaz EZ75TIFErier175-domprATIOn:
c.,

The computer codes shouldAhe easy
tow -use yep et.t1lSolve reasonably large
prOblemS. ',Ideally. they. should' be
available on an interactive computer.
We have hadexcellent success with the.
package' of, prOgrads 'deicribed in land
and -PoWelfe5]. The.. packager has an



,simple input and output, provideslinear, _....integer.,____And ----parameter
--p-r-djiiMitIng capabilities and is providedto the students interactively on aDEC-10-computer.

6. ring in Ontside ,'Speakerg to:.41-p . provide a fen" for-FSF-rreal.world;'
. Staff OW- groups and consultingorganiiations are frequently involved in

interesting applications of mathematicalprogramming and they are quite happy totalk about them. Frequently. theseorganizations are- also, involved, in
recruiting efforts on campus' and.sview

, speaking to, classes-as a desireablesupplement to these activities. Theyclip provide -breadth, backgroundinformation, and feel for the realworld that is. unavailable from othersources: Examples like that ."of onecompany which routinely solves a 50,000
variable 10,-000 constraint LP model' ofits"corporate activities have a dramatic,
impact-and provide .additional evidence-that mathematical programming is notonly useful but used.' Ideally,' theparticular speakers chosen should berelated to the applications articles andcases used.

..

7. EmRhasize 'the intuitions aboutcomplex .systems that. mathemiriTET
programming can reveaFT--

.
. N...

Complex systems are usuallydifficult to understand.- and an,unsystematic approach frequently leads. to intuitions that are 'incorrect.Mathematical programming models and,algorithms can enhance one-s.intuitibn.
about ,a conmlei system if the 'model
solution is dissected '.a posteriori' todetermine why' a given answer wasobtained.% (see Geoffrion(31- for a. discussion and examples on this point).

There are at feast two reasons whya manager should develop good intuitionsabout a system he manages. Firstly, ifhe'has the intuition to understand why aparticular model solution was obtained,then- he will have more faith in the
a

solution. Secondly, -. the actionsprescribed by the model solution may beonly a fraction ' of the requireddecisions that -relate to the systembeing analyzed. Frequently, managers..

'Must also make many related operating
decisions that. were too numerous anddetailed ..to- include explicitly in themodel,.

. MOrebver, even for decisions'which- are included in the model, the
results -must often be manually -adjustedto allow for intangible aspects of the-iys,tem that were not included. Ifmanagers have used matheMatiCarprogramming:Methods to obtain a betterintuitive understandig of their system,

(11
. .

then they will do
a_better-job_of...making-----

----------these-addifional- -decisions.

Students will appreciate thisphenomenon if they are lead to discover
the:',;::treflasons' for answers' obtained incases and applications. articles.-
ApprOpriate'exampleb are numerous. FOr.1.1;, the transportation probleir, the optimal.r-b*. shadow prices can reveal the initiallysurprising fact that shipping moreproduct. Will in some cases ..reduce,
shipping4c,/costs. The linear programming-' model deScribed in Reddy(6) lead to thediscovery thSt customer orders should besatisfied. with relatively low_ grade'product even though this generated lessrevenue per sale. This policycompletely contradicted existingfolklore within the company, but was'tound to be correct because of the
scarcity of high glade product.

My experience has been thatstudents are much more satisfied with -the idea that mathematical :Programming'methods can enhance their own intuitionand reasoning power than they are with-aviewpoint. that portrays an algorithmlike the simplex method as a giantwrench which they can go around
tightening loose corporate nuts.

.
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ON TEACHING LINEAR PROGRAMMING' FUNDAMENTALS

,John M. MulVey
Roy O. Shapiro >-

Harvard University
Graduate Schdbl of Business.Administration

Abstract

This paper provides an overview of
the methods employed by the Harvard Busi-
nesi School in teachinglinear program-
,ing. Specifically, we deal with the .

a pedagogical aspects of teaching linear
programming fundamentals to predominatly
nonmathematical MBA students. These stu-
dents will eventually become decision
makers in government and business, and
since many of their decisions will re-
quire the use of complex mathematical

. models, it is crucial that these indivi
duals thoroughly understand the fundaz-
mentals of-the application of quantita-
tive tools. - The cornerstones of our
pedagogy are presented:. 1) ,the use of.a
flexible interactive 4near'programmingL
system, ..2) the active.participation of
faculty'and students in class discussion,
3) the simulation of, semi-realistic
situationsie-(cases) in which linear pro-
gramminghas been employed, and 4) 'a.
`carefully prepared set of cogcse mater-
ials.' With these elemeritOk.Sie believe
that learning is enhanceO4kthat the
students are well prepatOttp.,success-
fully use ,linear programmj,ngechniques.

- A detailed description. of the progrart
is. provided.

Although quantjtative.techniques
have become an int.pral Component of
most MBA curricula( there have been few
published papers `-ch deal with the
.pedagogicalaspec of quantitative
courses. To be:s e;there have-peen
mumerous.artiClesFp general management'
scienceeducationor example, he,
special.issue of Management Science on
EducaXional IssueS q2], Wagner's talk
on the ABC's of OR], and several
papers 11, 3, 53 which hate described.
'the content of various MS/OR and related
curricula. By and large, however, these-
do notaddress the specific issues of..
pedagogy- .

Pedagogy is particularly relevant -y
tbday for several reasons. First of all', ,
the ffUld of management science, inclnd- -

ing,linear programming, is entering a

4
O

04

maturation phase in which fundamental con-.
cepts are being refined and polished... AP-
plications are assuming an increasingly
important role. In addition, many of tom-
orrow's decision makers who'will assume
positions in-which they are able to make
use of analyticAl tools do-not posSess
mathematical background or inclination.
Thus, we might lose important opportuni,
ties for applying management Science.j.f we
do not, or cannot, teach non - quantitative
decision makers hoto properly utilize
these analytical tools. See Healy [4].
If _management science is to continue grow-
ing, we must develop reliable methods for
communicating its-ideas and tenets.

The lack of a suitable pedagogical
framework is most noticable when discuSs-
ing the teaching of analytical tools to-
students who do not possess mathematical
background. This article attempts to fill
this void by addressing the specifics of
teachiHg lineariprogramming fundamentals
to non-okuantitative MBA students.' Heiein,
we use ehe pedagogical deviCe of inter-
active exposition; a tachnique.which is
:repeatedly employed by the authors in the
classroom: Although this report does not -

strictly. follow the "case" format, it does
describe the..way in'which linear progr4 -
ming is taught at ttteauthors'institution.
i.e.,' Haryard Business School (HBS).

The primary. issue which is addressed
in this article is: hoW can linear pro-
gramming be taught so that it will be an
'effective.planning,tool which will be 1).
underVood and 2) used? The authors)ae'r-
lieve that an interactive teaching'method
promotes substantially more usable and-
longer' lasting.learning than the tradi-

.'tional lecture method, especially among
students who will, become tomorrow's.gehe

. ral managers. Often, in a-lectUre-;
-oriented classroom, the ncmirreqtares that
the student be' attentive and carenlly .

transcribe the instructor'swordS from
blackboard to notebook. In-class,decision

Ohking is rarely-required: Thi s"-is reser-
ved for take-home problem sets and
(usually only after hours.of "cramining")'

// exams.. Often the.student.forgets much of

.
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-' the content of the. course shortly after
the exam is over. In our experience,

---------this'happens-"less-frequently if-the-stu----7-'---
de t

_
,

- learns by analyzing. actual or
.
near-replicas of business situa- ,
tions in which linear programming
has played a part, .

_.
.

- actively participates in. class
discussions of'the analysiS, im-

.

...,......._ plementation, and related mane-
.gerial*Osues, and

'- has easy access to an interactive,
.on-line computer package nsed.in
analyzing these situations. - -

Since the student.isat all time.s person-
ally involved-in the learning process.,
his.itendency is to integrate -the concepts:
discussedtandithns to-retain .them.

. . . .

The remainder of this article will
. - 'clescribe'the'linear programming segment

of_the required quantitative methods
Nanagerial Economics) course taught in
the first year of'the MBA program at Har-
-yard. Section 1 will give a short over--
View of the school's objectives,..student
characteristics, and strycture of the

.;-)P first-year program. Section 2 will de-

.rtailtheAnitial.,case used in this seg-
:,'me.p.t Ttlie,,durable Shermah Motors case)
and th'e pedagogy involved ih teaching the
.day-lo-..'introduction to linear,*rogram.-.

k2-

mipg. ection 3 will cescribe the next
four-. olis inwhich the students are
gradupresented with more involved
and i.aloistic situations. Since an im-
*tant'aspeci of the' learning experience
is the'interactivelinear programmina

..!EaCkageothat is. employed, the,capaif,.4.
.ties of'this package will bedescrib6d.- .

Siliireport.is:largely.descriptive in
nature so that the reader can fully'
agoreciate the unusual coBstraints which
arise-a.,t JIBS and how the ensuj.ng'diffi-
cultiea* overcome. - N

-1. Overview: Philosophy and-Structure

The Harvard Business: School MBAprO--,
gram gives men and women training for
linemanagebent positions. The intent -is
to produce generalists, not specialists,
nor,technical staff personnel, 'so that

.nkither mathematics nor theory is
sti.'e'ssed. For example,' the simplex meth-
od kr se is not taught. (Graphical§.,
the'vertex-following concept ig0.0emon-

. strated, but the details of the algorithm
4."" or the theory are not discussed..) The

emphasis 4.s-instead on formulation of ap-
'propriate models and the subsequent anal-

.
. ysis of the economic and managerial

implications of the solution results:
ThecratiOnale for this is clear': our

.11,614.ef is that.generai managers have, no
need to know how to pivot, wheras, ijt
prier to effectively use linear program-
Ming, the. interpzetation of. results is
'essential. (In fact, we suggest that the

reader t ry to'recall the last time at
which he needed to performa pivot by .

.

.- In the first year of the'MBA program,
all studentS.are,enrolled in the same
courses. The approximately 800 incoming.,
students are divided into nine sections'
each Of'which:will remain' together in the
same room for all their 'classes through-
out the first-Year.a. By the sixth week,
each section.haSstarted to dev6lop the
tight-knit social fabric which so charac-
terizes the Harvard Business School. first -
year-section.-..This, even more thanothe
well-known case Method, makes participa-
tory education possible.- The student;
'surrounded by peers, wham, for the most
.ipart,.he trysts and.respects,t,is willing
_to go out on a limb, trynew directions
and experiences. The class' size, approx-
imately 85, insures that all points'gf -

view will be represented and that most
i9portant issues will 'emerge,

Students come --from a wide range of
geographical areas with an even broader
variety of backgrobnds,and experiences.
This diversity also helps:to keep class
discussion interesting. The-majoritY of
the class' enter with at least two years-.
of businesS experience, There is no math-
ematics prerequisite and,-typically,:pre-
vious training in mathematics ranges fr
Ph.D's (few) to gone-since-tenth-grade
(more freqtlent). One might believe that
this:situatiOh might inevitably lead to.
the poorly-trained few being lost or to
the highly-trained becoming bored, but -1

the attributes of the participatory-
learning can prevent this. For example,
in the first or second week of the year,
one of the.students wi h. a higher degree
of technical expertise will inevitably
make a remark involving-- complex or the-
oreticarconcept not undefstOod by Most..
He migpt then be asked to role-play:; one
Of the class's "poets" will becagt as
his "bosg" and ask him.to explain`his.com-
ment Often he tries fUtilely: This
drives home ,the lesson. that the ability
to explaih one's technical methods to'
-ttibse, with less mathematical training is
as crucial in the business world as are
those methods themselves. As...the year
progreSses, the different learning 'roles
become more clear: the -"poets"-concen-
trate on content - new concepts and tech-
niques; the "engineers" refine and
abstract and learn to communicate their\
.knowledge.

The core quantitative methods course_
consists-of five segments taught'over a-
six7month period: decision arfalysis
(inclndi*g the basics of probability),-
forecasting (mainly multiple linear re-
gression); simulation, competitive de=

alcision making (elventary game-theoretic
concepts), and linear programming. The
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next two)4ectioiis will/ describe this

2. Managerial Economics Day

Y Tile introductory sessions on linear
OtOgraffiMing, euphemistically called Mama-%

6 gerial Economics Day, take up an entire
day for the first-year f"A's, during
which interactive sessions are inter-.
spersed with discussion sessions. Our
objectives are three-fold:

1) to introduce, students to the
; recognition.of situations in

which linear progvamming.might
be useful,

2) to indicate the basic structure
of a linear programming model,and

,
3) to introduce students to the

anterprgtation of linear pro-,
gramming.solutions through an
interactive computer.package.

The case used 'in this introductoryday is Sherman Motors*, an 'example adapt-
ed from RObert Ovrfman's "Mathematicalor 'Linea? Programming:- A NonMathemati-
cal-Approach," American Economic Review,
December:1953. The example is ,a simple
resource allocatipA problem dnIkolving a
motor rpanutaCturing firp with two truck
models, model. 1.01 and 102, to le produced
using-ifour hinds of capacity: -Metal
stampi,pg, enginvassembly, 101-assemblyand 102 assembly. Given the d to 'in the
case., the linear programmi -model belowcan be formulated.',

maximize

subjectIto

metal stampiyg: N
1

,engine asdriooly: -N1

101-assembl-.4 yf
M:s1-1

102-assembly:

N1,

300

+°_5/7
-
S/7

2
+ 2

N,

4N
2

1 0

350 M2

2500

333,3".

2250'

1500

-

whereN and N are, respectively, the
.monthly production of 101's.and
this simple,model:is depicted graphi-
cally in, the caseand students, with -
no-previous.i,ntroduction, are assigned

. the task of decidingwhat to dO with it.

The example provides a good tran-
sition.from situations involving-luacer-
tanties but few complex constraints,
to those where the uncertainty is minor,.but the constraints-ere

essential.- The
simple formulation permits theasy dis-cussion of basic.COncepts.subh as deci-,
sion variaLles, objective function,
feasible set, an so on. Many students
analyze the gelphical formulation by (suggesting some vertex compari,n strategy(in this exampleenumeration-is easy `

*IntercolLegiata-Cl ring House #6÷107-010.
tt,
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enough) and this allows
the..introduction---'-----

---of-therfeX-following concept.

At this point, after a, general dis-cussion of the issues of linear program-:
ming and a more, specific discussion on
the formulation of the Sherman Motors
example, the students are introduced to
the interactive computer, package theywill be using and sent.o the terminali
for their first set of exercises.
brief description of"that-program is
needed here.

CLP*, convetsafional linear program-
ming, as it iS'called, Operates by asking.-
a number of directed questions and allow-
ing the'use'r to sequentially request aseries of options. It allows the user toinput a linear programming model, to edit
and file the specifications, and to re-
ceive output in several ways: -The outputfor the Sherman Motors example is given
in Exhibit,'I. Output section l'gives the
optimal solution; section 2 the values of
tthe slack and surplus variables; sectionthe value Of the dual variables or
shadow prices; section.4, the, reduced
costs for non-basictvariables, i.e., the
decrease in the objective which would
occur if the variable was introduced
into the basis at a unit level. Output
sections 5 and 6 give.ranges. on the ob-
jective function and.right.hand side ,

ovalues for'purposeS of sensitivity anal-ysis. Section 5 gives rangeson the
coefficients of the objedtiveofunction
-such that, the optimal solutiOriremains'
unchanged as long asthecoefficient
remains within that range: Similarly,.section 6 gives7ranges on the.right.hand
side values.within which the shadow
prices are constant. .,

. . ,

1

exercises'is
first sepINof 'computer exercisesis given 11 Exhibit II. Theithe

conver-
r purpose isto'intro te

tational inear'prbgramming'package -, in-4 the students to

put, edit, and ettimire,'and, mbredm-
. .

. portantly, to present;' in anexverientia/'way, the concept-of a'shadow price. _Thus,in exercises 3end 4,the student's areasked to Change the amountf the avail-
able engine ecapacity from 3333 to '3334,
then to 4333; then to 4433. The firstchange causes an increase in the objec7,
ti've function equal' to the'shadow price
for that constraint', the second change
causes an increase of lopo times the
shadow price, and the third' change, whichtakes the right hand side value, outside/the range. prescribed (see Exhibit I; out-put section 6),and therefore-requires abasis change)/ causes an increase of lessthan the 1100 times theshadOwL price
*This package. was developed by StephenBadly For more iefommation, see
"Using the Conversational

Linear.Program-
mil-1g System," ICH #9-,172

.
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which the students expect:crMost students
------When-eXiMining7:the-,butgZ£74which-has not ,

. yet been interpreted for. them, will

Exhibit
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Exhibit 7Z Li)

SHERmANMOTCJE CdMPANY

For each cf..these questions, start :rem
the basic as;umptions of the ease. -(Do
aot carry' over additional assumptions
from one nuMbered question'te the next.)

;. 1

I. Find the bst,product.mix. for Sherman-Motors,
under he basic assumptions of the t'ft2c.

2. Find the best product mix if it is .found
- ,that the starpins department Capacit'y if'

. '13;500 Model 102's (as in the case) but onlNe
2,000 Model, 10I's.

3. What is the. best product mix if.engfne as-a
.764.- embly capacity is raised to'3334? What is

ab extra unit of engine,assumbly capacity
worth?

4. ,What are 1,'000. additional units of-Model ID1
. 'equivalent engine assembly capacity worth?

What About 1,100 Units?

294

notice that the number listed under.shadow
price for engine -assembly- capacity-isthe.
same as the,increase in the objecta.ve.
.function which they have just observed..

_After the completion of this f irst
computer exercise, there-is a return to -

the classroom for a 45-minute clasS ses-
sion in.which'the instructor answers
questions and reinforces the shadow price

__concept. The students them return to the
terMinals for a second set of exercises
as shown in Exhibit III. It is more com-
plex than the-firstand requires reformu-
lation rather than simply revision of
coefficients.. The first question intro-
duces a third product into the production
process. It is important to note that
this mew truck is not produced in the re-
vised optimal solution.: The students are
thus-presented, again experientially
rather than directly, to.the notions of
reduced. cost And sensitivity-on the
dbjective function'coefficients. The
secdpd question requires a complete refor-
mulation with' the addition of two new..
variables and a new constraint: It pro:-
vides.the frameWork for a concluding
discussIon of the CLP output when the
,students return for their.third class
-session.- Exhibit IV gives a typical
schedule for this introductory linear pro-
Jramming day.

The student's reactions to this
method are positive. Linear program-
ming is' a' topic-which the MBA's at first

e

Exhibit 1II

SECCMD 57,7 Or EX::=.ZZZES

Note: For these questions, start fro6
the Ixasic assumptions of the case. ;Co
not carry over Addition'al assumptions
from one.nilmbercd question to the next!)

.

1. Sherman Motors is considering introducine a -
new- economy truck, to be catled Model 103.
The total rlet.al stamping capacity would be
sufficient for 3:000 Model 103's ner month.
while the total engine assembly shop would
be enough for 2500 Model 103's.' The 103,s
could be assembled $n the 101atsembly de-
partmen-t;. each 103 would require only half
is much time as a 1C1. Each Model 1C3 would
give a contribution of $225,

'.

a) 4ormulatc the production decision with
the three tucks as a linear:Program--
Nino problem and then solve the problem
with MBALP ttl;verify that no Model 103's
should be produced. . .

b) Hoe much would it cost in terms of con=
`tribution if, for some other reasons.
managment .insisted that at least bhe
Model 103 be-made?

c) How high would the contribution on each
103 have to be before it became attrac-

. tive to produce, the new model.?

282,

2. The engine assembly Line can be'put on over
time. Suppose that efficiencies don't change
and that 2000 units of overtire capacity are
available. If,direet labor costs increase
by -s.ovi on overtime and if the fixed overhead
on,thedoine on overtime is $40,000,.. tae var-
iable overhead reFlaining the saMe;uouldlit
pay to go on overtime?

.
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Exhibit ri

TYPIZ'AL OLAS: SCEE?ULt FOR M.t. DAY

9:15-10:30 First Claas Session

10.:45-1,1:45 First Computer Session

11:45-12:30 Second C/rtss SersicT

32:30- 2:00 Eu4kch and Preparation of Second
Exercise Set

2:007 2:45 Second Computer Session

2:45- 3:30 Final Class Session

find difficult and this interactive ap-
proach gives them immediate feedback and
response. Rather than being:thrown to
the. computer with no class discussion un-
til, at earliest, -the next day, they have
.their problems cleared up immediately.
For the most part, they are willing to
give up the better part of a day for this
experience, andthe increased level of
.learning is notidable.

3. Sessions Following M.E. Day

Alter Managerial.EconOmics Day, a
sequence of four hour'and twentyaMinute-
classes, spanning a two week period, are'
Conducted on further aspects of linear
programming fundamentals. The primary
purpose of'bilese classes are to reinforce
the conceits-which were introduced during
Managerial Economics Day and to show how
linear programming be implemented in
avariety of decision environments. The
pedagogical format iS,as follows. We
began the first-of the four classes with
'set of exercises in_which the students
are expected to 'successfully formulate
fotik smallerlfhear programs, run them .
bn7CLP, and interpret tbe solution re-
sults. -The students' are then gradually
introduced to.more difficult formula-
tions in the remaining thtee days. _By
the final class; they hate become-famil-
iar with some of the basis issues invol
ing model formulation and Selection.
During these four sessions 'a number of
other issues arise, such asikaow to deal
with uncertainty and-the mechanism for
pricing out the pon-basic variables. The
highlights of these four class sessions

. are described in the remainderof this
section.

The first session consists of simple
formulation exercises -- a madhine shop
prdblem, atransportation'network, an ad-
ditional marketingcspnstraint on the Slier -
man Motors problem, and. a simple bond
portfolio investment in which the shadow
priogspre not particularly meaningful
becaue&-the-cOnstrgints take the form of
ratios: A topic of note in`the teaching.
of these exercisesis the manner in which
the student's participate in teaching as
well as learning. Since interaction a

,-

,
. ,

crucial

,

instructor may start the discussion by
asking a non-quantitative student to show
how he or she solved the first exercise.
If there. is little difficulty with this
aspect, another non-quantitative student
might be asked to qualitatively detcribe.
the formulation. Eventually-the conver-
sation gets around to discussion and de-
fini the various basic types of con-
straints that can occur in aninear.'
program:

-.product (quality mix), -

- capactiy or resource limits, and
- supply-use constraints (flow).

If there hacrbeen a severe proble m
.with the initial formulation, the follow-

.- ing pedagogidal device'has proven .useful.'
The confused student. is asked to concise-
ly and verbally describe any single.
constraint while the instructor tran-.
sdribes the verbakdescription onto the
blackboard. At this point, the instructor
can either show how the sentence can be'
easily parsed into an equation or ask for
volunteers to do likewise.. In this mamer
the poets are shown-that almost anyone
can-formulate mathematically linear pro-
gram, provided a precise, desciption of

.

each restriction is developed. We are
careful not to overwhelm the students
with mathematical. sophistication at the
beginning, yet ensure that'their logical
reasoning is sound and rigorous.

The next clasi session depicts a .

simple capital investmentdecision-prob-
lem, i.e., the Mitchell Entetprises 'case.*
Here the problem is- to 'formulate a linear
-programmin model for investing in five
projects-.0k%, B, C, D, E) over a four year
horizon with the objective of Maximizing'
the accumulated- value of the portfolio.
Anropportunity rate fs not- provided; how.7".
ever,.a 6i,short-term bank account is
available for any money which is not in-
vested in a given. year.. Exhibit Vdepi,ct's
the cash flows per dollar).inyested for
each of these projects and years.

- 2$3

'Project:

Year .975 .

Exhibit V

-CASK FLOW PER DOL/AR'INVESTED

A B

-1.00 01 -1.00 -1:00 0

% .1976. +.30 -1.00 +1./0 0 0

1937 +1.00 V.30 0 0 -1.00
i

19_78 0 +1.00 0 4.75 +1.40

With 4this informatien4 tl!te students are
asked to foTmulate.and evaluate a linear
programming'mbdel.for .this problem. -In

*Intercollegiate CaseClearing House
#4-176-160
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addition. to the case, they are given in
advancesa supplement containing the CLP
solution to this problem. In the Crass
discussion, the following important topics
are usually covered:

1) a review of model formulation,
2) .a demonstration that the oppor-

tunity rates can be derived from
the optimal shadow prices,.t.nd

3)- a proof that opportunity. rates
are not necessarily constant for
each year.

IrPaddition, a, brief discussion ,of ho.ig to
deal.with uncertainties via sensitivity
analysis takes place if time remains.
This case has been well received because
of its implications on traditional dis-
counting methods - a fires hurdle rate
dppends on the set of opportunities it

'has available. In addition, it is not .a
typical production scheduling sitnatioh
which many synonymize with linear progran
ming. models.

'On the third day the Red Brand Can-
- ners* case is used. This case involves
the production-of canned tomatoes tomato.
juice, and tomatopaste. Information
about fixed and.variable costs, allocated
overhead expenses,)marginal profit,-and
so forth, provided. , The students are
again asked to4f2TiMuidte the linear pro-
Igramming model and to defen&their form-
ulation in class. This'session is note- -
'worthy because the cask forces students
to extractthe 4elevanfaccounting.fig-1.
,ures apd tot, use this information within'.
the mode1.4FIt also Vividly brings out
the limiting assumptions of'linear pro-A
gramming, i.e., constant returns to scale;
continuous variables,' non- negativity and
so on. ilds far as pedagogy is concerned,'
the class discussion can be constructed
to,pompare linearprogramming with "back
of the envelope-seat of the pants"
proach. To accopplish this comparison,
there is an appealing, but incorrect,
-sformniation'which can be proposed by the
instructor as the easiest way to solve
this scheduling problem. A "better" stu-
dent will counter by-describing why the
intuitive approaCh is incorrect and
giving the correct formulation. Often,
other' students are unprepared to cha-
lenge thit alternative formulatiOn ARE;
the class anxiety rises until the lo0:=
cal fallacy is uncovered. The purpose
of this'subterfuge is demonstrating .,t,O
tAe stUdents that they must be pregaSed
to defend the formulation to theif:
superiors 01/dn-though their. superiors
may not understand mathematical models
or symbols. This important lesson is .

'difficult to teComplish outside the case
format.

A'Intercollegdate CaseClearing HoliSe
04-171710.2-

to the final lineaeoprogrammlng
class session, the Okanagan' Lumber Comte
pan -* case is presented.- -Thit-dite-in-.
volves the production of plywood.paneling
froM various types of luMber. The inter-
mediate steps inthe'plywaod mill are
described in detail. The problem of
scheduling and.alflbcatimg resources
depicted as a linear program.- Since the
model has aPproxiAter4, 50 constraints - -

and 75 variables, the tableau is provided
to the students. They arel,;asked several,
sensitivity_analysis questions and there- ro
by develdp an appreciation of the model.
By this time, the students see,that they
can understand even a rather complex fdtm-
nlatiOn if given enough time t.o, sift
through the details. BecauseIof-its Coin-
plexity, there are many ways to teach
this case. Perhaps the most impprtant
lesson to be learned is that thg modeling
process can.uncover,new avenues rather
than just showing how-to' travel old paths.
To demonstrate this idea, the instructor
can utilize the Shadow prices in Conjunc-
tion)with prevailing_market prices for/ .

lumberto "invent" n' product lines. In
essence the students learn how.to price-
out non -basic variables s-..whenever a com-
bination'of marginal profits minus
marginal costs is positive'ihe product
profitable and worth'introduCing, which
is equivalent to saying that the product's

d preduce .cost is positive and can thereby,
enterLthe basis at a positive level-. .This'
case'oncludes the linear. .programming seg-
ment of the Managerial Economics course.

t.

As a final observation, we compared -
the case approach with the'ninal lecture
method: One of the authors taught linear /
programming to M.S. and Ph.D. students
from Harvard's Division o.f Engineering
and Applied4Mathematics. This class fol-
loWea.a more traditional lecture fomat:...
and the students generally had more exten-
sive mathematical training (linear alge-
bra, etc..) than MBA students. The same
case given to MBA's on tqleir final exam
'eras' given to these siudeAs.is a part Of .

their final examination. It is interest-
ing to observe that the non-quantitative
'MBA's examination results' compare favor-
ably with the Ph.D. student's examination
resultg'., The ,"poets" were especially
adept at putting the model in context With
respect \'to the total investment-decision -.

including how to deal with the ynderlying
uncertainties.

6(
4. Conclusions

We haVe attempted to show in this
article how linear programming fundamen-
tals can beSuccessfully taught to a
diverse audience of MBA st:,"-its. A
parallel situation exists - . n an

*Interbollegiate Case Clez.r- -iouse
03-176-668.
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executive management program at Harvard,..
in which highly experience managers re,-

_.. -turn to--academia- for-- .a -13 week retraining
period. ,The linear programming aspects
of this program are almost identical to
those described in Sections 2 and 3 of
this paper.

Although we feel that our peda-
gogical approach accomplished the 'goals'
which' hive been .set forth, several iM-
portant-questions.remain. First, does
the successful application.of,sophisti-
cated mathematical models require fia
appreciation by the decision maker.of
the solution strategies in. the model?'.
An airline pilot- may'not comprehend the ,
physiCal laws of :iterodYnamics, but he
can still fly. Nonetheless,athorough
understanding' of the iirplane can be an.
advantage to the pilOt.whenever someihin
goes wrong. Perhaps this is why'aut0-'
.mobile race drivers are intimately-
familiar with the mecanical aspects of
theit machines:

We, suspect that the Pertinent-answer
to this question lies inthe resoluti?n
of the tradeoff between intention -and

- practAcility. In other, wOrdse:since.
there is limited time for leatiling,
priorities asst be established. The
chosen mix of applications and theory
depends upon how one resolves these

-

issues.

As a second question, how do-busi=
ness schools deal with field study, the
recent phenomenon which is occuring in
many law schools? Heke teams of students
address real-wOrld problems-by going,Out
into government or btsiness:. Because
of"the size of the MBA: program,at the
Harvard Business School, it would be
difficult to-implement such a program;
however,.this.topic will need to be
further 'explored.

Thirdly, will the dramatiC Impro
ments in mini-computers,- telecommunica
tions, and.sen-paced -learning techniques
have a-significant impact on how linear
prograiming is. taught? One of. our
associates has developed a cassette-based
system* for decision analysis, and siml-
lar.ideas could be easily exploited*in

'linear programming. Several business
schbols axe already engaged in develop-
ing self-paced instructional_miterials.'

*This system was developed by Howard
Raiffa. Fortmore information, see
Analysis for Decision -Makig, Encyclopedia
Britannica, 1974.
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ABSTRACT

in' this paper the authors discuss their expe-
riences in converting a lecture-oriented mathemat-
ical programming course to the Self-Paced Instruc-

.^N.--,tional (PSI) foriat. This is an elective course
-fOr students from all the departments (Engineering,
Science, and Management). We will disCuss the dif- '
ferent strategies, including the development of

_conversational computer programs, which were em-
ployed to implement the PSI accept in.,this'course
so that its educational objectives are fully met.
We will also discuss our experiences with the PSI
system, its pros and cons, and the students' re-
sponse to self-paced learning.

Introduction

Undergraduate engineering curricula have
become much more-flexible during the past half-
dozen or.so years. Students are able to obtain
a me ure,bfspecialization in one or two areas
wit a specified engineering discipline; for.
example, in the School of Industrial Engineering
at Purdue the undergaduate.students can special--
ize in Operations Research,. Systems Engineering,-
Human Factors, Management, and Manufatturing
Processes. Most of this flexibility has been
obtained by increasing the number of elective
courses allowed in the curriculum without in-
creasing the credit holars required for gradua-
tion:

The author has been teaching for the past sev-.
en years a course on Mathematical Programming for :

?Undergraduate and graduate students. This is (an
elective course for all industrial engineering

. students. In addition to students from other
branches of engineering, the course attracts stu-

, dents "from industrial' management, agricultural
economics, mathematics,*computer science,. and
statistics.. Because of this, the composition of
the. class and the'interests of the students vary
widely. The course is offered three times a year
and attracts 150-200 students.

The basic objectiveof this course is to in-
troduce the students to matheMatical modeling (in
particular linear programming models) for solving
real-world problems. The major portion of the
course deals wtth solution techniques for these
models. gcrom past experience in teaching this
course, iftas been observed that the non-engineer-
ing students prefer to see more emphasis on linear
programming theory and computational methods. In
contrast, the engineering and business students /-

want more emphasis on case studies describing nu-
merous applications of linear programming They
even express varied interests in the linear
6xammingtiWicsto be discussed in class: For in-
stance, the mathematic§ students want the inclusion
of. advanced topics like game theory, and decpmposi-
tion methods. The computer science students like
to see the computer implementation of linear pro- .

gramming algorithms. The civil engineers show
more interest in topics like network analysis,
transportation problems, and critical path methods.
This poses enormobs problems in structurThg and
teaching this course. In previous years, a middle -
of- the -road approachOwas taken, so that it valid
hdpefully satisfy most of the.students' interests.

-

Use of Personalized aelf-Paced Format_

TraditiOnally all students enrolled in a spe-
cific course progress through the material defined
by the syllabus at a given rate. Concepts pre- ti

sented,in a textbbok are supplemented with regu-
larly,scheduled lectures by the course instructor;
'homework problems are turned in at the proper time
lab experiments are performed during scheduled
hours, and hour tests are'taken in class size
groups when the instructor schedules them. For
tnnately this is not a rut in which the innovative
teacher must remainThrough the years we have
seen the growth in use of concepts ofindivival-
ized, self-paced instruction and open. laboratories
(see References [1]., [2]; DLL and [4]). The
American Society for Engineering Education has been
concernedwith effective college teaching for a



number of years and usually devotes the(March issue ,

of Engineering Education each year to articles con-:.
cerned with innovative methods of teaching in

---7-nnginetring-currtcalaA-recent7survey-by-Moodie-----
[5] reports various innovative teaching methods
used in industrial engineering courser across the
country. However, we often find tha; the major dif-
ference between the self-paced vera4hp of,a course
and its lecture counterpart is merely the self-
pacing; there is still a strict list of topics to
be covered. VariatiortWithin the listed course

"content is only offered to the student through the
vehicle of writing a term paper on a special topic
of his interest, not included in the syllabus.

The authoreof. this paper felt the need to
expand the amount of flexibility,offered to a stu-\:
dent enrolled in the mathematical programming
course beyond that which is described in the pre-
ceding paragraphs. Because of the diversified-
interests found among the students, it was felt
thata new Personalized Self-Paced Instructional
(PSI), system could best serve the students' needs.
The new PSI system developed by the primary author
E73 combines the traditional' lectures, self--paced
and masterylearning to provide maximum flexibili-
ty. To obtain any degree of course topic flexi-
bility it is necessary to evaluate each course in
termsoof its educational objectives. What'is_the
terminal behavior.we desire of a Student when he .

completes this course? Then, in order to make
additional, optional material available to students
enrolled in this course, it is necessary to deter-
mine the minimum, necessary requirements from the
original course content. Int-his way specific
topics are made required content of this course.
After this is completed; the additional (optional)
material is made available to the student in the
form of elective modules.

, Thus, in the new system, the subject matter
for this course'is divide'into some basic- units,
and some optional units. Class lectures'are given
for the baSic "units only. The students elect one
optional units they want to learn according to
their interests, and prepare-for them on their owh
time (off class hours). For this reason, one-
third of-the scheduled class hours are cancelled
to provide time for independent study.

BASIC UNITS: The basic units are so chosen that
they provide the students a minimal amount of
knowledge in the fundamentala of linear program-
ming. These include:

Unit 1 - Formulation of Linear Programs:, To
construct linear'programming models of real world
problems.

.

Unit 2 - The Simplex Method: To learn how
systems of linear equations are solyed; to under-.P
stand the basic mathematical principles underlying
the simplex algorithm; to use the tableau form of
the simplex method to solve 'small problems; and to
use.the computer code for solving large linear:
programs.

Unit 3 - Duality Theory and its Aplaications:
Symmetric and asymmetric dnals,teconoMj.c interpre-
';sation, dualfatytheoreSos and applications, shadow
prices, and the dual simplex Method.

.
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Unit 4 - Sensitivity Analysis: Variation of
.cont "deeTricients, changing RAE constants, changing
constraiht matrix, adding new"constraints_and,para-___

in-O0;iamming with respect to cost and MIS
vectors.

OPTIONAL UNITS: The optional units.are selec %0
provide diversification, and meet the varied
special interests of the students,. For instanf
during the summers of '7L, '75, and '76, when v.-
PSI system was tried for thiscourse, the followi:.
optional units were offered to the students.:

Unit 5 - Project Networks and PERT/CPM

- Transportation and Assignment Prob-Unit 6
lens

Unit 7 - Variants of the Simplex Method

Unit 8 - Nonlinear'Optimization-
.

Unit - Bounded Variable Linear Program

Uni?510 - Bimatrix Games.

Unit 11 - Integer Prografming

In addition, an individual project is always
made available as an optional unit. ifor each of
the units (basic .and optional) the students are "

provided with study Russell [8]: calls
these "modular materials'' an nrovides an excel-
lent guide to the destn, ;]el.,':Lon, utilization,
and evaluation of -;.'ne:-,e stut.- .ides. Basically,
th'e study guides coLta__ 1.11. .ajectives.of the unit,
topical odtline, reading materials, and sample prob-
lems. Examinations on various units are given
throughout the semester. Though excellerice is re-
quired to pass a unit, t.. students can repeat the
unit examihations any nuffsPr of times without
penalty. For a minimal r--sing grade in the course,
the students havc,to complete all the basic units.
Assimnment 7.:tuber grades is a function of the
2umb::::: of c ,nos they.pass. s,

-Confuter Aids the PST System

From the initial experience in teaching this
co_rne in PSI format, it -:as found that consider-
able time was spent with the-students; by both the
professor and the teaching assistants; in helping
them learn the optional units for which there.were
,no formal lectures. This increased the manpower
needs of this c.,rse. :t was felt that this could
be reduced to a great extent by using the computer
as a teaching aid for self-paced learning. The
computer-aided teaching can hplp them learn the'
various linear programming techniques and their
applications on their own time4(on/off class
hours), and at their own 'pace.

With the help of a teaching grant fromthe
Purdue'vw-ent' Association, interactive cOrmputer
programs'have'he,en developed in such a way that
they will illustrate and test the students' under-
standing of the subject matter. _The students solve'
problems illustrating various linear programming.
algorithms in a conversational mode .by answering
a series of questions. The programs are designed
so that the computer does all the time constming
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arithmetic calc ulations, while the "thinking ;' is
done by the students. The student essentially di-
recta the computer to calculate whatever quanti-

---ties-are-needed-for-soiving the AprOblem-by-a-giyen
algorithm.. Basedon these, he/she instructs the
computer to.proceed step.by ttep in the required
manner to arrive atthe optimal soZution to the
problem. ye have provided in the program ayeri-
fication routine so that all, the stepS and in--
struciions given by the students'are checked by
the computerfor correctness.

The arilihmetic calculations in linear pro-.
gramming techniques generally consume more than
90% of the tatal tiMe in solving a problem. Since,
this time Is eliminated by the computer, the stu-
dents are able to use their study 'time more:ef
fectively. They.can solve a variety Of Problems
to test their understanding. A series of illus-

-trative problems emphasizing various concepts and
pradtical difficulties encountered in solving -"

linear programs are also available to the students.
Thus a student gets a better and a more complete
exposure.to the subject matter itself: At present
the interactive programs are used tonteinfoKce,
methodology and to interpret results. The-Uhdt
examinations do not utiii2e these interactive
programs. ,

Description of the Interactive Computer'PrograM

Conversational Features

why the respone is not correct.'

For instance, on line A (pg. 5) of the enclosed
eXamOlein-theA0peridiX-,--theStudent:isasked;71-Vr'
THE PROBLEM IN STANDARD FORM?". 'In this case,: the
problem is not in standard form. But the student
has responded, "YES ". Thus, the feedback given is
"INCORRECT RESPONSE-. THE PROBLEM IS NOT IN'STAN-
DARD FORM, NOT ALL-OF T CONSTRAINTS ARE,EQPALI-
TIES". Then the.nekt q scion is generated:*-

.User Assistance .

. -% .

In:addition to the brief explanations provid-
ed when the user gives an incorrect response,
anc4ler'form-of.explanatory assistance is offered
by the system. At several points, the -student is
.asked to name the next step of the algorithm. The
.possible responsesnd their meanings are:

RELPROFIT.-'.print the relative profit
LVactor.

RATIOS caiCiiiate ratios of right-
. hand aides divided by the

o corresponding. entry of:.the.

*divot column
e...

, .

PIVO T - perform:a piVot operation

The .program-is completely conversational.
input and output is handled via remote terminals.
The system always directsthe user .to the-next.step
of the simplex-algorIthm by asking a ouestion re-
lated to some aspect of the algorithm. At all
times, the user's' response ischecked for correct-
ness.' If the user should respond lincorrectly td -*-

one of the system's queries, an immediate feed-
/ back till be sent to the user with an explanation

of why the response is incorrect and howjto go
)1bout'finding the correct answer.

Error Detection for Inappropriate Student Responses

Each student respOnse to a system question is
Checked for correctness. If thestudent's answer
is correct, the next question is asked by the sys-
tem. However; if the response is not correct,
feedback explaining the'erroi- is given at the ter-
minal. In some cases, the same question is re-
asked and the student is given-further opportunity
to respond correctly. In other instances, the
system supplies the correct answer and then pro-
ceeds to"the next question.

Error checking is accomplished by ha ng the
system solve-the given/linear program step- -step
as the user' solves thesame problem. For in nee;
before asking the user to supply the index of e

t pivot raw-in the simplex algorithm, the system will
have determined. that information. Then the,user
will be asked to supply the same. After the user
enters the response, it is a simple matter to
check the response against the result already de-

l. termined by the system. If-the user's response is
correct, the next question is printed on the ter-'
mina/. If the response Is incorrect, a message' to
that effect is printed with a brief explanation of
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In any instance where One of the above responses i;
the correct one, the'user-m!& type- "HELP" if he is
.uncertain of which choice isthe correct one. Af-
ter "HELP" is typed, a message indicating which's
the correct choice and why it is.correct will be
provided.. A possible extension yould be to allow
the user to ask for "HELP" at Ins,point during the
execution othe program. This should.be"included..
i.the next version Of the--system.

An example of the use Of this command is given -

in lineB (pg. 5)oftheaccompanying example. The
question asked is, "WHAT' IS THE NEXT STEP? ". In"-
this case, the correct response would be "RELPROF-
IT", since the user must look at the relative prof-
it vector. e M,Thuser has:typed "P" and thus re- -

ceives an . appropriate explanation-

Implementation Description

Programming Langdage Requirements

The system was programmed in FORTRAN -IV on
the CDC 6500. A language with-better character
string handling facilities would have been a better
choice. -However, the constraining factor was the
interactive field length restriction on the Purdue
system. Interactive jabs are limited to a maximum
field length of 21K. The oblettcode g4nerated by
FORTRAN was able to fit into this space and still
allow some room for extensions.. On an IBM system
with time-sharing, APL Would be abetter choice.

Algorithmic. Description

At present three mathematical programming
algorithms have been programmed in the interactive
system. These include a primal simplex and a dual
simplex algorithm-to solve linear programs, and a
branch-and bound algorithm for solving integer
linear programming problems. Each ,Program's logic



,

.

i 2

..

is based on the description of that algorithm
_ -in ,he .bext.lyty,Thillips/Ravindran, and Solberg

(61. ..Stu.11e..pts.*Ee-asked'tolnput.problems of their

fla the instFuctional probleaS. Chosen rather than
the-seledt-tojt a few. The ilistruc-

. tor:m#y also suggest some problems which demon---
strata the basics af-the algorithm: After master-
ing ihmbasics, the student-can_'experiment with

nprobletS:of,their own.&0osing:

.s ,

:Concluding _Rimarks
-`

.

.7 The.YSI system is clarrently being, well re-
ceived by the students. Theatthors have evalu

-ated the cohrSes by several measu- res,: compariSon
with test results in other. years, student election
of more advancedeourSes in these areas, student,
acceptance-as indieated-on.written course cri-
tiques, etc. In all cases, the self-paced method
of instruction waseqUdged'in geneial to be superior
-for this Particular course. '(See Table 1 for stn-
%.dent commentsk). This is not to say that the usual
problems of some students filling-behind schedule'
didii-ot-exi'st; because they didEffort is ex-
pended during the semester to help student motiva-
tion. Also, the PSI system consumes more facility
time initially in the planting of the units, and
preparationorstudy guides and tests.

Considerable time is still being spent on an
individual basis with some students in helping them
learn the optional units for which there are no
formal lectures. To 'offset this the author has ob-
tained another research grant to support the prep-
aration of video cassette tapes for the optional
units. The School of Industrial Engineering has
recently acquired 'a TV monitor and a cassette
playback unit. These video tapes can be played
on these units by the students at their own time.
We hope to have these tapes prepared by the end of
the year for students' use.
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APPENDIX

The solution to the followingjanear program
by the interactive simplex algorithm is shown as
an illustration:

Maximize z = 10x1 + 6x2 +

-Subject to xl + x2 + x3 s

.

3 u
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.

10x.i + 4x2 + 5x3-

2xl + 2/2 + 6X3 5

Xi, X2, X3 2 0

C

100

600

300

a'
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LINEAR-PROGRAMMING SELF -PACED INSTR UCTION

'
THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINT"' FOLLOWED BY

A .BRAD{ FOLLOWED BY THE NUMBER OF4TARIABLES

: 3 3

..ENTER THE LINEAR PROGRAM .

I

IS THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO BE MINIMIZED OR
MXXIMEZITY!"-

MAX

ENTER THE t VECTOR

: 10 6 14,

ENTER TH7t. A MATRIX, ROWWIBE

: 1 1 1
: 10+5
: 2,2 6

ENTER THE B VECTOR

loo 600 500

talt.R.THE CONSTRAINT TYPES:
'OR LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO,

> FOR GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO,
= FOR EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS

< < <

, (A) IS THE PROBLEM IN STANDARD FORM?

: YES

INCORRECT RESPONSE. --
THE EROBLEM IS NOT IN STANDARD FORM

NOT ALL OF TEE CONSTRAINTS ARE EQUALITIES

CHECK THE CONSTRAINT TO SEE IF THERE ARE ANY
NEGATIVE RIGHTc-HAND SIDES. ALL SUCH CON-
STRAINTS Nr..h.i.) TO BE MULTIPLIED BY -1.

WHICH CONSTRAINTS 171:7-ED TO BE MULTIPLIED BY
-1?
TYPE 0 (Leo) IF NONE

0

FOR EACH CONSTRAINT, TYPE A-4- 1, -1, OR 0
DEPENDING ON WElaiMRIA SLACK VARIABLE IS
NEEDED, A SURPLUS VARIABLE IS NEEDED, OR
NEIllizai ONE IS NEEDED

1 1

THE. SLACK AND SURPLUS VARIA3T7S HAVE BEEN .
INSERTED r

ARE ARTIFICIAL VARIABLES NEEDED?

,ti

,INCORRECTRM,XNSE -

NO ARTIFICIAL; VARIABLE'S. ARE NEEDED BECAUSE
THERE EXISTS ANCENITIAL ZEASIBLE BASIS

4211 CURRENT TABLEAU IS;

c6sz 10 6 7: '4 o 0
Xl x2 X3 X4 x5 x6 B

X4 1.00 1.00 1.00. 1.00 .00 .00loo.po
- x5 lo.po' L. 00 5.00 .00 Loo .co600.00

x6 2.00 2.00 6.00 .00 .00 1.0 300.0o-

WHAT ARE THE-.VALUES OF THE BASIC VARIABLES
IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY APPEAR IN Thz;

tiTABLEAU

: 100 600 300

WHAT IS C(B), TEL VECTOR OF dOST_COEx.tICIENTS'
OF THE BASIC VARIABLES IN CORRESPONDING ORDER?

s.
! ,

0 0 0

THE VALUE OF itim OBJECTIVE FUNCTION = .00
4 .

(B) WHAT IS TEE NEXT STEP?
CHOOSE FROM PIVOT, RATIOS, OR RELPROFIT
IF YOU.DONT KNOW, TYPE i-11,!LP

HELP

THE NEXT. STEP OF THE SIMPLEX ALGORIT61 fs TO
LOOK AT THE RELATIVE PROFIT VECTOR AND

!

DETERMINE WHE'llihit THE CURRENT BASIC FEASIBLE
SOLUTION IS OPTIMAL. DETERMINE THE PIVOT
COLUMN AND HENCE THE VARIABLE WHICH ENTERS
THE BASIS BY CHOOSING THE VARIABLE WITH THE
LARGEST RELATIVE PROFIT COEFFICIENT. IN
ORDER TO SEE THE RELATIVE PROFIT VECTOR, TYPE
RELPROFIT.

--s

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP?
CHOOSE FROM PIVOT, RATIOS, OR RELPROFIT
IF YOU DONT KNOW, TYPE HELP

: RELPROFIT

THE RELATIVE PROFIT VECTOR IS

ib.00 6.00 4.0o .00 .00 .00

IS TEM TABLEAU OPTIMAL?

Y'

INCORRECT RESPONSE -
FORILAMAX1MIZATION PROBLEM, ,,THE TABLEAU IS
OPTIMAL WHEN AIL THE RELATE PROFIT COEF-
FICiivi ARE NON-POSITIVE

14t

SELECT THE PIVOT COLUM N

1

-WHAT IS 11-1.c. NEXT STEP?

CHOOSE FROM PIVOT, RATIOS, OR RELPROFIT
IF YOU DONT KNOW, TYPE HELP.



TEE NEXT 41:0- OF THE SIMPLIM(tALGORITHM -4<7.

TO D a7 moo THE PIVOT ROW AND HENCE
4:15 'VARIABLE WHICH LEAVES THE BASIS USE TH7
r .RATIO RULE TO DETERMINE TEE BASIC

V I. :LE TO XE AVE THE. BASIS. TO -CALCULATE

RATIOS TYPE RATIOS

: RATIOS'.

:` DIVOT

THE CURRENT TABLEAU

COST io .. 6 4 0. 0. 0.

2a X5 x6 733... -

BASIS

=
x4 Op .6o . 5o 1.00 *. . oo . 4-0 . 00

a.oo- -. .46 5.0 .00 /.-10 . 00 oo: .
x6 .00 .1. 20/... . . 20 1.00 180-.00

i . /
. FOR EACH ROW, TYPE IF A RATIO .NEEI5S sO WHAT ARE-THE.VALUES OF THE BASIC VARIABLES

BE CALCULATED .OTHERWISE TyiE A 0 . IN THE ORDER'IN.WHICH THEY APPEAR IN THE
TABLEAU -

tio 6o 180

WHAT IS C(B),-THE VECTOR OF COST Cat.neiCIENTS
OFTHE BASIC VARIABLES IN CORRESPONDING"ORDER?

:600
TgE.,EESPONSE FOR ROW 1 IS INCORRECT

THE. RESPONSE FOR ROW 2,_ss INCORRECT

THE RESPONSE FOR ROW:,-.j'IS INCORRECT

THE CORRECT RESPONSE IS: 1 1

. THE RATIOS ARE
ROW NO. RATIO

:

: 0 10 0
. .

THE VAL/E OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION = 600.00..

WHAT IS TEE NEXT STEM
CHOOSE FROM PIVOT,-RATIOS, OR RELPROFIT.
IF YOU. DONT KNOW, TYPE FELP

t

: RELPROFIT
1. 100.00
2 60.00 THE RELATIVE PROFIT VECTOR IS:

3 150.00
.00 2.01 -1.00. 00 -1.00 .00

CAN A PIVOT OPERATION BE PERFORMED? . \\

IS THE TABLEAU OkrIMAL?

INCORRECT RESPONSE -
A PIVOT OPERATION CAN BE RMED SINCE.AT
LEAST ONE RATIO HAS Bt:ta CALCULATED

SELECT THE PIVOT.R

3"

INCORRECT RESPONSE -
THE ROW WITH THE SMALLEST.RATIO IS THE PIVOT
ROW

SELECT THE PIVOT ROW

: 2 -

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP?
CHOOSE FROM PIVOT, RATIOS, OR RELFROFIT-

-YOU Don iNow, TYPE KELP
t "

. : .HELP

NOW THAT THE PIVOT ELEMENT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED, A PIVOT OPERATION -CAN BE
PERFORMED. TYPE PIVOT TO PERFORM THE
PIVOT OPERATION ,

!-

WHAT IS TqF NEXT STEP?:
CHOOSE FROM PIVOT; RATIOS,OR RELPROFIT
/F YOU0DONT KNOW, TYPE HELP

.2913

: NO

SELECT TEE PIVOT COLUMN

':.2

WHAT IS THE NEXT STET?
CHOOSE FROM PIVOT,RATIOS, OR RELPROFIT
IF YOU DONT KNOW, TITS HELP

: RATIOS
° . .

° FOR EACH ROW, TYPE A 1 IF A RATIO NIgps TO BE
CALCULATED OTHERWISE. TYPE A 0

: 111

THE RATIOS ARE
ROW No: RATIO

. 66.67
2 150:00
3 150.00

CAN A PIVOT OPERATION BE PERFORMED?

: YES

.SELECT TEE PIVOT ROW

:.1

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP?
CHOOSE FROM PIVOT, RATIOS, OR RELPROFIT

. ZF YOU DONT KNOW, TYPE HELP.



4.4

-

- : PIVOT

THE -CURRENT
,

TABLEAU IS:

4 I

COST 1c ": 44 -

X1 X2 X31 XLI. X5 B
BASIS.
X2 00 1. 00 . 88 1.67 - .c 66.67

1.00 00 :17 - ..67 17 0 '33.33
X6 t . 00' . 00 4.00 -2.'00 -.00 1.0 100.00

TIE .VALUES OF ME BASIC VARIABLES
IN ORDER IN WHICH THEY APPEAR IN TM

. TABLEAU ,

e : 66.67 .33-33_ 106.00

WHAT I54), THE VECTOR, OF COS COEFFICIENTS
OF THE BAS ILVTAFfIABLES IN CORRESPONDING ORDER?

: 6 io

THE VALUE OF THE 'OBJECTIVE FUNCTION = 733.33

WHAT ±S. THE NEXT STEP?
- CHOOSE FROM PIVOT, RATIOS, OR RELPROFIT

IF YOU DONT 70W, TYPE fiELP

RELPROFIT

THE RE/ATIVE PROFIT VECTOR IS :
00 . 06 =2. 67.. -3.33 -.67 .00

IS THE TABLEAU OPTIMAL,?

: YES

DO YOU WANT TO tEGIN A NEW PROBLEM?'
.

NO
+4-4-1,0G

TOB L024 11.144. 31. 10/07/75.
ESTIMATED SESSION COST $ 17
PLEASE TURN OFF TERMINAL. TNX.

4,

292

3

I

44



1. No. oT Students Enrolled.
.

.No. Studenits Responded.
.

Table 1.

3, Reaction1to -t.he PSI Systeni

a . Favorable initial response (semester beginning)

b. Favorable final response'-(semesiei.

c. Helped me to .achieve desired goals

d, Able to plan7,_my'Ataies. -better-

e. Helped me to get, a better .grade

f. Would have preferred tradi.5.onal format

Learned more under PSI

h. Arked harder under PSI

.

i:-,4c4orked'less under SL

1

Results of IStude40031-Vey

summer. /974

25

23'

Yes. No Neither
175 7

18 '5

19 3

17 5

10 8 5

:1.

5 18. 9

6

- 2

12 e. 9 2'.

.360
293

Sumner 1975

44,.

36.

Yes 'No Neither
25 7 3

33 2

35 -1

31 5 0

22 ' 7- 7

:1 32 .3

24 5 7

18 15

11 .21 4

Summer 1976's

14.9

39

Yes No Neither
78. 7q:

.32 6 1

3o- 8 , 1

29 9 1-

-27 10

6 30 3

24 11 4

14 21 4

14 211.. 1
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.Ii..thORTAkE OF MODELLING
FOR' INTERPRETATION OF

LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS

Lgor*4 4.% Swans.=
NorthWesten University.

11.

The construction of the mathematical Model
for a linear programming probl em requires extreme
care in. orderthai-it effectiVe. If one uses
as few variables as possible, he may find thatit
is effielleot:in:computation time but ineffective
for sensitivity- aqAysfsThis. p'aper-nses .

latively uncomplicated fisiaMple ton show the-way in
which proper modelling enables one toANtract im-
portant analyses not obtainable througWasimpler
model. The apOitiach has been sUccessfurly used
in teaching -linear programming, particularly lo
explaining the concept Of duality. pesame
methods can be highly-effective inimanagerial
applications.

Introduction

It is often thought that one is.being very
efficienilf he solves a Linear Programming Prob-
lem by using the fewest possible number.of- varies

ables If one is Interested only in the solution

a , '
r.

and not in any kind of sniltvitY'analysis, this
may be'true, but if one is interested in the
effect of -a variation of the 'parameters of the
problem, many more details may be required to
hance theanalysis and interOretation.

r

Scheduling` Toblem

ptder,to consider- thebenefits of effi- .

cient ellIng,.conider,.the production schedul-
ing :pr4bIera,slaywn in Figure 1. (no claim is made

. -for.theoriginalitily-of the example).

,

A.plant makes two products, A and. B,, which
are-routed through,four.proCessing centers1, 2,
3, and 4 as. shown by thesolidjines in;the
.closed diagram. If there is spare capacity in
center'3, it is possible to route product A through. "-,''_
3 (dotted line) instead of going through2
but this is More expensive..

. _....

Given the information in:Table 1 and Table
how should production be scheduled,so'aS tmaxi-
Mize profit? (By produCtion schedule is. meant .

PRODUCTION SCHEDULING

Center 1.,,=.

A

Center 1.. Center 4
%.

Center 3

Figure 1

294 dr)

U
e

t.

4

'_;"1A.
1 (alternate)
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4

tit sOeafication of 4e followthg.ihree amoat;s:
?,

(1) The dairy *amount of raw'materiOr used
foi A, regular routeL7,, '

(3)

. . . ..- . .

The daily amount of raw material used',.
for-A, bOtional `route,., - ..

The daily amount ofraW material used
for B.

.
.

..

'Assume that sufficient storage. capacity:"is avail-.
able at.no adefttiOnal cosi.) ,-

-`2% .

.

r

p

4

Center

1

2 (.1st

A - 4
2 (2nd

3 '

B -[3
4

pass).

pass)'.

Inputs,-
gals.

per hour
% ,

recovery

300 90
95

250 85

400 80
350 75 '

500
480 45
400 80

Running
' eOst
per hr.

S

- Centers 1 and 4 run up to' 16 hours-aday;
',.ceniers 2 and 3. run up to 12. hours .a day: A figal-
4estrlei.hg is furnished by shipping facilities,:
lelhidh the daily output of A and B to a total
-of 2500 gallons. a. R

.

Ceirider first he formUlation of .the
Iem in a form in whiCh'as few variables as.poi-.
siblt are used. Therefore . .

Ler xi = the number of gallons of inputof
A, whiligAho folloW.2the regular.

t process ng'ioute

x
2
...the number of gaLkons

-"Jr
of input of

150
200
180
220
250

A, which.iato folPow the alter-
nate processing route '

2(3 .= the number of gallons of input .of
B;i-Which.has only-One roUte.

- ,

Figure 2.is arepresentation.of the problem
-incorporating these variables and also the infor,
mation from Tables 1 and

.

`0,1' each path thz c.ough a particular center,
300 there are two numbers-; the left hand number is the .

250 number of gallons 'per hour that can be processed
240 and the right hand number is the cost per hour for

Table 2
Raw

Material _Sales price
-cost per finished

.Product per gal. gal.

A 5 20
B. 6 ' 18

Maximum daily
sales, gal. of
finished product

1700
- upo

0

processing..

0
Mathematical.Statemenk of, the Problem-

Find xi, x2, xyZ 0

Such, that

- Center
-1' capacities

' .

5x1 + 52:2,4-3x3 .1,24,000

13.74075x1 + 7.2x2 43,200

34.884x2+ 31.5x3 6 2b1i6(10

6.84x1 6.84x2 + 3.825x3 32,000

400 ,Si20j .5814x1

Center 2
Xl 7300 $150 ."917. V00

855x
1J250

x2 300 $150 :3xi .855x
2

$180

250/. .$180

Center 4

.72675

.72675

$240

.5450625x2

.612x

.

I

et
- A

I . (alternate)-

Figure 2

if



a

r

,

Sales .58k4x1 t .5450625X2 4.1700
Limits.

.612x3 g 1500

Dock' -

apatity- p814x
1-
---1-,.5450625x2.-1- .612x' 2500

,

and such that

4.7.162875X 3.866543x2 t 3.48825x3
j

maxim.is a

.Optimal - .Solution
. , 4

. .

In this form of the problem,.one can get the"
optimum solutian'or carrying out the'production s..

schedule. The solution reveals that 1-

.

1.- 2923.98 lops folloW the regular'rOute
A but non follow the alternate.rodtb;..

2. 1307.19 g lions follow route B.
.1

3. Th-i profit., s.$18,399:59.

4. The actual-Output'of either A or B is not
revealed.directly although it can be ob-
tained by'additional simple-computation.

5 Through the dual solutions_ one sees that-
the sales restriction on A' is a limita-
ttbr on profit and that Dock.Capacity is
also a limitation.on profit. The per
unft gains made by relaxing these con-
straints arse given by the dual solutions.

6. Nothing in the solution is directly re,
vealed concerning the effect ofchang-
ing either the rates of gallon through-
pht for each of the centers nor
hourly costs of processing in each of,
the centers.

x
1

7: A studY,Of the effect of changing the co-
eficients of the objective function is
`not very revealing since the coefficients 2-

in this function are.a conglomerltion of ;-

a timber of.incomes and costs.
This. . .:$ :

, .

-forL of 4e,Qedel -seems' to be,relatively
neat and himself' in the bvev--
ity of:the format .thinking that restricting the
problem tohree, variables and seven-constraints

,is a minor triumph.'

. it would appear that a manager interested in
ptoducinethe most effective schedule wbuld require
sensitivity.analysis.which would.study the effects

of changes in processing rates and processing costs
for each of the.centers. Accbrdingly, in,what-fol-
lowa I develop a model of the ,samerroblem Which
wIll.'enablm_the manager to Learn a vast amount more
about the'dperation ancLwhich would enable him to
'do a bette' jiib13.i effective management.

Alternate Statement of the Problem
,

As.shown in Figure 3,'x1 and x9 are used to
represent the raw material inputs for A and B res-
pectively.. These variables are modified by re- ,

tovery tates and new definitions are made so that'
variabiesxi to x12, designate various inputs and
outputsin the-" processing steam. Froth Figure. .

it can beseen that a solution for x7 gives the
final 'output' of A, regular; a solution for x8 gives
the final output of A, alternate; and a solution
for xligivesthe final output of B. Furthermore; .

the definition'of these,Vailables serve as con-
straints which invoive the re.Ca}i,ery rates. Tbe'de
finitiOn of'.variablea x)j through x20 serve as'cOn-
straints which define the hourly processing rates,
of the tentera.The recovery.and hourly,processing
definitionsand corresponding Constraints are given.

.

x2
x
1x ----hrs

13 300

@$150/hr.

33.8 500

x
'x =, ----hrs.16- 400

@$220/hr.

x2-
hrs..

It1.4 450

@$200/hr.

r
x
6

@$180/hr.

@$300/hr.

x10
= hrs

'@$250/hr.

-
x .

. 'x hrs.
17 350

@$250/hr.

,

Figue 3

121

11,- .hrs.= h---
20 400

@$2401hr.
x8

.11111.

.-s- 1

A:(ragular)

r- 'A (alternate)

S.



Recovery definitions:
Whph written Recovery
As constraints: Definitions

x2- .9x1

.-95x2

-2 -

.x4 -8?x3 r>°
.80x541 x7 11\.

x8 P 75x
6

x8 +7.5x6 'OR 0

x1.0 -9°x9 'x10'
9

xv.. .85x10

x12
5.80x11

Center
PrOceising times :

2t13 x1/300.

x14 73C2145b

Xi5 x31250

X16 X5/400

=x17
X61350 .

Xis X9/500 s.

, X19 X101480.

x20 .ox11/400

-85xio 0
7.

, 242
.T-C)

When written
as constraints:

xi -360x13 = 0

x2 - 450x14

x3, -250x15'= 0.

-.400"18= 0.

4% 7 356'x1:7
0

x9 - sooxii o

x --480x - 010 19

x11 400x20

We add the constraint which shows the balance
fOr A regular and A alternate route as

x4 7 x5 + x6

If we then add the seven constraints of our
smaller model in terms of the above variables
we have a model with twenty-four constraints.
and twenty variables. The problem is then
stated as follows:

such that

Find x
1

to x20 ).; 0

4

x2 .- .90x1

x3 .95x2

-.85x3

Ic7

8
. 75x

6

7

= 0

=0

= 0

x10 ;90X9. 4°

_Hourly
I

300x13= 0
Processing'°
Rates x2 - 450x14 0

x3 - 250x15

x5, - 400x16

x ;- = 0
6.

x9 -
18"

0

x10 - 480xr9" 7 0

xii zoox20.7.0

Balance-

Center
Capacities /

Saes
Constraints

Dock---,
Capacity

Such that

x4 x5 x6

x13 XIA . 16

x14
+

x16

x17 + x19

x1.5 + x20

x7 + x8 g 1700.

1501x
1

150

x7 '4,.px
12'

2500

12

12

16

:

-5x1+20x7+20x8 - 6x9+18x12 - 150x13 - 200x14

- 180x -220Xi
6
- 250x1 -300x

18
- 250x19 - 240xz0

is a MAXIMUM.



The actual
form are:

1.

2.

3.

Scheduling Parameters
.

paramzters for:thie problem in .either

Sales Limits on -A
. ... .

Dock Capacity -

Hourly CapaCit,ies. or
3; and 4.

v.

4.: Cost of Raw Material

centets 1, 2,

Input A and- B

5. Income from.Sales'of A and

6. Center .l. '11

,Rate of processing (Gals/hour

Cost-of processing ($/hour) '...

'Sathea AboVe'fdr.B

7.. Center 2 .._-_,

Rate of procesing (Gals/hbur)
for 'A ...'

1

Cost of processing ($/hour)' '13-!tPas-

Same as move 'for A

2nd paSS
..

8.

x2 9 x1 ° 7 '

The dual solution corresponding to this constraint
is

+ 6.11111

This:is interpreted
were written

to mean that ifthe condraint

.x2 = b
2 1 : k

the instantaneous rate-of change in profit is
6.11111 for a unit increase in b

1
.

or A

Center 3

Rate of processing.(Gals/honr)

Cost of processing ($/hour)

Same as above for. A alternate

Center 4

Rate of processing (Gals/hour)
for A

Cost of processing ($/hour) -

Same as above for B.

Since the recovery rate- is the coefficient of
are'really trying to do a sensitivity study

volving a non - linearity but. good approximations
can be made. Since

2
=..9x

1
4-b

1

it can be seen that increasing bl makes ft pos-
isible to get the.same output x2 with.less_input xl
i.e. an increase in recovery rate; b1 is measured
.in-gallons and the rate of increase in profit is
in dollars per gallon..

If b1 is increased one gallon, it will result
in xl being reduced by b1 /.9 or 1.1111 bl, provid-
ing x2 and the recovery rate remain fixed. This

-can be seen since

.-.

Advantages of the Second Model

.. When using the.short form of the' problem, we
are able to make a sensitivity study for items 1,
-2, and 3 only. In the larger model, we are able
to analyze all items on the list [1].

Sensitivity on 'Recovery Rates-

In order to see the advantages of the- Second
Model, consider the effeqtof changing the re-
coveryrate for material-:A going throdsh center
1. The recovery rate for this process is.ini -
tially 90%. It is. rather :obvious that increas-
ing the recovery rate will improve the profit if
nothing else. is changed, but what are the effects

quantitatively?. -

Consider the definition equation

x - .90x
2 1

and its corresponding constraint

298

"9("I 6) + "9"1

79x1 - .96 + bl- .9x1

Change in xl
bl

. 1.111 131

Therefore the savings will be.appi.oximately

150
1.1111 p - 1.1111 (5

300
= 1.111(5.5) = 6:1111

)where the $5. is the per unit savings in raw mate-
rial input and150/300 is...per unit savings in Pro-
cessing costs; which checks with the dual solution.

In order to translate, this to a change of l7
in the recovery rate,-a good approximation for the
effects; for small values'-at least, is given by
changing bi by an amount equal to 17. of xi, since

.91k ;=:.9x +.b
1 1

+.b1

leads to having

b = .01x
1 1

Using the constraint

x
2

= .9x
1
+ b

1

and allowing b1 to change by an amount equal to
.01x1 is not equivalent to using the constraint

11 ,

x
2

- .91x
1



To illustrate:

....,olirsolutionfor.2924.0
,

x1
il '-

..-kroblem Pill 4s .- X = 2631.6
2 .

. .

5

Whether we use a change in bi or a changein re-
covety rate of 90%, we produce 2631.6 as the out
put oecenter 1. -A eduction of 1% in input of
29.240 substituted for b1 yields,

2631.6 - - 29.240 = 0

or x, - .2891.51
A

Processed at 90% recovery rate.

'If we use the constraint

then ,

.

x2 - .91x1 = 0

2631.6
xl .91

'2891.87 ,

a difference of processing of .36 gallons @$6..11
or approximately $2.19.

Thus if we use changes in bi at 17. of xi and
use the dual value for the constraint, the expected
'improvement in profit is

(.01) (2924) (6.1111) = 178.69 .

The new, profit would then be

18,339.59 + 178.69'= 18,518.28

A solution of the problem at 91% recovery rate
yields a profit of

$18,516.32

The error is small but importantly the changes in
profit are-in theright direction and the manager-
ial implications of a change in recovery rate, are
of the correct orders of magnitude.

In a similar fashion all other recovery rate
changes can be assessed by using the dual solu
tions.' It is only necessary to change the input
to any center by 1%, then multiply by its corres-.
ponding,dual value ta get an estimate of the
effect of a change of 1% in absolute value of any
recovery rate.

If one wished to find a more exact eff'ect-of,
the change of recovery rate, it muit be done by
'finding the effect of changing the'proper coeffi-'
cient in a'constraint. For the example we have
studied above this amounts to changing a'coeffi-
cient for the variable xi, which is a basic vari-
able. The model presents the necessary informa-
tion lor this study, butit is much-more detailed:.

Sfnittivity on Processing Costs

In order tct study the effects.of procesaing-,
rates,-we examine the dual solutionsoorrespond-
ing to-,constraints %through 16. For example,

299

if the rate of processing for center 1 were in -.
creased from 300 t8-301 gallons per hour, the dual
solution indicates an improvement of 50c in profit.

For-any..4f,_the above cases it is necessary,to-'
study the ranging of the right hand side to make
sure that there are no pro,ylems:.associated-with
degeneeacy..

Another part of the analysis would assess. the
'effects of changing processing costs for. each, of
the centers. This can be dope directly by a study.
of the ranging-of the. objective function for vari
-ablea . .

. -

x
13

through x20

The effects of changes in raw material costs
are -giVen,by lookin .at- variables

and x
9

and the.effects of changes in selling price are
. given by looking at variables

x X :And x
7' 8,

x12..

It should be evident that the more detailed
model provides much more managerial information..

Effects on the Computer

The ;mailer model resulted in-three variables
ancLseval.constraints and for the Computer Program
used [2) at Northwestern University's Computer

.

Center required .01 seconds of computing time. 7,

The.larger model resulted in-44 variables and 24'
constraints, and required.. 1940. seconds of comput-'
in'g time.

The program used had capabilities of sensi-
tivity analysis. When use was made of- Ranging -

both the Right Hand .Side and the Coefficients of
the ObjectiveFunction the total computing times
were .652 seconds-and 2.673 seconds respectively.

Memory requirements were,obviously greater
for the larger model but were no threat to the
solution of the problem.

The increase in both storage requirements and
computing times were not insignificant but it is
clear they do not impose difficultieswhich can
not be overcome. 'Should the modelling_of a prob-.
Iem along the lines illustrated in this piper lead
to excessive demands on either memory. or computing
;time, the problem can be partitioned- so-as to ce-,
lieve the, excessive demands without diminishing
the advantages discussed in 'the paper, althoUgh
more than one Computer run might'have to be made.

. In:this example satisfactory reductions can'
be made by eliminating-the definitions. and con-
straints.interms of -the remaining variables.
This. to,reduces the problem t one of 28 variables
and 16 constraints and allows one to make. the sen-
sitivity analysis on the recovery parameters.

One can'.by similar means eliminate other por-
tions of the problem and;thuS concentrate On.one.
or two sections at a time. -
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The summary computer output for eachOf the
problems discussed'in the per are given in the
Appendix.

. Conclusions

The basic conchision that can be reached is
that substantial gains, can be made in facility for
interpretation by p
These gains are made

modelling of the problem.'
.4 cost_of increased memory

requirements-for the computer and increased Comput-
ing time.

:Although consideration has been p.ve4 to es-
tablishing rules for the way inwhich the problem-
-should be modelled for such efficiencY,'Uo com-
plete set has yet been established. at' remains
somewhat of an art'or perhaps a great amount of
foresight. In the examples used, an increase in
both the number of variables and the number of con-\
Straints-led,to these efficiencies in interprets-
-tion but such is not.always the casa. There'are
other-cases where the'gains'are made by reducing
both.the number of variables and number of con-
straints.

Complete computer outputs- are not included
because of the space reghired, These are available
however.

Appendix

Small Problem

Summary of Results

Var -Var Row
No Name No

1
1 x

1

.2 x
2

3 x3

4 Slack

5 Slack 2

6: Slack 3

7, Slack Le

8 Slack 5

9, Slack

10 Slack.

Oppor-
tunity

Status Activity Level Cost

B " 2923.9766082

NB

1307.1495425

5458.5483316

3022.3684211

B 160423.5294118

B 7000:0000000

B

NB

.5516015

2.4060028

6 700.0000000

7 NB 5.6997549_

flaximUmNalue.af the
&Objective Function =. 18339.591933

Var Var-
No Name

2

3

4 -x4
5

6

7 x7

8. x8

x6

9

10

11

12

13

14

15 x15

16

17, xI7

18' x18

19 x19

20 x2q
21 Artif

22 Artif

23 Artif

24 :Artif

25 Artif

26 Artif.
27 Artif

28 Artif

29 Artif

30 Artif

.x16

31 --Axtif

32' Artif

33 Artif'

34 Artif

35 Artif

36 Artif:

37 Artif

38 Slick

39 Slack

40 Slack

41 Slack

42 Slack

Large Problem

Summary of Results `k

Row
No-. Status

B

B

J- B

B

B

B

B

B'

B

B

B

B

B.

B

B.

NB

-B

-- B
B'

1, NB

2 NB

3 NB

4 . NB

5 NB

6' NB

7' NB

8 NB

NB

10 NB.

11 NB

12 , NB

13 NB

14 NB

15 NB

16 'NB

17 NB

18 B

19 B

20 B

21 B

22 'NB

'Activity
Level

2923.9766082

2631.5789474

2500.0000000

2125.0000000

2125.0000000

0.00000o0

1700.0000000

0.0000000

1307.1895425

1176.4705882

1000.0000000

800.0000000

9.7465887

5.8479532.

10.0000000

5.3125000

2.6143791

2.4509804

2.5000000

- -

- -

3.6390322

.8395468

9.5490196

3.5000000

Opportunity
Cost

265.6492411

6.1111111

6.9005848

8.9653939

11.8942423

11.8942423

7.3333333

9.2401961

12.3002451

.5000000

.4444444

.7200000

.5500000

-.0447121

.6000000

, .5208333

.6000000

-8.9653939_,

2.4060028

43 Slack 23 B . _700.0000000 :

44 Slack 24 NB . 5.6997549.
,M4xiMum,Value of Objective Function 11 18339.59194
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EXAMPLE 1

N

EXAMPLE FROM SECTION 3.8

THE ORIGINAL COEFFICIEHTS OF.THE'CONSTRAINTS

CODE 0 ..>. '<OR. CONSTRAINT
COOE11 ..) >OR. CONSTRAIA

- CODE!2 .=> CONSTRAINT

I CODE CONSTANT , Aiiai A11.3) At194) AI1.5) AII.61 Alit?) A11,81

1 13 10..00 2.00 "3.00
2 O. 24.00 3.00 2.00

3.00 1.00 1.00

.THE COOFFICIENTS IN THE. ORIGINAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO BE MINIMIZED ARE: 4
-6.00 -4.00

BASIC SOLUTION 1 .

30.00
XRI 21. XI 5) 24.00
411 11. Xt.41. .0

. X8C31. XI 61" 3.00

_ : CURRENT VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS 0 0000E+04-:.773:00
.

. BASIC SOLUTION 2

X81_11. Xt 24.00
'xBf 21 .Xt 51 15.00

3.00 .

`--CURRENT VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

BASIC SOLUTION' .3

XRU1). X( 4)- 14.00
X8I 2/ XI 3i 5.00
X8I 1) XI 11. 8.00

IS 0.18000000E+02

. .

CURRENT VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS 0.48000000E+02

THE LAST BASIC FEASIBLE SOLUTION IS OPTIMAL
OPTIMAL VALUE OF THE ORIGINAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS -48.00

O



141.

a

TYPICAL STAGE DESCRIPTION:
. .

Stage Deciston
d(I)<s(I)> K(I)+'s(1)

CKIRK(1)(01

Input State
sC I )

: P Output State.
:--s(1-1)As(1).B0d(I)<s(1)) --)

stage Returns
r(i)..CsLI).D+d(1.)s(1)>,

Cumulative Returns
f(l)r(F)44(I-1)<s(1-2)>

if the problem is to Maximize enter a "1" for L; otherwise, enter a "0" to Minimize.

7

Enter the state transformation parameters: A,B as requested.
A

B

A./e

Enter the returns function parameters: C,D as requested.

0

Enter 'the number of stages(N), up to a maximum.of 6.
ti'

..-

b. . -..

Stages. to go: 1

Enter a value for 6C 1) which will maximize:
-f( 1) 0.5000.4( ) C -0.2000)+K( 17 +s( 1)
K(1)

Stages to go: 2

Enter a valae -for. KC 2) which will maximize:
f( 2) 0.8600s( 2) + C 0.0000)K( 2),+s( 2)
K(2)

Stages to go: 3

Enter a value for KC 3) which will maximize:.
fC 3) 1.0950si 3) ( 0.1400)KC 3)s( 3)
KC3)
1

Stages to go: 4

Enter a
f( 4)
KC4)
1

value for KC 4) which will maximize:
1.3646s(.4) ( 0.2940)KC 41.s( 4)

DECISION SUMMARY

Stages to go Iplecision
1 0.00
2 0.00

1.00
1.00

TOTAL RETURN 1.65115 s(

305



EXAMPLE 2 (cont.)

Enter the value of s( 4) as requested.
s(4)
.1

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

?Kto 1'

: e
1.00 : 1.20

4 :

rim , 0.30'

TOTAL RETURN 1.66

This terminates the proCedure.

111. XEQ "STOP".

Ks 1

:

1.10 : :

>: 3
-1.21

0.33
KR 0

1.21 : : 0'.35
2 .

0.60
Km 0

0.85: :

>: 1 .



0

,MPLE 3

DO'YOU KNOW HOW TO.USE THIS PROGRAM? :

? N
THIS IS AN INTERACTIVE LINEAR PROGRAMMING ROUTINE
YOU MUST HAVE YOUR PROBLEM FORMULATED AS A MAXIMIZATION
PROBLEM.
THIS PROGRAM WILL ACCEPT >,< OR CONSTRAINTS.
THE TYPE OP CONSTRAINT MUSTBE INDICATED TO THE PROGRAM.
THE rNDICAT6RS ARE L G FOR ?., AND E FOR u.
ALL >- CONSTRAINTS ARE CONVERTED TO'< CONSTRAINTS-
ARE-YOU READY TO USE THIS PROGRAM TO OBTAIN A SOLUTION?
? Y
ENTER THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS FOLLOWED BY THE
NUMBER OF STRUCTURAL VARIABLES. SEPARATE THE NUMBERS
WITH A COMMA (,).

3,4
ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
C(1),;;...,C(N) . .

? 3,4,5,1

-ENTER THE INDICATOR FOR THE TYPE OF CONSTRAINT,
L FOR <E., G FOR >, E FOR -, ON ONE LINE

FOLLOWED BY THE LEFT -HAND SIDE CONSTRAINT COEFFICIENTS
ONE ROW Al"A TIME:A(1,1), ... ,A(1,N), ONE PER LINE.
? L
? 2,1,3,1

? L
? 1,2,4,2

?.L

? 3,2,1,1

ENTER THE VECTOR OF RIGHT-HAND SIDE COEFFICIENTS
B(1), ,B(M).
2 18,26,30

CURRENT BASIC. SOLUTION:
Row .' VARIABLE VALUE-

18
2 - - 6 26
3

7 - 30

-.OBJECTI'VE FUNCTION 0
IS THIS. SOLUTION FEASIBLE?
? Y
NON-BASIC ' 2(J) -C(J)

VARIABLE VALUE
1 -3
2 -4
3 -5
4. -1

31,9



. 4j EXAMPLE -.3 (ccrit.)

IS THE SOLUTION OPTIMAL ?

,ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE NON-BASIC VARIABLE
...YOU WANT TO BRING INTO THE SOLUTION.

3
-BASIC' PIVOT
VARIABLE . COLUMN

R.H.S.
VALUE

THETA
VALUE

18 6
26

7' ' - i 30 30
ENTER THE NUMBER. OF THE BASIC VARIABLE
TO LEAVE THS SOLUTION.

NON-BASIC
VARIABLE

Z M-C(.7)
VALUE

1 .333333
2 -2.33333
5 1.66667
4 .666667

IS THE SOLUTION OPTIMAL ?
? N

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE NON-BASIC VARIABLE
IOU WANT TO BRING INTO THE SOLUTION.
:?2
BASIC
VARIABLE

PIVOT
COLUMN

R.H.S.
VALUE

THETA
VALUE

3 .333335 6 18.
6 .666667 2.00002 3.00002
7 1.66667 24 14.4

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE BASIC VARIABLE
TO LEAVE THESOLUTION.
?.6
NON-BASIC
VARIABLE
1

. 6

5
4 .

IS THE SOLUTION

2(3)-C(J)
VALUE

- 5.5

3.5
- 3

2.99999
OPTIMAL ?

ENTER THE NUMBER .OF THE 'NON -BASIC VARIABLE..
i0i1 WANT ie 1311t4G:.INTOHEr'SOLIT/ION

4e-

. PIVOT .

-COLUMN ' VALUE

2.99997
6.5



EXAMPLE 3 (cant.)

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE BASIC VARIABLE
TO LEAVE THE SOLUTION.
? 7
NON - BASIC Z-(J)=C(J)
VARIABLE VALUE

-1.846154
6 1.38461
5 -. 461538
4 2.15384'

IS THE SOLUTION OPTIMAL ?
` ? N

4

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE NON -BASIC VARIABLE
YOU WANT TO BRING INTO THE.SOLUTION:
? 5
_BASIC PIVOT- R.H.S. THETA
VAR/ABLE COLUHN VALUE. VALUE
3 .307692 .615385
2 -.846154 10.3077 -12.181§
1 , :461538 2.92308 6.33333

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE BASIC VARIABLE
-

TO LEAVE THE SOLUTION.
17

? 3
NON-BASIC Z(J)-C(J)
VARIABLE VALUE
7 ..499999
6 1.5
a 1.5
4 2.5.

IS THE SOLUTION OPTIMAL 7-
? Y

FINAL SOLUTION VALUES AT TERMINATION.
CURRENT. BASIC SOLUTION:
ROW . VARIABLE VALUE

2
2 J 2 .. 12
3 1 2.

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 54.

T0.52/3.95 15:26:26





At present, the algorithm which impTeMents
the basic philosophy of this system is at an exper-
imental level and should not be mptaken'for the
final version, nor should the FORTRAN package which
realizes this iiiplementation be construed as final,
code. 4'

The Paper is organized into six sections. '
Sections II and III describe the general algorithm,
section IV discusseshe currentlimplementation of 1 -

thegenerat algorithm, section Wpresents a test
.probletwith numerical results obtained fitmtthe.
FOR RAN pacage for the cumment!implememtation,
and section VI describes future research plans.

. .

0 IX. DISCUSSION OF THE ALGORITHM

The ,structure pf te sySten solver was modu-
larized intOfour ),Inic tasks or phases:

(1)' Pre-optiMal analysis
(2) Starting point generation and selection
(3) Problem solution
(4) Post-optimal analysis

In order, to implement the concept of mOdulari-
zation, a control program was constructed. This

.-programgives.the user the ability to select one ,
or more of the above phases with which to attack..
his problem- Each phase can be accessed alone or
as part of a collection which includes other phases

DFSCR1PTION 9 .1 HE FRASES

Phase 1. The phasewh'-h we call "pre :-optimal.,
'analysis" incorporates the ideas of (1) Pre--
ecaling of the problem, and (2) verification and

of.user-supplied routines, iii part
ticuIar, the verification ofvgertfurnished exact
analytic partitl derivatives hyraaans of finite-
difference techniques

Phase-2. The motivation behind phase two. is derived
from the situation a us_er taaes when a a
problem aboatWhichkeLbas'yery little tion.

1r:closeto the.rninirconf..
.Re not be able to Ohoose int
ruff' at,best
- he can*pply.upper and lower. boundS-
in viii ch lie suspectaa..Mihimai.tdiaxist: 'Inorder-
to handle situations -such asithis,: a point- disper-
sion algorithm can be used to generate a Specified
number of 'paints rich are uniformly distributed
in a Closed rectangular region that the user. has
defined .1et the set S = } denote

these. points., evaluate F on the set-S and select
.:aisdaset, T'=

"
1 c S, with N2 <

2
which consists of the ordered points for which F
has ascending Values; i.e.

.4

't?
x* .t2 t

' 'Figure 1

-All too many problem solving systems.would use t1
as a starting point for an optiMization procedure
which would then converge x. -Cur apprOach

e followt that of Aird [1],. from each of
=the points we ourdoest

2
(fastest) optimization algorithm for'a SMali'mumber
of iterations (we have used three for this number

'with excellent success), producing yet.a third set
of points, P

2
1. Again, we evaluate'.'

"
F of the' set P an select a,subset
R = 1 cP,with 1q3< N2, which con- ,

.sists of points ordered so that Ffri) < F(r2) <...<
F(rN ). The points in R can'then be used susses=3
-sivelyas "final starting points". In practice,
the restricted set R has yielded excellentstarting
points fog'use in phase three. -In the figure above,
-please note thatany good gradient (descent),pro-
Cedbre.woUld result in r1 = x.* being used as the
first (most promising) starting.point in phase
:three.

Phase 3. -The methodology of-phase three conceo7
trates on troblem sol4tion: convergence to a
miniimmv TWO major considerations haVeazisen in
-the development ofa.general algorithm: .'

... .. . ..

F (t2.)-1F(t2) F(tN2

At --this' Stage, t1-appears td be'otir 'raOst -promising

point for' producing a miniium..of F; :however, as'
Figure 1 (fora one-dimensiOnal problem) shows, t1
might not lie in the valley containing the minimum
of interest.

(1) :What etrategy-canbe'Used to blend
ex lerrentazY, opthaiZatiPn.
techniqueedn such a Geyeeto achieve
abalance'bet-ueed efficiency, ail:" robust-
ness? (By "efficiency" we mean minimize-
tion of -speed of execution and core star-.
age-requirements. By "robustness" we ,

mean the ahility of a method to converge
from a very wide distribution of start-.
ing points-fa:re variety of functions )

-(2) 'islet criteria are involved in'discon-,
ti nuing the use of one method and

-initiating.the use of another?

Ideally, wewouldliketo use one method that
is-botnefficient- and iiibust. FroweVer,'highly
efficient methods are seldom robUst, and vice .

versa..-A, local optimizer is classified as an
efficient method and is one which converges very
rapidly 'for starting points that are close to
(local to) the :minim= An-example of accal

'optimizer is the Gauss-Newton method applied to
finding the minimum of- quadratic function (fram
any starting point).. .In contrast, a robust method
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local MirdZILIM, the posaibility of =-
verging to a. local minimum increases when
using more than one starting' point. .

At present, phase one 'has not teen inpleMented.

PHASE 2 begin

4'
Generate N, points
'and mlmaate their
F values

Sort points cn
their F values

Perform a Limited
'amber of _itera-
tions of lcoal
method frau each
point

Sort.po.trts an F
values and discard
those Imo close
together

Save- N < of the
ranaininF Mints as
starting points .

The constructiaa of phase two (see Figure 3)
is scmodat more detailed "than its description
given above in section III, but it parallels the
general algorithm. NI, N2, and N3 are user-
supplied parameters. Rho, methods currently used
In phase two are the Air cl and Rice point-disper-
sion algorithm [2] ; and Brown's derivative-free
modification of the levenbarg-Mareuardt method [3].

The current iraphiesantaticn of -phase three
(see Figure 4) utilizes a local optimizer as the
priaircy methad fcrv.solution and an alternative
method, a nonlinear simplex algorithm. The local
method is used.initially for .a specified !amber of
iterations. itten'the method does not ccnOeige to

. a minima, the progress of the method is evaluated..
If the results indicate'that it is performing well
enough to. continue, the flaw of control reties -to
the local otimizer. If the progress'evaluaticn

: incrzcates that the method is performing poorly,
the nonlinear simpler method is employed. If this
method does not =verge to a minima in a specified
neither- of it eraticns; an evaluation of its

PHASE 3 begin

performance is necessity. The flaw of ocritrol re-
tukns the local.optimizer if the resulteindi-
tate a significant degree of progress. However, if
the simplex method has performed unsatisfactorily,

-.the flaw of...coot:col. returns to the ccntrol program
with an. indication: that e solution could not be
found. At this point, tie next most prcmilaing
starting point candidate is use;1,and phase three
is re-entered. Suotessful progress of ,hoth opti-
mizers is dePeadent upon a significant decrease .in
the F value .or irr the norm of the gradient The
local vmetharrarrently used is Braces method [3V]
The nOnLinear . simplex algorithm used is Parkinson's
=edified version of Nelder and Mead's nonlinear
simplex algorithm [4,5]. '

Post-optimal analysis: in phase four (see
Figure 5) is acommpli'shed by manning points in a
neighborhood of the solution obtained in phase
three and then =paring the F values of these
points against the F value. at the solution point.

V. A TEST PROBLEM AND NCHF:RICAL RUREMS

A FORTRAN, program based upon the current in-
. plementation of the Vproblea solving system has
been run success.fully on a co.Llectica of standard
test problems... (Mose results will he doCurented
elsethere.) For the purposes of this discussion,
we have octistructed`a n test problem Whose
gereetry would challenge the ability of the system

firul a global minimal.

313



Figure 5

The test problem is given by:

,rminimize F(x,y), -where

= .0001 * (f
1
2
4 f

2
2
),.

f
1
= 200. 175. * tarp(-(x - 1742)

.

'
emi?(- (Y 17.) )1.

false
convergence
return

2.
-= 5.

*

* ((x 7 12.) .2 .

- 17.) Al- (f -.12.)
-

- 23.) (y

- 23.)

..)]

Note that F' is symmetric in x and y.

.
A three7diraensional plotof F over the range

of interest is given in Figure 8.. order to
better exhibit the topography of Faround the glo-
bal minima, a contour plot is Shown in-Figure 9.

The reason that F is challenging,especially
for local optimization methods, is that the region,
x =.(11,24) and y = (11,24), Cantainsanumber of
iocalminima and 'se points, including a saddle,-
point-close to the gldbalmdnima.:Specifically,
the points given .1approximately) by (12,12),

(12,23), (23,12),' and (23,23) are all Irc'41 minima
of' F and at those, Points, the 'value. of F is 4.

Similarly, the points given (approximately) by
(12,17),,(17,12), (17,23), and (23,17) are also
local minima 'of at. each of thesepoints F. takes
on thevalueof-.0625. 'The:troublesome smaler
point occursat (17,17) where F assumes the value
of 2.25; this saddle -point is near the, global
minima which are given'tapproximately1 by

(17.61014224'46.110990468) and,the symmetrically
placed point, (16.110990468,17.61014224). At the
global minima F has the value of zero.

An observation to be noted is that even finer
plots than the...pane-given in Figure.9

filtifto expose the Locations of the global minima.
Graphical teehnigUesjhavemerit in Showing the
overall general behavior of afunction, but, as
this test function indicates,.graphics.cannot be

. relied upon to solve optimization problems.

EXperiment #1. Mn order to obtain a measure
of the robustness of .the' system solver vs. the
robustneSsof.the stand -alone Methods of which it
is Composed, we ran (a) the system solver, (b) the
local optimizer (Brown's method (3)), and (C) the
simplft.method [4,5] from first 10, then 20, and
finally 40 starting points uniformly distributed
in the region of interest, x = (1,31) and
y = (1,31). The results are summarized in the
table given in Figure 6. .

NI=

172.

5,

SYSTEM
40,..bitie,

LOCAL_
OPTIPIIZE

S/NPLE'X,
yar,e, 0 41

TA.-
%

L. ..

.ut
C,

FA
11_ 4g.e

S

tc, ,
.k

.."s

1

I N.E:

.

-IP AO

---
..

8
20 20. 0'

. q 12' 2 20

35 S -i- p

Figure :6.

The word "success" in thattable means that the
metbcd.ConvergedtO a local minimum (which in some
cases corresponded to a glr+ml minima) , whereas
the word "failure" means that the method conVerged
to a saddle-coint, diverged, or failed to converge
in the meacirran nuMber of evaluations or
maxirmaa number of iterations that were allowed. .

Experiment #2. The purpose of this experiment
was. to see how many points (Ni) had to- be uniformly
scattered throughout the region. in order Ear the
-system solver to produce a global minim= as dis-.
tinct from a local minimum. As Figure 7 indicates,

//: 4 ,r Vttitic f F
44 numctstal

. c

..44 z S

/o g 1

.Z0 5. 1 o.

5.'2. a.
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. as soon as 20:Points"(or more) are initially .

scattered, the system splver'converges to. a global
minima. In order to illustrgEe this experiment in
greater detail, let_us/consider the case is Which
Nj = N2 =,5, and IST3 7-= 1 in Figure 7 (see also
the discussion of phase two in Section' III of this
aper). . In phase two of this-algorithm; an input

of Ni =-20, causes 20 points to be uniforM1Y
. scattered by the Air&Ride algorithm [2] in the
region of. interest which is x:= (1,31) and
y = (1,31). The location of these Points is
shown in Figure 10. The nrmbering.of the-:points

31 -/

. 28

16

10

x

.(17.61014224,16.11099O468).w:Litha corresponding F.
value of zeFp. 7

4 *.0'

laccia:Slintaary; the systen tolver'displayed a high
rate (see Figure6) and, once enough points

were7..A.Oed'in-the initial scattering by phase two
(i.e4'tince N1.waS large enough) ithe system solver
found-a.Olcbal 7Linimurn (seeTigure,7).-,

VI. FUTURE RE:SEAR= AND PLANS
DISTRIBUTED CODE :

The long range plant-fOr the problem solving
system' include:

(1) The ability to solve nonlinear uncon-
strained optimization problems and non-
linear systems of equation problems In
addition to the current Pbil'ity of solv-
ing nonlinear least:tquares problems.

0 3.

.

given'inFigrre 10 corresponds-to the order in
-Mich they were produced by the Admi-Rice Method
[2]. -Phase twonow. evaluates F at each of these 20
points. -The-inputParametar value, N2 =- 5 (see,

*Figure 9) now causes phase-two to take the "5 points
'(of the'criginal 20) having the,smanaM:Fvolue
and perform 3 iterations of the local method-froa.
each of these 5 points. Once again, the.F.'values:'
of the 5.resulting points are.computed. Fliallyi-
the input, N3 =1, (see. Figure 7) causes the-Selec-
tion of the one point Whidh has thusfarprodmoed,
the smallest F value to be Used as-TEE starting
point for phase three. That-point caused phase-
three .to-convergee-tOthe.glabal minimum -which had '
the value of zero. It of interest that the

(19,10) labeled- "6" in Figure 10 had the
smallest F value of the original X31 = 20 scattered.
Points, but If that point had been used directly
as the starting pcant for phase three, the systen
solver would have-Converged to-the local minimum of
F at (12,12) with thecrmrrespNadingFvolue of 4.
On the other hand, the,point (19,16) labeled "3" in
FigUre 10 only ranked third on the list of the 5
best points, .based Upon F values only; however,
when- that point benefited from being run through
the 3 iterations of 'the local method, the resulting
point had.the,smallestvalue-and was used in
phase three, which then pmcdrced the global minimum,

, . .

7
-

Figdre 10

.25 ; -
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FOR FIRST

The Ability to implement any of a number
of hierardbical structures in phase
three:. Init.-Lally, we shill explore a
three-tiered structuceinwhich the top
level (the level which is used ind re-'
used first) includes methods -which

Hessian information. The second
level of metbods utilize gradient infor-
mation:and the bottcra level methods'
utilize only function values. _Typically,
the methods at the top level are the
nxxst'efficientldhereas the'methods at the
bottom level are the most robust.

(3) _The ability to plug in any loCal method
or robust method into the appropriate
boxes in phase three without the uper.
havingto reproxosn' any of the rest of
the problem solving system. similar
abilities apply to phates two and foUr.

(4) The.develOpment of a control language to -

allota the user to make requests
system in simple meaningful
statements.

(5) .The creation of a fully mcdUlarized

.pale.

inbrder.toachieve.one-gdel of producing and
distributing useful code by the end of-1977, we
shall concentrate an a, specific prOblem area, the
unccustrained minimization of a sun of squares .of
nonlimemafunctions. We have adopted the follow-
ing implementation strategy:

Phase 1. 4.Swep1an to allay derivative or
derivative -free methods in phase three, we.chal7
implement code to,-at the user's option, verifythe
correctness of the partial derivatives. which he .

furniShes: Again, at theuser's.tption, the sys--'
ben will automaticallypErmide'dedault values for.
the required input parameters: Finally, a'scaling.
s l.tategy. involving 'the diagonal.of the inverse
Hessian matrix of F will be, tested_apd implemented
if s u c c e s s f u l .

-

Phase 2. This phase will remain as it is
now, ti llzing the Aird-Rice 'point-diSpersion
algorithm [2] folloWed by iteratir+ns of

3



Q.

.,BrOwn's method [3]-7.

Phase 3. We Shall adopt'thethreetiered
.- .hierarchy, usingirrown's Levenberg-Marqnardttype
of method:[3] at the tap of the hierarchy, the .

'method of descent.(searching in the direction-of
the.negatiVeof'thagradient) atthe second level
and again Parkinson's nonlinear simplex method
[4,5] at :the bottom level.; 4Zheflcur of control

-lehichwe ishall in phase three is givdh
in Figure 11..

FUTURE
PHASE 3

Oft

.3..

Note. The reason that Brown's method [3] and
the method of descent transfer coutrol.to the .

simplex method upon successful =mergence is. to
avoid the difficulties assocaated!with saddle-
points.- Cur-rumerical experiments ha.'ve indicated
that gradient and Ievenberg-marquardt type of
methods will readily converge to a car3cfl e-point;
however, a few iterations of the simplex method
are sufficient to move away from such a point.
Obviously, there will be suffiCient tests made to
avoid infinite looping (upon successful convergence)
in phase-three. .

Phase 4. We shall'ccmpare an Aird-Rice [2]
scattexang approachwith a cyclic coordinate search
in whiCh the coordinate axes have been rotated to
Correspond to information Obtained frail the statis-
tics of the nonlinear regression fit. The best of
these approaches will be used in phase four. .
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Abstract

The purpose of this piperis-to present a-
description of 'a system of.subroutineS to:compute
solutions of the:iterativelyreweighted least.
squaFes.problem where the weights themselves:are.
fiiiictions of the scitledresiduals...Starting

...,toints:for."thelierations.are theOrdinary least
:...squaressolution; the overdetermined solutiOn'in
itheLi norm, or starting points:specified by the

.

.-. user.

Introduction

The-iteratively reweighted least squares..
....elgorithmiare a part of robust regression where
-trobustness"is used inthe.statistical sense of
',.relative-insensitivity to maderate'departureS-

from.asslimptions.. The_expFiMental SYstemtof
subroutines.tlat,IS'ilS'ed to,Campute theSolUtion

r.o the:iteratively reweigh e ieattfsqUares'
modular mithemat-I, Software-written.:

collection of:Fortran's broutines.1,The.
7-..rsSUbraut4nes are designedtqaPerate efficiently. ...

and -reliably on eamPutingMAChines.of the major
-manufacturers. The-speCifiemachines".towhiCh
:ve,refer dre'CDC-i600A7.60.0HonerweIl'000, : :

IBM 360/370,; PDP'19,,, and Univac 1108,-
.

.

*The'Software for solVingjteratively
reweighted least' squarei problems represents
interdisCiplinaryresearch in numerical analysis,'
robust'statistics and quality software and, as
such, represents the combined: work of; many
people. 'ThelpasiedeSign of:the iteratively-
reweighted leaSt squares algorithm and the

:computation of the' default Constants'
for the various 'W-eight.funCtiOnsWms done -by
Paul. 'Holland. The convergence criterion,for
iteratively reweighted. least squares' was
devised by John. Dennis. The L1 start from
the overdetermined solution in the L, orm.r_less.
provided-by:Richard Bartels. %Thetbroutines
for the software for the stem and leaf
weredone by -David Hoaglin and qtan Wasserman..
The. design Of the interactive-driver progran was

.7IsSedoh the.a&ice of David Hoaglin and Roy 'Welsch.
Technical and programming assitance was provided'
by David Coleman, Neil Kaden,and Sandra Moriarty.
Valuable discussions continuetmbe held Smith

.

David Gay and Richard Hill.

The-substantlai'.O.ontributions of :Gene Golub-have
been central to this Work. His encouragement
his constructiveyork on the numerical stability---
of the'ilgorithms;- and his, continuing exposition
that crosses the.boundary.of robust statistics and
numerical algeb;7 constitute. an essential resource..

Section 1%,

The method nal' least squaresis:versatile and
numerically stable when conpiitationally stable
methods.are used-,'±.e. -Nbnetheless, least 7,.

squares does not give very much information.about
'outliers or leverage pointS if one looksNsimply'at

.the caefffcients .:c of b
notation = Ax y e, is. air" mxl vector of
observiti-ons A an.:raxn'%data ordesignmatrix,L,

is:.an.nX17vector of parameters, e:is an
':vector..:We.reCogniethat the usual,Statistical:%1

is.-nx1; X is
nxl. In the'

iteratively reweighted least squares subroutines
the softwarefor leatt.Squares model fitting..

' tegnolOgy has been.:eXtended to pro' idemore
information about the data and to provide a vehicle
far, handling:large residual problems.

The,ordinary.least squares problem:is

aim
X :1=1

2-

where

r is the residuals; b-Ax, and s' is a scale.

,This work was supported in part by the National
Science Foundation,Under.GrantVo.. MCS7611989.

The. weighted least squares problem -is

pia t
.x i=1.

'Which is solved by using ordinary, least squares

With W1/2A and W1/2b. is a diagonal matrix
- of weights thatc--ar-47functionS scaled

. .. . .

The iteratively reweighted least squares
problem assumes a start. Presently the L2 start
can be'computed from MINFIT from EIPACK II
followed by MINSOt which determines 'the best-.
approximate rank of A and caiiPuteh theisat



squares-solution. AlternatiVely the start can
be comp4ted from the subroutines QRF, an orthogonal
decomposition-based on Householder tranforma.tions ,
followed...by QRSOL which solves Ax = b from the ---""

output of QRF. An Lf"start can be obtained from
the.subroutines,Li, by Richard Bartels, which
compute the overdetermined" Solution in the Li norms
Given the starting solution, the scale is deter- '-
mined from 'Subroutine SMAD to 'get the- median

.67:049
r The scaled residuals 'are

_forted by subroutine SCIMAD. The weighting matrix

W1/2' is determined from any one-l'of the eight -sub-
routines that compute the weight functions. Thus,

given X (0) from L2 or L, the problem 'is iterated
....

to obtain' X (k-1-1)
-- (ATW(k)A)IW(k)b using MINFIT

or QR factorizations.

To test convergence, 'after the k iteration,-
we compute

(CG 011/2,A) 0.:_(k+3.0 1/2 RN)

,-.L$)
1/21/ 2

wkx

where .I I. is the Euclidean nova.
'Subroutine' WGRAD1 computes the gradient and

ne WGRAD2.compu.tes -a scale independent
'of th E;radient.

sub- .

measure-

. The .'berm -7rObustness". has common- thread o .-;-.
eaning carrieS.'throiagh- statistical robustnes.s,
amputations/ stability, and -reliable 'software.

Fron the- Stand.Point'.of reliable 'software, 'moderate
tpartUres from assumptions .means 'that -the per-
=lance of the software shall''be unaffected

the,..1sens4 e that performance. will not be degraded)
by the "envirOnnent 'in which-the.toftware is run,
the compiler .from which code is generated., or-
the applications system in which the software is

-'imbedded. particular, we program to avoid
abnorsnal system intetruption or termination.
C6dy (-2] has .giverian excellent exposition of
reliable software and has provided more details
in his position paper for the workshop on robust.
soforare, Computer. Science and Statistics,
Ninth Annual Symposium on. the Interface.

. ThroUghout the:work on iteratively reweighted
leaSt squares heavy: emphasis has been placed on

.modular subroutineS.. For "example the "convergence
criterion can be changed, Weight; functions; can

.

added, and numerical 'eq.aiiibration +(for. columns
of .the .A.matrix) can be invoked. ".OptiOlially" the
"hat" matrix-Which is the .projection- matrix, -.

A
1D = A(ATA)I AT,

ti 1)

is obtained, as W ,Tfrot. the singular value
decomposition or QQ .from Householder tr-ans-
formations. If -desired, the stem-and-leaf display
of the residuals is -provided. Am interactive

driver program is used to print the singular values,
the L2 condition number, select one or more weight-'
ing functions, display residuals, monitor Conver-
gence, and optionally select the di-splay of the'"
diagonal or the upper triangle of thek "hat" matrix
and the histogram for the stem-and-leaf.

Our 'approach to programming design included-
-documentation for use, and flow of Program control,
as comments in the program. We use a declaration
checker to be" su.re that all variableS have been
declared. The Fort-ran Verifier, ?FORT.,. from Bell
Telephone Laboratories, was used to check :the sub-
routines, and the Fortran converter, from IMSL,
Was used to generate the Fortran code fOr non -IBM -
machines.

The explicit weight functions that we have
-used are. listed in the Appendix I, Table 1. The .

subroutines:, with the exception of those required:"
for the Li start, are listed in Table 2. Typical
convergence quantities for data ..f.rosi E 3 ] are
listed in Table 3. Appendix II shows a sample
.experimental .program for pne of -the weight- function.
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Appendix I

Table
,-

Examples of weight functions (where u = scaled
residUal) and the:default tuning constant for -

each weight function.

ANDREWS w A(u)

A.= 1.339

BiWEIGHT :w(u)-.

.1 1

-- 320 .4





DESCRIPTION

.EQ01 MODIFIED ROW.INFEQUILIBRATION .

EQ02 COLUMN (MAX.:. ELEMENT) EQUILIBRATION
EQ03 .. 'ROW .(MAX: ELEMENT) EQUILIBRATION
EQ04 COLUMN (SORT.. SUM OF SQUARES) EQUILIBRATION ..-

EQ05 ROW 'MORT- SUM OF_SQUARES1 EQUILIBRATION
EUNORM 'EUCLIDIAN :(SaRT.-SUM OF NOW.
MAT FORMS DIAGONAL'OF-B'MATRIt71U*UTRANSY-.
HMATQR .FORMS DIAGONAL.OF HMATRIX.(0*QTRANS)
ISORTI .-SHELL SORT tDECREASING) USING INDIRECTION
ISORT2 SHELL SORT (INCREASING) USING INDIRECTION
MINFIT SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION. A=U*SIGMA*V7TRANSP
MINSOL SOLVES AX2mB GIVEN. OUTPUT FROM NITWIT

-A-JRF QR DECOMPOSITION, D ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS:
-_:QRSOL SOLVES AX=B USINGARF . ij,

RESIDL ! 'COMPUTZS:REDISUAL BAX.- "..

SCLMAD. SCALE RESIDUALS BY SCALING FACTOR
SLDSPY7. DOES STEM. AND LEAF DISPLAY- (CALLS OTHERS)
SILEAF. DETERMINES STEMS'AND LEAVES
SLPRNT- ..:- PRINTS STEM.AND LEAF DISPLAY
SLSCAL DETERMINES .SCALE FACTOR ANDJINIT_FOR DISPLAY
SLSCRT SHELL SORT IN INCREASING ORDER : .

SMAD DETERMINES MAD.SCALING-FACTOR
WANDRW ANDREWS. WEIGHTING FUNCTION_ . -

:-.-:..-WBTIRGT ::,BZWEIGHT (BISQUARE):WEIGHTINGFUNCTION--.
:WCAUCH CAUCITY- WEIGHTING :FUNCTION.
WELSCH. 'WELSCH WEIGHTING FUNCTION
WFAIR .FAIR WEIGHTING FUNCTION
WGRADI ' COMPUTESIGRADIENT : -

WGRAD2 COMPUTES SCALE INDEPENDANT MEASURE OF GRADIENT:_...

WHUBER HUBER, WEIGHTING FUNCTION
17LOGIS LOGISTIC.W=GHTING:FUNCTION
I4TALWR TAIMAR (ZEROONE)'WEIGHTINGTUNCTION

_
-:



Ther*dats fram:13h suggested by Paul Holland
as _test. data is.a..25,x 10 data matrix- A with:
A
il

The. L
2
'condition nUMber'is

.

max .396 x 103
The maximum diagonal

amia .789 'x 10 .

eiement..of the H, "hat" Matrix is :85. Based
on functions of the. scaled residuals, he effect
of the weight'functions-isto-down'wei ht some 6
the-observations.-

For the weight functions listed below the
aurcUmmm:element-in magnitude. -of the scale-free
measure. of the gradient after iteration I and after
.iteration 10 is,as follows.

:-after iter I after iter 104
.

-
.-.:Amdrews 1.

1
start .383

L2 :start _7104:

Bil:reight L1 start

L2 start

-Huber - L
I start

tart:

.383.

.105

,383

x 20-1

.244 x -7

iO4

.245 x 16 -7'

.184 x 104
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-
The Paper-: describes ..an experimental
interactive system . for the . solution' of
integer'programming problems (primer rl y of
0-1 nature,. but not exclusively so)

. ,
The system includes ,most techniques, which ,

appear to, offer hope -of overcoming the -
combinatorial diffibutties of al 1 integer
programming algorithms: in pal-Oct:Aar LP
with cuts?- BB with propagation, State
enumeration, Interval reduction, Preferred-

riable' reduction, ExPloitation of
de:rs 'inequalities, Local' 'search,
ristics, etc..,

-
There is emphasi's on interaction by the
analyst at the terminal. An example
illustiates- the use of various tools. A
table summarizes resul is obtained by a
'number of different approaches to -' a
problem of moderate

-
difficulty.

1:. introduction
- ,

We describe an experimental
'interactive system for' 0-1 programing.
The programs are writ-ten in APL.
Various techniques have been or are
planned to be 'incorporated 'in- thiS
system. They are intended to' be called.-

_Sy the user, independentilY from each
other .(subject to, restrictions which we

. would 1 ike to-make as 1 ittle painful. as
-possible) , or sequentially; depending
on the results of the experimentation-

, No single techn ique can be
expected tb solve all types of integer

- problems. But our pre/iminary
. experimental results are encouraging
and suggest :that . a truly flexible
interactive system has potential for
aiding, in the understanding arid'''.

sOlution of, integer program, .beydnd
whet can be expected from a standard
preset program. p

-.The paper is not intended.to give
all algorithmic details. In s.ection 2

an overview. of techniques- and features
is even, 'with references to expository
papers. For convenience, certain key
concepts are briefly summarized in,. .an

appendix:
What counts here is that there.

arQ certain techniques for ,"looking"
at . the probl em, eaning more
loformati.on from it -in simple form
(e.g,\ terms of simple 'logical:
relatidils among 'variables, simple
ined.lial it les, stronger bounds, etc.) by
iudicious action - .a. a. coMouter
terMirial, ruided-by the Printout. of the
"current" , state' Of- the solution

_process._ The user may find .some 'help
from- the example presented in section
3. 6.

Can interactivity play a - major
. role in solving difficult problems? We
increasingly believe that. the answer is
.yes if the user of the system is well
versed. in integer programming Whether
one shall be able eventually_ to
construct usefurinteractive system for
the_ noa-spec ial ist Is . somewhat
di i Cu 1 for . to predict noW. We are
optimistic, but much work remains to be.
done.

Techniques_.o£ the System

. At present the fol lowing features
and 'techniques have' been incorporated :

Linear Programming (LP),

with possible addition of
Gomory-Johnson outs . and dual
reoptImization until either no real
progress is made any more (in terms
of changing objective function), or
until the.,number of reoptimizations, .
or cuts reaches upper bounds -imposed
by the user. <1,2,3,-4>

Branch and Bound .

with propagation on oonbasic
(possibly -Preferred) variailLes, A
single LP is solved at the current
origin (or node) of the search tree
and Penalties are computed. A branch
on a nonbasic variable set at its t
optimal LP 'value is cal led
propagating. One will Want to
propagate as long as. the "alternate"

.gict



Penalty is large, <5,6,7>.

which are generaXed at the end' of an
executed -LP. They Are intended to-be
`used either. -() -after Solution of a problem.within a .. BB- or Enumeration

scheme (usual Ty wi-th some a id
from cutting planes), or

( ) after ituesses -at partialInteger 'solutions have been,
entered by the user ,in order to
p,'ef logical conditions which
might characterize the problem.
After a guess is entered, the
remaining linear prograth is
resolved and the Benders,inequal ity is taken from- thefinal LP tableau (whetherfeasible or infeasible).
Note: it may not be permissible .
to use cuts in such an instance.

In general, Benders inequalities are
collected and retained forexploitation. in terms of reduction(see. 2.4, 2.5. below). in contrast,
Gornory-Johnson cuts (and we believeother cuts of similar genesis aswell) are note well suited for
reduction .(i.e., they lead to logical
inequalities of large . degree). After
use in an LP, they are thereforeusually discarded. <8,9>

*Reritict ion .Pr:ocedures,'

are invoked throughout to' P.(i) shrink bound ,-and
(.1i) to generate logical inequalities
The interval reduction procedtrre .is
used iteratively-, screening. allconstraints so as tpt compute the..t ightest poss ible bounds onstructural and slack variables. Great
care must be taken to avoid round-offdifficulties; i.e.,. one must useappropriate scaling and tolerances(as in 1..P),4,..especially when Benders
inequa 1 itiies are used for reduction.
<9,10,1,1,12,13>

2..5_ Logical inequalities. .
Given -any inequality in (0,1) orinteger v-artables, one can derive
from- it a set (possibly empty, bUt

_ not usually 'so) of minimal nreferred
variable inequal it ies (m.p. .1s). The
degree of 'the ,system ("size" of the
smallest inequalities; the degree ofan inequality -i will be called 01(i)
in the printouts) is a good measure
of the tightness. of the problem. The
bound interval of one of the
preferred variables, at least, must
be shrunk by one unit.-

o

These logical inequalities' are among
the' main tool's for guiding, hon. the
83. scheme: and the .lendrneration
also ;, -" penalty imPrOvement").
<9,10,14,15>

-As. the referee points out, ',thereexist.. logical - inequal hies
("Boolean", "Canonical" inequal i ties;
e.g..,. see <16,1.7>) which are moregeneral than rri.p, i .1s. They are

*- especially important in the" complet,e
characterization of the underlying'
problem. HoWever, their overabundance.
ma ...present- . computational'drffic.0 es.: We believe we have good
reaso fo pr, ferring to work.-.with
the more ecial, properties, .oft. Is (used computationallyalready in <9.>).

wa

Ft fasamezatica,

is based on. the additive alzorithrn of
Bales <VI>, modified in a number of
ways, with the search-starting at theorigin ya(0,0,...,0). Branches arerestricted to minimal' . Preferred
variable. sets.' The-actual- set'-to he.
used is the 31n1pri.of those prefeIrred
variables (in minimal preferred.sets)-
which. 'have good .p2nsracti on -properties: -

1.st priority: double contraction
2 nd priority:-single contriaction..k
3 rd priority (default):A all irvariables.
Ca branch - is -"contracting" when the
degree - - of the system-is guaranteed
to be decreased- as -a. result.
Contraction can, be deterthined 'fromthe set of minimal 'preferred.inequalities), Within the finally
chosen set, the actual branch
variable_ is selectdel.so as .to lead tominimal (maximal) overallinfeasibil'ity of the, 'problem at the
next node in phase. 1 (phase 2) of .the
en ume ra t i on. <10)

- .

In the above context, phase 1 ismeant to be the period do_ring
the search is directed towardsfinding improved feasible solutions,
whereas phase 2 is to deal with the
establishment of optimality (possiblywithin certain tolerances) once a'
good integer solut ion has been
generated.

Note: 'These branching criteria can
km rendered inoperative whenthe "loca search.t' (see .2.1a)identifi s an Nrov ing
di rect .

42.r State 41.

differs from enurnerariapp as fo 1 1 ows . .,-At any no,de,. a state is determine,d--
(usually by rounding _Of an-LP - .



.

solutIon). It is essentially a
particular value -for the -integer
vector ,Y, say y, believed to be
close to%feas.ible integer:solutions;
In the\-itTo-one case, the search

taken
variables for an enumeratPo such as
th'at of 2.6, are then ta n to -be

x(j) if .4j) ...- 0 and lei- y(j) if

v(j) m 1. (See <12'> for the
generalization to the integer case .

with small bound intervals).

r.e., the final,. enumeration .i.s

carried out , with. transformed
variables. y(j) set at .0 Initially

"algorithm

Increased -on forward Steps' of the
"algorithm (at In <18>). tlh dvnpmer.
State Enumeratioh, we can envisage
that the search variables y(j) may
be redefrned .over the free ariables
at each ,node.; provi d that
reasonably good info tion ,is `,.

availablefor doing so.
. .

We havefound State Enumeration, with
strategies. roughly as' outlined .in

2.6, 2.7. (there are'many other
- possibilities of' sometimes- highly
'Complex-nature), highly effective in

finding good N feasible ''-integer
'S'olutions f01;-.. especially when
augmented by simple "one-lever",
local. search' and by a fr...elliaz test"
,(see <2.8,.9>): 0,4,14>

CpiiImi, Test 0

. . -

-Most enumeration schemes have tests
involving the objective- function .of
the initial , tableau' (often' .with
non-negative cost_ coefficients). In
state _enumeration, -. the original
objective function becomes -less
interesting and dan be taken care of,
anyway, as a special Benders
inequality. Instead of the orig4nal
objective function, We have found. it
useful to concentrate on the. final
objective function: row from the
optimal' tableau of an Inifil LR
problem (with cuts added when deemed
desirable). -The row is retained-
(coefficients and all '- necessary
information about the nature of the
nonbasic variables) and permits the
fixing of variables and/or shrinking
of bound intervals for the-nonbasic
variables, among them original slack
variables as .well as structural
variables.
It should be noted that the shrinking
of slack bound intervals can be used
as input to the various reduction
procedures and can lead to further
information about all the variables
there. .

la. Bounds 2a Slacks; Compression

Our linear programming system and all
related integer. progr:amming.

.7

Prefectures permit the imposition. of
upper and lower bounds on the slacks. '

Equality dcnstraints, for example,
are handled .1:I.,' imposition of _zero.
beundS above'and below.-- The mini4.al
inequality reduction procedures work

. with . inequalities only, and we
generate two such., inequalities as
input to reduction.whenever''we know
.(or believe) that the upper boundson
the slacks are -"true" (L.e., truly
restrictive) boundS.

.

Some of our sample probleffis,are known -

to have two inequalities-representing
actually only one . equality
constraint. The system_ therefore 'has
a "compress".functiom detecting such.
situations, and (re)creating the
(original), equality constraints.-

2.21 Loral Search

AnY,33 or Enumeration algorithm may
benefit from a search around' the
"current" Point under, consideration.
In the present system,,. the "depth" of
the local search is controlled by,one
parameter (LEV, or ) ). The value 0
corresponds to no Isearch (just one ,

the current, point considered), the
value 1 corresponds to the
alteration of ail f "free" (not
fixed) variables by one ,unit at a

.time. In general, one enumerates the
(f!)/(f-1)! adjacent points. In view
of, the eXponential increase in the -

number of such points, only the
''values / and 2 and conceivably 3
appear to he reasonable for .

2,111'Muristics for Feasiblp'Solutions

Several- heuristic methods save been
Programmed which' try- to generate
feasible solutions to a system of
linear lnequal ;ties in 0-1 variables.
One of them starts with a given. Q-1
vector and modifies .the, component
which maximally decreases theitsvm of
the infeasibilites or the'numb4r of
infeesibilites. Such steps are
repeated as often as specified. One
way of using such_modifIcations is to
have a complete "forward pass" over
all the variables, followed by a
complete "backward pass", i.e. all
variables are altered -in a piss, the
sequence-being determined by- one of
the criteria mentioned above, <19>.

330,

43-14,r)

Another heuriStic condentrates:4fi_the
Ilogical inequalities of ".small degree.

and . tries .to- generate a 'feaSible
solution to the-current. system 'of
miniMaIllreferred_InequalltIes,..'which

.can.then-be.-used as a starting point
for the first heuristic, or for, a
lOcal.searchor'as a- state for 'the
stateenumeration algorithm.: <3,4,14>.



Lau 'not Combination

i t. has been known for a long wh i 1 ethat 1 inear cornbinat ions of rows may
be more Interesting than the rows
themsel ves, but there is littleinsight into how the inequalities are
to be generated (possible_ exceptions

,a re 'references <205 and <21>).
Consistent with-the ma in emphasis of
this papev, ure have chosen to take
the degree of an inequality as its'
basic measure of strength. Hence weallow for "v is ua 1" comb i noel on of( t ) inequalities (e.g.-, so as to
have coefficients of opposite sign
combine to produce srna 11:Tesul is in
magnj tudes...2on the left 'and large
negative right hand, sides, if
Doss i 1;1 e), and we test the resultant
Inequality reduction.
Al ternatively, we also have heuristic
algorithms, of modest capability which
util ize minimal preferredinequalities to give,, automatic row

.3, ail Examole of. a Terminal Session

1) START1

9M1515 is .a
the form

-
Co

3

(16 by 16) tabi eau, of

C

corresponding to the minimization
z n Co '+ C y, subject to':

START1
ENTER M, N

combinations, -with reduction used
again to chedk but the results and
termina flit the process.

2.13 I moroverne_n t j Penalties

Penalties can he improved by takinto account logical conditions on
the integer variables, such as the
minimal preferred inequal i t ies. If
Some nonbasic variable must. be
modified ,. it may g3e the case that at
least some of a set of other nonbasic
variables must also be altered toachieve 'feasibility, This usually
leads to the accrual of an additional,
Penalty. One may utilize improved
Penal ties ,ra priori in a preprocessing I
of the penalty table for ,B11
Programming, or dvnami ca 1.1 v to store
notes with increased al ternate
-penal ties in 38 with 'propagation.
<6,7>

A . y 4
0 z- y 1, al 1 y(j ) integer. .

It represents a 15 variable problemof moderate difficulty, with 15
constraints and a dense constraintof matrix (taken from <22>, problem
#13).

1.5 15
E,NTER- TABLEAU, 'EXPANDED FOR A:
0:- - . .

p+BM1515
0

-36
22
1

- 1
710
12

1
2
32

-14
-9
25

7 4 1- 3 4
2 6 '1' 3

-6 5 -8 -3 0 -1
5 6 -5 3 -8 8
9 -5 0 9 -1 8
8 -7 .4 5' 9- -1
7 5 2- .0 6 _ 6
1 3 3- 4 1 0

.1 2 6 -9. 0 7'
4° - -6 2 2 0
0" 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 3 4 5 5
8 0 5 0 2 6

-2 ,.7- -8 .6 -2 -5
a 7 -7 -5 -5

32 7 . 1 -3 0

6 2 1 5 1 5 7 7
2 2 5 3a 3 7 9

-3 8 -9 3 -8 6 3 -8 -6
79 2 0 9 -1 7 9 -9 4
-3 9 3 0 7 - 5 4 -9

7 1 -3 -2 0 3 5 9 7
7, -7

-1
7 -m.k; 8 9-

-.54
9

-.-69' .6 -4
8
5

0
3

6 6 7 .-4- 0
e.)1,-.3

2 8 0 4,
0 0 ,0 -1 1 1 1
7 8 8' 0" .0 -1 :2 4 -6
7. 1 -1 1 4 5 -7 -8 2

-9 -2' 2 78 1 '-3 5 -.76 -8
-5 4 9 3. 74 0 7 -7
-3 7 8 .1 -6 3 8
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2) Initial 1E, Preprocessing.

No variable can, .. be fixed by
reduction- in the initial
Preprocessing. The continous. LP:.
optimum is 14.96 and- 5 variables
out of 15 are fractional. A Benders
inequality is computed from the
optimal-LP tableau and printed out.
.(ZSTAR stands for the best objective,

3) Gueses

function value found, or for.an
upper bound supplied by the user. We
use a large value as the default).

One enters a "state" ST1,
using a rounded LP- ;:solution with
rounding parameter e = .5 , (entries
1..keep Y(j), entries 0..use
complemented variables 1.- y(.1))

BENDERS INEQUALITY OF TYPE. 1
( 5.844 0 6.122 6.741 3.03'0 0 1.121 0 0 0.7512 2.862 8.055
1.963" 0..7163 ) x Y 5 .92 +ZSTAR

_ ST.1=1 0 0 1 1,

k

1 1 0 1 1' 1 1 1-0

One is prompted for guesses.
One enters indices and corresponding
values fdr a subset of the integer
variables (unspecified variables
being left unconstrained) and
.resolves one resulting LP.

Th# final LP tableau v;eids a
Benders Inequality, of ty'e 1 if
feasible, of type 2 if infeasible.

The function Guess works 'th the
last Bendepi's inequality.

GUESS 0 chboses the free variables
with negative coefficients and sets
them to O. The guess is then likely
to be infeasible and a new
feasibiliey conditioh ,'11 be
generated (S..I. of type 2).

GUESS 1 chooses the free variables
with positive coefficients, and G-le

sets these variables to 1. 'In this
case also one constrains the current
B.I. and tries to obtain tighter '
feasibility conditions .on .a subset
of the variables.

WANT TO GUESS AT: SOLUTION?
YES
ENTER GUESS FOR Y," FIRST INDICES,
.171;

`GUESS "1
2 '1-0.12

:

TFETI

ACT&AL'NUMBER.OF ROWS FOR MAT :18
PROBLEM NOT FEASIBLE - . -
'DETERMINANT= 1.004E6
.BENDERS INEQfALITY OF TYPE 2-
( 38: 71.563 1.10.11 0 11.02 5..74 0 .0 6.753 25.63 41,-4.149 0 A 0 )

_ x 7 5 12.12.' ,

Any given guess leads to the
resolution of one linear' Rrogram.
While the Benders inequality is.

-retained for further procesSing
(possibly after a check as ed
whether it is strong enough; i.e.
has degree low enough). For large

'problems, the guesses will most
likely be generated automatically

. according to a scheme which the user
may have developed for a smaller
problem of similar structure. .

Having some, familiarity with a
given problem (and by that we do not
mean sknoWing its solution), one can
usually think of'a -number of other
promising guesses. E.g., one libY
want toset to cne.some variable(Ir
with large'positi.ve coeffient(s)
at zero Some variable(s) with large
negative- coefficients; or one makes
guesses in consonance with one's
knowledge of any possible special
structure. -

VALUES

332



WANT TO GUESS AT' SOLUTION ?'
YES
ENTER GUESS FOR. Y. FIRST IffDICES, THEN VALUES
n:

. 7

0:.

11.47 SEC
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION = 15.12
NO. OF PIVOT STEPS = 29
DETERMINANT= 1.045E6
STRUCTVRALS: 0.01126 0.7627 1 0 0 0.0874
0001

BENDERS INEQUALITY OF TYPE 1
( 0' 0 -9.671 8.708 2.266 0 3.909 0.6645 0.0 0.3.872 11.21 2.857
-6.548 ) x Y 5 -12 +ZSTAR

0 1 0.3813 0.2613 0.1264

4)-After all guesses have been entered,
` -and the corresponding LP's-have been
solved, with a final .Benders,
Inequality always adjoined to the
tableau, PRipROC checks for.dinterval

reductiOn...and fixingf'variables.
'in this,problem variables yl, y9 and
y15 can be fixed at 0, 1 and 1 ,
respectively.?

N. VARS. ,FIXED 3

--.LU2C1i3
0"0 0 0 D, 0 0 6.1,0LO 0 0 0 1

LU2,[2;3 e :(uner 64,145-%
0 1.." 1 1 1: 1 1 1 1; -1' 1 1
I" -
Y1 9

cc

5) -17estarting LP for the BB :i(Or an
Ehumeration)- ,oqocedura then
sol ved .with r these.. values
substituted; and .-the - in itia 1

objective, funC.tion value . is thus
'raised to 15.7 .

OBJECTIVE FuNGTION = 15:7
NO. OF PIVOT STEPS = 25
DETERMINANT= 4.967E5
STRUCTURALS:0 0.8451 1 0 0 0.1926

BENDERS INEQUALITY OF TYPE 1
( 7.362 0 -4.894 5.722 1.515 0 0 0
1.645 ) x Y 5 -15.1 +ZSTAR
5 CUT(S) GENERATED

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION = 18.39
NO. OF PIVOT STEPS = 87
BENDERS INEQUALITY GF'TYPE 1
( 40.25 0 3.911 3.535 0.09996'0.06115 0 0 4.343 0 0 0 5.384

4 -0.004794 1.39 ) x Y 5 -16.57 +ZSTAR 0

STRUCTURALS:-0 0.1975 1 0'0 0 0:6106 0.4917 1'0:18516 0.101 0.5849

Dual 'reoptimization ,.after

'generation and temporary addition Of:
*GcaorA7JOhnSon cuts 7ftnal;le brings'
the Objective'function to
11.39

0.1758 0.3951 1 0.2186 0

3.848 0 0 1.463 8.021 3.042

0

c.



6) Aft starts. The system -computes'
penalties (added -to the current
objective function value to give a
Maximal. lower- bound on the final
'objective function value).

.

In the norMal; . BB mode, the
generated node..(i.e., _ the .current
bounds and.z 4. penalty) is.stored' In
the node table,"7-z-And the net node
would be broughtln.

- In the prooaRation mode one looks
for variables to be fixed at their
current value, with an al ternate
node 'stored in the table, and the
cur rent node being processed
further.

-;

In this example a propagating
variable y(13) is identified and

7) IlL4Matial 'starts
STI). variable 13
propagz ion); and
been- f xed globally.

- ;
PRP .PEN ,CTR 13

ACCEPT
FES

OUT: CSTME

the al ternate -(y(13)01; _often other
conditions can be --imposed from the
minimal preferred inequalities) is
stored. w ith penal ty 5:384.

user .3s- asked whether he' accepts
propagation. If the answer: is
. the propagation proceeds; if

not,! the user has the choice': of
- proceeding in the normal 21 mode or
of trying to finish the.- current.
problem (in core) by state
enumeration. in the present case we

: accept . the f i est ronaga t I on
(s tor ing an al ternate node with
pepalty 5.384) and reject the second
possibility with alternate penalty
3.911 (the syStem,... of . course,
generates. the penalties .. 1h ,

descending -order of magnitude).

S .384 0'
t C GTR =0 Ay Ilo 0..ONTRAcTION)

C 1"12.p= Is - PRo PA of A TE. WITH 'IV
C PEN= 5.344e-, t.srni Pcurrsov A TE

PENALTY . re r+)
Hope)

.1`23.7.7 5..3845.384 -13 (NobE A1044sie °al F: lit..1)E 7 & s....)8RA4uort)

PRP .PEN .CTR 2 3.911-0

ACCEPT' .?

NO '

FOR ALTERNATE CALL STRATI BP , anal, RERE
SAVE NOW. BEFORE ESUM.

(from the state.
is at '0 Ivia

yl, y9, y13 have
One. branches. on

y8=1, and a feas
found immediately
to the imposition
with obj function

PI.4 4 4 2,2 4 3 2 3 10 5 3 4 3' 4 10 4 2.2 2 10 10
IC IS 1 Cloc*I.s.e.am-ek

.

Z 26 -.

FEASIBLE SOLUTION 26
SOLUTION FOUND AT'NODE 2 LEVEL 1 PHASE 1.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxsxxxxxxxx:x xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
PB.TECTIVZ FUNCTION 26
NEW ZSTAR =26 .

()LultrOs-o 1 l000lil -01 00 1

2 ,10' 3 2

-INT. SOL. FEASIBLE Z= 26

) .Enumeration is COMPleted after

ible solution . is

(undoubtedly due
of the state),

z=26. -

1.3
cleletswo

-4

examination 'of a total

C/BND= -1 -INF. IN BOUNDRD (IN
END OF ENUMERATION
**-***,* * ! * **** ***..

OPTIMAL SOLUTION_O 1 1 0 0'0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
OPT.: AM. FUNCTION 26

eOUN.D

of .17 nodes.

NEDUCTION).



9) Return...0i la.

. The stored al ternate node is brought
back from the tree into high speed
storage. After Imposition of the.
bounds,., the jnequa 1 it y system
( including Benders Inequal it ies).

117 OF RODE 1

with z z*41.., 26-1 25, is
infeasible. End of BR.

Termination of integer program.

now

1 23.77 5.384 13 (NDDE NUMaH2 CST F. YrarLue ,l'eN.AR.14velf)

RED . ( Rivuc "r- oN)
NOPTI, Q (r tr SiSTcm).
pPLIEJ -20 15
111FEASIB LE; 110P7 . ,0! .

Computational Results
.

There a re a number. of probl ems
which can . be entirely resolved by the
use of one- or the other technique. For
examf-ile,-, a '(28,. ,.35) problem ' of , the
tanker., sChedul ing variety (see <9>)

. en integer solution after
.imposition' of : a total of '-- 6

Gomory-Johnson cuts in- 2
reopt imizations.

. The 'same. problem yields well to
state enumeration techniques (11 BB
nodes' of the propagation type, i.e.
with_ only one : true linear program
resblyed,: fol lowed by 'between 9

on
33.

_enume rat ion nodes depending on the
initial state;' et the end -none of' the
alternate pa 'nodes need to he processed
farther).

On" the other hand i ts requ i res a
large number of .LP optimizations in a
st raighfforward :811 ,optimizat ion run
(between 40 end. 109 \-11-near, programs
depending on strategy).

in the following table 'we describe
various epproaches, to the (15 by 15)
Problem. used. as example in the text. In
some respects. it -is ra the r difficult:
the. gap between' LP obi . function . and
integer solution-objective -function is
large; the penalties are rather small ;

. the response. to Gomory-Johnson cuts Ls,

only moderate; the degree of the
initial system is- 3. behaves much

..better -.when Benders . Inequalities are
added, permitting the reduction .of the
degree to . 1 ..(-fixing of three
variables); etc..

In the table we summarize a number .

of runs using some or all of the
_ .

335

available tools. One dOes or does not
add Gomory-Johnson cuts. .One does or
does not enumerate at a selected
pending node of- the BB tree. The state
for enumeration' can .be chosen,
arbi t rari 1 y: we' ran the program wi tti\
the state determined from the rounded
LP 'solution, with 1 fractional
variables less than or eqt.k1 to -.5
fixed at 0, and all variables larger
than .5 fixed at 1.

We entered some, guesses at a
solution and appended the resulting
Benders inequal ities% to the .or iginal
to

Which of the `results are
considered to be best I depend on
the relative computational efforts, and
therefore on the computer and on the
system used :(APL in our case). In
general, we- feel it most essential to
reduce the number of linear programs,
but even more fundamental ly; to avoid
a a rge trees (many _BB nodes, large
enumeration levels )-, i.e. situations in
which:the cornbinatorics overwhelms the
problem solver.

The interactive system .appears to
give the insight 'and often the tools
for avoiding exponentially, intractable
situations;, i.e., even `for 'more
difficult problems (e.g., the1(37 by 74
Problem of <9>), which we did not run
to -conclusion because of slow: APL
response at the terminal, it was. clear
that the search was -"wel 1 -beINed", the
tree rema in ing a " I ow- 1 eve 1 t re e" ,
with steady progress. being made



'Initia l LP value

Total n. of cuts
reoptimizatlons

Final value of LP

14.96 i4.96 14.9G 14.96 14.96 14.06

0
1

0 0 47 . 35 -1 410 0 0 7 7; 7

14.96 : 14.96 14.06 16.63 '16.53 13.32

26 26 2G! 26 : 26. 25

no yes yes : yes yes yes
13 2 2 2 2

11' 2 2 2 2

12.

integer -6Ptimum

Use B-B?
N. of nodes generated

called
Optimum .found at node

'Use enumeration?
State for, enumeration

from LP?.
1?
0?.

IN'. of nodes
Optimum found' at node

UseguesseS?
Type of gues-ses
N. of guesses
N. of. Benders ineq.
N. of variables fixed

yes

yes

105
73

no: yes yes yes! yes

yes yes yes yes

no not

N. of LP solved

63 37 19. 17
31 25 10, 2

no yes yes. yes
randorri

10 6

12 13,
0 1

10
12
3

-r
25` 9 1 7 10

Table

Six Approaches to Solving the (15,15)

ji Acioendix:Deftriition of:Some Terms (10Y

A , logical., inequality in- bivalent'
variables is meant to be anAnequality
with 0, 1, -1 coefficients only.

A preferred- variable inequal ity,
(abbreviated p.i.) is a logical
inequality of the form ..F.Y(j) A 1
y(j) being either y(j) or 1 y(j),
which' expresses the condition that at
least one of the VW, a e J, must be
one.

The values -;(1) 1 (i:e., either.
..y(j )ag) or y(j ) =1, depending on the
nature of the V(j)) are termed the
suigested or indicated values.' of _ the
preferred variables.

Sample Problem'

. Given some procedure for generating a_ (-
set of preferred inequalities, we call

(relative to the procedure)
those P.1. is with minimal number of
.non-zero coefficients.

The degree d of a m.p.i. system, (and hy
extension the degree. of the initial
ineqUal ity or system of, inequalities
from which the m.p.i. system was
derived) is the number' of non-zero
coefficients of . one of the minimal
Preferred inequalities.
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AN ACCELERATED TECHNIQUE FOR RIDGE FOLLOWING

USING CONJUGATE:DIRECTIONS*
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The

1. 0

In this Paper ..we study an accelerated
version of Powell ts conjugate.airection
technique for solving unconstrained. non-
,11near 'problems. This technique employs a
-methodof -taking large steps to enhance
movement along ridges. Not only -does this
tec'hnique -improve the speed of convergence
for nonquadratic problems; but it improves
the robustness of the procedure. An AFL
code, useful for research because of its
.interactive capabilities, is Presented and
described in 'detail.

.

: .

INTRODUCTION

The,toldic 'of nonlinear Unconstrained
problem solving, is by no means new 'to the
OR/MS literature...: Indeed, Many 'of the'
.basic concepts- of solving this type--of,
problem have been knOWn. for some time.
Beginning approximately in 190 there-has
been a proliferatiOn of papers on uncon-:
'strained optimization techniques., Of
these one of the beet knOwn and most
extensively tested. -is- PoweIlis method. of
conjugate directions. This, paper studies
Powell ' s technique and --offers a modif ica-,'-
tion that ,our experiments -show, improVes
the rapidity of convergence to a :solution -
when the criterion' -function exhibit6 non -..
linear. ridges,- It employs :a code that
di splays,the-.. robustneds of the technique

-
nUeen's University, Kingston; Ontario
Working Paper No. 76-4, may `1976.

:

as well as- effecting our particular means
of accelerating. convergence.' The former ...-

demonstrated by a -.discussion of the
effects on program operation, of changing
various computational parameters:. ,..WealSo
demOnstrate.the: usefulness of interactive'
languages,' APL' in particular, .f or this. ,

kind of - research.:
. -

Powell's (1965) conjugate lairection
method is 'chosen for several reasons. ,
Among other tests of,PoWell' s- method,
Box's 109664paper indicateS. that. it is
competitive .withSeVeral= other methods
on a variety of: nonlinear problems.
AdditiOna 1 - discussions.of conjugate;
gradients can be found. in Fletcher and
Reeves (1964 )', Powell .(1965) and more
recently Zangwill (1969) . Moreover,
Powell's technique is straightforWard and
can be implerdented rather easilir without
requiring either large.amounts of core,
storage or extensive manipulation' of
stored iariables, ,so.that it constitutes
a' reasonable choite for sOlVing . large:
scale problems. Anotherreason for the
selection Of2..Powe1l's techniqUO is that
itavoids,the necessity of, calcUlating:,
derivatives, , : Finally; the: conjugate:
direction-technique has-the-Property of
f inite _convergence for quadratic
functions;. this sense:It is similar to
other techniques including:those rtiy":'

Fletcher and Powell (1963) and. Fletaher:.
and Reeves- -t1964) althOugh the latter



two cases make use.of explicit calcula-
tions of the first derivative.

The outline of the. paper is.as,
follows. In section,II.we briefly dis-
cuss Powell's' algorithM and the minor
modificationa.we. made in eetting.up our
comparison standards.In Section III we
examine the ridge.following problem and
our method of accelerating the conver-
gence of Powell's technique when these
.ridges are nonlinear. The results of
tests on several example problems are
reported. In section IV we discuss some
problems caused by variation in certain
input parameters."SectionN presents our
position regarding the .usefulness of APL
for carrying out the type ofinvestiga--
tion reported here. Finally Section VI

.:presents our conclusions The APL list-
ing of the code that-generated our

.results is included in an.Appendix-
..

II THE

In this section we present only
enough of Powell's method to be able to
identify the differendes between Powell's

-original code and the version we have"
employed. The major difference, leading
to accelerated convergence in,probleMs-
with nonlinear ridges, is permitting
Powell's algorithm to commence a new
iteration't a point different from (and
usually worse in terms of function value)
the Point7at which the previous iteration
ended. This modification, which we call

is.discuseed fully in Section..:
III. In order. td demonstrate thecom
parability of our results, it is
Important to indicate the.additional,
minor, changes to Powell's technique that
we:have found useful. Essentially:,: these
minor modification's are deeigned to -

making certain choices of oom-
putational-parameters that we employed:
in developing the accelerated conver-
gence procedure. Powell's basic code
may be, expressed in the folloWing_stepe.,

i) For r = 1 :to n'calculate'a minimum
along:direction-dr beginning- at the

restating minimum of the last.'
direction searched. The initial
point is arbitrary while.the start-
ing directions are the coordinate.
directions of.the,domain of the

anysearch. For ny iterationlet pc;

be the first point and p.
n

the final
point,

ii) If this is the first' iteration,
compute the one dimensional minimila-
tions Using-the initial set of

.-.directions. Otherwise, calculate a
-newdirectiOn from (po'+ pn? and

minimize .the objective function in
-this direction. -Tte resulting point

_for the next:iteration.

.

iii) Of the r + 1 directions select one
to' be removed by the criteria given

.below and return to

.4
Our modifications to Powell's method
involve the manner in which directions
are removed, choices of some computational.
parameters, and convergericecriteria.

Criteria for Removal of DireCtions.'
Powell presents a scheme for determining
whichdirection,should be'remoVed, a.
scheme that includes the maintenance of
the original directions. Our criteria
merely removes (from the set of'r original
directions) that one which is most nearly
parallel to the new one (i.e., the
smallest between-"the two normalized
direction vectors).

T olerance Parameters. We use the-'
term-tolerance parameters" to refer'to
those parameters which the,6perator,muet.
choose before running,theprograM:--
Powell'stechniqueemPloys well. defined'
,rules,for modifying-these.parameters
during the operation of the-code;.but the
tolerance parameters.theMselves are rarely,
specified in any discussion of the tests
of proposed codes (in PoWell's work or
elsewhere).: We believe that in most
.instances robustness of a particular
technique is an important feature of its
operation, since if'particular parameters
,must be determined before a given routine
will work satisfactorily it can imply a
great deal of testing onparticular
fUnctions before a good selection becomes
possible. In duplicating Powell's
technique we experienced difficulty in
determining the exact computational
parameters to employ, but partially-over-.
came the difficulty through using the
interactive properties of APL to obtain
comparisons withPowell's:reported test..
.results on an iteration by"iteration baeis.

. , ,
,

Five different parameters were
specified_for the - operation of our pro-
gram. In the listing of the program in.the
Appendix '.the 3 - Yector TOL is:used to
specify the first three of these ..
parameters. These values are also used-.
by Powell and are termed mi q 'and c in
his paper. The.last two parameters we
employ, are unique to our code and are
called MPASS and MTEST'respectively: All
five parameters are-used' during.the.
operation of the one dimensional. search
technique used -in our procedure, A:brief
description of these.paraMetersfollows:
4

. TOL [lJ is the upper bound .on the
length of a step taken by the one
dimensional eearch technique. It is
invoked whenever a quadratic prediction
is further. away from the points used -for'
the prediction than the value TOL [1]
permits.

TOL [2] is the magnitude of the step.

4



'length along the direction being minimized.
This value is used to determine the
position of two additional points needed
for the first quadratic fit.

TOL. [3] is the required accuracy to
which variables-along this line must be

.

determined before the search.for arhinimum.
will be terminated (unless other termina-
tion'criteria are invoked). In the
operation of our algorithm each of the
above parameters affects the Search
dynamically in that they. are:employed in
conjunction with the direction vector
currently used. The end result is that
tighter-bounds-are implicitly invoked as
the movement's of the variable's become °4-Csmaller

MPASS is the maximum number of
function evaluations allowed during any
normal linear search. Our use of this
parameter resulted from the discovery. that.
the number of quadratic fitSused to pre-
dicta particular Minimum along a linewas
a more useful parameter than TOL [3] .

find that the number of iterations:is:mUch:
easier,tO control directly rather than
with the use of ,TOL [3]. Moreover, by
determlning-the number of quadratic fits
we use fOr any iteration, the accuracy. of
the search can be conttolled in any event,
as we shall show.

,-
MTEST is used in an attempt to improve

the robustness of the program. In the
programme allow for ..a reduction of TOL-
[2] blea factor of ten whenever TOL [1] is
Invoked or when a .predicted minimum turns
out to be larger; than any of the three:2-
predicting points: The result is that
-within a:single-linear search TOL (2] 100
scaled doWn if unreasonable predictions
have beenachieved..MTEST limits the-
number of times this reduction-can occur'
for. anysone linear search_

STOPPING RULES. No specific'routine
was written tostop:our code, so that the
result is a termination by default when-..
ever no new minimum is generated in any
conjugate direction.. Stopping.under
these conditions is.a.result of machine
accuracy. . It. would be an easy matter
leither,tOinvoke stopping underless
stringent criteria or to use Powell's
stopping rules. Becausepi the nature
of our research, however, we.chose.
merely to input.a specified number of
iterations and include the capability of

.

restarting the prOgram without losS of
previous information; This procedure
might also prove practically useful during
batch-proCessing. Especially, the ability
to stop the operation and perforM some
cost-benefit analysis before deciding '

whether to continue the search might be
useful when the nonlinear program is
working as a subroutine to a more general
program.

Duplication of Powell's Results.
Table 'I displays the.results of using
our version of Powell's code on the three
.test problems reported in his paper.' The
results of our7Code use TOL

.

.0(11; MPASS = 4 and MTEST = 1.. .The
similarity in number,of evaluationsasi
of course, not surprising,.and.is included
only to demonstrate the similarity in our
'procedures as_use-d' So far. In the rest of
the paper comparison standards will -be the
results obtained using this'version of

, Powell's code.' -These results will be
compared with those obtained from using
the leapsize modification .we have devel-
oped to accelerate its convergence. -The
nature of this modification'is-discussed
next. .

III
.77 t

AN ACCELERATION. TECHNIQUE FOR THE
CONJUGATE DIRECTIONS SEARCH

A' well known phenomenon in nonlinear,
search is often referred to as ridge
following. In many problems the search
begins to,f0lIaw a long narrow-ridge (or
valley in the case of minimization). with

,the result that the program runs for an
Inordinate length of time while improving
the criterion values very slowly. The
possibility that changes occur-so slowly
that the program terminates far from an
optimal Iglobal or local) solution-is also
present in these cases..:While cOnjUgate
directiOns work well in the case of linear
or.near linear ridges';'tighaa.the ridge
curves conjugate directions can tend to
zigzag considerably much. as gradient
.directions perforM:in the cage-of quad-
ratic tUndtions.Figure.I provides .an.
hypOthetical example of a-typical search
pattern' in this case. The modiftcatiOn of
Powell's technique that;weieport_herein
was predicated on the-belief.that it might
be useful to continue to move in the
general direction of the curvature of the
ridge for some distance past the exact
'Minimum along the search direction. We
conjectured that this procedure will lead
to a result somewhit like, Figure Ib, land
thus-improve convergence) wheneVer the
function is not too closely quadratic.

:

In these circumstances, the ridges become
nonlinear an&would, we expected, sloW
down convergence of:the unmodified 'con-
jugate directions technique.: These
conjectures were validated: Figure.II
,provides some actual results of a'search.
we conducted on the Rosenbrock problem.
The results ofthis and other searches
are discussed belbw; supporting data for
Figure II appear in Table II (Leapsize =
1 and 3). -.. .

In our modification to Powell's code
we move-in the geheral direction of the
ridge's curvature at the end of each
iteration. At this time.a new conjugate-
direction has been generated and we have

,

minimized. in this direction. Otir
Modification proceeds by continuing along

34.0
..



. PROBLEM PROGRAM
- ' NUMBER DF.

ITERATION FUNCTION JUNCTION
EVALUATIONS. VALUE

ROtENBROCK. POWELL

ROSENBROCK - OURS -

142

151,

151-

6X10

-107x10-

2x107

,3x10

POWELL (1962) . POWELL

.. POWELL (1962) 'OURS

8;

8

10..

126

148-

136

163

3x1074

8x10
-s

4x10-5

2X10-5

POWELL (1964) POWELL'

(function, of 3 variables)'
.

:(function of'3 Variables)

5 not reported 2...9731

6 . not reported .3.0000

-102 2.9998.

113 3.0000

et

4." .6

TABEE Comparison of 'Two: Programs to
Demonstrate.Similan.Results.
*AlI problems taken from Powell;
(1964). r

*Our'number of evaluations is adjusted to reflect theTfadi'.
that'We made no use of the unit second derivative as Powell
does. Tbis' leads .to on -less evaluation,along any direction
previously used.

this direction some number of units
further than the distance we hive just
moved. For instance, if. in minimizing:
along the new direction we had moved a
distanceof.one-hig unit, at .the end'of
the iteration we take what we .term a leap
to a new point in that direction (Usually
with a worse function value).' The length.
of the leap is called a leapsize and
indicates how many.units-we use as a'
factorto multiply the current direction-
vector to move betweeri./iterations.* The
effect. of. using this parameter .is aYnaMic.
In the'. sense. that. it depends on the.slze
.of the direction vectors calcUlated.lit,a
given iteration- -Thus, as the search
gets closer to-a minimum the size- of
leap actually -taken reduces to zero..

Table II.reports the results of our
modification on.Rdsenbrock's (1960) two
dimensional problem::

Minimize.., (xi ,x,) = 100 (x2-x1 ) 2+
(1-x1)

' A7

In our program, when the leapsize para-
meter is set to 1, the search technique
'duplicates Powell's. If leapsize > 1,
each new-iteration begins at a point
different from that chosen by Powell's
method:

This%fUhction is of interest because it r

has the type of nonlinear valley we have
been discussing.' In Table II we compare
the resultsof using"Powell'smethod with
the-modifications resulting. from taking:
progressively larger leapsizes. 'Itcan be
seen that Powell's unmodified search
technique moves rather-slowly'along the
nonlinear valley. of.the Rosenbrock .

function while as expected, the use of the
jleapmoveS'the search more rapidly along
theAralleY, thus:In general effecting.a.-
more rapidconvergence'to a mininulm:

Tables 'III and IV display the-effect
of leapsizes for'a three and a fOUr

'variable problem._ respectively on which
test results are also:reported by Powell.

The three diMenSional problem is:

Maxi:raiz:6f
1

. -t sin f1/27rxyz1 +
1+(x-y) 2

. . .

while the
the form:

exp'{-(E±E -2)

four dimensional problem is of



Minimum

(a) (b)

FIGURE I: Possible ImprOvement in Convergence
(a) Following the ridge; (b) Moving
away from the ridge.

x2.

3,

2 2a' -3 3a.

4

FIGURE I;:

Minimum
14

13g(
12 w" 7a

/4.,7

Powell

1ql/
g.

El i: 51 modification

15
6 .1 14a

I x.1- 1

Convergence of Powell's Iechnique'and
its Modification to Solution of Rosenbrock
Test Problem. Path chosen by Powell
indicated by dots; Modification by crosses.
Dashed line indicates continuation of movement
made by the modification.



LEAPSIZE - 1
) (Powell)

`'UMBER OF

ERATION FUNCTION.

EVALUATIONS

ans. 1

x1

-1.200 1.000 24.200

.837 .677 3.435

FUNCTION

x
2

VALUE-.

2 37 - .661

3 ,49 - .372

.4. 61 - .090

5 73 .168

6 85 .352
6

.7 97 .462

8 106 .608

9 117 4.660

10 131 .783

11, 143 .895

12 155 .959

1.3 167 .996

1.4 179 .999

43.

15 191 1.000

. .098

- .027

-

.088.

.222

NUMBER OF

FUNCTION '

EVALUATIONS

1,

23

36

LEAPSIZE '2*'

xl x2

-1.200 1. 000

At, .837 .677
i(--; .684 :372

3.019 - .495 .206
(- .434 '.122

2.040 49 .177' - .003
.082 -..066

1.310 .62 .080 - .028
( .166 -.037

. 783 75 .308 1068
( .475 .138

. 546 88 .525 .254
( .61 3 .329

.298 101 .716 .496

( .819 .62'6

-382 .168 .114 .890 .782
( .967 .909..

.427' .122 127 .995 ..989 2x10-4
(1.028 1:054 4. 002 )

.599 .067. 140 1.002 , 1.003 5x10-6
(.993 .983 4x10-4)

.802 .011 153 1.000 ., 1..000 1x10"7

NUMBER OF

FUNCTION FUNCTION .

VALUE- / EVALUATIONS

24.200 , I

'3.435 23
3.750)
2.387 36
2.494)

1.508 .,49
1.703)

A .967

1.107)

. 553

1.038)

.272

. 362)

.110

. 235)

. 020

.062)

.916 .003

.99r 2x10-5

.998 3x10-6

.1.000 2x10-11

LEAPSIZE

FUNCTION

x
1

x2 VALUE

-1.200 1.000 24.200

- .837 ;4677
( -;531 -.067

-.239 .037'

( -.199 -:.006

.124 -.008
( .223 -.020

62 .319 .077

( -560. .182

75 .572 .308

( .697 .423

88 .759 .564

( .907, .765

101 .929 .857

( 1.000 .980

114 1.000 1.'000

Table II: Solgt--r., Rosenbrock's Function with various Leapsiszes
TOL = 10, .1, .0001, MPASS = 4, MTEST = 1

*Points in parent2.1-?ses indicate the beginning of the next iteration.

3.435 _

6.922)

1.576
1.645)

.822

1.096)

.526

1.941),

-.218

.485)

.075

. 346)

. 008

.039)

1x10-5



ITERATION

LEAPSIZE = 1

NUMBER.OF ,!1.
FUNCTION FUNCTION
EVALUATIONS VALUE

LEAPSIZE.= 2

NUMBER OF
FUNCTION FUNCTION
EVALUATIONS VALUE

0.
1 up 2.7.64 41 2.639

2 59 2:859. 58 2.640

3 73 2.888 714 2.681
4 88 2.965 90 .2.715

5 104 ' 2:983 109 2.976

6 120 3.000. . 125 7.999
. .

7 "`141 . 3.000

TALBE III: Solutioh of Three Vgriable Problem with
various teapsized TOL= 10, .1,:0001 :.

.4=MPASS ''''''' -'''

NTEST =--1
..

..._

../.;:,

...<..

,

LEAPSIZE = 4

NUMBER OF
FUNCTION
EVALUATION

FUNCTION
VALUE

39 1:994
!

55 2:629

7`'3 2.728

'89 2.729

109 2.825

128 2.995

143 2.999

158 3.000

LEAPSIZF.t=

NUMBER OF
FUNCTION

ITERATION EVALUATIONS

.LEAPSIZE =

'NUMBER OF..
FUNCTION FUNCTION. FUNCTION
VALUE--:" EVALUATIONS VALUE

54 - .2040 .55 :1401

4
.--,91 -.:0075' 92:: -,,,;.:0021.'

6 129 .0018 _.., 1S3 .0018

8 168 - 4x10
-5

172 .6x10-5

10 203 2x10 -5
209 5x10-5

LEAPSIZE = LEAPSIZE = 8

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF ".
ITERATION : FUNCTION FUNCTION --FUNCTION FUNCTION

-EVALUATIONS VALUE EVALUATIONS VALUE

55 .1964 56 .1141

4 95 .0017 97 8806.

135 0003

174 4x10 6
4

TABLE.IV: .Solution of Four ;Variable Problem
with Various Leabsiies
TOL= 10, .1, .0001

. MPASS:=_4 . ^,

MTEST'=1

344 \

3 5

..--
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ti

. .

+.= Solution. near linear. problem
r

I = point v

= Solution nonlinear problel

I = tarting-poimt : ,

-

I'

.0

-2

'FIGURE III: SIN X COS X

A

NUMBER OF
FUNCTION FUNCTION

ITERATION EVALUATIONS VALUE

1 45

69

93

2

3

9

10

. 153..384

* 82.772

`32:-300

117 15:084

141

1-64

186
. ..,:-

206

3x107

244 3x10-9.

.005

.003

44,

TA Soliztion of Random Trigonometric. Problem
Using Powell's Method

TOL = .3,, .0001
MPASS = 4
MTEST -= 3.



.'Minimize := (x
1
+10x

2

2
)

3
5 (x -x

4
)

2

"4- (x
2 3

)4 10(x
1-x4 )

Inspection of. the tables shows that the
same..leaeSize -is 'not necessarily the best
for every problem. In Table IV :a leap-
'size.of eight-moves the point so. far from
the ridge ,thatHit- cannot._ be :attained
again. :19,7t would obviously Wish:to .1Ower
leapsize whenever the final point in an
iteration (befoke the.,leap) is worse than

. that of the previous iteration. This will,
of course, assure 'convergence if a local

`'minimum. is- also a 'global minimum:

'Returning nowto the three 'dimen7
sional results reParted in Table 1114 we
1.ftee.that leaps do not improve the eate of
- ..!'convergence in this case. We interpret'

this result;-as Stemming -from the fact
. that this partiCular -function appioxi
mates a quadratic in:the region' we are -

Searching.:. Supporting this belief is the
- fact that the first complete set of ton-
jugate directions is generated at
iteration five, whereupon the search
converges immediately to the optimum.

To justify our interpretation, we-
show the case of quadratic coriVa;.gence
_more dramatically for a fundtion which is
riot obviously quadratic: To.,effect this

demonstratiOn we u-se the bounded..-
triganometritApnction presented by
Fletcher and.:-Mell (1963). In this case
the function is

.n
Minimize f = Z. (iki.; sin x .

i=1. j=. 3

1 ij.'-cOg xi) - E.} 2
..

where" the A and B matrices are random ii
numbers tetWeen zero and:100 and the
solution's x: are random variables between,

7 7- and r: The values 'of, E. :are: then_ .

determined so that 'each' .term' will equal
zero at the Optiinuln..:'.. , The starting: point
for each Variable :iS,;randbriized be
'.17 and .1z -of.;the.,, Cptintunr.' Sols

Although. the e--ptobleg is 'seeritin
. bonquadratic-; .turns- otit to be'
diffiCiait generate:a. random problem
which is AotessentiallY 'quadratic..
Figure iir showS the, function sin x ,±
'cos' x. and

a

the values of for what we.
3

- found- as Aypically,--4ppera:ted random. t
.(Results for thig_-

,0i-oblezp-t. are reported -;in Note
that all theSe valueS
portion of, the -curve. Although 'the values
;Of 1A ai...(3 13.....1v.e. some effect on the Shape
of .th fact' that -there are five

. such.terms. in*.e "squared; term' leads .us

to believe that the nonlinear ef,fects-Can
be balanced against each..other. The
resulting function is then approximately
the square of five linear' terms - a ,

quadratic. We would expect that in a
conjugate ,search. procedure the optimum
would be found' as soon as a complete set':
of conjugate "airecticzEs were fOuhd. As can
be seen.in Table V this' is exactly the-
Case: - At the end of the sixth iteration a
complete -Set of five conjugate ,directions
has been fountrend used - at this point
the procedure moves- nearly instantaneously
to the optimum : leaps are displayed
for. this function since they, are, of
course, not gOing to- improve matters any.
We might conclude from this experience.
'that perhaps leaps should be ignored until
after the firit set of conjugate direc-
tions has been deVeloped. -The study of
this problem is interesting particularly.
in of its considerable use as a test
fu.ncti-.... for nonlinear problems..- i;he
results of these tests will tend to 'be

'biased in favor of. quadratically,cori- ,.

verging ta-ethods.

.

..For our final test in this series wee
-again used the trigonometric function just'
discussed but this' time chOoSe.parameters-
so .that the solution will.be,on the non-
linear portion' of the curve as shown . in
Figure IIX. Now the no leap method for
this problem took 435 evaluations to
achieve a- locally optimal -solution of
.6706, as compared to 226 evaluations to'
achieve the global optimum_ in the near-
linear:Case. The use of:leaps yields .

dramatic improvemenesin the:OPeration of
the Code:.-2Table VI diSPlays:the results
of this investigation.' Powell rePorts-
solutions to two five dimensional: problemS
with as few as 106' tions - which

our estimates could. only--he
aqhielied, if the function were -perfectly

_ quadratic in-the region of search.' This ;

. ',r-egurt emphasites once--more, that in flon-7..:

cluadratic 'cases. leapS -are useful while
in- .quadratic cases Where. the-, ridges are
linear they-tend to-be of little or -
slightly negative, value

. l,n the-next :section explore the
effect of our leapsize- procedure on some
more difficult exponential. Problems. for :7,

which the unmodified conjugate :directions
technique. hat feared to lOcate an optimum.'

IV 'EFFECT OF TOLERANCES ON
SEARCH PROCEDURE

No technique is impervious to the
selection <of program parameters. NOt only
can tolerance parameterS affect .the
of time taken to converge, but they' also
can determine whether, a particular

' technique will cotweege at all.' 'In' Table
II given. earlier we presented the re4-uftS
Of our program- on the Rosenbrock fuxition.
Tolerance characteristics _are. fairly
robust for this problem. Leaps, in ,this

Ca



ITERATION

:2

LEAPSIZE = 1
(POWELL)

- NUMBER OF
FUNCTION FUNCTION
EVALUATIONS VALUE

44 . 17.161

68 7.860

92 2.004

113 ' 1.967

134 1:967

159 1.953.

182 , 1.934

2as-

231 1.786

252 1.739

275 1.580

258 1.523

321 1.440

342 1.406

369 .943

396 .695

416 .671

435 .671

450* .671

TABLE VI Solution

-LEAPsizt = 1.5
NUMBER'OF
FUNCTION.
EVALUATIONS

;44-

69

9L-

.118

141:

165.

188

211

233.

253.

FUNCTION.
VALUE .

17.154
13.2'07.

3.631

2.191

1.325

.216

.642

.001

3x10-4

2x10
-4

2x10 4

. . .

LEAPSIZE4e'27
,

NUMBEk . .

FUNCTION. ,F.UNCTIJDN:
.EVALUATIONS VALUE

44

69

17.9

143::

167

191'

215

238

17.15t(

15.991

'2.681,

2.459

2.443

.463

. 065

. 058

-.009

.001

2x10-4

For Contrived.TrigOnOmetrio'Funetion
TOL =10, .1, .0001-

' Stopped when:no yarlable>Changed more than..0001 MPASS = 4
..MTEST = 1

S

case also seem to be robust in-that/they
improve performance in all Instances.

To study the importance of toler-
ances in more complex circumstances we
used a problem generated by Box (1966),
InBox's nota ion this problem is

Minimize f(a
2

a
3

) =

-- --a x
[a (e 1 - e )x 3

"'where the stimmation on.
1-0 in increments of.6.1-

-x
-.e710x )3

2

is.from 0.1 to
his problem

has. infinitely .many'.global. anelocal
Optima-. -We_choOse this problem-six-16e Box
rePoried,that fOr six of nine-starting
points :Powell'"s..method lalledto converge
ta_any.ofthe global:optyina. Table -VII

'afid VIII,shows the results for-one.of

these cases with VariotTs parameters:.
As -did Box,-we had difficulty ..getting-
solutionsfOr any7ofheS.e,Problethts.
when no-leap-was Used; although we -.did
find that-certaintoierariCe combinations
.achieved solutions:Joetter:than,that
reported by Box. We also-fplind that in.
many cases scrapping-theconjugate
directions. from time to time and re-
starting the Search using coordinate;
liActions seemed t_ o improve the rate of
convergence. This obviously imPlies,that
'coordinate directions are useful for` this
problem. ,1.1se of leaps improved con-
vergente':in'.all.cases.. In some cases
convergence.to one of theglObaI optima
occurred.thiough the use of leaps.
almost all cases using a leap'ledto an.
improvedvalUe of the objective lung.tion:

-Toimprove things further'still;.,we, -.



NUMBER OF
TION
kTIONS..14AP8ii4:

4

. ,
10 :1 .0001

10 .1 0-001

.0001

10.. .0001

10 .1...0001

10

(Powel )

2

1 (Poweil)

1,_(Powell)

.16 . l .00c s . 2

251

118

179

1,40

.178

153'

/VALUE.
FINAL SOLUTION

3x10
-8

9x10

.3X10-.6-

-6
Sx3.0

1X1076

.--
*

10 .01 .0001

10. .0001 4

-10 1..0001- .4

10. 1 .9001

1 (Powell)

2

1 (Powell)

2

313 lx10-2

191" 8x1077

',Found- min in any direction. at the itist iteration_

thisusing this large a step.

Upper bound on
step size

--;. Step length--"for

first. quadratictit-
,an52' direction

-Atcuracy of linear '

search

TABLE :-.Results From Three:-Dimension
Exponential MTEST =

changing leapsi would be advisable..
a leap produced' *better solution along
some direction,we should continue,' to leap '-

until.. a wors solution is found -before
continuing, on to tre next iteration. When-
ever we performed this operation'*-we
achieved convergence with Powell's code.

The 'state of affairs just reported
points Out-a problem with the One-

..dimen,sional quadratic it. Used both by.
Powell and by 'ourselves. The surface

-.I( 2seemse tObes sp flat along conjugate
''directions that, the linear search' stops

frail the- optimum along _tile line. Thus
' is difficult to say whether conjugate
"direCtians with a different line search
routine would not work with this type of
Problem: At any rate it is encouraging
to:note that use of leaps not only
improves speed_ of convergence biat has the

,". effect of creating a more robust search
Procedure.

USEFULNESS OF INTERACTIVE COMPUTING-
IN-THE EXPERIMENTS

The line of research p esented this.
paper would have been nea Iy. impossible
to conduct without using a highly flexible:-
interactive code siach_as APL.- In Many
ways the study of optimization is typical
of, highly complex search, evdIuationand
decision making tasks, where. a great deal
of information both useful and spuriouS is.,
available at some cost. Gathering and
presenting this information .to the
decision maker may be at least as:. :difficult as understanding the -theoretical:
and analytical aspects of the problem.
The interactive facilities of APL helped
in numerous ways in organizing these tasks.
First, we found it easy to develop sub-
routines whose, performance we could study
in detail prior to including them in our
main search' routine. Both debugging and
operation

out
`these routines could be

carried out-on an almost instantaneous
basis because of the language-'.s inter7
active- Capabilities' and its. ability' to



TOL
1 3 *

10 ..1 '.0001

10' .1 .0001:

-t-

NUMBER' OF
EVALUATIO

EAPSIZE '.' OF:.0001
->.4

1 (Powell) 168

vALqt of -
FINAL SOLUTIONS

.00ai r.

10 .1 10001 O

10 .05 .0001

10 .BS .0901

.10 .0001

10 .5..001
Upper bound on
step 'size
Step length- for:
first :quadratic. fit,
in any direction

= Accurapy of' linear

147.

14-5'

io

55

71

TABLE. VIII: Results From Three Dimensional (Box, 1966; Start 2)
Exponential MTEST = 1 -

.114-7

.009

6x10-7

,2x10-7

.149

:/49. ',*

.009* then
"ddirerged

.022

-.018

.-.mOni t '2, -f/krictioning. Ot. these'
stibro Second

iii
:as. through 'exper--- .

ience we learned. whic :nuterical outputs.
from, a 'given. tontine we.re, important. to
monitor, the- editing =capabilities of APL
.41lowed us ra.40idiy- to suppress r,
inessential information. Third$ when
an. hypothesis ,regarding the-- operation of
some. part of the search routine was,,
formulated, the -language -alloWed,
instantaneottsl? to test that.hypotheSiS
under' Controlled eXperimental conditions
in which possibly compounding 'variables
could be held constant, -.FOurth, the
ease with which subroutines could be
programmed and. operated independently
allowed.us, in effect to -develop and-

.utilize' tools for conducting these
experiments,_-;t1lus_ helping us to
ascertaincei-i-airi problem characteristics
4S',:bur''study Proceeded: 'Finally, when
hypotheses were shown-by controlled
experiments to :be' incOrre6t, the, editing

'-and memory-capabilities of . the 'language
made :it .eaSY to backtrack and hence
recOirer-'successful approaches before
-sor_lciudting -neS4 experiments.

.117: -coNcLusioris-

'In this paper we corisidered. the per
formance,of Powell's., conjugate direction
'method, as originally- =developed and as
modified -in the manner ,indiCated. Very
few..problemS could '.b.e-fotand whidh gave

s- `Powell's original,technique :difficulty in

finally converging to
those cases, restarting the 'directions or
some other ...interactive parameter change
would always' start the 'search moving
again - in this sense PowelI's technique -
never failed to converge: However- when
We introduced the ooncept..of leapsizes,
the modification demonstrated a. beneficial
effect : on speed of ,convergence and 'the
robustneSS'of cOrIvergenceIOr the
technique :in. particular:for cases where
the functions exhibit nonlinear valleys.

It should be!said that the concept 'of
leapsizes is not a new, one. For instance;

.` Rosenbrock (1960) used this- idea. His
usage of leaps, however,_ differed from
ours in:two ways. First he used. leaps
with a steepest descent. raethod. Second,
he leaped only in an attempt to improlie
the value of the objective function
to move away from"the ridge itself as, we
do. This is a very important diskinction.
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APPENDIX: LISTING OF CODE

.. DE5CRIRE .. -
rin's. 3z:`:EMPLO5' POunt,1 -cno.rucATE COORDINATE 5-F:APCR OTT!' VARIABLE r,EApfuif,' ,',
A PARAMETE1? DE5ICNED .2'0 PERMIT. CHANCING THE POINT AT WPICIT THE NEXT. ITERATION
OP TRE.1 SEARCH 7...EcintrquE: BEGING5 . TAE. DI7?ECT.T0-11 OP: TITF LEAP T5 TPAT OF THE LAS.2k

. SNCCE55FUL CONJUGATE., COORDINATE 5F:ARC11 IN. Al; ITF:RATYD1.4. , . .. .

MAIN PROGRAM', IS DpF,IRATED 115.ING .ITER;INZT-,LEAPSIZE PACE POINT ENV AL.UE -,
: GLOBAL. PA71AMETF:IiS I.OR," THIS P5 ARE PPA51.* (MAX EVALUATIONS PER PA:75) ,

'MTEST",(MAiCTEPSIE: REDUCTION RECAI:5E OF' NO INDICATE!? iqINIPUM) :.
TOL4-MAXSTEPSIZE.,STEPSIZF:,AT.LOWARLF: T.OLEPANCE
COUNX (SET' TO ;ERG '-ittITEN .REGINN 17 TINGRIJN; oxvix ER OF FUNCTION VALUES COMPUTED=-
Ztar GI-VES' 141,17. ..111V4ILLIF: POUND TO _DATE 7 .., . - ,...

XI GIVES' ,DIRECT I ONF EMP:LOYF:D IN TUE CU-BRENT - .1:TY:PATTON (DELETED D I RECT I.ON
MAY BE .REPORTED,. RUT ARE NOT : eALLE, .DFOR .. IN.. THE ROUTINES A5 PEO5PAM1tfED).

..pATA .72.'V.E5,1131STORY pp- 71117:1EARCII -' .: -. . : --- .

. . :

.911ACR [01 7'
V 17TIM MACE -IN I ;DIRE ;POIN ;S.7 ;17I.;PEDU ;OPT ;Y...1' ;PIM; DI1W

.AINPUT5 ARE NTIM MACR INIT.- POINT . :

[2] _a TOL MUST ALWAYS BE DF:FINED BEFORE BUNNING .T.PI:7 'PP. OGRAt!
[3] AXX AND DATA MATRICES ,MUST BF, DEFINF:D IF NTI!fr21.1. .

[4] :;
""DIM.d..DIMM.71

T61 Nrd-0
E-7 '-041DAx tliTIP'E 2 =1

s .7.-1/1!). INT
[9.1 : .'XX -( fDIM).0 ;=1DIM
C 1a -DA.TA*-DATA,EllIN.T .fiEEK XX
0111 111'4-0

C121 6,72L: DA:7414-7).4.7A 11( ( ,DIPT)1D/ITA )1.7E.K ( (-DIP) ,DI1') +XX
[133 47i,t4-1 oBA TA .

C14]. DIRe7.4-DIM+ ',DATAI:,7?! ;1-DATA 1JP-IiTIMI:21+DI!f
E151- DATA4-1)ATA,E11,T.?1I17( ,DATAE.1.1) ,DIRF:
[161 POIN4-DItf+CPTIPI. 3 ]x ,( +DATA )- ( 33-1
[171 DATA.DATA ,E-1.1POIN,F:VATAPOTir
[191 .VTIME-21.4-1 -
[19] ArY4-( ( -DIE!) ,DIM)+XX

ORT4-(YY-;-(DIM,1)p(+1YYxYY)*0.5)+,xDIRE
211 ORT4-1ORT'

C221 'ORD+ ( ( OR-T=1 /OFT ) I p OPT ) ^-0
(231 PF:PU4-(11.0XX)p1
241 pEntir ()1U:1W )+ORT

[25] Xx+REPU,txX
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SELECTION AND EVALUATION

Chairmam: A-C- Williams, Mobil Oil Corp.

-Panelists:' Gregory CoIdhan, Genbral'`Hattry 'Corp..'

Ellison, Mobil Oil Carp.
-;-.

-Milton M. Gutterraan, Std. of Indiana
. -..-' S..4. !"

/...., David. Hirschfeld, Management Science Systemic

.
Summary of panel discussion by A:. R. Williams.

Hoi..7 does an organization.select amathematical programming sciftware systemfor appliCations in a commercial environ-
ment? What are -.the relevant factors to beconsidered, how can :they be evaluated, and
how should they be weighted in arriving ata conclusion. These are the questions'ad-
dresse'd by the panel.., On almost all mat-ters, thre seemed to be a. Consensus of
opinion, even though ...the panel memberscame to the questions from a number ofdifferent perspectives. This note is anattiemPt to summarize that consensus..

As in so many other .instances ofwork-a-day systetheValuations, there are-three aspects to be considered: (i) the*..functional, (ii) the technical; and_ (iii),N:the-econcmics. These are listed -4:n the
order of Tra.);i6ranCe.

Functional concerns, of course; beginwit asking _whether the particular systemand -=';c6nsideration will meet job require-ment , both now and in the foreseeable 7Tutu e. This requires an evaluation notonly of the system being offered, but ofits future possible path. of evolvement.
'.And to_ evaluate that requires that some
hard 'questions. be 'aske4),,abbilt.theoendor.:
Will .he remain ". in - business ?' 'he does,he = maintain' it and keep it up to date,and. is he likely to have it evolve in adirectiOn suitable to our needs ?'

at 'important t realize' tialat thechoice of "Mathematical -programming
SYstein'*is-likel to influence and perhaps._to influence gregtly, the future clevelopz-

;fir
fi

&
. .

ment of applicatTons' #1 the- company. Ifa code has a good GUS-feature, large and ...comprehensive distribution models can bedeveloped and used. A' general purpose
MIP feature ..could, 'a'llow development in
directions which would otherwise not be
'Possible-.', The same could be-said of a.-
quadratic programming option, network flowsubroutines; Special purpose MIP's, a.:
separable programming. option, etc.

An important functional question.to
be asked of a proposed system is how wellit-can be: integrated into the CoMpany's

- Operating. procedures. Especially in in-stances where results are, needed on a
real time' basis," as in some ..day to day
refinery opera.tions", we need_satisfactory

',answers td these queStions:: '-(i). Does the system facilitate getting
data and maintaining it?(ii). Will it be easy-to:ask questionsand get answer's (are the'mAtrix generatorsand the tepobrt writers satisfaCtory?).(iiih, . Will the systeM be reliable?

The question of, reribility gets inintaKile technical qtlestidzs.
Is the quedtion,of hd/W..;bus-free -9 thecode; and hot stable the &be , (Sta-bility here refers to the 'code's abilityto handre numerical 'difficulties arising -from aLmOst *singularities d from degen--eraciei). it IS generally. conceded thatno co is bug-free' or stable for allprobilras, and. that, therefore applications .systems,:have.to be designed to take' thoSefacts into account. A preliminary readingon the reliability of a`systera can often.

;



.- be obtaining 'be asking around.
vendor will of ten %supplyT a' list of sat is-
fled customers. However, it should:be,
borne in mind that his list of all oust-
Omers and his list of satisfied customers
may not be identical.

Many-of tne "old 'hands ". keep' a num-
. ` -ter of test problems, carefully safe-

guarded from any change to be brought'
forth to exerciise a proposed- code.;
Usually,-there will be at .least one test

. pr bleu that will upset the stability Of
n code - the point being to .See how,
ng it takes to bring it doWn, And how

racefully it does down when _it finally
. -surrenders:'

The test problems should, ofCciurse,
contain representative Rroblems, ,typical
of those to"- be solved _sproductiaa. -Most
users.aie- not surprise:14f their:repertoire
of :problems tUrn 'up some hugs in a code
being te'sted by them for the. firstItiMe.
The .real questions are: bow doe's the
vendor respond,. Does, he gitau wqrkf
around? Do'neui bugs eontinu appear ,
.or' -.does the-;fitst spate of bugs appear to.
be all of them? .

.
.

Bug's and instabilities will persist
in every' code, and they will -have to be
dealt with. An=important technical prop-
ertYto be looked for therefore, is flex-
ibiZity to adjust 'toCrances; conveniently
And easily; and to control the flow of the
solution, by e.g., adjusting inversion'
frequency, level of multiple 'priaing and
other. parameters.

While the local 1.p. technical person
wants, -and needs such controls, in many
instances he wants. to be able to Shield
the users from-worrying ibout_them.
(Some would say;the user shouldn't even
know about them, but this appears to be:
an extreme. view.) Therefore, the ease
With which the system, ontrol longuege

- ,allOws macros to be written and ',executed
is an important feature --in most initalla-

,tions.

In many installations the. ability-to
do /emir siOn would bean iMpa t tont prop-,
ttty to be for- a code. Ia. this
case) it..wouId be important to be able. to
read solutions; read.the shadow -prices,

'to' analyse them.;" anckto revise the '-'coeffi-
cients Conveniently and easily in a higher
level language, such as Fortran'Or-PL/1.

The economics is, thp Matter. of 'cost
effectiveness. 'Benchmark runs 'have
designed, rua, and analysed . - Some
benchmark test 'problems will be for the
purpose of eXering the code,. i:e1;''

. ezting it for .bugs and- fOr. its-stability.7-
In -testing for cost effectiveness, however,
actual production' conditions should be
simulated as -nearly as --poSsible.: ACtuai
production models should beused, :iv
available. If most producrion_runs are

:

made from an ,:dvanced starting basis,
with a few revised. elements, then-the' code
should be tested under chose. conditions:
The performance of the code in solving a
problem' starting from scratch- is ;almost'
irrelevant. If most production tuns are
made daring prime shift in. a mditi-
progrOmMed environment, then 'the test :of.
the code should be done during prime
shift' in a multiprogramed- enviroamenti..-
Of course, results will vary from rua.,to-
run, so-'that 'several -runs for each :case
will .generally have to be made to 'get _an
average and a:varionce.

.Computation associated With the
mathematical:progromMing. activities can
generallybe:broken down -into, matrix
generation-, (ii )'."ekecution /' -aria (iii)
report wtiting.: The "execution" can
further ;be' broken doWn into "primal" and
"other "' (typically converting the input.
data, into- .the formats to be used .by the
code,- .e.g, SET UP, CONVERT).

- For -',at. 1-east, one production shop' it
was reported: that the _exeCution step

:, accounts .for only about 60% of the total
CPU: time charged to linear prpgramEing,
he':other 40% being taken up by matrix
generation and .report writing. :'And- only
a total of- 40% was spent in primal, e
the Actual execution of the. simplex , -

Method calculations. There seemed to be
some 'agreement that these' kind of pro-
portions were not :atypical.; The con-
elusion is, of course, that the matrix
generatoi and report ,writers cost-`per-
formance can be significant' and important,
and Should' be included in the benchmark
tests.

What. to-do about tuning is a major
headache in benchmarking codes. The

..- amount of,main memory assigned can have
a majdr,effect on the perforMance-of the
code, - anig' of course, an. inverse effect

.

on the', other, work: running in the computer.
It is generally recommended that a number
of different. memory_ size assignments be
tested for the' major application types,
and that, on the basis of that data, a
recommended size be arrived at loy use of
:the: charge out system. -and/or snegotiation
4ith-the computer center...

How_much tuninT:of the parameters of
_.he. code-it:Self-Should be done- is a diffi-
'colt question. Which parameters are con-
sidereeihost important are,' of course;- 7

initially- best- determined by 'consult at ion
with:the -vendor .or with ..other usets.. -If

range of different problem types, to
,be solved is 'fair-2y natrow; it can pay' to.
-spend considerable time and energy to. get
good' parameter settings, whereas:if the
problem se ,is. very variable and subject

change,. It may:be that one should. not
g.ai:much ,beyond, using the,:def Ault setting's
-suggested 1:c-fhe 'Vendor. - .

Overall, thf...benchmkrk,prphlera is



difficult 'because .of' the many variables
-iti.rolvedjk, and the fact that run results

are thedielves.. Variable.- Unless.. greatcare is taken.
..)L
An- designing- the tests, the

nUniberOf rurisnd the consequent amount
of computer resource used can get' out of ,

-unless great care is taken in
interpreting and analysiivg. ;the results,

.;.wrong.conclUsions can be readhed. .

In summary, any organization with asicinificant present or contemplated:mathe-
.matical programming work-load will. find itworthwhile to exercise a 'good deal: of-, care
in the selection of ,a- Software system:

_

.T.piessuas dis.cussed-in this:note ,are
-probably the. issues that. 'the; organiz-ation
needs resolved.-.7'iut,More.. important thanany specific .issuesgue is, to assign thee eval-'uation task reaSonib

a
ie priority and.--

budget, and to ,assign a good person to the.task.

Attached, are. tables. which.may be usedas general guidelines "to some of the-,
mathematical programm,i,ng syStemS and.' .matrix ge.neratbrs/ report writers. Thetables are based on the best informationthAt was available at the time. they were

.prepared: -Tew Systems And new features
- are 'continually being .brought" out.; however,
so that 'any-potential user wo13,1d haye to-obtain the most_up to date.information.--
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EXPERIENCES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE
SCALE LINEAR.OROGRAMpING'SYSTEM

Robert J. Sjoquist
Control Data Corporation
4291 North Lexington Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112

ABtTRACT:. V

There has beenincreasing:interest.in software development-,...techniquds'over the past fewr
.Years.:EffeCtive. techniques for developing reliable, maiiitainable.and extendable
SoftWare'significaPtly ,edUce total software .costs.:,Severartichniquet have' been
40escribed in recent -literature.. The objective. of this. paper.is:to reportexperiente with
tome.dr.these tethniques.in the development of APEX-III, a large scale line& programming
,system., 7'

. 4

:Several df the techniques are:felt to contribute to 'a succeSsfyl-development. They
include a.project staff organization,similarto a "chief programMer team", documentation
and- coding standards, and open programming. ,

.Techniques whitn.did'not appear directly applicable to the development .were structured'
-prograMming'and,:top-down programming. .

-
FinalLy.rdt%is noted that a significant amount of effort is required to prepare accurate
estimates of development cOsts.

INTRODUCTION

.

4.:astyearl oUre'bilipany completed-develoP-e..,-
Aftent.of a.large scale linear programming'
'500114:.:APEX-III... Several recently
publicized, mathematical programming and
'softwaredevelopment techniques were.con
sidered and used in the development. Over.
the past yea,,:We,hai had thee,-Oppotunity
to'evaluatethe ef(ectivenessof these

-. techniques.

:.4 development of .this kind requires two
distinct types slafrsi.matheditical,.

Pe forogradming`skills anesoftwane develop-
. ment-skilli.-Bydathematical'Airogramming.'
skills, we mean those.skills unique tea..
linear programming systed, ''hey include.
a knowledge of the type, of.probreMsto be.

11,..,solved.: An efficient design considers
iodel-characteriititS'such as
..density.and Structure. Familiarity uith:
tharacteristicS-of current algorithms .1s
needed to, properly match tb,Olgorithes
to the:computer . Performance. and ,

numerical /stabiliy of i. Code. reflect the
prograimer",s understanding of the algor-
ithm ' , --

,,..1 .

, .

Just as important-as the matheftatical.'
programming skills, ere the software-

.. 'develoOment.skills: These are th ,skiIls

s ;

required for development of any large
programming system. They include a know-
ledge of the computer, the operatigi-
system,' the compilers and assemblers.
They include 'a familiarity with data
handling techniques and means for .

effPELemt use of the hardware. These
skills also include a workng'knowledge
of techniques f,or,producing reliable and
maintainable software products.

The purpose of this paperis to report.
our experience with these Software

. -development techniques.

THE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

The development occurreddver.a four-
.year period and. in two distinct phases.
The first. Was the development _of an
in -core, nfrills, linearprogramming
.system. Five-programmers' completed
the develpment;inless7than one year
The:Code wasrefined over a two-year
period byone-prOgrammerworking.on
'a casual basis.

The second developdent phase involved
adding several major features to the
system. These included an out-of- .core,`.
capability,'` mixed, integer and paraMetrit



programming, and a matrixJreduction,
facility- The prodvCt-was'requiredto '

operate on three seriet Of.computers.and
run under -tpree different operating
systems- This development phaiednvolved.
as many. as 12 programmers over a 1 -1/2
year period-- The objectiVe.of each phase
uas to produce a commercially profitable-.
software product.

THE DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES'. ,

Project staff organization was Similar to
the."chief programmer teamn-described by
Baker -The chief programmer
team consistsmf a chief programmer, a
backup pr.ogrammer, a project secretary,
and a pool of programmers-

The-chieT 'programmer isgherally. the most
senior member of the development team -. He
is a Working, member of''the team with over-'
all technical responsibility for the
project- 'On thit project,. his duties
included system design, assigning tasks'.
to project members,-and co7ordinating-
'efforts of ndividual arogrammer5- He

o also par:ticiPatedin Coding. 'and .testing
the system- :In the first phase -of..'

'development, he produced-as -much code as
any.otherprojeet member-. In thesecond'

, phase,.he.producedjar less code- Mare
, time was spent on design and technical -

administration mf.the project.'

'The backup programmer assists the
programmer and shares his dutie- -He is
,familiar w the entire project and, is c
able to asefte chief programmer responsi-
bilitcy at any time; --

The project secretary maintaihs, stmaer
elibrary,of the,system and doc' ntation

durihg development- The sec etary
incorporates new and corrective code in
.th& system-, keeps-a remOrd'of all changes
iadel and maintains listings of.thesystem.:
The Project secretary described by -Baker
ancEMillt also.was responsibile for
making and keeping a'record of all test.
runs. In. this development, .project
members took tbrns-handling thesecretar-
,ial defies- ,Only the most. significant-.
_test runs were_recorded.durng the

-

development-

kystem subroutines were written in 'FORTRAN_
and assembly language, Routines-critiCal
to performance and,,thote handling packed
data were written in assembly banguage-
Remaining-routines were written in FORTRAN.
EXtensiVe use of FORTRAN'ased the:prob:7'
lems of.execUting.under different
operating ms- ';Subroutrines'couid b'e
Coded,an6 tetted more-aufekly using

trORTRAN than using assembly language-
fhi,t'left more time for writing perforrd-

-`"Vance critical routines '.
- -

Documentaionftandards were speciffed,
and enfarced-. At thestart of the pro-

ject,.each member was given a loose leaf
notebook for internal.documentation-: The
notebook was added to at,subroutines Were
defined and designed,and.updated as ,r

routines were modified- Internal documen
tation consisted of subroutine descrip-
tions, communication region {CR}cell
descriptions,.and array/file:formats-

-06

Subroutine and CRcell descriptions'were
maintained on the program library- This.'
docuMentatian was extracted- from the
library .via computer program, Coplecrand,
dittribute'd-to project members wheneer
changes. were made-

-.

Subroutine-documentation consisted'of
comment cards within each routine- te
felt documentation was more likely to.,be

.-kept current when -included in the..routine-
sDocumentation was then- updated at the:same
-time and. in- the same mannemas the

.-executable code- Tuo of cumenta7
tior-Lwere required for subrouti es- The
first level-describes what the routi e
doet and- haw it ii.called.: T .lev
written, uheMa.necessary oper .ton
defined- The-secon level is a'ttep
step, escription of how the ro tine-per14
formfits function- This doeu entation
is the result of Subroutine a igh,an'd
is equivalent to flow...,charts- Both levels
are Written before the subroutine is coded-

: ,
. .

.

CR"cell'detinii3>ons-and documentation were
'maintained as a data file on the system'
15.brary2'. Suhroutine'COMMON statements.:;
were generated from this.. file by a cam=
puter prograde: This prOgram also produced
printed dodumentation Of the CR cells.".

.

ofe coding standards were
. established. The primary:pupbse af these'
:standards Was to'prMmote simole.-gTeadable
code- The :standards were intentionally,

:minimal so- they were .easily followed;
Stdhdard F.ORTRAN calling-sequences were
used for all'tbEroutines: .Subroutine
'names begin with a Q or a function
subroutine- CR ;cells were named to
doifferentiate then from'iocal-variables
and to describe theiruse.- The flrst
character of a'CR cell name epecifts
-whether its contents is alpha, integer,
orreal...:'The second character of ,the
'name specifies its use- The name then
defines the cell to be switch4-
index, count, parameter, or tolerance-
Statement numbers in. FORTRAN routines

.

are in ascending order- -.Each routine
was restricted to a single exit.

.

ttructured programming,- top-down pro-
gramming-I'. and open. "programming were
considered for the - second development .7

phase.'
,

.

Structuredmrogramming {1,2,3]-generalry
-doet',;not allow-GO n statements.-. Rather.,,
all decisions are prpgrammed using
THEN -ELSE and,D0conttrUCts. The-purpose;
is to provide. easily readable code by-'

.

. ,
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avqiding complicated branches of control.
The,If-THEN-ELSE-Constructs serve'to ,
define all conditions-under which a
section of code isexecut,:d. -7.

. ,

Ones routine- was writtenusing-Structured
programming to.evaluate it-usefulness for
thisdevelopthent. The routineperformed a
complicated 'vector packing.oPeration.,

Structured programthing_rules were rigor-,
...oUslyapOlied:for ,the investigation- Thev,

y tectpique dicinbt.prOdUce:the desired
reps= Rather, the structure had to be
forced-Upon the routine and detracted froth- -.

its clarity and performance. The technique
was not. used in remaining development.
However, the idea: was, not entirely rejected;

-.. Reasonable efforts were made to avoid L° .

unnecessary-backtracking and to allow-
.control'to floW from top to bottom,
ections'of code which could. be' entered in

-special:Ways:Were flagged with comment
cards.- .

Top -down programming {1i3 }' is a technique
to-organize the development into levels

. of detail. The basic inputs, outputs,' and.
-operation of-the system are first defined.
Next a first level of detail of operation
is-addedto.thi.iystem. The procesi is
.rtpeated until all levels. of detail are ,

-defined- Each'level can be designed,`.
coded, and,tested independently of
.succeedinglevefs. 'The technique Was not
used in this development. .We felt that
Tdesgn of-an'efficient linear programming
system, consists of several iterations
atop-down, betton-4p,sectuence. Perform-
ance critical routints are-dependenton'
details of method and fire andarray .

formats, These aspects,need to be formu-
b. lated quite early in the design proCess

To.a degree, these details determine'the.
form-of higher level routines:

and profitable. Nearly all softwart!
development techniques deScribedabove:
contribute to software reliability- Three
.direct methods of verifiCation were used
in this development.

The opeh programmiKg.retiew was,: hr st...

means of verification. SeCondl
.utility routines' were,testedjn,.... ' aptly
'of the system in a simulated, envirtAinent--

This was an'attempt at. checking: :Out all .

paths through. critical routines- -Thirdly,
dthe integrated system was tested - 'Several

models'were-generated to test special
conditions: 7,h2 bulk of the testing,
however, relied on real world linear
programming mOdels for.system checkout.4

.

CONCLUSIONS
h.

The project was completed onSchedUle-r
.costs were within 10% of budget and per
formancand reliability standards uere
mtt;

bpcumetation and coding standards 'were
considered,critical to success of,the
project- .-Without these standardsn'it
would not have 'been pOssible%o integrate
-and debug the system onsthedule.
Additionally,.documentation.Produced .

during the first phase of develppient
si'derably eased the second 'phast,eftort...*
Several,Of the'problems that were encOun-
tered:were in areas where standards were
not closely followed

Open programming appeared ..qe.Well ;

worthdhile. ,Therevipw.; Covered bUgs and: 's
resulted in improvpd-AliciAantation,' :We :

feel .the tie- spertt,t1n.!:th-&-review was More.' %'
than made 4.1r1fte-test.phase:
Initial:: indicatedrevieWe-atCode
had.appr Y.1/3 the. errors of non -

9 `The quality-of
ovedj.f..all done-by the chief.
rammer:: These two individ-.
cathiliar with the, entire
erlthis places....additionar-

.oritwocritiCal resources.,

.

- Open prograiming-{112} is a technique which ,review
,was used in this development- With this could
"technique, each programmer's design, r or backup
documentation,and'code is reviewed-by , ' ualS are m
another Project_ member. .A thorough review 'system.- H
should result in improved readability of ..time,deman

-documentation and code. The review'- should '- T,.. , .

also uncover grrors that may be missed Project statistics Confirmed the theony

during systeeliesting. A thorough review that :Fonsierable effortis required to .-

also require a considerable athoUnt.of . , -; uce accurate estimates. The project

effort In tKis,deve.lopment, all dccumen- , '14 -wed-spending a portion ofthe
"6 tation.and approximately half the.edde was 'oriainal budget' before producin4 final
- reviewed. Each programmer -first naddesign'4 ..'e0X estimates... Table 1 compares ;the
doCumentation'ireviewed by another-program- .::; accuracy chUmbhese estimates to the portion
mer.- After review and coding through .a 4 1 of work campletewhen estimates were made.
clean compile, code was similarly revieweeS.- '-'- ..,. .: ., - J

Additionally, :;11 design documentabbn-was. "... -' ....' :. Table 1
xelriewed by eitper the chief' or backup Errors_ in. Estimation -of hator Tasks.

programber. - P t .

' Portion' .Complete: E

SoftWare verification is a-difficurt and - Task. Before tstimate "Estimate

, rror in

" costly part oflany development. It ,gp, .

,,

19% -under 26%(.0s
Nc...cecondmically infeasible, if not impossible 0

.: -
.

to find ail.,errors'in 'a software produei. 12% nil --' f .:'

? . Nevertheless, the-software must work : ° C %.*
-

.under 80%
-corre5;ISN>early all the time to-be useful

-ts-27 4,- 4 e ., D r 17% over 16%
1



The error in estimate for iaskjA was cauped
by a-change of; scope iMposedon the-pro-,
ject The-negligible rrbr for task B..
shows that costscan be. controlled, given'
a reasonable 'estimate= The error for Task
resulted because insufficient time-was

-_Spent on the estimate. Task D,was com-
pleted wiih,less effort-than estimated;
because a'' simpler. implementation was

_ -

'Fine llyT it shOuld be mentioned that
individual` programmers'' attitudes are key
o the success of any development Pro-

are completed on time by programmers
ece.deiermined to,finish on time.
ity products are turned but by

pr rammersaiho take pride in the duality
of heir woek. TheseiProgrammers can make
ef active use of new software development
techniques.- .

.
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.. MATH 'PRO,ORAMMIN6.-USERS-VS THE COMPUTER CENTER.
(A .personal perspective as seen from a foxhole).

j: R. Ellison
Mobil Oil Corp.

The` -fact 'that there is a' general. and on-
going conflict between the users and
::their computer center is generally, and
I.believe correctly, taken for granted.

accept this as 4 tact of 'life,
let'...s"-analyze why this Conflict-exists.

The_first, and. I:believe foremOst, eas=
is that each views the. Other as..the.
proverbial "black box".and, since there
is.little personal contact with or real c

understanding of the other's problems or
motivations, conflicts .arise. . .

One Source'ofconflict:is::thedifference -

.inobjectives. The prithary"Objective-of
a computer centeris often stated to be
to "maximize" throughput, efficiency,
This'can be meaiured-as computer center.:
income (charges)'yp budge.4:precilictionv-as
how well:j.6b-;schedUles are--met,: or as
wall cidckhouriOr CPU hours-per-dav the/.

center Other.-popular-measures are
how many..jobi'are run each,dav and "pet-
cent CPU:utilization":. . .

The.Matb\programming user.. usually has as
a'piimarY'objective. the Provisionof an
fanswer to a question askedby some level

:--of ManAgement-pertaining:to.the economic
'-consequencesofAtakingoenot taking some
.course-of action,. 'This questNs2 includv
.'defining the-phvs.ical Courses action
which go with the economics In pro
viding'the above"answer, or answers, the
MatkLPfogramming user is-seldOm able to
.schedule -his work since questions are,...
'addressed to litm and"outside":data: is
-.-prOvided to_nimOn a- time table-Whicli he
cannot control And 'the answers are.re-

.,:.quired:by,alpredetermined date"-(prefer-
ably.yestei-day) whichis.nOt under:tis.,
control andis often not undef theCon-:

the-perSon'aSking thequestion."
"TThe.tesuItingwork'load diSrupts thecom7
pt.ter centet-scheduleS'with a-sudden on-
slaught Of computer. lOad as-mdasalred

'tPt.time without a-corresponding increase
-',in ,the number of jobs run..

-The user'Shabit of. preferably working..-
only shift) coinpoundi.the..:
prOblem_Sincehe wants to make and

. .

correCt errors on ttie",same day so he. can
submi'mOre work that night or, better
yet, get, more primp shift -runs that day.
The MathProgramming user is also "prob-
-lam" oriented and looks on the:computer -

center as the provider of a.tool required
solve-"his"-problem so that he can

'provide.an answer:to a complex question.
He views the center as a cost and .as an
obstacle to be overcome when4, it does not
keet requirements. AftPr'all, com
puter:centers don't make money - only
answers' make, money.

,Comparisons of the above statements show.-
areas of conflict between scheduled-and
unscheduled work; specific vs, broad objec-
tiveS, and differenceer:in:objectives and
'measurement of-effectiveness..

The computer center viewpoint can -often be-
characterized as a tesponsibility for

-maintaining a complex operating systeMPEnd,
haidware-which'mustreppond to the'demands
of a wide-Yariety,of Itsers,.-none of whom-

:understand the computer center's p-roblems
or how a compUter actually-functions.
They also appear to,belieye that Math
Programming users are unreasonable people
who can- doWn or sttetch.out _job pro-
cess ng f'or other. users .

ched led' users).; f they-are'allowed thes
amoun , Of CPU time -they need. 'Unfortu-
natel 4 these viewpoints often have .a-c --
large element of truth in them:" Stretch-
ing.%aut of'-jab-processingcauses...cheduled.--
jobi t.6,miss'their:schedule:And-hasbeen::
known to-make accounting type useis_. .

extrei!lely unhappy with the.'OMputer center,
Thisjis important to the computer` center
bPcaUseaccounting ..types are -muCli more-
nuterous, 'are'Yety adept and well trained

at writing,complaining memOtanduMs, and -.
coMputer"centers are.oftewcontrolled-

by "accounting types. If youn't
the above; just substitUte'technical types-
'or.%ahoever-hasbeen causing ydu the most
trouble. and'ityill-be just -as applicable.

,
.

The-Math Ptogrammer'spoint of view is
that:"we"-: have -to- obtainoptimalw answers ,
to'questions posed- by management and these
antwerStmst'be available by a'given.



deadline. Unfortunately, we must eXpend:
that limited resource.known,as-time to ob-'
taro ddta necessary-to-understand ancLcor-
rect2y.modelthe:problem-as stated; we.
must spend additional- time removing "bugs"
from the model and revising -the model- to

_fit the actual question as opposed to what,
wethought the question was and, finallY,
we must. obtain sufficient time,from the
computer center to allow us to.Meet our
andwer'deadline and thus stayout,of trou-
ble., This last-item is;,knownfas providing?

-.."reasonable": turnaround:andi,since i is
at the end of the4time
source of much.agonyto all conderned:.

. The-.Math-PrOgraMMig 'tiserwhenaSked'by
the:Centerhovimuch cappUter-time he will..
need,. simply says.heabesn't know.' If he
knew how much timelle needed and how m
.runs; he wouldknow the answer and wo ld
not needanY- While there is much ruth
in this; most computer centers.sti I like
Predictable and well scheduled runs which

..he has just told them he doesn't have.
. _

Now, with the above Problems and conflicts
of. interest; how can we learn to co-exist
with a computer center and get work accom-
plished withoUt giV-i.ng- them. %1 be
'lieve that it is pOSsible by defining.your
eheralrequiremenf2s.in:termsfof.the :

g

Cl),. CPU time required for prime shift.and:-
total. shift.,

(2) Job turnarbunth 'Analyze what'you.are.
asking _for and be reasonable. Turn-

." 'around isn'i'as simple as it sounds.
(ailimStorage space requirements. FerMa-

vent storage space is critical. 'Disk
space'is almost always in.short
:supply, expensiVe and highly desir--
able. Tape is plentiful, cheap, and

mounted. System "sCrat'eh"spacer
less-desirable Since itmust be

(tampOtary space) is a14o limited
since it is usually disk. . Remember
that tapes can-belimited by the .num-
ber of tape diives available. You
mustADe realistic with your.space .

'demands:if,you-expect turnaround since
multiprogramming,means that there are.

: more users than just you.demanding.-
space at anyone time. ExtremeAe
qiilrementscallidelay your

(4) Mory requirdbents - memory-can Be
expensive andlimiting. Be reasonable

-and CarefuleVen if VS (Virtual
Systems) is- around.

5)'Math Programmingdes you"should-
know more about Cihich'codes are best
-for-you than the computer center does,
But be prepared.to-prove yOur'pointOf
view and to.fUhify the -costs.

To define the-above requirements in any7
thing approaching a quantitative manner,
Vou need-tools which -will -allow you-to
define where you are and where you. were.
-Reports based on th .ystems Management
Function (SMF) or 'ts equivalent are the

7

..

best.that-I-ha*d,found. DonYt rely n. _
.oPinions',..feeaingS,. "informed" opi ions,
etc.; :They -are)lenreliable, canno
pared, anCareian excellent booby......trap:Ior
the unwary,. Careful hand tabulation of
data from your -runs is better', thin nothing
but very time consuming,:especia21y if you
collect enough data to be reilly,useful.

NowAet'S-touch on some of my:per:56nel'
:biases and prejudices (I prefer,:td:pall
them MeasUrements) which I swear by when

-they.agree.With my\point of view: and at
when they disagree. - 7

(1)'User-turmaround - time measured from
- job in at the reader to finished job
output available to the user. The
user correctly -loves this but be
careful, Printout priorities and
length of printout .(lines and printer
speed) can influence this measure and,
since this isn't truly controlled by
the center,. is not exactly a.fair -
measurelof computer center perfor-
'mance.

.(2) Center turnaround - time measured
from job in at the reader to job
finished by the initiator and turned
over to the output queue, .1 consider
this a measure of the center's ability
to provide service. It'includes time
in the input queue plus time in the
computer and thus Measures items

,,

"controlled".bythecenter and .is
measure of their ability to do work.

(3). Execution ratio - wail clock time
:

from initiator start to initiator
finished divided by problem program
CPU 'time. This -is an indication of.
the load on the CPU and can be; _used
as-Am indication-of.whether or not:
you are getting yOur "fair" share of
the computer.. :t isalsO useful in
estimating how long your job will be

.in -the computer. _

The above three.measurementS must be accu-
mulated-, averaged over a. reasonable time
Span, and then plotted ,so that you can
see trends or-changes frbm whatever'

.

"normal " Is or becomes.--

Additional information.which allows you
to :.see. how your job load fits into the
computercenter,amd its schedule are.`
helpful. -Data:on what percent of the
total-CPU time,'- charges; orAobs yoU
rkpresent can be useful especially if it
Is7;significanitiy large. .-You shouldtalso.

.be.aware of-any specialServices thecen-
ter.does,.or doesn't, perforM for you.,

70110nceyou have all of this information,
you should meet withcompUtercenter

k..JManagement and try to.obtain commitments
-.

and agreement's on levelsof service which
they. will provide to you. This written
.agreement will then provide a basis for
co- existence between you...



OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT -OF' MATHEMATICAL
. PROGRAMMING 1ASID PL5LNNING SXS1PEAS

E. G. Kammerer
'UNION CARBIDE

CHEMICALS AND PLASTICS DIVISION
..Operations 'Planning Department'

4 W , .

. Chemicals and.Plastics'productions account fRr-approximately 40 percent of Union
Carbide's sales resulting in the movement. of 19 billion pounds at.production annually.
This.activity.involVes more than 6,000 products.manufacturyd at approximately 1.S plants.
and moved through more than' 100 bulk terminals and warehouses`.. We deal2with'more than
30,000 industrial customers utilizing six .deepwater vessels;:150 inland barges, and, more
thin,8,000 tank cars, hopper cars, and-van boxes;

My purpose in describing 1.14i-on Carbide's production / distri tion network is to
highlight the need for:the use of mathematical optimization techniques in:effective
planning.- Obviously, it is a-complex business, .with highly intergrated product/location
:charaCteristics in a changing business environment.

-,,, .. .

.,..?.. , The planning. system used to help manage our cheMiCal operation generally consists
.-. .of three phases:

Gathering and processing data as inputto.the'mathematical optimization
system..

The solution of a matheMatical model to develop the optimal production and
distribution plan for the period.

.3. Communication * the. results of th
responsible for the operation.

(See attached flowchart of planning cycle.J

The successful.ManagementOf'a planning system depends on all three of these-
phaseS. -Anyone without the other.Vol.is useless. will discuss each of the phases_
_with particular. to the needs.Of-the7mathematical-MOdel. . .-:,

The.first phase'of.the planninq system,-the gathering of data, Can be broken in
two .Separate activities--,,The,first is standard' data or that information Which does not
.charige very rapidly. Normally, a yearly review and update of this is'sufficient,-- The

-v. .

type Of data inciUded-here is annually budgeted cost; capacities, production factors, etc.

... The other class of input data consists'Of the more current operating.data which
can change from day' to. day. Transp.vrtation cost and limitationl, inventory strategies,
Production limitations and strategies, and the sales forecast are examples of-this.
type of input...: .

.

.
.

.

This strategic information is the more difficult and the most critical of the'
data need. It is gathered through' interface with various operating groups.. A

.

. ,

good understanding of their functions and objectives is necessary so'that the input
can be interpreted. .Normally, people in operations are.not.knowledgeable in the.
functioning of mathematically.based planning systems. .Because Of:this, all meetings to
gather this.input data must.be handled with the idearof getting the;understanding.and.
cooperation of theSe various other groups. It is my responsibility:to Interpret their
-input and strategies and develop'the proper model'representation. This mustbe done
without putting unnecesSaryrestrictions:inthe model -which will preventerue

.-optirmiTtion.. . .: : : _

:

!The second phase of :this procets isthe-solution of a Mathematical model,. .The
particular model used byjJnion.Carbide!s.themical and Olefin.DiVision consists of a

0

planning: model to.the various functions
. ,

a



-- - ,.A.lneir pro 4r matrixcontaining-apprOximately 12,00U,variabIes and.'3',000 equati s,Ai'.--.

liTarialitle*74r_present-taIl'rtv materialS,,,interinediates,-andpiSheeprOdUcts.7":An

t Abf-ton-'iinear'.P7AemodgS-are linked tO
-7tbs;iinear-matrix:

The' resulting mode,1 /is-i Solved-Using a recursive-technique on an.!tJM4ystem/370 Model 168, MathematiCi -Pro-
gramming System Extended.(mPBx) is used. toSet. up and solve the linear po'ition.-
Depending on the number of_iterations required to .reach optimum,, the computing 'me
required is normally.lets than:two hours. It is important t note that this is4

-.batch type syStem. The problems -involved with running a batch system. are....quit,V
sthan andn-line system. -

. .,
In running this model,, we interau,wi- th- two _ s ep arate" f U nationS;,: Computer;. .Operations has esponsibilityfor;.hardWare' availability and priority.:SystemSHSupport

is responsible for, supplying; maintenance,,OrSOftware support, if
. neede " Problems often-develop in-9btainin &P gynecessarypriority-due to:: the. o theof,lacn g 'system and the for.limited computer resources. A3ecause of

planned in'adYance and the support commitment of:Compute OperationS,obXed.'

this, it is desirable to plaCeModel runs. on_ production status.. That,rr is, s should.
..,

. _, .

The demand on computer' resources is cyclic. DuringpafEtoular.times o- thq month
Or quarter, the demand-on the computer is particUlarly heavy. By planning your major
runs_.during loWdemand time or off -hours such as nights and weekends, it is possible to
iMprove.your turnaround time.,

Anyone inyolved in programming should be aware of the importance of prograM
efficiency. the-CPU timerequired by a job affects what turnaround ft will'get. Jobs
that stay in the computer and slow downthe network are not run duringhigh,.demand-time:
,wherr running onvirtual-storage,,as is the case in most large installations,' the ef-
ficienoy of the program; that is, the ration ofCPU time teelapsed:time, is extremely
important. .The longer a job stays in the computer, the greater,the chance of system'
problems developing and-the premature cancellation of the_job. .In addition,.the
operating. cost of running the system will be reduced. Various techniques can and
should be used to improve program efficiency when designing a batch type`system.that'
will be operated regularly:

.
r

..,.

°

Another'imPortant consideration is to insure that any important instruction to: .-.the operator,' such as mounting tapes-or writing over tapes, should be given as close to
the time the action is 'to be taken as' possible. .The manager: of theplanning activity.
has little control over the terminal operators- .In.addition,-the terminal. operators
are involved.in many-activities at-the same time. Therefore,' it is necessary to mini
mize the opportunity for misunderstandings that may result in premature termination
of a run. In large systems; this can be.extremely costly in terms Of cost, and time.

.

. .

.At the preseht time','.we'are erating.our system at a remote terminal. This
. .

arrangement adds tothe difficulties'"- Mentioned-above. It -is impossible to be as '--
familiar with changes in S-oftware and.hardwii-e as when operating direCtly from the---_,-.

.computer-center. In the,past; we were located at'the-computer center and a better
understanding and.effective use of the computer was much easier-

When developing and programming a system such as the one I have described,, that-
is, one that will be runroutinely in support of a planning or operating function, it-
is.'very important- to involve the system 'analyst when.deciding such elements as the'
number_variables, procedures.for updating,. maintenance, ,etc. It seems that time
and tipe-again we.arein a situation where we need to be able to, analyze one more
variable77than the program will allow and the-limit.onvariables was purely an
arbitrary decision madeby th designer. When deciding the limit'of Program-capa-
.bility, the operating analyst 1i,s in a better position-to det'erminethe needformore
or less flexibility..- .

-

A very important pertof the planning systerQ is the report writer:: While the
'system analyst may be able.tointerpret a L.P. Matrix,-theneed to 'review the: pre-'
liminarr,results with, other functions existfThis.highlightsthe_need for reports'
that can be-used to review the'solttion and identify needed corrections_' These reports
Must be readable by persons no familiar with computer output. Th design of these -

preliminary -reports.can have a great affect"on the ease:ol.revi7and the-reasonablenessof the final'plan.

.
.

The third and final stage of the total planning syStem.is the:commUnication of,the results. As ,I stated earlier, all elements-are' equally important. The.best de-
'signed program.with the best inPutis 4elessif.nothing is done-with theresUlts.'

- .
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Ihntor. ,

.
generalizing when_I say this but it is my,Personalfeelln that efforts' to\

-Aiseldirect comppter outpuftas the means of.communicating:the results.to the various -
Unctional.groups:are.not(as effective as interpretatiOn by an..analyst.' We-do- use .com-

:'iputeroutput whendetail.is. needed. for specific action.' But I do hot feel it can
:interprietAnddommunicatethe results of such a complex planning system. -A considerable
effort on-theartof system analysts and other experienced people'is-needed.to-interpret
the results'end-exp/.atinall.of these Significant.ImPliCations' A knowledge of the pro-
ducts,and.the-distribution network is: asimportant as experience:.

"Your:sreactian:AtthisAabintmaybe; that Mathematical" p gramming_plaYS'Z'OPart
4.:17.thelasphaSeis:,,ThiS:4A(ncit::thecasg. The understanding nd cooperationof,the.
progrAmeiS essentartcrhesysteMenaLyst when evaluatithe.L.? solution. I
ha,e'-ionnd7,thai.fthe--liiore .cifthe solut*on",at'e..'no"t- straightforward.
:Usually; some.followup,caseNitudieSor sensiti.04.-tyanAlyste is needed-The:matheinatical
, prOgrammer plays an impOrtant role.during these'studies:' His advice and UnderSt ding_
of the'programlogiC:can save considerable time and result in more-Meani-ngfUl-

...

-.I would. like- to ..restate. my position on' the final Stage. opinion th
direct'output,from the. computer. is not the best mode of communicating the optimal
solution. 'It is more=iMportanthat the report writer capabiitupport-the efforts
of a systems analyst in interpreting the results.

Communication of the plan can takevarious forms depending on the audience.end-
nature of the activity.:.itselNormally, greater, understanding is obtained through
graphs, tables, and diagrams.' Prose should be used to elaborate the results. A clear
statement of all assumptions'- nd significant limits should be made,

. _ .

One, of the most-important points:1 would like to communicate is the type of result
generally looked or.. I hope that an, understanding of this will help the mathematical
programmer to do a better:ob in using program.logic. The most important part of the.
solution is the directionia"business activi °lad take.and-not.the exact- numbers
contained in the sOlution. The business-e ironment changes so rapidly that itis nearly
impossible to pin down exact values. A-goo understanding of the direction or strategy

. that should beApplik.d. in critical areas su as production, inventory, distribUtio:
is essential.

-
Programming efforts should be one with greater understanding of this fact.

.

- My. objective dUring this presentation hasbeen. to-give you more insight into the
problems and technigueSof running a largemathematically programmed. planning system. I
41Ope.thet this knowledgewillhelp`you or give you a better' feel for some of the Critical"
.61ementS In programs'supporting large operating systems. I'm sure that a slightly dif
-4erent viewpoint would be presented if the system under dis6Ussion was an on-line .

system. I do not have much experience with on-line iystemP and you should keep in .mind
that all of my discussion is'based on betch:type systems:

I support your efforts in trying to create better understanding between system
designers and 6Ystem operators. sure that all of:us will beable to do_a better job
if we apply some of the experience gained through-understandizg.the other person's-
prObleme.
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MANAVNG A LARGE''BCALE--PRODUCTiON AND -DISTRIBUTION sysTr.m..

kenneth Goldfisher
.

.Nabisco,

, .

el .. f-

.
. The Biscuit Division'of the Nabisco Corpor,ation presently has '16 bakeries, each
capable of- producing some; but nbt:all, of approximately 750' different Products. ,Ship-
pinibranches perform the warehouse and distribution' functions.requted after the...bakery
.has produced and'packaged-the products. They supply products to lcal. sales branches,
of which there are approximately 225 located throughout the united tates.; ..

..

.

c. .

, .
Estimates of sales by product., -o er a. 12 week; horizon, are made at each saleS.

. .
.

branch.' These are_sent by teleco ni ation equipment to a central- 1-ocation where they N.
are converted Into PrOduction 'requirements which are then allocated to individual pro -
duction facilities; i.e., ovens', incingmachines'and packing equiPht. The resulting
production plan specifies the.amount of each product to produce on each,.facility for each
sales branch during each of the four-week periods in the horizon. The production plan. ..

minimizesthetotal variable.cost of production and'distribtltion 9/1111einsuring its'
production feasibility.' .

.

.
.

. .

. ---
This papek concentrates on the operational aspects' of the 'sYs

t
.111, the use of the

cOmputei and its,kelationshipto'the real world,. both.fromhe field unit and the
division. management'pofnt of view.' ,

..

..t

- .
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